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ABSTRACT
Pottery has come to occupy a central role as evidence for models of Austronesian
language dispersal. These models have drawn on multiple disciplines, but it is the
archaeology that is used to 'directly access' the activities of the past populations, and
temporally define these models. Moreover, it is the the evidence of pottery that has more than any other aspect of the material culture - become a proxy-indicator for
identifying these populations. However, despite the prominent role that the pottery
holds at the centre of these models, analyses have rarely articulated the relationships
between archaeological sites at an assemblage level, and the implications of such results
for further articulating mechanisms of social interaction and aspects of social identity of
past populations.
In this thesis, a number of prominent early pottery assemblages from the northern
Philippines are examined. Regionally, these encompass the Cagayan Valley, the East
Coast of Luzon, and the Batanes Islands. In order to articulate the similarities and
differences between this area and Taiwan, two assemblages from the East Coast of
Taiwan are also examined, as they are thought to be contemporary with the sites in the
northern Philippines. The selection of the broad study region is significant because they
are located in a relatively narrowly defined'area through which, according to the most
widely accepted model, the dispersal of Austronesian languages along with peoples
possessing a unique (Neolithic) culture package must have occurred.
This thesis posits four working hypotheses, which are used to structure the
archaeological enquiry and to tie the material record to mechanisms of social interaction
and aspects of identity. These models are: Independent Innovation, Trade/Exchange,
Imitation and Population Movement.
The pottery was analysed and discussed within the context of each assemblage, with
regional summaries demonstrating local interaction between sites. Subsequently, these
analyses are also discussed within the context of broader inter-regional interaction. This
shows that there is a clear Red-type Pottery Horizon. Furthemiore, although there is
clearly a broad-scale interaction occurring amoungst these sites, this is very loosely
defined. The sites within each of the regions are clearly closely related to each other,
but at an inter-regional level such clear links between the sites fall away, and there is no
directionality evident on the basis of the pottery assemblages.
This result is then set within an assessment of the regional radiocarbon chronology.
This concludes that there is no clear evidence for a d i n e of dates emanating from
Taiwan and thence throughout Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific. Thus it is
concluded that the pottery evidence does not clearly support any of the current models
concerning the dispersal of Austronesian language speaking populations. Consequently,
an alternative explanation is proposed to explain the loose similarities that emerge
almost instantaneously across a broad swath of Island Southeast Asia and the Near
Pacific, circa. 3500 BP. It is suggested that the shared aspects of material culture are an
outward indicator of the emergence of an elite social group within a time of social
upheaval. This period was also marked by a clear reduction in the isolation of
populations. However, it is notable that the bonds did not last long. Clear evidence for
a Red-type Pottery Horizon only appears to span the range of around 500 years, after
which it quickly devolved into local, more persistent, regional chronologies.
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CHAPTER 1:
MODELS OF AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGE SPREAD IN
ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIAN PREHISTORY
This thesis concerns human social interaction in the northern PhiHppines and Taiwan at
the time Austronesian languages are thought to have spread within this region. There
are modem day communities speaking languages with a common origin in the
Austronesian language family spread from Taiwan to New Zealand, and from
Madagascar to Easter Island (Figure 1), these being languages that are no longer interdecipherable but that share a common root. A number of theories attempt to explain the
prehistory of these languages, the predominant explanation for the dispersal being that
Austronesian speaking peoples spread southward out of Taiwan around 4000BP.
However, there are other competing hypotheses. Hence this thesis examines the
evidence provided by early pottery assemblages in the northern Philippines and Taiwan,
in order to identify the nature of the social relationships in the region during the time in
question. This then should elucidate whether or not expansion from Taiwan is
supported by the archaeological evidence.
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The spread of Austronesian language dispersal (from Bellwood 1997)

For many years it has been proposed, based on linguistic reconstructions, that the
'homeland' of the Austronesian languages is Taiwan, with an ancestral link to the southeast region of modem-day China (these models will be outlined in detail later in this
chapter). However, the linguistic discipline itself neither allows for precise dating, nor
for any characterisation of the peoples who spoke these ancestral languages. For this
reason many of the current hypotheses concerning the origins of proto-Austronesian
(the common ancestor to all the Austronesian languages) employ a multi-disciplinary
approach in formulating models for the origin and dispersal of the languages. In
particular such models employ linguistic, genetic and archaeological evidence. Yet,
1
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although archaeology makes a vital contribution to the formulation of prehistoric
models by characterising past material culture and providing dates, the archaeological
evidence has rarely been evaluated independently of the models of Austronesianlanguage expansion themselves.
Pottery is a crucial indicator of prehistoric activity as it is a durable and highly visible
marker. In particular, the evidence provided by the remains of earthenware pottery has
long been central to the construction of hypotheses regarding prehistoric social
interaction in Island Southeast Asia.'
It has been hypothesised that pottery was
introduced by Austronesian language speaking peoples when they migrated throughout
Island South East Asia (see the explanation of the models below). Consequently, there
is an assumed link between the presence of early red-slip pottery in an assemblage and
the presence of Austronesian language speakers. Thus a superficial comparison of
similarities in pottery appearance has often been used to infer the inter-relatedness of
groups in different areas. However, because the pottery has so often been used as a
proxy measure to identify the presence of Austronesian language speakers without an
adequate evaluation of the material culture itself - independently from the model being
examined - a detailed study of the archaeological data in light of social interaction will
further elucidate the validity of the models.
In this thesis, social interaction is separated into two facets: mechanisms of social
interaction, and social identity.
Mechanisms
of social interaction: Different social groups interact and establish
relationships through mechanisms of social interaction, which can ultimately result in a
shared material vocabulary. Mechanisms of social interaction in general have been
central to the archaeological discipline since its inception, although the emphasis upon
particular mechanisms has often changed, depending on the theoretical outlook
prevalent at the time. The mechanisms that fonn the basis of the hypotheses used in this
thesis are population movement, imitation and trade/exchange, along with the absence
of social interaction as indicated by independent innovation.
Social identity. Social identity is the way in which groups of people conceive
relationships, such as a shared ethnicity. There is a wide diversity of viewpoints within
the archaeological field regarding the many facets of social identity: how these can be
investigated, ways to theorise about them, and how they can feed into archaeological
practice. Temis such as nationality, culture, ethnicity and race are ill-defined, being in
one context too exclusive, in another far too general. Furthemiore, attempts to address
aspects of identity through archaeology have often met with widespread criticism. Such
criticisms have sometimes been ethical - some studies have placed a disproportionate
emphasis on 'imposed' groupings that have only served to reinforce present-day social
inequalities. Other criticisms have been methodological - some researchers have
questioned the ability of archaeologists to ever access the required information through
material culture alone. Yet concepts of social identity remain central to archaeological
interpretations of material culture, and as such need ftarther elucidation.
' For the purposes of this thesis, Island Southeast Asia consists of the islands comprising Taiwan, the
Philippines, Borneo (as a whole), and Indonesia. At the same time this thesis concentrates on the
northern section of this area, namely Taiwan, the Batanes and northern Luzon, the latter two areas being
part of the m o d e m Philippines.
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An investigation of social interaction, incorporating a consideration of both mechanisms
of interaction and social identity, will aid in elucidating the strong but ill-defined link
between these concepts and that of the 'Austronesian'. Up to now, these concepts have
not been fully articulated in the literature. Consequently, there remains scope for a
more systematic examination of entire site assemblages with these considerations in
mind.
The sites chosen for study in this thesis are strategically located, both spatially and
temporally, within an area where migration must be evident if the dispersal of the
Austronesian speaking peoples occurred out of Taiwan into the northern Philippines, as
the current predominant hypothesis suggests. Hence this investigation will contribute
new infonnation, which can then be used to address the more conjectural aspects of the
current models of Southeast Asian prehistory, strengthening or questioning their
underlying assumptions.
The analysis will concern assemblage variation evidenced by pottery found in a number
of selected sites in the northern Philippines and Taiwan, which will be compared on the
basis of a detailed dataset of stylistic and technological characteristics. This in turn will
be used in the interpretation of prehistoric social interactions and, consequently, of
prehistoric identities. Several key points of investigation can be identified:
•
•
•
•
•

To assess the key weaknesses of current models of Austronesian language
spread in tenns of the archaeological data;
To examine the early pottery in the northern Philippines with particular regard
to its origins;
To consider possible relationships between the selected Philippine sites and
several contemporaneous sites also containing pottery in Taiwan;
To draw out implications regarding the mechanisms of social interaction, and
aspects of social identity thereby revealed;
To evaluate the implications of the pottery analysis in the light of the current
models concerning the origins of pottery production in Island Southeast Asia.

In summary: This thesis will examine social interaction, as evidenced by pottery, in a
region through which Austronesian languages must have spread, if the prevalent model
is correct. The results will be evaluated with respect to possible implications for shared
identity between the prehistoric population groups evidenced at the different sites.
Cun-ent prehistoric models with implications for the introduction of pottery to the
northern Philippines will be outlined in Section 1 of this chapter. In Section 2, the
implications for specific arguments concerning the northern Philippines and its
relationship to Taiwan will be discussed, with particular emphasis placed on the nature
of the pottery evidence.
In Chapter 2 the way in which the mechanisms of social interaction and the implications
these have for social identity have been addressed within the archaeological discipline
will be examined. This will enable the current prehistoric models in the region to be
evaluated against the positive and negative aspects of different approaches. In the last
section of the chapter, testable scenarios will be formulated.
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In Chapter 3, the methodology of the pottery analysis will be discussed. In Chapters 4,
5, 6 and 7, the data from a number of sites will be discussed, including sequences and
pottery results. These sites are in the Cagayan Valley, the East Coast of Luzon, the
Batanes Islands and Taiwan. Chapter 8 contains an overarching comparison of the
results.
Chapter 9 discusses the results in terms of possible mechanisms of social interaction,
and the implications these might have with regards the social identity of peoples in the
northern Philippines, including any relationship to Taiwan. The implications of the
results for the cun-ent models are discussed. The final section of Chapter 9 contains
comments on avenues for future research.

Section 1: Examining models of Austronesian language origins
and dispersal
Many models, and variations on models, have been proposed in order to explain the
spread of Austronesian languages and the consequent social relationships between
existing, and possibly incoming communities, that fostered this dispersal. These models
can be broadly broken into two groups. The first proposes that Austronesian languages
developed in Southeast China and/or Taiwan and spread via the migration of peoples
through Island Southeast Asia and onwards. The second group views the rise of
Austronesian languages as a phenomenon that arose through interaction between
communities that were already established in the Island Southeast Asia region, which
subsequently led to dispersal through the Pacific and Indian Oceans.
The first group places emphasis upon the phylogenetic aspects of Austronesian
language dispersal, stressing the generally external nature of change.
Initial
development is widely thought to have occun-ed in the area of southern China, but
opinions are split over routes of subsequent dispersal. The predominant line of
argument, which has traditionally relied on linguistic and archaeological evidence,
suggests dispersal occuired through Island Southeast Asia (e.g. Shutler & Marck 1975;
Bellwood 2005; Blust 1976, 1984/85, 1995; Spriggs 1995, 1996a; Kirch 2000;
Diamond & Bellwood 2003).' This has been most cleariy fonnulated as the Out-ofTaiwan (OT) model by Peter Bellwood (e.g. Bellwood 1997, 2005). However, in the
past others have argued that development occurred in various areas of the Southeast
Asian mainland, dispersing via a number of suggested routes into Island Southeast Asia
(Heine-Geldern 1932; Haudricourt 1954; Thomas & Healey 1962; Chang 1964; Grace
1964; Tsang 1992).^

" This represents only a selection of publications. Bellwood especially has published extensively on the
subject, and many publications are referenced throughout this thesis and in the bibliography. This model
will be discussed more fully below.
' These argue that Austronesian speaking peoples moved out of southeast China, not eastward to the coast
and thence to Taiwan, but southward across mainland Southeast Asia (around 4000BP) to the Malay
Peninsula. From there, the peoples may have spread to Borneo (3100BP) and thence to the Philippines.
There are two suggested routes into the Philippines (3500BP to 2700BP), one through Mindanao and the
other through Palawan and Mindoro, these two routes being taken singularly or in concert. This
particular line of dispersal was advocated by a number of linguists (e.g. Thomas & Healey 1962; Grace
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The second group of models places emphasis upon reticulate relationships that generate
change through an interplay of primarily internal characteristics. The emphasis then is
upon internal developments within the South China Sea region." There are two
principal models of this sort, the Nusantao Maritime Trade and Communication
Network (NMTCM), advocated by Wilhelm Solheim II (1975, 1984-1985, 1996, 2006),
and a model of internal development advocated by William Meacham (1984-85, 1991,
1995, 2004)^ These two models hold much in common. For example, they generally
focus on a longer time period than the models involving migration, thereby emphasising
continuity of traditions within the region. However, Meacham's model differs from
Solheim's (2006) in that it encompasses a larger area of development for the
Austronesian language family (Figure 5, page 15 shows both Solheim's view of the
Austronesian linguistic spread, along with a line designating the bounds of Meacham's
hypothesis). Solheim hypothesises a more restricted area (in the north) for protoAustronesian development than that proposed by Meacham.
There is some overlap between the reticulate and the phylogenetic models. For
instance, Tsang Cheng-Hwa (1992*^) suggests that the Austronesian language and
culture probably developed on the mainland between Fukien and Vietnam and was
transmitted to Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific along the mainland rather than
through Taiwan'. Interestingly, if Solheim's argument is broken down by the location
in which cultural components developed, then his argument is not so different to
Tsang's in regards to the location in which the red-slipped pottery tradition had its
origins (the specifics of Solheim's model will be discussed later in this chapter).
There are also other models that occur outside the two broad groupings described above.
For instance, some consider that Austronesian languages developed either in a voyaging
corridor between Wallacea and the Solomon Islands (Irwin 1992; Terrell 1988, 1998,

1964;). Moreover, many of the earliest archaeologists working in the region supported models akin to
this (e.g. Heine-Geldem 1932 and Chang 1964). Robert von Heine-Geldem's model for example placed
the expansion from mainland Southeast Asia into the Philippines between 6000 and 5500 BP. He also
extended the northward migration of the peoples through the Philippines into Taiwan and Japan.
A. L. Kroeber (1943) suggested that the mainland and islands of Southeast Asia shared a suite of
common cultural practises called the Ancient Southeast Asiatic Culture, proposing a broad interplay of
interactions somewhat like the models proposing reticulate relationships. However the scope was much
greater.
This model argues that the homeland of the Austronesian speaking peoples was encompassed by the
'triangle' of Taiwan, the Philippines, the eastern half of Sumatra along with the Indonesian islands east of
Sumatra, and the Malay Peninsula. A trading relationship between the peoples living in this region
assisted in the internal development of a coherent 'Austronesian culture'. Hence there was no migratory
movement in a single direction, and the presence of Austronesian languages in Taiwan can be readily
explained through contact with the island of Luzon in the northern Philippines. This is based on the
premise that "local evolution is usually a better explanatory device for cultural change" (Meacham 2004).
In support of his own hypothesis, Meacham argues (1984-85, 1991, 1995, 2004) that it is not necessary to
explain T a i w a n ' s linguistic diversity by invoking an early origin for the different forms, suggesting
instead that Taiwan has a unique combination of social, political, economic and cultural traits.
Consequently, Taiwan is a "window on prehistory" and, as such, cannot be used as the basis for a general
model (Meacham 2004).
'' According to Hung (2008) Tsang still favoured this argument in a 2007 Chinese language article.
' This suggestion is based on the fact that Tsang believes the origins of the Yuanshan Corded-ware
cultural tradition is not in Taiwan but is likely to be on the adjacent areas of mainland China. This is
important because this culture has been suggested as one possibility for the cultural origin of
Austronesian language speaking peoples in Taiwan (e.g. Bellwood 1979).
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2004a & b; Terrell et al 1997, 1998; Terrell et al 2001)^ or in Melanesia between the
Bismarck Archipelago and Vanuatu (Dyen 1962, 1965). However this latter viewpoint,
based primarily on linguistic arguments, has not been advocated in recent times.
Nonetheless, it remains the case that the two broad groupings - advocating either the
development of Austronesian languages in Southeast China/Taiwan with dispersal
through Island Southeast Asia, or the development of Austronesian languages within
existing communities in Island Southeast Asia - are the models that best incorporate
current multi-disciplinary research.
Yet despite the obvious differences between the two groups of models there is a
substantial overlap of ideas. For instance, models positing an external influence for
change, by this very fact acknowledge the presence of prior populations. Consequently
they concede the possibility of subsequent internal influence on what had been, at least
initially, an external phenomenon. Likewise, models positing internal developments as
the primary cause of Neolithic change, also usually acknowledge the possibility of
external influences. Nevertheless, it remains true that in all models the impetus for
Neolithic developments is placed primarily on either the phylogenetic or reticulate
features of the language origins and dispersal.
This thesis will focus on two models as being representative of the two broader
groupings - the OT & the NMTCN models. Both of these hypotheses utilise a wide
range of archaeological and other evidence in fomiulating their arguments, and thus
provide a comprehensive platfonn from which to discuss the archaeological analyses
found in this thesis. The OT hypothesis has the most widespread ramifications for
social interaction in the focus region. This model emphasises migration from Taiwan
directly into the northern Philippines. The NMTCN model has a far broader scope than
just the northern Philippines, yet of all the internal development models, it has most
clearly articulated the archaeological implications of its hypotheses for the region in
question. Although quite recently published, neither Meacham's model of internal
development nor the suggestion of a 'Voyaging Corridor' will be further elaborated per
se, as their primary focal points lie outside the study area. Additionally, they both
possess many features in common with the NMTCN model with regards the
interpretation of the archaeological evidence from the northern Philippines.

^ The Lapita Cultural Complex, possessing unique aspects of material culture, is evident in Melanesia
from around 3000 BP. This Complex is thought to represent the incursion of Austronesian speaking
populations into the area. Subsequently these populations dispersed to the then-uninhabited islands of
Remote Oceania. Yet whether the unique aspects of the culture were directly introduced by Austronesian
speaking populations, or were innovated within the Melanesian region after the arrival of these
populations, is a highly contentious issue. In the Voyaging Corridor/Entangled Bank Hypothesis, it is
proposed that these unique developments occurred along a voyaging corridor between the Wallacea and
the Solomon Islands. This developmental period was characterised by complex reticulate relationships
between Island Southeast Asia and Melanesia, both at a genetic (population) level as well as with regards
to the material culture. Although this model aims more at determining the immediate ancestry of the
Polynesian peoples than at the dispersal patterns of the Austronesian linguistic groups, because
Polynesians are presumed to be the 'purest' of the populations that speak an Austronesian language, they
are often central to arguments inferring genetic/cultural/linguistic relationships at the time of
Austronesian linguistic expansion.
Consequently, this model, which proposes that Polynesian
development began in Wallacea, contrasts with the other models, particularly the Out-of-Taiwan model.
The concept of the voyaging corridor was introduced by Geoffrey Irwin (1992) and similar ideas have
also been proposed by John E. Terrell (Terrell 1988, 1998, 2004a c6
Terrell et a! 1997, 1998; Terrell et
al 2001) in his broader analysis of the archaeology in the region.
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OUT-OF-TAIWAN

The OT model is the most broadly accepted explanation for the spread of the
Austronesian language family, arguing that proto-Austronesian speakers originated
somewhere in southern China, and thereafter expanded eastward to Taiwan. In Taiwan,
there followed a period of internal development, including the emergence of the first of
the Austronesian languages. From Taiwan, Austronesian language speaking peoples
then expanded southwards into Island Southeast Asia, and thence to Oceania and the
Indian Ocean.
This model was developed primarily using linguistic and archaeological evidence,
although the theory has aroused considerable interest in other disciplines.
The
"Tapengkeng sphere of influence" proposed by K. C. Chang (1964, 1986, 1995), which
encompassed Taiwan and parts of mainland China, also concerned Austronesian origins.
However, the model as outlined above was first proposed by Richard Shutler and Jeff
Marck (1975), who built on the substantial arguments advanced by earlier theorists such
as Robert Suggs (1960, 1962).' Subsequently, Peter Bellwood (1975, 1979, 1984/85,
1991, 1995, \996b, 1997) and Robert Blust (1976, 1984/85, 1995, 1996a) have refined
the con-elation between the archaeological and linguistic aspects of the model
respectively, providing substantial evidentiary arguments.
In regards to the
archaeology, Bellwood's 1975 book was the first to suggest "clear links" between
Lapita pottery and pottery in Island Southeast Asia. A number of other prominent
archaeologists have also advocated the model, including Matthew Spriggs (1995,
1996a) and Patrick Kirch (2000). Jared Diamond (1988, 1997, 1998a & b, 2000;
Diamond & Bellwood 2003) also played a part in popularising this model in the broader
scientific literature, emphasising the speed of migration through Southeast Asia to the
eastern Pacific by referring to this as 'The Fast Train' or 'Speedboat to Polynesia'.
In recent times, Peter Bellwood's synthesis of the underlying data (incl. Bellwood 1997,
2005) has found widespread acceptance. Consequently, this thesis will focus on
Bellwood's arguments. However, as the Out-of-Taiwan model as advocated by
Bellwood is inextricably linked to his fonnulation of the Early Farming Dispersal
Hypothesis, it is necessary to examine this latter hypothesis first.

T H E EARLY FARMING DISPERSAL HYPOTHESIS

The Early Fanning Dispersal Hypothesis is a multidisciplinary hypothesis that
correlates a number of widespread episodes of prehistoric population and language
dispersal with the development of agriculture (Figure 2).
The hypothesis suggests that major episodes of population expansion occurred as
dependence on farming grew, and such expansions tend to imply fairly strong
correlations between populations, languages and cultures, just as they have in the
recent colonial past (Bellwood 2005).

9

In the I960's, Suggs advanced the theory that Polynesian peoples migrated from Southeast Asia through
Melanesia. This was contrary to other arguments prevalent at the time, which emphasised development in
Melanesia (Hiroa 1938) or from South America (Heyerdahl & Ferdon 1961; 1965).
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There are two primary components to Bellwood's argument. Firstly, that widespread
language families, such as Austronesian, must have originated in a fairly
restricted
area, with some degree of population migration governing dispersal (Bellwood 2005),
this resulting in a relatively homogenous, widespread and stylistically related material
culture. Secondly, these linguistic families correlate "in highly significant ways" with
agriculture and archaeological assemblages. Hence it is that Bellwood suggests (2005)
that:
Within the early agricultural past of mankind there have existed many widespread
archaeological complexes of closely linked artifactual style, shared economic basis
and relatively short-lived temporal placement.

One complex used to illustrate these arguments is the Island Southeast Asian Redslipped Tradition (labelled in Figure 2). However, the actuality of this tradition is yet to
be demonstrated.

Figure 2
The cultural complexes of the early agricultural world used in support of the Early
Farming Dispersal Hypothesis, including the Island Southeast Asian Red-slipped Tradition and
Lapita (from Bellwood 2005).

In his Early Fanning Dispersal Hypothesis, Bellwood (2005) characterises the
development of farming in three phases: pre-fanning, transition to fanning, and
dependence on fanning/dispersal. These all have implications concerning populations,
languages and culture, but it is this third phase that is characterised by phylogenetic
dispersal from the homeland.
The dispersal itself is further characterised by four zones. Homeland zones are where
the initial developments occur (in the case under scrutiny, Taiwan). The spread zone is
created by the dispersal of the farming population, and is associated with homogeneity
in culture, language and biology as well as a discontinuity between the homogenous
package of material culture and earlier manifestations of the same features that may
have been present in the spread zone (in this particular case: the Philippines). Friction
zones occur during dispersal if/when fanning communities encounter prior populations
already entrenched in an area.
They are characterised by genetic and cultural
interactions between hunters and fanners. The overshoot zone is a rarer phenomenon.
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occurring when farmers move into adverse environments, this leading to new
adaptations not consistent with their prior farming activities.
Once farmers are established in a new area through the relatively homogenous
phylogenetic dispersal of their original population, Bellwood (2005) argues that a
reticulate pattern of development then takes precedence. Transformations can occur
("both during and after dispersal") due to adaptations of chance modifications, resulting
in a phylogenetic relationship with the parent tradition (Bellwood 2005). Alternatively,
changes might occur through interaction with other populations resulting in reticulation.
In examining the spread of languages it is important to consider not only how a
language spreads, but also why. Bellwood (2005) considers four alternatives:
•
•
•
•

Population replacement or integration due to migration
Trade and lingue francae (which Bellwood correlates with elite dominance)
Slavery and forced translocation
Population replacement due to disease or war

In Bellwood's opinion migration of native speakers is necessary to explain the spread of
major language families. The other mechanisms may explain aspects of specific
situations, but will never explain the entire distribution.
But, and this I think is a most important proviso, it should not be assumed that such
spreading populations of native speakers were always derived entirely from the
localized population amongst whom the language family originated in the first place
(Bellwood 2005).

That said, even though there are numerous processes that affect the adoption and
maintenance of languages by the core speakers and those who subsequently adopt them,
"...there is a solid core of shared phylogenetic history, both linguistic and cultural..."
(Bellwood 2005). It is certainly enticing, given the data from modem and past recorded
history, to see languages spread principally as a result of population migration. Yet,
despite its obvious usefulness as a working hypothesis, in each situation this must be
demonstrated, not assumed.
Hence there is also a necessity to examine the
archaeological evidence at a finer level.
Of course Bellwood (2005) makes no claim that the Early Fanning Dispersal
Hypothesis explains every situation. Although he certainly believes that languages,
cultures and genotypes are correlated, he acknowledges that they did not always spread
"in perfect unison." Situations that fall between the two extremes of complete migration
and cultural continuity in a region will "be revealed most clearly by any disequilibrium
between the archaeological, linguistic, and biological sources of data," (Bellwood
2005). However, not only is Bellwood's longstanding academic interest in the dispersal
of the Austronesian language speaking peoples, but he uses these arguments quite
generally to illustrate his hypothesis. It seems reasonable then to assume that this is one
area in which he believes that the Early Fanning Dispersal Hypothesis is broadly
applicable.
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THE OUT-OF-TAIWAN MODEL

The Bellwood (2005) argument proposes that Taiwan was colonised from southeastern
China by proto-Austronesian speakers, possibly from the area of present day Fujian or
Guangdong provinces. These peoples are thought to have brought with them a unique
set of cultural attributes evident in the Tapengkeng cultural phase in Taiwan. This
culture spread around the coastal areas after 5500 BP'", leaving a "basal homogeneity
followed by increasing regionalization."
Furthermore, consistent with the Early
Fanning Dispersal Hypothesis, Bellwood concludes that the earlier Changbinian culture
was completely assimilated or replaced by the Tapengkeng cultural phase. In contrast,
there is evidence for subsequent internal continuity between the Tapengkeng and later,
more regionally diverse cultures found between 4000 and 3000 BP (including
Yuanshan, Niuchouzi, Zhangguang and Peinan). These latter cultures in turn developed
various regional expressions, and it is concurrent with these later cultures that further
Neolithic expansion occurred. In Taiwan, and subsequently in other areas of Southeast
Asia, Neolithic fanner populations continued to develop their cultural assemblages as
shown by the innovations listed in Table 1.
Table 1
1997)

Innovations associated witli each stage of Austronesian dispersal (after Bellwood

Region of Development

Taiwan

The Philippines

Innovations
Extensive cultivation of rice, probably also millet, sugarcane and yams
Austronesian languages
Stone tool technologies (polished stone adzes?)
Distinctive pottery traditions
Bark cloth
Bone tools
Maritime technology
Large, open settlements (rectangular, sometimes stilted houses)
Arboriculture/Horticulture
Animal husbandry of pigs, dogs and chickens
Betal nut chewing
Fully ground stone adzes
Shell ornaments
Introduction of pottery use and manufacture
Malayo-Polynesian language

At around 4500-4000 BP, the populations in Taiwan began their move southward to the
Philippines through the islands of the Batanes in the Luzon/Fonnosa Strait (this spread
and the associated dates are delineated in Figure 3). One group of Austronesian
speaking peoples is then thought to have rapidly dispersed through the southern
Philippines, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and on to Java, Sumatra, the Malay Peninsula and
hence to southern Vietnam (where the Western Malayo-Polynesian languages
developed). In the process they either replaced or assimilated the original populations
of island and mainland Southeast Asia. Other groups of Austronesian speaking peoples
followed a similar initial trajectory south, but then diverged through the Moluccas to
reach the Lesser Sunda (resulting in the development of Central Malayo-Polynesian
languages) and through Halmahera (resulting in Eastern Malayo-Polynesian languages)

In order to provide clarity in the presentation of dates, they will all be presented as years BP (before
present), even where dates were presented otherwise in original documents. Where dates were presented
as BC or BCE in the original, 2000 years have been added to the presented date for a rough
approximation of BP. Dates within quotes are presented as in the originals.
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to Melanesia and Polynesia (which ultimately led to the development of Oceanic
languages). As with the earlier movement of farmers into Taiwan, in Island Southeast
Asia Bellwood (2005) perceives a break with pre-ceramic traditions starting at around
4000 BP in the Philippines, and at around 3400 BP near Papua New Guinea.
In western Melanesia, Austronesian speakers kept to the coastlines, and it is thought that
the prior existence of agriculture in the islands may have given their original
populations an advantage over the Austronesian colonisers, limiting the expansion of
the latter. This model advocates that the rise of the Lapita Complex in Oceania is a
direct consequence of the arrival of Austronesian speaking peoples (at about 3400-2800
BP).
Thus the OT model shows a clear chronological separation between various stages
marking the spread of Austronesian language speaking peoples.

Figure 3

Hypothesised dates of earliest Austronesian colonization (from Bellwood 2005)

NUSANTAO MARITIME TRADE AND COMMUNICATION NETWORK

This model hypothesises that a maritime trade and communication network - the
NMTCN - arose from internal cultural developments in areas bordering the South China
Sea around 11 000 years ago. At around 7000 BP, the Austronesian languages arose as
a lingua franca within the scope of the network's maritime activity. The regions where
it was first used include coastal Fujian (south China), northern coastal Vietnam, western
coastal Philippines, and possibly southern and western coastal Taiwan.
This model was fonnulated by Wilhelm Solheim 11 (1975, 1984-85, 1996, 2006),
although it probably owed some of its early conceptual development to the multiple
origin hypothesis proposed by H. Otley Beyer (1947, 1948), which explained
11
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developmental processes within the Philippines. Like Solheim's earliest formulations
of the Nusantao model, Beyer's model proposed that the initial movement of the
Neolithic into the Philippines occurred from Indonesia.
Recently, genetic evidence has also been used to support a scenario of internal
development similar to that proposed by Solheim (Oppenheimer & Richards 2001).
Nevertheless, the NMTCN Model is not as widely accepted as the OT model, despite it
being the best known alternative.

THE NUSANTAO PEOPLE

Because this model possesses a number of unique terms, it is necessary to explain what
they mean, as well as how they developed. Solheim first coined the term 'Nusantao' in
order to avoid a confusion between the concept of the Austronesian language spread essentially a linguistic construct, easily misconstrued outside its proper context - with
the actual peoples posited by the prehistoric models. The term itself is an amalgam of
the Austronesian roots nose meaning "south island", and tau meaning "man or people."
Solheim's initial development was the temi Nusatau (Solheim 1975, 1976, explanation
in 2006), later changed to Nusantao for "people of the south islands." In the beginning,
the concept focussed on distinguishing the peoples who spoke pre-, proto- or full
Austronesian languages from the languages themselves, while still believing the two to
be essentially correlated. In other words, the Nusantao were a "single maritime culture
focused on nomadic movement by boat throughout Southeast Asia by speakers of
Austronesian languages" (Solheim 2006). However, subsequent development and
reassessment of the hypothesis has led him to somewhat modify these ideas.
Solheim now stresses that there is no one-to-one correlation between the peoples and
the languages themselves: "not all Nusantao speak an Austronesian language, nor are all
speakers of Austronesian languages Nusantao" (Solheim 2006). In the same book he
explains the development of his notion of the Nusantao. From 1984-1992 Solheim used
'Nusantao' to refer to both past and present "natives of Southeast Asia" who were not
just maritime-orientated, but "the descendents of maritime-orientated cultures from their
beginnings." However, this thinking has now evolved, Solheim's present argument
being that the Nusantao were communities that lived in a variety of maritime
orientations. Although many Nusantao people were land based, there were still "a
moderate proportion of the Nusantao people" involved in maritime trade and it is these
who maintained the NMTCN. Thus, in Solheim's view, the NMTCN model is useful in
understanding and interpreting the far-reaching spread of the material culture and
languages of the Austronesian-speaking peoples "even though none of these actually
define the Nusantao."

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Unlike Bellwood, who cleariy underpins his fonnulation of the OT model with the Eariy
Fan-ning Dispersal Hypothesis, Solheim has been less clear in his articulation of the
conceptual framework behind the NMTCN model. The concept of a maritime network,
12
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which subsequently led to the development of the NMTCN model, originally arose
through Solheim's archaeological fieldwork examining the pottery of the South China
Sea, in particular the Sa Huynh-Kalanay Pottery Tradition (Solheim 1959a, b, 1964,
2002"). Furthermore, he believes that the NMTCN is a completely new concept:
It involves what I feel is a totally new and unique concept of an organization that
had no organizer, and whose members had no idea that it existed, with no feeling of
belonging to such a widespread community (Solheim 2006).

Moreover, Solheim believes that the manifestation of the NMTCN probably has no
other parallels either in the present or in the past.
In interpreting the distribution of archaeological artefacts, Solheim (2006) articulates a
number of underlying assumptions:
Firstly, "for a migration to explain the distribution [of like artefacts over a continuous
area], it should have started from an area where all the artefacts [associated with the
peoples] were present earlier than in the rest of the areas."
Secondly, disassociation between the individual complex components has been taken to
argue against the large scale migration of peoples, or their movement in a single
direction. He argues that, because migrants necessarily travelled over water through
Island Southeast Asia, "unless they were moving along coastal waters in large numbers
[such as would be manifest in a migratory explanation], there likely would have been a
discontinuous distribution of artefacts concerned."
Thirdly, if the spread had been through migration, then the elements of culture would
primarily be moving in one direction.
Fourthly, he uses a 'complex' approach to the archaeology to argue that certain artefacts
are indeed associated with the NMTCN, while acknowledging that the components of
this complex only rarely occur together at a single archaeological site. Nonetheless it is
argued that they are all contained within the region, presumably contemporaneously.

T H E NUSANTAO M A R I T I M E TRADE AND COMMUNICATION N E T W O R K

The most rigorous evaluation to date of the earthenware pottery in the southern
Philippines is found in the work of Solheiin (2002). Solheim has formulated a regional
synthesis of archaeological findings in the southern Philippines, hypothesising several
traditions from his resulting analysis. It was this analysis that ultimately led Solheim to
propose the NMTCN model (Solheim 1975, 1984-85, 1996, 2006). In his argument he
suggests that the Neolithic pottery, as well as several subsequent traditions, were
maintained through the trading activities and other movements of the Nusantao traders.
Since Solheim's first pottery studies regarding social interaction in Southeast Asia were
set in motion by his study of the Sa huynh-Kalanay Complex'% he has continued to
" Solheim 2006, page 3, also includes extensive references to his earlier works.
Sa huynh, a site in Vietnam, was studied by Solheim subsequent to his work on the island of Masbate
in the Philippines. It was by drawing parallels between these sites that he laid the groundwork for the
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develop the notion of the NMTCN. In the process he has refined his thoughts on the
development and spread of pottery technology through the entire region of Island
Southeast Asia and the east coast mainland. He believes that the earliest pottery (pre-Sa
Huynh-Kalanay) in Southeast Asia and the Pacific is the Hoabinhian in coastal Vietnam,
from which subsequent pottery types are derived. These early Vietnamese sites'^ are
now located on sand dunes some distance from the present coastline. Consequently,
Solheim speculates that the marine-oriented Nusantao peoples probably occupied these
sites during times of higher sea-levels around 7000 to 5000 BP. Furthermore, he
suggests that durable inorganic remains, such as stone and later bronze objects, attest to
wider stylistic influences, and that patterns found on pre-Sa Huynh-Kalanay pottery
may have also been found on a wide range of other forms of material culture not
preserved in the archaeological record.
Hence Solheim (2006) believed that the decorations on all types of material culture
interacted and evolved together, resulting in what he has called the "Old Southeast
Asian Complex." In this way, the pre-Sa Huynh-Kalanay developed into the Sa HuynhKalanay and the Lapita traditions. The suggestion is that, following the pre-Sa HuynhKalanay, the Sa Huynh-Kalanay Tradition spread from the coast of Vietnam probably
around 4000 BP. Both the Sa Huynh-Kalanay and Lapita traditions retained many
design elements found in the Old Southeast Asian Complex. As a consequence of its
spread the NMTCN is composed of four lobes (Figure 4). The Central Lobe was the
founding area, from which the other three lobes developed and through which they
communicated.
The main consequence of the NMTCN interactions for the focus region of this research
is that it proposes that the Nusantao spread south to north through the Philippines,
reaching Taiwan and southeast China "shortly before 7000 BP" (Solheim 2006), this
dispersal scenario being associated with pre- and proto- Austronesian languages. In this
way, the Nusantao made "cultural and genetic contact with the middle Neolithic people
of southeast China." The northern section of the Late Central Lobe, encompassing
northern Vietnam, the northern Philippines, coastal south China and coastal Taiwan
around 7000 BP, is where the Austronesian language family (and fi-om this the MalayoPolynesian language family), is thought to have developed as a maritime trading
language or lingua franca, subsequently dispersing over a wider region (Figure 5 &
Figure 6) (Solheim 2006). In regional terms there are similarities to the OT hypothesis,
but the mechanism of development differs.

development of the NMTCN model. Because a diversity of pottery types is encompassed within
Solheim's concept of the Sa huynh-Kalanay pottery, broadly distributed both clironologically and
spatially, many archaeologists have considered the tradition to be too diffuse to be either testable or useful
in an explanatory way (some of the Kalanay pottery is likely to be post-Iron Age in date, early to midsecond millennium AD - Bacus 2004). Nonetheless, the assemblages have recently been statistically
examined, and this is said to show that the Sa Huynh-Kalanay is indeed distinct from other pottery
assemblages (see contributions by Flavel and Bulbeck in Solheim 2006).
Unfortunately they have yet to be reliably dated.
14
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Figure 4
Four lobes of the Nusantao Maritime T r a d e and Communication Network (from
Solheim 2006)
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Figure 5
The geographical correlates of different stages of Austronesian language development
as envisioned by Solheim, contrasted with the area of Meacham's hypothesis (from Solheim 2006)
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Figure 6
The hypothesised geographical correlates of the formation and movement of preproto-Austronesian and Malayo-Polynesian languages (from Solheim 2006)

It is further proposed that Nusantao traders from southern China established the
Tapengkeng culture in Taiwan (Solheim 2006). However, at the same time that the
NMTCN expanded north and south along the China coast between 7000 and 6000 BP,
Taiwan became isolated from the rest of the NMTCN. As a consequence, several
distinct Austronesian languages developed in that area, independently of those that
shifted fuither south. Thus it is that:
the scattered relationships between Taiwan and Philippine prehistoric cultures did
not result from direct contact but from receiving these elements from a common
mainland Southeast Asian source, each independent of the other (Solheim 2006).

FuilheiTOore, because Solheim (2006) identifies a gap in the cultural record between the
noithern Luzon sites and those found in Borneo, he concludes that there were two
separate contact networks within the NMTCN during this time The first linked coastal
Vietnam and south China with Taiwan, the northern Philippines, Palawan, the northern
Visayas and Micronesia. The second linked the south coast of Vietnam with Borneo,
Indonesia, Mindanao and the southern Visayas.
The subsequent Central Lobe East accommodates the expansion from northern Luzon
into western Melanesia, possibly at around 6000-5000 BP. The Western Lobe
developed along the south coast of Vietnam into Cambodia around 4500 BP. Around
4000 BP the Eastern Lobe continued the expansion from the east of Indonesia and the
southern Philippines.
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Hence, based primarily on evidence derived from comparisons of pottery throughout
Southeast Asia, Solheim (2006) has proposed a model of Neolithic development based
primarily on internal developments within the region bordered by the coastal areas of
Southeast Asia. Its driving impetus was trade and communication, and it was often
achieved without permanent movement (migration) of the Nusantao peoples.

Section 2: Pottery in the Northern Philippines and Taiwan
A central argument of this thesis is that, as far as the archaeology is concerned, the
material culture has never been adequately analysed independent of the models.
Instead, parallels between pottery types from different sites - where specific attributes
are singled out from the context of the overall assemblage - have been used to suggest
links without being conclusive in this regard. This has resulted in a situation where the
supporting evidence for a model can sometimes seem like it is overly selective. To
complicate matters, the Out-of-Taiwan and the NMTCN models rarely consider the
same evidence in support of their arguments. Therefore it is difficult to evaluate the
claims of one against the other. Furthennore, while a model should be based on all the
available material evidence at the time of formulation, it is equally important to
establish testable parameters. However, only with a thorough understanding of the
evidence used in establishing the current models can a research approach be formulated
with regard to the archaeological data. Therefore, this section will discuss the
arguments made by the models in relation to the eariy pottery assemblages in the
northern Philippines, and any relations these might have with Taiwan.
Although archaeobotany and stone tools both feature in the arguments, it is pottery that
has carried the most weight. Because unequivocal evidence for early agriculture is
sparse in the Island Southeast Asian region, this has led to the use of pottery as a proxy
measure for the presence of agriculture, as both are thought to constitute parts of a
Neolithic package. The stone artefact evidence was important to early syntheses of
population movement (Heine-Geldem 1932; Beyer 1947, 1948; Duff 1970), but a
review of it has not been published for many years. Hence while lip-service is often
paid to the presence of stone adzes, this has contributed little to inteipretations of the
broader region in recent times.
(Consideration is given to these categories of
archaeological evidence, as well as the linguistic and genetic evidence, in Appendix 1.)
Consequendy, this section will focus on the pottery evidence used to underpin the Outof-Taiwan and NMTCN models of Neolithic development in the island regions of
Southeast Asia.
There have been many studies completed throughout Island Southeast Asia that describe
the pottery obtained from one or several closely related sites. Yet these usually arise
from a program of fieldwork focusing on survey and excavation, rarely from an attempt
to understand the pottery relationships either within a site itself, or within the broader
region.'" Furthennore, only a minority of studies have attempted to use quantitative as

There are exceptions. Analyses of pottery found in the Cagayan Valley have been carried out by
Japanese archaeologists working in collaboration with the National Museum of the Philippines (e.g.
Ogawa 2002a, b-, Tanaka 2000, 2002, 2004). Bellwood has also made observations concerning the broad
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well as qualitative measures to formally assess the relationships between assemblages.
Yet, despite these concerns, it remains the fact that both the Out-of-Taiwan and
NMTCN models rely heavily upon arguments concerning pottery types and distribution.

O T AND N M T C N ARGUMENTS RELATING TO RED-SLIPPED POTTERY

The Out-of-Taiwan model uses archaeological assemblages, particularly pottery, as
'direct evidence' to support its arguments. In particular, a seemingly distinct fonn of
red-slipped pottery (with some regionally distinct stylistic variations) found in Taiwan,
the Philippines, northern Kalimantan, Talaud, Halmahera and the Pacific (in the fonn of
the Lapita Cultural tradition) has been taken as evidence in support of the model (Figure
7):
In the Philippines, northern Borneo, and many regions of Eastern Indonesia the
oldest Neolithic pottery is characterized by simple forms with plain or red-slipped
surfaces, sometimes with incision or stamped decoration and sometimes with
perforated ring-feet. This phase has no very clear internal divisions at present and it
seems to date overall to between 2000 and about 500BC, when it transforms into a
series of more elaborately decorated Early Metal Phase ceramics (Bellwood 2005).

The emergence of red-slipped, plain pottery in the northern Philippines belonging to this
'Island Southeast Asian Red-slipped Tradition' has been directly coirelated with the
emergence of Proto-Malayo Polynesian (a member of the Austronesian language family
- see Appendix 1) in the area (Bellwood 2000a). Subsequently, the pottery is thought to
have spread southward with the onward migration of the Austronesian-speaking peoples
through the Philippines, and thence to Borneo and the Indonesian islands to the east of
it.
According to the NMTCN model, the presence of red-slipping and lime in-filled,
impressed circles are features of the early pre-Sa Huynh-Kalanay (Table 2) (Solheim
2006).'^ The pre-Sa Huynh-Kalanay pottery developed in coastal Vietnam, promoted
by the prior presence of the NMTCN, and spread outwards with the further development
of the NMTCN. Solheim (2006) reports that the earliest red-slipped pottery and
impressed circles, as well as some other associated design elements, have been reported
from Hong Kong, the nearby coast of China, and southern Vietnam. Bound-paddle and
simple carved paddle impressed pottery can also be found, as well as other impressed
and incised patterns, but these are less common.
Nonetheless, while features such as red-slipping and impressed circles are considered
'early', they are not definitively so, as they continue to persist in the archaeological
assemblages for some time (Solheim 2006).
Furthennore, despite his extensive
observations, Solheim has not completed a fonnal pottery study that encompasses areas
beyond his original pottery-based studies in the central and southern Philippines (the
islands of the Visayas and Mindanao). Because of this, in cases where the northern
Philippines is discussed within his works, it tends to be dealt with based on a
forms within the Batanes Islands sites, but these have not been formally examined at an assemblage level
(e.g. Bellwood & Dizon 2005; Bellwood el al 2007fl).
" Although plain, cord-marked and mat-impressed pottery are believed to be the oldest styles, redslipping and lime in-filled decorations were introduced soon after.
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comparison between the visual observation of types, no attempt having been made to
formally evaluate the early pottery relationships within the region.
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Figure 7
Sites recently identified as belonging to the Island Southeast Asian Red-slipped
Tradition ( f r o m Belhvood 2005)

Archaeologists promoting ideas outside of, or peripheral to, the OT and NMTCN
models have also marked red-slipped pottery as an important archaeological
development. For instance, the eariiest, albeit controversial, date (6450 BP) for pottery
with red-slipping and circle impressions in the Philippines, comes from the Balobok
Rock Shelter in the southern Philippines (Spoehr 1973). hi his report of these
excavations, Spoehr drew parallels between this Balobok pottery and pottery from the
Marianas and the Tabon Complex. Should these older dates prove coixect, Shutler
(1999) suggests that red-slipped, lime-infilled, circle-impressed pottery may well have
developed in the southern Philippines, perhaps in the Balobok Rock Shelter, and then
spread to other areas, including the northern Philippines. He also suggests that the limeimpressed pottery of the Marianas, Melanesia and Polynesia developed out of the redslipped pottery tradition of Island Southeast Asia.
With regards to relationships in the northern Philippines, Shutler (1999) speculates that
the site of Magapit in the Cagayan Valley incorporates features common to both
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Taiwanese pottery and pottery from the southern Phihppines. This poses the possibihty
that the area of the northern Phihppines being examined in this thesis, functioned in one
way or another as an interaction zone between Taiwan and the southern Philippines.
Table 2
N M T C N pottery relationships within the n o r t h e r n Philippines and T a i w a n area (after
Solheini 2 0 0 6 )
Artefact type
Burial jars some doubled and some
with stone lids

Plain vessels with vertical and
everted rim types, ring feet, redslipping and incised decoration

Carved, paddle impressed pottery
Red-slipping and impressed circles

Straight incised lines or lines made
by punctations or short incised
dashes, often forming borders of
" V " patterns
Rectangular or other patterns
emphasised by punctation
Short straight lines in vertical or
diagonal patterns made with
multiple toothed tool by comb
impression or dentate stamp
Triangular patterns, often hachured
and/or with small circles or semicircles at their apex, triangles
varying to joined, curved, open at
bottom to straight lines with circle
at one end
Impressed half circles in varying
patterns, often found in two pairs of
opposed horizontal rows alternating
the openings between rows, so that
they form interlocking half circles
or interlocking, horizontal " S "

Location f o u n d

Associated Dating

Eastern Taiwan, the islands between
Taiwan, Luzon, Palawan and central and
southern Philippines, central and southern
Vietnam, Sarawak, Indonesia. Also
found in southern India and Sri Lanka (in
association with stone cists and dolmens)
Korea, Late and Final Jomon periods,
Yayoi pottery of Japan, South China and
Southeast Asia

Most from 3000-1000
BP. In Palawan and
Vietnam 4000-3000 BP.
Taiwan and islands of the
Luzon strait 4000-2000
BP
Many are typical of Sa
Huynh-Kalanay Pottery
Tradition in southern
Vietnam and eastern
Island Southeast Asia
5000-4000 BP (not
common from 3000 BP)
Early levels at 8000-4000
BP. They are most
common around 6000
BP.
(associated with redslipped and impressed
circle pottery)

Southeastern China, China Coast and
Taiwan
Taiwan, the Batanes Islands, Cagayan
Valley, Palawan, Masbate, Sulu Islands,
Borneo, Sulawesi, Marianas Islands and
Melanesia (Lapita)
Taiwan, northern Luzon, southern
Mindanao, Masbate, Sarawak, Sulawesi,
several islands in the Marianas
Marianas, northern Luzon, Masbate,
Sulawesi
Marianas and Masbate

(associated with redslipped and impressed
circle pottery)
(associated with redslipped and impressed
circle pottery)

Taiwan, northern Luzon, Sulawesi,
Marianas, Masbate

(associated with redslipped and impressed
circle pottery)

Central and Southern Sulawesi, Marianas;
also in limited numbers on rims in
northern Luzon, Sarawak, Sulawesi and
the Marianas

(associated with redslipped and impressed
circle pottery)

In summary, red-slipped pottery has been used as evidence for a number of different
hypotheses - for the expansion of Austronesian language speaking peoples southward
out of Taiwan, for the activity of the NMTCN, and for others. Thus a formal analysis of
the pottery is central to further elucidating these models.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE NORTHERN PHILIPPINES AND ITS RELATIONS TO TAIWAN

All the sites chosen for analysis in this thesis contain early pottery and have, at some
point, been used in arguments by archaeologists attempting to establish the nature of
interaction between Taiwan and the northern Philippines (details about the selection of
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sites are included in Chapter 3, and the excavation and stratigraphic details are given in
the relevant regional chapters). This section will now examine in more detail the
prehistoric population linkages proposed.
A plethora of links between particular material cultures of the northern Philippines and
those of Taiwan have been suggested. Both Bellwood and Solheim agree that the
pottery with the earliest reliable dates within Island Southeast Asia is found in
assemblages in Taiwan containing mostly corded-ware, basket-impressed or plain
pottery. However, they interpret this in different ways.
Sites in the northern Philippines have been linked to a tradition of red-slipped pottery
moving out of Taiwan, consistent with the OT hypothesis. In his work, Bellwood has
indicated possible parallels between many sites in Taiwan (including sites with a wide
range of dates and contexts, such as, Peng'hu, Yuanshan, Zhangguang, Peinan,
Kending, Fengbitou, Nanguanli, Fengtian, Tapengkeng) and the northern Philippines.
Moreover, Bellwood (1997) draws links to the Dimolit site, as well as links with sites in
the Cagayan Valley, including Rabel Cave, Laurente Cave, Andarayan, Musang Cave
and Arku Cave. Furthermore, in his 2005 paper, Bellwood not only again mentions the
pottery collections from Dimolit and Andarayan as being related to red-slip pottery
distributions, but includes those from Magapit, Nagsabaran, Pamittan and Sunget."^
For Bellwood, the fact that Taiwan has the earliest dated pottery in Island Southeast
Asia reflects the initial stages of prehistoric dispersal as in the Out-of-Taiwan model.
The red-slipped pottery is thought to have arisen in association with the various regional
cultures that developed out of the earlier Tapengkeng cord-marked pottery types:
In the light of recent research in the Batanes Islands and the Cagayan Valley of northern
Luzon, the origins of this red-slipped pottery can be traced to eastern Taiwan
assemblages of about 2000BC [4000 BP], still only hazily reported but presumably the
immediate ancestors of the later second millennium Beinan and Zhangguang cultures of
the east coast and the Yuanshan of northern Taiwan (Bellwood 2005).

If there was a phylogenetic (demic) dispersal of Austronesian speaking peoples out of
Taiwan and into the northern Philippines (as suggested by Bellwood 1996a, 2002;
Bellwood & Dizon 2008), then the focus region which encompasses notlhem Luzon, the
islands of the Luzon Strait and selected sites in eastern Taiwan, represents an impoitant
area of research, because this region represents a confined area through which peoples
must have moved. Alternatively, if there was no migration out of Taiwan, this should
also be evident. Moreover, what evidence there is may suggest appropriate alternative
hypotheses.
Bellwood (1996a, 2002) has argued that the phylogenetic dispersal was followed by the
rapid interplay of reticulate patterning. The implication of this is that the archaeological
evidence would be of a more reticulate than a phylogenetic nature. Nonetheless, despite
the suggestion that subsequent developments occurred rapidly, if a phylogenetic
dispersal did occur, there should still be some indication of this in the earliest redslipped pottery assemblages (remembering that this pottery is thought to have been
Because new evidence is continually refining opinions, even changing them, this discussion will - for
the most part - focus on more recent publications. However, some older arguments are still deemed
relevant to the way in which these areas are perceived to have interacted.
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introduced by the Austronesian populations). Moreover, the case for the OT hypothesis
would be significantly weakened if phylogenetic dispersal could not be directly
observed.
Solheim does not question that pottery from Taiwan is early, but suggests that neither
this, nor subsequent pottery in Taiwan, can be directly related to later assemblages in
the northern Philippines, speculating instead that they are both derived from a common
mainland source. Furthermore, Solheim thinks that typical pre-Sa Huynh-Kalanay
Pottery is rare in Taiwan, even at sites such as the Yuanshan (Solheim 2006).
I therefore feel that Pre-Sa Huynh Kalanay pottery was not only little represented,
but not important to Taiwan cultures. The early pottery from Ta-p'en-k'eng
(Bellwood 1997: 212 Figure 7.4) has no resemblance in form or decoration to the
Pre-Sa Huynh Kalanay Pottery that I have presented in this volume (Solheim 2006).

Furthemiore, some archaeologists argue that red-slipped pottery was never common in
Taiwan, except perhaps at the site of O-Luan-Pi (Shutler 1999; Solheim 2006). They
therefore suggest that despite the early dating of red-slipped pottery in Taiwan, it may
not be ancestral to similar pottery in the Philippines and elsewhere, but quite the
reverse: the pottery in Taiwan may have been influenced by that in the Philippines (also
see Meacham 1984-85). It remains possible, after all, that even earlier pottery will be
identified in the Philippines, Indonesia or Micronesia, due to the unreliable dating in
many Island Southeast Asian sites (Solheim 2006). Neither Meacham nor Solheim have
articulated what aspects of the regional archaeological record might provide specific
evidence for their hypotheses. However, it is clear that a lack of any directionality in
pottery change between Taiwan and the Philippines would lend some support to their
arguments, as would demonstrated links between these areas and the undoubtedly
earlier pottery cultures of southern China and northern Vietnam.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Peter Bellwood and Eusebio Dizon (2005) have described a two phase development of
interaction between the Batanes Islands and Taiwan, which has ramifications for the
interpretation of red-slipped pottery.
Similarities in pottery appearance between the site of Torongan Cave, on Itbayat Island
in the Batanes, and Chaolaiquio in eastern Taiwan, are thought to indicate an early
population dispersal during the Tapengkeng period, circa 4500 BP. Another line of
evidence is the observed similarities between the notched net-sinkers found in the
Batanes, and those associated with sites of the Tapengkeng period. However Shawna
Yang (2006), who examined the sinkers, questions this interpretation, believing there is
insufficient evidence to support it. She points out that the netsinkers are similar to a
type found broadly across Taiwan and southern China and thus may have derived from
either of these expansive areas. Other evidence that has been used to suggest 'early'
links are a small number of cord-marked sherds from Reranum Cave on Itbayat Island
(Bellwoodpers. comm.). This is a shallow, disturbed cave site and there are only a very
small number of sherds.
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Bellwood and Dizon (2005) suggest that later interactions are shown by commonaHties
between the Sunget assemblages and those from the Late Neolithic Peinan Phase in
Taiwan. Such affinities include: the presence of nephrite and slate artefacts, red-slipped
and non-cord-marked pottery with vertical handles, net sinkers and spindle whorls. In
addition, they point to parallels between the Sunget material found by the University of
Kumomoto team, and material from Yuanshan in Taiwan, as well as to artefacts from
northern Luzon. They place the linkages of these areas between 3500 and 2500 BP.
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) also state that there are "clear connections" between the
Batanes and the Late Neolithic Peinan Phase of eastern, coastal Taiwan (dated at 35002500 BP). Evidence cited includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Slate and nephrite artefacts provenanced to Taiwanese sources found in the
Batanes Islands;
Similarities in red-slipped and non cord-marked pottery with tall vertical
handles;
Similarities in biconical baked clay spindle whorls;
Similarities in bi-notched stone fishing sinkers;
The presence of pig bone (at Sunget) thought to have been introduced from
Taiwan.

TAIWAN-BATANES-LUZON: A DIRECTIONAL MOVEMENT?

Setting aside for the moment the argument over whether or not a phylogenetic dispersal
of populations from Taiwan actually occurred, there is also disagreement regarding the
initial dispersal path. Some advocate that dispersal occurred first to the Batanes and
then to Luzon, others that it occurred to Luzon first, and that the Batanes were only later
populated through a back migration.
Evidence from the Batanes, particularly from the sites of Torongan and Sunget, have
been used by Bellwood and Dizon (2005) as proof for a north to south colonisation
between 4500-4000 and 2500 BP, encompassing both the early and late interactions
discussed above. They suggest that items of Taiwanese origin or inspiration were
occasional trade items, rather than widespread and fundamental elements of material
culture in the Batanes, and presumably Luzon. The evidence cited for an initial
migration to the Batane Islands from Taiwan includes:
•

•
•

•
•

Vessel fonns; particularly rim shapes, surface red-slip, handles and ring-feet
(at Sunget), the earliest similarities being between Chaolaiquio and Torongan
(4500 to 4000 BP);
A waisted hoe found in Torongan Cave;
Slate and nephrite remains at Sunget thought to be from Taiwan - the nephrite
artefacts are present in much greater numbers in the Batane Islands than in
Luzon. Hence the authors suggest direct importation;
Biconical spindle whorls at Sunget;
Notched stone sinkers at Sunget - the authors suggest that the dispersal
occurred before 4000 BP. After that date other types of sinkers are found in
Taiwan, that are not found in the Batane Islands.
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The evidence cited for the subsequent dispersal from the Batane Islands to Luzon
includes:
Dates in the Batane Islands are "significantly older" than those from the
Cagayan Valley;
Anaro stone adzes - of pale grey metamorphic rock, trapezoidal in crosssection - are thought to be similar to those found at Irigayen in the Cagayan
Valley;
Stamped circle patterns are thought to be an early decorative type linked to
Taiwan;
Slate and jade adzes thought to be of Taiwanese origin are found in both
Luzon and the Batanes;
Fewer spindle whorls and binotched net sinkers are found in Luzon than in the
Batanes.
Moreover, tanging of stone adzes occurs throughout Taiwan, the Batanes Islands and
Luzon, and is thus thought to demonstrate the broader relationship of these areas.
Hence on the basis of all these features, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) conclude that there
existed a Taiwan-Batane Islands-Luzon directionality in the dispersal of Neolithic
assemblages.
However, Anderson (2005) has used the same evidence to argue for a different
relationship between these three areas. His main points are:
•

•

•

•

•
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The early dates are open to criticism: if (as he suggests) the radiocarbon dates
based on charcoal are to be preferred, then the sequence from the Batane
Islands is almost a millennium younger than that from northern Luzon. Thus,
the initial dispersal of communities from Taiwan could have been to northern
Luzon, sometime during the fine cord-marked pottery phase, and only
subsequently were the Batane Islands colonised.
The fact that populations were present in northern Luzon prior to Neolithic
settlement complicates the chronological relationships in a way that may have
been too easily dismissed.
Although Taiwanese slate and nephrite are indeed found in the Philippines,
this does not necessarily mean that they were commensurate with the initial
dispersal. The majority of these objects occur at the site of Anaro, which
generally has quite late dates.
The Batanese language does not provide unequivocal support for either
original settlement from Taiwan or from Luzon. Consequently, based on
linguistic arguments, either hypothesis is viable.
It is easier to sail north across the Luzon strait than it is to sail south (Solheim
1984-1985). The Kuroshio cun-ent flows northward through the Batane
Islands on the Pacific side of the Bashi Channel. It is not wind-driven, and
thus dangerous cuiTents emerge when fair winds for sailing south meet it.
Anderson supports his argument for the direct colonisation of Luzon from
Taiwan based on the evidence that it is safer to sail south from Taiwan using a
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•

western route, outside the Kuroshio current, directly from Taiwan to Ilocos
Norte in Luzon.''
Population dispersal does not always follow a nearest-neighbour's path.

Extrapolating this last point, if the seafarers were indeed capable of travelling the
distances required to move from Taiwan to northern Luzon, then no great increase in
seafaring ability was necessary to travel through almost all of the islands in the
proximity of the South China Sea. Thus,
[this area] was potentially on the verge of becoming a 'Mediterranean' in terms of
the complexity of sources, sea-routes and destinations by which Neolithic
populations, assemblages and ideas might have been fragmented, re-combined and
dispersed (Anderson 2005).

Moreover, Anderson continues, "from a human settlement perspective. South East Asia
is the most insular region in the world, indeed far more so even than Oceania." Thus
archaeological assemblages are more likely to "exhibit partitioning of cultural
assemblages and reticularity of pattern."
Both Anderson's (2005) arguments and those of Bellwood and Dizon (2005) are
suggestive but inconclusive, based merely on the presence or absence of particular types
of material culture. The evidence either for or against the original importation to Luzon
or the Batanes thus remains equivocal.
As was mentioned earlier, Tsang (1992) has argued that the dispersal of Austronesian
language and culture did not necessarily occur through Taiwan. Nonetheless, Tsang and
Santiago (2001) have also suggested parallels between the pottery in Taiwan and that in
Luzon. In particular, similarities have been suggested between the Nagsabaran site of
the Cagayan Valley, and pottery from the east coast of Taiwan, particularly that from
Huakanshan and Yianliao. Fuithennore, Yeh Mei-Chen (the excavator of Huakanshan
and Yianliao), has suggested links to the Yuanshan Culture in the north, which in her
estimation would have entailed the introduction of techniques to Huakanshan such as
red-slipping (Yeh 2002 - also see discussion below). Moreover, these would appear to
be simultaneous to the Peinan Culture, located farther south on the east coast. Yet
whatever the truth of the situation, such links suggest a complexity of interaction and
influences, especially within Taiwan itself
Others, researchers such as Armand Mijares (2006<3, b) and Kazuhiko Tanaka (2002),
have also argued that their evidence is consistent with the OT model, but have not
specified their criteria for believing this.

LINK BETWEEN TAIWAN-BATANE ISLANDS-LUZON AS EVIDENCE FOR AUSTRONESIAN
DISPERSAL

Based on the evidence reviewed above, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) conclude that the
material culture evidence shows such strong evidence for the origins of Austronesian
" In a counterargument to Anderson's, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) have suggested that countercurrents
to the Kuroshio current might have formed near the Batanes. Moreover between April and June, before
the onset of the wet season, they argue that there are often calm seas, more suitable for sailing.
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speaking peoples in eastern Taiwan (4500-4000 BP), that they have Hnked this dispersal
to the linguistic establishment of Proto-Malayo-Polynesian in the northern Philippines
(and hence to all the Extra-Formosan subgroups of the Austronesian languages). In
addressing the further question of whether or not circle-stamped and dentate forms in
the area were ancestral to those in the Marianas and Lapita, Bellwood and Dizon (2005)
were more cautious in their conclusions than in Bellwood's previous publications
concerning the OT model. They suggest that the chronology is not yet tight enough for
conclusions to be drawn, and that innovations may, in fact, have flowed backwards
(although the nature of this latter argument implies that the principle direction of flow
would still be out of Taiwan). That said, they do believe that the dates for the Batanes
and the Cagayan Valley pre-date both Lapita and the Indonesian Neolithic, which would
fit with a phylogenetic dispersal into these areas.
In this thesis, variation in pottery between assemblages will be formally described, and
linked to facets that may reflect social interaction.
In this way, these recent
refinements, as well as the broader hypotheses, can be re-evaluated.

Section 3: Prehistory and the use of multidisciplinary evidence
Because prehistory is regularly assumed to be synonymous with archaeology, all too
often there is a lack of critical review of the underlying archaeological research. For
instance, the models in question have often given precedence to multi-disciplinary
prehistoric reconstructions over any detailed disciplinary study of the extant material
culture. The OT hypothesis in particular relies on such multi-disciplinary evidence'^
The concept of the 'Austronesian' arises from the linguistic reconstruction of an
Austronesian language family.
Subsequently, other disciplines - in particular
archaeology and genetics - have attempted to elucidate the prehistoric relationship
between the languages and the peoples who spoke them.
There are several ideas as to how to treat disparate data from essentially unrelated
disciplines. Some theorists believe that the disciplines should be synthesised. For
instance, Renfrew (1987, 1988, 1989fl,
1991, 19926, 1995, 2002) has fomiulated the
idea of the "emerging synthesis." While initially this refen-ed to the joint consideration
of archaeology and linguistics, more recently genetics has also been brought to bear on
the arguments, emphasising the biological aspects of the archaeological/linguistic
dispersal (Renfrew 1992a). Such an approach is also sanctioned by Bellwood (2005):
But the ultimate discipline that transcends all others is history, not just history as
written down in books, but the history of humanity as it has unfolded worldwide
over at least the past 12,000 years. Historical interpretation from a comparative
perspective is our goal, and in this quest the disciplines of archaeology, comparative
linguistics, and archaeogenetics are just handmaidens.

Ultimately then, these authors advocate the use of a multi-disciplinary perspective in
order to construct a prehistoric synthesis.
Appendix 1 gives an overview of the linguistic and genetic evidence used to support the prehistoric
models in the region .
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Combining multi-disciplinary data is often thought to provide more veracity to the final
result. This is because "[a]ll historically orientated disciplines face problems in
establishing the authenticity of data and the relative strengths of inferences drawn from
those data" (Bellwood 2005). Each of the different disciplines contributes data that has
unique strengths. For instance, the strength of archaeology is often perceived to be that
it links 'directly' to evidence for past actions. However,
[Archaeology] has the obvious disadvantage that such evidence
fragmentary and sometimes very ambiguous, often reflecting trivial
human existence. Interpretation of the archaeological record in terms of
and relationships of ancient societies, especially in prehistory, is not an
(Bellwood 2005).

is always
aspects of
the patterns
easy matter

By way of contrast, linguistic and genetic perspectives are (usually) extrapolated from
data collected from modem languages or populations. As such, these disciplines often
have a "complete" dataset, although this is not a ''direct window" (Bellwood 2005,
emphasis in original). The data has necessarily been distorted by the complex
phenomena that engender development over time. Nonetheless, both disciplines are
thought to provide complementary and "independent" perspectives to that provided by
archaeology (Bellwood 2005). Thus, although the correlation of views from the
different disciplines is often difficult, evidence from several disciplines is generally
perceived to complement each other and strengthen conclusions.
It is hard to deny the
upholds a conclusion,
evidence is combined
partial or inconclusive
one discipline is used
wider consensus in its

logic of such arguments. Obviously, the more evidence which
the stronger it can be assumed to be. Neveilheless, often the
too soon (i.e. evidence from one discipline is used to support a
suggestion from another), or received uncritically (evidence from
to promote a hypothesis from another that may not fit with the
field).

As such, many archaeologists have emphasised the need to treat the data separately, and
only draw on the evidence of other disciplines when there are obvious similarities in the
arguments (e.g. Marck 2002). Essentially archaeologists arguing this are advocating a
triangulation method in which interdisciplinary evidence is independently evaluated and
subsequently con-elated."
This IS not to siiy tlist foniiulsting prehistoric hypotheses on the bssis of
interdisciplinary data is bad practice. However, combining the disciplines from the
beginning potentially denies the contribution that each can make in its own right.
Furthen-nore, in using data derived frotn the three combined disciplines, there lies a
further risk of selecting only that infonnation from each that appears to complement the
" One way to achieve this independence of data while maintaining a comparative focus is the
Triangulation Method. It was first proposed within an archaeological context by Patrick Kirch and Roger
Green (2001), but the technique was first devised for use in case study analyses in the social sciences
(Stake 1995). It is a "'method used by qualitative researchers to check and establish validity in their
studies" (Guion 2002), In the Austronesian situation, the method by which linguistics, genetics and
archaeology would ideally be correlated is called theory triangulation, this method bringing together
evidence from multiple disciplines, or different strands of evidence from within a single discipline
(Feagin et a! 1991; also see Tellis 1997 and Guion 2002). There is a considerable body of literature on
the theory and use of the Triangulation Method, the most important point being that evidence cannot be
chosen ad hoc from each discipline, but rather the disciplinary evidence must be evaluated independently,
and only subsequently correlated.
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others. The fact that the disciphnes are very different and as such do not always provide
comparable data only exacerbates any oversights (or even any outright mistakes) that
may arise through these practises. Therefore, in order to prevent misconceptions, it is
necessary to complete detailed studies within each discipline separately, before using
their combined evidence to construct the prehistoric scenario.
It is obvious then that despite the fact that a prehistoric scenario integrates
archaeological data such as excavations (archaeological techniques) and material culture
(archaeological objects), if the triangulation method is properly applied, it is no more
based upon archaeology than it is upon linguistics, genetics or any other single
discipline. Archaeology appears at times to be for rent, useful not for its own sake, but
only in its capacity to 'prove' one model or the other. Consequently, the archaeological
evidence needs to be articulated at a regional level, independently of the prehistoric
models that it is purported to support.
In summary, it is important to review the material evidence used in the creation of the
dominant hypotheses of regional prehistory. By introducing a more in-depth study of
the cultural material remains, it should be possible to tighten the underlying
assumptions used in the creation of the prehistoric scenarios, at least as far as any
archaeological parameters are concerned. Such an undertaking would include detailed
stylistic studies (intra- as well as inter-site similarities and differences), technological
information about the cultural selection and formation of the objects found, and
characterisation of the raw materials used. But it is also important to note that an
examination of material culture is not aimed at directly challenging the hypotheses
formed using the multiple lines of evidence available to the prehistorian. Rather it
serves to confirm the veracity of certain archaeological elements of the argument,
helping in particular to further arguments regarding social complexity.

Conclusion
The current models concerning the prehistory of the Island Southeast Asian region have
conflated the notions of Austronesian language origins, the introduction of pottery and
the concept of the Neolithic. Pottery has come to be a proxy measure for both the
presence of Austronesian language speakers and the Neolithic cultural traits that they
are thought to have possessed. This is especially so for the OT model, although the
NMTCN model also relies on pottery as a marker for distinguishing the Nusantao
presence. Yet, the con-elation between Austronesian language origins, the introduction
of pottery, and the concept of the Neolithic cannot be continually assumed - it must be
demonstrated. Consequently, in this thesis, the pottery will be examined, independent
of the models of prehistory, in order to elucidate both mechanisms of social interaction,
and the implications these have for social identity.
The undeniable fact is: pottery of the Neolithic period varies widely across Island
Southeast Asia, leading archaeologists (confronted as they are by the vastness of the
area and the limitations of their funding) to grasp at merely suspected affinities to
formulate their often conflicting arguments. Yet the selective correlation of distinctive
sherds from a number of sites does not necessarily infer a tradition. Neither does it
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imply the nature of that tradition, even if it were shown to exist. This is not to say, of
course, that a relationship, or a number of relationships, are not present in the region.
However, only by examining entire site assemblages can archaeologists address the
tangle of issues associated with establishing a credible relationship:
The [Out-of-Taiwan] model has by now become almost too powerful, while never
having been fiilly articulated in terms of its consequences for the archaeological record,
nor perhaps more importantly in terms of what evidence wouid disprove it (Spriggs
2003).

Similarly, Meacham (1991) argued that the way in which Bellwood has formulated his
hypothesis is "unprovable and unfalsifiable," calling it "an interesting and possible
scenario."
Although other elements of the Neolithic package would also shed light on the
complexity of interactions at all stages of the spread of the Austronesian speakers
(before, during and after the event/s), none can elucidate the robustness of the current
models as well as a pottery analysis can because of the way in which it has been utilised
as a primary marker for the identification of sites associated with populations of
Austronesian language speakers.
The analysis and results contained in this thesis will draw upon an analysis of several
sites in the northern Philippines (in the Batanes, the Cagayan Valley and on the east
coast of Luzon) in order to examine both intra- and inter-site assemblage composition
related to the foregoing discussion. In addition, the inclusion of a small number of sites
on the east coast of Taiwan will allow for contemporaneous, and possibly related,
assemblages to be cotnpared. These regions are strategically located for investigating
the implications of the current hypotheses concerning the migration of Austronesian
language speaking populations and the spread of the Neolithic through the islands of
Southeast Asia. Of particular importance for this thesis is the fact that it focuses on a
time period when the first pottery technology - consisting of red-slipped types appeared in the region of the northern Philippines (as evidenced by archaeological
findings). Geographically, the nearest pottery assemblages to those examined in the
northern Philippine sites are those found in Taiwan. As we have seen, the links between
Taiwan and the northern Philippines have played an essential role in the arguments
advocated by the various hypotheses. Hence, by analysing a selection of the wellstratified Taiwanese pottery (from the east coast) using the saine methods as for the sites
in the Philippines, and then comparing the sequences in detail, the relationship - if any between the pottery froin these particular sites can be evaluated.
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As this chapter will demonstrate, both the Out-of-Taiwan and the Nusantao Maritime
Trade and Communication Network models are grounded in a Culture Historical
paradigm. However, they differ in the way in which the archaeological data are related
to the suggested mechanisms of social interaction, as well as the way in which these are
believed to express social identity. The OT model emphasises the role of migration,
implying a shared culture and hence has ethnic and racial overtones. The NMTCN
model emphasises the role of trade/exchange and non-pennancnt movement, as opposed
to migration.
In the previous chapter it was established that current models of Austronesian language
origins and spread, with their suggested links to red-slipped pottery assemblages, have
not been integrated with the archaeological evidence in a fashion that promotes
testability. Thus, although these models clearly have implications for the interpretation
of material culture, they essentially remain archaeologically untested. Hence, critically
examining how the archaeological analysis has been linked to the theories of prehistory
that underpin the models, will allow a more comprehensive approach to be fomiulated.

Section 1: Theoretical views on mechanisms of social
interaction and concepts of social identity in archaeology
The purpose of archaeology is to investigate past forms of human actions through the
examination of material remains. Material evidence (such as pottery) is used to
elucidate aspects of past lives, including mechanisms of social interaction. These in
turn have often been related to social identity: the way in which prehistoric people acted
as individuals, fonned groups, and distinguished themselves from one another.
However, the connection is often ambiguous, involving more surmise than fact, and
hence has undergone continuous theoretical reassessment. As a consequence, the
examination of the mechanisms of social interaction and the attendant implications for
social identity have, in the historical framework of the archaeological discipline, been
intimately bound to the underlying dominant paradigin at the time of the investigation.
Through the dominant archaeological paradigms, mechanisms of social interaction have
often been related to aspects of social identity in such a way that the two concepts have
become enmeshed - rarely have they been independently articulated. This is especially
so in the case of the interpretation of the spread of Austronesian languages and its
implied links to pottery. Yet failing to clearly explicate the relationship between past
social interaction and peoples' identity makes the models amorphous and limits their
explanatory power.
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The Culture Historical paradigm has predisposed archaeologists to suggest certain kinds
of social interaction and identity, without due consideration given to alternative
explanations, possibly equally compatible with the data. Subsequent theoretical
developments, including Processualism, Post-Processualism and Agency, have had their
own limitations as regards social interpretation. In this section the predispositions of the
major archaeological paradigms will be considered further in order to articulate the
approach to be taken.

CULTURE HISTORY AND THE NEOLITHIC

Culture History associated broadly defined similarities in material remains as a culture,
which was in turn thought to be more or less analogous to ethnicity and race. Early
perceptions in Culture History saw native populations as innately conservative. As
such, cultural innovations were almost certain to occur only once, and hence the
distribution of these innovations could only have resulted from migration and diffusion.
The consequence was spatially and temporally discrete cultural areas related to specific
ethnic or racial groups.
In effect, the Culture Historical paradigm predisposes
archaeologists to identify migration and diffusion as the primary mechanisms for social
interaction.
Culture History explicitly links objects (material culture) and people within a context of
social interaction. Consequently, the appearance of an object (either as a whole, or of a
particular characteristic of that object) is often assumed, a priori, to be directly
associated with particular peoples: pots equalled people. As a consequence, this
approach is often utilised for nationalistic puiposes. However, such analysis implies a
social unity that may not have existed.
It was Gustaf Kossinna (1911) who first defined and systematically applied the concept
of culture to the archaeological record."" His work embraced an historical interpretation
of prehistory which encompassed both geographical and temporal changes in the
archaeological record.
Subsequently, Gordon Childe (1929, 1936) attempted to
systematically explain European prehistory by combining Kossinna's theoretical
outlook on archaeological culture with the typological and chronological developments
suggested by Oscar Montelius (1903). This Culture Historical approach influenced his
fonnulation of the Neolithic Revolution. This idea of the 'Neolithic' has continued to
have a profound impact upon many areas of archaeological theory and practice to this
day.
All the same, the terni Neolithic has lost the precision it once had. Hence these days
there is little agreement as to the characteristics that make the Neolithic archaeologically
identifiable. Nevertheless, one of the most persistent associations of the Neolithic is its
indicative link to the presence of agiiculture. Yet although Childe certainly drew clear
links between his theory of the Neolithic Revolution and agriculture, Thomas (2002)
argues that it is Smith (1974 in Thomas 2002) who appears to have been the first to
"" Unfortunately, Kossinna's concept of culture was closely linked to racial interpretations that appealed
to the Nazi regime, creating an ideological negativity around Kossinna's work that has never been fully
overcome.
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argue that agriculture was the primary criterion of the NeoHthic. Since then, although
there has been considerable relaxation of the association between the Neolithic and
agriculture, the link is still so strong that the Neolithic has become, as indicated by
Julian Thomas (2002), almost synonymous with that of a 'mixed farming economy.'
Yet whatever the driving factor/s behind the Neolithic Revolution, it has been argued
that Neolithic cultures possessed "certain types of remains - pots, implements,
ornaments, burial rites, house forms - constantly recurring together" (Childe 1929).''
Archaeologically, these were thought to be identified through evidence for: pottery
production, wood-working technologies, textile production, and new stone working
technologies (the adze or axe) (Childe 1936). Hence by identifying these items of
material culture using archaeological methodologies, the spatial and temporal extent of
cultures - a 'cultural chronology' - could be established. Ideally within such a
framework, all material culture items characteristic of the Neolithic package would
appear together in a single site. However, in practice this was rarely the case. Hence it
was the "repeated association of types that defined a group", these not necessarily being
found in a single site (Childe 1936). Yet because of the inconsistency between the
theory of the 'univariate block' and the distribution of artefacts on the ground, a two-tier
system came into usage: "a theoretical level of interpretation in terms of rigid
monothetic groupings, and a practical level of groupings by broad affinity and similarity
assessed on an intuitive basis" (Clarke 1978).
The package approach has only been reinforced by the widespread transferral of the
Neolithic concept into any number of different contexts. Yet disassociation between
features at a broader level has resulted in the practice of using one or more items as a
proxy for the presumed presence of the whole package when some - or even most - of
the elements are missing. Consequently, "isolated pieces of infonnation" have been
used "as the basis for a generalised model of how people lived in the Neolithic"
(Thomas 2002). Hence it is that, right from the days of Childe, the presence of pottery
at a site has been taken as a signature of the Neolithic:
[But] it is only in the Neolithic times that pot-making is attested on a large-scale; a
Neolithic site is generally strewn with fragments of broken pottery (Childe 1936).

As a consequence, Thomas' "isolated pieces of infonnation" are, very often, the
remnants of pottery. Pottery is, after all, not only ubiquitous (unlike many of the other
Neolithic indicators), it is readily preserved, as well as being easily identifiable in the
archaeological record:
this material [pots] has been central to the construction of our understanding of the
Neolithic, and has formed the backbone to a number of the canonical statements
(e.g. Childe 1925; Piggot 1931; 1954; Smith 1974), (Thomas 2002).

In contrast to the impact made by Childe's conception of the Neolithic Revolution in
Europe, American anthropology (including archaeology) employed a different slant on
Childe's latter work also incorporated a Functionalist definition for the artefacts (Childe 1929 in
Trigger 1989). For instance, ' h o m e - m a d e ' pottery was part of a category of artefacts that he considered
resistant to change. Consequently he argued that such ' h o m e m a d e pottery' could be used for examining
cultures and their associated ethnic groups. In contrast, items such as tools or weapons were prone to
rapid diffusion through copying or trade. Hence they could not be used to examine ethnicity, but were
indicative only of the spatial and temporal distribution of cultural affiliations.
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Culture History. Franz Boas (1887a, b) - responsible for much of the theoretical
orientation in America in the early
century - was a proponent of both cultural
relativism and historical particularism. Cultural relativism views every culture as a
unique entity to be understood only on its own terms. Historical particularism views
every culture as a product of a unique developmental sequence in which diffusion usually by chance - has been the greatest instigator of change. Nonetheless, Boas'
views maintained some of the more overarching concepts inherent in Culture History.
It is important to note that while migration and diffusion are often discussed together
and have similar consequences in the archaeological record, these two modes of
dispersal are conceptually quite different. Those who invoked migratory systems particularly prominent within the European perspective - were often the ones who
believed migration alone (be it on a large or a small scale) instigated change. Such
theorists included Flinders Petrie (1939) and Childe. In contrast, those more inclined
towards diffusion - particularly prevalent in the American perspective - were generally
more receptive to the idea that peoples can change, adapting ideas in order to copy and
integrate new material culture types. Thus, although Culture History in North America
and Europe shared common roots in the works of Friedrich Ratzel (1882-91, 1896-8)
and Montelius-% the concepts of migration and diffusion underwent slightly different
theoretical developments on the two continents."
Overall, Culture History has a tendency to relegate the archaeological data to a role as
spatial and temporal markers of ethnic and/or racial social boundaries. Presence or
absence of artefacts was noted, but not quantified.-"* This method also failed to account
for the amount of internal stylistic variation within different categories of artefacts.
Thus uncritical use of Culture History created "bounded, homogenous groupings",
which were synonymous with a shared ethnicity (Lucy 2005).

CULTURE HISTORY IN RELATION TO THE O T AND N M T C N MODELS

In the Early Agricultural Dispersal Hypothesis and the Out-of Taiwan model, as
presented by Bellwood, there is a clear link between the observation of similarity in
pottery style/appearance, the concept of the Neolithic Revolution and the theoretical
perspective provided by Culture History. The OT dispersal bears many of the hallmarks

-- Montelius utilised artefact typologies to argue that cultural development had first developed in the Near
East, and thence progressed through southern Europe toward the north. This latter dispersal evoked
migrationist explanations, and led to the notion of cores (from which cultural imiovations arose), and
peripheries (to which innovations moved through either migration or diffusion). However, he did not
subscribe to views relating the distribution of material culture to race. In the process of applying these
theoretical notions, Montelius refined the existing seriation approach, creating the typological method.
Montelius believed that his sequences were objective, reflecting the natural sequence.
An awareness of the geographic variation in material culture was already present when Culture History
was introduced to North America. Thus the chronological approach merely added a new angle to the
existing approach. Contrastingly, in Europe increasing awareness of geographical variation supplemented
the existing understanding of evolutionary chronological variation. (Trigger 1978 in Trigger 1989).
That said, one of the most marked differences of Culture History in North America was the general
tendency of archaeologists to apply the notion of 'scientifically objective' trait lists (see Trigger 1989).
This is particularly evident in the influential works of W. and H. S. Gladwin (1930, 1934) and W. C.
McKem (1939), and will be further discussed in Section 2: methodological theory.
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of a classic Neolithic-^ economy. At the heart of the model is the supposition that a
Neolithic type economy (associated with the cultivation of crops) was the driving force
behind a regional version of the Neolithic Revolution as envisioned by Gordon Childe
(1929, 1936).^'^ Yet a blanket application of the association between agriculture and
elements of the Neolithic across the globe has sometimes proved problematic. Certainly
both the use of this paradigm, and the way in which the arguments have been
constructed, suggest a migratory mechanism of dispersal. Yet the literature on the OT
model fails to clarify whether the Austronesians are to be viewed as an ethnic group, a
culture, or have some other form of shared group identity.
A hallmark of the Neolithic Revolution is the underlying assumption that migration and
diffusion were the primary mechanisms behind the movement of objects and ideas.
This influence is evident in the OT hypothesis - Bellwood (2005) argues that the spread
of Austronesian languages could not have occurred without the movement of at least
some of the populations, implying the spread and subsequent integration of a single
ethnic group.
Although Bellwood has recently tried to distance the OT model from migrationist
arguments, the underlying Culture History paradigm remains. Even the use of the word
'Austronesians' tends to imply a single race, or at least a distinct group of related
peoples, and similarly, 'Austronesia' implies a bounded area of settlement. Yet such
loose use of language makes for an almost inevitable link between early Austronesian
language spread and ethnicity, although such a link remains, of course, unproven.
Nevertheless, both terms -'Austronesians' and 'Austronesia' - have crept widely into
the literature, in a largely unquestioned trend.
Hence it is not so surprising that the conjectured one-on-one correlation of pottery
moving with the other elements of the Neolithic package along the hypothesised
migration routes, does not appear to fit with the currently available archaeological
evidence. While all the Neolithic elements do exist throughout the wider Island
Southeast Asian region, they are rarely, if ever, all found together in the same
assemblage. Although it is entirely possible that, given time, such supporting evidence
will indeed be found, it is inaccurate to assume this association with little or no
archaeological evidence.

" Historically the term Neolithic, first used in 1865, referred to a technological rather than to an
economic phenomenon (Lubbock 1869). In point of fact the word was first introduced as a subdivision of
the Stone Age (the other subdivision being the Palaeolithic), as part of a 'Three Age System' used to
conceptualise the prehistory of Europe (this consisting of the Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age). See
Renfrew and Bahn (2000) for a basic introduction to the early theoretical development of the
archaeological discipline; Trigger (1989) sets a more rigorous historical basis for the adoption of this
system.
V. Gordon Childe formed an economic model of Neolithic change based on unique technological
developments, including the mechanisms by which these changes occurred. He called this model the
'Neolithic Revolution', suggesting that the transformation of the Palaeolithic into the Neolithic was
driven by the domestication of plants, and the development of an agricultural lifestyle. The cultivation of
crops was felt to have resulted in more sedentary habits, resulting in an increased population density.
This population pressure in turn provided a basis for ongoing cultural change, leading for instance to the
migration of Neolithic communities, and thus to a broadening of the spatial area in which a specific
material culture was to be found.
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Even in instances where distinctly related cultural phenomena do exist, it is still possible
- perhaps even probable - that the way in which these were innovated, adopted or
integrated differed in individual instances. It is questionable then whether or not the
Neolithic was ever homogenous either in its social or its cultural spheres, it being at
least feasible that very different mechanisms actuated the Neolithic Revolution in
different areas. Thus, it is vital that models take into account the full implications of the
evidence we have now. If additional or contradictory evidence is subsequently found,
the models can then be revised.
In contrast to the OT hypothesis, there is no single mechanism of social interaction that
underlies Solheim's NMTCN hypothesis. His notions are less deeply embedded in the
sort of single theoretical viewpoint that the Neolithic Revolution provides for the OT
model. That said, his approach is also grounded in a Culture Historical viewpoint. Not
surprisingly, given his training in the United States, he was influenced more by the
North American Culture History approach. Hence his tendency to invoke diffusion,
rather than migration, as an explanatory mechanism. Moreover, particularly in his early
Sa huynh-Kalanay research, there was an inclination towards the use of more
scientifically objective trait lists, as well as the identification of archaeological units."
In Solheim's early work, material culture was more or less seen to be commensurate
with discrete social groups (ethnic affiliation) (Solheim 2006). Only later did he begin
to divorce his view of the NMTCN from a distinct ethnic or cultural entity. In the
process he has distanced himself from many assumptions inherent in a Culture History
approach. Yet a failure to engage with the current theoretical discourse has resulted in a
failure to articulate how his ideas can be related to contemporary conceptions and
changes in paradigms.

SCALE IN RELATION TO THE CULTURE HISTORY APPROACH

In recent times, broad-scale archaeological syntheses, which are usually based in a
Culture Historical paradigin, have been widely criticised. The Culture History approach
creates a tendency to rely on sweeping statements regarding the spread of
archaeological 'cultures', while homogenising the evidence of their distribution.
Consequently, they tend to downplay the small scale, glossing over any minor patterns
contradicting the broader view. Moore (2000) has referred to this as the "exclusionary
practises and sanctioned ignorances of 'grand theory'." However, Bellwood (2005)
justifies the use of a broad-scale approach on the basis that differences in perspective
arise from the scale at which the archaeological record is examined, illustrating this
using the following quote:
We were standing in front of a painting with two white water lilies. I stepped a little
closer to the picture and looked at it. It was then that I noticed that the lilies were
nothing but blobs and blotches of paint. But when I stepped away again, they turned
into real water lilies floating in a pond - magic? (Bjork & Anderson 1987 in Bellwood
1996fl).

" Trigger (1989) discusses the fact that both of these features, the use of 'scientifically objective' trait
lists and archaeological units, were emphasised to a greater extent in the development of North American
Culture History.
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Hence Bellwood argues that the complexities of social interaction at a 'single-society
level' tend to mask prehistoric relationships, and that it is only by adopting a broader
"comparative worldwide" view of prehistory that this can be overcome:
On this level, it is possible to progress beyond the cross-cutting mosaics of localized
human diversity to a different and much greater scale, where both history and
geography extend far beyond the boundaries of particular ethnographic or
archaeological communities... Prehistory at this scale is more than just the sum of an
infinitude of archaeological and ethnographic situations (Bellwood 2005).

Nevertheless, Bellwood's argument has the unfortunate side-effect of greatly
undermining the value of archaeological evidence. The position taken in this thesis is
that it is only by understanding the "infinitude of archaeological and ethnographic
situations" that a model closer to the prehistoric 'reality' can, in fact, be fonnulated. To
return to the metaphor used by Bellwood: the picture of the waterlilies, although real,
does not exist independently of those blobs and blotches, and the chaos of relationships
between them. Neither can grand syntheses ever negate the facts arising from smaller
scale material culture observations.
Issues of scale have been invoked in a number of arguments concerning the differences
between the OT and the NMTCN hypotheses, and of Austronesian language spread in
general (e.g. Bellwood 1996a, Paz 2002). The OT model is both temporally and
spatially very focused in terms of its developmental path. In contrast, the NMTCN is
both temporally and spatially broad in its approach. Hence the issue of scale is seen to
emphasise the differences between the two models, rather than any commonalities.
It also remains to be said that, despite a greater inclination towards the examination of
internal (reticulate) activity, Solheim's model is, like the OT model, subject to many of
the limitations of the 'Grand Theory' approaches.

PROCESSUAL ARCHAEOLOGY

The Processual paradigm-® developed out of a movement to achieve greater Culture
Historical integration in archaeological practices. Early in the Processual movement,
Gordon Willey and Philip Phillips (1958) suggested a basic framework to achieve this
by linking broad culture historical hypotheses to basic archaeological observation. They
also discussed the difficulties involved in linking archaeological units, and the attendant
'cultural' implications regarding social identity.
Yet despite the early attempts at integrating Culture Historical perspectives, the change
in the theoretical emphasis that Processualism entailed led many to adopt functionalist
and fomialist-economic explanations, de-emphasising broader social and cultural

Processualism emphasised several important factors in its approach, including: archaeological
investigations should be explanatory not just descriptive; the processes by which any observed changes
took place should be explicated; a hypothetico-deductive approach should be adopted; conclusions should
be the result of the testing of these hypotheses; projects should be designed in order to answer specific
questions; and data should be quantitatively investigated (Renfrew & Bahn 2000).
By using a
Processualist approach it was hoped that with the right kinds of theory and epistemology, more questions
could be asked of the archaeological evidence than had previously been considered.
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influences. Functionalism~' perceived society as a complex system (akin to an
organism) governed by a set of structural roles and behaviours. As a result, emphasis
shifted away from Culture History's focus on historical specificities - from describing
artefacts and their associated peoples - to explaining the processes of cultural change.
Processual archaeologists attempted to explain changes in the archaeological record
principally in terms of environmental, subsistence and economic influences, with the
result that most aspects of non-economic social interaction were downplayed. Hence
Processualism, in reacting to the perceived lack of testability in Culture History,^" and
striving for a more 'scientific' approach, aimed to identify the rules and behaviours that
governed the economic, social, political and religious nature of past culture.
To achieve this, many archaeologists adopted formalist-economic models,^' which
attempted to explain general human behaviour by the application of modem economic
theory. Such models sought to quantitatively investigate "the outcome of rational
decision-making in regards to the choices available to a population" (Earle 1982). Thus
humans were perceived to possess a largely changeless nature governed by a fixed set of
variables. Different combinations of these variables result in the differences that are
observed between societies and cultures. As a consequence of these fianctionalist and
fonnalist-economic viewpoints, Processualism had a tendency to downplay the
influence of migration/diffusion in favour of explanations involving trade/exchange.^As with most theoretical ideas, practical application worked to ameliorate the
ideological opposition to other conceptions that a purely theoretical stance tends to
advocate. As a consequence, some Processual archaeologists adopted Substantivist
viewpoints, which aimed to take into account the influence of social phenomena. In this
way, such Processualists attempted to embrace more comprehensive explanations for
peoples' actions, particularly social interactions, thus acknowledging the importance
which societies place on making and maintaining social relationships (Allen 1985).
General laws are thought to be few in number, and in contrast to the more stringent
Functionalism was a theory first propounded by sociologists such as Emile Durkheim and August
Comte. It is interesting to note that although Childe's early work was firmly orientated towards Culture
History, he later came to believe that artefacts in themselves did not describe a culture, and consequently
embraced a more Functionalist perspective, informed by Marxist theory.
While testability is important, many of the progenitors of the Processualist approach adopted a
positivist epistemology ill-suited to archaeology. Although Positivism has been interpreted in a variety of
ways, in the N e w Archaeology it was primarily perceived as either a set of beliefs used to conduct
enquiries (such as the hypothetico-deductive-nomological model used by archaeologists such as Lewis
Binford), or as the incorporation of sociological methods into a positivist framework to enable predictions
and generalisations to be made about social phenomena (as in the work of Comte and Durkheim)
(Johnson 1999). Many archaeologists defined this approach very narrowly. For instance, Binford has
pointed to many differences between his view of archaeological science within a positivist epistemology,
and that of others. He believes that logical thought or the use of formal paradigms does not in itself
constitute science: "Relevance in science derives f r o m the relationships between theory and hypotheses;
propositions in hypothetical form generated in a theoretical void remain at best some form of empirical
generalisation," (Binford 1977). However, despite the tendency towards this viewpoint, there remained a
wide diversity of views.
An example of a Processual-Formalist pottery analysis can be found in the work of Arnold (1985).
Arnold proposed that, provided specific cultural and environmental conditions were met, a system of
pottery development reflecting cultural evolution would be applicable worldwide.
Moving from
household to craft specialisation, more advanced cultures would demonstrate more advanced socioeconomic interacfions.
" Studies such as those of Colin Renfrew on resource maximisation became synonymous with formalist
economic models of trade/exchange (1969, 1975).
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Formalist explanations, it is possible for unique social and cultural permutations to
arise.
Because of the emphasis upon functionalist and formalist-economic explanation, in
contrast to Culture History, considerations concerning style have occupied a rather
uncomfortable position in Processualism. Style did not fit conveniently into relatively
simplified explanatory frameworks:
The pot, then, was affected more by particularistic historical factors of tradition,
aesthetic considerations and, more recently, social structure, than by the
environment (Arnold 1985).

However, while style as such was never central to the theoretical outlook of Formalist
archaeologists, it has been far more influential within the Substantivist approach, owing
to the fact that it provides such a unique perspective on socio-political factors. A key
example is the Social Interaction/Learning Theory (Deetz 1965; Longacre 1970), which
focused on pottery style as it pertained to kinship and social interaction. Other
approaches to style emphasise different aspects of social/cultural interaction, for
example, the involvement of the elite in stylistic systems or evolutionist/selectionist
theory.
It is Infomiation Exchange Theory, however, which has engaged most closely with the
way in which pottery style acts as a marker of identity for different groups (Sackett
1977, 1982, 1985, 1986, 1990; Plog 1974, 1976a, b, 1977, 1978, 1980, 1983; Wiessner
1983, 1984, 1985, 1989; Conkey 1978, 1991; Wobst 1977). Information Exchange
Theory is based on the premise that style is an aspect of the material variation of an
object, conveying (social) infonnation. Hence an object (in this case pottery) is viewed
as a form of communication. Consequently, the style of an object is thought to convey
personal/social identity, being "founded on the basic human cognitive process of
identification via comparison" (Wiessner 1984). Thus style not only plays a significant
role in the identification and maintenance of social relationships, it becomes the active
symbol of identity and relationship. Additionally, style plays a role in reproducing,
disrupting, altering or creating new social relationships (Wiessner 1984). In this way
style and social identity become intertwined.
Nonetheless, although Processualism as a whole attempted to address some limited
aspects of social identity through the analysis of style using a variety of approaches, for
the most part it tended to de-emphasise the link between pots and people. Even in cases
where it was social identity itself that was being detemiined, Processualists often argued
that ethnicity was inherent in only some aspects of material culture variability, such as
in style. For instance, in Lewis Binford's (1989) view, style (visual appearance) was
additional to the functional fonn of an object, a perception that produces an inevitable
dichotomy between style and function. Ceramic fonn was thought to be largely
utilitarian in nature, while decoration, a non-functional characteristic, was a stylistic
feature. Moreover, the functional aspects of the object were thought to confonn to the
needs of the task the object was made to fulfil, while decoration, being a non-functional
attribute, was more prone to changing influences. Because of this, socially infomiative
investigation was limited to style (being in this view synonymous with 'decorative
features').
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CONTEXTUAL APPROACHES: POST-PROCESSUALISM AND AGENCY

Changes in archaeological theory have led to more contextual approaches, under the
banner of Post-Processualism and Agency. This has led to a renewed emphasis on the
role that archaeology can play in the interpretation of social phenomena.
Realising that social characteristics are important to archaeology, but that distributions
do not always directly relate to social identity, some archaeologists have come to
emphasise the need for analysis of an object within both its social and physical
context." Such perspectives are diverse (e.g. Hodder 1982; Shanks & Tilley 1987), but
most have attempted to reintroduce either individuals, or at least human actions more
generally, into the archaeological scenario. Ian Hodder (1982), in one of the earliest
Post-Processualist texts, argued that some distributions of material cultures reflect
identity, while other distributions readily cross social boundaries. The emergence of
such contexualised approaches has led to a renewed interest in questions of cultural and
social dynamics, under a diverse range of theoretical perspectives.
One of the outcomes of these contextual investigations is an increasing emphasis upon
Agency. An Agency approach requires a consideration of the complex inteiplay
between peoples' actions, that both structure and are structured by their environmental
context, and the archaeological r e c o r d . H o w e v e r , Agency is not necessarily marked
by a shift in the methodologies by which archaeologists collect data, which has
remained remarkably consistent across time, but in the way these data are conceived and
interpreted.

"" One aspect of a Post-Processualist approach to style was an initial emphasis upon the creation and
manipulation of social power. Post-Processualism also considers the importance of symbolism in human
endeavours, along with the use of text as a metaphor for the object. This has resulted in a tendency to
view an artefact on two levels, first as an object, and secondly as an entity engaged in the construction of
meaning. Post-Processualists (contextual archaeologists) suggest that in order to evaluate any form of
material culture, we must devise a type of analysis that attempts to construct an allegory or analogy for its
past horizon of intelligibility. I deliberately refrain from classing the Post-Processual approach as a
paradigm because many archaeologists used it as an overarching term to refer to all perspectives that were
not clearly Processualist. In fact there is not any one central idea that ties all "Post-Processualists"
together, except maybe a 'contextual approach.' Regardless of this, the movement towards greater
contextualism forced archaeologists to engage more closely with questions concerning the actions of past
peoples.
The Agency approach is based on a reconstitution of earlier philosophical ideas relating to
phenomenology. These had been devised from an anthropological perspective, principally through the
work of Anthony Giddens (1979) and Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1990). The early roots of Agency are in the
work of Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels. Moreover, many advocates of Agency theory link their ideas to
the hermeneutical, phenomenological approach of Martin Heidegger (1962). Hermeneutics refers to the
theory and methodology of interpretation. Phenomenology sees reality (including objects and events) as
being contingent on human perception and conscience. In his 'Theory of Structuration,' Giddens (1984)
argued that, as a consequence of their actions, people create the structures and conditions in which they
live. Reciprocally, these structures and conditions serve to modify the ways people act.
Many
archaeologists have seized upon this concept of the duality of structure as a way to get beyond the static
analysis of material culture as a dead record of the past, and to use it instead as evidence for social
practice (see Barrett 1988). In the words of the archaeologist Martin H. Wobst (2000), because of
Agency "structure is forever in process (but never there)." "Structuration is the rediscovery of those
competent methodological procedures employed in structuring particular social practices" (Barrett 1988).
In applying structuration theory to the archaeological context, "Agency is seen in terms of resources:
what is available to allow action to take place, rather than in terms of individual forward-looking
intentionality and creativity" (Hodder 2000).
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An Agency approach, in attempting to account for the original social and cultural
dimensions of objects, contextualises the pots and people relationship. Peoples' actions
influence their environment - they make objects out of raw materials and thereby
modify the context they are in - but the environment in turn also modifies their own
actions. Agency emphasises the dynamic nature of the relationship between structure
and actor, in this way accommodating changes in the meaning of an object over time.
Hence a major benefit of this phenomenological approach is that it attempts "to break
away from approaches which foreground structures and systems binding people into
particular modes of behaviour over time" (Hodder 2000). Because of the theoretical
basis of Agency, archaeologists who utilise this perspective are less likely to emphasise
a monocausal explanation for a particular event, and more likely to consider the
complex interplay of a number of different factors. This ultimately leads to a more
comprehensive understanding of social interaction. However, in emphasising the
complexities which give rise to observed phenomena, those using an Agency - or a
broader contextual - approach have been predisposed towards those explanations for
change involving internal developments. This has de-emphasised the contribution of
outside influences, be it from migration/diffusion or trade/exchange.
It is through the application of Pierre Bourdieu's (1977, 1990) social theories
(particularly Practice Theory) that many archaeologists have found a route through
which they can examine the complex social dynamics inherent to interpretation in
Agency, particularly with regards to identity." As early as the 1980s, G. Carter Bentley
(1987) attempted to revitalise studies of ethnicity by utilising Bourdieu's Theory of
Practice.'^ Some archaeologists have even come to argue that archaeologies of practice
are "ideally suited" to interpreting identity (Diaz-Andreu & Lucy 2005).
Sian Jones (1997) has emphasised the concept of the habitus in order to airive at an
understanding of ethnicity as "the intersection of people's habitual dispositions with the
concrete social conditions characterizing any given historical situation." Habitus more
or less equates with the dispositions of an Agent, these dispositions being influenced by
structure, field and propensity, as well as by how an Agent encountered these during his
or her early socialisation process. In fact these internalised dispositions coirelate with
aspirations, and as such can be regarded as both structure and structured. However,
habitus does not determine all behaviour, especially in socio-historical situations in
which codified rules govern practice. In effect, habitus functions best where rules are
weak or non-existent. Jones argues that the "dispositions of the habitus which shape.
" It is important to note that although archaeologists have stressed the relation between Practice theory
and identity, at no point in Bourdieu's work does he address aspects of identity (race, gender, ethnicity)
per se, seeing identity as being subsumed by the "real underlying principles" of class formation (in Orser
2004). Hence, although Bourdieu's ideas (e.g. 1977) carry significant theoretical weight in archaeology,
the way in which he applies them in his works is considered largely irrelevant, simply because they are so
far removed from the situational realities encountered in the field. All the same, Orser states that,
"Failure to employ the complete triad of Bourdieu's theoretical units would result in an impartial
understanding of social complexity." Hence - in Orser's view - Jones, and Bentley before her, fail to
ftilly evaluate the situational context of Bourdieu's concept of the habitus. Nor do they manage to
integrate ideas of identity - or more precisely, ethnicity - into a comprehensive 'Theory of Practice" per
se.
^^ Bentley (1981) argues that ethnicity is an unconscious form of identity manifested through habitual
actions, being neither rational nor goal-orientated. He further argues that there is nothing primordial
about these actions, which can - and do - change over time, according to changes in 'objective conditions'
(material and economic).
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and are shaped, by commonalities of practice", are ultimately what is used by peoples as
a form of shared identification (which equates in her argument with ethnicity)."
With regards to archaeological interpretation, Jones (1997) argues that when aspects of
the habitus'^ occur repeatedly and acquire expression in terms of cultural differences,
these may become institutionalised. Yet this is not always the case. Ethnic categories
may persist despite changes in material culture, or the ethnic identity might change
while the material culture remains the same. Moreover, material culture is only part of
the way in which ethnicity is expressed.
Thus, ethnicity might sometimes be
determined by identifying aspects of the habitus, or it might equally be a 'bricolage' of
cultural traditions. Even in the cases where the habitus and etlmicity intersect, this may
not be visible in the archaeological record (Jones 1997).'' That said, "the way in which
particular styles of material culture are meaningfully involved in the articulation of
ethnicity may be arbitrary across cultures, but it is not random within particular sociohistorical contexts" (Jones 1997).
To summarise: Different theoretical perspectives have predisposed
archaeologists
towards interpreting social interaction in certain ways. In Culture History, pots and
their style were thought to be commensurate
with people and their social
interactions/identity
(these latter two concepts being nearly synonymous).
In
Processualism, pots were primarily used to describe past cultiwal change.
The

" Although some archaeologists single out "social inequality' as a defining aspect of etlmicity, Jones
(1997) argues that even where ethnicity is indeed an expression of social inequalities, it is also a
"reflection of pre-existing cultural realities which will eventually lead to them being incorporated into the
habitus."
Yet undue emphasis should not be placed on habitus alone. While the habitus is obviously an
important element of Practice Theory, it is not the only one, and has perhaps been overemphasised to the
detriment of others (Orser 2004, see Footnotes 19, 22). Particularly in his later works, Bourdieu
emphasised that habitus was only one part of the process governing social interaction, this being
demonstrated by the equation "[(habitus)x(capital)] + field = practice". In this equation, 'capital' is
equivalent to "accumulated labour", including economic (currency and property), social (network
connections), cultural (includes education) and symbolic capital (legitimation). Furthermore social and
cultural capital are ultimately transferable into economic capital. "Fields are the location of all social
practice" (Orser 2004), and relate to both social and physical dimensions. These fields are often
described in tenns of networks and other relational configurations of social interaction. Hence a
consideration of the role of capital and field is, in Orser's view, necessary to fully understand the habitus.
Consequently, while the habitus is certainly important, this one factor cannot be viewed in isolation,
because practise and field will also influence the archaeological record. The habims works in conjunction
with differences in capital. For example, even within the same group (with a shared habitus), differences
in economic status will influence the material culture. Such effects are overlaid by the influences of the
social fields, for example economic, cultural, political or status, that relate past human groups and
societies.
' ' The conceptual link made by Jones between the notion of the habitus and attempts to examine identity
in the archaeological record is a very appealing one. However, it is not without its criticisms. Charles E.
Orser, Jr. (2004) argues that, despite ubiquitous references to Bourdieu's works within the archaeological
literature, the concept of the habitus has undergone a "process of selective exclusion", many
archaeologists merely referencing his idea or using it as a synonym for "activity." One of Orser's
primary criticisms is that in adopting notions of the habitus, archaeologists have tended to divorce the
concept itself f r o m the context of Bourdieu's full Theory of Practice, failing to adequately take into
consideration the development of these ideas over time.
In Orser's opinion, archaeologists have
particularly neglected the relation between habitus, capital and field. Hence, Orser tends to belittle the
work of other practitioners using the concept of the habitus, particularly (and inevitably perhaps, given
the focus of his own work), those who apply the idea outside of the historical realm. However, in these
situations there is less "primary source data" to deal with - something he himself acknowledges - which
inevitably requires some modification of social theories when adopting them for prehistoric analysis.
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emphasis was on trade and exchange, and the relationship between pots and identity (or
indeed any other social implication) was - at best - an uneasy one. A Contextual
approach perceives material culture as a consequence of a complex
two-way
relationship between people and their environment.
It is more predisposed
to
emphasising internal developments leading to cultural change, and less likely to
emphasise outside influences.

Section 2: Hypotheses regarding social interaction and
implications for social identity
In this section, the theoretical position and hypotheses used in this thesis will be
articulated. First, the way in which the study of material culture variation can lead to an
understanding of material vocabularies will be discussed. Second, the Method of
Multiple Working hypotheses is outlined, along with the hypotheses that will form the
basis for enquiry in this thesis. Third, the methodological theory will be discussed.
This concerns the way in which the pottery will be examined, how this will elucidate the
presence of archaeological units, and how the results will be ultimately linked to aspects
of social interaction.

ESTABLISHING MATERIAL VOCABULARIES

Archaeology offers chronological depth to our understanding of identity in past
societies, being in a unique position to evaluate the role of material culture in the
"articulation of social identity" (Diaz-Andreu & Lucy 2005). But only detailed studies
of material remains can determine whether or not social identity is indeed manifest in
material culture variation.
The discussion of archaeological paradigms has, in many ways, highlighted the
difficulties associated with identifying mechanisms of social interaction through
examination of the archaeological record, as well as the implications these mechanisms
have for social identity. While the importance of culturally and socially grounded
research is a central principle of this thesis, difficulties in achieving theoretical
integration with the archaeological data are an ever challenging aspect of archaeology.
Yet despite the difficulties the identification of regularities in material culture are
common to all enquiry (at least in comparative studies that go beyond mere description).
The identification of regularities in material culture was an obvious facet of Culture
History, and also - although somewhat more qualified in nature - of Processualism.
However, due to the emphasis upon situational specificities, this is a somewhat less
obvious aspect of Contextual approaches. Nonetheless, the identification of regularities
is still important, especially in instances where historical documents cannot be used to
inforni initial enquiry.
For instance, Julian Thomas' (1996) study of
Linearbandkeramik houses and tombs in Northwest Europe suggested that these did not
possess a common meaning for all the peoples who constructed them, but rather
possessed a "material vocabulary" which produced similarities through the routinisation
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of practises habitus'In
contrast the broader concept of the Linearbandkeramik
culture itself is grounded in a classic Culture Historical approach. In both cases,
however, analysis indicating specific t j ^ e s of interaction relies on the examination of
regularities in the material culture, which allows 'material vocabularies' to be identified.
Thus the term 'material vocabularies' will be used in this thesis to refer to regularities in
the material culture, which are the result of some form of social interaction, without a
priori assumptions as regards the mechanisms of social interaction or the nature of
social identity.
Identification of the "material vocabulary" amounts to the identification of nonnative
variation. The use of normative variation has been strongly criticised by some
archaeologists because it can imply internally homogenous groupings. Uncritical use of
this concept, particularly the often unquestioned tendency to link it with social identity,
is central to many of the shortcomings of both Culture History and, to a lesser degree,
Processualism. The identification of normative variation in Culture Histoiy led more or
less directly to uncritical acceptance of bounded entities. Yet despite this, many
Processualists continued to advocate the use of normative variation. Gordon Willey and
Philip Phillips (1958) maintained that cultures forai traditions (chronological spread)
and horizons (spatial spread) in the archaeological record. Lewis Binford (1989) also
regarded style in some instances, where similarity clearly cannot be attributed to
functional attributes, as evidence of ethnic differences.
Several archaeologists, advocating a range of alternative approaches, have argued that
the continued use of nonnative variation arose from a failure to be sufficiently
epistemologically reflective, such an unreflective social inteipretation resulting in a
tendency to view groups as homogenised (e.g. Jones 1997, Conkey 1991; Arnold 1985;
Shennan 1989). Nevertheless, despite such risks, the nonnative approach is not without
its benefits. Even as early as the Willey and Phillips (1958) paper, they discussed the
attendant problems in con-elating the use of 'archaeological units' with social
homogeneity ('ethnicity'). They conclude that only 'civilisations' can be directly
correlated with such arguments, which (as defined by them) is a specialised instance,
and does in fact seem worthy of this exception. Thus it is argued here that the selfreflective use of normative variation does not necessarily imply ethnicity, and is, in fact,
essential to identifying material vocabularies.
Once a material vocabulary has been established, it can be linked to aspects of social
interaction and social identity through a method of Multiple Working Hypotheses
(discussed below).
Having multiple hypotheses minimises the risks inherent in
fonnulating a single hypothesis on the basis of what is, in most cases, only one of
several possible modes of interaction. It takes considerable time and effort to produce
'conclusive' statements when using a method of multiple working hypotheses (if indeed
this is at all possible), this tending to work against the clarity of answer usually desired
in academic inquiry. Nonetheless, the method of Multiple Working Hypotheses
acknowledges the complexity of past social interactions, and accommodates this within
a framework of inquiry that can ultimately lead to a more comprehensive understanding
of the past.
This was also used as an example by Ian Hodder (2000) to illustrate the benefits of a contextual
approach.
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Processualists emphasising the hypothetico-deductive scientific method often focused
on estabhshing generalised laws operating unrestricted by social boundaries. However,
this often worked to simplify social phenomena to such a degree that it was no longer
informative regarding the ways in which societies interacted. Moreover, although
Processualism does not preclude the study of social context per se, even the
archaeologists who emphasised Substantivist perspectives have often been constrained
in their interpretations of human actions fi-om material cultures. -In contrast, to those
advocating an Agency based approach. Formalist 'laws' (perhaps better understood as
generalities) are not universal, but largely dependant on time and place. The many
studies that consider material culture from an ethnographic perspective all emphasise
the complexity of specific situations (e.g. Hodder 1982; Gosselain 1992, 1999, 2000), as
do studies that investigate comparatively recent, historically documented situations (e.g.
Johnson 2000). A major challenge in any attempt to address questions of prehistoric
identity through a material culture analysis of social interaction is that fonn (style), as it
relates to ethnicity, may vary according to social context, as well as the scale of social
interaction. This may result in a "complete pattern of overlapping material-culture
distributions" in different social contexts (Jones 1997):
Thus, a functional or economic interpretation of a particular non-random distribution
does not preclude an ethnic interpretation, because etlmicity may have been
embedded in variation in subsistence and economy.
In such circumstances it
becomes very difficult to clearly 'rule out' ethnicity on the basis of other
explanations for variation in material culture (Jones 1997).

Consequently, few archaeologists have attempted to make contextual observations
regarding Agency within the prehistoric realm (Wobst 2000), due mainly to the lack of
applicable methodologies in archaeological practice. Any such attempts are wide-open
to criticism, mostly due to the inevitable simplification and reinterprctation needed to
transfer any theory from a theoretical to a practical application - the idealised situations
envisioned by a theory are rarely present on the ground. Nevertheless, the position
adopted in this thesis is that this need not necessarily invalidate the practical usefulness
of the theoretical ideas. The gradual accrual of socially infonnative data in research that
attempts to identify material vocabularies, but is open to situational specificities, will
eventually lead to a more comprehensive understanding of social interaction. Hence it
is vital for any archaeologist not to invest in just one viewpoint, but to continually reevaluate currently prevalent methods. Even if one was to claim a universal 'law', it
would seem pmdent to use a method of multiple working hypotheses in order to justify
this opinion.
In summary then: although archaeology is necessarily context dependent, there remains
a degree to which pattern recognition and interpretation are still possible. This does not
negate social or cultural specificity, but acknowledges that certain similar actions will
result in similar manifestations of material culture.
All material vocabularies, whether conscious or unconscious, can be socially
informative - although different regularities would obviously have different
implications. Recent research has often emphasised the fact that people intentionally
assert their identity using material culture"' — a definition at odds with that formerly
Recently in archaeology - particularly in Agency approaches - there has been an increasing tendency to
view identity in the light of conscious affiliation between group members. This follows the reasoning of
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proposed by Culture History, and an area of enquiry thought to be beyond the scope of
archaeology by many Processualists. Even when certain characteristics are adopted for
instrumental means, this is usually based on a selection of shared characteristics already
common to the group (Diaz-Andreu & Lucy 2005). While many aspects of identity are
indeed conscious, other aspects go unrecognised until they are out of their usual context
(Diaz-Andreu & Lucy 2005). Hence, similarities in the material vocabulary will be
used in this thesis to identify common aspects of practice (roughly equivalent to the
'habitus' used in other archaeological studies) that might group past peoples together."Whether or not these were conscious assertions of identity, commensurate with a shared
'ethnicity' or 'culture', can only be investigated once it is clear that a shared material
vocabulary does, in fact, exist.

M E T H O D OF MULTIPLE WORKING HYPOTHESES

For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to constract hypotheses of interaction that
can be used to analyse the pottery outside the framework of any particular regional
model of prehistory. In this way the predisposition towards one model of prehistory or
another is avoided, because the paradigms that would necessarily influence the
derivation of hypotheses from the models would be temporarily set aside. By surveying
the entire spectrum of possibilities, it is then possible to refine observations in what
should be a more balanced and objective way.
Consequently, the Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses will be utilised. This
method of analysis attempts to mitigate the shortcomings of a single hypothesis study.
It represents a configurational, as opposed to a causal, approach (Meyer, Tsui & Hinings

the anthropologist Fredrik Barth (1970) who argued that etlinic groups are socially constructed. Yet in
contrast to Barth, most archaeologists currently view ethnicity as something that is continually renegotiated and re-constituted ("subjective and contingent"), not as a primordial concept (Diaz-Andreu &
Lucy 2005; also see Banks 1996). All the same, the degree to which different archaeologists emphasise
the latter point differs. The debate about intentionality stretches beyond just questions of identity, into
more general perceptions of Agency. Some archaeologists regularly refer to people's 'intentions' and the
effects of these upon the archaeological record (e.g. Cowgill 2000). Others even go as far as to
incorporate intentionality into their definition of Agency (e.g. Barrett 2000). Elizabeth M. Bnimfiel
(2000) states that, "They [the contributors to the volume] all agree that Agency refers to the intentional
choices made by men and women when they take action to realize their goals." However, in this instance,
Brumfiel is clearly mistaken. At the beginning of the same volume Dobres and Robb (2000) state that
others "have argued that Agency is less about the intentional exercise of personal interests and more
about a cultural process through which personhood and a sense of "groupness" are constructed, negotiated
and transformed." Many of the authors in the same volume also argue that these are not always
intentional choices, yet they are no less socially structured or less significant.
Recent contextual research has often advocated a focus upon the individual in archaeology (e.g. Hodder
2000). However, it is argued here that although individuals are the necessary constituents of groups,
characteristics shared by the group can be identified in the archaeological record. This is commensurate
with the definition of Diaz-Andreu and Lucy (2005). Rather than focusing on individual identity (which
they term 'personality'), they state that "'identity' will be understood as individuals' identification with
broader groups on the basis of differences socially sanctioned as significant." These authors therefore
link identity to 'belonging', arguing that identity is the way in which people perceive themselves as
belonging to one or more groups, while not belonging to others. That said, "being part of a group
requires active engagement." As a consequence, identity is a continually reconstituted process that is not
static, and is established through choice and agency. Similarly, in this thesis it is argued that the
expression of identity is usually a choice exercised by an individual, but which then functions to identify
the group as a whole.
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1993), and consequently the emphasis is placed on describing what happened and how,
rather than on why. While causal mechanisms are a valid area of enquiry, the nature of
the event to which they relate must be well established first.
Irving Rouse (1986) argues that it is common in archaeology to rely on population
movement to explain similarities in different areas. The initially observed similarities
are "tested" through the compilation of additional similarity lists. But, as stated by
Rouse (1986), "One can "prove" any plausible migration hypothesis in this manner, no
matter what its validity in relation to alternative hypotheses, for the reasoning is
circular." Hence, Rouse advocates a method of Multiple Working Hypotheses, similar
to the method independently adopted in this thesis, albeit with somewhat different
methodologies and interpretations.
The greatest shortcoming of single hypothesis studies is that expectations resulting from
the stated hypothesis can lead the researcher to selectively examine only that evidence
which conforms to the said hypothesis. In situations where infonnation is incomplete or
ambiguous:
Patterns of expectations form a mindset that tells analysts, subconsciously, what to
look for, what is important, and how to interpret what is seen. Analysts' mindsets
predispose them to think in certain ways (Heuer 2005).

Here, Heuer is referring to the practise of intelligence analysis, but the concept is
equally applicable to all enquiry in which the infonnation is incomplete or ambiguous,
including archaeology.
One of the most important characteristics of mindsets is that they tend to be quick to
form but resistant to change...The early but incorrect impression tends to persist
because the amount of information necessary to invalidate a hypothesis is
considerably greater than the amount of information required to make an initial
interpretation (Heuer 2005).

Similarly, T. C. Chamberlin (1890), who is credited with first proposing the Method of
Multiple Working Hypotheses within science, argues that 'emotional attachment' to a
particularly hypothesis can result in contrary evidence being o v e r l o o k e d . I r v i n g Rouse
(1986) also advocates John R. Piatt's (1964) more developed views on multiple
hypotheses, in which he advocates the use of 'strong inference.' Strong inference
requires the use not just of multiple hypotheses, but the proposal of analytically
rigorous, testable cases to test these hypotheses.

HYPOTHESES

This section will articulate multiple hypotheses concerning social interaction both
within the northern Philippines, and between here and Taiwan, along with the features
of the pottery assemblages that would be expected if the ideal was to be met in its
entirety. The proposed hypotheses are: Innovation, Imitation, Trade/Exchange and
Population Movement. These scenarios not only encompass the range of possible social
interactions on a broad level, but can be associated with specific aspects of variation
"" Also see Rouse 1986 for a discussion of this problem within the archaeological discipline.
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within assemblages.
Similar mechanisms have been proposed in the past by
archaeologists using comparable - but not necessarily identical - approaches (e.g. Rouse
1986; Renfrew 1989a, 1992a).
These hypotheses are developed as ideals {Idealtypus). An idealtypus is not so much a
direct representation of reality as an ideal benchmark that can be used to measure and
compare real cases (Weber 1904; Meyer, Tsui & Minings 1993). These are heuristic
devices, and attention must be focused on the aspects of the observed distribution that
do not conform to the idealtypus, because these will be the aspects that are unique to the
given situation, and which will form the basis of further inquiry. Heuer (2005) makes
the important point in relation to the use of multiple hj^jotheses that, "the most probable
hypothesis is the one with the least evidence against it, not the one with the most
evidence for it." Hence these hypotheses do not con-elate directly with conclusions, but
are part of the method used in order to reduce and manage the complexity of the data.
In this thesis, any conclusions regarding social interaction will thus fall short of the
conceptual purity of a single hypothesis, but will better describe the complexity of the
archaeological data as it exists in reality.

Hypothesis 1: Independent Innovation
Pottery production at one or more of the sites arises from independent
leading to the local development of pottery types free of outside influence.

Table 3
Ideal pottery
Independent Innovation

characteristics

evident

between

sites

based

Form

Hypothesis 1:
Independent
Innovation

Shapes are different to those encountered in other, nearby
pottery traditions (taking into account that ftinction may
impose similarity).
Surface modification is different to those encountered in
other, nearby pottery traditions.
Technique is different to those encountered in other, nearby
pottery traditions. The technique will likely be less
developed than pottery from areas that have produced pottery
for longer.

on

innovation,

Hypothesis

1:

Characterisation of
materials
Local production;
sites contain either a
mix of pottery types
from geological
contexts similar to the
regional contexts, or
all sites contain
pottery that is
different to other sites

Production of quality pottery is a complex task aided by experience.'*''
As a
consequence, it is likely that independent innovation of pottery would be marked by
reduced quality (when compared to established pottery traditions). Furthermore, if
pottery were indeed independently innovated in the region, then the quality should be
seen to improve over time as technical skills become increasingly sophisticated.
'*" There is little literature that articulates what can be expected in regards to Independent Innovation,
because this is considered to be such a rare phenomenon. Nonetheless, these assumptions are the implicit
result of craft specialisation arguments (see Rice 1987, sections 6.1.2 and 6.2.3).
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Possible characteristics of eariier pottery in a sequence may include (but are not limited
to): less careful selection and sorting of clays, increased friability, unevenness of firing
and unevenness of shape.
The implication for social identity of a scenario of completely independent innovation,
would be that there was essentially no interaction between sites. This would mean that
groups were not actively maintaining a shared social identity, even should they have
been related in an historical genetic sense.
There is little likelihood of all the conditions for Independent Innovation being met
given that a Red-slipped Pottery Tradition has already been proposed. However, the
Method of Multiple Working Hypotheses, especially one based on the use of ideal
cases, requires that all possibilities be examined. Even if prior evidence is not
commensurate with the hypothesis, re-examining this in a different light may serve to
highlight certain, previously obscured, aspects of the data.

Hypothesis 2: Trade/Exchange
Pottery is introduced to one or more of the sites through trade/exchange'^^, with one or
more external production centres.

Table 4
Ideal
Trade/Exchange.

pottery

characteristics

evident

between

sites

based

Form

Hypothesis 2:
Trade/Exchange

Shapes are similar across all the sites
Surface modification is similar across all the sites, or a
sub-set thereof if only some sites are involved in the
trade/exchange
Technique is the same across all the pottery, or there may
be one or two sub-groupings intermixed.

on

Hypothesis

2:

Characterisation of
materials
External production
sites lead to pottery
coming from a limited
number of sources
being present in most
or all sites.

The simplest ideal scenario would assume one production centre from which all pottery
is distributed to different sites, in which case all characterisation studies would show
shared matrix and temper sources. There would also tend to be a unity of vessel fonns,
surface modification characteristics, and production techniques.
The analysis used in this thesis will identify whether one or more external production
centres was in use (as evidenced by the unity or otherwise in the characterisation study).
However, this study will not discriminate where those production centre/s were located.
The concepts of trade and exchange are often used in association and/or interchangeably, but are
essentially two different concepts, Zedeno's (1994) definitions being: Trade is the organised, large scale
nature of material transactions that involve large quantities and an extended time period. Exchange is
recurrent, independent and symmetrical small scale transactions that reinforce group connectivity but do
not have a serious economic impact. However, for the purposes of this thesis, both can be considered
together as their implications for the topic at hand are similar.
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Therefore, stress is placed upon the characterisation of the different sources that might
have been shared across the sites (i.e. upon the relatedness of the pottery), rather than
upon identifying precise locations of manufacture. This will nevertheless elucidate
possible interactions between sites.
If common sources are indeed identified across two or more sites, an analysis of the
shared pottery should provide information as to the context of production. Such
information might include factors such as the scale/intensity of interaction, along with
its directionality, symmetry and duration (Plog 1977; also see Tite 1999). It must also
be noted that only pottery is being examined in this thesis, so a lack of evidence for
pottery movement does not necessarily preclude the trade/exchange of other
commodities. Consequently, undue emphasis must not be placed on the pottery alone.
Should trade/exchange be shown to exist, this would be direct evidence for social
interaction, at least on an economic level, between past populations in the region.
Depending on the context, there might be further evidence for shared gi'oup identity
and/or ethnic affiliation, but this is not a necessary correlation with trade/exchange.
Evidence for trade/exchange would be consistent with the NMTCN model (Solheim
2006), which is based on the conduit of trading systems maintained through the actions
of middlemen who spoke Austronesian as a lingua franca. In Bellwood's (2005) view,
trade and the actions of middlemen are conflated with the notion of elite dominance (see
below). However, trade and the notions surrounding it are kept separate from the
concept of elite dominance in the models of linguistic replacement proposed by
Renfrew (1989a, b), and they appear to have different implications for the archaeology.

Hypothesis 3: Imitation
Due to contact between two or more sites, groups copy pottery technology from others.

Table 5

Ideal pottery characteristics evident between sites based on Hypothesis 3: Imitation
Form

Hypothesis 3:
Imitation

Shapes are superficially similar. There is a
possibility of regional interpretations.
Surface modification is superficially similar.
There is a possibility of regional interpretations.
Technique is (possibly) different to those
encountered in other, nearby pottery traditions.

Characterisation of materials
Local production; sites contain
either a mix of pottery types from
geological contexts similar to the
regional contexts, or all sites
contain pottery that is different to
other sites.

A scenario of imitation would result in an independently developed, local, pottery
tradition that has a general appearance similar to pottery in the other sites, but with
possible differences in technique.
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As far as social identity is concerned, a conclusive case of imitation would indicate that
the people are trying to identify themselves with a group to which they have no recent
historical or biological connection.
Ethnographic studies by OHvier Gosselain (1992, 1994, 1998, 2000, 2001) have shown
that techniques are less susceptible to change than other aspects of production, relying
as they do on motor habits that become ingrained when a potter is learning the craft
(especially in instances where different production techniques can be used which leave
no visible difference in the appearance of the end product). Technological traits that do
not influence the final aesthetic of the objects are less likely to be copied in cases were
people are imitating others. Moreover, even when the aesthetic appearance of pottery
changes, people generally maintain their technological approach in instances where this
does not influence the overall aesthefic of the pottery (van der Leeuw 1993). Hence,
where imitation occurs, the technique is more likely to be different than in instances
where there has been a direct transfer of technology, although, of course, this is not
necessarily the case.
This hypothesis (Imitation) shares many similarities with diffusion/acculturation
models. Acculturation models have been used in studies where it has been argued that
cultural (Zvelebil & Zvelebil 1988) and language (Ehret 1988) characteristics have been
adopted from an external source by a local populace.
The interpretation of diffusion differs depending on whether one is addressing the
diffusion of specific traits, or of multiple traits ('cultures'). Irving Rouse for instance
distinguished between two fornis of diffusion: transculturation and acculturation. These
are characterised by 'weak' and 'strong' interactions between two neighbouring groups,
following Levi-Strauss (1971, cited in Rouse 1986). Transculturation is a form of weak
interaction between neighbouring populations - traits are exchanged that are integrated
into the local cultures, while other aspects of the individual cultural identities are
maintained. Acculturation is a fonn of strong interaction between neighbouring
populations - the culture of the dominant people is adopted by the other, which
consequentially looses its separate identity. Moreover, diffusion by acculturation has
archaeological consequences akin to that expected in a model of Population Migration
(see below). Already noted is Bellwood's (2005) view is that wide scale movement of
material culture is unlikely to occur without some fomi of accompanying population
movement. Yet whether this is true or not, it is still possible that some aspects of
technique may differ between assemblages. Also, as with Population Movement, if
acculturation was occurring as a result of influence originating from a specific area, a
continuum of change would be expected.
However, without the inclusion of archaeological data other that pottery, it may be
difficult to fully distinguish between Hypotheses 3 and 4 (at least in in regards to the
broader consequences of the hypotheses considered relevant to the identification of
specific mechanisms by archaeologists such as Rouse (1986), Renfrew (1989^) and
Bellwood (2005)). However, it is still possible to examine aspects of social interaction
relevant to evaluating the current models of Austronesian language spread. For
instance, should a lack of directionality be present, transculturation would better fit the
evidence, reducing the case for large-scale population movement.
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Hypothesis 4: Population Movement
Pottery is produced locally by movement of new peoples, already possessing
technology, into one or more of the sites, either replacing or assimilating those
present.

Table 6
Movement

Hypothesis 4:
Population
movement'"'

pottery
already

Ideal pottery characteristics evident between sites based on Hypothesis 4: Population
Form

Characterisation of materials

Shapes are similar across all the sites, or only a sub-set
thereof if only some sites are involved in the migration
Surface Modification is similar across all the sites, or
only a sub-set thereof if only some sites are involved in
the migration
Technique is the same across sites, or only a sub-set
thereof if only some sites are involved in the migration.

Local production; sites
contain either a mix of
pottery types from geological
contexts similar to the
regional contexts or all sites
contain pottery that is
different to other sites.

If Population Movement is occurring into a site, the pottery found should be identical in
appearance and technology to that found in other areas, but with local production and
sourcing of materials. In instances where a people might be trying to differentiate
themselves from a parent population, the outward appearance may be superficially
different, but the underlying technology would remain the same. Hence, one would
expect the converse of the result that could be expected from an Imitation hypothesis.
The idealtypus of the Population Movement hypothesis requires that all peoples in a
gi'oup have moved to the new area. Of course, the reality is that population movement
can occur at any scale, large or small. For Rouse (1986), population movement
('migration' in the temiinology of this thesis'"), specifically refers to a population
expanding into an area and replacing its previous inhabitants. It is possible to
archaeologically identify these sites, however a number of issues are likely to have
complicated the situation, such as: modifications to the complex caused by a population
encountering different conditions in the new area; the fact that population replacement
usually takes time, over which cultural changes are possible, even probable within the
incoming culture; and the fact that migration populations can be atypical of the parent
population ('Founder Effect'). Because of this, population movement must be inferred
from "patterns of change in peoples' complexes" (Rouse 1986).
Smaller scale migration of peoples, who integrate with an already established local
populace, are not likely to have such a marked effect on the archaeology. In Rouse's

While diffusion is often discussed, either in association with migration or on its own, it does not
constitute an ideal such as would satisfy its inclusion here, as it would equate with a combination of
Hypotheses 3 and 4.
Rouse (1986) argues that population movement is distinct from migration, as the concept of migration
encompasses both population movement and immigration. In this thesis, these concepts are essentially
reversed: population movement (akin to Rouse's migration) can be either large-scale (akin to R o u s e ' s
population movement) or small-scale (akin to Rouse's immigration). The reason for the use of the terms
as set out in this thesis is that historically in the archaeological discipline, particularly in Culture History,
the term migration is generally used to give the impression of a large-scale 'replacement' phenomenon.
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view immigration is the "movement, either hostile or peaceful, of people into a new area
as evidenced by an alien complex." If the numbers of people are small in size and
socially passive, they will, in time, be assimilated."^ Renfrew's (1989a, b, \992a)
model of elite dominance has similarities to Rouse's views, and would have similar
archaeological consequences. Renfrew envisions an intrusion by a small, wellorganised group who, by force of arms, replace an existing elite. As they are not
numerically superior to the established populace, this implies at least some degree of
cultural continuity in the regions they move into. Spriggs (2003, 2007) has recently
suggested that elite dominance might explain parts of the OT hypothesis.
Despite the differences in the population movement within each of these categories, in a
situation where a particular aspect of material culture is being analysed as a suspected
part of a migratory people's cultural package, there should be at least some indicators of
intrusion from elsewhere. In the region being examined in this thesis, assuming that the
dispersal is coming from Taiwan into the Philippines, there should be some fonn of
directionality across the assemblages examined. A lack of directionality would not
mean that population movement is not occurring, but it would certainly raise questions
about the origin of these people.
With regards social identity, evidence for population movement would signify a familial
social relationship between groups. Furthennore, if a high degree of outward similarity
has been maintained between the potteries of different regions, this would likely be
indicative of the maintenance of a shared group identity. Alternatively, if there is
evidence that the appearance is being deliberately altered (while clearly maintaining
underlying - or at least broader - similarities, especially in technological tenns), this
might be taken as evidence for the occuirence of the intentional differentiation of social
groupings.
As we have seen, The Early Farming Dispersal Hypothesis holds that the driving
mechanism behind population dispersal is agriculture, this being similar to the demic
diffusion arguments of Ammennan & Cavalli-Sforza (1973, 1979; Cavalli-Sforza
2002). Demic diffusion models of population movement often place the emphasis for
dispersal on agricultural intensification. However, as noted previously, the 'cause' of
the observed social interaction will not be addressed in this thesis.

METHODOLOGICAL THEORY

This thesis does not dismiss the importance of the existing models of Austronesian
language expansion, which can provide important 'top-down' frameworks for
interpreting archaeological data. Nonetheless, the goal of this thesis is to achieve
'culture-historical integration' from the 'bottom-up'. A full consideration of reticulate
patterns and social complexities will allow for a more complex and socially infonnative
outlook, which can in turn be compared and contrasted with the established models.
Rouse (1986) makes the point that sites that can be used as evidence for this are almost impossible to
identify archaeologically. Nevertheless, in such circumstances a degree of local cultural continuity is
more likely to have been accommodated within material changes, as opposed to the wholesale
replacement of previously established material traditions.
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Cultural-historical integration is not new, and indeed was the aim of many
archaeologists engaging with Processual archaeology (e.g. Willey and Phillips 1958,
Rouse 1986). However, as already alluded to, the integration of archaeological data
from the artefact up to the level of the culture-historical scenario, within a testable
framework, has not yet been achieved for this particular focus area.
Yet in order to achieve such integration, it is necessary to articulate how the
comparative archaeological units will be defined, and how the individual artefacts will
be described.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL UNITS

In this thesis, the focus will be on establishing objective archaeological units, as a basis
for the integration of the archaeological data. Such a practice was particularly
characteristic of the North American Culture History approach (see Trigger 1989), and
fed into the subsequent development of Processualism. W. and H. S. Gladwin (1930,
1934) were the first to develop a hierarchical classificatory system based on successive
phases. This system centred on artefact types and relative degi^ees of trait similarities.
W. C. McKem (1939) led the push to develop the 'Midwestern Taxonomic Method' in
response to the proliferation of different regional developmental sequences.
He
proposed to use fonnal criteria alone to classify artefacts into groups. McKem's
taxonomic method (which owed much to the historical particularist influence of Boas)
was highly structured and hierarchical in nature. Artefact assemblages representing a
single period of occupation at a site were called a Component. Components sharing
similar artefacts constituted a Focus. Foci sharing characteristics composed an Aspect.
Aspects sharing characteristics constituted a Phase. And finally. Phases sharing even
broader characteristics constituted a Pattern. However, in practice, many archaeologists
abandoned the higher levels of McKern's classificatory system (above Aspect), as these
are, in essence, akin to archaeological cultures, each unit having clearly defined spatial
and temporal limits.
In this thesis, the archaeological units used are a modified version of those described in
Willey and Phillips (1958).
Each discretely identifiable layer will be called a
Component. In McKern's (1939) view - upon which Willey and Phillips (1958) also
base their definition - a Component represents a single period of occupation at a site.
Given that discrete layers will be identified, this should indeed be the case, although the
periods of time that each layer represents may differ.
Within a site, these Components will be grouped into Phases. Willey and Phillips (1958)
define a Phase as:
an archaeological unit possessing traits sufficiently characteristic to distinguish it
from all other units similarly conceived, whether of the same or other cultures or
civilisations, spatially limited to the order of magnitude of a locality or region and
chronologically limited to a relatively brief period of time.

However, Phases are not necessarily unifomi, and can thus be divided into Sub-phases.
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At a regional''^ level, similar Phases will be combined into Groups. In this thesis, four
regions (Cagayan Valley, East Coast of Luzon, Batanes Islands, and Taiwan) will be
analysed.
In the inter-regional comparison, the Groups will be correlated in order to examine
whether or not there are sufficient similarities for these to constitute an Horizon, an
Horizon Style or a Tradition. Moreover, this is the level at which the reality of a 'RedSlipped Pottery Tradition' will be detennined. It should be noted though that the term
'Tradition' is very loosely defined in archaeology. As far back as 1958, Willey and
Phillips stated that the definition of Tradition "is still in an early stage of formulation
and does not mean the same thing to all who use i f , yet unfortunately no general
consensus has been reached since. That said, Willey and Phillips stated that a Tradition
was "a (primarily) temporal continuity represented by persistent configurations in single
technologies or other systems of related forms."
Should the outcome of the archaeological analysis demonstrate that the cross-site
comparability of assemblages containing red-slipped pottery is relatively confined in
temporal terms, this might more accurately be described as an Horizon Style.^" An
Horizon Style is "a specialised cultural continuum represented by the wide distribution
of a recognizable art style" (Willey & Phillips 1958). It covers a large spatial area, but
very little time.
Willey and Phillips (1958) argue that Traditions and Horizons fail to meet the test of
social intelligibility:
The integrative units, horizon and tradition, because of their incomplete cultural
content, cannot be regarded as self-sufficient in the cultural aspect; so there is an a
priori case against their intelligibility in the social aspect.

However, in this thesis, it is maintained that the circuinstances of the models concerning
Austronesian language spread make an enquiry into the 'Red-slipped Pottery Tradition'
socially infomative, as they provide a wider context within which any established
Horizon or Tradition has to be inteipreted.

MATERIAL CULTURE TYPOLOGIES

In the past, comparisons between assemblages were often based solely on a comparison
of style, this usually being equated only with aesthetic-decorative considerations.
However, these days, greater consideration of all the factors involved in articulating
social identity has led archaeologists to adopt a more broadly encompassing definition.
Hence, along with the aesthetic-decorative, style now includes technological and other

Noting that the term region as used in this thesis differs to the definition in Willey and Phillips (1958),
and would probably correlate more closely with local.
An ' H o r i z o n ' , as opposed to 'Horizon Style', is m o r e inclusively defined to include any aspect of the
material culture that may indicate a rapid spread. However, because this research focuses solely on the
pottery component, it can only serve to demonstrate the existence of a pottery Horizon style. If such an
Horizon style is indeed identified, then future analysis of the other items of material culture thought to
belong to an 'Austronesian p a c k a g e ' will serve to demonstrate if, in fact, this is part of an even broader
Horizon.
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facets that do not necessarily influence the outward appearance of an object.
Consequently, in this thesis, style will be understood to encompass all aspects of vessel
form, including shape, surface modification and some aspects of technique. Such a
definition accounts more closely for the dynamic relationship between pots and people,
given that many aspects of choice contribute to the production of an object, yet may not
be directly discemable in the outward appearance of the end-product.''
In order to examine pottery assemblages it is necessary to describe degrees of variance
and distributions, but then to do so archaeologists are usually forced to study potsherds
- that is to say pieces of broken pottery vessels. Yet, only too obviously, sherds do not
represent a unit of behaviour for past peoples:
Potsherds are not cultural units of behaviour. They are only arbitrary divisions of
such units. When a vessel is broken, the behaviourally significant unit in the culture
(the vessel shape) is fragmented. Not only is the shape of the vessel often lost, but
much of the information communicated in the design is lost as well (Arnold 1985).

' ' In the English literature in recent years, considerable interest has been shown in the social and cultural
interpretations of teclmology. Prior to this, few attempts had been made to develop a theoretical
framework that accommodated explanations of technology (see van der Leeuw 1993).
French
archaeologists emphasised the analysis of technology using a chaine operatoire approach, focusing on the
entire process of production as opposed to just the final product. Chaine operatoire shares an interest with
Agency theory in cognitive processes, although it is not always commensurate with the Agency approach.
Pierre Lemonnier (1992) defines teclmology as "all aspects of the process of action upon matter." Thus,
technology in the chaine operatoire approach is seen to be a socially constituted phenomenon that can be
used to elucidate culturally specific actions. In other words, teclmological choices are part and parcel of
social interaction. They do not necessarily follow prescribed, formalist 'laws', and neither are they solely
detemiined b y physical constraints.
Lemonnier's arguments are based upon theoretical views of Andre Leroi-Gourhan (1943, 1945),
concerning the imbrication (overlapping) of function and style into the two notions of tendency and
'levels of the fact.' Tendency is the idea that all humans have the propensity to perform the same
teclmical actions, as well as the tendency to develop the means of performing these actions in similar
ways.
However, each culture develops tools based on their own teclmical traditions (social
representations of technology). Thus the actual teclmiques that are observed in any particular culture
(facts) may well differ in the way they illustrate a tendency, yet the underlying tendency itself is a crosscultural phenonomen. Tendency then is the 'first level of the fact.' Details of a stylistic nature are more
variable and are the 'last level of the fact.'
Furthermore this approach makes clear that peoples' perceptions of teclmical superiority may
differ from culture to culture, because "the mental processes that underlie and direct our actions on the
material world are embedded in a broader symbolic system" (Lemonnier 1993). Hence, as a result of
such 'social logic', people adopt technologies and procedures that are unrelated to an optimal
technological reality. Furthermore, the teclmiques themselves are not systems for doing things to which
meaning is later added. Rather, symbolic considerations are inherently involved from the very beginning
(Lemomiier 1993; Akrich 1993; Latour 1993). Consequently any artefact is a translation of both interests
and strategies in social interaction.
Of course peoples make choices from within the range of teclmological possibilities available to
them. Yet, as Lemonnier (1993) points out, in many instances these are de facto choices that are
unconscious and unintentional, informed more by the physical and social context than by ideal practice.
Existing technologies can also be modified tlirough changing the emphasis upon the individual
components of the technical system, or tlirough the recombination of techniques (Lemonnier 1993). Yet
in order for an outside stimulus to lead to a change in a teclmology, the method on offer must be
compatible with both the prevailing environment and the technical system itself. In other words, for
integration to occur, a teclmology must fulfil the social expectation as to how an object should both look
and function (van der Leeuw 1993). Once an object has been locally deciphered, this interpretation enters
a cycle of reciprocal and progressive adaptations together with already existing teclmiques and
technological knowledge (Lemonnier 1993).
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Nonetheless, from an analysis of sherds we can often infer the form of the original
vessels. In the analysis for this thesis, diagnostic" sherds were analysed using attribute
based analysis. The use of low-level attributes follows the example of Summerhayes
(2000), being based on Spaulding's (1953) reasoning that the grouping of low-level
attributes is ultimately better attuned to the societies and cultures that made them than
other methodologies. In this case, attributes include both quantitative and qualitative
traits relating to shape, surface modification and some aspects of technology. Hence
after initial data collection, primary attributes were combined in order to provide some
important higher-level descriptive variables relating to vessel form. The investigation
of the hypotheses discussed in the previous section was then fiirther refined by
considering aspects of characterisation and site context.
Ideally, statistical analysis would be used to group the primary variables into
associations giving clear evidence of unique vessel fonns. Yet in practice, there is so
much variation in the primary variables, that it is impossible to group these without
some prior conception of the complete range of variation. Because of this, the primary
variables are grouped together based on a comprehensive investigation of the entire
assemblages. Once the stylistic elements and vessel fornis have been proposed, an
intensive investigation of the variation within and between these gi^oups (based on both
the measurements and shape characteristics) can establish the validity of the proposed
elements/vessels for describing the assemblage.
This methodology, based on a typological approach, can sometimes appears subjective.
However, while it is true that the types are defined by the archaeologist/s carrying out
the analysis, it can be demonstrated that they do, in fact, correspond to reality:
The actual procedure of segregating types is therefore a more complex operation
than is suggested simply by words such as "design" or "discovery," and is in effect a
painstaking combination of both (Willey & Phillips 1958).

The types must be "physiognomic, recurrent, and internally consistent." That is, "the
concrete expressions of the coinmon social traditions that bind together a people"
(Childe 1950 in Willey & Phillips 1958). Thus they consfitute:
A provisionally defined segment of the total continuum, whose ultimate validation
will depend on the degree to which its internal spatial and temporal dimensions can
be shown to coincide with significant variations in the nature and rate of cultural
change in that continuum (Willey & Phillips 1958).

Types are thus artefacts or behavioural traits reflected in material culture. A detailed
description of the differences within each type (or 'Forni') is indicative of variation,
which can be taken into consideration when comparing sites. This overcomes some to
the shortcomings arising froin the fact that normative 'types' often suppress variation
within categories.

Diagnostic sherds are those that contain one or more elements inferring vessel form (as defined in the
methodology).
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Conclusion
Although the current models of Austronesian language spread have been determined
based on observations of the archaeological record, they have not been tested against it.
Moreover, the breadth and wide-reaching nature of both the OT and NMTCN scenarios
discourage any testing of the models. Yet such testing is no less important for all that.
Consequently, while this analysis of pottery in the northern Philippines cannot prove or
disprove broad-reaching models that draw on more than just pottery evidence, this
should not prevent us from seeking to investigate and 'test' them in a rigorous manner,
to establish which best fits the available - in this case, pottery - evidence.
Archaeological paradigms predispose archaeologists to interpret the links between the
mechanisms of social interaction and social identity in limited ways. However such
biases can be largely avoided through the use of a methodology of Multiple Working
Hypotheses. In this way a material vocabulary can be identified that can then be used to
elucidate aspects of past human interaction.
The analysis in this thesis will concentrate on establishing whether a "Red-slipped
Pottery Tradition" does, in fact, exist, through a new appraisal of pottery from
strategically located sites in the northern Philippines and Taiwan, and an inten^egional
comparison of the results.
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CHAPTER 3:
ASSESSING VARIATION—METHODOLOGY
This chapter will outline the methodology of data collection and analysis. Section 1
details the data collection including the assemblage infomiation, primary forni attributes
and the characterisation data. Section 2 concerns the analysis and reporting of the data.
This thesis will consider the whole assemblage variation within the pottery at a given
site, and will also make comparisons between assemblages. Isolated visual similarities
between selected objects have for too long dominated the archaeological arguments
concerning the dispersal of Austronesian languages. Certainly the demonstration of
similarities between even isolated characteristics of individual sherds is highly
suggestive of links, but such selective evidence on its own will always remain
inconclusive, if it is not put into the context of the whole assemblages from which it was
drawn. Hence a more comprehensive analysis of assemblage variation will allow for a
fuller evaluation of the data than the isolated application of what is sometimes only a
single visual characteristic.

Section 1: Data Collection

ASSEMBLAGE INFORMATION

Site Selection
The assemblages (Figure 8) were selected because they contain red-slipped pottery and
have been linked to arguments concerning early contact between the northern
Philippines and Taiwan.
The sites selected in the northern Philippines represent some of the purportedly earliest
sites that contain pottery in the area." Three sites were analysed from northern Luzon.
Two of these, Dumbrique and Irigayen, are located in the Cagayan Valley on opposite
banks of the Cagayan River. The third site, Dimolit, is located on the east coast of
Luzon, on the opposite side of the Sierra Madre from the Cagayan Valley. Seven sites
were analysed from the Batane Islands, located in the straits between Luzon and
Taiwan. These include six sites from Batan Island (these were often very small in size),
along with Torongan Cave on Itbayat Island, a close neighbour of Batan.
Two assemblages from Taiwan were selected based on proposed links between the
respective red-slipped pottery assemblages at these sites and those in the northern
Philippines.'" These are the sites of Huakanshan and Peinan. Huakanshan is located on
That said, the dating is open to controversy and will be discussed in some detail later in the thesis.
In Taiwan, unlike in the Philippines, pottery commonly identified as red-slip is usually preceded by
older cord-marked pottery.
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the central north of the east coast of Taiwan near the modem city of Hualien. Peinan is
located in close proximity to the city of Taitung on the central south of the east coast of
Taiwan.
The analysis of the assemblages differs according to whether the site contained a single,
relatively short, occupation or a much longer sequence. From four of the sites Dumbrique, Irigayen, Huakanshan and Torongan Cave - an entire sequence from
selected areas of the excavations was analysed. In these instances, the analysis was not
just limited to the red-slipped pottery, but all pottery was examined in order to obtain a
holistic impression of the pottery sequence over time. At the other sites, selections
represent a single phase of occupation associated with red-slipped pottery. Further
details concerning the sites and their assemblages can be found in the chapters to
follow.

Itbayat Island
w.s»nc.«
^'BATANE ISLANDS
A(%3rc
I^Batan Island
Qo SungetTopTwrace
Sun^ Main Terrace
Naidi
Paysman
Tayld

BABUYAN ISLANDS

Figure 8
sites
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SITE CONTEXT DATA

A collection of all the available site context information is imperative to situating
archaeological finds within their spatial and chronological context. Such provenance
infomiation includes details such as the excavation location, test-pit, the depth at which
the object was found, as well as details regarding the natural stratigraphy. During the
recording process, provenance details were tied to generic artefact identification
numbers.
Artefact Identification Number
Each sherd was given a unique Artefact ID for this project. Some sherds had been
allocated excavation numbers previously, which were noted for future crossreferencing. However, new numbers were allocated for the sake of consistency in
recording, and to prevent confusion between specimens. The Artefact ID is fomiatted
XXX Y. XXX is a three letter code denoting the site (Table 7), and Y is a unique
number given to that sherd. Sherds having a 1000 series number denote instances
where full analysis of site assemblages was not possible, but provenance and selected
basic fonn data were collected in order to provide complete assemblage representation
for these attributes.
Table 7
Site codes and number range
Site Code
Site
Alternative site name
IRI
Irigayen
DBQ
Dumbrique
DIM
Dimolit
STT
Sunget Top Terrace
SMT
Sunget Main Terrace
BSR
Naidi
Basco-Song Song Road
PYM
Payaman
MST
Mahatao Town
Mahatao Septic Tank
TYD
Tayid
TOR
Torongan Cave
HKS
Huakanshan
PEI
Peinan

Number range of site code
1-428
1-312
1-400, 1001-1291
1-314
1-154
1-49
1-144
1-52
1-26
1-10
1-321, 1001-1589
1-129

Because the assemblages analysed in this thesis were excavated by others, these had
often been treated in different ways. In some cases, obviously adjoining sherds had
been glued together, in other cases these were left separate. In this analysis, glued
sherds were treated as one sherd, noting the number of conjoined sherds. Separate
sherds were treated individually. The discussion of individual sites is based on sherd
numbers, but the Minimum Number of Vessels is also discussed in the comparative
sections (for further details see below).
Provenance Information
The provenance information relates each of the sherds to its position within the
archaeological assemblage. These attributes have little interpretative value in their own
right. However, provenance details are crucial to the accurate reconstruction of the
archaeology, allowing each artefact to be placed in its chronological and relational
context.
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Provenance details include: test-pit/location, and each artefact's stratigraphic location
(layer/depth).

Unfortunately, there have been unavoidable inconsistencies in the w a y

that provenance details have been recorded - the sites were excavated at different times
and by different people. A l l such discrepancies have been recorded in the chapters
providing detailed site/assemblage information.

FORM ANALYSIS

D A T A COLLECTION: PRIMARY ATTRIBUTES

Primary attributes are the basic descriptive data gathered for each artefact.

Each

attribute is a descriptor to be used in constructing an argument, without the need to rely
on assumptions concerning the nature of that argument.
attributes can be used for future data investigation.

Consequently,

primary

In Table 8, a summary of the

primary attributes as they relate to the characteristics o f the hypotheses is presented.
Each o f the primary attributes is then described in turn.
The analysis was limited to diagnostic sherds that can be used to infer infomiation
regarding the original vessel characteristics.

The analysis o f diagnostic sherds is

common

of

in

archaeology

in

the

absence

intact

or

reconstructed

vessels.

Characteristics of the original vessel are inferred through intensive analysis o f the form
of individual sherds, and the way the observed features correlate.

Those sherds

considered diagnostic in relation to this thesis include (but are not limited to):
•

Rims (including those for both vessels and bases);

•

Carinations;

•

Handles or other attachments;

•

Sherds with joins (i.e. attachment areas for handles or bases);

•

Bodysherds revealing aspects o f surface alteration or technique.

Hence, diagnostic sherds include most sherds other than broken bodysherds without
evident surface alteration.

In fact, in many cases the latter sherds were unavailable,

either because they were discarded after excavation, or because they were stored
separately from the diagnostic sherds, preventing any attempts at vessel reconstruction.
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Table 8
Summary of primary attributes and the contribution of tliese to secondary attributes
and characteristics
Characteristic

Secondary Attribute

Primary Attribute
Direction from neck
Neck shape/direction
Shape of Rim
Orientation of Lip

I. Shape

Extra Rim Features
Other
Angle of flare*
Angle of carination*
M a x i m u m Width
a. All sherds

M i n i m u m Width
Weight
Width at lip

II. Size

Width below lip
b. Rim

Width of tiare
Orifice diameter
Percentage of pot

c. Carination

Width at carination
Initial fabric grouping (frequency of mineral
types, largest and smallest minerals, average
size of inclusions)

1. Materials Selection

Characterisation studies
Fracture type
Fracture position
Breakage type
II. Fomiing and shaping

Breakage strength
Breakage texture
Presence o f j o i n s
Deformation
Sequence of production steps

a. Wear

111. T e c h n i q u e

Degrees of wear
Finish
Texture

111. Surface
Modification

b. Surface
coating

Quality
Surface coverage
Application
Colour
Adherence

c. Surface
Alteration

T y p e of decoration
Part of vessel decorated
Core colour

IV. Firing

Inner surf'acc colour
Outer surface colour
Colour margins

^Recorded with size characteristics.
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Shape
The descriptions of the shape, and of within-form variation, are based on a number of
different attributes. Schematic variations of each of these attributes are illustrated in
Figure 9 and described below.
Many descriptions of shape attributes and sherd measurements rely on the sherd being
correctly orientated i.e. in the position that it would have been in, as part of the original
vessel. The orientation of rim sherds is determined by moving the lip on a flat surface
until any gap between the lip and the surface is minimised. This follows the
methodology found in Summerhayes (2000; after Joukowsky 1980, Shepard 1956 and
Glover 1986).
The attributes used to define forms were not given equal emphasis. Some attributes
influenced forni categories more than others. Moreover, the more an attribute was
manifest, the more it tended to influence the forni categories. For instance, a slightly
divergent margin might be a variation of a straight foiTO (particularly given that
earthenware pottery is rarely highly standardised), whereas a highly divergent margin
would more likely be classed as a different form. Consequently, while the primary
shape attributes aided discussion, sherds were only classed as particular fonns once
their shape had been re-examined in the cross-section drawings.
Full-scale cross-section drawings were made for every sherd examined. The positions
of measurements, and of any distinguishing features, were also noted. In all sherd
profile illustrations found in this thesis, the outer surface of the sherd faces the left, and
the inner the right.
Shape

features

Direction from neck: records the direction of the rim and/or the body as it relates to the
position of the neck when the sherd is properly orientated.
Illustration number in Figure 9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Neck shape/direction:

Body
Convex
Concave
Internally concave
Outward
Straight
Inward
N/A

the direction of the inflection at the neck.

Illustration number in Figure 9
1
2
3
4
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Rim
Concave
Convex
Internally convex
Outward
Straight
Inward
Horizontal

Neck shape/direction
Everted (restricted orifice)
Rimmed (unrestricted orifice)
Partial curve indicating everted neck on restricted
Partial curve indicating rimmed, unrestricted vessel
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Shape of margins: the difference in the relative orientation of the inner and outer
surfaces to one another. Directional shape attributes are described as if orientated
towards the neck, or (on vessels without a neck) away from the lip.
Illustration number in Figure 9
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Rim

Parallel
Convergent
Divergent
Rounded
Externally rounded
Internally rounded
Upper externally rounded
Lower internally rounded
Rounded upper

Body

Parallel
Divergent
Convergent
Rounded
Externally rounded
Internally rounded
Upper externally rounded
Lower internally rounded
n/a

Shape and orientation of lip: incorporates infonnation on whether the lip is rounded or
flat, as well as the orientation of flat lips to the horizontal. No differentiation was seen
in the associations of those lips that were rounded or pointed (as seen in Summerhayes
2000), therefore they were grouped together.
Illustration number in Figure 9
1
2
3
4

Shape and Orientation of Lip

Rounded
Flat
Flat, externally orientated
Flat, internally orientated

Extra rim features'. These include alterations to the basic shape of the rim (this shape
being defined by the attributes above). Not all are illustrated, but several were
particularly common, and hence are regularly reported in the site results (detailed
descriptions of variation are included with each of the drawings, and taken into
consideration in the analysis. Where appropriate, rim profiles are included in the
relevant fonn descriptions for each site).
Illustration number in Figure 9
1
2
3
4

Extra rim features
Grooved, with internally flattened surface
Grooved
Externally thickened lip
Internally thickened lip

Other. Includes handles, carinations and bases, which will be described in detail, and
illustrated, where relevant.
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Figure 9

Primary shape attributes
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Methodology

Size
All sherds were weighed. All measurements of width and length were recorded in
millimetres and based on a measurement between two intact surfaces. Although the
precision to two decimal places was often recorded, all numbers in this thesis are
reported to one decimal place or to the nearest whole number, as appropriate.
Figure 10 illustrates the position of measurements on an example rim sherd, noting that
not all measurements were relevant to all fonns.
Maximum Width
Minimum Width
Width at lip
Width 5mm below lip
Width at neck
Width 5mm above neck
Width 5mm below neck
Length of rim
Angle of rim
Orifice diameter
Percentage of whole pot

Figure 10

Example showing position of measurements on rim sherd

The orifice diameter was determined by matching the lip of the sherd, in its con-ect
orientation, to a template of concentric circles (in either 1 cm diameter increments, or in
0.5 cm increments if the width was less than 5cm). This methodology follows that in
Summerhayes 2000 (after Joukowsky 1980, Glover 1986 and others). The template was
also marked with percentage increments of a complete circle, giving the percentage the
sherd represents of the entire rim circumference. Measurements for carination sherds
include: width at carination, width 5mm above carination, width 5mm below carination,
and angle of carination. Additional sherd-specific measurements were taken wherever
appropriate, such measurements including (although not limited to): the distance from
the lip to an area of surface alteration, the width of punctate or pierced 'holes', the
distance from the top of the lip to the top of a groove, and the width of a groove.

SURFACE MODIFICATION

There are several stages in the pottery production process, some of which are easier to
identify in archaeological specimens than others (e.g. Rye 1981; Orton et al 1993; Tite
1999). These include:
•
•
•
•

Materials selection and preparation;
Fomiing and shaping;
Surface treatment;
Firing.
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Unfortunately, the technological characteristics which are thought to be most
informative in regards to Hypothesis 3 (Imitation), are also the ones that leave the least
evidence on the final product. Yet although a complete technological assessment was
beyond the means of this analysis, neither was it critical to addressing its aims.
Nonetheless, where possible, notes were taken on any markings that could inform
regarding the manufacturing method. Firing, as evidenced by sherd colour, was a
particular emphasis.

MATERIALS SELECTION

In the case of earthenware pottery, clays are usually excavated from natural deposits.
However, in order to increase rigidity and reduce shrinkage, temper is often added to the
natural clay. The nature of the temper additives is often socio-culturally detemiined common ones include chaff, sand, dung and finely ground old pottery sherds (grog).
Characterisation of the matrix of the sherd can reveal the chemistry, which is often
unique to clays from a particular area. This makes it possible to group sherds according
to area. The addition of tempers is influenced not just by availability, but also by the
potter's choice, both of type and amount. In instances where mineral tempers - such as
sand - is added, which are also present in natural clays, it is sometimes difficult to
discern between the natural constituents of the clay and manually added tempers.
Nonetheless, when there is a large size disparity between the mineral inclusions, this is
often indicative of manually added tempers.
The clay and mineral types were identified in the characterisation studies using SEMEDXA and XRD, as discussed below. The petrographic study revealed information
about the tempers (size disparity of inclusions) and the geological setting.

F O R M I N G AND SHAPING

There are a number of primary techniques for fomiing pottery including: pinching,
drawing, beating (paddle & anvil), moulding, coil or slab constmction. Additionally,
there are several methods of throwing pots on either a slow or a fast wheel. Secondary
fomiation techniques include: scraping, paddle & anvil, and trimming. These techniques
can also be used in combination (as explained in Rye 1981, Rice 1987).
Where visual clues as to the fonnation technique were recognisable, these were
recorded. Such clues include: Fracture type, fracture position, breakage type, breakage
strength (soft/intermediate), and breakage texture (hackly, concoidal). Any features that
demonstrated a sequence of production steps, such as the stage at which modifications
to the surface were carried out (before or after firing), were also recorded.
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SURFACE MODIFICATION

In this thesis, surface modification refers to any form of surface treatment. The
modification is of two types: surface coating and surface alteration. Surface coating
refers to any slip or paint that that has been applied to the surface, whether it covers the
whole surface or only part thereof. Surface alteration refers to any changes that have
been made to the clay, whether these be additive, such as the addition of clay ridges, or
subtractive, such as gouging or impressions of various kinds.
The terni surface modification encompasses all fonns of'decoration', but the latter term
is avoided because it implies a purely aesthetic quality, usually related to complex
patterns, either painted designs or impressions. Surface modifications, whether coatings
or alterations, can serve both an aesthetic and/or a functional purpose, and need not be
complex in design.
Wear
In order to examine the degree to which post-depositional factors may be affecting the
frequency of detection of different types of surface modification, it is important to
examine wear. Wear, not being an attribute of the pottery itself, contributes nothing
directly to the aims of the thesis. Its interpretative value lies solely in the ability to infer
information regarding the site context. Moreover, in tenns of recording and reporting, it
is mere convenience to group it with the surface modification characteristics.
All sherds had some degree of wear. Where this was greater than the nomi, it obscured
features, reducing the infonnation able to be derived. Three degrees of wear were
recorded:
•
•
•

Slightly worn: the original surface is heavily eroded but generally intact.
Worn: the original surface is heavily eroded and partly missing.
Very worn: the original surface is missing, or only a scattering of very small
areas remain. It should be noted though that, even very small areas of remnant
surface can indicate a coating. Nevertheless, heavy wear will increase the
number of false negatives at the assemblage level.

If the degree of weathering on the inner and outer surfaces was different, these were
recorded separately. Any post-depositional surface deposits and markings were also
noted. These demonstrate possible taphonomic processes.
Surface Coating
The tenn 'surface coating' refers to all manner of applications added to the external
surface of the pottery that does not alter the pot surface. Somewhat surprisingly with
regard to the aims of this thesis, in the published literature it has never been entirely
clear whether the common usage of the tenn 'red-slipped' refers to a particular mode of
application, or to the composition of the surface coating itself Indeed, it is even
possible that this not only differs in different areas, but for different researchers.A slip is
usually taken to mean a refined suspension of fine clay particles in water (Shepard
1956, Rye 1981, Rice 1987) and it is most likely this that is meant. Surface coatings
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other than slips including glazes and pigments. To avoid prior assumptions regarding
the production process, in the discussion of the results for each section the term surface
coating will be used to broadly refer to all slips and paints. In each section the
composition and the application of the slip will be discussed, where evident.
The mode of application is independent of the composition of the surface coating.
Common forms of applying a surface coating include pouring, dipping and
painting/wiping. Rye (1981) defines several diagnostic attributes that aid in the
identification of each method of application:
•
•
•

Dipping results in a more even and uniform coating. The coating usually
penetrates recesses, grooves and incisions. If only part of the vessel is
submerged a straight-line will result on the vessel. That part submerged
longest takes on a thicker coating and this can run.
Pouring is the method that has the least control. Often the coating in the
lowest portions of the jar are thicker but otherwise the coating is unifonn.
Runs are common.
Painting/wiping does not force the surface coating into recesses in the surface
of the vessel. The margin can be regular but is more likely to be irregular, and
the application often leaves fine grooves in the surface coating.

The presence/absence of surface coatings was noted for each sherd. When present, the
characteristics noted include: Texture (smooth or coarse), surface coverage (inner
surface, outer surface or parts thereof), application (evidence for dipping, wiping,
painting), colour (as per Munsell Colour Chart) and adherence (bonded or flaking). In
addition, the smoothness of the surface and the presence of laminations were clues as to
whether the surface of a sherd had been burnished or otherwise treated.
The characterisafion techniques SEM-EDXA and XRD (see below) were also used to
distinguish, and elementally characterise, surface treatments from the underlying clay
on selected sherds.
Surface Alteration
Where present, surface alteration was recorded, including its type and position, as well
as any other distinguishing characteristics such as combinations of these, and any other
apparent patterns. Techniques found included:
•
•
•
•

Applique: Addition of clay to the outer surface to fomi ridges, bands or other
protrusions;
Incised: Cutting of the surface of the clay in (mostly linear) patterns - the clay
may or may not be removed;
Impressed: Fonned by a patterned tool displacing clay - clay is neither added
nor removed;
Gouged: Removal of clay.

The most common types of surface alteration were:
•
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Cord-marking: Created by impressing cords into the vessel wall while still
plastic;
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Perforated: A hole extending through the vessel wall;
Punctate: An impressed hole not extending to the interior surface;
Circle-stamped: Circles impressed into the outer surface, using a hollow
implement. Usually these were full-circle. However at one site sherds
displayed partial 'horse-shoe' shaped impressions;
Groove: A single line on rim sherds, around what would have been the pot's
circumference. The majority just below the external surface of the lip, but
some along the top of the lip. Usually incised, but in some instances possibly
gouged;
Exterior thickening: A thickening on the outer lip of rim sherds. This could be
considered part of the vessel shape, but in some instances appeared to be a
fonn of surface alteration;
Crease at neck: A narrow, relatively even ridge running around the external
surface in the bend of the neck.

FIRING

There are two basic types of firing: open firing, and enclosed (kiln) firing (as explained
in Rice 1987 and Tite 1999, among others). Open firings usually involve a rapid rise in
temperature, coupled with a short firing duration. The maximum temperature of an
open firing is usually lower than that of a kiln firing. Moreover, the atmosphere in an
open firing can change suddenly from reducing to oxidising, although the pottery is
rarely fully oxidised as the duration of firing is too short to completely burn off organics
(Johnson et al 1988 in Tite 1999).
Open firings also favour coarse textured
('earthenware') pottery, as these types are less prone to themial shock. A kiln firing on
the other hand, is usually slower to reach maximum temperature, but of longer duration.
The atmosphere (oxidising or reducing) is more tightly controllable, and kilns can also
achieve higher temperatures. However, it is unlikely that kiln firing occuired for the
types of earthenware discussed herein.
The firing environment (oxidising or reducing) will be evaluated by its effect on fabric
colour - an effect demonstrated by Owen Rye (1981) (Figure 11). Colours were
recorded for the inner surface, the core, and the outer surface (Figure 12), noting that
colour can also be influenced by post-depositional changes due to leaching or deposits.
Any surface coating was noted separately. The colours were recorded using a Munsell
Colour Chart denoting Hue (00) and Colour (XX).
There is nearly always a small degree of colour mottling and variation within a sherd.
Hence the aim was to describe just one 'average' or most descriptive colour for each
section of a sherd (i.e. inner surface, core, outer surface). To describe the variation in a
single sherd reveals little with regard its firing conditions. Instead the ultimate aim was
to characterise the overall colour variation at the assemblage level.
However, colour perception is not just complicated by the mottling on sherds, but even
more so by the differences in perception of individual researchers. Nevertheless, such
factors do not preclude the usefulness of a systematic, assemblage level analysis and
comparison. Furthennore, the use of a recording system such as the Munsell Colour
System is aimed at overcoming as much bias as possible, through standardisation of
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colour references and recording. Moreover, the author recorded colours for all sites providing consistency of perception - except those in the Cagayan Valley where Ms
Ame Garong, researcher at the National Museum of the Philippines, provided
assisstance. However, although Ms Garong was the principal person determining
colour in this instance, she did so with assistance and cross-checking from the author.
Other recorded characteristics related to firing include: the unifonnity of firing (even, or
with a distinct inner and/or outer margin), and the nature of the colour margin
(sharp/diffuse). The uniformity of firing is indicative of the length of the firing and its
level of control, and the types of margins indicate whether or not a rapid change
occurred in the firing conditions (Rye 1981).

^

10

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9-10.
11.

Oxidised, organics not originally present; no core
Oxidised, organics may or may not have been originally present; no core
Oxidised, organics originally present; diffuse core margins
Reduced, organics not originally present; diffuse core margins
Reduced, organics not originally present; black or grey may extended completely tlirough
the wall leaving no 'core'
Reduced, organics originally present; diffuse core margins
Reduced, organics may or may not have been originally present; no core
Reduced, cooled rapidly in air, sharp core margin
Reduced, cooled rapidly in air, reduced and cooled rapidly in air again; sharp core margins,
'double core'

Figure 11
Stylised cross-sections comparing variations in the appearance of firing cores in fine
textured clays (Column A) and coarse-textured clays (Column B) (from Rye 1981)
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Outer Surface
Outer M a r g i n
Core
Inner M a r g i n
Inner Surface
F i g u r e 12

Colour layers formed during firing

CHARACTERISATION

For this analysis a sherd was characterised by: the inclusions, the matrix and the edge
(Table 9). The matrix was the areas where no minerals or other inclusions were visible
to the naked eye. Inclusions were minerals or other pieces that were clearly distinct
from the matrix, including temper - i.e. inclusions puiposefully added to the clay to
increase its workability - and natural inclusions (for each sherd, the petrographic
analysis includes comments about the likelihood of each). Edge analysis helped
identify the presence and composition of surface coatings.
Table 9

Characterisation attributes
Cliaracteristic

Primary Attribute

Characterisation of
materials

Matrix composition

Inclusions
Edge composition

The aim of the characterisation analysis was twofold: to detennine whether the material
used for sherds within a single site came from one or multiple sources; to detennine
whether one or more of these sources was shared by sherds from different sites. Ideally
a study of pottery distribution should be supported by the identification of production
centres and/or raw material sources. However, no clear production centres have yet
been identified in the northern Philippines - it is not even certain that centralised
production existed (the results of the characterisation will prove infonnative in this
regard). Furthennore, given the breadth of the study, the characterisation of river clays
and other potential sources of materials was not feasible. Yet even it it were, it would
not have addressed the aim of this study i.e. to detennine if sources were shared both
within and between sites. Matters are further complicated by the fact that naturally
obtained clay can be significantly modified in its composition during the refinement
process. Clays can also be blended. Hence, even if the raw material sources could, in
fact, be identified, this would not necessarily equate to the chemical signature of the
particular pots anyway (e.g. Mommsen 2004). What is possible is what is aimed for:
the examination of the chemical composition of the clays, and the identification of
minerals, to give an indication of whether or not a site has more than one source. If two
or more sites contain pottery with the same composition, then these will have shared a
common source (possibly external to both sites). If however, the pottery in all sites can
be shown to possess different chemical signatures, then in all likelihood it will have
been independently produced, probably locally.
If there were several different
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compositions in a site, then this could be an indication of several locales of nearby
production.
All this information, combined with the data on forms and the technological data, will
prove crucial to an examination of social interaction.
Two techniques were used to characterise the clays: chemical analysis of the bulk
constituents, and mineralogical analysis (Mommsen 2004). The primary technique used
was a mineralogical technique: Scanning Electron Microscopy-Energy Dispersive X-ray
Analysis (SEM-EDXA), SEM-EDXA made possible the selective analysis of different
parts of the specimen: the surface coating, the inner and outer matrix, specific mineral
inclusions, and other inclusions. In this way it allowed for a clear differentiation of the
matrix from any surrounding minerals, and vice versa. This is important, especially in
cases were the addition of temper may be socio-culturally prescribed, as it allows for the
separate characterisation of the matrix (more likely to be equivalent to the natural clays)
and the temper. Additionally, images of specimens enabled a close examination of the
micro structure of the pottery, including the surface coatings.
Yet despite the advantages, there are two potentially limiting aspects of this technique:
it does not allow for the detailed examination of trace minerals, and it is timeconsuming. Nevertheless, SEM-EDXA was the most effective means of data collection,
given the nature of the questions demanding answers from the data.
Subsequent to the SEM-EDXA analysis, a bulk chemical technique - X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD) - was used to examine surface coatings in greater detail. The aim was to further
compare the edge and matrix characteristics, as well as to compare surface coatings
between samples to detennine if the same minerals were present. XRD provides
reasonably direct infomiation about the mineralogy of a specimen, not just the
elemental oxides. For instance, this technique makes it easier to distinguish Fe2+ from
Fe3+. This is important when detennining minerals such as hematite, a common base
for red pigments. An additional advantage is that this technique analyses a preparation
of almost pure surface coating. In contrast, surface coatings are sometimes not visible
using SEM-EDXA, especially if a sherd edge has crumbled during preparation, or if it
was not fully exposed when the resin mount was polished. In several test samples, both
the underlying fabric and the surface coating were analysed separately using XRD, to
ensure that these were, in fact, chemically distinct.
In addition to the SEM-EDXA and XRD techniques, fifty samples were also sent to
William Dickinson at the University of Arizona for petrogi'aphic examination. The
petrographic data not only helped to critic the associations between sherds suggested on
the basis of the other characterisation studies, but contributed to an understanding of the
geological derivation of the mineral inclusions, giving considerable insight into the
geological setting from which the raw materials were derived.
Mineralogical
differences, where apparent, suggest multiple source locations.
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Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy Dispersive X-Ray Analysis
Sample

selection

For each sherd, visual characteristics were recorded, including an initial description of
the matrix (sections where no minerals or other inclusions were visible to the naked eye)
and inclusions (any minerals or other pieces visible to the naked eye). This allowed for
sherds to be grouped, and then for specimens to be selected from each group for further
analysis.
Sherds were chosen for SEM-EDXA analysis on the basis of their
stratigraphic position, fabric and vessel type.
The number chosen varied according to the size of the assemblage and its variation.
Generally, about fifteen sherds were included for each assemblage (less for the very
small assemblages). In total, 101 sherds were examined. Although the selection was
dependent on the sherds available, and limited to those for which permission of use was
granted, the samples are as representative of the pottery types, sites and time periods, as
was possible under the circumstances.
Mount preparation

and data collection

Selected sherds had a small piece cut off an edge using a diamond saw. The specimens
were then imbedded in one inch moulds of epoxy resin (Struers Epofix Resin), the cut
surface uppeiTnost. Once set, these were then sent to the Thin Section Laboratory
(Department of Earth and Marine Science, ANU) for polishing - this is needed because
if the specimens do not have flat surfaces, shading by surface protrusions may absorb xrays before they reach the detector. The sections were then cleaned with ethanol and
coated with carbon. The evaporation of the thin carbon coating under the Scanning
Electron Microscope produces a conductive layer for the electrons, which prevents
cluttering elemental lines in the spectrum.
A Jeol JSM6400 microscope was used, equipped with Energy Dispersive X-Ray
Analysis (EDX, EDS or EDXA) capabilities (Oxford ISIS EDXA - sensitive down to
boron).
It was also fitted with a Robinson backscatter detector, and linked to
ImageSlave (1024 x 768) slow-scan image acquisition software. Hence both the regular
secondary electron detector, and the Robinson backscatter detector were used to
examine the sherds.
The initial sessions on the SEM were spent refining the analytical technique. Although
SEM-EDXA has been used by archaeologists in the past, there are no established
precedents, or standardized procedures, for its use on sherds. Indeed, it would appear
that archaeologists who have used this technique have refined their methods
idiosyncratically, based on the questions they were asking, the pottery type and
whatever analytical techniques were available. Moreover, the specifications used have
often been inadequately reported.
For each specimen, several images were acquired, beginning with an overall image of
the specimen at 10 times magnification. Two (or occasionally three) representative
areas of the specimen were then chosen for higher resolution analysis at 30 times
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magnification. If an examination of the transition between the edge and the inner fabric
appeared to be desirable, this was then imaged at 100 times magnification. On the basis
of the images from the backscatter detector revealing the internal structure of the sherd,
minerals and matrix spots were selected and recorded on a printout (Appendix 2) and
then analysed using EDXA.
In order to obtain the compositional data using EDXA, a 15 keV, 1 nA electron beam
was used to acquire measurements over 100 seconds. The higher the voltage of the
electron beam, the higher the resolution, but the greater the size of the beam. Because
the beam is then somewhat diffuse, it is more prone to picking up adjacent areas. This
may distort the analysis if the beam inadvertently intrudes into areas not wanted in the
analysis (such as mineral inclusions). Therefore, a voltage of 15kv is a compromise
between the need to obtain accurate data, and the need to focus the beam on a target
area. The use of an area technique for sampling the matrix and minerals on the ceramic
surface, enabled the parameters of the analysis to be clearly defined.
Analysis was carried out at 30 000 times magnification. Comparison of data from a
number of different sherds taken at several magnifications, revealed that this level of
magnification gave the most consistent results. Magnifications of 3000, 30 000 and 60
000 times were used for comparative purposes. Although the analyses at any of these
magnifications showed the same general groupings, those at 3000 and 60 000 times had
a much wider spread of concentrations, and were more prone to outliers. At 3000 times
this was probably due to the fact that the EDXA was also analysing small temper
particles. At 60 000 times the variation was probably due to the natural matrix
heterogeneity. Yet because the aim of this technique was to characterise and compare
sherds, analysis at 30 000 times was selected, as this best described the sherd as a
whole.
For each sherd, different inclusion types were visually identified using the backscatter
detector, in order to distinguish the range of different compounds (usually about 5-10
inclusions), for separate analysis. In order to analyse the matrix, eight (or occasionally
more) area analyses were taken across each sherd, four from each of the two areas
selected for detailed analyses. Hence these were thought to be fairly representative of
the average matrix of the sherd as a whole.
If a sherd was thought to have a surface coating, and/or the surface appeared to have a
different composition to the clay under the backscatter detector, edge clays were
separately analysed. Viewed under the SEM, a surface coating usually consisted of a
thin surface layer of more homogenised, less porous clay. Under the backscatter
detector, a surface coating was usually a different colour to the clay, due to variations in
its elemental composition. In several instances, analyses were carried out on edges
without clearly detectable elemental or stmctural differences, in order to provide a null
comparison. In some instances, even where a surface coating had been noted for a
sherd, this was not evident in the SEM-EDXA mount, due to the crumbling of the edge
during preparation, or the fact that the edge was not fully exposed when the resin mount
was polished.
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X-Ray Diffraction Analysis
Sherd Selection
Due to financial constraints, the XRD analysis was limited to thirteen sherds. Two
sherds were examined from each of the sites of Irigayen, Dumbrique, Dimolit, Sunget
Top Terrace, Naidi, Torongan Cave, and one sherd from Huakanshan (although two
sherds were chosen, a large enough sample of the surface coating could only be
obtained from one of the sherds). Since the aim was to identify surface coatings and
examine their chemistry comparative to the matrix, the matrix and surface coating were
examined for one sherd, and the results compared with the second sherd to establish if
there was at least some consistency of characteristics within an assemblage.
Mount preparation

and data collection

A scalpel was used to scrape some of the surface coating off the sherd, carefully
avoiding the underlying matrix. This was then placed in a mortar (made of amorphous
agate), and ground in acetone. A suspension of the fine particles was then placed on
quartz mounts and allowed to dry, leaving a thin film of dry powder. The same process
was used for preparing samples of the underlying matrix.
Access to the X-ray Diffractometer was provided by the XRD Unit in the Department of
Earth and Marine Sciences at the ANU. The X-Ray Diffractometer used was a Siemens
Kristalloflex, D 500. It was attached to a computer for data extraction.
The analysis was set to a bulk scan setting with a start angle of 2°, a finish angle of 70°,
a step size of 0.02°, and a scan speed of l°/minute (except in a few instances where the
small size of the sample was compensated for by setfing the scan speed at 0.5°/minute).

Section 2: Analysis and Reporting
The results of the analyses are reported in four chapters dedicated to each region: the
Cagayan Valley, the East Coast of Luzon, the Batanes Islands and the East Coast of
Taiwan. Each chapter includes three sections. The first section contains information
regarding location and geography, as well as an outline of previous archaeological
research within the region. The second section contains a presentation of the results for
each of the sites. The third section contains a comparative examination of the results at
a regional level. These regional results are then compared in Chapter 8, where the
presence or absence of a shared red-slipped pottery horizon is established.
The majority of the data in the results is presented in the form of frequency tables and
simple statistical correlations. As these are self-explanatory, there is no need to recount
them here. Nevertheless, there are several aspects of the data treatment that do require
discussion, including: the selection and reporting of radiocarbon dates; the way in which
forms were defined; the description of the firing data; the way in which the raw
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characterisation data was treated; and the criteria used to establish Minimum Number of
Vessels.

REPORTING OF RADIOCARBON DATES

Radiocarbon dates relating to particular assemblages are reported throughout this thesis.
Yet while these are important to the overall discussion, the pottery data will be analysed
free of assumptions regarding chronological relationships. For instance, it will not be
assumed that the pottery at Dimolit is more or less contemporaneous with the pottery
found in the basal layer at Irigayen (which it would be if the analysis were based on
dating alone). Instead the stylistic and technological aspects of the pottery in each
individual phase will be compared, to detennine the closest coiTclation. This is
important given possible inaccuracies in the dates - too often a priori assumptions have
influenced past interpretations. Nevertheless, once these results are presented in such a
fashion, it is, of course, still important to discuss the interpretation within the context of
the available dates.
OxCal v4.0.3 was used to re-calibrate and graph all dates presented in this thesis (Bronk
Ramsey 1995, 2001). Dates for the Northern Hemisphere and directly on the equator
were calibrated using the IntCal04 atmospheric curve (Reimer et al 2004). Southern
hemisphere dates were calibrated using the SHCal04 curve (McConnac et al 2004).
Marine shell dates were calibrated using the Marine04 curve (Hughen et al 2004). As
there are no correction values for local marine environments, the calibrated marine shell
dates for the focus region were derived using a Weighted Mean delta-R and a delta-R
uncertainty value based on the mean values of all available samples from Ishigaki
Island, Japan and the Xisha (Paracel) Islands."
Although the reporting and adjustment of dates based on the samples' isotopic
fractionation (a measure of differences in the carbon isotope ratio) is recommended if
the sample has not already been nomialised, this feature is not commonly reported in
the available literature." Consequently, no calibrations have been coirected in this way.
Selection and evaluation of appropriate dates
The radiocarbon chronology is central to archaeological inteipretation, but is often not
treated critically enough. Throughout this thesis, dates from sites in Island Southeast
Asia and the near Pacific containing early pottery are reported. Therefore, it is
necessary to discuss some of the more pertinent issues associated with the use - and
misuse - of such dates in relation to the research questions.
Dates must be associated with pottery. It is critical that archaeological finds be
evaluated in terms of their site context and stratigi'aphy, even more so when found in
Obtained from the Marine Reservoir Correction database, provided by the 14CHRONO Centre, Queens
University Belfast, 13 March 2008: http://radiocarbon.pa.qub.ac.uk/marine.
^^ Further information on the recommended recording and calibration of dates can be found at
www.cl4dating.com.
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caves or shelters, which are particularly prone to disturbance. Furthermore, dates for
pottery are often based on a single determination from the base of the pottery
stratigraphy.
But, as indicated by Matthew Spriggs in his 2003 revision of
'chronometric hygiene' in Island Southeast Asia, "single dates only take meaning from
the overall pattern." Moreover, dates for sparse, scattered finds of pottery (or even
single sherds) have been used as evidence for early pottery. Yet such pottery may be
intrusive-from higher levels, and thus younger than the dates determined.
Also, as Anderson and Sinoto (2002) argue, clear archaeological associations for dates
are more reliable than "inspection of trends in large and indiscriminate assemblages of
potentially relevant radiocarbon determinations." Such assemblages are prone to having
a "tail" of data. Hence in order to evaluate the dating, it is necessary to look at all the
dates in a discriminating fashion. These concerns are of particular importance for the
Taiwanese sites, because of their lack of contextual data.
Charcoal samples: Dating from charcoal is most likely to be influenced by the inbuilt
age of an artefact, resulting from the use of 'old' wood, or the incorporation of other
carbon sources (Spriggs & Anderson 1993). Hence determinations can give older dates
than what is actually the case.
Shell samples: Detenninations based on shell samples are often skewed through the
uptake during a shell's time span of old carbon dissolved in water. This makes the
deten-ninations older than the associated contexts (e.g. Burleigh 1981; Mook 1981;
Spriggs 1989). Furthemiore the degree to which the detemiination differs from 'real'
time varies in different regions due to differing amounts of dissolved limestone.
This issue is further exacerbated in freshwater or estuarine samples, where the sources
of carbon are likely to be more localised than in a typical marine environment. In fact
the problem is even broader - if specimens occur in proximity to limestone, an increased
carbon age can be expected in relation to all environments, teiTestrial, marine and
freshwater. Fisher and Heinemeier (2003) suggest that foods that came from freshwater
or marine environments in limestone rich areas can be influenced by reservoir effects
which can increase radiocarbon detenninations by up to 500 years.
Correction of shell dates requires the use of appropriate curves incorporating accurate
marine or freshwater coiTections.
However localised determinations are not yet
available for the focus region.
Bone samples: Like shell, bone is also prone to the incorporation of old carbon,
including through the diet of the animal before death. Other considerations include: the
type of bone (this may affect the presence of dateable CI 3), and its state of preservation.
Although these days there are improved protocols for the pre-treatment and preparation
of bone samples, these are unlikely to have been used in the past. This, then, needs to
be kept in mind when evaluating the bone dates.
Residue samples: Although residues can represent a high degree of association with the
pottery they adhere to, without identification it is difficult to know what is actually
being dated. For instance, in relation to the Batanes Islands samples, Bellwood
designates all residues as coming from 'food.' Yet this implies a function for the
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pottery that has not been proven, as the residues have not been identified. Other
possible sources of residue include: glues, paints, resins and medicines (Anderson
2005). Yet even if it was proved that a sample was indeed food, without knowing what
was actually being cooked, the appropriate correction factors could be chosen - different
foods vary in their representative carbon isotope ratio.
Determinations
made before 1970: These are often questionable due to the poor
understanding of the pre-treatments necessary to avoid affecting samples with 'modem'
contaminants.
There is also another concern. Referring to the earliest date of the standard deviation in
a discussion, causes an almost inevitable bias towards this early time. To avoid this,
mean dates will be consistently used in any discussions involving chronology (that said,
the full calibration is given in the tabulated reports). Anderson (2005) used median
dates (also reported in the tables herein and often similar to the mean), justified by the
fact that the ANU dating laboratory (where many of the determinations were processed)
was established to deal with Quaternary age specimens. This meant that the acceptable
error range was much larger than for other laboratories established for different
purposes. Yet despite such considerations, in most instances the mean represents the
least biased age estimate for discussion.

ESTABLISHING FORMS

Sherds were classified by Fonn, Sub-fonn and sometimes Variant. Fomi and Subfonns were defined based on the tvpe of sherd and its overall shape. The Fonn and
Sub-form categories used were standardised for all sites and are described below. More
subtle variations in shape and size were described by site-specific variants of the subfonns. Although these were not standardised between sites, any similarity between
variants at different sites/phases is discussed in the regional and inter-regional
comparisons. Nonetheless, most comparisons between phases at the regional and interregional level were based on the standardised Fonn and Sub-fonn categories.
Sub-fomis and Variants were denoted by a letter, separated from the fon-n number by a
dash. For example: Form 1, sub-form a is written as 'Fonn 1-a', and. Form 1, sub-fonn
a, variant a is written as 'Fonn 1-a-a'.
Form '. This was based on broad categories of vessel type.
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•

Fonn 0
o
o
o
o
o

= unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
Fonn 0-b = necks and angular sherds
Fonn 0-c = handles and knobs
Fonn 0-d = diagnostic bodysherds
Fonn 0-e = carinations
Fonn 0 - f = base associated sherds

•

Fonn 1 = rims
o Fonn
o Form
o Fonn

with a restricted orifice (illustrated in Figure 13):
1 -a = concave, everted
1-b = straight, everted
1 -c = wide, everted
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o Form 1 -d = internally restricted
o Form 1-e = outcurved, everted
•

Form 2 = rims with an unrestricted orifice (illustrated in Figure 14):
o Form 2-a = upcurved or direct
o Fonn 2-b = with neck
o Form 2-c = outcurved

• Form 3 = base rims (illustrated in Figure 15):
o Form 3-a = pedestals
o Fonn 3-b = bowl pedestals
o Fonn 3-c = footrims
• Fonn 4 = stove rims

Figure 13

Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice

Form 1-a: Concave, everted

Form 1-b: Straight, everted

r\

/
Form 1-c: Wide, everted

Form 1-d: Internally restricted

Form 1-e: Outcurved, everted
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Figure 14

Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice

Form 2-a: Upcurved or direct

Form 2-b: With neck

Form 2-c: Outcurved

Figure 15

Form 3: Base rims

Form 3-a: Pedestals

Form 3-b: Bowl stand

Form 3-c: Footrim
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The reporting on forms consists of a table of forms and sub-forms by provenance. Each
fonn is then described in turn, including information about the variants within each subform in tenns of shape and size. Each variant is illustrated. A graph showing
distribution based on measurement attributes is given for each fonn. This is divided by
layer, sub-form and surface coating (where applicable).
The numbers given in the form section are based on the sherd counts. Minimum
number of vessels is estimated in the comparative section or summary at the end of each
chapter.

FIRING DATA

Most of the measures of sherd colour diversity are relatively simple counts. However,
the Richness value is a little more complex. This was determined using the same
equation as Frankel ( 1 9 9 4 ) : R = S / A / N where R= Richness, S= Number of sherds with a
particular colour, and N= Total number of sherds in sample. This measure is best
viewed as a comparison between the standardisation of the colour for the surfaces and
core in each layer. It is not directly comparable across sites. The selection of this
method was based on the statistical discussion in Bobrowsky and Ball ( 1 9 8 9 ) , which
was also pumsed. Although Frankel also used more complex equations to detemiine
colour diversity these were not utilised herein because they were highly influenced by
sample size.
In Section 3 of Chapter 4, a table showing the distribution (density) of sherd colour
according to the Munsell Soil Colour Chart system is presented. The density shading
reflects the total number of sherds. The presentation of this data broadly follows that in
Frankel (1994).

CHARACTERISATION

All quantitative data was processed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corporation)
and/or SPSS 13.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc: Chicago, Illinois). Adobe Photoshop and
Illustrator were used in preparation of the images.
Because the treatment of the data differs greatly depending on whether one is examining
the matrix, edges or inclusions, the methods will be treated separately.
This following section concerns the SEM-EDXA and XRD analyses. The petrographic
analysis is provided in Appendix 3, and the results discussed in Chapter 8.
SEM-EDXA- Analysis and Reporting
In order to refine the data from the EDXA analysis, individual measurements smaller
than half the error value were set to 0, as were negative values. This controls for the
spurious nature of the exact number given by the SEM. The characterisation analysis is
based on compound percentage data.
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Matrix

Characterisation

The steps used for comparing matrix composition were:
1. Only those elements whose average percentage was larger than half the error
value were retained, these being: Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe. In
fact a wider range of elements were included in the data collection, but only
those listed were detected in one or more sites in concentrations above the
error of the EDXA for that element. Occasionally, individual measurements
appeared to be very different from the nomi. This was probably due to the
inadvertent analysis of small mineral inclusions. Hence in instances where
the analysis reflected a spectrum that was obviously not 'matrix', the
aberrant measurements were excluded, so as not to skew the final results.
2. The measurements for each of the readings were nomialised to 100%.
Minor errors in the SEM measurement caused by the presence of bonded
water or carbon can result in a total that does not add up to 100%.
Nonnalisation creates a set of values that are comparable.
3. The eight readings from the different sections of the matrix in each sample
were averaged. This controlled for the variation in individual measurements.
4. The data was transferred into SPSS 13.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc: Chicago,
Illinois). Often the percentages of several elements are highly con-elated
with each other. Not coiTecting for this would skew a cluster analysis, which
a-priori gives the same emphasis to each element. Hence in order to reduce
the correlation between elements, a Principle Components Analysis (PCA)
was run on the dataset. Factors were rotated in order to even the infonnation
carried by them (infonnation measured in temis of the variance of the
original dataset explained by each factor). Eleven is the maximum number
of factors that are uncorrected, and hence was the number chosen as the
basis for the cluster analysis. A lesser number of factors would have resulted
in unnecessarily lost information.
5. Hierarchical Clusters grouping the average values of all analysed sherds
were created for each site and each region on the basis of the eleven factors.
The values were z-standardised and analysed using Squared Euclidian
Distance and Ward's Clustering Method. These clustering parameters were
selected through an evaluation of different protocols.
The analyses
generated when the data was nomialized (or not) and standardized (or not)
were compared. The chosen method was to use nonnalised, standardised
data using the Ward Method of clustering. Even so, the initial data set
appeared to be quite robust as only minor changes were apparent when
different clustering techniques were applied.
6. The output of the cluster analysis was presented as a dendrogram.
Mineral Inclusion

Characterisation

The steps used for detennining the presence of particular mineral components were:
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1. Measurements below half the error value of the EDXA were discarded.
2. In order to convert the chemical analyses of the mineral, given in the SEMEDXA output, into structural formulae suitable for the identification of minerals,
the procedure in Nesse (2000) was used. This method is, however, quite
common, and variations can be found in almost any mineralogical textbook.
a. The first step is to calculate the moles of each oxide by dividing the
compound percentage (called weight percent in Nesse 2000) by the
molecular weight of the oxide (these were obtained either from Nesse
2000 or from Deer, Howie and Zussman 1966).
b. In a second step, the moles of oxygen in each oxide species, was then
calculated based on the stoichiometry of the oxide. In other words, the
number of oxygen atoms in the oxide fonnula was multiplied by the
moles of oxide calculated above. Likewise, the moles of cation in each
oxide species was calculated by multiplying the number of cations in the
oxide fonnula by the moles of cation calculated above. It is possible to
write a basic chemical formula at this point based on the cations and
anions present, and their concentrations.
c. This fonnula can be used to search for the corresponding mineral type.
The mineral types present in the sherds were identified using a variety of
mineralogical sources (including Nesse 2000; Deer, Howie & Zussman
1962, 1963fl, b, c, d, 1966). Primary importance was given to the
descriptions in the works by Deer, Howie and Zussman, as these are
widely acknowledged as one of the most comprehensive descriptions of
mineral types and their variation.
d. Once a potential mineral has been identified, the concentration of each
element is re-calculated based on the number of oxygen anions included
in the structural formula (of the mineral that is suspected to be present).
A factor is calculated by dividing the number of oxygen anions in the
mineral fonnula by the total moles of oxide (i.e. the sum of the moles of
oxide calculated earlier). The new cation concentrations are then
calculated by multiplying the moles of each cation by this factor. This
last step is used to verify whether the identification is correct.
e. Once a mineral had been verified, the structural fonnulas of all the (as
yet unidentified) readings were re-calculated with the appropriate factor.
A series of tests was then set up in the Excel spreadsheet to identify
similar minerals belonging to the same group amongst the total of about
600 measurements. For example, if the range of ions of Silicon
numbered between 4 and 4.5, this would be entered into Excel as a tme
or false option. Likewise, tests were set up for the other elements in the
mineral structure, and their relevant proportions. Unless there were
obvious discrepancies, all measurements for which all tests were true
were then considered to be of the respective mineral.
f

In some instances (about 200 of the 600 cases), it proved impossible to
make an accurate assessment of the mineral types using this method.
Nonetheless, there appeared to be enough structure within the remaining
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data to suggest that these were not errors but belonged to, as yet,
unidentified groupings. These could be mineral groups such as those
found in clay, which, due to their complex structures, are very difficult to
identify. Yet, since most of the major mineral groups were readily
identifiable, it did not seem especially relevant what mineral types were
represented by these unidentified groupings. It was, however, important
to demonstrate how these groupings might affect the overall pattern of
mineral distribution both within and between the sites. Consequently, a
cluster analysis was performed to verify the presence of structure in the
data. The resulting clusters could not be used to detennine mineral
types, since these vary in the quantitative relations of specific elements
rather than overall similarity over all elements. An ANOVA analysis
however provided the significance value placed on the contribution made
to forming the clusters of each Compound Percentage. The aim of doing
these analyses was to demonstrate that the groupings were real, and
represented statistically significant rather than spurious stmcture in the
data. Groups identified in this way were given letters or numbers.
3. A presence-absence table of minerals identified in each of the sherds, and a
cluster diagram, are included in the results sections.
4. In addition, a binary cluster analysis of the mineral data was carried out in order
to compare the groups fonned to those seen in the matrix data. The values were
analysed using Squared Euclidian Distance and Ward's Clustering Method.
Edge

Characterisation

The steps used for processing the edge data and comparing it to the matrix were:
1. The selection of elements and normalisation of data followed steps 1 and 2 of
the matrix data analysis. However, the measurements were not averaged across
the sherd.
2. The edge readings and the matrix readings (not averaged) of each sherds were
analysed using cluster analysis. As for the matrix analysis, the values were zstandardised and analysed using Squared Euclidian Distance and Ward's
Clustering Method.
3. The output of the cluster analysis was presented as a dendrogram.
4. These dendrograms are compared to the images on which the position of the
readings was marked. In this way the significance of any groupings could be
determined. In some instances where there appeared to be clear groupings, this
was not due to the presence of an applied surface coating. Rather, postdepositional deposits on the surface were the cause. This is discussed in the
results sections. High levels of iron were apparent in the edges of all sherds with
an obvious surface coating. Other trends that influenced grouping include a high
Manganese effect, high Calcium effect, high Sodium effect, low Phosphorus
effect and a high Ti effect. Many of these are probably the result of postdepositional processes.
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XRD- Analysis and Reporting
The data output was transferred into Diffrac Plus Eva version 10 (SOCABIM 19962003). In this program the spectrum was modified (i.e. the background signature was
subtracted), and characteristic mineral types in the spectrum were identified.
The output was graphical and displayed the modified spectrum with the identified
minerals. Although the mineral types specified for the spectrum are quite specific, the
limitations of the XRD technique mean that the minerals should only be interpreted to
the group level (i.e. pyroxenes or plagioclase feldspar).

ESTABLISHING M I N I M U M N U M B E R OF VESSELS ( M N V )

An estimated Minimum Number of Vessels (MNV) was detennined on the basis of
fornis and the primary characteristics of sherds, in order to provide some indication of
the relative numbers of particular vessels in each site, as well as the ability to compare
these across sites. As mentioned elsewhere, sherds in some assemblages had already
been glued and were thus treated as a single sherd in the analysis (usually a whole
assemblage was treated in the same way). Those sherds that were grouped for the
MNV, include instances in which conjoinable sherds were found that had not been
glued, or where sherds were found in demonstrably close association that were very
similar (although not necessarily identical").

Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the methodology that underlies the analyses reported in this
thesis. The focus areas included: a forni analysis, a description of surface modification
and firing characteristics, and sherd characterisation.
The chapters that follow are divided by region. Chapter 4 concerns the Cagayan Valley
(Irigayen and Dumbrique sites), Chapter 5 concerns the East Coast of Luzon (the
Dimolit site), Chapter 6 concerns the Batanes Islands (Sunget Top Teirace, Sunget Main
Terrace, Naidi, Mahatao Town, Payaman, Tayid and Torongan Cave sites), and Chapter
7 concerns the East Coast of Taiwan (Huakanshan and Peinan sites).
The discussion contained within each regional chapter is divided into three sections:
The details of rim shape can differ even within a single vessel . As a consequence, it is sometimes
difficult to match sherds on the basis of their shape - in many cases it is difficult to say if observed
differences are the product of the variation in a single vessel, or of the variation between vessels (noting
that the irregularities in shape were not uniform across all the pottery groups. Generally the red-type
pottery was actually quite even, especially when compared to the cord-marked pottery and the Torongan
Cave assemblage. However, it was the black-type pottery in the Cagayan Valley assemblages that was
the most even in shape.) Even where it had been noted during the analysis that sherds may have come
from the same vessel, these often had so many small irregularities they often failed to match in the
comparison of sherd types. Yet if the criteria for matching had been broadened, then so much variation
would have been encompassed, that it is doubtful if any meaningful associations could have been made.
In instances where sherds did not conjoin, but were obviously quite similar, only those sherds in relatively
close association were matched.
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The first section contains the baclcground to archaeological research in the given region
in order to provide context to the results. The second section contains the results for
each site. This includes: (I) Excavations, (II) Site context information, (III) Form
infomiation, (IV) Technique Information and (V) Characterisation data. The third
section contains, where relevant, a comparison of the sites within the region. The aim
of this is to elucidate the regional characteristics, establishing groups for the interregional comparison.
Chapter 8 contains the inter-regional comparison.
relatedness across all the assemblages is assessed.

It is in this chapter that the

CHAPTER 4:
CAGAYAN VALLEY SITES

Section 1: Background to archaeological research
and the radiocarbon chronology of excavations in the Cagayan
VaUey

LOCATION

The Cagayan Valley, in the central, north-eastern area of Luzon (see Figure 16), is
bounded to the west by the Cordillera Mountains, to the east by the Sierra Madre, and to
the south by the Caraballo Mountains. The Cagayan River, is a wide, meandering river
that has often changed course. It flows northward through the centre of the valley,
entering the Luzon Strait at the town of Apani.
The first mention of the shell middens of the Cagayan Valley in an archaeological
context was by Otley Beyer (1947). These middens had been exposed during the
building of roads in the area. However, early excavations in the Cagayan Valley
centered on palaeotological finds, including extinct Stegodons and other mega-fauna,
and the possibility (as evidenced by the possible association of stone-tools) of human
co-habitation with these extinct fauna.^® Hence there was little consideration of potterycontaining sites. In more recent excavations however this emphasis has shifted.
There have been many radiocarbon dates obtained for sites in the Cagayan Valley
(Table 10). However, due to the abundance of shell in the Lal-lo middens, many of the
dates have been detennined from shells originating in fresh/brackish water. Yet such
dates are unreliable, as there is no known correction factor. Hence, although these dates
have been included in the table for broad comparative purposes, they have not been
calibrated, and will not be used in interpreting the sequence.

Fossil remains found by Alfonso Bagunu and Rodolfo Albano in 1936 are mentioned by Beyer (1947).
Co-habitation with iiumans was first suggested by the palaeontologist G.H.R. von Koenigswald (1958).
Later surveys uncovered sixty-eight such localities on the Liwan Plain. Excavations such as those at the
Espinosa site have also been used to reinforce these claims, and the associated stone tools have been
named the Cabawinian Industry [See Ronquillo 1985 for a detailed summary of archaeological
excavations in the Philippines between 1951 and 1983.]
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Table 10

Radiocarbon dates for sites containing early pottery in the Cagayan Valley
Laboratorv
No.

Provenance

Reference

D a t e S.D. M e a n

Medi
an

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Nagsabnriin
P I . Level 8, shell midden layer. G X 2 6 7 9 7
80cm

Tsang & Santiago 1470 50
2001, Tsang 2007

P I . Level 11. shell midden layer. GX 26798
II 0cm

1369 1361

I5I5BP(8.2%) I46IBP
I 4 3 9 B P ( 0 . 5 % ) I434BP
1421 BP (86.7%) 1292 BP

I528BP (99.7%) 1280BP

1670 60

1577 1577 I 7 0 7 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) I 4 I 5 B P

I 8 I 6 B P (99.7%) 1 3 8 I B P

P I . Level 14. shell midden layer. GX 26698
140cm

1830 70

1758 1763

1 9 2 2 B P ( 0 . 9 % ) 191 I B P
1 9 0 I B P ( 9 3 . 2 % ) I595BP
1 5 8 5 B P ( 1.3%) I 5 6 9 B P

I 9 9 I B P (99.7%) I 5 3 3 B P

P I . Level 15. shell midden layer. G X 26799
150cm

I960 90

1917 1915 2 I 4 6 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) I 7 0 6 B P

2309BP( 1,3%)2223BP
2 2 I 0 B P ( 9 8 . 4 % ) I597BP

P I . Level 18, shell midden layer, G X 26800
ISOcm

1760 110

1682

I 9 2 3 B P ( 0 . 7 % ) 191 I B P
1901 BP (94.7%) I 4 I 3 B P

2060BP (99.7%) I 3 I 9 B P

P I , Level 18, shell midden layer. GX 26699
ISOcm

1920 80

1863 1865 2 0 9 8 B P ( 0.4%) 2 0 9 0 B P
2060BP (93.9%) 1693BP
1 6 5 1 B P ( 1.1%) I632BP

2151 BP (99.7%) I563BP

P I . Level 23. shell midden layer. GX 26801
2.30cm

2260 270

2302 2293 2945 BP ( 0 . 1 % ) 2936BP
2 9 2 9 B P (94.5%) I689BP
1670BP(0.8%) I625BP

3 3 2 9 B P ( 0 . I % ) 3285BP
3272BP (99.6%) 1403BP

P I , Level 24, shell midden layer, GX 26802
240 cm

2240 270

2279 2268 2 9 2 I B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 2 9 0 9 B P
2 8 8 5 B P (95.2%) I 6 I 2 B P

3266BP (99.7%) I383BP

P I . Level 25. shell midden layer. GX 26702
250cm ( A M S )

1820 4 0

1756 1760

1866BP(88.9%) I69IBP
I 6 6 6 B P ( 6 . 5 % ) I628BP

I889BP (99.5%) 1595BP
I 5 8 4 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) I570BP

P2. Level 8. shell midden layer. G X 26803
80cni

2240 180

2272 2256 2 7 3 9 B P (95.4%) I 8 7 4 B P

2880BP (99.7%) I 6 I 4 B P

P4. Level 10. shell midden layer. G X 26804
lOOcm

1630 130

1551

I822BP (95.4%) I 3 0 1 B P

1989BP (99.5%) I225BP
1 2 1 3 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 1I79BP

P4. Level 12. shell midden layer. G X 26805
120cm

2120 220

21.^0 2120 2 7 I 7 B P (93.7%) I 6 8 7 B P
I 6 7 3 B P ( 1.7%) I 6 2 I B P

2 8 8 2 B P ( 9 9 . 7 % ) I375BP

P4. Layer VIII.
layer. 150cm

2150 150

2152 2145 2691 BP ( l . 5 % ) 2 6 3 8 B P
26I3BP(0.4%)2597BP
2498BP (92.7%) I 8 I 0 B P
I 8 0 I B P ( 0 . 5 % ) I780BP
I756BP(0.4%)I740BP

2743BP(99.5%) I689BP
1670BP( 0.2%) 1625BP

shell

midden G X 26806

1681

1541

P I . Level 31. red-slipped poltei-y N T U 3799
layer. 310cm (shell)

3450 4 0

P2. Level 14. red-slipped pottery G X 26704
layer. 140cm ( A M S )

2620 40

2744 2750 2 8 4 5 B P ( 9 2 . 7 % ) 2 7 0 6 B P
2634BP(2.7%)26I8BP

2859BP (93.9%) 2 6 9 0 B P
25.WBP(3.0%)26I2BP
2597BP ( 2.8%) 2 4 9 7 B P

P2. Level 15. red-slipped pottery GX 26705
layer, 150cm

6610 290

7483 7491

7657BP ( 9 0 . 2 % ) 7 4 I 3 B P
7 3 9 5 B P ( 2 . 3 % ) 7368BP
7 3 5 9 B P ( 2 . 9 % ) 7329BP

7695BP (99.7%) 7265BP

P4. Level 21, red-slipped pottery GX 26711
layer, 210cm ( A M S )

2520 50

2592 2589 2 7 4 9 B P (92.4%) 2 4 5 5 B P
24IIBP(0.9%)2400BP
2390BP(2.I%)2367BP

2755BP(99.7%)2358BP

P7C, Level 16, red-slipped pottery N T U 3798
layer, 160cm

2670 4 0

2789 2780 2 8 5 3 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 7 4 2 B P

2 9 2 2 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 2907BP
2888BP (99.5%) 2 7 I 6 B P

P7C. Level 16, red-slipped pottery G X 28379
layer, 160cm

3050 70

3244 3255 3 4 4 0 B P ( 0.6%) 3 4 2 9 B P
3 4 0 5 B P (93.8%) 3061 BP
3050BP ( 0.7%) .3036BP
30I3BP(0.3%)3007BP

3470BP (99.7%) 2955 BP

P7A. Level 19. red-slipped pottery GX 28381
layer. 190cm

3390 1.30

3658 3650 3 9 7 5 B P (95.4%) 3 3 6 8 B P

4I57BP (99.7%)32I0BP

Shell midden layer (shell)

2950 90

5207 5212 5 9 1 3 B P ( 9 4 . 9 % ) 4 5 1 5 B P
4 4 7 4 B P ( 0.5%) 4 4 4 5 B P

6280BP(99.7%)4I47BP

4 7 6 8 4760 4 9 5 4 B P ( 0 . 7 % ) 4 9 4 I B P
4 8 7 9 B P (45.0%) 4 7 8 2 B P
4 7 6 8 B P (48.7%) 4 6 I 0 B P
4600BP( l.l%)4583BP

4973BP (99.4%) 4 5 6 6 B P
4 5 5 9 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 453 I B P

GX 2 1 9 3 6

Miguel S u p n c t
Shell-midden layer (shell)

GX 21933

Shell-midden layer (shell)

GX 23329

Tsang & Santiago 5100 110
2001, Tsang 2007
4615 ,85

Pit 2. Layer iV. Lower.
(shell)

80cm GX 24121

4980 95

Pit 2.
(shell)

Layer IV. Upper.

48cm G X 4 I 2 3

4815 90

Pit 2.
(shell)

Layer

II.

Lower.

45ciTt GX 24124

4845 90

Pit 2.
(shell)

Layer

II.

Lower.

45cm GX 24125

5100 150

G X 24126

4560 290

Pit 2. Layer V. 50cin

24cni G X 24127

4680 9 0

Pit 1. Layer III, 50cm (shell)

G X 24128

4740 90

Pit L U y e r III, 30cm ( A M S )

G X 24455

4240 50

Pit 2.
(shell)

90

Layer

11. Upper.
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Laboratory
No.

Provenance

Reference

Date S,D, Mean

Medi
an

Calibration
95,4% probability

99.7% probability

Leodivico Captna
Pit 1. North wall. 20cm (sliell)

GX 24110

Pit 1. North wall, 50cm (shell)

GX 24111

Tsang & Santiago 5575 95
2001. Tsang 2007
5750 95

Pit 1. North wall, 100cm (shell) GX 24113

5580 95

Pit 1. North wall, 180cm (shell) GX 24117

5850 95

Pit 1, North wall, 220cm

5990 110

GX 24116

6849 6842 7162BP (94.3%) 6602BP
658SBP( l,l%) 6567BP

7255 BP (99.7%) 6453 BP

5616 5619 58S9BP ( 6,6%) 5807BP
5764BP (84.7%) 5448BP
5381BP(4.1%) 5328BP

5909BP (94.0%) 5432BP
5425BP( 5.7%) 5319BP

6963 6953 7157BP(17.9%)7039BP
7033BP(73.8%) 6830BP
6820BP ( 3.6%) 6797BPP
5680 5671 5861BP(4.3%) 5827BP
5753BP (91.1%) 5588BP

7167BP(99.4%) 6774BP
6766BP(0.3%) 6749B

1613BP(99.7%) 1414BP

3165 25

1390 1387 I602BP(3.8%) 1582BP
1571 BP (77.8%) 1509BP
1496BP( 0.7%) I490BP
1465BP(13.1%) 1418BP
1527 1535 1507BP(0.7%) I500BP
1488BP(3.1%) 1467BP
1417BP(9L5%) I341BP
1377 1372 1509BP( 6.2%) 1466BP
1418BP (89.2%) I305BP
3247 3244 3334BP (25.3%) 3281 BP
3275BP(59.8%)3199BP
3194BP(10.2%)316IBP
3079 3076 3203BP( 2.3%)3I88BP
3163BP(93.I%) 2994BP
3395 3391 3446BP (95.4%) 3356BP

3185 25

3409 3407 3450BP (95.4%) 3364BP

20

1827 1835 1879BP(87.1%) I769BP
1763BP(8.3%) 1736BP

1891 BP (99.7%) 1720BP

30
30

1597 1589 1693 BP (16.9%) 165 IBP
1632BP(78.5%) 1529BP
1635 1635 1708BP (95.4%) 1557BP

30

1657 1656 I734BP (95.4%) 1561BP

1711 BP (99.5%) 1514BP
1459BP(0.2%) 1442BP
I775BP(0.1%) 1761BP
1739BP (99.6%) 1527BP
1814BP(99.7%) 1547BP

Pit 1. North wall, 300cm (shell) GX 24120

6065 115

Pit 1, Layer 7, 60cm

GX 24112

4875 90

Pit 1, Layer 8. 70cm (shell)

GX 24114

5250 220

Pit 1, Layer 27. 260m

GX 24119

6085 50

Pit 2. Layer4(AMS)

GX 24456

4940 50

5895BP(99.6%)55S2BP
5501BP(0.1%) 5491BP

Irigayen
Burial
bone)

1. 80-102cm

(human NUTA2-904

Ogawa 2002n; A.
Garong pets. comm.

1635 20

Pit D. Layer 2

NUTA2-910

1510 20

Feature 2. Layer 2

NUTA2-911

1490 35

NUTA2-914
Layer 3. Silt Layer. Depth 88.5
cm. Cultural Phase R2
Layer 3. Silt Layer. Deptli 111 NUTA2-9I2
cm. C ultural Phase R2
Layer 3. Sih Layer. Depth 132- NUTA2-913
135.5 cm. Cultural Phase R2
Layer 3, Silt Layer, Depth 135 NUTA2-917
cm. Cultural Phase R2

3025 20

2925 20

1519BP(6.5%)
1444BP(0.4%)
1424BP(92.9%)
1519BP(99.7%)

1456BP
1430BP
1316BP
1299BP

3345BP (99.0%)3140BP
3127BP(0.3%)3109BP
3093BP( 0.4%) 3081 BP
3210BP(99.7%)2961BP
3465BP (99.4%) 3330BP
3284BP(0.3%) 3272 BP
3474BP (99.7%) 3346BP

l)untbri(|ue
Layer 1, Shell Layer, Depth
60 cm. Cultural Phase
(Burial)
Layer 2, Shell Layer, Depth
30 cm. Cultural Phase B1
Layer 3. Shell Layer. Depth
90 cm. Cultural Phase B1
Layer 3. Shell l.ayer. Depth
100 cm, Cultural Phase B1

20- NUTA2-757
B1

Ogawa 2002n; A.
Garong pers. comm.

20- NUTA2-7694 A. Garong
comm.
80- NUTA2-7695
90- NUTA2-7696

1880
1685
1725
1750

Magapit
Spit 9

N 5396

Spit 20

N 5397

Sq 12S 46E, Level 6, 85 cm in GaK-7048
depth (shell)
Square Al, Layer 2. 1971
e.xcavation (shell)
Square B. Layer 3. 1971
excavation (shell)

Aoyagi el al 1993

2800 140

2760 125

Theil 1986-7n

2961 2950 3358BP (94.5%) 2702BP
2635BP(0.5%) 2617BP
2560BP ( 0.3%) 2546BP
2910 2899 3262BP(92.1%)2696BP
2637BP(0.9%)2614BP
2594BP( L7%) 2537BP
2530BP(0.7%) 2504BP

3408BP(99.7%)2362BP

3359BP(99.3%) 243IBP
2417BP(0.4%) 2364BP

3680 110

Aoyagi 1983; Aoyagi 3790 100
elnl 1993
3680 100

Caerlan
Shell layer. 33-49.5cin (animal NUTA2-2510 Ogawa 2004
bone)
Shell layer. 49.5-60cm (animal NUTA2-2601
bone)
Layer 3. 86-112cm (animal NUTA2-2602
bone)

3340 25

3572 3578 3639BP (95.4%) 3479BP

3690 75

4036 4032 4248BP(95.4%) 3832BP

3925 105

4365 4359 4805BP( 2.3%)476IBP
4697BP( 0.9%)4674BP
4647BP(91,6%) 4083BP
4030BP(0.7%)4010BP

I12-I30cm (animal bone)

1655 30

1559 1556 1690BP(4.1%) 1667BP
1628BP(85.1%) 1510BP
1465BP( 6.2%) 1419BP

NUTA2-2511

3689BP(2.6%) 3654BP
3645BP (97.1%) 3469BP
44I0BP (98.5%) 3811 BP
3800BP( 1.2%) 3721 BP
483 IBP (99.6%) 3965BP
3945BP(Q.1%) 3929BP

1694BP(5.3%) 1647BP
1635BP(94.4%) I414BP
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No.

Reference

Layer 4. 150cm (animal bone)

NUTA2-2610

Ogawa 2004

Layer 6, 250cin (animal bone)

Provenance

Date

S.D.

Valley Sites

Mean Median

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Pasqua
3955 80

4406

4406

4789BP( 1.7%)4762BP
4627BP(93.7%)4151BP

4 8 2 4 B P (99.7%) 4 0 8 6 B P

N U T A2-2611

4125 80

4654

4656

4 8 3 9 B P (89.0%) 4 4 9 9 B P
4 4 8 6 B P ( 6.4%) 4 4 4 0 B P

4959BP(0.1%)4929BP
4 8 8 7 B P (99.4%) 4 3 4 6 B P
4 3 3 4 B P ( 0.2%) 4 2 9 5 B P

Layer
7.
(animal bone)

340.5-346.5cm N U T A 2 - 2 6 0 7

4795 85

5509

5516

5 7 0 7 B P ( 1.0%) 5 6 9 2 B P
5663 BP (94.4%) 531SBP

5 8 9 1 B P ( 0 . 6 % ) 5806BP
5768BP(99.1%) 5286BP

Layer
8.
(animal bone)

346.5-372.5cm N U T A 2 - 2 6 0 8

4870

5609

5613

5 8 9 4 B P (85.8%) 5 4 4 4 B P
5 4 1 4 B P ( 9 . 6 % ) 5324BP

5 9 9 7 B P (99.3%) 5 2 7 0 B P
5185BP(0.2%)5119BP
5 1 1 3 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 5061 BP

3974

3969

4153BP(93.7%) 3826BP
3791 BP ( 1.0%) 3 7 7 2 B P
3 7 4 5 B P ( 0 . 7 % ) 3731BP

4241 BP (99.7%) 3 6 9 7 B P

100

3649

3643

3 8 8 7 B P (93.9%) 3 4 3 9 B P
3430BP( 1.5%)3405BP

4080BP(0.2%)4035BP
4000BP (99.5%) 3 3 3 9 B P

3810 200

4221

4214

4 8 1 7 B P ( 2 . 6 % ) 4752BP
4 7 2 6 B P (92.8%) 3701 BP

4 9 8 0 B P (99.7%) 3 4 4 8 B P

372.5-393.5cm (animal bone)

NUTA2-2609

120

3645 65

Pamittan
Layer 11

G A K 17967

Layer 111

G A K 17968

Tanaka
& 3390
Orogo 2000

Andarayan
Rice
husk
extracted
pottei-y ( A M S )

from Unknown

Snow
1986

et

al 3400

125

3668

3661

3 9 7 4 B P (95.4%) 3381 BP

4155BP (99.7%) 3241 BP

3240

160

3477

3478

3 8 8 9 B P (95.4%) 3 0 6 4 B P

4088BP(99.7%)2865BP

Theil 1986-76 2460 80

2541

2540

2728DP (95.4%) 2 3 5 2 B P

2782BP (99.5%) 2 3 0 6 B P
2 2 3 4 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 2203BP

Sq K 5 6. Layer 8. 32 c m f r o m G A K 7038
surface

2010 90

1984

1976

2299BP ( 2.8%) 2 2 5 4 B P
2 1 5 8 B P ( 9 2 . 6 % ) 1733BP

2 3 3 5 B P ( 9 9 . 6 % ) 1693BP
1 6 5 0 B P ( 0 . 1 % ) 1633BP

Sq K 5 6. Layer 8. 52 c m f r o m G A K 7039
surface

6300 + 1600
- 1300

Sq J 5. Layer 8. 48 c m f r o m G A K 7042
surface

2390

160

2455

2461

2 7 8 7 B P (95.2%) 2 0 4 0 B P
2 0 1 8 B P ( 0.2%) 2 0 1 0 B P

3005BP (99.7%) I870BP

Sq H 4 5. Layer 8. 62 c m f r o m G A K 7040
surface

2740

120

2883

2873

3217BP(90.3%)26S4BP
2 6 4 0 B P ( 1.3%) 261 I B P
2 5 9 S B P ( 3 . 7 % ) 2495BP

3335 BP (99.7%) 2362 BP

Sq K 5 6. Layer 8. 4 0 c m f r o m G A K 7041
surface

3040 130

3214

3222

3554BP( l . l % ) 3525BP
3485BP(94.3%)2S73BP

3 6 8 6 B P ( 0 . 1 % ) 3660BP
3 6 4 4 B P (99.6%) 2 7 6 9 B P

8708

8691

9130BP(95.4%) 8329BP

9 4 0 5 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 9339BP
9333BP(99.4%)8176BP

5279

5303

5 4 6 6 B P (30.8%) 5 3 4 6 B P
5334BP(34.0%) 5213BP
5190BP(30.6%) 5052BP

5577BP ( 0.7%) 5 5 4 0 B P
5476BP (98.8%) 5 0 3 8 B P
5005BP(0.2%)4980BP

6667

6659

6995BP(92.9%) 6386BP
6 3 7 6 B P ( 2 . 5 % ) 631SBP

7178BP(99.7%)5276BP

SFU86
Arku Cave, Pcnublanca
Sq H8. Layer 5. 84 c m f r o m lSGS-495
surface

Musang Cave, Pcnublanca
Sq G5 w c l m . level 3. cultural G A K 7043
layer 2 (shell)

Theil 1988-9

4110

130

Sq G5 w c l m . level 5. cultural G A K 7044
layer 2 (shell)

4980

150

Sq G4. level 6a. cultural layer 1 ISGS 497
(shell)

10.75 150
0

Sq G5 s e l m . level 7a. cultural G A K 7045
layer 1 (shell)

9670 220

Sq G5 s e l m . level 8. cultural G A K 7046
layer 1 (shell)

9390 280

S q G 4 . level 10. cultural layer 1 ISGS 4 9 6
(shell)

11.45 170
0

Laiircnte Cave, Penublanca
G A K 7256

Meacham
1984-85

7830

170

Mijares 2002

4590 50

Minor! Cave. Peiiubhinca
Spit 1. Square 45. Cultural Not supplied
Layer 11 (Ceramic period)
Callao Cave, Penublanca
G A K 10529

prcccramic
Preceramic
(AMS)

layer.

112

In
2003

Spriggs 5840

140

c m Wk 14881

Mijares
b

2006 2596 373
8

Wk 17010

Mijares
n, b

2006 3335 34

3564

3569

3679BP( 1.8%)3668BP
3641BP(93.6%) 3473BP

3692BP (99.7%) 345 I B P

Preceramic layer. 70 c m ( A M S ) W k 14879

Mijares
b '

2006 6214 48

7115

7108

7 2 5 4 B P (95.4%) 6 9 9 4 B P

7 2 7 5 B P (99.7%) 6 9 2 9 B P

Wk 15649

Mijares
a. b

2 0 0 5 3530 34

3801

3797

3896BP(95.4%)3702BP

3971 BP ( 0 . 8 % ) 3941 BP
3932 BP (98.7%) 3 6 8 6 B P
3 6 5 9 B P ( 0.2%) 3 6 4 6 B P

Ceramic layer. 4 0 c m ( A M S )

Dalan Serkot Cave, Peiiublanca

Ceramic layer. 44 c m ( A M S )
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Provenance

Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date S.D.

Mean Median

3569 52

3863 3867

1908 74

Calibration
95.4% probability

1

99.7% probability

Eme Cave, Penublanca
Preceramic layer. 67 cm Wk 14883
Cer<jmic layer. 48 cm

Mijares 2006 b

1847 1850

4062BP(0.9%)4051BP
3985BP{94.5%) 3701 BP
2040BP ( 0.9%) 2020BP
2009BP (93.0%) 169IBP
1655BP( 1.5%) 1629BP

4087BP (99.4%) 3685BP
3663BP(0.3%) 3643BP
2122BP(99.7%) 1569BP

5856BP (0.3%) 5829BP
5750BP (95.1%) 3839BP
5736BP (95.4%) 3891 BP

6216BP (99.7%) 3463 BP

GAK9929

Ronquillo
1981; 4260 380 4830 4831
Spriggs 2003
4268 360 4841 4843

GAK 9933

3690 310 4093 4076

5325 BP (99.7%) 2927BP

Wk 14882

Rabel Cave, Penublanca
No context infonnation

GAK 9932

6190BP (99.7%) 3554BP

GAK 9892

3410 270 3721 3705

4956BP ( 0.2%) 4938BP
4880BP(95.0%) 3323BP
3290BP ( 0.2%) 3268BP
4423BP(95,4%) 3000BP

GAK 9893

3130 220 3338 3335

3856BP (95.4%) 2790BP

GAK 9895

2910 230 3085 3083

3639BP (95.4%) 2487BP

4242BP (99.5%) 26S5BP
2598BP ( 0.2%) 2496BP
3973BP(99.7%) 2310BP

2260 150 2293 2275

2717BP(95.4%) 1946BP

2789BP (99.7%) I735BP

1525BP(93.5%) 1122BP
1113BP( 1.9%) 10S4BP
4150BP(95.4%) 2949BP

1615BP(99.7%) 978BP

4821BP (99.7%) 2783BP

Pintu Cave
Peterson 1974n. b

Layer 4

GAK 2940

Layer 5

GAK 2941

1400 100 1314 1316

Layer 6

GAK 2942

3290 230 3551 3545

Layer 10

GAK 2943

3880 240 4319 4312

4960BP (0.6%) 4926BP
4920BP ( 0.3%) 489SBP
4893BP(94.1%) 3682BP
3666BP(0.4%) 3642 BP

4440BP (99.7%) 2753 BP
5315BP (99.7%) 3443BP

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH TO THE PRESENT

THE PENUBLANCA SITES

In the 1970's, extensive surveys, and some excavations, were carried out in caves that
Une the limestone platfomi in the foothills of the Sierra Madre at Penublanca. In all,
around ninety-seven caves and rock shelters were examined, eight of which were
excavated (reference to unpublished report in Ronquillo 1985). Of those caves
excavated at this time the most prominent is Rabel Cave. Since the 1970's Barbara
Theil and Mandy Mijares have undertaken further excavations in the Peiiubianca
complex.
In contrast to the majority of other sites containing pottery in the Cagayan Valley (with
the possible exceptions of Miguel Supnet, Leodivico Capiiia and Pintu Cave) the preceramic period is well represented in the Peiiubianca Cave Sites. The dates extend back
to 25 969 uncal BP, with a younger date of 6667 cal BP for the preceramic layer at
Callao Cave. Dalan Serkot Cave has a preceramic date of 7115 cal BP and Eme Cave
of 3863 cal BP. Recently, Mandy Mijares (2005, 2006(3, b) has argued that the
preceramic and ceramic assemblages fonn a continuous sequence, and consequently
that there is some degree of cultural continuity between the populations represented in
the preceramic period and the ceramic period. He suggests that this represents exchange
with Austronesian populations migrating from Taiwan.
While maintaining the general premises of the OT model, Mijares concludes that the
migration of Austronesian speaking peoples to northern Luzon was not a "massive
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single-event phenomenon." He suggests that hunter-gatherers might have occupied this
area in the pre-ceramic period and continued to Hve there later, obtaining earthenwares
and other items of material culture from Austronesian-speakers who settled in the valley
proper. He also believes that there were many instances of interaction between this area
and Taiwan, probably emanating from several different regions of Taiwan.
Laurente Cave has a date purported to be associated with red-slipped pottery of 8708 cal
BP (Meacham 1984-85; Spriggs 1989, 2003^'). However, this has never been widely
accepted. In what follows, the pottery sequences for the other sites will be detailed.
Rabel Cave
Although Rabel Cave produced the oldest, reasonably reliable dates for assemblages
containing pottery in the Philippines, spanning the period 4841 cal BP to 3085 cal BP,
the standard deviations for these are so large that they are all but useless for
comparisons with other red-slipped pottery sites (Spriggs 1989). Yet if confirmed, the
early stretch of these dates would push pottery production in the Philippines to a date
earlier than most of the Taiwanese red-slipped pottery sites.
Although there is no reason, a priori, why there cannot be assemblages of this age in the
northern Philippines, only a more precise dating of the sequence of Rabel Cave, or
another in the area of similar antiquity, can elucidate this apparent discrepancy.
Musang and Arku Caves
Musang and Arku Caves were the subject of intensive study by Barbara Theil in 1977
(Theil 1986-7a and b, 1988-9). Both of these sites contained red-slipped pottery
(although this composed a much larger percentage of the assemblage at Arku than at
Musang). The earliest date from Arku Cave - reported as 6300 +1600 -1300
uncalibrated BP - is questionable, both because of its large standard deviation, and
because it is associated with what are thought to be younger deposits. The other dates
from this site span 3214 cal BP to 1984 cal BP. The dates for Musang Cave span both
the preceramic and the ceramic, from 11 450 to 4110 uncal BP. However, these too are
of uncertain accuracy - all detenninations were based upon freshwater shell samples.
On evaluation of the Arku dates, Theil thought that the earliest pottery is close to 4000
years BP in age. Cun-ent calibrations suggest this is probably closer to 3500 BP.
Theil completed a detailed analysis of the pottery assemblages from these two sites.
From this she distinguished four general types of pottery based on colour, these being:
•
•
•
•

Red-slipped;
Orange-brown (including variations from orange to light brown);
Black (including variations of greyish and brownish black);
Dark red-brown.

^^ Meacham (1984-85) provides a date range of c. 6220-5440 BC for this site. Spriggs (1989, 2003)
provides full details, presumably obtained from W. Ronquillo
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These different groupings were thought to denote differences in manufacturing
processes. Although she also distinguished functional types, Theil primarily used the
above colour groupings as the basis for her discussions.
Minori, Erne, Callao and Dalan Serkot Caves
Recently Mandy Mijares (2002, 2005, 2006 a, b) has also completed excavations at
Pefiublanca. He excavated first Minori Cave (2002) and then Eme, Callao and Dalan
Serkot caves (2006i).
The pottery producing layers at these sites all had early dates when compared to other
sites in the Cagayan Valley. Minori Cave produced a date of 5279 cal BP, Callao Cave
3564 cal BP, Dalan Serkot Cave 3801 cal BP and Eme Cave 1847 cal BP. Although
these determinations all have quite tight standard deviations, they should be treated with
caution, particularly the much earlier date from Minori Cave. Cave sequences are
particularly prone to disturbance and downward movement of artefacts with the
sediments (Spriggs 1989, 2003). So, while the date is likely to be correct, the
association between this and the pottery cannot be taken for granted.
Both Callao Cave and Dalan Serkot possess early red-slipped pottery, the dates being
amongst the earliest reliable detemiinations in the region. Nevertheless, the red-slipped
pottery composes only a very small percentage of the overall assemblages. Instead, the
assemblages were dominated by brown pottery, even in the earliest layers. The second
most common type was black pottery.

EXCAVATIONS BY PETERSON AT PINTU

Between 1968 and 1970, Wan'en Peterson excavated two sites in Luzon: Pintu and
Dimolit (Peterson 1974a, b). Pintu is located on the upper reaches of the Cagayan River
in Nueva Vizcaya Province, on a tributary called the Ngilinan River. The cultural
sequence at this site spanned earlier aceramic stone assemblages to later ceramic
assemblages.
The dates range from 4312 cal BP, in Layer 10, to 2293 cal BP, in Layer 4. There is an
inversion in Layer 5, where a date was obtained of 1314 cal BP. Peterson was inclined
to reject this date, although he accepted the others. The standard deviations on these
samples are large, particularly in regards to the earliest date.
In his ceramic analysis, Peterson identified three types of pottery, all coil or ring built,
with paddle and anvil thinning;
•
•
•

Brown-black ware: blackened surfaces; tan paste and grey core (uneven firing
in reducing atmosphere); fine-grained river sand temper;
Reddish-orange ware: evenly fired in oxidising atmosphere; angular mediumgrained river sand temper;
Black ware: less common; even black surface and core (fired in reducing
atmosphere); fine-grained light crushed quartz temper.
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The first two wares appear to have been present throughout the sequence; the black
ware is only apparent later. Because Pintu is located quite a distance from the
Penublanca and Lal-lo areas where most of the other archaeological research has been
concentrated, it has, more often than not, been left out of regional discussions.
Nonetheless the pottery groupings presented by Peterson generally resemble groupings
from sites in the lower Cagayan Valley.

EXCAVATIONS DIRECTED BY SHUTLER

In the 1980's, Richard Shutler undertook excavations at Fuga-Moro Island and at
Andarayan. Pottery from Fuga-Moro Island was extensively analysed, but proved to be
of comparatively recent origin (Snow & Shutler 1985).
However, the Andarayan site, located on the banks of the Cagayan River a short
distance north of Tuguegarao city, attracted considerable attention - this is the oldest site
with confinned rice in the northern Philippines (Snow et al 1986). A rice grain was
dated to 3668 cal BP, based on an AMS detemiination obtained from a rice husk
extracted from the matrix of a red-slipped pottery sherd. There is also another date of
3477 cal BP from this same site. However, little is othei-wise known about the
stratigraphic context of these finds, and both of these dates have quite large standard
deviations.
The date for rice has been extensively used when arguing in favour of an agricultural
dispersal (e.g. Bellwood 2005, 1997; Bellwood & Hiscock 2005), yet, to date, the
confinned presence of rice is an isolated case in the northern Philippines.

MAGAPIT

Magapit is a reasonably large hill located alongside the main highway on the eastern
bank of the Cagayan River, just south of the Lal-lo bridge, about 30 km from the river
mouth. Cultural remains are scattered both on its top and at its base.
Adjacent to the Magapit site, the river becomes heavily nutrient laden as fresh water
meets seawater. It also deepens as it cuts through a limestone area. Thus Tanaka
(2002) concluded that the deeper water and the extra nutrients were particularly
conducive to the proliferation of Kabibe shells, and that both Magapit and Bangag (a
site on the opposite bank), were located here for this reason.
Early excavations at Magapit demonstrated the presence of pottery with distinctive
decorative features, including red-slipping and dentate stamping. Following these initial
excavations, Barbara Theil excavated six 2x2m square test-pits at Magapit (called the
Lal-lo middens in her report) in 1978 (Theil 1986-7a). These excavations uncovered a
large quantity of pottery, stone and bone (including pig bone). Table 11 summarises the
major colour and decorative characteristics of the pottery assemblage, reported by Theil.
It is obvious from this that distinctive, red-slipped and decorated pottery types constitute
a very small part of the overall assemblages. In fact, although Theil was hoping to
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Table 11

Summary of the results of the analysis of pottery from Magapit by Theil (1986-7a): (a)
Types of sherds based on colour; (b) Percentage of decoration on different vessel
elements; (c) Position of decoration on different vessel elements; (d) Types of
decorative motifs

(a). Colour Types

Percentage
(%) of
decorated
sherds

Percentage
(%)

Colour range

Temper type

Orange

orange to light
brown

medium grained
sand and shell

40

43

Orange with redslip

(as above)

(as above)

11

21

Buff

buff or beige
with dark grey
core

coarse sand

29

10

8

7.5

5

7.5

0.6

1.8

4
3.5

8
1.3

Red-brown

Other features

thick sherds

coarse sand and
shell

Dark red-brown
with slip
Grey

fine sand temper

Polished black
Grey-tan

(b). Sherd Type
Rims
Carinations
Ring-foot
Total Decorated
Est. #vessels

Decorated as % of
total
12
15
(1 sherd)
251 (2%)
237 (160 rim sherds)

very
thin,
thin,
thin,

smooth;
well-made
well-made
well-made

(c). Position of
decoration
Outside of rim
Inside of rim
Inside top of rims with
thickened, flat lips
Top of rims with flat lips
Inside and outside
Other

(d). Types
Punctate dots (or dashes) in rows, zig-zag lines, or geometric patterns
Incised circles with dots or incised lines
Small punctate dots with incised lines
Incised lines in geometric patterns
Cross-hatching
Large punctate dots
Raised lines (or impressions between the lines)
Slight, narrow indentations
Paddle impressed squares or rectangles
Small, incised curvilinear scroll

Percentage (%)
of decorated
sherds
59
26
6
5
3
(I sherd)

Percentage (%) of est. #
of decorated vessels''"
54
7
6
9
2.5
1.3
14
4
0.84 (2 sherds)
(1 sherd)

The estimated number of vessels is based on the rim sherds; if two or more identical rim forms (based
on form/colour) were found in the same level of the same square, they were designated as coming from
the same vessel.
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seriate the pottery forms, decoration and types at Magapit, she found that the major
forms were too consistent across time for her to do this. Moreover, other types were too
rare to reveal any temporal pattern in their production. The only pattern she suggested
was that black pottery was a later introduction to the site.
Magapit was one of the earliest sites used by archaeologists to link the northern
Philippines pottery sequence to broader interaction beyond northern Luzon. Theil
(1986-7a) suggested parallels with sites throughout Island Southeast Asia and the
Pacific based on the decorative aspects of the pottery at Magapit (particularly the small
punctuate dots, incised circles and incised lines), these include:^'
Batungan Caves, Masbate;
Yuanshan culture of northern Taiwan;
Kamassi on the Karama River in the Central Celebes, Indonesia;
Western Micronesia including Saipan, Tinian and Rota, "Marianas Red";
Melanesia, particularly the simpler Lapita pottery designs.
Theil suggested that Lal-lo was influenced by the Yuanshan culture, while in turn
influencing pottery in Masbate, Micronesia and Melanesia." In her own words (Theil
1986-7fl):
Situated on a large river very near to the sea, Lal-lo is in a good location for sea
travel or contacts with other areas. The area of northern Luzon may be an important
region for trade, contacts, and influence on other areas.

Based on this analysis, Bellwood (1997) sumiised that this site might be a link between
the Lapita Tradition of Melanesia and ancestral Southeast Asian assemblages, providing
evidence for Austronesian language dispersal. Ogawa (2000a) has also suggested
parallels (based on typology and dating) between stone and clay pendants from
Magapit, and those from other areas such as Taiwan, south China and Vietnam.
The first dates obtained for the Magapit site were based on estuarine shell samples.
However, two new dates have been more recently detennined (Aoyagi et al 1993).
These are calibrated herein to 2961 cal BP and 2910 cal BP. Both these detemiinations
are considerably younger than the estuarine shell dates from the earlier excavations (the
earliest was 3790 uncal BP).
These new dates are too young for the site to be related in an ancestral fashion to the
Lapita tradition. Thus the relationship between Magapit and the wider regions of
Southeast Asia and the Pacific remains hypothetical.

References to which these are linked include Solheim for Masbate (1968), Chang for Taiwan (1969).
Callenfels for Celebes (1951), Spoehr (1957), Reinman (1968), Pellett and Spoehr (1961), parallels
between Micronesia, Melanesia and the Philippines in Bellwood (1978), Golson (1971, 1972), Garanger
(1971), Gifford and Shuder for Melanesia (1956). The suggested links were, in part, based on ideas in
previous (unpublished) reports, for instance Fox (1971 in Theil 1986-7<7).
The Sa-Huynh-Kalanay pottery tradition defined by Solheim (1964Z>) and pottery from the site of
Malumpang in Sulawesi (Heekeren 1972) - are also said to possess similar decoration. However,
chronologically, she thought that these demonstrated later, continuing contacts.
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JAPANESE-SUPPORTED SURVEY WORK

Yogi Aoyagi (1983) published details of a short but intensive three-day survey of sites
in Cagayan Province, including: Magapit"; Bangag''''; Carig in Tuguegarao; Lanna and
Nangarisan in Solana; Fuga-Moro Island; Callao Cave and Nanalian at Peiiublanca. On
the basis of his observations during this trip, he distinguished three types of pottery
from the area (excluding porcelains):
•
•
•

Group I, Reddish-brown: large numbers; fine sand in clays; some with incised
lines or lines of dots pricked on both surfaces of the rims.
Group II, Black (e.g. Bangag, Carig): burnt hard; well smoothed on both
surfaces; lines incised in rims.
Group 111, Red (represented by a very small number of sherds: one at Bangag,
three at Magapit): well burnt; smoothed; red-slipped.

Vessel forms were also defined, but the main emphasis was placed on the colour
groupings. This preliminary survey and analysis initiated a period of extensive survey
and excavation in subsequent years.

JAPANESE-SUPPORTED EXCAVATIONS AT THE LAL-LO SHELL MIDDENS

In 1986 the National Museum of the Philippines and the Japan Society for Southeast
Asian Archaeology commenced a co-operative excavation project on the Lal-lo shell
middens (for summary see Ogawa 2000fl).
The Lal-lo shell middens are both numerous
concentrated on both sides of the Cagayan
similar middens have also been recorded as
upstream as Gattaran. Shell middens can also

and quite extensive. Although generally
River in the general vicinity of Lal-lo,
far north as the river mouth, and as far
be found along Luzon's northern coast.

The aims of this Japanese-led project were to:
•
•

Establish a local relative chronology (primarily based on pottery analysis and
seriation, while also considering the presence of other material culture types).
Explore the relationship and time depth of interaction between the Negrito
populations that live in the hinterland areas, and lowland fanning populations.

The latter issue had been prominent in the archaeology of Southeast Asia for some time,
several archaeologists and anthropologists having already focused on this region due to
the continuing presence of Negrito populations".

Note that this survey was done after Barbara Theil's tieldwork at Magapit, but before the official
publication of the results.
Spelt Bangak in Aoyagi's report, but more commonly spelt Bangag. This site is located on the opposite
bank of the Cagayan River to Magapit.
Instances include Heine-Geldem as early as 1932, followed in more recent times by: Peterson and
Peterson (1977^, b), Peterson (1977), Headland (1986), Headland and Reid 1989) (see also some of the
papers listed in Headland & Griffin 1997).
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Figure 16

Location of the principal shell middens excavated by the Japanese led excavations
(Ogawa 2000«, b).

During the first period of fieldwork from 1986 to 1988, twenty-one shell middens were
recorded along the riverbanks and coastline, and three were excavated - Catayauan,
Magapit Hill Top and San Lorenzo (see Ogawa 2000a) (Figure 16). At that time it was
observed that shell middens did not contain contemporaneous red-slipped and black
pottery. For instance, Magapit shell middens contained predominantly red-slipped
pottery, whereas Bangag, Santa Maria and Catayauan contained predominantly black
pottery.
The analysis of these excavations continued into the mid-1990's. From 1995 to 1997,
new excavations were conducted, albeit with the same aims in mind (Ogawa 2000a). A
number of sites were surveyed and excavated including the Santa Maria shell midden the location of the site of Irigayen - and the Catugan shell midden - the location of the
Dumbrique site (these being the two sites from the Cagayan Valley that will be analysed
for this thesis).
Excavations containing early potterv
A selection of the earliest sites, focusing on those in the Lal-lo shell-middens in
particular, will now be discussed.
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Irigayen
It is the silt layer, Layer 3, at Irigayen that is associated with the red-slipped pottery
layers. This has been dated between 3409 cal BP and 3079 cal BP on the basis of four
charcoal derived radiocarbon dates. All four dates are in stratified sequence. These
dates are of considerable antiquity and have small standard deviations.
Dates for features within the shell midden layer, associated with predominantly black
pottery, lie between 1527 and 1377 cal BP. There is a burial cut into Layer 3, which
was in place before most of the shell midden was deposited, so there may have been an
intervening period between the accumulation of the majority of the red pottery
assemblage and the accumulation of the shell-middens, containing predominantly black
pottery assemblages.
Diimbrique
All of the available dates for Dumbrique are from the shell midden layer, which
contains predominantly black pottery types. Disregarding the date from Layer 1, which
is older than those below it, the other three dates span 1657 cal BP to 1597 cal BP. This
is slightly earlier than the dates for the shell midden layer at the Irigayen site.
There are no dates for the underlying silt layer at Dumbrique, where the red-slipped
pottery is predominantly found. It is generally assumed to be contemporaneous with the
Irigayen site, although this still needs to be confirmed (A. Garongpers. comm.).
Gaerlan and Pasqiia
The dates at these two sites must be treated with caution. All four dates were obtained
on animal bone, for which there is no regional infonnation regarding accuracy (dates
were calibrated without correction). Furthermore, the youngest date at Gaerlan (1556
cal BP) comes from the deepest layer. The other dates from Gaerlan span 4365 cal BP
to 3572 cal BP. The oldest is for Layer 3, associated with red-slipped pottery.
Likewise, the date for the deepest layer at Pasqua is younger (3645 cal BP) than those
above. The other dates span 4870 cal BP to 3955 cal BP. There was no red-slipped
pottery found at Pasqua.
Pamittan
This site has dates apparently associated with red-slipped pottery, but little else has yet
been published on the context. The date for Layer 3 is 4221 cal BP, and for Layer 2,
3649 cal BP. Both have quite large standard deviations.
Excavators' interpretation of the Lal-lo Shell midden sequence
Both Hidefumi Ogawa and Kazuhiko Tanaka have published detailed discussions of the
pottery sequences.
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Hidefiimi Ogawa's Pottery

Chronology

Hidefumi Ogawa was a member of the Japanese-led excavations beginning in the mid1980's, and has directed excavations since the mid-1990's.
Sequence
Ogawa (2000^', 2002a, b, 2004) identifies two primary types of pottery - red-slipped and
black pottery."^ Both of these types have decorated and non-decorated variants that
appear to have dominated during different periods. Nonetheless, the shapes and tjq^es
of vessels are similar for both decorated and non-decorated types. Ogawa (2000i>)
created a seriation of the pottery assemblages (Table 12), suggesting a sequence of
pottery change beginning with Red 1:
•
•
•
•

Red 1: Red-slipped pottery with decorations (e.g. Magapit);
Red II: Red-slipped pottery without decoration (e.g. Bangag, Santa Maria, San
Lorenzo, Catugan and Catayauan);
Black I: Black pottery with decorations (e.g. Bangag and Catugan);
Black II: Black pottery without decoration (e.g. Santa Maria, San Lorenzo,
Catugan and Catayauan).
Interpretation:

Origin

Ogawa originally argued in his chronology that Magapit represents the older pottery
type. However, subsequent to publication in 2000 - and contrary to expectations - new
radiocarbon dates for the Irigayen site appear earlier than those for the Magapit site.
Similarities and differences in the pottery types seen at Irigayen and Magapit (Table 13)
are not necessarily chronologically defined. Only the transition from non-decorated
red-slip pottery to decorated black pottery, and non-decorated red-slipped to nondecorated black pottery, are demonstrated stratigraphically (Ogawa 2002a, b).
Nevertheless, Ogawa tentatively maintains his original pottery sequence, with Magapit
at an earlier period than Irigayen and other sites containing plain red-slipped pottery in
the Cagayan Valley.
Ogawa {2000b) infers that Red I type pottery originated at Magapit and is, more or less,
confined to that site. In contrast, the Red II type is distributed throughout the riverbank
sites. Likewise, Black 1 pottery originated at Bangag, while Black II is more commonly
distributed across the other sites. Hence the Magapit and Bangag sites are the points of
origin for red-slipped and black-slipped pottery respectively. Subsequently, these types
underwent changes and become more widely dispersed along the banks of the Cagayan
River, especially around Lal-lo.
Another observation is that the change from Black I to Black II is marked by a
demographic change, as evidenced by the greater number of Black II sites.
Ogawa (2002ft) has argued that not all earthenware found in the Red-slipped Pottery Phase is redslipped. Some sherds have surfaces that have been wiped, not red-slipped and polished. Likewise, sherds
belonging to the Black Pottery Phase are not necessarily black. Hence colour alone is not used to
distinguish pots belonging to either phase, the overall characteristics being taken into consideration. The
black pottery is formed through the smudging of carbon. After firing, the pots are placed in organic
matter (such as rice husks), and the carbon that forms blackens the surface of the pot. This means that the
degree of carbonisation can differ.
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Table 12

Distribution of artefacts in Cagayan Valley sites (from Ogawa 2000Z>)
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Table 13

A compilation of the similarities and differences in the red-slipped earthenware
assemblages from Magapit and Irigayen, as described in Ogavva (2002a)
Magapit

Irigayen

SIMILARITIES
Jar with wide open mouth
Bowl with ring-foot
Stoves
Well fired
Sandy temper (quartz/feldspar 1 m m diameter)
Red-slipped and polished
Surface colour reddish-brown
DIFFERENCES

Decoration
Abundance

766 of 21,000 pieces (3.64%)
Dot punctations, composed comblike lines, serrate lines, s-shaped lines
and lines are cut for the boundary of
decorations
lips, inner and outer rims and
carinations
lips, outer rims and joint-part of body
and ring-foot (round perforations),
inner and outer rim of ring foot
paddle marks on outer surface

outer rim, joint part of body and
ring-foot (round perforations) and
outer rim of ring-foot
Not present

Type present

Not present

More variation****
Bowl Type A

Variable, predominantly these are
incurved and thickened, with broad
lips. These lips are often decorated.

Less variation
Lip variation is not prominent,
the outer portion of the rim is
often emphasised.

Ring-foot
shape

Variable in height

Only low ring-feet

Jar type

Not present

Sub-types J-4 and J-5 (outer lip
made thin)

Method and Composition

Jars
Types and
position

Bowl A**
Bowl B
"hyperbolic"
type***

8 of 12,000 pieces (0.07%)
Single dot punctations form
horizontal line or reversed
triangle
limited decoration on outer rim

Shape (variation in types)
General

Specific
instances of
variation

B-2 and B-4
Not present
Present
sub-types.
R-3 type
Not present
Present
ring-foot.
StepinB-1
Step in upper portion of body
Step in lower portion of body
bowl type
near rim
* Some specimens found in the jar sub-types (including those with everted rims and no rims) have no
decoration. The decorated jar-type rims are not thickened, tiius Ogawa cannot distinguish if they are in fact
jar rims, or if tliey are ring-feet. Furthemiore, if tlie small number of decorated jar-type rims are actually
bowl-type rings, then there would be no decorated jars in the Irigayen site.
** The bowl type ring-feet also show similarities in decoration, including round perforations and dot
punctations (r-2 type is different)
*** There is one distinctly different type found at Magapit: "The decoration of this group of pottery is
applied to the outer rim of a hyperbolic shaped vessel or on the carination of jars, and the decoration
elements are composed of fine nail shaped incision, small round incision and fine and short incision. The
paste is coarse, contains quartz or feldspar grains of two millimetre diameter, but the firing is good. The
outer and inner surface is red-slipped and polished. The colour of surface is blackish red to black. The
number of this kind of pottery sherds is limited comparing with other type of sherds in Magapit, but those
are revealed from any levels or layers in the 5.5 meters deposit of shell..." (Ogawa 2002a).
****For instance, there are only two overall broad groupings of jar rim types for non-decorated red-slipped
pottery, as opposed to nine groupings for decorated types.
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Interpretation: Impetus for change
Ogawa (2000i>) believes that the typological change from the red-slipped pottery found
in the silty sediments, to the black pottery tj^es mostly found in the shell middens, may
have been associated with the river changing from swampy to fluvial flows (Table 14).
Such a change is evidenced by the sudden abundance of Kabibi shells in the middens,
suggesting the exploitation of a new resource. This suggests environmental change because Kabibi grow in the sandy sediments of river beds, only a change in flow would
increase their natural abundance.
Table 14

Correlation of artefact distribution and ecological settings (from Ogawa 2000Z>)
Red!
Black I Black II
Red II
Magapit
•
•
Bangag L.
Catugan L.
•
•
Santa Maria L.
•
San Lorenzo L.
•
Catayauan L.
Mabangog Cave
•
Bangag U.
•
•
Catugan U
•
•
Bangag il U.
Santa Maria U.
•
San Lorenzo U
•
•
Catayauan U.
River Ecology
Swampy —> Flowing

Moreover, due to the absence of shell in association with non-decorated red-slipped
pottery, Ogawa (2002fl) suggests that the people who deposited these artefacts had other
fonns of subsistence.
One consequence of this hypothesis is that (despite the similarity in pottery), the Red 11
phase at Bangag" is thought to be older than that at Magapit. Shell is not found in the
Red 11 phase at Bangag, unlike in the Red II level at Magapit . Because of this, Ogawa
(2000Z?) believes that the Red 11 layer at Magapit occurred after environmental change
affected subsistence patterns.
Despite advocating this hypothesis of environmental change, Ogawa does indicate one
exception to the trends. Mabangog Cave (the only site located at distance from the
river, about 4 km away) contains plain red-slipped pottery in association with Kabibi
shells. Kabibi are not found in the tributary streams, thus these must have been carried
to Mabangog from the Cagayan River. Furthennore, he suggests that the assemblage
from Mabangog Cave is more akin to those at Irigayen and Dumbrique than to Magapit
(Ogawa 2000b). The assemblage includes Kabibi shell (the most abundant type in all
the shell middens), plain red-slipped pottery, and some stone flakes. Nevertheless, the
idea that the pottery at Mabangog Cave and Irigayen/Dumbrique is similar, is primarily
based on its lack of decoration. Yet the plain red-slipped pottery is associated with the
silt-clay layer in Irigayen, and with shell midden materials in Mabangog. Ogawa
^ This site contains predominantly black pottery and is usually classed as such, however it also contains a
small amount of red-slipped pottery.
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himself gives no firm conclusions as to why this site is anomalous. Hence further
analysis is needed to both date the site, and to understand the pottery relationships.
Nevertheless, this provides evidence for intra-regional movements.
Tanaka 's Pottery

Chronology

Kazuhiko Tanaka (2002) analysed the pottery from four sites: Magapit, Catugan
(Dumbrique), Bangag and San Lorenzo. The pottery from these sites was classified
independently, then compared. The methodology he used was to group pottery sherds
firstly on the basis of paste types, then according to form, slip, and design.
Sequence
In his doctoral research, Tanaka (2002) concluded that the Layer V of the Magapit shell
midden, and Layer V of the Catugan shell midden, which includes the Dumbrique Site,
are comparable (Table 15). The similarities between these layers include: red-slipped
jars with restricted necks and high collars, bowls with flat topped and inward-thickening
rims, and red-slipped shallow bowls with rounded rims and straight bodies.
Table 15

The relationships between four shell midden sites in the Lal-lo vicinity (after Tanaka
2002). A solid line equals a presumed relationship, a dotted line equals a possible
relationship. The red line marks a possible hiatus in occupation and/or transition of
populations, as proposed by Tanaka.
Magapit Shell
Midden

Catugan Shell
Midden
(including
Dumbrique site)

Bangag I Shell
Midden

San Lorenzo III
Shell midden
Layer II
Layer III
Layer IV

Historical Period
Ceramic Age

Layer V

11 Layer II

,

Layer II

Metal Age
Layer III

Layer VI
Layer IV

Layer XI
Layer XII

Late Neolithic Age

Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

I
11
III
IV

Layer V (upper)

Layer V

Layer V (lower)

Layer IV of the Catugan shell midden and Layer XI of the Bangag I shell midden are
also very similar, "almost contemporaneous", this being shown by the presence of black
jars with everted rims, thickened in the middle of the outer surface, and brown jars with
thickening rims, some of which had short incisions (although the representation of these
differs between the sites).
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Layer II at Catugan and Layer V of the San Lorenzo III shell midden also share
similarities, particularly black shallow bowls with flat-topped, outward inclining rims.
However, other features - especially the jars - are different. Thus Tanaka concludes that
these two layers are "relatively close but may not necessarily be contemporaneous".
Tanaka (2002) also discussed changes between the different layers of each site. At
Magapit there was observed continuity in some elements of decorative design and body
shape. However, there was no continuity between the red-slipped pottery and the later
assemblage at the Catugan shell midden.
Interpretation
Given the similarities between the Catugan (Dumbrique site) and the Magapit shell
middens, Tanaka (2002, 2004) concludes that these sites were inhabited by related
populations at the time the red-slipped pottery layers were deposited. Furthennore, he
believes that Catugan was eventually abandoned due to flooding of the Cagayan River,
and that the peoples retreated to the higher ground around Magapit. (He believes that
the very high density of artefacts at Magapit commensurate with pottery types common
during this period corresponds with an increase in population density). Furthennore,
because there is a lack of continuity in the sequences, he concludes that the peoples who
created the red-slipped pottery and the black pottery were different, even suggesting
that:
The people, who lived in the Magapit Shell-midden Site, may have departed from
the lower reaches of the Cagayan River to the Pacific Islands and other islands in the
Philippines (Tanaka 2004).

Thus he obviously associates this change with the OT model.

T H E TAIWANESE EXCAVATIONS

Since 1995, academics from Taiwan have also been investigating assemblages in the
Cagayan Valley in collaboration with the National Museum of the Philippines (Tsang &
Santiago 2001). These Taiwanese excavations were specifically aimed at establishing
'concrete evidence' of a relationship between Taiwan and the Philippines. Fifty-two
sites were recorded during the 1996 survey. Subsequently, three of these sites were
excavated inore fully: Miguel Supnet, Leodivico Capiiia and Nagsabaran. All are shell
middens located on the west bank of the lower Cagayan River around 20 kilometres
from the river mouth.
Nagsabaran
On the basis of charcoal sample determinations, the red-slipped pottery layers at
Nagsabaran span from 3658 cal BP to 2744 cal BP (GX26705 was ignored, it being out
of sequence with the majority of determinations). The shell midden layers are dated
from 2302 cal BP to 1369 cal BP. Despite a number of inversions, this sequence is
supported by the majority of dates, noting that the two earliest dates have moderately
wide standard deviations. However, all the red-slipped pottery associated with the
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determinations come from different test-pits. Not enough is known about the precise
contexts, and it is impossible to evaluate them as a stratified sequence.
Two pottery types dominate this assemblage: one appears in the lower layers and is redslipped, sometimes with incised or dentate-stamped designs (Tsang 2007). The other
type is composed of black, dark brown or reddish brown sherds, much of which have
incised and/or impressed patterns. This second type mostly occurs in the upper layers.
On the basis of the radiocarbon dates Tsang (2007) suggests that the early period dates
from 3700-2600 BP, and the later period from 2300-1300 BP. These dates differ
slightly to the intervals (3400-2500 BP and 2200-1500 BP) suggested earlier on the
basis of the same dates (Tsang & Santiago 2001). However, both are in keeping with
the general range of the calibrations discussed above.
The excavators claim that this site represents the earliest red-slipped pottery in the
Cagayan Valley. Tsang and Santiago (2001) draw parallels between this pottery and
sites on the east coast of Taiwan, particularly Huakanshan and Yianliao. In a later
study, Hung (2005) concludes that the pottery, in this site, as well as at Catugan
(Dumbrique) and Irigayen was a "direct derivation" from the Taiwanese tradition. This
site also contained painted sherds, which Hung (2008) linked to the Middle Neolithic of
East and South Taiwan.
Miguel Supnet and Leodivico Capifia
At Miguel Supnet, pottery appears only in the upper three layers of the site, being
mostly plain, although some is red-slipped or has incised design (Tsang 2007).
Unfortunately, the majority of dates for this site were established on estuarine shell. A
charcoal sample from layer 3 is calibrated herein to 4768 cal BP. However, two shell
dates - one in the same layer and one above - have older detenninations. Other shell
and charcoal derived dates are from lower layers. The charcoal detennination from
Layer 5 dates to 5207 cal BP, but also has a very large standard deviation that spans the
entire range of the aforementioned date.
At Leodivico Capina, potsherds occur in the uppennost 30 cm, and are sandy reddish
brown and greyish black (Tsang 2007). Some of the reddish brown sherds were redslipped. Again many dates were established using shell, and seem very early for their
contexts (a date on shell obtained from a depth of 20 cm was 5575 uncal BP). There are
four radiocarbon dates on charcoal samples, but these come from levels below Layer 3,
which was the lowest layer containing pottery. Dates on shell were also obtained for
these lower levels.
When analysed, Miguel Supnet and Leodivico Capifia did not provide infonnation
relevant to the overall chronology of the red-slipped pottery tradition. The excavators
favoured the dates from Nagsabaran as more accurate reflections of the beginning of
pottery production in this region (Tsang & Santiago 2001; Tsang 2007).
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CAGAYAN VALLEY RADIOCARBON DATES

The Cagayan dates associated with pottery are of mixed reliabihty (Figure 17). Many
archaeologists (e.g. Spriggs 2003; Mijares 2006, Hung 2008) place the beginning of the
Cagayan Neolithic at 4000 BP (i.e. the earliest dates associated with pottery). However,
this estimation not only hinges on unreliable dates, but is the earliest point of a 2 sigma
standard deviation.
The dates for Miguel Supnet, Leodivico Capina and Laurente Cave have all been
dismissed for being too early. The dates from Pamittan, Andarayan, Arku Cave,
Musang Cave, Pintu, Callao Cave, Dalan Serkot and Rabel Cave, all have very large
standard deviations. If such dates are set aside, then that leaves only a very small
number of dates with reasonable reliability, including selected dates from the
Pehublanca Caves, Nagsabaran and Irigayen. Of these the dates from Irigayen have the
narrowest standard deviation. Furthermore, of all the other dates considered reasonably
reliable, only the date from Dalan Serkot fails to overlap with the Irigayen date.
The dates obtained by Mijares (2002, 2006a,6) for the Peiiublanca Caves generally
represent more reliable dates for the period c. 4000 BP. Nevertheless, they are from
cave contexts, which are easily disturbed. Moreover, there is only one date from each
sequence. Also, Mijares argues that the Austronesian language speaking populations
established themselves in the Cagayan Valley, and then traded with already established
populations in the Peiiublanca Caves area. If this is the case, either the earliest sites
have not been found, or the dates for the caves are too old. The Peiiublanca Caves also
seem to contradict Ogawa's (2000b, 2002a, b, 2004) conclusions, as both red-slipped
and black pottery types appear concurrently.
Even if the earliest cave dates at
Peiiublanca are accepted, it is clear that the cave sites consistently demonstrate a
different trend to the midden/open sites. The consequence of this for the interpretation
of the middens is unclear.
The dates for Nagsabaran are a little earlier in their overall range than those at Irigayen.
It is difficult to deteniiine the degree to which redeposition has affected the Nagsabaran
assemblage - it has certainly affected the dates from Irigayen and Dumbrique (see
below). Yet given that these sites all belong to the Lal-lo Shell Middens, and that the
red-slipped component is found in the silt layer at each, they may have been affected by
the same deposition environment. This then may be an explanation for the mix of dates,
underscoring the need for a conservative approach in assessing these dates. The two
earliest dates from Irigayen (around 3500-3400 cal BP) have much narrower standard
deviations. The fact that there are two similar dates also adds weight to the argument
that these are more reliable estimates of early pottery assemblages, based on cuirent
evidence.
Although this is, admittedly, a very conservative approach to the dates, it seems clear
that the sequence is not yet robust enough to provide definitive support for the start of
the Neolithic/pottery production at 4000 BP. In fact the dating remains equivocal until
just before 3409 cal BP.
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Figure 17

Graph showing selected radiocarbon dates for early pottery assemblages in the
Cagayan Valley
(grey shading=charcoal sample green shading= bone sample)
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Section 2: Analysis of Pottery ~ Individual Site Results
Before presenting the site results, it is important to discuss the terminology used in
reference to the major prehistoric pottery groupings of the Cagayan Valley i.e. 'blacktype' and 'red-type'. .Although the detailed differences between the major pottery
groups will be articulated and discussed in the results section, it is useftil to employ a
broader term that encompasses the most prominent differences, hence the use of the
terms 'red-type' and 'black-type\
However, these tenns do not necessarily refer to the
surface coating, but rather to the fabric colour, as there are many instances in both
groupings where a surface coating is not evident. Red-type pottery can, in fact, be many
shades of red-brown and orange, and black-tj^e pottery can be many shades of grey and
dark brown. Furthennore, there is a precedent for the use of similar tenns: Ogawa
(2002a, b) broadly groups the pottery into 'red-slipped' (encompassing all 'red-type'
pottery whether slipped or not) and 'black' pottery. However herein, the teiTn 'redslipped' has been avoided, as one of the purposes of this thesis is to examine the extent
to which early pottery was red-slipped, and whether this term has, in fact, been too
specific, perhaps implying a standardisation of surface coating that is not present.
Tanaka (2002, 2004) also divided the pottery into three similar groupings 'red pottery',
'brown pottery' and 'black pottery.' However, during this analysis, not only were the
brown and black pottery observed to occur concurrently, but they were much the same
in fonn. Thus they have been grouped together as 'black-type' pottery. Finally, before
moving onto the results, it is important to state that these groupings are only used as a
convenient way to discuss the data. Data collection and analysis were both conducted
without the prior imposition of such groupings.
The internal consistency of the red-type and black-type pottery groupings will be
demonstrated in Section 3.

IRIGAYEN

EXCAVATIONS

Location
The Irigayen site is located on the Santa Maria shell midden. The entire shell midden
stretches for about two kilometres, and is located on the east bank of the Cagayan River
in Barangay Santa Maria in the Municipality of Lal-lo, Cagayan Province. Although in
a residential area, the midden is about six kilometres from the Lal-lo town proper, and
ten kilometres north of the Magapit Bridge. The excavated area is located on the
property of Mr Clemente Irigayen IL
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Archaeology
Irigayen was first excavated in 1995 by Hidefumi Ogawa and personnel from the
National Museum of the Philippines. The site was excavated in stages. Alfredo Orogo
was in charge of the initial excavations, during which Layers 1 and 2 were exposed.
Amalia de la Torre and her team continued with the excavation of Layer 3.
During the excavations a datum was established, and the soil excavated using arbitrary
units of 10cm. In total, six squares were excavated, either all or in part. The larger
square was 4x4 meters in size. The excavations in Squares N6W7 and N6W8, which
are adjacent to each other, have been re-analysed for this thesis (Figure 18). N6W8 was
originally excavated in order to establish the forni and extent of a feature uncovered in
the upper layers of N5W8. While digging at a depth greater than this feature, the lower
section of a burial was uncovered. A 2x1 metre area in the lower-half of the square was
excavated. The excavation halted at 91 cm in depth. The excavation of N6W7 was
established in order to expose the burial detected in N6W8 in its entirety. Again a 2x2
metre area in the lower half of the square was excavated, although it is not entirely clear
from the reports if all of the south-eastern quadrant of the square was excavated. The
report states that excavation halted at 102cm in depth.
Strati graphv
Both geological layers and archaeological stratigraphy have been established for the
Irigayen site. There are three distinct geological layers (Aguilera 2000a, b)\
Layer 1: Compact silty clay to silt, natural layer modified by burials, 1.5
meters thick. Contains lenses of loose sand and pebbles 10-20 cm thick.
Weathered limestone gi^anules and specks.
• Layer II: Loose sand (Layer II) underlain by sandy clay (Layer Ila). Granules
and specks of highly weathered limestone found throughout. Averages 4
meters deep (from surface) with clay lens at 3 meters.
• Layer III: Silty clay.

•

All the evidence for archaeological activity is in Layer I, within which three
archaeological layers have been further described (de la Toixe 2000) (Figure 19):
•

Layer I: Humic, loose silt and sand, contains river pebbles. 18cm. Mixed
surface deposit.
• Layer II: Cultural Layer 1, dense shell deposit also containing bone and
'black' pottery. Some disturbances were noted during excavation. Silt and
clay matrix. 20cm.
• Layer III: Cultural Layer 2, moist compact silty-clay soil with river pebbles.
No shells. Eroded and worn red-slip pottery. 40 cm. The mixed horizontal
and vertical deposition of the sherds in this layer were taken to be an indicator
of the deposition by water (through water rolling, flooding or soil erosion).
Also present are stone flakes, obsidian flakes, clay ornaments and fish bones.

Archaeological Layer 1 was very thin in the squares analysed (N6W7 and N6W8). The
burial was located at 102cm depth, the feet bones being originally found in N6W8 at a
depth of 94 cm (DP) (74cm below the surface level). Although the burial cut was
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almost indiscernible in Layer III, a pit cut was identified at about 60cm. In profile, the
shell deposits extend deeper around the body, either because of a natural depression or
because of digging for the burial. The burial cut was 235cm long and 85 cm wide and
the body rested in it in a supine, extended position.
Analysis
Irigayen contains both red-slipped®^ and black pottery. A moderate amount of the black
pottery is decorated, but there are only a very small number of decorated red-slipped
sherds.
The burial remains were those of an 'old' man lying in an east-west direction (Figure
20). Grave goods included pots (black or smudged) and two glass beads. Although
there were red-slipped sherds within the burial area, analyses have suggested that these
were part of the grave fill, and that only black potteries were associated with the burial
itself Moreover there is almost no shell. Hence, de la Torre (2000) concludes that the
burial pit was dug into Layer III before the shell midden deposits in Layer II
accumulated. Furthermore, hearths and pit features were mostly found at the boundary
between the shell and the silt layer.®' Thus, Ogawa {2000b) concludes that there must
have been a transitional period between the red-slipped pottery and the black pottery
associated with the shell middens.
Potteiy analysis and

comparisons:

Hidefumi Ogawa (2002a) completed a detailed analysis of the pottery from Irigayen. A
small number of types were described, and further sub-types were classified on the basis
of rim variation. He described the red-slipped pottery as relatively thin, well-fired, with
a sandy paste without pebbles or coarser grains (thus easily eroded). He also compared
the Irigayen red-slipped pottery assemblage with that from Magapit, as the pottery from
these two sites show some similarities in typological characteristics. Yet because the
aim of this research was to analyse the pottery in a comparative perspective
unencumbered by previously established conceptions, the pottery was analysed without
reference to these previous studies. However, in Section 3 of this chapter, the
similarities and implications of these different analyses will be discussed.

The term red-slipped will still be used in instances where the work of others is discussed and they have
employed this term.
' ' The stratigraphy for the Irigayen site given in Ogawa 2002a is slightly different, but more or less
compatible with that given in de la Torre 2000.
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Irigayen: Burial plan and profile diagram, squares N 6 W 7 and N 6 W 8 (from de la
Torre 2000)

SITE CONTEXT INFORMATION

The entire pottery sequences from two test-pits (N6W7 and N6W8) were examined. A
burial extended between tiie two test-pits and cut into parts of Layer 3. Moreover, the
respective layers of Squares N6W7 and N6W8 were analysed as one - the sequences
were adjacent to each other; they contained similar pottery types; they did not fonn
distinct units; and sample sizes differed,.
The pottery sequence in the Irigayen site is relatively continuous. Although there is
some speculation as to whether an occupational hiatus occurred between the deposition
of Layer 3 and the subsequent development of Layer 2, these are not separated by sterile
sediments. The analysis included the entire sequence in order to provide a comparative
context for the pottery types found in the focus period (i.e. pottery belonging to the
'Red-Slipped Pottery Tradition' predominantly found in the silt layer - Layer 3).
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Number and distribution of sherds
In total, 428 sherds were examined, 130 from N6W7 (Table 16), and 293 from N6W8
(Table 16). The total weight of analysed (diagnostic) sherds in Layer 1 to Layer 3-II
was 2048 grams in N6W7, and 3613 grams in N6W8 (not including the sherds found in
distinct stratigraphic features) (Table 17).
The original excavation and analysis was framed in terms of natural and cultural layers,
as shown in the sherd provenance tables. In this thesis, the upper soil surface (Natural
layer 1) is called Layer 1. Despite the fact that this was not designated a cultural layer,
an appreciable amount of pottery was excavated between 0-20cm. Nonetheless,
because Layer 1 includes the soil surface and topsoil, it seems likely that this is a mixed
layer, with little stratigraphic integrity. If so, the pottery analysis should evidence types
from several different layers.
Layer 2 in this thesis corresponds to Natural layer Il/Cultural layer 1. This is the shellmidden layer.
For this analysis Natural layer 3/Cultural layer 2 was divided into Layer 3-1 and Layer
3-11, as these two layers were stratigraphically discrete and appeared distinct with
regards their pottery types. Layer 3-1 includes those sherds from 60-80cm (including
the five sherds that straddle the divide). Layer 3-II includes sherds from 80-91cm.

Table 16

Irigayen, Square N6W8: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated
depth
Layer

II (Cultural layer 1)

Layer description
Topsoil/
Soil Surface Layer 1
Layer 2
Shell layer

Depth
0-20

20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60

60-70
70-80 69-83
70-85
80-91
The sherds below are associated with specific features (these are not included
Burial - Feet/Earthfill
Southwest Quadrant (instances where depth is unspecified)
Pit 10, 20-30cm
Pit 12,20-30cin
Pit 15,20-30cm
Pit 16,20-30cm
Pit 17, 20-30cm

No. of sherds
6 22
29
18
17

III (Cultural layer 2)
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Table 17

Irigayen, Square N6W7: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated
depth

Natural Layer
I
II (CulUiral layer 1)

Depth (or layer description)
No. of sherds
Soil surface
48
Shell layer
10
53-55
5
60-70
17
III (Cultural layer 2)
66-76
12
70-80
0
90-95
16
The sherds below are associated with specific features (these are not included above):
Pit 1
11
Burial Pot #1,2 & 3
11
Parts of Pot 2, Burial (87-98cm)
5

Table 18

Irigayen: Distribution of sherd weights by squares and layers therein

Square

N6W7

N6W8

III.

Layer/Feature
1
2
3-1
3-II
Burial
Pit 1
1
2
3-1
3-II
Pit 10
Pit 12
Pit 15
Pit 16
Pit 17
S-WQuad
Burial

N
48
14
34
12
11
11
59
42
20
137
1
2
3
1
2
3
23

Minimum
5
4
3
4
26
9
2
2
3
3
5
10
4
20
5
8
4

Maximum
99
43
334
15
78
164
71
57
23
296

Sum
796
146
1006
100
617
424
1002
782
166
2658

Mean
17
10
30
8
56
39
17
19
8
19

Std. Dev.
15
10
59
3
16
44
15
16
6
28

21
22

31
34

16
11

8
9

14
150
305

19
170
634

10
57
28

6
81
64

FORM INFORMATION

All the broad forms defined for the pottery sequences in this thesis were present in the
Irigayen assemblage (Table 19). Form 0 sherds (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds
without an intact rim) were the most abundant in each layer, but then this category
includes a broad spectmm of sherd types. On the basis of the designated rim fonns,
Fonn 2 (rims with unrestricted orifice) was predominant in Layers 1, 2 and 3-II. Layer
3-II had the highest proportion of Fonn 2, as compared to Fonn 1 (rims with restricted
orifice). In Layer 3-1 there were more Form 1 than Fonn 2 sherds. Also in this layer
the Fonn 0 sherds constitute the highest proportion of the assemblage (64%). Fonn 3
(base rims) is present in relatively low numbers in all layers except Layer 1. A single
sherd of Fonn 4 (stove rim) is present in 3-1.
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Table 19

Irigayen: Form distribution by layer
Form

Layer/Feature

0

1

1

54

2
3-1
3-II
Burial

2

3

Total

4

21

32

36

8

10

2

37

6

1

93

9
14

36

6

149

16

14

4

3

3

5

34
11

Pit 1
Pit 10
Pit 12

1

Pit 15

2

107
56
1

54

1
2

2

Pit 16
Pit 17

1

1

3

1

1
2

1
2

S-WQuad

1

3

Form 0: unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
It proved impossible to attribute 228 of the sherds from Irigayen to a major vessel forni
(Table 20). All sub-foiTns occurred within the sequence, but not all of these occuired in
all layers.
Table 20

Irigayen, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer

Layer/Feature

Sub-form
a

b

d

c

1

34

12

2

17

12

f

e
1
2

5
1

Total

Disks

54

2
1
2

36
37

3-1

16

4

2

13

3
2

3-11

23

61

2

3

2

Burial

4

9

1

Pit 10

1

1

1

2

Pit 15
Pit 17

2

1
1

93
16

I

There were many sub-form a (unassociated lips) that failed to have enough features to
associate them with a major form. These showed a wide range of variation, although
most of this falls within the variation of the specific defined fomis.™ Of these, two lips
were very short sections containing punctate impressions. These may be associated
with Fomi 3 (base rims), as the evidence from a small number of base sherds suggest
that circle-stamping occurs on the bases.
However, this association cannot be
confin-ned on the basis of these small remnants alone.
There are no cleady evident groupings of unassociated lips, based on the distribution of
maximum width and orifice diameter (Figure 21). However, there are a number of
small differences that may point towards broader trends. Sherds in Layer 3-1 and 3-II
have a slightly narrower range of maximum thicknesses than the sherds in other layers,
whereas sherds in Layer 2 have a slightly narrower range of orifice diameters. In
regards to the distribution of surface coatings, the black sherds have a slightly naiTower
That said, one sherd was a quite long, direct, outward leaning sherd with straight edges and a rounded
lip. Its length suggests that this is not just an unassociated lip of Form 1 or Form 2 type. However, as
this is only one sherd, it is impossible to tell if it belongs to a distinct vessel group.
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range of maximum thickness (althougii this is slightly larger than the range of maximum
thickness exhibited by sherds in Layer 3-1 and 3-II).
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Figure 21

Irigayen, Form 0-a: the relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as
this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer and surface coating

There were 98 sherds of sub-form b (necks and angular sherds), and it is particularly
notable that 61 of these sherds occurred in Layer 3-II. Of the sherds in Layer 3-II, 41
were neck sherds that appear to be associated with everted necked jars, 22 of which
show clear evidence of a red surface coating (a fiirther three show possible evidence).
There were other everted necks in lesser amounts in the other layers; five occurred in
association with the Burial; one in Pit 15; four in Layer 1; four in Layer 2; one in Layer
3, 1. Of those in clearly stratified contexts, one in Layer 2 and one in Layer 3-1 clearly
had a red surface coating.
Three different necks were found that may be associated with Form 2, sub-form b (rims
with unrestricted orifice, with neck), similarly in Layer 3-11. Two had a red surface
coating. One had no evidence of a surface coating but was likewise very worn. The
rest of the sherds in sub-form b were not associated with any particular forms.
There were a small number sub-form c (handles and knobs) (Figure 22). Two
'handles' were found in Layer 3-II, and one in association with the burial - the
provenance information here specifically states that this was in the earthfill at the feet of
the burial, so it does not appear to belong to one of the several whole vessels buried
with the person. Consequently, it could be intrusive from Layer 3, introduced to the
burial with the backfill. All three handles were cylindrical in shape (maximum
diameters 22.8, 18.9 and 27.1mm). The two sherds in Layer 3-II had part of the vessel
wall attached, but it was not possible to ascertain how the vessels might have been
shaped. One handle showed evidence for red surface coating.
There were a further two sherds in Layer 3-1 of sub-form c. These may be knobs for
lids or the sides of vessels. They are round, dome-shaped pieces, but uneven in shape.
Both are about 23.5mm in diameter and came from the same depth in the excavation
(70-85cm).
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Figure 22

«

Irigayen: Handles and knobs

There were three sherds of sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds). Two were large,
complexly decorated pieces. These were comparatively thick and uneven, having
maximum thicknesses of 13.4 and 14.2mm, and weights of 56 and 57 grams - compared
to a mean of 19 grams (Square N6W8) and 10 grams (Square N6W7) for Layer 2. One
of these sherds had moulded and applied design, the other incised lines. Both were
found in Layer 2. The vessel forms could not be ascertained, however they must have
been larger in size than the other vessel forms defined herein. Both sherds are
illustrated in the section on surface alteration to follow.
The third bodysherd was even thicker than the aforementioned sherds (22.3mm) and
likely associated with Form 5 (stoves). It did not have any decorative features.
There are 23 sherds of sub-form e (carinations). The greatest number (13) occur in
association with Layer 3-L Of these, two were clearly black-type pottery (these had a
black coating or smudged) and two were red-type (these had a red surface coating). The
others had no evidence for a surface coating, but the colour of the sherd surface suggests
that most were probably red-type pottery. Of the three sherds in Layer 3-II, two had a
red surface coating, one had no evidence of any surface coating. Of the seven sherds
found between the Surface and Layer 2 and in Pit 1, five were clearly black-type
pottery. The other two had no evidence for a surface coating, but due to the pale
reddish colour of the surfaces may have been red-type. No carinations were found in
association with rim sherds, allocated to specific forms. Thus it is difficult to know
what vessel types these were associated with.
There are ten sherds associated with sub-form f (base associated pieces). These were
associated with all layers (except the Surface layer). Despite the predominance of black
pottery types in the upper layers, only one of the sherds in Layer 1 was of 'black' type.
The majority had evidence for a red surface coating, although one sherd in Layer 3, 1
had no evidence for surface coating (but was probably associated with red-type pottery).
The black-type sherd had a rounded iimer surface, indicating a bowl shape. The other
sherds had what, in most cases, appeared to be a flat inner surface. All seemed to be
associated with Form 3-a (pedestals).
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Three small, evenly formed, round or oval-shape disks are unique to this site (Figure
23). One in Layer 3-II had a red surface coating, another probably did. The
stratigraphically higher disk showed no evidence of surface modification.
The
maximum diameters are 43.7mm (oval disk), 32.2mm and 9.2mm (round disks).
Maximum thicknesses were 5, 15 and 18mm. Hidefumi Ogawa (2002fl) describes these
as 'pamatos'. Pamatos are very similar clay disks used in local games in modem times.

Figure 23

Irigayen: Oval-shape disks ('pamatos')

Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Most sub-forms of Form 1 were present in the Irigayen assemblage (Table 21), the
exception being sub-form e (outcurved, everted).
Table 21

Irigayen, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer/Feature
1
2
3-1
3-II
Burial
Pit 1
Pit 12
Pit 17

a

b

4
3

17
7
9
9
11
3
2
1

Sub-form
c
3
1

d

Total

e
1

1

21
8
9
14
14
3
2
1

Within Form 1 at Irigayen, sub-form a (concave, everted) was not particularly
common, totalling seven sherds. These sherds show a high level of variation, failing to
fit within any variant groupings (Figure 24). Despite this, it is notable that all sherds of
this sub-form occur in either Layer 3-II, or in association with the burial. In the latter
instance, the sherds are not large or associated with each other, as is the case for the
'burial pots'. Consequently, it is likely that they were all introduced from Layer 3-II,
into which the burial cut has been made. All the sub-form a sherds are of red-type
pottery: four have clear evidence for a surface coating, one has a possible surface
coating and two have no evidence. Two have a groove running around the outer
circumference of the sherd, just below the lip. Most are only slightly concave; one has
quite marked concavity. The width of flare varied between 25.1 and 58.1mm
(mean=40.6, S.D.= 14.5). The maximum width varies between 7.6 and 14.5mm
(mean=10.1, S.D.= 2.7).
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Figure 24

s

Irigayen, Form 1-a

Sub-form b (straight, everted) was the most abundant in Form 1. These are quite
varied, and consequently there are a number of variant groupings.
a. The short, everted rims in variant a were most common in Layer 3 (one sherd
occurred in Layer 1; one in Layer 2; four in Layer 3-1; and two in Layer 3-II) (Figure
25). The two sherds in Layer 3-II clearly had a red surface coating; none of the
others had any evidence of a surface coating. Three were everted slightly. The
others were direct (90 degrees to vertical at neck). Both sherds in Layer 3-II were of
the slightly everted type.
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Figure 25

Irigayen, Form 1-b-a

b. Variant b has a wide degree of diversity, the commonality being that they are
relatively short, everted rims that are wider at the neck than at the lip, and that fail to
closely fit with any other variant (Figure 26). One sherd was found in Layer 2 (this
is the more 'triangular' shaped of the sherds), one in Pit 12, and two in Layer 3-II.
The sherd from Pit 12 is black-type, with a fairly even black surface. The others
have no evident surface coating.

Figure 26

T
T

Irigayen, Form 1-b-b

c. As a rule, variant c, consisted of relatively thin, short, everted-rim sherds, the
majority of which had rounded lips (Figure 27). However, this variant encompassed
a large degree of variation. While the majority were everted at about 120-130
degrees from the horizontal, three had direct rims (90 degrees to horizontal at neck)
and one was 'flat'. Six sherds were found in association with the burial, four of these
quite large and similar, probably from the same pot. The original excavators
designated these as "burial pots", believing that they were directly associated with
the burial (see uppermost sherd in the figure). The burial pots were of black-type
pottery. The two other variant c sherds from the burial, constitute some of the more
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unusual sherds allocated to this form. One had a flatter lip, with a triangular shaped
external surface, and the other was the previously mentioned 'flat' rim. Both of
these had a red surface coating, and again it seems likely that they were introduced to
the burial cut with back-fill from Layer 3-IL Of the remaining sherds, three were
from Layer 1, one from Layer 2, three from Layer 3-1, three from Layer 3-II, one
from Pit 12, and one from Pit 17. Those in Layer 1 were of black-type pottery, but
those lower in the sequence were red-type pottery, including that in Layer 2.

/

Figure 27

1

Irigayen, Form 1-b-c

d. Variant d sherds were generally even, parallel rimmed with a slightly flattened lip,
and had rounded edges. In general, the neck area was quite thick, in many cases of
equal thickness with the rim. The majority (ten sherds) were found in Layer 1 (most
being on the soil surface), four were found in Layer 2, one in Layer 3-1, and three in
Pit 1. All were of black-type pottery, most with a clearly evident black surface.
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Figure 28

Irigayen, Form 1-b-d

e. Variant e sherds were relatively long, slim rims, with a rounded lip and slightly
divergent margins (Figure 29). Of the three sherds, two were found in Layer 3-II and
one in Layer 1. The two in Layer 3-II clearly had a red surface coating. The other
had no evidence for a surface coating, but was worn.
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Figure 29

Irigayen, Form 1-b-e

f . The five variant f sherds all came from a single pot associated with the burial. The
sherds are not very even in size, and consequently the pot must have been quite
uneven in shape. The sherds are all quite long, everted rims (Figure 30). The lip is
flat and outwardly orientated. There is a thickening of the rim from about half-way
along, until the neck. The vessel was of black-type pottery, although there was no
surface coating evident, and the smudging of the surface during firing was not
particularly even.

Figure 30

Irigayen, Form 1-b-f

Besides the aforementioned variants of sub-form b, there were three sherds whose shape
could not be associated with any others. These are illustrated in Figure 31. The upper
two came from Layer 1, and the bottom sherd from Layer 3-L The top and bottom ones
had a red surface coating, but the centre sherd had a black surface coating.

\
Figure 31
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There were four sherds of sub-form c (wide, everted). While these were all long,
everted sherds with thickened margins, there were no coherent grouping/s. One was
comparatively short for the given thickness, and thickened on both surfaces. Two were
long, everted rim sherds with a rounded outer surface. One sherd was thickened on the
inner margin. Three came from Layer 1 (mostly on the surface), and one from Layer 2.
Two had a possible red surface coating, and one was a smudged, black-type sherd.

V
Figure 32

Irigayen, Form 1-c

There was only one sherd of sub-form d (internally restricted), originating on the
surface (Layer 1). It had a wide (13.9mm), internally orientated, flat lip, and tapered
towards the body.

/

Figure 33

Irigayen, Form 1-d

There was one sub-form e (outcurved, everted) sherd. It was very thin and had a short
rim, with a rounded lip. It had no evidence of a surface coating, but was very worn. It
was probably red-type pottery and was found in Layer 3-II.

Figure 34

7

Irigayen, Form 1-e
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There were a range of extra rim features showing variation within the Form 1 sherd
types (most are illustrated). However, these failed to show any degree of patterning
across the layers or types. Neither was there any patterning of the surface
characteristics. In fact most occurred only once.

Measurements for Form 1 sherds
The distribution of Form 1 sherds at the Irigayen site shows very little correlation
between maximum width and the width of flare (Figure 35).
Layer 3-II has the widest distribution of all the layers. The other layers show a better
correlation between width of flare and maximum thickness (although this is not
particularly strong). This means that the larger the width of the flare, the thicker the
sherd is in general. This is probably related to the comparative evenness of thickness
and standardisation that was a feature of the black-type pottery.
Sub-forms a and c have a much narrower range of width of flare and orifice diameters,
compared to sub-form b. The width of flare of the sub-form c sherds are all similar,
however the orifice diameters differ.
The distribution of maximum width and width of flare on the basis of surface coatings
reveals no clear division of sherds. The only marked difference is that the width of flare
of sherds with a red surface coating is somewhat smaller. Maximum thickness of blacktype sherds ranges from 5.3-12.7mm, orifice diameter ranges from 8-26 mm, and width
of flare ranges from 15.3-43.1mm. Maximum thickness of red-type sherds ranges from
5.8-14.8mm, orifice diameter ranges from 8-26mm, and width of flare ranges from 726mm. Sherds having no evidence for surface modification range from 5.1-14.5mm,
orifice diameter ranges from 5 to 34mm, and width of flare ranges from 9.4-58.1mm.
Thus these encompass the entire range of red-types and black-types, perhaps because, at
least in some instances, surface wear has prevented the designation of these to their
correct grouping.
No clear patterns in the distribution of sherds can be seen when orifice diameters are
observed, by layer, sub-form or surface coating.
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Figure 35

Irigayen, Form 1: Relationship between width of flare and maximum width, and by orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the distribution of
sherds by layer, sub-form and surface coating
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
All sub-forms of Form 2 occur in the Irigayen assemblage (Table 22). Sub-form a
(upcurved or direct) of Form 2 is predominant in all layers of the Irigayen site, the
highest count occurring in Layer 3-II. Three sherds of sub-form b (with neck) were
present in Layer 3-IL All had a red surface coating. Sub-form c (outcurved) sherds are
most abundant in Layer 1. Some outcurved sherds were also found in lower layers, but
in all probability these were part of the variation of sub-form a rather than distinct
vessel types.
Table 22

Irigayen, Form 2: Distribution of slierds by sub-form and layer
Layer/Feature
1
2
3-1
3-II
Burial
Pit 1
Pit 15
Pit 16
S-WQuad

Sub-form
b

a
16
9
5
32
4
1
1

3

Total

c
16
1
1
1
2
1

2

32
10
6
36
4
3
1
1
2

Of those sherds allocated to sub-form a (upcurved or direct), there is a fairly wide
variation in rim types.
a. The ten variant a sherds had a slight exterior thickening on their lip, with a long
narrow groove in the outer surface, just below the thickening (Figure 36). These
were all found in association with Layer 3-II (one came from the burial, and one
from the South-west Quadrant, but it is assumed that these are still associated with
the aforementioned layer). All were red-type pottery.

Figure 36
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Irigayen, Form 2-a-
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One Form 2, sub-form a sherd does not really fit with any of the defmed variants
(Figure 37), having some similarities to sherds belonging to sub-form a, variant a, as
well as to sub-form b. It is a bowl-shaped sherd, with a large, out-turned lip. It does
not have the clear neck area that would group it with sub-form b, also lacking the
depth and groove of the variant a sherds. It was found in Layer 3-1 and is a blacktype sherd. Despite the similarities in shape, the fact that it is a black-type sherd sets
it apart from these other comparable sherds, as they are all red-type sherds.

Figure 37

Irigayen, sherd IRI191 (ungrouped by variant)

b. This variant and c and d are closely associated. The primary difference is related to
the depth of the bowl.
The nine variant b sherds had a markedly shallow 'bowl' and an unrestricted orifice
(Figure 38). Most of these occurred in association with Layer 3 (two in Layer 3-1,
two in Layer 3-II, one in the burial, one in the S-W Quadrant), although three also
occurred in association with the shell midden in Layer 2. Those in the lower layers
tended to have an almost direct, upward turn towards the rim (however there was no
comer or carination). These were all red-type pottery. Those in the shell midden
layer were generally thicker, and less in-turned at the lip. These were all black-type
pottery.

Figure 38

Irigayen, Form 2-a-b
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c. The eighteen variant c sherds were slightly deeper than those of variant b (Figure
39). Fifteen were found in Layer 3-II, one in Pit 1 and two in association with the
burial. Generally, these had less in-turned lips than the sherds of variant b from
Layer 3, displaying instead direct flat or rounded lips. All were red-type pottery.

V
Figure 39

Irigayen, Form 2-a-c

d. The six variant d sherds were from vessels with greater depth (i.e. steeper walls) than
variants b or c (Figure 40). Five of these were red-type pottery from Layer 3-II. One
sherd was from the surface. This had incisions but no evident surface coating and,
despite a similarity in the broad shape, was not clearly associated with the others in
this group.

(\

Figure 40
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Irigayen, Form 2-a-d
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e. The seven variant e sherds were relatively straight and outwardly directional (Figure
41), with a slightly flattened, rounded lip. The sherds were convergent away from
the lip, giving the profile a triangular shape. These sherds occurred in association
with Layer 1 and Layer 2 (three sherds each), with another sherd found in Pit 1. All
were black-type, four having a definite black surface.

Figure 41

Irigayen, Form 2-a-e

f . The three variant f sherds had a very similar shape, with a flat lip and convergent
margins (Figure 42). These sherds were of different sizes, two definitely black-type,
the other with a possible red surface coating. All were found in Layer 1.

Figure 42

Irigayen, Form 2-a-f

g. The two variant g sherds had a large, rectangular internal thickening inside the rim
(Figure 43). Both were found in Layer 3-II and had a red surface coating but, due to
slight differences in size and shape, they most likely came from different vessels.

Figure 43

Irigayen, Form 2-a-g

h. Eight variant h sherds had a rounded lip, with a flattened internal edge (Figure 44).
The flattened area was usually internally orientated, or orientated parallel to the
upper edge of the pot. These were primarily found on the surface (Layer 1), although
one sherd with a black surface coating was found in Layer 3-1. The sherds from
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Layer 1 were primarily black-type pottery, except two sherds that had a possible red
surface coating.

Figure 44

Irigayen, Form 2-a-h

i. There were three variant i sherds characterised by a thickening on the internal edge
of the sherd, below the lip (Figure 45). Two were found in Layer 1, and one in Layer
2. One in Layer 1 and one in Layer 2 were black-type pottery. The other sherd in
Layer 1 had a possible red surface coating. •

Figure 45

Irigayen, Form 2-a-i

j. The three sherds of variant j are closely associated with variant h, but have a more
rounded lip and a less defined flattening to the inner surface (Figure 46). One was
rounded on the external surface. They are quite thick sherds, particularly near the
rim. Two sherds were found in Layer 2 and one in Layer 3-1. All had a black
surface coating.
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Figure 46

Irigayen, Form 2-a-j

Orifice diameters of sub-form a sherds varied from 7-38cm (mean= l9.2mm).
Thickness measurements for sub-type a varied greatly due to the wide variation in
shape. Yet as it failed to define a particular vessel shape, it will not be included in this
discussion.
There were three sub-form b (with neck) sherds, all from Layer 3-II. These had some
similarities to the eight sherds in sub-form a, variant a and may have been a variant of
these. However, they had a distinct rim and neck. One was a deep bowl and two were
shallower. They are all of red-type pottery: one has a clear red surface coating, one a
possible red surface coating and one had no evidence, but was very worn.

Figure 47

Irigayen, Form 2-b
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The sub-form c (outcurved) sherds came mostly from Layer 1, and appeared to form a
coherent variant. There were two other variants designated, but these are hkely to be
outcurved variants of sub-form a sherds, rather than representatives of a distinct vessel
shape.
a. There were eleven sherds of variant a, ten from Layer 1, and one from Layer 3-11.
These are relatively thin sherds, with gentle outward curvature and thickened lips.
Most are black-type, some with a fairly even black surface coating. Two had a red
surface coating, one from Layer 1, and one from Layer 3-11. The black-type sherds
in Layer 1 formed a relatively standardised and coherent group.

Figure 48

Irigayen, Form 2-c-a

b. Variant b sherds are fairly straight, slightly outward leaning sherds with a very
gradual curvature. All seven sherds are black-type pottery. They are found in Layer
1, Layer 3-II, Pit 1 and Pit 16.

\
Figure 49

Irigayen, Form 2-c-b

c. Variant c sherd are relatively thick sherds, with a strong outward curvature, when
compared to variant b. All four sherds are black-tj^je pottery. Three are found in
Layer 1, and one in Layer 2.
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Figure 50

Irigayen, Form 2-c-c

Sub-form c sherds had a wide range of vessel orifice diameters, varying between 11 and
46cm (mean= 22.5cm). Maximum widths varied from 5.9 to 13.1mm (mean= 7.9mm).
Width at lip varied from 5.3 to 9.5mm, width below lip from 7 to 13.1mm.
Measurements for Form 2 sherds
Form 2 sherds do not appear to show a marked distribution, showing no particular
distinctions in either layer, sub-form or surface coating (Figure 51). Overall, maximum
width ranges from 4.8 to 15mm. The orifice diameters He between 7 and 46cm.
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Irigayen, Form 2: the relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as
this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer, surface coating and sub-form
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Form 3: base rims
There were a reasonable number of Base rims in the Irigayen site (Table 23). These
represented all of the three sub-forms defmed in this thesis.
Table 23

Irigayen, Form 3: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer/Feature

Sub-form
b

a

c

1
2

2

3-1

1
4

3-II

Pit 1
S-WQuad

1
2

5
1

There were thirteen sub-form a (pedestals) sherds in total, differences in the shape
correlating with discrete areas of the excavation (Figure 52).
a. There were four variant a sherds, all from Layer 3-II. Two of these had a red surface
coating. All were very worn. Nonetheless, on three of the sherds - two had the red
surface coating - circle-impressed decoration with possible 'lime'-infiir' could be
discerned (for images see section on surface alteration). These same three sherds
also had an externally thickened lip. One other sherd may have had punctate design it was very worn, but had an evidently dimpled surface.
b. The six variant b sherds were clearly different to those in variant a. These came from
Layer 3-1, Pit 1, and the 'Southwest Quadrant', and were all applied pedestals
attached to rounded bowls. They probably came from a small number of vessels
which were similar in size and shape.
All were of black-type pottery (not necessarily with a surface coating). They all
possessed very similar firing patterns, suggesting they may have been made at the
same time. As well as having the same colours, they had very sharp reduced outer
surfaces with a diffuse change from the margins to the cores. Where determinable,
the orifice diameters were 8 to 11 cm (with three of the four measurable sherds being
11cm). One sherd of sub-form a, similar to those in Pit 1 in terms of size and shape
(with a slightly straighter direction on the rim), was found in the Southwest
Quadrant.
The base of one sherd from Layer 3-1 was frilly intact (Figure 53). There was no
evident surface coating, but this large sherd was well smoothed and relatively even in
thickness. The diameter at the lip of the base was 109.8mm. It had a slightly
outcurved, exteriorally thickened lip.

" There is a white residue in some of the circle-impressions. Although lime-infill has been identified in
Pacific pottery (particularly Lapita), the nature of this infill for sherds found in sites in the northern
Philippines has not been identified - assuming it is deliberate. It is reported that some preliminary tests
carried out on the in-fill indicated this was probably white clay, not lime (Eusibeo D i z o n p e r s com.)
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/

Figure 52

Irigayen, Form 3-a-a (top three drawings) and Form 3-a-b (bottom 4 drawings)
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Figure 53

Irigayen: Intact base (Form 3-a) from Layer 3-1

There were two sherds of sub-form b (bowl pedestal), both found in Layer 3-II. One
was intact (Figure 54). It had a slight exterior thickening on the hp of the direct,
outleaning rim. Likewise there was a slight exterior thickening at the top of the base,
adjacent to where it joined the pot. There was a slight depression in the top, presumably
designed to support the vessel, and there was evidence of a clay suspension used to join
the base to the pot (width at lip= 4-4.5mm, width below lip= 6.5-6.7mm, width of stand
just under top= 10.3-9.4mm, orifice diameter= 15cm, diameter of top surface= 10.7cm).
This sherd had evidence of a red surface coating.

Figure 54

Irigayen: Intact base (Form 3-b) from, Layer 3-II

c. The other sherd was similar in size to that described above (width of flare= 44.6mm,
width at lip = 7.3mm) but slightly different in shape. It had a direct outleaning rim
with parallel margins, associated with a flat base. This sherd had no evidence of a
surface coating but appeared to be of red-type pottery.
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Figure 55

Irigayen, Form 3-b

There was one sherd of Form 3, sub-form c (footrim) in Layer 2 (Figure 56). What
remained of the outer surface, was inclined towards the Hp. The lip is flat, with squared
edges. The rim itself is very short, about 5mm high. The inner surface of the vessel
appears to have been curved. This sherd had evidence of a red surface coating.

Figure 56

Irigayen, Form 3-c

Form 4: stove rims
There was one very large rim sherd at Irigayen associated with the form that has been
called 'stoves', due to the resemblance to modem pottery used for cooking (it was used
in the characterisation analysis, and is illustrated in Appendix 3-IRI 173). The sherd
was found in Layer 3-1. It measures 35.2mm at the lip, converging lower down (width
below lip= 24mm, minimum width= l 6.8mm). It is smoothed but has an irregular
surface. There is no evidence of a surface coating. There was one other body sherd
(previously mentioned in the discussion of Form 0-d) which is probably associated with
a stove-type vessel. It measured 22.3mm maximum thickness and had no evidence of a
surface coating. This latter sherd was found in Layer 1.
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Figure 57

Irigayen, F o r m 4

I V . TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
The amount of sherds exhibiting surface wear was particularly high in Layers 3-1 and 3II (Table 24). Although the sherds in Layers 1 and 2 were overall in comparatively
good condition compared to the layers below, within these Layer 1 had more worn
sherds than Layer 2. The higher proportion of worn sherds in Layer 1 compared to
Layer 2, was probably due to disturbance and mixing of this layer.

T a b l e 24

Irigayen: Distribution of s h e r d s w i t h v a r y i n g levels of w e a r by layer/feature

1

9

19

32

10

Total number of
sherds with wear (%
of total in layer)
70(65.4)

2

2

3

11

4

20(35.7)

3-1

1

7

28

5

41 (75.9)

3-II

2

12

127

8

149 (100)

2

20

2

24 (70.6)

Layer/Feature

Burial
South-West

Wear
Slight wear

Worn

Very Worn

Variable wear

1 (33.3)

1

Quadrant

0(0)

Pit 1
1

Pit 10
1

Pit 15

1

2(66.7)
0(0)

Pit 16
Pit 17

1 (100)
0(0)

Pit 12

2

2 (100)

Surface Coating
The Irigayen site was the site with the highest number of sherds displaying a red surface
coating. These were mainly in the lowest layer. The proportion of black-type pottery
increases the higher one gets in the stratigraphy, although pottery with a red surface
coating never entirely disappears from the sequence (Table 25).
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Hence Layers 1 and 2 had a preponderance of black-type sherds, with either a black
surface coating, or which had been fired black/grey. Nonetheless, there were still a
substantial number of red-type sherds, some with a definite red surface coating. Layer
3-1 had roughly equal proportions of red-type and black-type pottery. Sherds with a red
(or possibly red) surface coating were predominant in Layer 3-II, with no black-type
sherds present. Nonetheless, this layer also had many sherds with no evident surface
coating, probably reflecting the high levels of wear in this particular layer.
The 'none' category was constituted from a mix of red-type and black-type pottery. It
seems probable that, despite the obvious fact that many sherds will have lost their
coating, a portion of the assemblage constituted sherds that never had a surface coating
in the first place.
Table 25

Irigayen: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by layer/feature

Layer/Feature

Surface
Coating (red)

Possible surface
coating (red)

Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3-1
Uyer 3-II
Pitl
Pit 10
Pit n
Pit 15
Pit 16
Pit 17
S-W Quadrant
Burial

11
12
10
74

9
4
2
8

Surface coating
Surface coating
(black)

Fired
(black/grey)

22
15
8

27
16
5
1
5
1
2

5

38
9
29
66
1

1
1
2
14

,

1

Total in
layer

No surface
coating evident

107
56
54
149
11
1
2
3
1
2
3
34

2
1
1
1
8

11

Both red-type and black-type potteries were found across all forms (Table 26).''^ There
were no Form 3 sherds with a black surface coating. The only Form 4 sherd had no
evidence of a surface coating (likewise the one body sherd from a stove vessel did not
have a surface coating).
Table 26

Irigayen: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and form
Surface coating
Form

0
1
2
3
4

Surface
Coating
(red)
72
18
31
3

Possible
surface coating
(red)
10
5
7
2

Surface
coating
(black)

No surface
coating

Smudged
22
13
16

25
19
18
6

99
20
30
6
1

^^ Although it should be noted that the sub-forms and variants of the red-type and black-type pottery do
often differ.
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Colour. Those sherds with an evident red surface coating show a reasonable
standardisation in colour (Table 27). Most were close to the 10 R 4/6 determination. Of
the 64 sherds for which a 'red' surface coating was recorded, 47 were 10 R 4/6. The
only sherds with a colour hue that differed from 10 R all came from Layer 1.
Table 27

Irigayen: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by layer/feature
Layer/Feature
1
2
3-1
3-II

Burial
S-W Quadrant
Pit 17

a
•U
1a
m
10
10
3
43
5
2
1

Is -o
0 0)
V.
M o
1 Si
B oo
h-1
6
2
2
13
1
1
1

C/3

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

12o

10 R 4/6 (5)
10 R 4/6 (9)
10 R 4/4 (2)
10 R 4/6 (27)
10 R 4/6 (3)
10 R 4/6 (2)
10 R 4/6 (1)

1.9
0.6
1.1
2
1
1
1

Application: It was very difficult to find sherds with a red surface coating in good
enough condition to make observations regarding the mode of application. Nonetheless,
where evident, the surface coating was usually fairly thick, even and often crazed.
There was no evidence of drips. Consequently, it seems likely the vessels were dipped
into the surface coating.
The black pottery was most likely fired in a reducing atmosphere, in some cases just at
the end of firing (a process called smudging). However, some sherds had a very even,
fairly thick black coating - these will have had a surface coating applied prior to firing.
Like the red-type pottery, this was probably applied by dipping the vessel. Moreover,
some of the sherds appear to have striations in the surface coating, and may have been
wiped, perhaps after dipping.
Surface Alteration
Irigayen has a very small number of sherds with surface alteration (Table 28, Figure 59
and Figure 59) - twenty-one sherds or 5% of the total number (n= 428). Considering
that a number of these are body sherds, and the sampling of the assemblage is therefore
skewed, the proportion of vessels with evident surface alteration might be even lower.
The most common forms of surface alteration were punctate (with possible lime-infill)
and grooved sherds. Both of these types are confined to Layer 3-II. Layer 3-1 had one
sherd with a top groove, another had piercing. The single moulded sherd came from
Layer 2. A number of incised sherds were present in Layers 1 and 2, two with quite
complex patterning. One was a very thick body sherd. Two other sherds had a single
line on the interior surface (these may have been from the same vessel). The single cutout sherd came from a feature, Pit 1.
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Table 28
Layer/
Feature

Irigayen: Distribution of types of surface alteration by layer/feature
Surface alteration
Cut-out

1
2
3-1
3-II
Pit 1
Burial

Incised

Grooved

Punctate
(with possible
lime-infill)

Moulded
1
3

Top
Groove

Pierced

1
1

8

1

5

1

Certain categories of surface alteration appear to be limited to either the red- or blacktype pottery (Table 29).
Only one punctate and one grooved sherd found in Layer 3-II had no evidence of a red
surface coating, but this was probably due to extensive wear, as these were red-type
pottery. The one cut-out sherd had a red surface coating, but was found in Pit 1.
The presence of incised and moulded decoration is associated with either smudged
pottery or with no surface coating. Nonetheless, these are all black-type sherds, found
in Layers 1 and 2. The pierced sherd was smudged.
Table 29

Irigayen: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration types

Surface

Cut-out

No surface
coating
Smudged
Possible surface
coating (red)
Surface Coating
(red)

Grooved
1

1

Incised
2

Surface alteration
Punctate
Moulded
(with possible
lime-infill)
1

Top
Groove
1

2

7

Pierced

1

4

1

Some aspects of surface alteration are clearly limited to certain forms (Table 30).
Punctate alteration is associated with Form 0 and Form 3 sherds. The Form 0 sherds are
consistent with Form 3, and hence these may have been associated. Those clearly
belonging to Form 3 came from sub-form a, confmed to Layer 3-n. The single
instances of piercing and cut-out surface alteration are also associated with Form 3.
Grooves were associated with either Form 1 or Form 2 sherds, occurring just below the
lip on the outer surface.
Although one sherd of Form 2 had incised lines, the other sherds cannot be clearly
associated with a defined form. As mentioned previously, one of these is very large and
seems distinct from the forms described. The same apphes to the moulded sherd.
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Table 30

Irigayen: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration types

Form

Cut-out

0
1
2
3
4

Grooved

2
6
1

Surface alteration
Punctate
Incised Moulded
(with possible
lime-infill)
3
1
2

3

Grooved

146

Pierced

1

1

Incised

Figure 58

Top
Groove

Irigayen: Sherds with incised and grooved surface alteration
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Punctate

Moulded

Cut-out

Figure 59

Irigayen: Sherds with punctate, moulded and cut-out surface alteration

Fabric Colour
For the sherds from Layers 1 and 2, the outer surface and the core have similar levels of
richness (Table 31). Both have moderate levels of colour variation, although the core of
Layer 1 sherds has a slightly more centralised distribution. In comparison, the inner
surface richness is higher, showing more colour variation. However, despite the
similarities in the richness between the outer surface and the core for these layers, the
actual colours differ. The outer surface colour is fairly similar for both Layer 1 and
Layer 2 sherds (the surfaces in Layer 2 being very similar to each other), but the inner
surface colour of Layer 1 sherds is closer to that of the core. The predominant surface
colour is 2.5 Y 2.5/1 in Layer 2, 2.5 Y 3/1 in Layer 1).
In Layer 3-1 the outer surfaces of the sherds have less variation than the cores and the
inner surfaces - these both have similar levels. In Layer 3-II, the inner surfaces have
slightly higher variation than the outer surfaces, although both of these are still much
less than the variation in the cores. The colour of sherds in Layers 3-1 and 3-II are
predominantly 'YR' in hue, rather than 'Y', indicating they are "redder" (remembering
this refers to the colour of the sherd fabric, not the surface coating).
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When sherds are grouped according to surface coating type, this shows that the
differences in firing colour observed when the sherds are divided by layer correspond to
the predominance of red-type or black-type pottery in these layers. The black-type
sherds had less variation in their outer surfaces (lower richness values), while the cores
and inner surfaces had higher richness values. Red-t>pe sherds had less variation on
their surfaces, both surfaces having similar richness levels and similar colours for the
centres of the distribution.
There were 26 sherds in which the colour of the margin differed to both the core and the
surfaces (Table 32). These were all of black-type pottery and were predominantly
found in Layers 1 and 2 (other instances occurred in either features).
In all layers, the majority of sherds had both margins different to the core (Table 33). In
a moderate number of cases, either both the surfaces, or one surface only, differed to the
core, but this did not penetrate very deeply into the thickness of the sherd. A small
number of sherds in each layer were evenly fired. Of those sherds where the surface
differed to the core, most had sharp margins (Table 34).
Table 31

Irigayen: Measures of sherd colour by layer and surface coating type
Sample
size

Sherd category

Sherds divided by layer
107
33

1
Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

2

56

Core

Inner
surface

1o
5

2.5 Y 3/1 (12)

3.2

27

2.5 Y 2.5/1 (11)

3.6

3-1

54

24

7.5 YR5/6(8)

3.3

149

28

5 YR 5/6 (25)

2.3

1

107

31

10 YR 5/2 (20)

3

2

56

28

10 YR 5/3 (12)

3.7

3-1

54

29

10 YR 5/3 (13)

3.9

3-11

146

57

10 YR 5/3 (16)

4.7

I

107

37

10 YR3/1, 10 YR4/2(11)

3.6

2

56

33

2.5 Y 2.5/1 (6)

4.4

3-1 •

54

29

7.5 YR5/6(5)

3.9

3-II

148

34

5 YR 5/6 (22)

2.8

Sherds divided by surface coating type
5 YR5/6,5 YR5/8(17)
156
39

Surface Coating (red)

124

27

3.1

5 YR 5/6 (19)

2.4
3.5

Possible surface coating (red)

24

17

7.5 YR5/4(4)

Surface coating (black)

51

12

2.5 Y 2.5/1 (17)

1.7

Smudged

68

22

10YR3/1,2.5 Y 3 / l ( 1 2 )

2,7
4,6

No surface coating

155

57

7.5 YR 5/4 (6)

Surface Coating (red)

122

47

10 YR 5/3 (22)

4,3

Possible surface coating (red)

24

20

10 YR5/2, 10 YR 5/3 (3)

4,1

Surface coating (black)

51

21

10 YR 5/3(13)

2,9

Smudged

68

28

10 YR 5/3 (11)

3,4

No surface coating

156

40

SYR 5/6 (16)

3,2

Surface Coating (red)

123

35

SYR 5/6 (17)

3,2

Possible surface coating (red)

24

16

7.5 YR 5/6 (3)

3,3

Surface coating (black)

51

19

2.5 Y 2.5/1 (11)

2,7

29

10YR3/1 (12)

3,5

Smudged

148

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

3-II

No surface coating
Outer
siirface

Total number
of colours
recorded

68
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Irigayen: Distribution of variation in tlie number of sherds witli a different internal
margin colour by layer/feature and surface coating type

Table 32

Inner margin

Outer margin

No. of sherds

Layer/Feature
1
2

10 R 4/6

ICR 4/6

1

10YR4/1

10 YR3/1

1

2.5 YR 5/6

2.5 YR5/6

1

10 YR3/2

10YR3/2

2.5 Y 3/1

2.5 Y 3/1

1

Pit 1

10 YR4/1

10YR3/1

1

Pit 12

5 YR5/4

5 YR5/4

10 YR 6/4

10YR6/4

1

10 YR4/1

10 YR3/1

1

10YR4/1

10 YR3/1

1

10 R 4/6

10 R 4/6

1

10 YR3/2

10 YR3/2

10 YR6/4

10YR6/4

1

2.5 Y 3/1

2.5 Y 3/1

1

2.5 YR 5/6
5 YR5/4

2.5 YR5/6
SYR 5/4

5

Surface
No surface coating evident

Probably Black

Table 33

Irigayen: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing by layer

Layer

Even

1
2
3-1
3-II

Table 34

12
3
2
14

Both margins differ to
core (margins and
surface are even)

59
21
41
95

Firing Pattern
Margins differ
to core and
surfaces

Surfaces
only differ

22
21
8
31

Outer
surface only
differs

3
3

8
6
2
7

hiner surface
only differs

3
2
1
1

Irigayen: Distribution of variation in the firing margins by layer
Layer
I
2
3-1
3-II

V.

1

Difaise

Sharp

31
9
21
47

61
40
31
84

Sharp surface, diffuse
marginal

Sharp outer surface,
difluse inner surface

3
3
2

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
The majority of sherds at Irigayen contain both Augite (there is also Sub-calcic Augite,
but these are the only two Pyroxenes present) and Quartz (Table 35). Titaniferous
Magnetite is also relatively abundant, however there is a range of Titanium
concentrations. There are also moderate amounts of Feldspars, particularly Andesine.
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Irigayen: Minerals identifled for each sherd analysed using SEM-EDXA (continued
on next page)
Sherd

Mineral

ao
oo

OO
(N

(N

o
m

tN

in
CO

oo

m

in

P

ro

5 2 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Feldspar
Labradorite
Oligoclase
Andesine
Sanidine
Albite

1 1
1 1 1
1
1

1

Pyroxene
Sub-calcic Augite
Augite

1

1 1

1

1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1

1

Amphibole
Cummingtonite
Garnet
Unidentified mix of Grossular & Almandine
Almandine
Pyrope

1 1 1 1 1
1
1

1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1

1 1 1

1 1 1
1
1

1

Olivine
Hortonolite
Spinel- Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
2. Poss. Magnetite or Haematite with silicate
inclusions
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
Titaniferous magnetite (3)
Other Spinel
Ulvoespinel
Probably Ulvoespinel
Other
Quartz
Apatite
Titanite
Titano-compound?
Unidentified Groups
1
2
3
7
9
10
B
C
Charcoal/Organic?

1
1

1 1 1
1

1 1

1

1 1

1
1

1

1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
1 1 1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1 1
1 1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1

Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
The matrix composition of sherds at Irigayen appears to fall into two groupings, with
one prominent outlier (Figure 60). Similarly, the mineral composition falls into two
groupings (with no outlier), but the sherds represented in these groupings are different
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to those seen for the matrix (Figure 61). This suggests that even if there are two sources
of clays and two sources of minerals (temper additives) for the Irigayen pottery,
production is most likely occurring at the one centre.

IRI 426

IRI 279

IRI 28

IRI 15

IRI 214

IRI 142
IRI 288

IRI 173

IRI 307
IRI 350
IRI 134
IRI 88

IRI 194
IRI 347
IRI 376

IRI 175
IRI 145

Figure 60

Irigayen: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

IRI 279

IRI 350
IRI 88
IRI 28

IRI 307
IRI 15

IRI 347

IRI 173
IRI 145
IRI 134

IRI 175
IRI 214

IRI 376
IRI 288
IRI 142
IRI 426
IRI 194

Figure 61

Irigayen: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds
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Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings were taken for comparison with the matrix on five sherds (Table 36).
Only one sherd, IRI 426, had an outer layer that was clearly distinguishable from the
matrix by structure and mineralogical composition. Investigation of the mineral
composition showed that Iron levels were about 12% higher in the outer layer than in
the matrix (Figure 63). For the other four sherds, the edge/matrix readings did not
clearly differentiate from each other (Figure 62, Figure 64, Figure 66 and Figure 65).
Table 36

Irigayen: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed by
SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges

Sherd
No.
IRI 173

Wear
Outer surface
Inner surface
None evident None evident

Surface coating
Outer surface
Inner surface
None evident
None evident

IRI 175

Worn

Worn

Remnant red

None evident

IRI 194

None evident

None evident

Black fired

Black fired

IRI 270

Worn

Worn

10 R 4/6

None evident

IRI 347

Worn

Worn

10 R 4/4

10 R 4/4

Clay colour
7.5 YR 5/4
10 YR 4/2 (I)
7.5 YR 4/6 (0)
10 YR 3/2 (I)
1 GLEY 2.5/N (O)
SYR 5/6 (I)
7.5 YR 5/6 (0)
5 YR4/6

El

E2

C5

C2
C7

E5

CI

C6
C4

E4

E3

C3

* All readings were taken on the outer surface of the sherd. The sherd was well
smoothed and in parts burnished, but there was no evidence for a surface coating.
* Reading C3 was set apart from the other by the fact that Phosphorus and Calcium levels
were 5% higher than the average of the other readings, and Iron levels were 5% lower.
* The composition between the clays and the edges showed no systematic differences.

Figure 62
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd IRI 173
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C4

—

CI

^

CI
E3

C3

C6

E2
C2

E4

C8

—I

—I

El
* This sherd had a red surface coating on the outer surface and the lip. The inner
surface was fire-blackened. However, no distinction could be made in terms of structure
or mineralogy under the SEM.
* The edges did not group separately from the clays. Nonetheless, leaving aside reading
El, there was an average of 3.3% more Iron in the edge readings (14%, 11% and 16.5%)
than in the clays.
* Reading El had very low Iron levels (1%) and relatively high Sodium levels (6%), which
set it apart from all the other readings.

Figure 63

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd IRI175

E3
E5

C3

C6

C7
C8

C2
C4

E2
E4

C5

CI

El

* This was a black-type sherd. The evenness and thickness of the colour on the exterior
surface suggested that this might have had a surface coating applied prior to firing.
There are possible brush or wipe marks and the sherd was definitely smoothed. The inner
surface appeared to have been only smudged (no application of even surface). The core
is relatively even with the outer surface but had a slightly lighter, less even colour.
* Unfortunately readings could only be taken on the inner surface, as the outer surface
crumbled when cut and mounted.
* There was no mineralogical difference between the clays and the edges. In general,
the edges had slightly higher levels of Iron (about 4% higher for E2, E3, £4 and E5 but
0% for E4) .
* Readings CI and El were set apart because they had Sodium levels of around 10%, as
compared to <4% for the other readings.

Figure 64

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd IRI 194
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C4

C8

-|
-

C6

CI

-

C5

-

C3

^

C9
C2

^

E4

J

E5

-I

El

E2

E3

C7
* This sherd had a clear red surface coating and a rough, but seemingly distinctive,
outer clay layer visible under the SEM.
* All readings were taken on the outer surface.
*A11 edge readings grouped separately from the matrix readings. They had Iron levels
that were an average of 12% higher than the matrix readings.
* Reading C7 was an outlier, the reading was probably mistakenly taken on a quartz
crystal.

Figure 65

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd IRI 270

C3

El

E5

C7

E2
E3
E4

C5

C8

C2
C4

C6

CI
* Readings El and E2 were located on the outer surface. Readings E3, E4 and E5 were
taken on the inner surface.
* This sherd had a remnant red surface coating but this was not clearly visible in the
SEM images.
* There is no difference in Iron levels between clays and edges, but Aluminum is on
average 5% higher and Silicon is a bit lower in the edges.
* Reading CI is set apart by the fact that it has comparatively high levels of Sodium
(approximately 10%).

Figure 66

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd IRI 347

XRD
The matrix and surface coating spectrum for IRI 22 was characterised using XRD. This
sherd had a red surface coating. For comparison, the red surface coating from another
sherd, IRI 426, was also analysed. In addition to these two sherds, the matrix and
surface coating spectra from a black-type sherd (IRI 288) with a defmite black surface
coating was also analysed.
The surface coating (Figure 67) and matrix (Figure 68) spectrums for IRI 22 share the
presence of Hematite, Albite and Quartz. However, the surface coating spectrum differs
to the matrix spectrum in that this lacks Maghemite, Anorthite and Spinel. Despite the
fact that Hematite is a significant component of the surface coating, the level in the
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surface coating spectrum does not appear to differ significantly from that in the matrix
spectrum (Figure 69).
When the surface coating spectrum for IRI 426 (Figure 70) was compared to that for IRI
22, this demonstrated fairly consistent results (Figure 71). Quartz levels were higher in
IRI 426, but this was probably due to the preferred orientation of the XRD sample
distorting the reading. Albite was not detected, but Laboradorite and Anorthite were.
Both of these are also forms of feldspars, showing that they too were derived from
sediment with a volcanic origin. Anorthite was also found in the matrix spectrum of IRI
22, demonstrating that this might be part of the normal compositional variation in these
particular minerals for this area.
The surface coating spectrum of sherd IRI 288 was different to its matrix spectrum
(Figure 73), mainly due to the presence of Montmorillonite. Unlike the red surface
coatings, this black surface coating contained Amphiboles and a different form of
feldspar- Andesine - these minerals also occurring in the matrix (Figure 72). There was
no Hematite present, ruling out the possibility that the surface coating was the same as
that used to coat the red pottery - this might have been possible if a red coating was
applied and exposed to a reducing, as opposed to an oxidising, environment.
Nonetheless, the differences in chemistry between the surface coating and the matrix
spectrums suggest that a surface coating was applied (Figure 74).
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Figure 67

IRI 22 surface coating spectrum
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IRI 426 surface coating spectrum
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IRI 426 (black) and IRI 22 (red) surface coating spectrums combined
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IRI 288 surface coating spectrum
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IRI 288 surface coating (red) and matrix (black) spectrums combined
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DUMBRIQIJE

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
Dumbrique is the name given to an excavation located on the property of Marcelina and
Joey Dumbrique (Figure 75 and Figure 76). This stratified site, located near Catugan
village, is part of the Catugan shell midden. It is situated on the west bank of the
Cagayan River opposite the town of Lal-lo and the Santa Maria shell midden
(containing the Irigayen site). Because the excavations at Irigayen revealed a wellstratified site, the excavators aimed to compare a similar site on the opposite bank of the
Cagayan River. The total extent of the Catugan shell midden is about 250 by 75 meters.
Of topographical note is that the river between the two middens is divided by an island
called Lafu. The deeper channel runs along the eastern (Irigayen) bank, while the
western arm, adjacent to Dumbrique, is called the 'Malanao River". It is shallow and
about five kilometres long.
Excavation background
The Catugan shell midden was first surveyed in 1988 by a team headed by Yoshi
Aoyagi. At that time two distinct layers were recorded, and the site was noted for future
stratigraphic excavations (Tanaka 2000). A joint Japanese-Filipino Team again visited
the site in 1995, recording the presence of some human remains. The first excavations
were completed by Kazuhiko Tanaka in 1996 as part of his doctoral research, in
association with Angel Bautista representing the National Museum of the Philippines.
Dumbrique was later re-excavated by Hidefumi Ogawa, again in association with the
National Museum.
In 1996, Tanaka (2000) excavated a 2 by 1 metre area directly on the river bank where
human bones and stratified layers were observable." The area was excavated according
to the natural surface layers, using arbitrary 10 cm spits. Although the southern half of
the square was quite disturbed, the northern half was well-stratified.
The second team led by Hidefumi Ogawa in 2001 aimed to identify archaeological sites
in Lal-lo and nearby municipalities, as well as to verify results from a number of
previous excavations (Garong 2002). In all, thirty sites were examined, of which four
were excavated, including Dumbrique. At Dumbrique, the area chosen for excavation
lay a few metres from the river bank. Only a single square - N2E8 - was excavated,
although there was extensive auguring of other points on the midden. Square N2E8 has
been re-analysed for this research, along with sherds fi'om the lower layer of Tanaka's
excavation. There were so few sherds in Layer 4 of Square N2E8 that the sherds fi'om
" When M. C. Swete Kelly visited the site in 2005, much of the area around this original excavation had
eroded into the river.
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Tanaka's excavation were added to the analysis in order to provide a better idea of the
forms of the red-type pottery.
Stratigraphy
Tanaka's (2000) conclusion was that there are five layers at Dumbrique:
•
•
•
•
•

Layer I: humus and cultivated soil layer, disturbed layer containing mixed
artefacts;
Layer II: shell layer with some soil, contains human skeletal remains scattered
through the shell layer (no discemable pit), black/brown pottery;
Layer III: soil layer with few shells, blacL^rown pottery;
Layer IV: shell layer with some soil, black/brown pottery;
Layer V: loam soil, red-slipped pottery.

Layers II to V were then divided into further sub-layers (Tanaka 2000).
disturbances were also noted.

Pits and

The report from the 2001 excavations lists only four layers (Garong 2002):
•
•
•
•

Layer 1: shell layer, whole and fragmented Kabibe; blue and white Ming
Dynasty porcelain; plain black pottery;
Layer 2: shell layer with soil (half of the square had whole shells and half
fragmented); plain black pottery;
Layer 3: silt layer with fragmented shells; black pottery which was
predominantly plain in design but which also had impressed and incised
designs;
Layer 4: silt layer; red-slipped pottery mixed with black and brown types.

Four disturbances were noted between Layers 2 and 4, usually associated with the
fragmentation of shell. Deer, pig jaws, teeth and other bones were common. There
were also two whole (though fragmented) vessels in layer 1, one containing human and
animal bones. Other features included a European wine bottle and a wooden post
(Layer 2, spit 1). Two of the auger holes taken across the midden also revealed redslipped pottery, both plain and incised. Both the excavations and the auguring suggest
that black-type pottery comes from the shell layer, and red-slipped pottery from below,
although both can sometimes be found in association in the shell layer.
Analysis
Dumbrique contains both red-slipped and black pottery in very similar stratigraphic
contexts to Irigayen and the other riverside sites. Tanaka (2000) suggested links
between the red-slipped pottery in the lower levels of Dumbrique and some of the
pottery from Magapit. Ogawa has not yet published an analysis of the pottery from his
excavations at Dumbrique, although with his permission the pottery was analysed for
this thesis.
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cOHPour «ooN

Figure 75

Dumbrique map (from Tanaka 2000)

Figure 76

Position of Dumbrique sliell midden and excavated pits (from Garong 2002^^)

This version, which differs only slightly in the legend, was provided by Garong pers com.
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II.

SITE CONTEXT INFORMATION

The focus of this analysis was on Square N2E8, which was excavated under the
direction of Hidefiimi Ogawa in 2001. It was chosen because it was suggested by the
excavation team that it was closely comparable to that of Irigayen, and because it
contained red-slipped pottery. The analysis of the entire sequence was undertaken to
compare it with Irigayen, with an eye to examining the regional variation. However,
analysis showed that the red-slipped pottery in this square was both highly worn and
few in number. Consequently, with Kazuhiko Tanaka's permission, the sherds from
Layer 5 of his excavations were also analysed for comparative purposes. Even so, the
condition of these was still quite poor, and they were not nearly as abundant as other
pottery higher in the sequence.
Number and distribution of sherds
In total, 312 sherds were examined (Table 37). In the following, the results will be
presented in terms of the 'natural' stratigraphic layers, not the spits, because the
stratigraphic layers appeared to correspond more closely to changes in the pottery
assemblage. Furthermore, the spits were not of equal depth, thus complicating any
analysis based on these divisions.
Table 37

Dumbrique: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated depth
Natural layer

Spit

Depth

No. of sherds

Square N2E8
Surface
1
2
3
4

0-25

23

Spit 1

25-38

Spit 2

38-55

33
32

Spit 1
Spit 2

55-85
85-94

38
67

Spit 3

94-110

3

Spit 1
Spit 2

110-129
129-149

16
54

Spit 1

149-160

2

Spit 2

160-178

10

Disturbance 1

9

Feature 2

3

Feature 1, Burial Jar 1

1

Sherds from K. Tanaka's excavation:

5

150-160

4

200-210

2

210-220

5
1

220-230
250-260

1

unknown

3

The total weight of analysed sherds was 7801 grams, of which only 168 grams came
from Layer 4 in N2E8, and 234 grams from Layer 5 in Kazuhiko Tanaka's excavation
(Table 38). It should be noted that the depth of Layer 5 in this earlier excavation was
much greater than that of Layer 4 in the later excavation (1.1 meters in depth as opposed
to about 30 cm). The density of sherds in Tanaka's Layer 5 is therefore very sparse.
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Table 38

D u m b r i q u e : Distribution of sherd weights by layer
Layer

N

Minimum

Maximum

Total

Std.
Deviation
12

Mean

Surface

23

2

50

273

1

65

2

69

1243

19

17

2

108

1

314

3123

29

39

12

3

71

4

144

2411

34

26

4

12

1

32

168

10

10

5

16

2

51

234

17

14

Disturbance I

9

4

46

125

14

13

Feature I, Burial jar 1

1

182

182

182

182

Feature 2

3

22

66

152

III.

sT^

25

FORM INFORMATION

With regards to the broad form patterns, the Surface, Layer 1 and Layer 2 have more
Form 1 than Form 2 sherds (Table 39). In Layer 3 and 4 both forms are more or less
equal in numbers. In Layer 5 there are more Form 2 than Form 1 sherds.
Table 39

D u m b r i q u e : F o r m distribution by layer
Form

Layer

0

2

1

Surface

Total

4

3

9

13

1

1

24

23

18

2

26

51

24

3

24

24

23

4

10

1

1

12

5

9

1

6

16

4

4

1

9

1

3

Disturbance 1

23
65
7

108
71

1

1

Feature 1, Burial jar 1
2

Feature 2

Form 0: unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
Ninety-five sherds from Dumbrique could not be attributed to a major vessel form and
were thus allocated to Form 0 (Table 40). All sub-forms occurred within the sequence,
although not all occurred in all layers.
Table 40

D u m b r i q u e , F o r m 0: Distribution of sherds by s u b - f o r m a n d layer
Layer

Sub-form
a

b
7

1

1

21

3

2

23

1

3

10

4

8

Surface

e

d

Disturbance 1
Feature 2

3
2

Total

f
1

9
24

1

1

6

7

26
1

24
10

2
2

5

5
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Sub-form a (unassociated lips) sherds constituted 68.5% of all sherds within Form 0.
These were most abundant in Layers 1 and 2.
The unassociated lips showed a wide range of variation in shape and size. However, the
majority of the sherds were similar in shape to Forms 1, 2 and 3, but without sufficient
attributes to allow confident attribution to these forms. That said, one sherd in Layer 2,
and two sherds in Layer 3, do not appear to be compatible with the defined forms or
sub-forms. Hence there is no clear indication of the final vessel forms. These are very
long sherds with parallel rims and rounded lips
The sherds in sub-form a appeared to show fairly narrow ranges of both maximum
width and orifice diameter (Figure 77). The Layer 1 sherds have the widest spread of
both these widths.
Sherds of Form 0-a in Layers 2 and 3 both had a relatively narrow range of orifice
diameters. The overwhelming majority of Form 0-a sherds in both of these layers were
black-type pottery. That said, these two layers differ in the range of maximum widths,
showing that the size (and shape) was not the same. Layer 2 had smaller maximum
widths and a narrower range. Layer 3 had generally larger maximum widths and a
broader range.
Form 0-a sherds in Layer 4 generally had smaller orifice diameters compared to other
layers, and the maximum widths were fairly low as well (about the same as the sherds in
Layer 2). These sherds were all red-type pottery.
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Dumbrique, Form 0-a: The relationship between orifice diameter and maximum
width, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer and surface coating

Sub-form b (necks and angular sherds) was not very common. Two sherds found in
Layer 5 were the only clear necks. Both of these were red-type pottery, lacking
evidence of a surface coating. There was one other sherd that may have been a neck for
a rimmed-bowl (Form 2-b). It was found in Layer 4 and had a red surface coating, but
was the only example at this site. Perhaps there were no necks of black-type pottery,
because these sherds were relatively large with even thickness and this may have
prevented similar patterns of breakage to the red-type pottery.
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Six sherds were broken 'comer' pieces of unknown origin. These were found in several
different stratigraphic layers (one on the Surface; three in Layer 1; one in Layer 2; one
in Layer 5). They could feasibly be part of a base, particularly the short, divergent types
which might be categorised as Form 3-c (footrim).
Another sherd was an angular piece. Due to its large size, as well as the fact that it had
smoothed but slightly uneven surfaces, it seems likely that it was associated with Form
4 (stoves). Perhaps it was a base support, a protrusion that supported the pot, or a knob
for lifting.
One sherd from Layer 4 is uniquely shaped and of unknown association. It may have
been part of a low base or a vessel rim. Another sherd in Layer 5 was a moulded clay
lump, also of unknown association.
Sub-form c (handles and knobs) occurred predominantly in Layer 3 (six of seven
sherds), with one sherd occurring in Layer 2.
Five sub-form c sherds were small, rounded, semi-circular loops (Figure 78). These
were all found at the same depth and had maximum thicknesses ranging from 10.715.2mm, and minimum thicknesses ranging from 5.8-9.2mm. There was one sherd
(also pictured) which had both an intact rim and a loop, this is a Form 2 (unrestricted
rim), sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherd, but is included in this section to
demonstrate the association.

0
Figure 78
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Dumbrique: Small, rounded loops
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Figure 79

Dumbrique: Large, circular knobs found (top: sherd from Layer 3; bottom: sherd
from Layer 2)

One sherd from Layer 3 was a large, circular knob about 31mm in height, with a
maximum diameter of 32.9mm. A similar sherd found in Layer 2 had a maximum
diameter of 41.5mm and a height of 41.5mm. These were the only two examples of this
kind (Figure 79).
All the aforementioned sherds of sub-form c were of black-type, and several were
burnished.
Sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds) predominantly occurred in Layer 3 (seven of nine
sherds). (Examples of the designs and techniques can be seen in the section on surface
alteration to follow). Of the sherds in Layer 3, six were incised and one had moulded
and applied clay in raised lines. The six incised bodysherds were of similar technique,
design components and fabric, and may have come from just one vessel. One sherd in
Layer 2 was impressed with an all-over design. One heavily worn, incised bodysherd
was associated with the Disturbance feature.
Sub-form e (carinations) occurred in Layer 3 (one only) and Layer 5 (two sherds).
Only one of the sherds - in Layer 5 - had evidence of a red surface coating. One large
sherd of Form 1-c in Feature 1, Burial jar 1 also possessed a carination. It was
burnished, black and had an externally orientated flat lip. Hence, although carinations
were not a prominent feature of the assemblage, they did occur in both red-type and
black-type pottery.
Two sherds of sub-form f (base associated pieces) were found in Layer 5 and one on
the surface. Given the lack of evidence for this sub-form in other layers, the surface
find is most likely out of context. One of the sherds in Layer 5 had evidence of a red
surface coating. All were fairly flat in the body, and were probably associated with
Form 3-a (pedestal bases).
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Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
At Dumbrique, sub-form a (concave, everted) proved entirely absent from the
assemblage, while sub-forms d and e had only one sherd each (Table 41). The most
abundant sherds are of sub-form b (straight, everted), especially in Layer 2 (85% of
sherds in this layer). There were also a moderate number of sub-form c (wide, everted)
sherds. These were most abundant in Layer 3 (87.5% of sherds in this layer), being also
present in low numbers above this, but absent below.
Table 41

Dumbrique, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer

a

Surface
1
2
3
4
5
Disturbance 1
Feature 1, Burial Jar 1

b

Sub-form
c
10
3
19
3
51
21
3
1
1
3
1

Total

e

d

1

1

13
23
51
24
1
1
4
1

There were three major, defined variants of sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds.
a. There were four sherds belonging to variant a (Figure 80). These had very short rims
(width of flare= 4.5 to 13.8mm) and were found in Layer 1 (two sherds), Layer 3
(one sherd) and Layer 4 (one sherd). Two were almost vertical (-90 degrees from
horizontal at the neck), two more everted. All had rounded lips. One (DBQ 265)
was more 'triangular' in shape than the others. It was found in Layer 4 and also had
evidence of a red surface coating. The others were black-type pottery, more rounded
overall.

7

Figure 80
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Dumbrique, Form 1-b-a
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b. The majority of sherds in sub-form b fell under this variant (64 sherds) (Figure 81).
They were generally even, parallel rimmed with a slightly flattened lip, with rounded
edges. In general, the neck area was quite thick, in many cases of even thickness
with the rim. This variant was predominant in Layer 2 (39 of the 64 sherds). They
were found in lower numbers on the Surface and in Layer 1. Two sherds of this type
were found in Layer 3. Although some were everted at 120-130 degrees, most were
more strongly everted, between 140 and 180 degrees (as measured from the
horizontal placed at the neck). Variant b sherds often had a very sharply defmed
neck. All were black-type pottery. The width of flare ranged from 15.7-42.8rmn
(mean=24.1 mm, S.D.= 5.2mm).
Maximum thickness ranged from 6.7-13.4mm
(mean=9.3mm, S.D.= 1.5mm).

s
Figure 81

3

Dumbrique, Form 1-b-b

c. This was a broad form category, less standardised than the previous grouping.
Variant c sherds were tbund on the Surface (four sherds), and in Layers 1 (five
sherds), 2 (twelve sherds) and 5 (one sherd). These sherds had a more gradual,
rounded neck (Figure 82), as well as a distinctively rounded rim without a flattened
area. Also, the rim margins varied considerably in shape - some had external
thickening, others had both margins thickened, and there were numerous variations.
Those in Layer 2 were often 'tear-drop' shaped, being very rounded at the lip and
tapering off towards the neck. Yet despite such wide variation, and in contrast to
variant b, most had a rim that narrowed before the neck. The single sherd in Layer 5
was of red-type pottery, though with no evidence of a surface coating. All other
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sherds were of black-type pottery, except on the Surface of the site where there were
a number of sherds that had no evidence for a surface coating. The width of flare
ranges from 14.2 to 33.4mm (mean= 22.3mm, S.D.= 5.8mm), the maximum thickness
from 6.8 to 11.9mm (mean=9.2mm, S.D.= 1.5mm).

1
Figure 82

Dumbrique, Form 1-b-c

Sub-form c (wide, everted) sherds are present on the Surface and in Layers 1 and 3, the
majority in Layer 3. There is a high probability that most, if not all, of the sherds in the
upper layers were introduced through disturbance (Figure 83).
Of those in Layer 3 (21 sherds), most were everted at 120-130 degrees (some appeared
outcurved, due to rounding of the interior lip, but these did not form a distinct type).
Seven sherds had vertical rims (lip positioned at 90 degrees to the neck). All were
rounded, although the appearances varied slightly. Nine sherds had both margins
rounded, nine had a flat inner margin and rounded outer, one had a flat outer margin and
rounded inner (similar to those in Layer 1 and on the surface), and two had a flat inner
margin with a rounded outer that tapered slightly towards the neck. Five sherds had
incised surface alteration (two in Layer 1). Width of flare ranged from 19.5 to 38.6mm
(mean=25.9, S.D.= 5.7), maximum thickness from 11.7 to 21.3mm (mean= 15.2,
S.D.=2.7). All were black-type pottery, with the majority having a smudged surface.
Four sherds appeared to have an even black surface coating.
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Figure 83

Dumbrique, Form 1-c

There was a single sherd of sub-form d (internally restricted), with a flat, internally
orientated lip and slightly convergent margins. The specimen was found in association
with the disturbance, thus the original stratigraphic association is unknown. This sherd
was of black-type and appeared to have a surface coating.

Figure 84

Dumbrique, Form 1-d
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There was one sherd of sub-form e (outcurved, everted) (Figure 85). It was found in
Layer 1 and is a relatively short-rimmed, thin, black-type sherd, that may have had a
surface coating.

7
Figure 85

Dumbrique, Form 1-e

Measurements for Form 1 sherds
The distribution of Form 1 sherds within the Dumbrique site shows a relatively small
range for width of flare (Figure 86). Sherds from Layer 2 have the highest degree of
correlation (i.e. an increase in the width of flare is matched by a proportional increase in
maximum width). This is probably due to the preponderance of sub-form b sherds of a
fairly standardised appearance (most had parallel rims and a flat, externally orientated
lip). Sherds in Layer 3 show a wider range of width of flare when compared to
maximum width.
This layer had many sherds of sub-form c, this sub-form
encompassing a wider range of variation than sub-form b. Layer 1 and the Surface
sherds show distributions similar to Layer 3 in general size, but with different sub-form
distributions.
Overall, the range of orifice diameters was very small. However, the correlation
between orifice diameter and width in Layer 2 (driven by the predominant presence of
sub-form b sherds) was not quite as strong as that seen between width of flare and
maximum width, although the range was even tighter. Again, Layer 3 showed a wider
range of orifice diameters (as it did for maximum width) and this seems to be associated
with the distribution of sub-form c.
There was only one sherd each of Form 1, in Layers 4 and 5, both sub-form b. Thus, it
is impossible to say anything about measurement variation, other than to say that they
do not differ in the range of measurements to the same forms found in the other layers.
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Dumbrique, Form 1: The relationship between width of flare and maximum width, and of orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the
distribution of sherds by layer, sub-form and surface coating
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
For Form 2, numerous sub-form a (upcurved or direct) and one sub-form c (outcurved)
were identified in the Dumbrique assemblage (Table 42). Layers 1, 2 and 3 had more
sherds of Form 2 than Layers 4 and 5, but the proportion of the assemblage represented
by Form 2 sherds in Layers 4 and 5 is greater than in the higher layers.
Table 42

Dumbrique, Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer

Sub-form
a

Surface
1
2
3
4
5
Disturbance I
Feature 2

b

c

1
18
23
23
1
6
1
1

Total

d

1
18
24
23
1
6
1
1

1

The sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds show a high degree of standardisation to
four shape variants. These variants are distributed differently across the layers,
demonstrating changes in the predominance of different variant types over time (Table
43).
Table 43

Dumbrique, Form 2-a: Distribution of sherds by variant and layer
Layer
Surface
1
2
3
4
5
Disturbance 1
Feature 2

Variant

a

b
12
9
2
1
1

1
6
13

c

Total

d

1
21
1
5
1

1
18
23
23
1
6
1
1

a. Variant a has a flat lip, which is either upward facing or externally orientated (Figure
87). In general, the sherds have parallel margins (some only slightly convergent or
divergent were generally considered parallel). Width at lip ranges between 6.5 and
13.1mm (mean= 9.8, S.D.= 1.9). Maximum width ranges between 4.5 and 12.7mm
(mean=8.5, S.D.= 2.4). One sherd was of red-type but all others were black-type
pottery. This variant is particularly abundant in Layers 1 and 2.
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s
Figure 87

Dumbrique, Form 2-a

b. Variant b possesses some similarities to the Form 2-b (rimmed, unrestricted) sherds
found in Irigayen, in that the upper body section is out-turned, creating a flare around
the bowl. However, the sherds found at Irigayen had a clear neck, a feature that
these lack. While some indeed possess a neck-like feature, this is achieved by gentle
curvature. The bowls vary in depth. Nonetheless, the sherds in this variant are
clearly related. All are of black-type pottery. This variant was most common in
Layer 2.
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\
Figure 88

Dumbrique, Form 2-a-b

c. Variants a and c have many similarities. However, variant c is less standardised in
shape than variant a, and lips can be either flat or rounded. Often the bowls are
shallower, and there is sometimes a slight internal thickening of the lip. The
majority of variant c sherds are found in Layer 5 and are red-type pottery. Width at
lip for variant c sherds ranges between 3.8 and 7mm (mean= 5.5, S.D.= 1.4).
Maximum width ranges between 6.5 and 9.1mm (mean= 7.8, S.D.= 1.15).

Figure 89
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Dumbrique, Form 2-a-c
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d. Variant d is predominant in Layer 3. It has a flat lip that is usually internally
orientated (it can sometimes be direct but, if it is, this is usually associated with a
interior thickening that makes the shape similar to other sherds within the variant).
The associated bowls are quite deep. This variant is often associated with incision on
the flat lip (11 of 24 sherds). The majority are of black-type pottery, although one
sherd with a broadly similar shape but without any evidence for surface alteration
was red-type.

\
r-X

Figure 90

Dumbrique, Form 2-a-d

There is a single sherd of sub-form c (outcurvcd) (Figure 91). This outwardly curved
sherd has a flat, externally orientated lip (rounded edges). This sherd had a loop
attached and is previously mentioned in the discussion of Form 0-c. It is a black-type
sherd.
^M<W

Figure 91

Dumbrique, Form 2-c
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Measurements for Form 2 sherds
Overall, measurements for the Form 2 sherds were fairly tightly clustered with regards
to orifice diameter and maximum width (Figure 94). Nonetheless, there was still
patterning in the groupings shown by sherds in different layers and variants.
The sherds in Layer 1 have the widest range of maximum widths. The sherds in Layer 2
are generally clustered towards the lower end of this range, and the sherds in Layer 3
are generally clustered towards the higher end. Layers 4 and 5 had few sherds, but,
where present, these are generally towards the lower end of the maximum width range
(primarily overlapping with Layers 1 and 2). The orifice diameter spread is less divided
by layer. Layers 1, 2, 3 and 5 overlap quite substantially. The two sherds in Layer 4
overlap, but occur at the lower end of the overall range.
The patterns observed for the size variation in the layers, particularly for maximum
width, tend to correspond closely to the dominant variant within that layer. Sub-form a
has a wide range of maximum width, while variants b and c cluster towards the lower
end of the scale.
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Dumbrique, Form 2: The relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width,
as this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer, surface coating and variant
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Black-type pottery constituted the majority of the assemblage. Sherds with a clear red
surface coating fell within the range of orifice diameter and maximum width
measurements for the black-type sherds. A number of sherds that did not have a clear
red surface coating but appeared to be of red-type pottery (labelled 'N' in Figure 92)
comparatively low orifice diameters and maximum widths.
Form 3: base rims
There were no clear basal rims at Dumbrique. A number of sherds were assigned to
Form 0-b (necks and angular pieces) that may have been associated with bases. If so, it
would seem that the base rims are very short outcurved sherds, with a rounded lip and a
relatively wide attachment to the vessel (i.e. very divergent from the iip')- These
would be associated with Form 3-c (footrims). They occurred on the Surface and in
Layers 1, 2 and 5.
Another two sherds were assigned to Form 0-f (base associated pieces), one from Layer
5 and one from the Surface. They both had a red surface coating and may have been
associated with Form 3-a (pedestals).
There was breakage that suggested a base attachment on a relatively large sherd of Form
2-a-d, from Layer 3. This particular sherd was one of five sherds thought to have come
from the same bowl, although the others did not have a large enough remaining body
area to show evidence for the base attachment. These sherds were burnished black, and
decorated with incised "rice shaped" impressions in a single row.
Form 4: stove rims
There were seven stove rim sherds, all in Layer 2 (Figure 94), six at the same depth (8594cm), and one between 55 and 85cm. The stove pieces had a wide range of surface
alteration types, including piercing, gouging, circle-stamping and cord-marking (with
'lime'-infill). There were also a number of sherds included in Form 0 that are likely to
have been associated with Form 4.

Figure 93

Dumbrique, Form 4: Sherd profiles
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Figure 94

IV.

Dumbrique: Stove rims

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
While the pottery in Layers 1 to 3 had low levels of wear, the pottery in Layers 4 and 5
was usually worn (Table 44). Some of the latter pieces were heavily weathered (as was
also noted by Tanaka 2000, 2002). They had rounded edges, possibly from being
waterbome before deposition. The level of wear in these layers would also account for
the relatively high number of sherds that have no evidence of a surface coating (see
below).

Table 44

Dumbrique: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by layer/feature
Wear

Layer/Feature
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)
Disturbance 1
Feature 2

180

Slightly
Worn
1
2
3
2
1

Very
worn

Worn
3
1
5
1
1
1
1

Inner very
worn; outer
worn

Outer
worn
1
1

2
6
13

1
3
2

Total sherds
with wear (%
of sherds in
layer)
5 (22%)
4 (6%)
5 (5%)
6 (8%)
12 (100%)
16(100%)
2 (22%)
1 (33%)
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Surface Coating
The majority of sherds in Layers 1 to 3 have a black or a smudged surface coating
(black-type pottery) (Table 45). One sherd in Layer 1 has a possible red surface
coating. However, the form of this sherd is more like the black-type sherds in Layer 1
than the red-type sherds in the lower layers. This sherd may have been exposed to an
oxidising atmosphere towards the end of firing. The core is comparatively dark, and
there is a section of black on one edge of the outer rim similar to the black of the 'blacktype' sherds. Nevertheless, the fabric is red, and perhaps the smoothing of the surface
has accentuated this, so that it looks similar to sherds with possible red surface coatings.
It is likely that some sherds from these layers were not smudged or did not have a
surface coating applied. These sherds were often smoothed and usually evenly formed;
in general they had similar vessel forms to the other pottery found in these layers. A
number of the black-type sherds were burnished, especially those that had an even black
surface coating. Even those that were not burnished were very well smoothed.
Sherds with a definite red surface coating or a possible one were predominantly found
in Layers 4 and 5. There was one smudged sherd in Layer 5, but this is likely to have
resulted from the exposure of a red-type vessel to a reducing environment, rather than
the deliberate firing of a black-type vessel. Due to the high levels of wear in these
layers, it is impossible to say whether the absence of a red surface coating on a number
of sherds accurately reflects the original nature of the pottery.
The Surface Layer has both black-type and red-type pottery, probably reflecting the
mixing of pottery from other stratigraphic contexts.
Table 45

Dumbrique: Distribution of sherds with or without a surface coating according to
layer/feature

Layer/Feature
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)
Disturbance 1
Feature 1
Feature 2

Surface
coating
(red)
2

Possible
sur&ce
coating
(red)
1

6
3

Surfece
coating
(black)
5
12
10
22

4
1
4
1
2

Smudged
1
39
76
36
1
5
1

No
surface
coating
15
13
22
13
2
11

Total in
layer
23
65
108
71
12
16
9
2
2

No Form 4 sherds had any evidence of a surface coating. However, each of the other
Form categories included sherds with all surface coating types (Table 46). That said,
there was some restriction by variant. For instance. Form 0-f and Form 2-a-c are only
red-type pottery (either with an evident surface coating, or no surface coating but a redtype fabric).
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Table 46

Dumbrique: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and form
Form

Surface
coating
(red)

0
1
2
4

8
1
2

Possible
surface
coating
(red)
4
1
1

Surface
coating
(black)
16
11
29

Smudged
40
80
39

No
surface
coating
38
26
5
7

Colour. Although the number of sherds with a discemable red surface coating was low,
these did show a high degree of standardisation of colour (Table 47). All sherds were
either 10 R 4/8 or 10 R 4/6, which are directly adjacent to each other in the Munsell
chart system.
Table 47

Dumbrique: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by provenance
Layer
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka excavation)

Sample
size
3
1
0
0
1
2

Total number
of colours
recorded
1
1

Colour with the
greatest number of
sherds (number)
10 R 4/6 (3)
10R4/8(1)

1
2

10R4/6(1)
10 R 4/6, 10 R 4/8(1)

Application: In regards to the application of red surface coating, the sherds were too few
and in too poor a condition, to observe any obvious indicators of application. That said,
coatings, where present, appeared similar to coatings in the Irigayen site.
The majority of black-type sherds had smudged surfaces, the result of a reducing
atmosphere, particularly towards the end of firing. Sherds with an applied surface
coating were even more abundant at Dumbrique than in the Irigayen assemblage. As at
Irigayen, the surface coating was fairly thick and even, and probably applied by dipping.
Moreover, the surfaces were often highly smoothed. However, some of the sherds
appear to have striations in the surface coating, which indicate wiping, perhaps after
dipping.
Surface Alteration
Dumbrique had a relatively high number of decorated sherds in Layer 3 (38%) (Table
48, Figure 95). Half of these had incised decoration, often on the rim. The black-type
pottery layers displayed a wide diversity of surface alteration types, particularly in
Layer 2, where six sherds represented five different types.
There were no decorated sherds associated with Layers 4 or 5, which contain the redtype pottery.
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Table 48

Dumbrique: Distribution of sherds with different types of surface alteration by
layer/feature

Layer/Feature

Moulded

Circlestamped &
Incised

Incised

Cord-marked
(with 'lime'infiU)

Top
Groove

Gouged

Impressed

Pierced

2

1

1

1

Surface
1

5

2

1
24

3
4

1

1
1

1

5 (Tanaka)
1

Disturbance 1
Feature 1
Feature 2

The majority of incised sherds had either black or smudged surface coatings, although
some incised sherds had no evidence of a surface coating (Table 49). One impressed
sherd and one gouged sherd were smudged. All other types of surface alteration
occurred on pottery with no evidence of a surface coating.
Table 49

Dumbrique: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration types

Surface coating

Surface Alteration
Gouged Incised

Surface coating
(black)
Smudged
None

Circle-stamped
& Incised

Top
Cord-marked
Impressed Moulded (with 'lime'-infill) Pierced
Groove

11
1
1

10
8

1
1

2

1

1

1

1

Incised design was associated with sherds of Forms 1 and 2 (Table 50). Several surface
alteration types - including gouging, cord-marked (with lime-infill) and piercing - only
occurred in association with Form 4. It seems likely that the second gouged sherd, and
the sherds with circle-stamped and incised decoration, also came from Form 4 vessels.
The association between impressed, moulded and top groove alteration types and form
is unknown.
Table 50

Dumbrique: Correlation of sherds by form and surface types
Surface Alteration

Form
0
1
2
4

Gouged

Incised
1

1

11
7
11

Circlestamped &
Incised

Impressed

Moulded

2

2

1

Cord-marked
(with i i m e ' infill)

Pierced

Top
Groove
1

1

1
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Figure 95

Dumbrique: Examples of the types of surface alteration present in the assemblage

Fabric Colour
The outer surfaces and the cores of sherds from Layers 1 and 2 have similar levels of
colour variation (richness) (Table 51). The inner surfaces have slightly less richness.
Nonetheless, the colours of the fabric for Layers 1 and 2 are quite different.
Layer 1 tends to 'redder' hues. Despite the fact that the outer surfaces have more colour
variation than the inner surfaces, the dominant colours for each are quite similar (lOYR
3/1 and 10 YR 4/1). The dominant colour of cores is slightly lighter.
In Layer 2, the dominant colours are more 'yellow' in hue. In general, the surfaces are
very dark (2.5 Y 2.5/1), and the core is substantially lighter.
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The dominant colours in Layer 3 are similar to those in Layer 2. However, in Layer 3
the cores show much greater colour variation than the surfaces. The amount of colour
variation on the surfaces is slightly less than that seen in Layers 1 and 2.
The colour variation seen in both the surfaces and the cores of sherds in Layers 4 and 5
is either less than, or at the lower end of the observed range of, the variation seen in the
upper layers (excluding the inner surfaces of sherds in Layer 5). However, the
significance of this is hard to evaluate in light of the small sample sizes - the richness
measure can only partially compensate for this. It is also important to remember that
the very high levels of wear observed for sherds in these layers may be obscuring the
original surface colours of the sherds.
Black pottery had much more colour variation in the cores compared to the surfaces
(Table 52). The richness of the inner and outer surfaces was the same, as were the
dominant colours (2.5 Y 2.5/1). Smudged pottery had less colour variation (richness)
on the surfaces, as opposed to the cores. Furthermore, the inner surfaces had less colour
variation than the outer surfaces. The dominant colour of the outer surfaces is the same
as for the black pottery. However, the inner surfaces and the cores were redder in hue.
The sherds with a red or possibly red surface coating had less colour variation overall
than the black pottery (again with a caveat regarding the small sample size of the redtype pottery). The cores had less variation than the surfaces, probably reflecting
different wear patterns, rather than the original assemblage variation.
Table 51

Dumbrique: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer
o -aw
Sherd category

•aWD
1 2
"S,
s 2e go
£H oo
a

Outer
surface

Surface
1
2

3

4
5(Tanaka)
Surface
1
2
Core 3
4
5(Tanaka)
Surface
1
Inner 2
surface 3
4
5 (Tanaka)

Colour with the greatest number of
sherds (number)

Sherds divided by layer
23
20
10 YR 4/1, 2.5 Y 4/1, 7.5 YR 3/1 (2)
65
29
10 YR3/1 (10)
108 37
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (18)
71
26
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (14)
12
10
5 YR 5/6 (3)
16
11
7.5 YR 5/6 (3)
23
11
10 YR5/1 (4)
65
29
10 YR 5/2(12)
108 40
2.5 Y 6/3 (10)
71 .37
2.5 Y 6/2 (6)
12
7
10 YR 6/4, 10 YR 6/3 (3)
16
10
2.5 Y 6/3 (4)
23
17
5 colours with 2 sherds each
65
27
10 YR4/1 (11)
108 35
10 YR 3/1, 2.5 Y 2.5/1 (11)
71
24
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (14)
12
8
5 YR 5/6 (3)
16
13
10 YR 5/6, 7.5 YR 5/6, 5 YR 5/6 (2)

12
CCA3/

4.2
3.6
3.6
3.1
2.8
2.8
2.3
3.6
3.8
4.4
2
2.5
3.5
3.3
3.4
2.8
2.3
3.3
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Table 52

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

Dumbrique: Measures of sherd colour diversity by surface coating type
Sherds divided by surface coating type
None
76
40
5 YR 5/6(10)
Surface coating (red)
11
9
5 YR 5/4, 2.5 YR 5/4 (2)
Possible surfece coating (red)
6
5
5 YR 5/6 (2)
Surface coating (black)
56
22
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (15)
Smudged
41
159
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (25)
No surface modification
76
36
5 YR 5/4 (6)
Surface coating (red)
7
11
10 YR 6/3 (3)
Possible surface coating (red)
6
5
2.5 Y 6/3 (2)
Surface coating (black)
56
35
2.5 Y 6/2 (6)
Smudged
159
45
10 YR5/1, 10 YR 5/2 (14)
No surface modification
42
76
5 YR 5/6 (8)
Surface coating (red)
11
8
5 YR 5/6 (4)
Possible surface coating (red)
6
6
All different colours
Surface coating (black)
22
56
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (15)
Smudged
159
38
10 YR4/1 (23)

4.6
2.7
2
2.9
3.3
4.1
2.1
2
4.7
3.6
4.8
2.4
2.4
2.9
3

For the surfaces of sherds with no evidence of a surface coating, very high levels of
variation (richness) were observed. Less variation was observed in the cores.
There was only one sherd where the margin colour differed to both the surfaces and the
core. This sherd was found in Layer 2 and had a black surface coating.
The large majority of sherds from Dumbrique had one or both surfaces differing to the
core (Table 53). In Layer 2 this was more likely to be a marginal difference (a surface
layer thicker than 0.5mm). In Layer 3 this was more likely to be a surface difference
only (a thickness of less than 0.5mm). Of those where the surface differed to the core,
the majority in all layers had sharp margins (Table 54). The greatest proportion of
sherds with difftise margins (26%) was observed in Layer 3.

Table 53

Dumbrique: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing of sherds by
layer/feature
Firing Pattern

Layer/feature
Surface
1
2
3
4
5
Disturbance 1
Feature 1, Burial Jar 1
Feature 2

186

Even

1
1
1

Both margins differ
to core (margins and
surface are even)

Surfaces
only
differ

Margins differ
to core and
surfaces

Outer
surface only
differs

Inner
surface only
differs

4
29
52
23
5
5
4
1
1

11
26
44
39
5
3
4

2
5
2

5
4
4
6
3
2
1

1

2

6
2
2
1
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Table 54

Dumbrique: Distribution of variation in firing margins by layer/feature
Colour margins
Layer/Feature

Surface
1
2
3
4
5
Disturbance 1
Feature 1, Burial Jar 1
Feature 2

V.

Diffiise

3
I
3
18

Sharp surface,
difiuse marginal

Sharp

Sharp outer
surface, difliise
inner surface

2
1

18
57
103
52
15
11
8
1
3

1

1

Sharp surface,
sharp marginal

4
2

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
Quartz was detected in all sherds from the Dumbrique site (Table 55). A large number
of sherds also contained Titaniferous Magnetite (particularly Titaniferous Magnetite 1).
A moderate amount of sherds contained Feldspars, particularly Andesine and Augite
(Pyroxene group).
Table 55

Dumbrique: Minerals identified in each sherd analysed using SEM-EDXA
next page)
Os
Sherd o
r(N in
N 0\ m
(N vo
m (N <
lO
a\
C C a a a a a C a c C a a
§ § § m CQ ffl DQ CQ DQ CQ CQ CQ CQ
Mineral
Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
Feldspar
Andesine
1
1
1 1
1 1 1
Sanidine
1 1 1
Pyroxene
Augite

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

(continued

(N
c am
mQ
Q

1
1

1

1

1

Amphibole
Anthophyllite
Garnet
Unidentified Mix of Grossular &
Almandine
1
Spinel- Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
1
1. Prob. Magnetite or Hematite with
silicate inclusions
1
2. Poss. Magnetite or Hematite with
silicate inclusions
1
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

Titaniferous magnetite (3)
Other Spinel
Probably Ulvoespinel
Mitchellite

1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
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Table 56

Dumbrique: Minerals identified in each sherd
from previous page)
lA
Sherd o
s
m CN ts
ro
a a a C a
§ CQ Da CQ CQ
Mineral
Q Q Q Q
Other
Quartz
1 1 1 1 1
Ilmenite
Unidentified Groups
1
1
1
1
2
3
1 1
4
7
1
9
1
A
1
C
Charcoal/Organic?

analysed using SEM-EDXA (continued
r- >n

O cy a
CQ CQ CQ
Q Q Q
1

1

5

§

Q

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

VO

r-

ON CN
a a a

O
CQ QQ CQ CQ
Q Q Q Q
1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1

lA

VO
CN (N
c a
CQ §

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

Compositional dendrograms - matrix and minerals
Hierarchical cluster analysis of the analysed sherds from Dumbrique results in two
seemingly similar distributions for the matrix composition (Figure 96) and the mineral
inclusions (Figure 97). However, the sherds included in these groupings are not
consistent between the two analyses. There are two possible interpretations. Firstly, the
groupings could be spurious. Secondly, the groupings could be demonstrating different
sources for the clays and the temper, which were only subsequently combined in a
number of different ways at a single production centre.

DBQ 261
DBQ 264

DBQ 260
DBQ 265
DBQ 304

DBQ 235
DBQ 1

DBQ 305
DBQ 191
DBQ 5

DBQ 57
DBQ 11

DBQ 177

DBQ 169

DBQ 96 •

Figure 96
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Dumbrique: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds
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DBQ 260
DBQ 235

DBQ 191

J

DBQ 57

DBQ 1
DBQ 177
DBQ 304

DBQ 261
DBQ 169
DBQ 265

DBQ 5

DBQ 11

DBQ 305
DBQ 96

DBQ 264

Figure 97

Dumbrique: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison of matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings were taken for comparison with the matrix composition on six sherds
from Dumbrique (Table 57). Five of these had evidence for a red surface coating, and
one had evidence for an even black surface coating. This biased representation of the
assemblage was only made because the ultimate aim of this analysis is to characterise
and examine differences in the red surface coating between sites. Even so, the very
worn condition of the sherds with the red surface coating meant that there was no
unequivocal instances in which a surface coating could be structurally and
compositionally distinguished from the matrix of the sherds. In one instance, the edges
did differentiate from the matrix, but even so there was no clear, systematic difference
in the composition (Figure 102). This may have been caused by post-depositional
processes (such as water transport) affecting the outer layers. Due to the poor condition
of the surfaces and the very small patches of visible red surface coating, it seems
unlikely that a slip is being observed in the one sherd that appears to have a structurally
different outer layer (Figure 99). Perhaps this outer layer is a 'self-slip', created by the
smoothing of the surface, or a post-depositional deposit.
Apart from these two sherds, the other sherds with a red surface coating had no
definable difference between the matrix and the edges, this being probably due to the
poor condition of the sherds, rather than an accurate reflection of the original vessel
characteristics (Figure 101, Figure 100 and Figure 103)
The one black sherd that was analysed did appear to have a systematically heightened
level of Iron in the outer surface, which separated most of the edges from the matrix
(Figure 98). There were also heightened levels of Aluminium and Silicon throughout
the sherd, which suggests that the clay came from a different source than those with a
red surface coating. Although there was no structurally visible surface coating under
the SEM, one may have been applied. At the very least, the evidence suggests that a
compositionally different surface coating may have been applied before firing.
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Table 57
Sherd
No.

Dumbrique: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics sherds analysed using
SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges
Wear
Outer surface
Inner surface

Suriace coating
Outer surface
Inner surface

DBQ 1

None evident

None evident

Burnished black

Burnished black

DBQ 261

Worn

Very worn

10 R 4/6

None evident

DBQ 264

Very worn

Very worn

Remnant red

Remnant red

DBQ 265

Slight wear

Slight wear

Remnant red

None evident

DBQ 304

Worn

Very worn

10 R 4/8

None evident

DBQ 305

Very worn

Very worn

None evident

None evident

C7

-,

CI

^

E5

—I

E2

E3
El

Clay colour
10 YR 4/2 (I)
2.5 Y 2.5/1 ( 0 )
5 YR 5/6 (I)
2.5 YR 4 / 6 ( 0 )
10 YR 6/4 (I)
7.5 YR 5/4 ( 0 )
5 YR 5/6 (I)
5 YR 5/4 ( 0 )
7.5 YR 5/6 (I)
5 YR 5/4 ( 0 )
2.5 Y 6/3 (I)
5 YR 5/6 ( 0 )

C5

E4

C6

C8

C3

—I

C4

C2

*This sherd had an even black surface coating, which is thought to be created through
exposure to a reduced firing environment. Differential firing has resulted in a browner
inner surface. It is not clear whether a surface coating was applied first. There is
no evidence visible under the SEM, that a surface coating was applied to this sherd.
Both surfaces have been smoothed.
*This sherd did have heightened levels of Iron in the edge readings (13-26%, as opposed
to a maximum content of 11% in the matrix readings). The close similarity in Aluminum
levels is driving this grouping and without it the edge reading and the matrix readings
would separate out from one another.
*In general the Aluminum content is higher and the Silicon content lower than that
observed for sherds with a red surface coating.

Figure 98
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DBQ 1
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C2

C6

C7

E3

CI

El
E6

C4

C5

E4

C3

E2

C8

E5

*A remnant red surface coating could be observed on the outer surface of this sherd.
The outer surface of this sherd does appear to be coated with a layer of clay that is
structurally different to the matrix, and which is visible in patches on the outer and
inner surface.
*Readings El and E5 were taken on what appeared to be an intact section of the outer
surface. Readings E3 and E4 were taken on what appeared to be an intact section of the
inner surface.
(The precise location on the surface of readings E2 and E6 is unknown.)
*There is no clear, systematic difference between the matrix readings and the edges.
The edges generally have Iron levels between 12 and 19%. If the readings for C4 and C5
are excluded, than this is about 7% higher than the levels seen in the matrix readings.
Both C4 and C5 were located fairly close to the surfaces. The outlying C8 and E5
readings had very low Iron levels and very high Na.

Figure 99

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DBQ 261

ci

E5

C3

C6

C8

E2
C4

C7

C5

E3
E4

C2

El

*This sherd was quite worn but did have faint patches of a red surface coating on both
the inner and outer surfaces.
*Readings El and E2 were located on areas of the outer surface that appeared to be
intact. Readings E3, E4 and E5 were located on the partially crumbled, inner surface.
*There was no systematic difference between the matrix and the edge readings of this
sherd.

Figure 100

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DBQ 264
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CI

-1

C3

^

C8
C5

E2

C2

E4

E5

C4

E3

—,

CI

El

C6
•Remnant patches of red surface coating were visible on the outer surface of this sherd,
however the edge did not show any visible structural or compositional differences under
the SEM.
•Readings El and E2 were taken on the outer surface in what appeared to be a fairly
intact section. Reading E3 was taken on a section of outer surface that may have been
broken. Readings E4 and E5 were taken on the inner surface.
•There was no systematic difference between the matrix and the edge readings of this
sherd (Fe ranges from 7 to 20% but heightened levels were not confined to edge
readings).
•Reading C6 had heightened levels of Magnesium and Potassium compared to the other
readings.

Figure 101

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DBQ 265

El

E4

E2

C6

E5
E3

C3
C4

C7
C8

C5

CI

C2•This sherd had remnant patches of red surface coating clearly visible on the outer
surface, but no clear structural or compositional differences were visible under the
SEM.
•Readings El and E2 were taken on the inner surface of the sherd and readings E3, E4 and
E5 were taken on the outer surface. The areas in which they were taken all appeared to
be relatively intact.
•Although the edge readings did in general appear to differentiate from the matrix
readings, this did not clearly reflect any particular systematic difference in
composition. There' were elevated levels of iron (as compared to other sherds)
throughout the sherd, with all but one reading having a level greater than 10%.
•Reading C5 was set apart by high Magnesium levels, and readings CI and C2 were set
apart by high Titanium readings.

Figure 102
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DBQ 304
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ci

C4

E4

El

C2
C5

C3

E2

E5
E3

—I

C6
CI

C8
*This sherd had possible remnants of a red surface coating but overall the sherd was
very worn. There were no clear structural or compositional differences evident between
the edge and the matrix under the SEM.
Readings El, E2 and E5 were taken on the outer surface, the former two appeared to be on
a relatively intact section of surface. Readings E3 and E4 were taken on the inner
surface.
*There were no systematic differences between the composition of the edge and the matrix
for this sherd.

Figure 103 Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
ofslierdDBQ 305

XRD
Two sherds with a red surface coating were examined using XRD in order to further
investigate the mineralogical characteristics that differentiate the surface coating from
the sherd matrix. The sherd DBQ 261 had abundant quartz in both the surface coating
and the matrix (Figure 104 & Figure 105). Feldspars were also detected in both,
although the specific type differed. In the outer surface, clay minerals are represented
by MagnesioarfVedsonite, Hematite also being detected, albeit in very low
concentrations. Nonetheless, when the two spectrums are viewed side-by-side, the
presence of Hematite in the surface coating spectrum does constitute a discemable
difference (Figure 106).
The surface coating of sherd DBQ 304 (Figure 107) differs from DBQ 261 in the
presence of the clay mineral Ferro actinolite. Other than this, the dominant minerals are
the same - the feldspar Anorthite is prominent in the surface coating for both sherds, as
is the presence of Hematite (Figure 108).
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DBQ 261 surface coating spectrum
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DBQ 261 surface coating (black) and matrix (red) spectrums combined (inset shows a
close-up view of the hematite peaks)
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DBQ 304 surface coating spectrum
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DBQ 261 (black) and DBQ 304 (red) surface coating spectrums combined
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Section 3: Analysis of Pottery ~ Comparison of Cagayan Valley
assemblages
In this section it will be demonstrated
Cagayan Valley assemblages forms a
midden layers higher in the sequence.
that are unique to each of these pottery

that the red-type pottery in the silt layers of the
pottery horizon, distinct from that in the shellThis section will focus on establishing the traits
horizons.

The beginning of Section 2 contained a note regarding the two predominant pottery
types: red-type and black-type. Before looking at a comparison of specific traits, this
distinction should be further discussed (noting that this will subsequently be supported
by data provided in the comparative discussion).
Obviously, the colour of the surface coating clearly links pottery to the respective
pottery types. However many sherds are without a clear surface coating, either because
of wear - particularly evident on the red-type sherds - or because they lacked a surface
coating to begin with. The latter is probably the case for some of the black-type pottery,
where signs of wear are less in evidence. (Levels of wear, as well as further details on
slips and firing colour, will be discussed in the surface modification section to follow.)
Nonetheless, even when a surface coating is not evident, the red-type and black-type
sherds still appear to differentiate on the basis of their surface colours, black-type
pottery having a tendency towards yellow/brown surfaces, and red-type pottery a
tendency towards reddish surfaces, this being a result of the firing methods used. This
is demonstrated in Figure 109, which shows the surface colours of sherds with a known,
or probable, coating at Irigayen. There is some overlap (although this actually equates
to a very small number of sherds, since the 'under 5' category often only consists of one
sherd). However, the majority of sherds evidently fall towards either end of the
spectrum. In addition to the colour of the sherd surface, form can also be used to assign
sherds, as many forms are not shared between the pottery types (this is demonstrated
both in the site chapters and in the discussion below).
To return to the more general discussion of the Cagayan Valley assemblages: the redtype pottery is characterised by a relatively wide diversity of forms, less standardised
than those in the layers above it. There is also a higher proportion of unrestricted
vessels in the red-type pottery, as compared to the black-type pottery. In contrast, the
black-type pottery is more standardised within any of the distinct stratigraphic units,
although it varies between these. Moreover, black-type pottery changes over time,
although the specific relationship of the different layers is not wholly evident.
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FORM

MINIMUM NUMBER OF VESSELS

The Minimum Number of Vessels (MNV) represented by the individual layers in each
of the assemblages is summarised in Table 58. Reconstructable sherds were primarily
found in Layers 1 and 3-II at Irigayen (others were associated with the burial feature,
not contained in the MNV table), and Layers 2 and 3 at Dumbrique. In general, this
suggests that these are the most internally coherent layers, probably exposed to the least
disturbance, especially the layers at Dumbrique, where sherds sizes were large and the
pottery had low levels of wear.
The percentage of sub-forms of Forms 1, 2, 3 and 4 (Table 58) in each layer at the
respective sites was determined on the basis of the MNV. Two trends were evident.
Firstly, the silt layers containing the majority of red-type pottery have a higher
proportion of Form 2 vessels (noting that the upper layers of Irigayen will be slightly
skewed by the moderate level of red-type pottery these contain). At Irigayen, Layer 3-II
has the widest overall diversity of forms and sub-forms. Although the same trend is not
evident in the silt layers containing red-type pottery (Layers 4 and 5) at Dumbrique, this
may be because of the small sample size. Irigayen, Layer 3-II is also the only layer that
contains concave, everted rimmed sherds (Form 1-a).
Secondly, the assemblages in the shell-midden layers containing predominantly blacktype sherds had higher proportions of everted rimmed vessels than the assemblages in
the silt layers, although the proportions differed depending on layer. Form I-c (wide,
everted rim vessels) sherds were found on the Surface and in Layers 1 and 3 at
Dumbrique, and on the Surface and in Layer 1 at Irigayen. These are all either
disturbed contexts close to the surface, or shell-midden layers, and it will be shown later
that this probably demonstrates a correlation between certain layers at the two sites.
Because they are isolated, usually unique finds, Forms 1-d (internally restricted vessels)
and Form 1-e (outcurved, everted vessels) are not considered relevant to this analysis.
Examination of the relative proportions of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds in each site/layer
based on the Minimum Number of Vessels (without recourse to sub-forms), further
highlights the fact that the red-type pottery, found primarily in Layer 5 at Dumbrique
and Layer 3-11 at Irigayen, clearly has a higher proportion of Form 2 vessels (vessels
with an unrestricted orifice) than the layers above, containing predominantly 'blacktype' or mixed potteries (Table 59).
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Table 58

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Estimated minimum number of vessels (MNV) for
major forms
Form 1

Layer

a

b

Form 2

c

d

e

a

Form 3

b

c

a

b

Form 4

Irigayen
16

1
2

7

3-1

9

3-II

4

7

3
1

9

7

75

77

9

7

5

7

7

7

4

27

3

2
7
2

Dumbrique
Surface

9

2

1
2

17
42

3

3

18

4

3
1

5

1

7
7

7i.5
7

79.5

6

9
7

7

5
Percentage of sub-forms in layer (excluding Form 0)
Irigayen

1

34.8

6.5

2

35

5

3-1
3-II

52.9
7.8

75

16.7

1

49.3

8.7

2

61.3

3
4

10
33.3

5

14.3

32.6

23.9

45

5

10

5.9
2

7.8

29.4
2
52.9
Dumbrique

17.6

Surface

Table 59

2.2

5.9

5.9

8.3
2.9

39.1
28.5

60

1.5

8.8

30
33.3

33.3
85.7

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Relative proportions of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds
based on the Minimum Number of Vessels by site and layer
Layer

Form 1

Form 2

Total

1

Irigayen
43.5

56.5

100 (46)

2

44.4

55.6

100(18)

3-1

60

40

100(15)

3-II

31.1

68.9

100 (45)

Dumbrique
Surface

91.7

8.3

100(12)

1

60.9
67.2

39.1

100 (34.5)

32.8

100 (62.5)
100 (30)

2

200

5.9
3.9

3

70

30

4

66.7

33.3

100 (3)

5

14.3

85.7

100 (7)
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FORM REPRESENTATION

The following discussion aims to demonstrate the characteristics of sherds from the redtype and black-type pottery groups, and to show relationships on the basis of form
between the assemblages at Irigayen and Dumbrique.
Form 0-a (unassociated lips)
The maximum width of unassociated lips is consistently less for red-type sherds at both
sites, than for the black-type pottery in the upper layers. However, the apparent trend
towards a smaller orifice diameter for the lips of red-type vessels at Dumbrique is not
observed at Irigayen.
Although there is some evidence that black-type pottery has a smaller maximum width
on average, there is no overall pattern that clearly distinguishes red-type from the blacktype pottery.
Form 0-b (necks and angular sherds')
At Irigayen, Layer 3-II clearly has more necks and angular sherds than the layers above.
Only two neck sherds were found at Dumbrique but, commensurate with the former
observation from Irigayen, both were red-type pottery from Layer 5 (the clay silt layer).
As very few necks were found of black-type pottery (none from the large Dumbrique
assemblage), this suggests that the different vessel types underwent differential
breakage. Hence, one way to distinguish red-type from black-type pottery assemblages
is by the relatively high numbers of necks and angular sherds (most related to Form 1).
Although - as already discussed - the maximum widths of the Form 1 sherds of red-type
and black-type pottery do not greatly differ, the thickness of black-type pottery is
generally more even . In contrast, the rim and body thicknesses of red-type sherds
differ more, and thus are prone to higher levels of breakage.
Form 0-c (handles and knobs)
At Irigayen there were a small number of cylindrically shaped handle pieces associated
with the red-type pottery, but none with the black-type pottery. These handle pieces had
broken in the join area, and consequently the associated vessel shapes and the
orientation of the handles is unknown. In contrast, there were no handles or knobs
associated with the red-type pottery at Dumbrique, however several loops and knob-like
handles were found in association with the black-type pottery. All but one of these had
broken entirely free of the pots - the one sherd had a loop associated with an intact lip.
This sherd also had an outcurved upper body and an unrestricted orifice. There were
also large, 'squared' knobs, but no evidence of the associated vessel type.
Hence in these two Cagayan Valley assemblages, cylindrically shaped handles are only
associated with red-type pottery, while the black-type pottery possesses only loops and
small knobs.
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Form 0-e (carinations)
At Irigayen 23 carinations were identified. Seven of these were clearly black-type, and
another four clearly had a red surface coating. Despite the fact that the remaining
twelve sherds had no evidence of a surface coating, they appeared to be red-type pottery
due to the reddish colour of the sherd surface.
At Dumbrique, only three carinations were identified. Two from Layer 5 were of redtype pottery. The other was from a wide, everted rimmed vessel (Form 1-c) of blacktype pottery from higher in the sequence.
Hence overall in the Cagayan Valley assemblages, carinations appear to be more
common in red-type than in black-type pottery. Nevertheless, comparatively few
carination sherds were found in the predominantly red-type pottery in Layer 3-II at
Irigayen. Most were found in Layer 3-1 (a mixed layer), or even higher in the sequence.
However, the significance of this latter point is unclear, particularly as it is argued later
in this section that all red-type pottery was secondarily deposited at this site.
Form 1 (vessels with a restricted orifice')
Concave, everted (Form 1-a) vessels were not found in the Dumbrique assemblage.
However at least four vessels of this form were found at Irigayen, restricted to red-type
pottery in Layer 3-11. These sherds had a wide diversity of shapes. Two also had a
groove on the outer surface, this being the only form of surface alteration.
Overall, it appears that concave, everted vessels are characteristic of the red-type
pottery. Although only occurring in relatively small numbers at Irigayen, they were
quite distinctive. Moreover, the lack of these vessels in the Dumbrique red-type pottery
might well be put down to the very small number of red-type sherds in the overall
assemblage.
In contrast to Form 1-a, the straight, everted Form 1-b vessels were more common,
distributed throughout all the layers at both sites, and falling into several broader
groupings. Black-type sherds of Form 1-b had several variants that were quite
prominent in both assemblages. Perhaps the most distinguished of these had an even,
parallel rim, with a slightly flattened lip and rounded edges. This corresponds to Form
1-b-d at Irigayen, found mostly on the soil surface and in the upper stratigraphy (Layer
1). At Dumbrique, this corresponds to Form 1-b-b, which is predominant in Layer 2.
Overall, the presence of broad commonalities between the variants described above,
suggests that Layer 1 at Irigayen is quite closely related to Layer 2 at Dumbrique. This
suggests that the assemblage at Dumbrique extends more recently in time than that at
Irigayen. Layer 1 at Irigayen was somewhat mixed and disturbed - as shown by the
presence of distinct rim forms from lower in the sequence. Nonetheless, there were rim
forms distinct to Layer 1 that were absent or uncommon lower in the assemblage.
These were sufficient in number and quality that it appears they constitute a primary
(albeit disturbed) deposit.
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Another trend seen in the Form 1-b vessels in the Cagayan Valley assemblages related
to the presence of Form 1-b-e sherds at Irigayen. These were relatively long, slim
sherds, with a rounded lip and gradually convergent margins. The total number of
sherds was small - two sherds were found in Layer 3-II, and one on the Surface
(probably as a result of the disturbance already noted for this layer). The two sherds in
Layer 3-11 clearly had a red surface coating. Moreover, the red-type pottery associated
with Form 1-b-d shared some similarities with these Form 1-b-e sherds, that the blacktype sherds did not - , the two red-type variants were both relatively long compared to
their overall thickness, maximum thickness was at the neck, and they were not so even
in thickness as the black-type pottery. The absence of such sherds from Dumbrique is
possibly explained by its low quantity of red-type pottery.
Overall, the fact that Form 1-b-e was only identified for red-type pottery, and the
similarities that this variant shares with the red-type pottery in Form 1-b-d - not shared
with the black-type pottery - demonstrates that straight, everted rimmed red-type vessels
in the Cagayan Valley assemblages had relatively long rims compared to the overall
thickness, a maximum thickness at the neck, relatively convergent margins and a
rounded lip.
Interestingly, the Form 1-b-f sherds at Irigayen associated with the burial, do not closely
correspond to any other sherds either at Irigayen itself or at Dumbrique, perhaps setting
the burial somewhat apart. That said, they are definitely more closely aligned to blacktype potteries, although slightly different to that higher in the sequence. This suggests
that there may have been an early period during which black-type pottery was produced,
prior to the accumulation of the shell-middens and the relatively standardised pottery
therein.
The other variants of straight, everted sherds at Irigayen and Dumbrique are reasonably
common to both red- and black-type pottery, and do not (at the broad shape level), serve
to distinguish layers (obviously the surface coating is a different matter).
Wide, everted (Form 1-c) vessels were very prominent at Dumbrique. In particular,
they composed a distinctive element of the Layer 3 assemblage. In contrast, only three
sherds were assigned to this sub-form from the Irigayen assemblage. Moreover, the
sherds from Dumbrique often had incised surface alteration on the rim, such design
elements being entirely absent from the Irigayen sherds.
Neither internally restricted (Form 1-d) vessels nor outcurved, everted (Form 1-e)
vessels in the analysed Cagayan Valley assemblages appeared to have any comparative
significance. The numbers were very low for both. There was a single sherd of Form
1-d found on the Surface at Irigayen, and of Form 1-e in Layer 3-11 at Irigayen, the latter
clearly being a red-type, despite being very worn. A sherd with a similar shape
occurred in Layer 1 at Dumbrique, but was of black-type pottery.
Form 2 (rims with an unrestricted orifice)
As noted previously, proportionately there are more bowl-shaped vessels of red-type
pottery in the lower layers, than of black-type pottery in the higher layers. Furthermore,
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as will be demonstrated in this section, bowl-shaped vessels of the black-type are
distinctively shaped when compared to red-type bowl-shaped vessels.
Upcurved or direct (Form 2-a) vessels are the most abundant forms in both the blacktype and red-type potteries.
There are two broad comparisons that appear to link the black-type pottery in
Dumbrique and Irigayen. Firstly, Form 2-a-a at Dumbrique is primarily found in blacktype pottery in Layers 1 and 2. (The only two sherds that appear in Layer 3 may have
been from the interface with Layer 2. One sherd was also found in Layer 5 with a
broadly similar shape. However, the overall appearance was different. Moreover, it
was of red-type pottery.) Form 2-a-a sherds are from deep bowls, usually with a
flattened lip. The closest comparison to the Dumbrique sherds at Irigayen was two
black-type sherds of sub-form f, found on the Surface/Layer 1.
Secondly, Form 2-a-d at Dumbrique and Form 2-a-i at Irigayen are quite similar. They
are both black-type, gradually out-curved, bowl shapes of 'moderate' depth, with an
internally orientated lip. At Dumbrique the overwhelming majority are found in Layer
3, these often having an incision on the flattened section of the inward orientated rim.
In comparison, only three sherds were found at Irigayen. Moreover, these lacked the
incised surface alteration found on the sherds at Dumbrique, although the overall shape
and appearance is very similar. Another variant at Irigayen, Form 2-a-h, had some
broad similarities to the Form 2-a-d and Form 2-a-I variants, particularly the flat
internally orientated lip, (although this was generally broader than for the other
variants). Furthermore, the curvature in the upper section of the body was less
pronounced. Nonetheless, these were also predominantly black-type pottery (although
some Surface finds had a possible red surface coating). They were mainly found in
Layer 1.
Overall, the two comparisons described above, appear to support the observation made
in the discussion of Form 1 that the majority of parallels to be seen are between Layer 1
(including the Surface) of the Irigayen assemblage and Layer 2 at Dumbrique. A
second association links Layer 1 at Irigayen with Layer 3 at Dumbrique. This supports
the idea that the entire black-type pottery sequence at Dumbrique can be temporally
equated with the end of the Irigayen sequence.
Despite the parallels described above, some black-type pottery forms were unique to
just one assemblage. For instance, all Form 2-a-b sherds at Dumbrique were found in
Layers 1 and 2 (with slightly more in Layer 2), there being no directly comparable
variant at Irigayen. In contrast, Forms 2-a-e and 2-a-j were unique to Irigayen.
Although they were not particularly abundant, the former was found in Layers 1 and 2,
the latter in Layer 2, with a single sherd in Layer 3-1.
Broad similarities were also seen between forms that were unique to just the red-type
pottery of the assemblages. For instance, the unrestricted vessel ('bowl') Forms 2-a-b,
2-a-c and 2-a-d at Irigayen and Form 2-a-c at Dumbrique are broadly comparable
groups. That said, all of these variants encompass a wide degree of variation,
particularly in the depth of the bowl (this accounts for the three different variants at
Irigayen), and the margin types. Nonetheless, although there was a small overlap with
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black-type pottery, this broad bowl-shaped group was of overwhelmingly red-type
pottery - none of the sherds at Dumbrique, and only three of thirty sherds at Irigayen
were black-type. One particularly distinguishing characteristic on some of the red-type
sherds was the internally thickened lip. Form 2-a-a at Irigayen is unique to red-type
pottery. It has a long, shallow groove on the external surface of the sherd, an
accentuated outer lip, and a flattened inner lip. This variant was not observed at
Dumbrique but, as has been argued previously, there was so little red-type pottery at
Dumbrique that this cannot be seen as particularly significant.
Intact rims from rimmed, unrestricted (Form 2-b) vessels were only found in Layer 3II at Irigayen. However, there was a neck similar in shape found at Dumbrique in Layer
5 that is likely to be associated with the same vessel form. All these sherds, including
the neck at Dumbrique, were red-type pottery, as evidenced by the colour of the surface
of the sherd (although only two sherds from Irigayen had a clearly evident red surface
coating). Although these sherds were broadly similar in shape, there was little
standardisation. The depth of the bowl and the width of the rim-flare differed.
Moreover, two sherds were more concave than most, and one was straight.
Outcurved, unrestricted (Form 2-c) vessels are closely associated with black-type
pottery. Despite there being several variants at Irigayen (including Forms 2-c-a, 2-c-b
and 2-c-c), only one of fifteen sherds was red-type, found in Layer 3-II. The remaining
fourteen sherds were all black-type and found in Layer 1, with the exception of one
sherd found in Layer 2, which is known to have come from the interface with Layer 1.
One outcurved bowl-shaped sherd was also found in Layer 2 of the Dumbrique
assemblage. This was likewise a black-type sherd, and had an attached loop.
Hence, overall, the Form 2-c sherds again demonstrate the association between Layer 1
at Irigayen and Layer 2 at Dumbrique.
Measurements - Forms 1 and 2
The measurements of the sherds in the shell-midden layers, which are principally blacktype, show some separation by layer and site (Figure 110). The Irigayen sherds of Form
1 clearly have larger orifice diameters than those from Dumbrique. While the orifice
diameters of two clearly stratified layers of black-type sherds at Dumbrique are similar,
overall the Layer 3 sherds tend to have a greater maximum thickness. (The same
general trend is seen for Form 2 sherds, although the separation is not so great.) The
Form 1 sherds from the different layers generally have a similar range of width of flare.
However, the width of flare and maximum thickness of sherds from Layer 2 at
Dumbrique show a higher level of correlation than is seen in the other layers.
Moreover, the range of width of flare for the Dumbrique, Layer 3 sherds is relatively
greater than the range of orifice diameters of the same sherds.
The (mainly red-type) sherds in the silt layers show a wider distribution of width of
flare and orifice diameter than the (mainly black-type) sherds in the shell-midden layers
(Figure 111). The Dumbrique sherds generally have a lower orifice diameter than the
Irigayen sherds. This may indicate differences in the assemblages related to the original
production/deposition, although sample size and/or the high degree of wear on the redtype pottery may have been contributing factors. Overall, the sherds in the silt layers
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The two plots of the left relate to the Form 1 sherds, the plot on the right relates to the Form 2 sherds.
Figure 110

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Relationship between width of flare and maximum
thickness, and of orifice diameter and maximum tiiickness for Form 1 and Form 2, as
these relate to the distribution of sherds in the shell-midden layers
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The two plots of the left relate to the Form 1 sherds, the plot on the right relates to the Form 2 sherds.
Figure 111
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Cagayan Valley assemblages: Relationship between width of flare and maximum
thickness, and of orifice diameter and maximum thickness for Form 1 and Form 2, as
these relate to the distribution of sherds in the silt layers
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show a moderate range of maximum thickness, this being generally comparable to the
sherds in the shell-midden layers (with the exception of Layer 3 at Dumbrique, where
wide, everted sherds are common.) The maximum width of the sherds in the silt layers
is not correlated with the width of flare or orifice diameter measurements.
Overall, the measurement distribution of Forms 1 and 2 in the Cagayan Valley
assemblages demonstrate that the sherds in the silt layers are less standardised and
differentiated than the pottery in the shell-midden layers.
Form 3 (base rims")
At Irigayen, both red-type and black-type pottery was associated with pedestal bases
(Form 3-a). However, there were clearly different variants for each.
The red-type pedestal bases (Form 3-a-a) were thinner, had a slightly out-turned lip and
punctate impressions. In addition to rim sherds, there were also nine base-associated
sherds with a flat inner surface (Form 0-f). (Although the relationship between these
base-associated pieces, the base rims, and the upper parts of vessels is not evident at this
site, this sherd shape has been clearly associated with the attachment between the base
of a pot and a pedestal stand in sites such as Dimolit (see Chapter 5). Furthermore,
there was nothing in this analysis to suggest a different association in these
assemblages.) Five of these Form 3-a-a sherds occurred in either Layer 3 or the burial,
another three in Layer 2, and one in the topsoil of Layer 1. Those in the upper layers
may be the result of waterbome deposition of earlier red-type pottery - it seems unlikely
that these isolated, worn sherds were closely associated with the majority black-type
pottery in comparatively better condition. Two similar base-associated sherds were
found in Layer 5 at Dumbrique, and one was found on the surface. Like those at
Irigayen, these had a fairly flat surface and were red-type pottery.
There were also pedestal bases associated with black-type pottery at Irigayen. These
were found in Layer 3-1, Pit 1 and the Southwest Quadrant. As mentioned above, these
were different in shape (Form 3-a-b) to the red-type pottery bases. Apart from the
obvious colour difference, they were generally thicker, and had also been attached to
vessels with a rounded interior. They were obviously quite robust compared to the
other pottery at Irigayen, as indicated by the strength and size of the sherds (one had an
intact base). Several had pierced holes. However, this type was not identified in the
sequence at Dumbrique, which, given the fact that the Dumbrique assemblage is thought
to be younger in age, indicates that bases may be a feature only of the older black-type
pottery assemblages.
Two other red-type base rims found in Layer 3-II at Irigayen appeared to be bowl
pedestals (Form 3-b). Like the sub-form a sherds, one had a lip on the base rim, the
other was straight. However it should be noted, that the identification of this sherd type
as a bowl pedestal is only tentative. Although the excavation labels from Irigayen
tagged them as bases, Hsiao-chun Hung (2008) identifies pottery similar to these as lids.
Yet not only did one of these sherds have what appeared to be a rough join surface
(unlikely in a lid), but there was a high degree of similarity between this sherd and the
other sherds identified as bowl pedestals. Hence it was decided to continue the
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identification of these sherds as bases, although they were given the designation 'bowl
pedestals' to distinguish them from the other types.
Several small, triangular sherds of Form 0-b from Dumbrique may have been associated
with footrims (Form 3-c), although a definitive identification of these cannot be made.
These were most likely associated with black pottery (three of the six were clearly
black), several having no evident surface coating, including the one found in Layer 5.
However the latter sherd would appear to be out of context, and may in fact be
unassociated with this form, given that similar small sherds could feasibly result from a
lip or neck breakage. The other sherds are all from Layers 1 (including on the surface)
and 2.
Overall, although there are bases associated with both red-type and black-type pottery in
the Cagayan Valley, the variants clearly differentiate according to pottery type.
Form 4 (stoves)
The stove rims found in the Dumbrique assemblage showed a wide variation in the
details of their shape, surface alteration and surface coating. These were all very large,
with a flat lip, and found in Layer 2. A body sherd from Layer 3 may also have been a
stove piece. At Irigayen, two sherds were of the thickness denoting a stove piece. One,
a rim sherd from Layer 3-1, had a lip that was slightly inturned when compared with the
Dumbrique stove sherds. The other was a body sherd found in Layer 1.
Overall, stove sherds were an obvious characteristic of Layer 2 at Dumbrique. However
the links between these and the suspected stove sherds found at Irigayen are unclear.
Apart from the large size of the sherds, the shapes differ somewhat, and there are no
shared elements of surface modification to otherwise link the sherds together.

SURFACE MODIFICATION

In the discussion that follows, the degree of wear on the sherds is tabulated in order to
show the roles of disturbance and secondary deposition in the Cagayan Valley
assemblages. The shared surface modification characteristics are also discussed in order
to fiirther characterise the red and black-type pottery groupings.

WEAR .

The sherds in Layer 3 at Irigayen and Layers 4 and 5 at Dumbrique clearly had much
higher levels of wear than sherds from higher in the sequences. At both sites, these
layers correspond to the fine clay sediment layers in which red-type pottery
predominates. The mostly black-type sherds deposited in the shell-midden layers at
either site were comparatively well preserved. These observations add credence to the
arguments made by Amelia de la Torre (2000) and KazuhikoTanaka (2002, 2004), that
the red-type pottery has been disturbed by water. However, it is unclear in both their
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arguments whether they beheve that the sherds were secondarily deposited or merely
disturbed.
Table 60

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Summary table of wear percentages
Layer

Wear
Slightly
Worn

Worn

Very worn

Variable
wear

Percentage of
sherds with
wear

Irigayen
1

8.4

17.8

2

3.6

5.4

3-1

1.9

13

3-II

1.3

8.1

Surface
1

4.3
3.1

Dumbrique
13
4.3
1.5
1.5

2

9.3

65.4

19.6

7.1

35.7

51.9
85.2

9.3

75.9

5.4

100
21.7
6.2

4.6

3

4.2

4

16.7

5 (Tanaka)

29.9

4.6
2.8

1.4

8.5

8.3

50

25

100

6.3

81.3

12.5

100

SURFACE COATING

Generally pottery with a red surface coating is found in the lower layers at Irigayen and
Dumbrique, while pottery with a black surface coating or smudging is found higher in
the sequences (Figure 59).
Red-type pottery sherds, many of which had evidence of a red surface coating, were
predominant in Layer 3-II at Irigayen. However, moderate levels of pottery with a red
surface coating do appear in other layers. In contrast, little black-type pottery occurs in
Layer 3-II, but is clearly predominant in Layers 1 and 2. Layer 3-II contains roughly
equal quantities of pottery with red and black surface coatings.
At Dumbrique, Layers 4 and 5 had large proportions of pottery with a clearly evident
red surface coating, whereas Layers 2 and 3 had none. Instead, the sherds in the latter
layers had either black surface coatings or were smudged. Layer 1 and the Surface had
a minor component of pottery with a red surface coating, moderate levels of pottery
with a black surface coating, but overall the percentage of pottery with no evident
surface coating was much higher than for the other layers.
Given the clear distinction in pottery types and the evident stratigraphic separation at
Dumbrique, the moderate levels of pottery with a red surface coating seen in Layers 1, 2
and 3-1 at Irigayen seem inconsistent. Hence, as a result of several factors, including the
very high levels of wear and the closer compositional relationship of this pottery to the
red-type pottery lower in the sequence than to the black pottery (both of which are
discussed elsewhere), it is suggested that the red-type pottery in the higher layers is
secondarily deposited. Thus the position of this pottery in the stratigraphic context does
not reflect its temporal relationship.
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Table 61

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Summary table of the distribution of surface coating by
layer
Surface Coating Percentages

Layer

Red
(includes sherds with a clearly
evident or possible red surface
coating)

Black
(includes those sherds that
evidently have a black surface
coating or are clearly smudged)
Irigayen

None
(includes both red-type and
black-type pottery without
evidence for a surface coating)
35.5

1

18.7

45.8

2

28.5

55.4

3-1

16.1

22.2

24.1

53.7

3-II

55.1

0.7

44.3

8.7

26

65.2

1.5

78.5

20

79.7

20.4

Dumbrique
Surface
1
2
3
4

83.3

5 (Tanaka)

25.1

81.7

18.3
16.7

6.3

68.8

The colour of the surface coatings was examined to see if there were any consistencies
between Irigayen and Dumbrique. Table 62 and Figure 112 demonstrate that not only is
the colour of the red surface coating quite standardised within both sites, but it is
broadly comparable between sites.

Table 62

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Summary table of sherd surface coating colour diversity
Layer

Richness

Most Abundant Colour
(number of sherds)

Irigayen
1

1.9

10 R 4/6 (5)

2

0.6

10 R 4/6 (9)

3-1

1.1

10 R 4/4 (2)

3-II

2

10 R 4/6 (27)

Surface

0.57*

10 R 4/6 (3)

1*

10 R 4 / 8 ( 1 )

Dumbrique
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)

1*
1.4*

10 R 4 / 6 ( 1 )
10 R 4/6, 10 R 4 / 8 ( 1 )

* The numbers at Dumbrique are so low that these values must be considered with caution.
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Irigayen: Percentage of colour with tlie greatest number of slierds and percentage of
colour with the second highest number of sherds

Compositional analysis demonstrated that the red surface coating of sherds from both
Dumbrique and Irigayen are compositionally distinct from that of the matrix, being
characterised by heightened levels of hematite. The presence of clay minerals showed
that this colour was not derived directly from pure mineral pigment. It was thus a slip.
Although the colour on many of the black-type sherds was achieved through smudging
(see firing discussion below), in some instances a surface coating was also applied
(particularly in instances where the surface coating is very evenly black), this being
chemically distinct from the composition of the sherd matrix.
The surface coatings for both the red-type and black-type pottery were probably applied
by dipping the vessel into the slip, noting that the red-type sherds rarely have a fully
intact slip and many are so worn that other modes of application cannot be dismissed.
Nevertheless, where evident, the coatings were thick and even, without deep grooves.
Small striations on some of the black-type pottery may indicate wiping or smoothing
after application of the slip.
All in all then, pottery with a black surface coating or smudging is most common higher
in the sequence, whereas sherds with a clearly red surface coating predominate in Layer
3-11 at Irigayen and Layers 4 and 5 at Dumbrique. Furthermore, the colour of the red
surface coating is fairly standardised, and similar between both assemblages.

SURFACE ALTERATION

Most surface alteration types observed in the Cagayan Valley assemblages are found, at
best, only a few times. Those sherds categorised as grooved or punctate (often with
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'lime'-infill) occur only at Irigayen. Although relatively abundant - given the scarcity
of decoration in general - these were all red-type sherds isolated to Layer 3-II.
Sherds found only at Dumbrique include: cord-marked with 'lime'-infill; circle-stamped
and incised; impressed; and gouged. Gouging occurs on two sherds. Each of the other
surface alteration types occurs only once. Most came from Layer 2. However the
circle-stamped and incised sherd came from Layer 3. This was very thick (probably a
stove piece).
A very small number of surface alteration types were shared by both sites (Table 63),
mostly incised types, noting that the types of incision differed. The Irigayen sherds had
incised lines. In one sherd these are related in a complex pattern. Another has wavy
parallel lines. However neither possess many similarities to the surface alteration types
seen at Dumbrique. At Dumbrique, there are several sherds with a combination of wavy
and straight parallel lines, all similar enough to have come from the same vessel. All
other sherds have 'rice' shaped incisions, or short lines, either in a single row, or as a
herringbone arrangement. These are relatively abundant at Dumbrique, but absent from
the Irigayen assemblage.
Overall, although surface alteration is not particularly common in the Cagayan Valley
assemblages, punctate impressions appear to be found only on red-type pottery in the
Irigayen assemblage. In contrast, incision is only found on black-type pottery, and
although it is shared between the sites, the expression of this differs.
Table 63

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Summary of shared surface alteration types
Layer

Incised

Moulded
Irigayen

1
2
3-1

1
3

Top
Groove

Pierced

1
1

1

Dumbrique
Surface
1
2
3

1
5
1
24

1
1

1

FIRING REGIME

At the beginning of this section, the difference between the firing of the red and blacktype potteries was mentioned. The firing regime with be further elaborated here.
The black-type pottery in the shell-midden layers and above, show fairly consistent
fabric colour distribution (Table 64). These layers generally share outer surface colours
that are dark and 'yellower' in hue (the surfaces of sherds in the Surface layer and Layer
1 at Dumbrique, and Layer 1 at Irigayen, are redder in hue, but this may be due to
mixing of these layers). Furthermore, both assemblages show similar levels of richness;
both have more variation in the colour of the inner surface than the outer surface; and in
both, the surfaces of the sherds are generally darker than the cores. Interestingly, the
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core colour of sherds from the Irigayen site tends to be 'redder' than that of sherds from
the Dumbrique site. This possibly indicates that the firing conditions for the pottery
assemblages differed a little, hence that the two sites did not share a source.
The pottery in the silt layers at Irigayen (Layer 3 - i r ' ) and Dumbrique (Layers 4 and 5)
appear to have a similar colour range. However, because the sample sizes at Dumbrique
are so small, it is important not to put too much emphasis upon specific aspects of the
similarities and differences. Nevertheless, it appears that the range of colours for the
red-type pottery is more comparable between sites, than the colour range for the blacktype pottery. For the sherd surfaces this distribution is centered around 5 YR 5/6, with
7.5 YR 5/6 also well represented. As with the black-type pottery, the core colour of the
red-type pottery is more variable between sites than the colour of the surfaces. Again
this may demonstrate slight differences in the firing conditions, suggesting that the
pottery in the two sites was not made at a single source.
Generally, the surfaces of the sherds in both assemblages are more standardised than the
cores, although the outer surfaces show a slightly higher level of standardisation than
the inner surfaces (Figure 113). This indicates that the potters were trying to achieve
some degree of uniformity in the external appearance of the vessels. Nevertheless, red
surface coatings were far more standardised in colour than the surface of the sherds
without surface coating (Table 65).
There was no clear difference evident between sites in the nature of the firing regime,
(as indicated by the evenness of firing, or the nature of the firing margins), although
diffuse margins may have been slightly more common at Irigayen (Table 66). Both the
red and black-type potteries in all layers at both sites had surface colours that differed
from the cores, with sharp colour margins being the norm.
It seems likely that the black-type and red-type potteries were exposed to different firing
conditions. Given the lighter outer surface, red-type pottery was likely fired in an
oxidising atmosphere (see Rye 1981 for a discussion of firing conditions). Black-type
pottery was likely fired in a reducing atmosphere. Ethnographic research by Ogawa
(2002b) suggests that the black colour is often 'smudged', this process resulting from
exposure to a reducing environment during the final stages of firing. This seems likely
to be the present case, especially given that the colour is, in many cases, not even - in
fact many are 'brown' in colour. Nevertheless, some black sherds have an obvious
surface coating, this being more even in colour than the smudging. These will also have
been produced in a reducing atmosphere. Generally black sherds with a surface coating
are rarer than smudged, although both occur together, and are usually similar in shape.
Overall, the red-type and black-type potteries in the Cagayan Valley sites were likely
exposed to different firing conditions, although within the types, the firing conditions
appear fairly standardised. Furthermore, slight differences in the core colours seen
between the sherds at Irigayen and Dumbrique may indicate slight differences in the
parameters encountered (despite the broader similarities in the firing conditions at the
two sites). This suggests that the pottery was not from a single production centre,
although characterisation data is needed to support this conclusion.
Because Layer 3-1 at IRI is an almost even mixture of red-type and black-type pottery, this is not
discussed in the comparative context.
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Table 64

Sites

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Richness of colour representation and colour with the
highest representation for fabric of sherds
Site

IRI

DBQ

IRI

DBQ

IRI

DBQ

214

Valley

Layer
1
2
3-1
3-II
Surface
1
2
3
4
5(Tanaka)
1
2
3-1
3-II
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)
1
2
3-1
3-II
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)

Colour
Richness
Outer surface
3.2
2.5 Y 3/1 (12)
3.6
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (11)
3.3
7.5 YR 5/6 (8)
2.3
5 YR 5/6 (25)
4.2
10YR4/1,2.5Y4/1,7.5YR3/1 (2)
3.6
10 YR3/1 (10)
3.6
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (18)
3.1
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (14)
5 YR 5/6 (3)
2.8
7.5 YR 5/6 (3)
2.8
Core
3
10 YR 5/2 (20)
10 YR 5/3(12)
3.7
10 YR 5/3(13)
3.9
4.7
10 YR5/3 (16)
10 YR5/1 (4)
2.3
10 YR 5/2(12)
3.6
2.5 Y 6/3 (10)
3.8
4.4
2.5 Y 6/2 (6)
2
10 YR 6/4, 10 YR 6/3 (3)
2.5 Y 6/3 (4)
2.5
Inner Surface
10 YR3/1, 10 YR 4/2 (11)
3.6
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (6)
4.4
7.5 YR 5/6 (5)
3.9
5 YR 5/6 (22)
2.8
3.5
5 colours with 2 sherds each
10 YR4/1 (11)
3.3
10
YR
3/1, 2.5 Y 2.5/1 (11)
3.4
2.5 Y 2.5/1 (14)
2.8
5 YR 5/6 (3)
2.3
10 YR 5/6, 7.5 YR 5/6, 5 YR 5/6 (2)
3.3
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Cagayan Valley assemblages: Percentage of most and second-most abundant colour of
the sherd fabric: (a) core, (b) inner surface, (c) outer surface

Table 65

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Tabulation of the difference between percentage of most
abundant colour and percentage of second most abundant colour for the sherd fabric
and surface coating
Brackets indicate one sherd only and a dashed line indicates no sherds.
Inner
Outer
Surface
Layer
Core
surface
surfece
coating
Irigayen
1
6.6
0
0
40
2
8.9
3.6
9
80
3-1
16.7
1.8
5.5
25
3-II
7.6
0.7
-4
52.4
Surface
1
2
3
4
5 (Tanaka)

Dumbrique
0
0
7.7
6.1
1.9
0
1.5
2.8
0
8.3
12.5
0

0
3.1
6.5
9.8
16.7
6.3

[13.04]
[1.5]

[8.3]
0
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50%

O Rl, Layer 1
• Rl. Layer 2
- Rl, Layers, I
X Rl, Layers, II
A DBQ, Surface
ADBQ,Layer1
BDBQ, Layer 2
X DBQ, Layer 3
• DBQ, Layer4
• DBQ, Layer 5

Even
Surface differs

Table 66
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Cagayan Valley assemblages: Dispersion of assemblages based on the evenness of
firing in the sherds (x-axis) and the nature of the margins, in instances where the
surface differs (y-axis)
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CHARACTERISATION

MATRIX AND MINERALS

The sherds from Irigayen and Dumbrique do not clearly separate in terms of their matrix
composition (Figure 114), with the minor exception of a small group of black-type
sherds at Dumbrique (Group 2) that show a clear difference to those from Irigayen.
This group is composed of sherds from the Surface, Layer 1 and Layer 2. Layer 3
sherds fall into Groups 3 and 4, which may indicate that these sherds are
compositionally distinct from those in Layers 1 and 2, although the sample size is too
small to be confident of this.
The red-type sherds from Dumbrique and Irigayen did not distinguish from one another.
Nor did the black-type sherds from both sites distinguish between sites on the basis of
characterisation. However, the red-type (as found in both these sites) generally
distinguished from the black-type (as found in both these sites). This is shown by the
separation of Groups 1 and 4, which were predominantly red-type sherds, from Groups
2 and 3, which were predominantly black-type sherds, in the dendrogram. The
exceptions are the red-type sherd, DBQ 177, and the black-type sherds, DBQ 5 and 305.
However the cross-over of the sherds could be an artefact of the analysis (see following
paragraph). It is interesting to note that the red-type sherds found mixed into the upper
shell-midden layers of both sites, group more easily with the red-type sherds from the
lower layers, than with the black-type sherds.
The mineral constituent dendrogram (Figure 115) shows less distinct organisation than
the matrix composition dendogram. There are two broad groups. The first of these is
very mixed, containing pottery from both sites, of both red and black types, and from all
layers. Furthermore, this group is structured in a step-like way, an indication that the
internal relationships are not particularly strong. However, the second group is
composed almost solely of red-type sherds. As with the matrix analysis, this suggests
that the red-type and black-type sherds are compositionally distinct. One of the red-type
sherds from Dumbrique that was grouped with the black-types in the matrix
composition dendogram, is here placed with the red-types, suggesting that this crossover may have been an artefact of the analytical technique.
Although Group 1 includes red-type and black-type pottery more than the other groups,
this may relate to the fact that the minerals came from similar areas, quite possibly from
local river sediments. The mineral analysis does not rely on the consistency of the
chemical composition in the way that the matrix analysis did, but instead is based on the
presence/absence of clearly distinct mineral constituents. This makes the data serving
as the basis of the cluster analysis, less robust than that of the matrix analysis, which
may explain why Group 1 is so varied.
Overall, there is some evidence to suggest that at least some of the red-type pottery is
different in composition to the black-type pottery, possibly all of it. However, there
remains considerable overlap between the two groups. This may be related to the fact
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that the clays were sourced locally, from the same, or very similar, geological
environments (i.e. from the banks of the Cagayan River or its tributaries).

IRI 15 (Layer 3-II)
DBQ 177 (Layer 2)
IRI 214 (Layer 3-1)

IRI 142 (Layer 3-II)
IRI 288 (Layer 3-1)
DBQ 261 (Layer 4/5)
IRI 173 (Layer 3-1)
IRI 307 (Burial)

IRI 350 (Layer 3-II)
IRI 28 (Layer 3-II)
IRI 134 (Layer 2*)
DBQ 57 (Layer 1)

DBQ 11 (Surface)

DBQ 169 (Layer 2)
DBQ 96 (Layer 2)
IRI 194 (Pit 1)

DBQ 305 (Layer 4/5)
DBQ 191 (Layer 3)
IRI 88 (Layer 1)

DBQ 1 (Surface)
DBQ 5 (Layer 1)

IRI 175 (Layer 3-1)

DBQ 235 .(Layer 3)

IRI 376 (Layer 3-II)
IRI 347 (Layer 3-1)

DBQ 265 (Layer 4/5)

IRI 270 (Layer 3-II)

DBQ 264 (Layer 4/5)

IRI 279 (Layer 3-II)

DBQ 260 (Layer 4/5)
DBQ 304 (Layer 4/5)
IRI 145 (Layer 2)
*Red-type sherd

Orange=Group 1, Blue=Group 2, Green= Group 3, Red=Group 4 (IRI 145 is
considered an outlier)

Figure 114
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DBQ 1

IRI 350
IRI 88

DBQ 235

IRI 279
DBQ 177
DBQ 260

DBQ 191

IRI 307

IRI 173
IRI 145
DBQ 57

IRI 347
IRI 15

DBQ 11

DBQ 169

DBQ 265
DBQ 5

DBQ 261
IRI 28

DBQ 304
IRI 194
DBQ 96

IRI 175

DBQ 305
IRI 134

DBQ 264

IRI 376
IRI 288

IRI 142

IRI 426
IRI 214

Red=Group 1, Blue=Group 2

Figure 115

Cagayan Valley assemblages: Comparison of EDXA mineral composition
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Summary of Cagayan Valley Pottery Sequence
The position and stratigraphy of the Irigayen and Dumbrique sites have many parallels
between them. Both are located on the modem-day banks of the Cagayan River. The
red-type pottery was primarily found in a fme silty clay layer (Layer 3 at Irigayen,
Layer 4/5 at Dumbrique, depending on the square), most likely formed through the
deposition of river sediments. There were also clear shell-midden layers at both sites
(Layer 2 at Irigayen, Layers 2 and 3 at Dumbrique) with predominately black-type
pottery. However, the transition between the red and black-type potteries in terms of
their spatial and temporal relations is not clear-cut.
Nevertheless, the red and black-type potteries do appear to be stratigraphically distinct
from one another. Table 67 presents the characteristics of these assemblages in four
groups: Group 1 represents red-type pottery in the lower silt layers. Groups 2, 3 and 4
represent different manifestations of black-type pottery in the shell-midden layers.
These groups fairly easily distinguish themselves on the basis of a number of factors,
including surface coating and form. Hence, despite the sharing of some basic forms, the
red-type and black-type potteries do appear to be distinct traditions.

THE SILT CLAY LAYERS

At Irigayen, the lower section of Layer 3 (between 80 and 90cms depth), here
designated Layer 3-II, contains many sherds of red-tj^^e pottery dated to between 3079
and 3409 mean cal BP (see date table in earlier discussion). All these sherds show some
degree of wear, and most are very worn, that is to say they have little or no original
surface remaining. Furthermore, partly as a result of this, many of the sherds are very
friable on the surfaces, and have quite rounded edges. It seems possible then that these
sherds were eroded by the action of water. The Cagayan River is an active river moving
significant amounts of sediment, and regularly cutting new embankments. Furthermore,
this is an area subject to regular typhoons, some of which unleash massive precipitation.
Nowadays, both sites are continuously eroding into the river, and it seems unlikely that
it will have been any different in the past. Regardless though, at Irigayen there is
considerable evidence that the sherds have been significantly disturbed by water activity
and/or secondarily deposited at this site. Amalia de la Torre's (2000) site report states,
in relation to this layer, that:
River pebbles were found scattered and were collected. Red-slip potteries were
exposed and found to be eroded or worn out. Some sherds were found lying flat on
the ground or in a horizontal position. There were a few sherds found deposited in
an upright or vertical position which is one indicator that these materials were either
rolled by water or flooding and/or massive erosion.

There is nothing in the excavation reports to indicate that there was human occupation
of this immediate location at the time the sherds were deposited. Hearths were found
higher in the sequence, but these are likely much younger than the red-type pottery.
Thus there is the strong possibility that the red-type pottery results not from a primary,
but from a secondary, deposition.
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Valley

Sites

Summary of trends seen in the Cagayan Valley assemblages
Group 1

Irigayen. Layer 3-H, red-type
pottery in upper layers,
Dumbrique. Layer 4/5
High proportion of necks
from everted rim sherds
Long, cyhndrical handles and
small 'knobs'
Concave, everted rims
present (Form 1-a)
Higher proportion of Form 2
(unrestricted vessels)

Group 4

Group 3

Group 2

Dumbrique, Layer 2
Irigayen, Layer 1

Irigayen, Layer 2
and black-type pottery in
Layer 3-1

Dumbrique, Layer 3
Form

Lower proportion of necks from everted rim sherds
'Loop' handles and large
knobs
No or few concave or everted rims (Form 1-a)
Higher proportion of Form 1 (restricted vessels)

Relatively long, slim sherds
with a rounded lip occur only
in red-type pottery at Irigayen
(Form 1-b-e).

Wide, everted rims
predominant (Form 1 -c)

Unrestricted vessels with
relatively parallel rims and
rounded lip are predominant
at Irigayen (Form 2-a-b, 2-a-c
and 2-a-d); comparable with
Form 2-a-c at Dumbrique

Gradually outcurved bowl
with a flat, internally
orientated lip prominent at
Dumbrique (Form 2-a- d);
comparable with2-a-i at
Irigayen and shares some
characteristics in common
with 2-a-h- both these
variants are predominantly
found in Layer 1

No characteristic form

Even, parallel rimmed sherds
with flattened lip
predominant at Dumbrique
(Form 1 -b-b); comparable
with 1 -b-d at Irigayen

No characteristic form

Deep bowls with a slightly
flattened lip were prominent
in this layer at Dumbrique
(Form 2-a-a); comparable
with some sherds in Form 2a-f at Irigayen)

Short straight rims, deeper
bowl, black-type pottery
found at Dumbrique (Form 2b)
Outcurved bowls (Form 2-c)
relatively abundant in
respective layers at
Dumbrique and Irigayen

Long straight or concave
rims, shallower bowl (Form
2-b)
No outcurved bowls
Wide distribution of
measurements in both width
of flare and orifice diameter,
relatively wide maximum
thickness as compared to all
other layers, except
Dumbrique, Layer 3.
Relatively thin, tall pedestal
bases, with external
thickening at lip from
Irigayen (Form 3-a-a)
Bowl-shaped pedestal from
Irigayen (Form 3-b)
Base associated sherds (in
both Irigayen and
Dumbrique)
Very worn and eroded
Red surface coating, very
high standardisation of outer
surface colour
Punctate impressions
Grooved

Red fabric colour
Distinct matrix and mineral
composition evident

Outcurved bowls present but fewer in number than for Group
4
Widest distribution of
maximum thickness for Form
1 and at the high end of the
measurement range for Form
2

Separates from the Group 3
and 4 sherds on the basis of
orifice diameter and
generally towards the
higher end of the range for
width of flare

Tightest correlation in
measurements, especially for
width of flare and maximum
thickness on everted sherds

One deep bowl with incised
decoration at the lip had
evidence for a base
attachment but the type is
unknown.

Relatively thick, outcurved
bases attached to a round
based vessel (Form 3-a-b)

Form 3-c predominant

Little wear

Surface Coating and Surface Alteration
1 Moderate wear

1 Little wear

Black surface coating and smudging
Incised features predominant,
Few sherds with surface
often 'rice' shaped, in single
alteration, no prominent
rows or herringbone
arrangement, sometimes
type/s
separated by incised line.
Firing Regime
1 Yellow/brown fabric colour
Characterisation
Matrix and mineral composition cross-over. Possible separation
Layerl and Layer 2) of Dumbrique

Few sherds with surface
alteration, no prominent
type/s

of the upper layers (Surface,
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The upper section of Layer 3 at Irigayen, herein designated Layer 3-1, contains a mix of
red and black-type potteries, similar to those found in Layers 3-II and 2, respectively.
Both the number and weight of sherds are sparser than in the layer below (Layer 3-II),
but more or less similar to the levels in the shell-midden layer (Layer 2). Furthermore,
the burial cut into Layer 3-II, was associated with black-type pottery and dated to 1390
mean cal BP. This date is significantly later than the red-t3^e pottery lower in the
sequence, and it seems almost certain that there was a hiatus between the main periods
of deposition. Layer 3-1 is a mixed deposit, unlikely to have been purposefully
deposited in the area. The red-type pottery was probably waterbome, as was that in
Layer 3-II below it. This waterbome effect may also explain the inclusion of red-type
sherds in each of the upper layers (see below). The black-type pottery was probably
intrusive from above and/or deposited though activities associated with the burial. It
seems likely that the less uniform black-type pottery associated with the burial was part
of the tradition evident in the layers above it, but was most likely earlier in date
(remembering that there was a fairly high degree of sedimentation above this, before the
start of the shell-midden layer). This means that black-type potteries were being
produced in the Cagayan Valley in the lead-up to the deposition of the shell-middens,
and thus the inclusion of some black-type pottery in Layer 3-1 is not entirely surprising.
Moreover, there is no necessary correlation between the cultural changes evidenced by
the emergence of black-type pottery, and the environmental changes evidenced by the
onset of the kabibi-containing shell middens, although the two may, of course, have
been associated.
The distribution of sherds in the clay silt layers (Layers 4 and 5) at Dumbrique is very
sparse, especially considering the depth of this layer. These are also very worn, in stark
contrast to the black-type potteries excavated in the upper layers. Like at Irigayen, this
also seems to indicate that the red-type pottery was waterbome before secondary
deposition at Dumbrique. Tanaka (2002) suggests that the silt layer was deposited by a
flood, while also appearing to maintain (this is not entirely clear) that the red-slipped
pottery within it was a primary deposit (i.e. the direct result of human actions). Perhaps
he is suggesting that the red-slipped pottery was merely disturbed by the water activity,
not moved into the site from elsewhere (this remains a possibility). Regardless though,
and despite the small size of the Dumbrique sample, the red-type pottery shares more
similarity in form to the red-type pottery at Irigayen, than to the black-type pottery in
the layers above it. As at Irigayen, there is some indication that unrestricted vessels
constitute a higher proportion of the red-type than the black-type pottery.

GROUP 1

Despite the fact that the pottery in the silt layers of both sites is thought to have
accumulated through the action of the river (this is not suggesting that the sherds need
necessarily have been deposited far from their original deposition site - it may have
been quite close), the forms of red-type pottery found in these lower layers are distinct
from those of the black-type pottery higher up. Hence, it would appear that the red-type
pottery at Dumbrique and Irigayen comes from a shared tradition. Despite the
disturbance, red-type sherds evidently accumulated before the black-type pottery, the
dates associated with these layers being quite consistent and narrow in range.
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Therefore, they will be grouped as 'Group 1' for further comparisons with the pottery
assemblages of other regions.

THE BLACK-TYPE POTTERY GROUPS

The relationship between the black-type potteries found in Layers 2 and 3 at Dumbrique
and in Layer 2 at Irigayen is quite complex (for the purposes of this discussion, the
black-type pottery component of Irigayen Layer 3-II is considered part of Layer 2). Yet
despite the differences in the shapes and surface alteration of the black-type pottery
firom the two sites, there are enough shared forms to suggest that, at least at a broad
level, these belong to the same pottery tradition, albeit one that exhibits considerable
changes in fashion over time.
At both Irigayen and Dumbrique the shell-midden layers are characterised by high
levels of everted rimmed jars. These are generally quite even in thickness and the forms
are fairly standardised, especially when compared to the red-type pottery in the silt-clay
layers below them.
The forms of the black-type pottery in Layers 2 and 3 at Dumbrique show a fairly
standardised assemblage, although the layers differed enough to constitute different
groups.

GROUP 2

Group 2 is associated with Layer 2 at Dumbrique. It has several clearly distinctive
forms. Although there are no certain parallels between it and any layers at Irigayen, the
most similarity of form is seen with Layer 1 at Irigayen. This may be corroboration that
the Dumbrique assemblage is younger, accumulating towards the end of the Irigayen
sequence.

GROUP 3

The position of Group 3 (Layer 2 at Irigayen, and black-type pottery in Layer 3-1, also
at Irigayen) is difficult to characterise in relation to the layers at Dumbrique. Unlike all
other groups. Group 3 has no prominent forms that clearly set it apart. Moreover, many
of the forms are shared by so few sherds it is difficult to identify trends, even where
there are possible similarities to Groups 1 or 2. However, some forms are shared with
Irigayen, Layer 1 (e.g. Form 2-a-e).
Group 3 also shares some traits with Group 4, described below. However, to further
complicate matters. Form 2-a-h (which seems to share some shape characteristics with
Form 2-a-i), is only found in Layer 1. Given both the high degree of wear, and the
higher number of red-type sherds compared to Groups 2 and 4, Group 3 may have been
more heavily subject to disturbance by the river, complicating matters even further. The
temporal relationship of Group 3 to Groups 2 and 4 is not entirely clear on the basis of
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the similarities between pottery types, although, as already inferred, there is some
suggestion that the Irigayen assemblage accumulated earlier than that at Dumbrique.
The number and weight of sherds at Irigayen (particularly in Layer 2) is less than in the
shell-midden layers at Dumbrique. The black-type sherds at Dumbrique were generally
larger (as shown by the higher weights) and had less wear. There is evidence for human
activity at the Irigayen site, such as the burial, hearth features, and some - if not all - of
the midden accumulation, but overall this site, appears to have been more prone to
disturbance through river action than the shell-midden layers at Dumbrique (i.e. the
disturbance at Irigayen was not just limited to the red-type pottery). Secondary
deposition of sherds from external contexts, or mixing of contexts within the site, may
explain what is a highly mixed assemblage overall.

GROUP 4

The pottery in Layer 1 at Irigayen is in a disturbed context. Although it has some
relatively unique forms, there are also many sherds of pottery types that are distinctive
to layers lower in the sequence. However, there are also several sherd forms, not found
in the lower contexts, that resemble sherds found in Dumbrique, Layer 2. This suggests
that these two layers were accumulated during a similar time period, and they are
therefore grouped together as 'Group 4'.

UN-GROUPED BLACK-TYPE POTTERY LAYERS

At Dumbrique, sherds from Layer 1 and the Surface were predominantly black-type
pottery, but contained a mix of sherds characteristic of both Layers 2 and 3.
Furthermore, while the number of sherds in Layer 1 at Dumbrique is similar to the
number in Layer 3, the weight is almost half This suggests a greater level of breakage
per vessel and corresponds with the assumption that this is a mixed deposit. Thus, it
appears that both the Surface and Layer 1 at Dumbrique were disturbed deposits
containing a mixture of the pottery types from other stratigraphic contexts.
Because it is a mixed deposit close to the surface, and has no parallels with Irigayen,
this layer was not grouped, and will not be frirther considered.
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CHAPTER 5:
EAST COAST OF LUZON: DIMOLIT SITE

Section 1: Background to archaeological research
and the radiocarbon dating of DimoHt
LOCATION

The east coast of Luzon is separated from the Cagayan Valley by the Sierra Madre
range. These mountains are relatively low and narrow, but very rugged.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE REGION TO THE PRESENT

Because this area is remote, relatively inaccessible, and politically troubled, there have
been few archaeological excavations to date. Warren Peterson's excavations at Dimolit
being the only major reported activity. Because of the presence of a significant
proportion of red-slipped pottery in the housefloor assemblages excavated by Peterson,
the Dimolit assemblage has often been incorporated into discussions concerning the
dispersal of Austronesian culture and language (e.g. Bellwood 1979, 1997 and 2005).

DIMOLIT RADIOCARBON DATES

Three dates were obtained for the Dimolit site. All of them come from Layer 5, in
which the red-slipped pottery was found. These dates are 4335 cal BP, 5892 cal BP and
3527 cal BP. They are quite contentious (Spriggs 2003), as they are quite early
compared to the balance of evidence for the dates in other early pottery sites.
Furthermore, the suggested settlement period appears too extensive for the single phase
nature of the dated deposit. Moreover, dates obtained from the Gukushuin laboratory
have been called into question in general (Kirch 1986; Spriggs 1989, 2000; Spriggs &
Anderson 1993)''®. While it has never been proven that there is a problem with its
methods, dates are consistently older than those obtained from other laboratories for
similar contexts.

Kirch (1986) argued that the GAK dates for the site of Hane in Polynesia were inconsistent. This was
later brought up by Spriggs in his various surveys of dates for the Southeast Asian Neolithic. However,
when Anderson and Sinoto (2002) tested the radiocarbon chronology from Hane, they found the GAK
dates to be in reasonable agreement with those from other laboratories.
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Table 68

Radiocarbon dates for the Dimolit site

Provenance

Laboratory
Reference Date S.D. Mean Median
No.

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Dimolit

Housefloor, Layer 5

GAK2937

3900 140 « 3 5

4329

GAK2938

5120 220 5892
Peterson
1974a (£6

5887

GAK 2939

3280 110 3527

3522

4815BP(3.3%) 4754BP
4710BP (91.6%)3967BP
3944BP ( 0.5%) 3930BP
6393BP(0.5%) 637 IBP
6342BP(0.1%) 6337BP
6322BP (93.6%) 5450BP
5377BP( 1.2%)5330BP
3829BP (93.9%) 3320BP
3294BP( 1.5%)3266BP

4864BP (99.6%) 382 IBP
3794BP(0.1%)3762BP
6639BP (99.4%) 5258BP
5189BP(0.3%) 5054BP
3926BP (99.7%) 3140BP

Section 2: Analysis of Pottery ~ Site Results
DIMOLIT

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
Dimolit is located in Isabella Province on the remote eastern coast of northern Luzon
(Figure 116). The only access to the area is by trekking or boat. The site itself is
situated on a vegetated dune, seven meters above sea-level and about a hundred meters
inland. It is close to the mouth of the Dimolit River.
Archaeology
Excavation at Dimolit was undertaken by Warren Peterson in 1969 as part of his
doctoral research at the University of Hawaii. The lowest level of the site consists of
two "housefloors", which were identified from the arrangement of post-hole
impressions uncovered during the excavation (Figure 117). The dates discussed above
come from this layer.
Stratigraphy
Excavation revealed six natural sedimentary layers. Only Layers 3 and 5 contained
cultural remains. The others layers were materially sterile.
Analysis
On the basis of the archaeological evidence, Peterson has suggested that seasonal
flooding of the Dimolit River may have prevented year-round habitation.
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Layer 3 (Cultural Level II - the housefloors constitute Cultural Level I) contained
comparatively fewer artefacts than Layer 5, with no distinct cultural distribution.
Nevertheless, post holes were noted, which Peterson believed to be evidence for a pile
dwelling of about 4 by 4 meters. Finds included two stone fragments, one pottery net
weight and earthenware sherds. These sherds were characterised by:
•
•
•
•
•

Ring or coil construction, thinned by paddle and anvil;
Beach sand tempered;
Smoothed, about 30% red-slipped;
Surface colour varies from light tan to blackish brown;
Globular pots and plate-like forms.

Because of the adze and whetstone types, Peterson has tentatively suggested an Early
Metal Age occupation period for Layer 3.
Finds in Layer 5 (Cultural Level 1) are much more abundant. The layer varies in
thickness between 15 and 25 cm. The presence of post-holes, associated with material
residues and the remains of hearths, suggests the floor of a living area. Furthermore the
site appears to have been flooded during construction, the evidence of superimposed
structures indicating that buildings were destroyed and new ones built in the same
positions. Artefact types include flaked lithics of jasper and basalt, mortars, grinders
and jadeite beads. As in Layer 3, Peterson identifies only one basic type of pottery in
Layer 5, features of which include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ring or coil built, thinned by paddle and anvil;
Beach sand tempered: fine to medium sized, sub-angular grains of coral and
volcanic origin;
Smoothed, about 30% red-slipped (most on exterior and interior surfaces);
Very hot to low temperature firing of brief duration;
Majority of sherds have a black core with well-oxidised surfaces;
The only form of'decoration' found are perforations in the red-slipped, ringfeet sherds. These were arranged in circular clusters, square clusters and
simple horizontal lines;
Reconstructed forms include: globular pots with low flaring rims, shallow
dishes on ring-feet (7 to 10 cm in height) and carinated vessels.

Peterson believes that continuity is in evidence between the two cultural layers on the
basis of a comparison of the earthenware forms.
Dimolit is the only site excavated thus far in the northern Philippines that provides
convincing evidence of early settlement structures in association with pottery.
Tanudirjo (2004) has suggested that the 'house sites' at Dimolit indicate that
Austronesian speaking populations lived in nucleated settlements. However, this claim
has not been fully investigated and no other settlement structures have been claimed in
association with 'Austronesian' deposits.
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Figure 116

Dimolit region
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Figure 117
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Plan of excavated Housefloors in Layer 5 at Dimolit
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II.

SITE CONTEXT INFORMATION

Only the house-sites were examined as they contained the most abundant amounts of
pottery with a red surface coating. These were dated by Peterson and said to be
associated with the Island Southeast Asian Red-Slipped Tradition. Both house-sites
were located in Level 5 and were assumed, by Peterson, to be contemporaneous. The
later pottery from Level 3 was thought to be 'Iron Age' in association.
Number and distribution of sherds
When excavated, the position of artefacts within the housefloors was not designated.
Each of the so called housefloors was excavated as one unit, i.e. the sherds from
"Housefloor 1" and those from "Housefloor 2" were placed into groups, but no spatial
information exists as to where they were found within Layer 5.
In total, 694 sherds were examined. Five hundred and ten of these were from
Housefloor 1, 184 from Housefloor 2 (Table 69). All diagnostic sherds from
Housefloor 1 were analysed in regards to their form but, due to time constraints, surface
modification data and weights were only collected for about 218 of these. Time
constraints also prevented the complete analysis of Housefloor 2. Consequently, only a
sample of sherds from Housefloor 2 was analysed. The full range of data concerning
form, surface modification and firing was collected for all of these, to make sure that it
did not significantly differ to Housefloor 1. The pottery from Dimolit had been more or
less divided by 'types', as this assemblage was used as a teaching collection for learning
pottery analysis at the University of Hawaii. Consequently, the selected sample was
chosen by selecting bags from all of these predefined types^^ in proportions that roughly
reflect the overall composition of the housefloor (checks were also made that certain
bags did not reflect different aspects of within-type variation). The rest of the sherds
were also quickly examined, in order to establish that there were no forms, unique
sherds or sherd features that might have been missed due to the way in which the
previous types were defined. Initial exploration of the data demonstrated that there was
no clear differentiation in the forms between housefloors. Therefore, the housefloors
will be treated together (as 'Layer 5') in the discussion of forms. The author is
confident that the sherds examined are representative of the assemblage as a whole.
Table 69

Dimolit: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and housefloor
Natural Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6

Layer description
Sterile
Sterile
Cultural Level 2
Sterile
Cultural Level 1
Sterile

House floor

No. of sherds

Not analysed
1

2

510

184 (selection only analysed)

These types do not necessarily correspond to the forms described herein, and thus were not used in die
analysis other than to arrange the Housefloor components so a sample could be selected. Obviously,
because this was a large assemblage in which the sherds had already been grouped, and because there was
no distinction made by Peterson as to where these sherds came from within the site, a truly 'random'
sample was not possible.
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Table 70

Dimolit: Distribution of sherd weights by housefloor
Housefloor
1
2

III.

N

Minimum

Maximum

Sum

Mean

218*
1
180
5370
25
180
2
220
24
4357
*This does not the sherds for which only the form was noted.

Std.
Deviation
26
27

FORM INFORMATION

Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim (Form 0) were clearly the
most abundant sherds in the Dimolit assemblage. Rims with a restricted opening (Form
1) are more common than rims with an unrestricted opening (Form 2). However, both
of these are relatively abundant, compared to base rim (Form 3) sherds. The latter
constitute a small, but not insignificant, proportion of the assemblage.
Table 71

Dimolit: Distribution of sherds by form
Layer
5

Form
0

1
392

2
169

Total

3
106

27

694

In the Cagayan Valley chapter, the form description concerned details about the number
of sherds in each form, sub-form or variant with different categories of surface coating.
Unlike in the Cagayan Valley, the Dimolit assemblage did not have a clearly black-type
pottery component (a small number of sherds may have been black, but this was more
likely due to variation in firing conditions than the intentional production of black-type
pottery). At Dimolit there were some sherds with a red surface coating and some with
no surface coating,. Despite the fact that it is clear that some of latter did not have a
surface coating to begin with, it is at times difficult to separate these from the sherds
whose surface coating has wore off. Nonetheless, on the basis of the data available, the
pattern of distribution between these sherds does not appear to show major distinctions.
There was some difference in the measurement distribution for sherds with and without
a surface coating for Form 1-a, but the reason for this is unclear, particularly as there are
no clear distinctions in Forms 1, 2 or 3. Moreover all forms contained sherds with or
without a surface coating. (All these distribution characteristics will be discussed later
in this chapter). Even if there is a distinction in the function of the vessels that had a red
surface coating, as oppose to those that did not, these have not been deposited as
separate assemblages and appear to have had very similar forms. Consequently, the
discussion of the variants does not specify the numbers of sherds by surface coating, as
was done in the Cagayan Valley chapter.
Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
Three hundred and ninety-two sherds from Dimolit could not be directly attributed to a
major vessel form (Table 72). These were spread across most sub-forms, but there were
no sub-form c (handles and knobs) sherds.
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Table 72

Dimolit, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form

Layer
5

Sub-form
a

b
167

d

c

e
23

139

Total

f
7

56

392

There were 167 sherds of sub-form a (unassociated lips) that did not have enough
features to associate them with a major form. There are a small number of straight
sherds that do not appear to belong to the groups described below for Form 1 and Form
2 sherds. However, they are too few to tell if these form a distinct vessel group.
Otherwise, the variation of the unassociated lips falls within that of the major forms.
Overall the sub-form a sherds had a wide spread of orifice diameters, ranging from 4 to
40 cm (mean= 14.8, S.D.= 8.4). The maximum width did not show as much variation,
ranging from 4 to 19mm (mean= 8, S.D.= 1.9). Interestingly, there is a split of the
assemblage by surface coating that seems to suggest that those sherds with a surface
coating had a wider range of orifice diameters than those without (without surface
coating, range between 2 to 4cm, mean= 10.6; with surface coating, range between 4 to
5 cm, mean= 18.9) (Figure 118).
Surface
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Dimolit, Form 0-a: Relationship of orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by surface coating

There were 140 sherds of sub-form b (necks and angular sherds). Of these, 65 are
everted necks that can probably be attributed to Form 1. In addition, 54 sherds are
either whole or partial necks with outwardly directional rims and inwardly directional
bowls that can be attributed to Form 2-b. This fits with the general pattern of the
assemblage variation in the discussion that follows.
There were 27 sherds of sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds). Thirteen of these were
perforated, two were both perforated and pierced, and one was just pierced. All of these
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can probably be attributed to Form 3 (Base rims) (see discussion below). There were
four circle-stamped sherds. The other bodysherds were notable for surface impressions
or unusual curvature, but did not turn out to be characteristic of the assemblage.
There were seven sherds of sub-form e (carinations). No carinations were found on
rim sherds allocated to other forms. Thus it is difficult to know what vessel types they
were associated with. However, from a survey of the broad shapes, it would appear that
they were most likely associated with Form 1 (restricted types). Nevertheless, they
appear relatively rare, and it is likely that these vessels more commonly had a curved
body at the widest extension.
Sub-form f (base associated pieces) sherds are attributed to the basal stands
represented by Form 4. Where part of a base was present, these instances were, in
keeping with Form 4, usually flared outwards. Where present, the vessel bodies were
generally quite flat, or only slightly curved. Because of this, it seems likely that they
were associated most commonly with vessels of Form 2-b, although there is no direct
evidence to support this.

Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Form 1 is most heavily represented by sub-form b (straight, everted) (Table 73), with
sub-form a (concave, everted) the second most abundant. Sub-forms c (wide, everted),
d (internally restricted) and e (convex, everted) are also represented in low numbers (six
or fewer sherds)
Table 73

Dimolit, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form
Layer
5

a
32

Sub-form
b
c
125
3

Total

e

d
7

2

169

Thirty-two sub-form a (concave, everted) sherds were identified. The orifice
diameters varied between 5 and 41cm (mean= 14.25, S.D.= 7.8), the maximum thickness
between 3 and 19mm (mean= 10.8 and S.D.= 3.6), and the width of flare between 29 and
63mm (mean= 44.2, S.D.= 7.9). There were a number of distinct shape variants:
a. There were ten sherds of variant a (Figure 119). All had everted rims with quite
marked concavity and a prominent, sometimes slightly upturned, neck. The majority
had rounded lips, although on a small number the lips were slightly flattened. These
sherds were all everted at about 135 degrees.
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Figure 119

Dimolit, Form 1-a-a

b. There were seventeen variant b sherds (Figure 120). These had only a slight
concavity on the inner rim surface, much less marked than the concavity of sherds in
variant a. There may be some cross-over in this variant with Form 1-b as slight
irregularities can create some sherds with a slight concavity, from vessels that
otherwise appear to have a straight rim. Nonetheless, these particular sherds did not
clearly conjoin with straight sherds. Some were everted, like variant a, at about 135
degrees, while others were more strongly everted at 150 degrees.
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Figure 120

Dimolit, Form 1-a-b

c. The three variant c sherds were characterised by the thickness of the rim compared to
the rim length (Figure 121). The width was between 11 and 19mm (mean= 14.3,
S.D.=4.3), as compared to 3 and 17mm (mean= 10, S.D.= 3) for the rest of the sherds
(although it should be noted, especially in this instance, that the measurements do not
take into consideration either the evenness or the position of the thickness. Hence
these measurements are a broad characteristic, not precise, and the form shape should
also be considered). The thickness was not isolated to a single point, but relatively
even for the length of the rim.

Figure 121
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d. The two variant d sherds had a reasonably marked concavity but were 'taller'
compared to the other variants in the sub-form (Figure 122). They were everted at
around 105 degrees and had a flattened lip.

Figure 122 Dimolit, Form 1-a-d

Sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds composed a greater proportion of the DIM
assemblage than any other type. The orifice diameters varied between 3 and 40cm
(mean=ll.l, S.D.= 4.7), the maximum thickness between 4 and 17mm (mean= 9.7 and
S.D.=2.7), and the width of flare ranged between 11 and 72mm (mean= 37.8, S.D.= 9.8).
This sub-form encompasses a fairly large degree of variation, and has been divided into
a number of variants based on shape:
a. Variant a consists of three short, everted rim sherds (Figure 123). The width of flare
ranged from 11 to 14mm (mean= 12.5, S.D.= 1.5). The rim, neck and upper body
were of relatively even thickness. All three had a rounded lip and were everted at
about 120 degrees.

/

Figure 123 Dimolit, Form 1-b-a

b. Variant b has the highest number of sherds within sub-form b, totalling 51 sherds
(Figure 124). These are characterised by quite long rims relative to their thickness,
although the absolute length varied. The width of flare ranged from 29 to 58mm
(mean=41.4, S.D.= 7) and the maximum thickness from 5 to 17mm (mean= 10.4,
S.D.=2.5). All had quite rounded lips, and the rims were of reasonably even
thickness, or slightly divergent. They were all everted between 120 to 130 degrees.
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Figure 124

Dimolit, Form 1-b-b

c. The ten sherds in variant c are quite similar to those in variant b in that they are
hkewise relatively long compared to their thicknesses, and have a rounded lip
(Figure 125). However, the thickness of the rim and the evenness of the surfaces is
less consistent. One or both surfaces of the rim were thickened. Width of flare
ranged from 38 to 57mm, mean= 45.2, S.D.= 6.7),

Figure 125
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d. The 24 sherds belonging to variant d generally had a moderate rim length (Figure
126). The width offlare varied between 21 and 43mm (mean= 30.4, S.D.= 5.5). They
were characterised by a relatively even thickness between the lip, the neck and the
upper body. All had rounded lips. In several instances (such as those pictured),
quite large sections of body were preserved. These suggest that the body of the
vessel was rounded, without a sharply defined carination.

Figure 126

Dimolit, Form 1-b-d

e. There were four sherds in variant e, characterised by divergent margins creating a
'pointed lip' (Figure 127). These lips were rounded. Three of the sherds were
everted at between 120 and 130 degrees, while one was 'straight' (everted at close to
90 degrees). Two of the everted sherds probably conjoin.

\
Figure 127

Dimolit, Form 1-b-e
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f . The two sherds of variant f were very similar to those of variant d, and may be from
a related vessel type (Figure 128). They retain a moderate rim length and a rounded
lip. However, the thickness of the rim is slightly divergent, and they appear to be
less everted than sherds in variant d.

Figure 128

s

Dimolit, Form 1-b-f

g. Variant g encompasses 24 sherds (Figure 129). They are all quite long compared to
their widths, and all have rounded lips. The width of flare varied between 21 and
55mm (mean= 38.6, S.D.= 7.6) and the maximum thickness between 5 and 12mm
(mean=8, S.D.= 1.6). However, the rim surfaces are not particularly even, and thus
this variant encompasses a relatively wide range of shapes.

\

Figure 129

Dimolit, Form 1-b-g

h. The two sherds of variant h are relatively long sherds (43 and 44mm) (Figure 130).
They have a rim everted at about 120-130 degrees and a rounded lip. They are
further characterised by the presence of a groove around the circumference of the
outer surface, just below the lip. Moreover, they are so similar, they probably come
from the same vessel.

Figure 130
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There are two miscellaneous single sherds (Figure 131). The first of these is quite
similar to sherds in variant d, as it shares a moderate rim length, an even thickness of
the rim, and a rounded lip. However, the rim is very 'straight', being everted at 90
degrees from the horizontal at the neck.
The second sherd has the longest rim of any sherd in this assemblage (72mm). It has a
flattened lip, with rounded edges, and is convergent in the direction of the neck.

/

Figure 131

\

Dimolit, Form l-b-miscellaneous

Sub-form c (wide, everted) is composed of three sherds (Figure 132). They are clearly
distinguished by the pronounced thickening of the outer surface of the rim. The
maximum thickness varies from 10 to 13mm (mean= 11.48, S.D.= 1.5), the orifice
diameter from 11 to 17mm (mean= 13.7, S.D.= 3), and the width of flare from 24 to
27mm (mean= 25.4, S.D.= 1.4). The angle at which the neck is everted differs between
sherds, from almost straight (90 degrees) to around 120 degrees.

\
Figure 132

/

Dimolit, Form 1-c
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Sub-form d (internally restricted) is composed of seven sherds, two of which
probably conjoin (Figure 133). All have a rounded lip. Some have a more marked
upper body curvature than others. The surfaces are plain and smoothed, however some
have irregularities on the inner surface that would not have been very visible in the
complete vessel.

f

(

Figure 133

Dimolit, Form 1-d

Sub-form e (concave, everted) has only two sherds (Figure 134). They are both
outcurved, with an external thickening that accentuates the outer lip. Below the
thickened lip, they have margins that are parallel, creating a very even thickness along
the rim, through the neck and in the upper body. The maximum thicknesses are 7 and
7.5mm. The rim length is very long, relative to other Form 1 sherds, being 57.5 and
37mm. One sherd is quite 'tall', but the other is more strongly everted.

Figure 134

Dimolit, Form 1-e

Measurements
The distribution of Form 1 sherds at Dimolit does not appear to indicate a tight degree
of correlation between the width of flare and the maximum width (vessel thickness), or
between orifice diameter and maximum thickness (Figure 135). Maximum thickness
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ranges from 2.5 to 19mm, orifice diameter ranges from 3 to 41cm, and width of flare
ranges from 10-72.4mm. The width of flare shows a wide diversity across this range,
while the orifice diameters are generally clustered towards the lower end of the range the mean is 12cm.
There is no marked degree of patterning on the basis of sub-forms. Form 1-a and Form
1-b were greatest in number, and also demonstrate the widest degree of diversity.
Sherds of Form 1-a have a slightly more restricted range of width of flare, when
compared to sherds of Form 1-b.
The Form 1-c sherds do not show a wide degree of variation in width of flare. The
width of flare of the sub-form e sherds is very large. However, the small sample sizes
for these two groups limits any further observations, although all occur within the range
of Form 1-a and Form 1-b.
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Dimolit, Form 1: Relationship between width of flare and maximum width, and of
orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the distribution of sherds by
surface coating and sub-form
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
At the Dimolit site, Form 2 is most strongly represented by sub-form a (upcurved or
direct) (Table 74). Sub-forms b (with neck) and c (outcurved) are also present, but in
comparatively low numbers.
Table 74

Dimolit, Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form
Layer
5

Sub-form
b

a
93

9

Total

c
4

106

Sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds are by far the most abundant in Form 2.
Correspondingly, they also encompass the widest range of variation in upper body
shape, relative depth and the orientation of the lip. Overall, the maximum width of the
sub-form a sherds ranges from 4 to 17mm (mean= 7.9, S.D.= 1.7), and the orifice
diameter ranges from 6 to 35cm (mean=13.4, S.D.= 5.3).
a. Variant a has 45 sherds (Figure 136). These have relatively shallow bowls and an
upturned, rounded lip. The maximum thickness ranges from 4 to 10mm (mean= 7.4,
S.D.=1.3) and orifice diameter from 6 to 21cm (mean= 12.6, S.D.= 3.8). There was
one almost complete vessel of this variant (Figure 137).

Figure 136
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Figure 137

Dimolit: Image of sherds from a broken, but almost complete, vessel with an
unrestricted orifice

b. There were seven sherds belonging to variant b. These had relatively deep (straightsided), curved bowls with a flattened lip (Figure 138). They had no form of surface
alteration surface, and had simple lip shapes (three rounded, one flat and two flat
with an internal orientation). The maximum thickness ranges from 5.7 to 10.1mm
(mean=7.9, S.D.= 1.4) and orifice diameter from 6 to 35cm (mean=19, S.D.= 11.3).

Figure 138

Dimolit, Form 2-a-b

c. The nine variant c sherds have a slight exterior thickening on their lip, with a long
narrow groove in the outer surface, just below the lip. Four of these have an
internally orientated flattened lip area. The maximum thickness ranges from 8.717mm (mean= l 1, S.D.= 3) and, where determinable, the orifice diameter ranges from
8-17cm (mean= 17, S.D.= 8). In the overall depth and shape of the lower margins.
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most of these are similar to variant b, although one is more like variant e. Another
sherd with a groove also occurs in variant f, but the vessel shape is different.
-vAv

-K'i-

\
Figure 139

Dimolit, Form 2-a-c

d. Variant d has five sherds (Figure 140). These are characterised by quite thick
margins that, unlike the other variants, retain the thickness along the length of the
sherd. Maximum thickness ranges from 7.3-9mm (mean= 8, S.D.= 0.8) and minimum
thickness from 6.4 to 7mm (mean= 6.3, S.D.= 0.6). They have a flattened lip and are
of moderate depth.

Figure 140

Dimolit, Form 2-a-d

e. There were four sherds in variant e, characterised by their outleaning, straight edges
(Figure 141). However, the lips and margins varied quite widely (as shown in
figure). The maximum thickness ranges from 8.3-9.6mm (mean= 8.7, S.D.= 0.6) and
the orifice diameters for the two determinable sherds are 10 and 7cm.
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Figure 141

Dimolit, Form 2-a-e

f . There were nine sherds in variant f, characterised by their tall sides (Figure 142).
The outer surface is curved. The majority have a rounded lip, with the exception of
one flat lip. One sherd has a distinctive groove around the outer circumference of the
sherd, just below the lip. The others have no surface alteration. The maximum
thickness ranges from 6-8.5mm (mean= 7.3, S.D.= 1.1) and orifice diameter ranges
from 6 to 18cm (mean=12.7, S.D.= 3.6).
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Figure 142
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Dimolit, Form 2-a-f
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g. There were four sherds in variant g, e characterised by an intumed hp on what is
otherwise a clearly unrestricted vessel (Figure 143). The lips are all rounded. The
maximum thickness ranges from 6.5-8.5mm (mean= 7.9, S.D.= 1) and orifice
diameter from 13 to 22cm (mean= 17.8, S.D.= 4).

(
Figure 143

/

Dimolit, Form 2-a-g

h. The six variant h sherds were characterised by a low, elongated thickening on the
inner surface of the sherd, just below the lip (Figure 144). The sherds are quite
clearly curved. The maximum thickness ranges from 6.3-9mm (mean= 7, S.D.= 1)
and orifice diameter ranges from 10-17cm (mean= 13, S.D.= 3).

Figure 144

Dimolit, Form 2-a-li

L Variant i consists of three sherds. All have a long, very elongated thickening on the
outer surface of the sherd, starting at the lip (Figure 145). Moreover, the inner
surface is quite straight. The maximum thickness ranges from 5.9-9.2mm (mean= 8,
S.D.=2), and orifice diameter from 8-11 cm (mean=10, S.D.= 2).
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Figure 145

Dimolit, Form 2-a-i

j. Variant j consists of a single sherd with relatively thick, convergent margins and a
flat lip (Figure 146). The sides of the bowl are quite upright. The width at lip is
12.5mm.

Figure 146

Dimolit, Form 2-a-j

There were only a relatively small number (nine) of sub-form b (with neck) sherds.
However, this vessel type is probably more common than the number of sherds
indicates, as there are 54 'neck' sherds in Form 0-b that by their shape appear to be
associated with this rim form. There were two variants (Figure 147):
a. Eight of the sherds were variant a. These had a concave shape rim, although in some
sherds this was more marked than in others. The smallest width of rim was 41mm,
the maximum 63.8mm (mean= 51mm, S.D.= 8). These sherds tended to come from
vessels with a shallow bowl.
b. One sherd was of variant b. This had a relatively short, straight rim with a
comparatively deep bowl. The width of the rim was 19.5mm.
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-•ily

Figure 147

Dimolit, Form 2-b-a and Form 2-b-b (bottom sherd)

Sub-form c (outcurved) was represented by four sherds (Figure 148). These sherds
had steep sides and the hps were convex in shape, but not strongly so. The shapes of
the margins differed, although all were characterised by an externally thickened lip.
The shape is very similar to that of the Form 3-a (pedestal base) sherds. However, they
differ from these in other aspects, and have no evident surface alteration.

\
7

Figure 148
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Measurements
For the Form 2 sherds the surface features do not appear to be tightly correlated with
either vessel size or shape (Figure 149). Moreover, those that had a red surface coating,
a possible red surface coating, or no evidence for a surface coating were evenly
distributed across the range.
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Dimolit, Form 2: The relationship of orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by surface coating and sub-form

Form 3: Base rims
There were 27 base rim sherds at Dimolit all of which belonged to sub-form a
(pedestals) (Figure 151, Figure 150). Many of these sherds have perforations or surface
piercing (19 of 27). Indeed these features appear only associated with bases (see section
on decoration below), suggesting that many, if not all, of the sherds from Form 0-d
(diagnostic bodysherds) that are pierced, can be attributed to bases (Form 3). Also, all
sherds of Form 0-f (base-associated pieces) can also be attributed to bases. Form 0-f
has 56 sherds, some rather large in size.
Although there was some variation in the shape of the lip on different base types this
does not seem to indicate different variants. Nearly all the sherds possessed an
outcurved shape (21 sherds), although a small number were straight (five sherds). One
was seemingly incurved, but this may have been due to wear, and/or its small size.
Width at lip ranged from 2.7-8.9mm (mean= 5), and width below lip from 5.5-10.6mm
(mean=7.8). This is consistent with the fact that many had divergent margins (sixteen
sherds), several had straight margins (seven sherds) and only a small number (four
sherds) had slightly convergent margins. All had rounded lips.
Only three sherds had an intact surface from rim to pot base. All of these were 3.5-4cm
in height. Nonetheless, many of the other sherds were longer in length (despite the lack
of an intact pot base/join). Moreover, one partially reconstructed vessel demonstrated
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that bases at Dimolit could be quite tall (Figure 151). This base was quite broken in its
upper section, but a flattened surface on the highest point indicated what may have been
its maximum height at 98.4mm.
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Figure 151
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Dimolit: Image of partially reconstructed base rims (housefloor attribution unknown)

Measurements
The distribution of Form 3-a sherds in terms of the relationship between the orifice
diameter and the maximum thickness suggests that there may be two groups of base
rims (Figure 149), one with orifice diameters clustered around 5.5-8cm (mean= 7,
S.D.=1), and another with orifice diameters clustered around 14-20cm (mean= 17,
S.D.=2). However, these were not separated by surface coating type. Unfortunately, it
is impossible to say whether or not the shorter stands had smaller orifice diameters, or
vice versa.
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Dimolit, Form 3: Relationship of orifice diameter and maximum width, as this relates
to the distribution of sherds by surface coating
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IV.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Sherds exhibiting some degree of wear amount to 32.7% of the total assemblage (Table
75). A reasonable number of sherds (86 of 227) showed differential wear to part of the
sherd, most often the inner surface was more wom. Most of the sherds with wear were
assigned to Form 0 (67.8% of the sherds which had wear), whereas much lower
numbers were assigned to the more clearly defined vessel forms (Form 1= 16.3%, Form
2=11.9%, Form 3= 4%). Of the sherds exhibiting wear, 74.8% had a red surface
coating. Another 7.9% had a possible surface coating. Only 17.2% had no evidence of
surface coating. The explanation for this is not clear. Certainly some percentage of the
sherds with a wom surface coating may result from the fact that where a remnant slip is
evident, it is easier to tell that the surface around it has wom off However, many of the
sherds without evident surface coating showed evidence for smoothing or wipe marks,
and hence clearly had an intact surface. Also, the majority of the sherds had a sharp,
oxidised outer layer that in most cases was even and not wom through.
Table 75

Dimolit: Number of sherds with varying levels of wear
Wear
Slight wear
Worn
Very Worn

Variable wear

Total

Inner slightly worn
Inner worn
Inner very worn
Outer slightly worn
Outer worn
Outer very worn
Inner slightly worn,
outer worn
Inner worn, outer
slightly worn
Inner veiy worn,
outer slightly worn
Inner very worn,
outer worn
Very worn (pot base)

24
69
48
8
13
37
1
5
3

Percentage of
total assemblage
3.5
9.9
6.9
1.2
1.9
5.3
0.1
0.7
0.4

1

0.1

A
0

0.9

8

1.2

2

0.3

2
227

0.3
32.8

No. of sherds

Surface Coating
At the Dimolit site, 45% of sherds showed clear evidence of a red surface coating
(Table 76), 10%) showed possible evidence, and 45% had no evidence of a surface
coating. Of the latter, only 12.6% showed clear evidence of wear. Hence a fair portion
of the sherds possessed unmodified surfaces.
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Table 76

Dimolit: Number of sherds with or without a surface coating
Layer
5

Surface
coating
(red)
311

Possible
surface
coating (red)
71

No
surface
coating
312

Total
694

The presence of a red surface coating does not appear to be correlated with any
particular form in the Dimolit assemblage (Table 77).
Table 77

Dimolit: Correlation of sherds by form and surface coating type
Form
0
1
2
3

Surface
coating (red)
217
42
38
14

Surface Coating
Possible surface
coating (red)
32
26
11
2

No surface
coating
141
105
55
11

Colour: The colour of the 'red' surface coating at Dimolit was almost uniformly 10 R
4/4. This was so consistent in fact that although colour was initially recorded using
Munsell notation, this was halted due to time restraints, unless it appeared significantly
different (one sherd of 10 R 4/6, and one sherd of 2.5 YR 5/6 were noted).
There were also twelve sherds with surfaces described as 'black' or dark in colour (dark
greys/browns being predominant). In addition, a number of the sherds without surface
coating had 'fire-blackening' noted. Both of these features are comparatively low in
number compared to the number of sherds with a red surface coating, or those that
clearly did not have surface coating. They probably result from variation in the same
firing regime used for the other sherds, rather than being a distinct group in their own
right.
Of those sherds with an evident surface coating. Form 1 vessels generally had colour
applied to the outer body and the inner rim, up until the neck. Form 2 vessels generally
had colour applied to all surfaces. Form 3 sherds usually had colour applied to the outer
surface only.
Application: The red surface coating was often relatively thick and even, without
obvious striations. It did not flake from the surface and had not obvious drips. Also,
where the coating did not cover the whole surface, the line of coverage was usually very
even. These points all suggest dipping of the vessels into the surface coating. However,
some sherds also had striations and unevenness in the edge of the surface coating. This
is especially the case at the neck of everted rim sherds, as below the neck was not
slipped. Perhaps wiping and/or painting were used as well as slipping. In the case of
the everted, rim vessels it may be that the outside of the vessel was dipped and then the
inner rim had colourant applied to it by wiping/painting.
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A small number of sherds showed evidence of sharp colour edges (Figure 153), and of
'black' and 'red' colours adjoining (Figure 154). This demonstrates that some vessels
had designs on their surfaces (six sherds in total). Some of this design may have, been
applied through dipping and some through painting.
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I
(scale in cm)

Figure 153

Dimolit: Painted sherd

(scale in cm)

Figure 154

Dimolit: Sherds that appear to have both black and red surface colouring

Surface Alteration
In total, 54 sherds at Dimolit had some form of surface alteration (Table 78). Five
percent of sherds had round perforations. There were also seven 'punctate' sherds
(impressions did not pierce the inner surface) and four with both perforations and
punctate features. Sometimes these elements appear to be random, at other times they
are arranged into simple patterns (Figure 155). These elements were only associated
with base rims, or with bodysherds possessing characteristics suggesting they were base
rims (for instance, surface coatings only on the outer surface, unsmoothed inner surface,
general thicknesses in keeping with Form 3).
It appears that the perforations and piercing of vessels was done while the vessel was
still plastic (before firing) as these often have remnant clay adhesions on the inner
surface. Also, it was noted on a number of sherds that the pigment did not penetrate the
perforations. This may indicate that the alteration of the surface was done after the
application of the surface coating.
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There were thirteen sherds with an external groove (Figure 156). The grooves were
relatively wide and shallow. They were predominantly found on bowls. Two sherds
with grooves were undesignated lips (Form 0-a), but these might have been bowls.
Within sub-form a, most grooves were found on deep bowl types (variant b), although
they were not restricted to this type, as grooves were also found on one sherd each of
variants a, d and e (see profile illustrations).
Four body sherds also possess evidence of circle-stamping, as discussed above (Figure
157). However, many only possess one circle-stamp, and there is no evidence to
suggest that these formed patterns on the surface of the vessel. They were all found in
'Housefloor 2' and are very similar in appearance, so they may have come from a single
concentration, or even a single vessel.
Table 78
5

Dimolit: Number of sherds with different surface alteration types

Layer

Perforated
38

Pierced

7

Pierced and Perforated
5

Grooved
13

Circle-stamping
4

In contrast to the surface coating types, which showed no correlation with form, the
presence of surface alteration types in the Dimolit assemblage is tightly correlated with
form (Table 79). Pierced and perforated alteration types were confmed to Form 3.
Although many sherds with these alteration types were assigned to Form 0 (including
sub-forms a, f and d), all of these are compatible with Form 3. The presence of a
groove running around the external surface of the sherd, just below the lip, was confined
to Form 2. Unfortunately, the presence of circle-stamping could not be correlated with
form, as this type of alteration was only observed on bodysherds.
Table 79

Dimolit: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration types
Form
0
1
2
3

Circle
stamped

Pierced,
both

5

Surface Alteration
Pierced,
Perforated
outer
2
3
25

3

4

Grooved
2
2
11

12

Similarly to the relationship between surface coating and form, there was no discernable
relationship between surface coating and surface alteration (Table 80).
Table 80

Dimolit: Correlation of sherds according to the surface coating and surface alteration
types
Surface coating

None
Possible surface
coating (red)
Surface coating (red)

Circle
stamped

4

2

Surface alteration
Pierced, Pierced,
both
outer
2
3

Pierced,
through
12

1

1

4

3

21

Grooved

10

3

Stamping
1
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Figure 155

Dimolit: Sherds with punctate and/or pierced surface alteration

Figure 156

Dimolit: Sherds with grooved surface alteration
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Figure 157

Dimolit: Sherds with circle-stamped surface alteration

Firing
There is a small range of colour diversity at Dimolit (Table 81). Most sherds have light
coloured surfaces and a dark coloured core. Because of the limited time available for
analysis, it was not possible to complete Munsell Soil Colour descriptions for all the
sherds from the Dimolit site. Consequently, simple colour descriptions were used for
many of the sherds (Table 82). These have been roughly sorted into a sequence that
reflects the colour spectrum used in the Munsell system, and the fact that the cores have
not been fully oxidised.
Table 81

Dimolit: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating type
M

VH

•H
Sherd category

Layer 5

Outer
surface
Core
Inner
surface

(U

'E<
6CO

a

S
^^
O
S 3 u "o
p "H
3
'P
C o o
6 -S
S t+H U
O

O

Sherds divided by layer
45
10
211
36
8
42
8
Sherds divided by suriace coating type
No surface modification
81
26
5
Surface coating
110
33
5
Possible surface coating
19
16
0
80
No surface modification
23
3
Surface coating
110
29
6
Possible surface coating
19
11
0
81
No surfece modification
22
5
Surface coating
110
35
6
Possible surface coating
19
15
0
Outer margin
Core
Inner margin

Colour with the
greatest number of
sherds (number)

o
2

10 YR 6/4 (55)
1 GLEY 3/N (61)
10 YR 6/4 (54)

3.1
2.5
2.9

10 YR 6/4 (20)
10 YR 6/4 (33)
5 YR 7/4 (3)
1 GLEY 3/N (25)
1 GLEY 3/N (32)
1 GLEY 3/N (4)
10 YR 6/4 (20)
10 YR 6/4 (32)
5 YR 7/4 (3)

2.9
3.1
3.7
2.6
2.8
2.5
2.4
3.3
3.4
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Table 82

Dimolit: Summary of core colour descriptions of sherds where Munsell Colour Chart
was not used
Colour description

Surface Frequency

Core Frequency

Grey/Black

9

188

Dark Grey

1

35

Grey

26
11

Light Grey
Dark Brown/Black

1

Dark Brown/Grey

1
3

Dark Brown/Red

3

7

Dark Brown

7

24

Brown/Grey

13

Brown

18

Light Brown/Grey

1

Light Brown

1

6

Yellow/Grey

2

12

Yellow/Brown

32

21

Yellow

11

1

Yellow/Red

29

3

252

24

Creamy Yellow
Cream

14

Creamy white

4

Light Yellow/Grey

2

Light Yellow/Red

1

1

28
2

6

Orange/Red

4

1

Light Orange/Red

2

OrangeA'ellow
Orange

5

1

Red/Brown

7

5

Red

3

2

Light Red

1

1

The pattern of surface and core colour does not differ between sherds with and without
a surface coating. Most sherds were not evenly fired, usually both surfaces differed in
colour to the core to a depth greater than 0.5mm (i.e. it was not just the immediate
surface) (Table 83). The transition between the core colour and the outer colour was
usually sharp (Table 84).
The clay used for making vessels at Dimolit most likely had a reasonably high organic
content - many of the cores were either black or very dark in colour (see Rye 1981).
Possibly some of this was rice husk, although this suggestion has not yet been
confirmed (Michael Gravespers. comm., also cited in Bellwood 2005).
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Table 83

Dimolit: Variation in the uniformity of firing of sherds
Uniformity of Firing
A very thin surface layer only differs to the
core*
Colour of both surfaces and margins differs
to the core
Even colour
Inner margin only differs to the core
Outer margin only differs to the core
Top of sherd only differs to the core

Frequency
50
419
135
1
20
2

*thin, sharp layer of oxidation on external surfaces
**this relates to bases, in instances where the firing is even in the upright but the sherd is
still reduced in the area that would have been internal to the vessel itself

Table 84

Dimolit: Variation in the firing margin of sherds where one or both surfaces differ
Colour margins
Diffuse
Sharp

V.

Frequency
84
408

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
Examination of the types of mineral inclusions present in the sherds from Dimolit
(Table 85) shows that nearly all sherds contain hematite/magnetite inclusions. There is
also an abundance of pyroxenes, most commonly diopside. There are moderate
amounts (i.e. more than half the sherds possess the mineral compound) of Chromite,
Quartz and Unidentified Group 1. Amphiboles are also moderately common as a group,
but no one type stands out. In general, the sherds from Dimolit possess a very wide
range of minerals.
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Dimolit: Minerals identified in sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
Sherd

IVTinprql
Feldspar
Anorthite
Sanidine
Albite
Anorthoclase
Bytownite
Pyroxene
Sub-calcic Augite
Augite
Saiite
Endiopside
Diopside
Intermediate Pigeonite
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(N
s
5

1
1
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S

m
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S
5

Unidentified Groups
1
2

1
1

9
B
C
Charcoal/Organic?
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5

1
1

1
1
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5
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a
D

5

5
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s
Q

<N
5

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
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1. Prob. Magnetite or Hematite with
silicate inclusions
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2. Poss. Magnetite or Hematite with
silicate inclusions
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Compositional dendrograms - matrix and minerals
The groupings found within the hierarchical cluster of the matrix (Figure 158) and
mineral (Figure 159) analyses are not consistent between the clays and the minerals.
That is to say, those sherds grouped together by the clay analysis are not the same
sherds that are grouped together by the mineral analyses. Nor do the groupings cohere
for the two mineral analyses undertaken using either all the groupings, or only those
groupings that could be identified. This suggests that there is no internal differentiation
between sherd types. They are probably all composed of similar variations in clays and
minerals and any differences that are present are due to internal heterogeneity.

Figure 158
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Dimolit: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds
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Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings were taken for comparison with the matrix on seven sherds from the
DimoUt assemblage (Table 86). Two sherds, DIM 166 (Figure 163) and DIM 223
(Figure 164) possess a clearly visible red surface coating, which is also discernable as a
structurally and compositionally different layer under the SEM. The compositional
analysis of these sherds shows they contain very high levels of Iron in the outer edges
(average >30% above the matrix readings). Another two sherds, DIM 1286 (Figure
161) and DIM 1126 (Figure 165), also had elevated levels of Iron in many of the edge
readings (average >30%), but other associations overshadowed or obscured this in the
dendrograms.
The sherds DIM 238 (Figure 162) and DIM 1290 (Figure 166) had higher levels of Iron
in some edge readings (about 13%) than in the matrix readings. But the difference in
the Iron levels was not enough to clearly separate the edge readings from those of the
clays (as for the above sherds). There is no visual evidence of a surface coating for
DIM 1285 (Figure 160), and neither do the measurements show any evidence for
heightened Iron.
This analysis shows that, where present, surface coatings were clearly made from a clay
suspension distinct in its chemistry from that of the matrix clays. Usually this was
characterised by heightened levels of Iron.

Table 86
Sherd No.
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM

1285
1286
238
166
223
1126

DIM 1290

Dimolit: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed by SEMEDXA for both matrix and edges
Mount
No.
Mlb*
Mlc*
M2a
M3b
M4b
M7b

Wear
Outer surface
Inner surface
Slight
Worn
Slight
Worn
Slight
Slight
Worn
Slight
Slight
Worn
Slight
Worn

M8a

Slight

Slight

Surface Coating
Outer surface
Inner surface
Yes
None evident
None evident
Yes
None evident
Yes
None evident
Yes
Yes
Remnants
None
Yes
Remnant
Remnant
(upper only)

*Mounts Mlb and Mlc are from different parts of the same vessel.
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Clay
colour
'yellow'
'yellow'
'yellow'
'yellow'
'yellow'
'yellow'
'yellow'
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El

E5

C4

C6

CI

C8

C2

C3

E4

C7

C5
E2

E3
•Readings El, E2 and E3 were clearly not on a surface with a surface coating and
readings E4 and E5 appeared to be in areas of some wear.
* No clear chemical trends driving histogram groupings.

Figure 160

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 1285.

CI

C6

C2

C7

E5

C3
C8

E2

C4

C5

El

E3

E4
* Iron readings for edges: El= 36%, E2= 26%, E3=l%, E4= 13%, E5=9%. This is an average of
13% higher than the clay readings, or 17% without E3 & E5.
* Reading E5 was taken on a surface which had had a surface coating noted in the
original analysis but theer was no distinct layer visible under the SEM.
* Readings El, E2 and E5 were taken on the outer surface, E3 and E4 were on the inner
surface.
* The large difference seen in E3 was due to very high Sodium levels (9% as compared to
0 for most other readings), which seems to have displaced Aluminum (21%, as opposed to a
normal reading of 30-35%). There was no clear reason for the differences seen in E4
although many reading were slightly different to the norm across the sherd.

Figure 161

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 1286.
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C2
C8

E3
C4

C5

C3

CIO
C7

^

C6
CI

C9

E2
E4
El

E5
*A11 readings were taken on the inner surface of the sherd, which had a surface coating
recorded in the original analyse but this was not visible as a clearly distinct layer
under the SEM.
*Iron readings for edges: El= 12%, E2= 21%, E3= ll%, E4=9%, E5=13%. This is an average of
5.2% higher than the clay readings.
•Readings El and E5 had an average of 10% higher Ti values then the clays, E2 and E4 had
values 2-4% higher.

Figure 162

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 238.

C3
08

C5

C6
C7
CI

C2
C4

E2
E4
E5
El

E3
* Iron readings for edges: El= 34.5%, E2= 12%, E3= 44.5%, E4= 55.5%, E5= 70.5%. This is an
average of 34% higher than the clay readings.
* Readings El and E2 were both on the worn inner surface of the sherd. This possibly
had a red surface coating originally, which would explain why the Iron is elevated in
both these readings as compared to the clays.
* All other readings were taken on the outer surface.

Figure 163
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 166.
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E2

E3
El

E5

C4

C5
CI

C3
C6

E4

C7
C8

C2

* Iron readings for edges: El= 32.5%, E2= 41%, E3= 36%, E4= 9%, E5= 35%. Average of 24%
higher than the clay readings, or 36.75% without E4
* Reading E4 appears to be a short distance below the actual surface which may explain
the low reading
* All readings were taken on the upper surface.

Figure 164

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 223.

C7
C8

C2

C5
C6

CI

C3
C4

El

E3

E5

E4
E2

* Iron readings for edges: El= 12%, E2= 10%, E3= 25%, E4= 28%, E5= 24%. The edges were 1015% higher in Iron than the clay readings (excluding El and E2).
* Due to its chemical composition reading E2 seems to have mistakenly measured a quartz
grain.
* Reading El appears to be in an area of the sherd with greater wear.
* All edge readings were taken on the outer surface, which had a surface coating.

Figure 165

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 1126.
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ci
E2

C2
C4

C3
C6

C5
C8

El

E4
E5

E3

CI
* Iron readings for edges: El= 5%, E2= 5%, E3=14%, E4= 23%, E5= 20%. If discrepancies are
removed, the edge measurements are 13% or more higher than the clay readings.
*This sherd had an area that had a evident, but worn, surface coating and an area below
the carination that appeared to be 'black' in colour. Readings El, E2, E3 and E5 were
taken on the surface with the 'red' surface coating, E4 was taken on the 'black'
surface.
* Reading CI appears to have been an inclusion within the matrix, it has 20% Iron and
only 25% Aluminum.

Figure 166

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd DIM 1290.

XRD
Two sherds from the Dimolit assemblage, both of which had a red surface coating, were
examined using XRD. The matrix (Figure 168) and surface coating (Figure 167)
spectrums for the sherd DIM 223 shared the presence of Albite, Quartz and Hematite, as
well as evidence for Augite and Maghemite. When the surface coating and matrix
spectrums are viewed in combination (Figure 169), the Hematite is more clearly
discemable in the surface coating.
The minerals detected in the surface coating of DIM 1290 (Figure 170) are the same as
in the surface coating of DIM 223, and when viewed in combination (Figure 171), both
are very similar.
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Section 3: East Coast of Luzon (Dimolit site) summary
The summary that follows reiterates that there were no clear groupings within the
pottery assemblage from Layer 5 at Dimolit. There was a very diverse range of forms,
many having a red surface coating, some clearly without one. Form 1 (restricted)
vessels are more abundant than Form 2 (unrestricted) vessels overall, but the latter still
compose almost 40% of the analysed sherds (Table 87).

Table 87

Dimolit: Relative proportion of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds based on the Minimum
Number of Vessels
Layer
5

Form 2

Form 1
61

39

Total
100 (267)

Although some sherds conjoined, determining the MNV did not significantly change the
relative proportions of the different forms based on sherd numbers (Table 88).^^

Table 88

Dimolit: Estimated minimum number of vessels (MNV) for major forms
Layer
5

Form 2

Form 1
a
31

b
121

d

c
3

e
6

a
2

91

Form 3
c

b
9

a
4

27

Trends evident in the Dimolit pottery assemblage
The Dimolit assemblage does not have any evident internal distinctions. The main
features of the pottery assemblage are summarised in Table 89. The sherds analysed
clearly came from a single stratigraphic unit, and were thus quite closely related both
temporally and spatially. Although Warren Peterson (1974a, b) suggested that they may
have been disturbed by seasonal high-water from the nearby river, the sherds are
generally in good condition. There may be a few very small differences between
pottery with the red surface coating and that without, but they are clearly quite similar in
their shape, firing characteristics and in the composition of their fabrics. Thus there is
no evidence to suggest that they came from different production areas.

^^ Where more than one sherd conjoined, these had often been glued together and were treated as a single
sherd. Thus there were few occasions where new conjoinable sherds were detected in the analysis of this
site.
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Table 89

Summary of trends seen in the Dimolit assemblage

Form
Higher proportion of restricted necked vessels, as compared to unrestricted vessels (61% Form 1 to
39% Form 2).
Wide diversity of vessel shapes: straight, everted rimmed and upcurved unrestricted vessels are
predominant, with reasonable numbers of concave, everted rimmed vessels and pedestal bases.
No identified handles or knobs.
Few carinations present (unknovm association).
Pedestal bases present, often associated with perforationsSurface Coating and Surface Alteration
55% of sherds had a red surface coating, 45% had no surface coatingEvidence for bi-coloured (red/black) vessel surfaces.
Perforated and punctate design associated with pedestal bases4 circle-stamped sherds, with single impression (possibly from one vessel).
Groove around the circumference of the external surface, just below lip. Predominantly found in
association with Form 2 vessels.
Firing Regime
Surfaces only were oxidised, sharp margin between this and the reduced core.
Characterisation
No evident groups of sherds with distinctive matrix and mineral composition found.
Red surface coating is chemically distinct, with clearly heightened levels of hematite.
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CHAPTER 6:
BATANES ISLANDS SITES

Section 1: Background to archaeological research
and the radiocarbon chronology of excavations on the Batanes
Islands
LOCATION

The Batanes Islands (today part of the Philippines) are located between Luzon and
Taiwan, in the Luzon Strait. These islands are about 150 km from Taiwan and 200 km
from Luzon. Other island groups in the Luzon Strait include the Babuyan islands to the
south and the Ladao and Lanyu Islands (today part of Taiwan) to the north. All the
islands in the Luzon Strait are known to have a close ethnographic relationship.
Three islands in the Batanes group are currently inhabited - Batan, Itbayat and Sabtang
- and all possess early pottery assemblages. Batan is the most fertile island and
currently supports the highest population, although, at about 18 kilometres long, it is
more or less equal in size to Itbayat. Batan is primarily volcanic, although it also
incorporates some limestone outcrops. Mt Iraya in the north dominates the landscape.
Between this and Mt Matarem (another volcanic cone) lies a narrow stretch of fertile
volcanic soils where many of the archaeological sites have been located, predominantly
inland from the coast (Figure 172a). A particularly thick layer of volcanic ash overlies
early sites associated with the Sunget/Naidi phases, on Batan Island. This layer is
particularly evident in northern and central Batan, in the vicinity of Mt Iraya. Bellwood
and Dizon (2005) place this eruption between 1000 and 1500 BP, but fiirther speculate
that any hiatus in occupation was short-lived. The archaeological sites are generally
single phase sites. Other sites, associated with the Racwaydi Phase are located above
this ash layer.
Like Batan, Sabtang is also a hilly volcanic island. Only one older pottery assemblage
has so far been excavated, in a location close to the coast at the Savidug sand dune.
Itbayat is primarily composed of uplifted limestone. Habitation is located inland, as a
result of high limestone chffs surrounding the coastline (Figure 172^?). Archaeological
sites here are more stratified in nature than on Batan, as there are no clear breaks in the
archaeological sequences caused by large volcanic eruptions.
Despite early speculation to the contrary (e.g. Beyer 1948; Fox 1978; Jocano 1975;
Heekeren 1972), there is no evidence to suggest that the Batanes islands were ever
connected to Luzon or Taiwan via a land bridge, as sea-levels are too deep (Chappell &
Thom 1977; Theil 1987; Bellwood 2005). Nor is there any evidence for 'pre-Neolithic'
(i.e. aceramic) assemblages in the islands. As a consequence, Bellwood and Dizon
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(2005) state that the Batanes Island were "first settled by Neolithic populations,
presumably the ancestors of the present Ivatan and Itbayaten populations, with a fully
fledged polished stone technology".
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Figure 172

Location of major sites on (a) Batan Island and (b) Itbayat Island

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH TO THE PRESENT

The Jar Burial Culture of the Batanes Islands was first "discovered and explored" by Pio
Montenegro in 1931-1935 (in Beyer 1947). Other early workers mentioned by Beyer
include Otto Scheerer and Tadao Kano. Beyer also mentions the presence of Greek
culture and Bactrian beads in the islands, which he links to a Bronze or very early Ironculture period. The first recorded archaeological activity was a preliminary report on jar
burials in the Batanes Islands published by Solheim (1960). In 1981, an extensive
archaeological survey for early sites on the Batanes Islands was carried out by Japanese
archaeologists from the University of Kumomoto. These surveys uncovered many
interesting finds, including red-slipped pottery and stone adzes. It was the presence of
these 'Austronesian' artefact t3^es that proved the catalyst for further surveys and
excavations by the Asian Fore-Arc Project between 2002 and 2005, as well as the
consequent ongoing work led by Professor Peter Bellwood in association with
colleagues in the Philippines.
The Asian Fore-Arc Programme'® of the Australian National University focussed on
establishing the archaeological and palaeoenvironmental background to the OT
" Areas of primary interest include the Ryukyu Islands, Taiwan and the Philippines. Reports and articles
relating to the northern Philippines include: Reports by Members of the Asian Fore-Arc Project (AFAP)
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hypothesis in the Asian Fore-Arc. As part of this, field seasons led by Professors Peter
Bellwood, Atholl Anderson and Glenn Summerhayes were undertaken in the Batanes
from 2002 to 2005. Excavations are still being undertaken by Peter Bellwood, but more
recently this has been in association with other projects and funding sources.
There have been quite a number of dates now obtained for sites from the Philippines as
a result of the archaeological investigations of the Asian Fore-Arc Programme (Table
90). However, the reliability of each sequence differs. The sequences from sites
containing early pottery will now be discussed.

Table 90

Radiocarbon dates for sites containing early pottery in the Batanes Islands

Provenance

Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date

S.D. l a e a n MedMai

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Torongan Cave
Turbo shell from in washed topsoil,
Wk 14641
cultural layer (marine shell)

3352

35

3147 3153

Wk 14642

3320

40

3548 3546

OZH 771

3860

70

4276 4280

3880

40

3797 3795

4066BP (95.4%) 3550BP 4201 BP (99.7%) 3428BP

3470

50

3291 3297

3550BP (95.4%) 3025BP 3664BP (99.7%) 2886BP

OZH 775

520

70

555

664BP (94.6%) 458BP
348BP (0.8%) 339BP

Turbo shell at 55-60cm (marine
shell)

Wk 15795

2496

37

2105 2105

2320BP (95.4%) 1880BP 245IBP (99.7%) 1747BP

Thais shell at 45-50cm (marine
shell)

Wk 15794

3663

41

3531 3527

3793BP(95.4%)3318BP 3896BP(99.7%)3183BP

Square A, 30-35cm, Purpura
persica (marine shell)

Wk 19716

1798

37

1312 1310

1520BP (95.4%) 1109BP I618BP(99.7%) 984BP

Square A, 25-30 cm. Turbo
argyrostomas (marine shell)

Wk 19715

3253

47

3031 3029

3284BP (95.4%) 2776BP 3377BP (99.7%) 271 IBP

Square A, 15-20cm (food residue)

NZA 26374

479

30

519

S19

543BP (95.4%) 498BP
625BP (0.6%) 606BP

558BP(99.1%)466BP

Square A, 10cm (food residue)

Wk 19714

768

34

701

698

738BP (95.4%) 665BP

785BP(99.7%)655BP

1876

41

1811 1818

1897BP(95.4%) 1713BP

1950BP(99.3%) 1691BP
I658BP ( 0.4%) 1627BP

1360

39

1280 1288

1345 BP (87.0%) 1233BP
I375BP(99.7%) 1174BP
I208BP(8.4%) 1181 BP

3, 95-l05cm (food residue) (AMS) OZH 774

2770

50

2872 2868

2989BP (95.4%) 2762BP 3072 BP (99.7%) 2750BP

3A, 80-90cm (food residue) (AMS) OZJ692

2095

45

2074 2068

2475

45

2556 2560

1280

45

1211 1217

3B, 70-75cm (food residue) (AMS) OZJ695

2080

45

2055 2052

38, 85-90cm (food residue) (AMS) OZJ 696

1375

45

1294 1297

3B, 90-95cm (food residue) (AMS) OZJ697

1510

60

1412 1402

1524BP (95.4%) 1305BP

2630

30

2756 2754

2789BP (95.4%) 2721BP

2000

140

1975 1970

2910

190

3083 3080

Cultural layer (food residue)
Food residue, Torongan AB 5560cra (AMS)
Marine shell, Torongan AB 5560cm (AMS)
Marine shell, Torongan A 40-45cm
(AMS)
Food residue, Torongan B 15-20cm
(AMS)

OZH 772
OZH 773

Bellwood & Dizon
2005

548

3375BP(95.4%)2891BP 3470BP (99.7%) 2774BP
3676BP ( 0.8%) 3670BP 3695BP (99.2%) 3439BP
3640BP (94.6%) 3452BP 3430BP ( 0.5%) 3405 BP
4511BP( 1.5%) 4485 BP 4530BP (99.7%) 3975BP
4441 BP (93.9%) 4085BP

676BP(96.7%)421BP
t08BP (3.0%) 3I6BP

Reranum Cave

Bellwood pers.
comm.

Anaro
2A, 15-20cm (food residue) (AMS) Wk 14643
3, 90-95cm (food residue) (AMS)

3A. 100-110cm (food residue)
(AMS)
3B, 65-70cm (food residue)
(AMS)

Sunget Top Terrace
Layer 5, 20-30cm within layer,
charcoal concentration

Wk 14645

Bellwood & Dizon
2005; Anderson
2005

OZJ693
OZJ694

Bellwood pers.
comm.

ANU 11693

Sqs A/D, Layer 5, 20-30cm within
ANU 11707
layer
Layer 5, 20-30cm in layer (food
residue) (AMS) (reported as SMT ANU 11817
in Bellwood 2005)

Bellwood el al
2003; Anderson
2005

2299BP(4.2%) 2261BP
2158BP(91.2%) 1946BP
2717BP(84.9%) 2430BP
2418BP(10.5%) 2364BP
1294BP (90.2%) 1120BP
11I4BP(5.2%) 1082BP
2287BP ( 0.6%) 2279BP
2153BP(94.8%) 1929BP
1370BP (89.9%) 1235BP
1206BP(5.5%) 1182BP

2309BP(5.7%) 2225BP
2210BP(94.0%) 1897BP
2739BP (99.7%) 2354BP
1309BP(99.7%) 1057BP
2305BP(3.0%) 2235BP
2183BP(96.7%) 1883BP
1402BP(99.7%) 1174BP
1603BP (0.2%) 1581BP
1572BP (99.5%) 1281BP

2849BP (99.4%) 271 IBP
2631BP(0.3%) 2621 BP
2331BP (94.1%) 1691BP 2487BP (99.6%) 1509BP
1655BP( 1.3%) 1528BP 1466BP( 0.1%) 1418BP
3571 BP (95.1%) 2705BP
3723BP(99.7%) 2354BP
2633BP(0.3%)2618BP

for National Museum of the Philippines dated 2002, July 2003, and September 2003; as well as reports by
Bellwood 2003 (report to National Geographic Society); Bellwood et al 2003; Bellwood et al 2004.
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Provenance
Sunget Main Terrace
Resin in pottery. Sq X, 16-20cm
within layer (AMS)

Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date S.D. Mean

Median

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

OZH 776

Bellwood & Dizon 2005

5790 150

Layer 5, 15-20cm within layer
(food residue) (AMS)

Wk 14640

Bellwood & Dizon 2005;
Anderson 2005

2915 49

3069 3065

3324BP ( 0.5%) 3289BP
3218BP(94.3%) 2923BP
3269BP (99.2%) 2862BP
2905BP( 1.1%)2890BP

Layer 5, 30-35cin within layer,
scattered charcoal fragments
(AMS)

Wk 15649

Bellwood & Dizon 2005

2383 35

2434 2417

2703BP(8.1%)2634BP
2680BP ( 6.9%) 2640BP
26I8BP( 1.9%) 2582BP
2610BP( 1.1%)2600BP
2574BP ( 0.2%) 2560BP
2494BP (87.4%) 2339BP
2546BP (89.5%) 2330BP

Savidug J a r Burial Site
3141BP(0.2%)3126BP
3064BP (95.4%) 2850BP 3110BP(0.2%) 3092BP
3081 BP (99.3%) 2785BP
3137BP(0.5%)3132BP
3103BP ( 0.6%) 3097BP 3161 BP (99.7%) 2862BP
3079BP (88.3%) 2918BP
29I2BP (6.0%) 2880BP
2304BP (26.1%) 2238BP 2310BP(27.3%)2220BP
2182BP(67.2%) 2038BP 2214BP(72.4%) 1999BP
2024BP (2.1%) 2007BP

Layer 5. i 80cm below surface
(AMS)

Wk 19711

2828 37

2936 2932

R7-9 Layer 5, 220cm below
surface, (food residue) (AMS)

Wk218l0

2870 30

2996 2993

R7-9 Layer 5, 210cm below
surface (AMS)

Wk21808

2146 30

2157 2137

R7-9 Layer 5, 220cm below
Wk 21809
surface, nearjade omajnent (AMS)

2416 30

2467 2438

2695BP(14.1%)2637BP
2614BP ( 3.4%) 2595BP 2705BP(14.6%)2632BP
2536BP ( 0.4%) 2532BP 2619BP(85.1%) 2345BP
2502BP (77.6%) 2349BP

2240 140

2263 2246

2704BP (4.6%) 2633BP
2762BP (99.7%) 18I0BP
2618BP(3.2%) 2557BP
2550BP (87.6%) I929BP

1590 210

1534 1522
2749 2750

Naidi (also called Basco Song-Son gRoad)
Sq A2, O-lOcm within layer

ANU 11708

South sample in road section

ANU 11694

North sample with pottery

ANU 11695

2620 30

Sq A l . O-lOcm within layer

ANU 11709

200

Bellwood « a/ 2003

2308BP ( 0.3%) 2226BP
2208BP (99.4%) 927BP
2847BP (98.9%) 2705BP
2780BP (95.4%) 2720BP
2635BP(0.8%)2617BP
1988BP (95.4%) 1072B

360

Mahatao Town (also called Mahatao Septic Tank)
2304BP ( 8.3%) 2240BP
2327BP (99.7%) 1876BP
2181BP(86.1%) 1921BP
1913BP( 1.0%) 1900BP
2297BP (0.9%) 2267BP
2366BP (99.7%) 1257BP
2156BP(94.5%) 1358BP

Cultural palaeosol at 2.5m below
surface (AMS)

ANU 11710

Bellwood e(n/ 2003

2090 60

2075 2066

Charcoal in palaeosol below
volcanic ash (with sherds)

ANU 12071

Bellwood pers. comm.

1829 180

1775 1767

North square, layer 3, 10-25cm
within layer

Wk 13092

Bellwood e r a / 2 0 0 3

1988 47

1943 1940

2140BP(99.5%) 181 IBP
2058BP (95.4%) 1825BP 1801BP(0.1%) 1780BP
1756BP(0.1%) 174JBP

South square, layer 3, 20-25cm
within layer

ANU 12068

Bellwood & Dizon 2005;
Anderson 2005

1486 185

1418 1411

1822BP(94.6%) 1052BP
2042BP (99.7%) 902BP
1030BP(0.8%) I005BP

ANU 12069

Bellwood & Dizon 2005;
Anderson 2005

1842 215

1802 1789

2702BP ( 0.2%) 2635BP
2310BP(3.8%)2220BP
2617BP(0.1%)2560BP
2213BP(91.6%) 1348BP
2546BP (99.3%) 1I75BP

Payaman

Tayid
Beneath main ash deposit, (food
residue) (AMS)

TORONGAN CAVE

The Torongan Cave site has questionable stratigraphy because the layer in which the
sherds are found is an in-washed layer. Consequently all sherds associated with early
pottery are secondarily deposited, and hence any association between artefacts cannot
be well demonstrated. Moreover, all dates were derived from marine shell or 'food'
residues with an unequivocal association with the pottery. However, as discussed
earlier, such dates must be treated with caution as there are no local correction factors
for marine shell in this region. Neither has the residue been identified (nor is there any
way to identify this, as the deposits have no internal structure, F. Petchey pers. comm. to
A. Anderson). Furthermore, there was a large amount of dirt in the samples dated, so
the accuracy of the determinations is based on the assumption that chemical pretreatments completely removed these contaminants.
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Bellwood and Dizon (2005) place the chronology of Torongan between 4450 and 3300
cal BP. However, the accuracy of this range is debatable. Anderson's (2005)
evaluation is that Torongan is likely to be later than 4000 BP. Based on the calibration
table above, it can be seen that the oldest date (4276 cal BP) is in the same spit as a
younger date (2105 cal BP). Other dates in this early pottery layer are also inverted, a
date of 3531 cal BP occurs above a date of 3291 cal BP. This, combined with the
uncertainty already stated about the nature of the sample types, indicates a level of
mixing and redeposition that makes it impossible to say with any degree of certainty
that this is in fact the 'earliest' pottery assemblage.
If, for the purposes of discussion, a date had to be placed on the early pottery deposits,
then it might be most accurate to opt for about 3500 BP. This is based on the middle
dates within the cultural layer of 3546 cal BP and 3527 cal BP. Moreover, this falls
within the standard deviations of five of the seven dates for this layer (of the others one
is earlier and one later).
Hung (2008) suggests that the Torongan material culture assemblage resembles sites in
the Taiwanese Middle Neolithic. This is based primarily on the shared presence of
everted rim sherds with an outer rim thickening, although the layers and other
assemblage characteristics are not described. However, Hung does state that these
pottery characteristics are not linked to other Batanes Islands assemblages, because they
are not found at Sunget (the next earliest site).

RERANUM CAVE

Reranum Cave has a mixed deposit only 30 cm deep, exposed to the elements and
disturbed (P. Bellwood pers. comm. to A. Anderson). The earliest date for Reranum
Cave is 3031 cal BP. However this is inverted with a deeper date of 1312 cal BP.
Dates closer to the surface of the excavation are also inverted.
Reranum Cave has been grouped with Torongan Caveas the earliest assemblages in the
Batanes Islands (Bellwood & Dizon 2008; Hung 2008). This is based on the find of a
very small amount of fine cord-marked pottery and one circle-stamped sherd. This
supposition is based on the fact that cord-marked pottery in Taiwan is found in earlier
deposits than 'plain' pottery. However, at Reranum Cave the fine cord-marked pottery
is mixed through the deposits containing younger pottery types, and the dating of the
site also indicates mixing. Hence, it would appear that these initial suggestions are not
supported by the subsequent evidence.

ANARO

The Anaro excavations have been quite extensive, including test-pits in several different
locations across the hillside. The earliest date for this site is 2872 cal BP in Square 3.
However, this is a single date for a layer that contains sparse pottery finds (according to
excavation records there is only one decorated circle-stamped pot sherd in this layer). It
should also be kept in mind that, like Torongan and Reranum Caves, the dates here are
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based on 'food residue' samples, which are open to criticism. The sequence in Square 3
rapidly becomes younger as the spit directly above the one dated to 2872 cal BP, is
dated to 1280 cal BP. The oldest date from the other squares is 2556 cal BP for Square
3A. Although Square 3B has a date of 2080 cal BP this is inverted with much younger
dates lower in the sequence.
At their earliest, the dates from the Anaro site overlap with those from the Sunget
assemblages and the pottery contains decorative designs that are likely to be a
continuation of those first observed at Sunget (red-slip and a close-set, circle-stamped
design in a rectangular meander configuration) (Bellwood & Dizon 2005). However,
Anaro has younger dates overall. Bellwood and Dizon (2005) believe that, taken
together, the sites in the Anaro area probably represent a "palimpsest of quite different
ages", and that the overall dates probably lie between 3000 and 1000 BP, with slate and
nephrite sourced to Taiwan occurring throughout most of the sequence. On the basis of
the calibrations contained herein, it would appear that the sequence is probably a bit
younger than 3000 BP. Even on the basis of the single earliest date, a more
conservative estimate would put the oldest age at around 2800 BP. This could be even
younger, because the second oldest date would place occupation at about 2500 BP.
Most of the evidence for exchange/trade with Taiwan appears later in the sequence.
One cord-marked sherd found in surface collections was reported in Hung (2008).
Hung suggests that this sherd links Anaro, along with Reranum and Torongan Cave, to
the Batanes Early Neolithic, which is in turn links to the Middle Neolithic of Taiwan, as
represented by the site of Chaolaiqiao, as well as sites on Lanyu and Ludao Islands.
However, the unknown context of the object makes the suggestion extremely tentative.
Most of the Anaro sequence appears to be quite late and the Sunget sites clearly have
more confident early dates, but lack cord-marked pottery altogether.

SUNGET TOP TERRACE & MAIN TERRACE

The oldest date for Sunget Top Terrace is 3083 cal BP. The youngest date is 1975 cal
BP. These two dates bracket a date of 2756 cal BP. This range would appear very
large, given the interpretation of this site as a single phase. Furthermore, the standard
deviations on two of the dates are very large.
Likewise, the two dates (the date of 5790 BP uncal on the resin sample is set aside as an
aberration) for Sunget Main Terrace, which is also a single phase site, bracket a range of
around 600 years (3069 cal BP and 2434 cal BP), although the standard deviations are
generally narrower.
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) suggest a basal calibrated date of between 3200 and 2950
BP for the Sunget sites, with occupation continuing into the first millennium BC (based
on ANU 11817 and Wk 14640). Bellwood {pers. comm.) now believes that the dates
for Sunget are clustered between 3300-2800BP. He dismisses the younger two dates as
reflective of post-occupational cultivation. However, Anderson (2005) has argued that
the oldest determinations, based on 'food residue' samples, are affected by uptake of old
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carbon.^" He has consequently argued that the age range of this site is closer to 28002000 BP (800 BC to 0 AD) based on median charcoal dates. The calibrations contained
herein, along with the consideration of the single-phase nature of the sites, provides
stronger support to the Anderson argument.
This site has the earliest dates that can confidently be associated with pottery. The
Sunget sites were linked to the Peinan phase of Taiwanese prehistory by Hung (2008)
based on broad similarities in handles and vessel form, as well as other suggestive
material culture. Bellwood and Dizon (2005, 2008) also suggest links to Peinan and
Yuanshan sites in Taiwan.
NAIDI (BASCO/SONG-SONG RD)

The three Naidi dates span 2749 cal BP to 1534 cal BP.^' These two dates bracket a
date of 2240 BP. The two younger dates have very wide standard deviations. Like the
Sunget sites this is thought to be a shallow, single-phase deposit. Consequently, such a
long period of occupation would seem unlikely (AFAP report 2003a).
In Bellwood's opinion, the Sunget and Naidi phases differ chronologically, and can also
be distinguished on the basis of different pottery rim forms (Bellwood & Dizon 2005).
However, on the basis of the radiocarbon dates, there is significant overlap in the earlier
dates for the Sunget and Naidi phases, which complicates the proposal to place these in
chronologically successive phases. Anderson (2005) points out that, on the face of it,
these ages overlap by 50%. Furthermore, he takes the two dates with the smallest errors
to be the most precise (ANU 11693 and ANU 11695), and consequently points out that,
on this basis, the periods are almost identical. Thus he concludes that one or both of the
chronologies are offset by sample selection. Hence the idea that there are distinct
phases manifest at the Batan Island sites is questionable. Anderson (2005) further
points out that the extent to which the pottery differences between the Sunget and Naidi
sites represent "temporal, geographical, functional or sampling variation still remains to
be established."

For their part Bellwood & Dizon (2005) counter Anderson's arguments regarding the uptake of infinite
age carbon. They state that: (1) The Batanes Island have no significant freshwater food resources, and
virtually no permanent surface water. (2) Although there is limestone in the Sunget vicinity, the sites particularly Sunget Main Terrace - overlie large ash layers, not limestone. (3) The Mahatao shoreline is
volcanic rock, not limestone. (4) The 613C% values of Wk 14640 and 14642 (both 'food' residues) are 26 and -25.3 respectively and are thus close to the terrestrial average (given by Fischer and Heinemeier
2003). In consequence these authors consider that they are not indicative of samples influenced by
marine limestone. (5) The authors also believe that the dates are supported by the "overall cultural
sequence of the Batane Islands, in that the assemblages of Torongan and Sunget, with their strong Taiwan
and Cagayan Neolithic affinities, are clearly older in stylistic terms than those of the Naidi phase, which
tend to resemble Iron Age assemblages in the Cagayan Valley in terms of pottery rim forms." These
authors argue that residue and marine shell dates are preferable, because of their "absolutely direct and
unequivocal connection with the objects being dated."
The fourth date is excluded from this discussion because of its obviously modem origin. A fifth date
was eluded to in AFAP 2003, although this was not reported. This may have referred to a date obtained
by the volcanologists who originally identified Naidi. They extracted charcoal, that may or may not have
had a cultural association, which was radiocarbon dated to 2310+80 uncal BP (GIF-6575).
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PAYAMAN, TAYID AND MAHATAO T O W N

Two radiocarbon dates were obtained for the cultural layer of the Payaman site, 1943
cal BP and 1418 cal BP. These were both determined on the basis of charcoal samples,
but have very wide standard deviations. Moreover, similar to the other sites on Batan
Island, the span of dates appears to be very large for the single-phase context of the
deposits. Two dates were obtained for the Mahatao Town site, these were: 2075 cal BP
and 1775 cal BP. These again span a greater range than would be expected in closely
spaced samples taken from the same layer. However, this is less stark than in the other
examples. One date obtained for Tayid calibrated to 1802 cal BP.
Bellwood et al (2003) grouped these sites with the Naidi Phase, on the basis of
similarities in pottery. They appear to share dates that are somewhat later than the
Sunget sites, but these do overlap and are generally afflicted by wide standard
deviations. On the basis of the two dates with the narrowest standard deviation, a
general age for these sites of 2000 BP can be suggested for the sites at Payaman, Tayid
and Mahatao Town. Whether this means that, despite their wide standard deviations,
the younger dates for Naidi are more accurate determinations of the occupation period,
remains to be established. Certainly the older dates cannot be discounted.

SABTANG

The Savidug Jar Burial site on Sabtang Island has dates matching the early pottery dates
for Batan and Itbayat Islands. Furthermore, these are associated with pottery paralleling
that found at Sunget, including red-slipping and a single circle-stamped sherd" (P.
Bellwood pers. comm.). The two oldest dates are 2996 cal BP and 2936 cal BP. The
older of these is determined on the basis of a 'food residue' sample, but in this instance
this is closely matched by the charcoal date.

EXCAVATORS INTERPRETATION OF THE BATANES SEQUENCE

In the AFAP (2003a) report, Bellwood proposed several phases of cultural development
based on the excavated pottery. First: the Sunget Phase (3500 and 2700 BP) is
characterised by red-slipped pottery (some with circle impressions), and is found at
Sunget Top Terrace.®^ Second: the Naidi Phase (2500 and 1500/1000 BP) is also
characterised by red-slipped pottery, but has different forms from those of the Sunget
phase, and is found in the sites of Naidi (formerly called Basco/Song-Song Road),
Mahatao Town, Payaman and Tayid. Third: the Rakwaydi Phase (1000 BP to modem)
established after the Mt Iraya eruption, is associated with the sites of Dios Dipun,
Mavuyok a Ahchip, Mavatoy (all rock shelters) and Rakwaydi, Disvayangan, Pamayan,
Savidug ijang, Sabtang (all open sites)
^^ There were other circle-stamped sherds higher in the sequence but only one at the depth associated with
the radiocarbon date.
" Red-slipped pottery production occurs at times throughout the sequence right up to the present day.
However, later in the sequence, grey or black pottery becomes more prominent. This pottery is currently
undergoing analysis by Sandy De Leon, researcher at the National Museum of the Philippines.
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At first Bellwood thought that these phases might apply throughout the Batane Islands.
However, he later distinguished distinctive phases that apply only to Itbayat (Bellwood
& Dizon 2005).
On the basis of the Torongan Cave radiocarbon dates, he placed occupation in the
Batanes at 4500 BP. Because this is significantly earlier than the period represented by
the Sunget phase, he suggested an earlier period called the Torongan Phase applicable to
Itbayat Island. The Torongan and Sunget phase occupations continued into the first
millennium BC, with Taiwanese nephrite and jade purportedly occurring at Sunget, but
not found in Torongan Cave.
On Itbayat Island, the Torongan is succeeded by the Anaro P h a s e . S l a t e and nephrite
continued to be imported from Taiwan (possibly via Lanyu) to Itbayat for local
manufacture into artefacts in the Anaro Phase. This, along with the Naidi phase on
Batan Island, commenced after 2500 BP, and continued until 1500/1OOOBP.
The later ethnographic Itbayaten culture was assigned to the Garayao Phase, which
parallels the Rakwaydi Phase on Batan Island. On Itbayat this was characterised by
plainware pottery (as found at the Mitangeb site) which had no surface decoration or
appendages.
Recently Bellwood has further refined his archaeological sequence for the Batanes
Islands (P. Bellwood pers. comm.). He identifies four successive phases, applicable to
the Batanes Islands as a whole, but has abandoned the use of phase names.
The earliest. Phase 1 (4500 to 3000 BP), is characterised by plain red-slipped pottery as
found at Torongan and Reranum Caves on Itbayat. There are also a small number of
fine cord-marked sherds found at Reranum Cave.
The Sunget and Anaro phases are now split. Phase 2 (3300 to 2000 BP) is found at
Savidug, Sunget, and Anaro (where it is confined to pottery types - A/B 2 and 3 - in the
lowest layer). This phase is characterised by circle-stamped pottery, baked clay
figurines, spindle whorls, and possibly nephrite and slate (at Sunget, base of Anaro 3).
It is then further divided based on the arrangement of the circle-stamps. There is an
earlier subphase (3300-2800BP based on extrapolation of the Sunget dates)
characterised by rectangular meander designs, and a later subphase characterised by
lozenge (fish net) designs found at Anaro (2700-2000BP based on extrapolation of the
Anaro dates).
Phase 3 (2500 to 800 BP) is characterised by the later sequences at Anaro and Savidug,
as well as by all sites on Batan Island other than Sunget (including Naidi, Payaman,
Tayid and Mahatao Town). There is no circle-stamping on pottery in this phase.
Although Bellwood {pers. comm.) accepts that the radiocarbon dates for Naidi clearly
overlap with Phase 2, he argues that because the absence of circle-stamped pottery
"cannot be guaranteed" due to the small sample size some parts of this assemblage may
be more closely associated to Phase 2. Nonetheless, similarity to pottery found at
Payaman places most of the pottery later in time.

That said, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) still refer to Anaro as belonging to the Naidi Phase.
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Phase 4 (800 BP onwards) proper is characterised by imported ceramics, as found in
Layer 2 at the Savidug and Pamayan sites, both on Sabtang Island.
Recently Hung (2008) has suggested a Batanes Early Neolithic (represented at Reranum
Cave, Torongan Cave and Anaro) and a Batanes Middle Neolithic (represented by the
Sunget sites, basal Anaro and Savidug). This is in broad agreement with Bellwood's
views, the Early Neolithic corresponding to his 'Phase 1' and 'Phase 2', as outlined
above.

BATANES ISLAND RADIOCARBON DATES

There are several issues that the previous discussion of the sites and sequences in the
Batanes Islands raises in relation to the radiocarbon chronology: due to extensive
disturbance at Torongan and Reranum Caves evidence for Phase 1 in the Batanes
Islands is equivocal. These dates should be treated with caution. If the Torongan Cave
assemblage is to be accepted at all, an early date of 3500 BP would appear to more
accurately reflect the sequence, rather than 4200 BP, or even 4500 BP, as has been
suggested previously. However, the evidence for this phase of early interaction is so
equivocal that the presence of this cannot yet be confirmed. There is no unequivocal
evidence for occupation of the Batane Islands before 3000 BP (using mean or median
ages). Morover, in regards to the sites that define the later Phase 2 and 3 in the Batanes
Islands, the radiocarbon dates clearly overlap and thus these are not clearly
chronological distinct.
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7

Torongan Cave, Wk-14641
Tofoogan Cave. OZH-772
Tofongan Cave. OZH-773
Torongan Cave. V\k-15795
Torongan Cave, Wk-15794
Torongan Cave, Wk-14642
Torongan Cave, OZH-771
Torongan Cave, OZH-775
Peranum Cave, Vilk-19716
Peranum Cave, VVI<-19715
Peranum Cave, NZA-26374
Peranum Cave, Wk.19714
Anaro, Wk-I4643
Anaro. Wk-14645
Anaro, OZH-774
Anaro. OZJ-692
Anaro, OZJ-693
Anaro, OZJ-694
Anato, OZJ-695
Anaro, OZJ-696
Anaro, OZJ-697
Sunget Top Terrace. ANU-11693
Sunget Top Terrace. ANU-11707
Sunget Top Tenace, ANU-11817
Sunget Main Terrace, Wk-14640
Sunget Main Teoace. VVk-15649
Savidug Jar Burial Site. Wk-19711
Savidug Jar Burial Site, Wl(-21810
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Figure 173

Graph showing selected radiocarbon dates for early pottery assemblages in the
Batanes Islands
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Section 2: Analysis of Pottery ~ Individual Sites Results
THE SUNGET SITES: SUNGET TOP TERRACE AND SUNGET MAIN TERRACE

EXCAVATIONS
Location
The two Sunget sites, Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace, are located within
100 meters of each other on a limestone ridge above the town of Mahatao on Batan
Island (Figure 174). These excavations are located close to the top of the ridge on the
west slope, above the road. The so-called terraces are natural features, not a cultural
construction.
Excavation Background
The Sunget area was first excavated by a team from the University of Kumomoto,
Japan, in 1983. The original excavation (reported as Site 56) was located on a road-cut
below the terraces on which the subsequent excavations were carried out (Koomoto
1983). Bellwood (AFAP 2003a) suggests that these original finds, located downslope,
were re-deposited from a settlement above.
Both Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace were excavated by the Asian ForeArc project. A 3x2 meter excavation was made at Sunget Top Terrace in 2002, and an
additional 2x2 meters was excavated in 2003 at the base of the limestone outcrop on the
ridgeline (Figure 175). A 3x2 meter excavation was made at Sunget Main Terrace in
2004/2005 (Figure 176).
Stratigraphy
The cultural layer lies about 10-30 cm below a palaeosol, which in turn Hes buried
beneath volcanic tephras derived from eruptions of Mt Iraya (Bellwood & Dizon 2005).
These eruptions left two conjoining volcanic ash deposits not separated by any
palaeosol formation. These are around one meter thick. During the excavations, parts
of a limestone outcrop were exposed along the ridge-line. This had been buried by the
eruption.
Bellwood (AFAP 2003a) describes Layer 5, the cultural layer, as a "rather heavy and
sticky clay loam." The cultural deposits proved thickest in the area at the base of the
limestone outcrop (45 cm), although a channel had formed in the area into which many
of the sherds had sunk. Yet only one meter from the base of the limestone, the deposit
had already tapered to just 25 cm, after which it quickly petered out to sterile soils.
According to Bellwood, the sherds were also largest at the base of the limestone,
smaller at distance, this being attributable to trampling and cultivation activities.
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Because of such characteristics, Sunget Top Terrace has been interpreted as a dumping
area for refuse from a settlement area (AFAP 2003a). The report suggests that the
settlement may have been nearby, possibly located within the limestone outcrop for
wind protection. The report also suggests that by the time of the Mt Iraya eruptions,
cultural activity in the vicinity had ceased.
Both Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace are single-phase cultural deposits.
Sherds from a number of reconstructable vessels were found across the sites. The
assemblages were possibly made over a short period of time, during which they were
subjected to "casual disturbance" resulting in the observed artefact distribution (AFAP
2003a).
Below the cultural layer are flirther volcanic deposits. About one meter beneath it, is
limestone bedrock.
Analysis
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) suggest that the Sunget material excavated by the
University of Kumomoto team was all of Neolithic origin, and frirthermore that it is also
related to the material culture found both in Taiwan (especially Yuanshan and Peinan)
and northern Luzon (especially the Cagayan Valley). Bellwood and Dizon (2005)
describe the characteristics of the Sunget assemblages as follows:
•

•

•

•
•

Globular restricted earthenware vessels with everted tall and unthickened
rims. Features which are apparent on some vessels and which have been used
to draw parallels to other assemblages include:
o Concave rims, which might have been designed to accommodate lids,
o Thin, shallow, external grooves,
o Tall ring-feet.
They use these similarities to draw parallels with Irigayen, Nagsabaran, and
Magapit red-slipped pottery assemblages.
Open earthenware bowls with direct rims. Features include:
o Mostly rounded bases
o A few on pedestals or ring feet.
o Some bowls were decorated with rectangular meanders, formed out
of close-set stamped circles (with similarities to pottery found in the
Anaro site).
Circular-sectioned earthenware lugs or handles, which were attached either
horizontally or vertically to the sides of globular restricted vessels. Bellwood
and Dizon believe that the vertically attached handles resemble those found in
the sites of Peinan or Yuanshan (east and northern Taiwan respectively) dated
to 3500-2500 BP. They also note that these are not found in other sites, either
in the Batanes or in northern Luzon. They conclude that this is the result of a
secondary connection between Taiwan and Sunget after its initial settlement.
Two biconical spindle whorls found at Sunget may parallel others found in
northern/eastern Taiwan and the Cagayan Valley (Bellwood & Dizon 2005).
Pebble "sinkers" including notched and flat-ovate kinds. They suggest that
these were common in Taiwan from the Tapengkeng (early Neolithic times)
onwards. Yang (2006) has completed a detailed analysis, comparing the
fishing sinkers of the Batane Islands, in which she noted that there are very
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•

few fishing sinkers found at Peinan (fourteen in total, from thirteen large,
separate excavations carried out between 1980 and 1988). She further
suggests that the sinkers from the Batanes Islands could have been introduced
either from Taiwan or from southern China, where the same types are widely
found, but are unlikely to have come from the northern Philippines.
Pitted anvil stones.

Although stone adzes were found in the Sunget excavations of 1982, including stepped,
quadrangular and trapezoidal types (Koomoto 1983), none were excavated in the Sunget
Top Terrace or the Sunget Main Terrace excavations. Nonetheless, Bellwood and
Dizon (2005) attach significance to the earlier finds, suggesting that:
•

•
•

These adzes might parallel types from the Yuanshan and Peinan assemblages
in Taiwan, as well as types from the Cagayan sites. Furthermore, the adzes
might even have originated in Luzon, although they note that a program of
sourcing would be necessary to verify this suggestion.
A small quadrangular adze from the 1982 excavations is "almost certainly of
Fengtian nephrite."
A quadrangular adze and point made from black slate may also be Taiwanese
in origin.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that these artefacts from the 1982 excavation do not
originate in a context that can be clearly associated with the dates from Sunget Top
Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace. Consequently, the chronological associations are
questionable.

9

Figure 174
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Figure 175

Sunget Top Terrace plan and profile

^

Figure 176

Sunget Main Terrace profile
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11.

SITE CONTEXT INFORMATION

The Sunget sites, Sunget Top Terrace and the Sunget Main Terrace, were treated as two
separate assemblages in the analysis but were clearly closely related and shared many
pottery types. The sites are separated by some distance, and the spatial (i.e. differences
in activity) and temporal relations between them have not been fully established.
Number and distribution of sherds
Three hundred and thirty sherds from Sunget Top Terrace (Table 91) and 103 sherds
from Sunget Main Terrace (Table 92) were analysed. The total weight of analysed
sherds is 6.8 kilograms at Sunget Top Terrace (approximately 11 square metres
excavated) and 1.6 kilograms at Sunget Main Terrace (approximately 4 square metres
excavated) (Table 93). Sherds from Sunget Top Terrace were much larger than the
sherds from Sunget Main Terrace. Furthermore, there were more reconstructable
potsherds found at Sunget Top Terrace (also refer to the estimated Minimum Number of
Vessels, in the comparative section for the Batanes Islands).
Table 91

Sunget Top Terrace: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated depth

Natural
layer

Layer
description

1

Sterile

2

Sterile

3

Sterile

4

Sterile

Depth within
layer

P

0

0-5

5

3

5-10

2

4

10-15

5

1

No. of sherds
A
B C

D

R

3
2

2

4

6

15-20

1

1

20-25

14

8

2

25-30

10

1

1

3

1

1

43
1

1
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20

2

1

3

2
2

1

14

4

1

1

2

1

9

1

1
5

19

1

103-110

1
1
Sherds attributed to specific features:

36
1

Umu 1
2

Umu 1- fill base

LIO 10-15
Lower rock fill

1

11

Unspecified

Umu 1-top fill
Umu 1- lower
fill
N Umu 2 (3), 5
On top of
limestone
Pit 20-30cm
Lower rock
(M4?)
N 10-15

Unspecified

12

40-45

Cultural
layer

X

3

35-40

5

F

3
6

3

30-35

E

3
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
4
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Table 92

Sunget Main Terrace: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated depth

Natural Layer

Layer description

Depth within layer

1
2
3
4

Surface finds
Sterile
Sterile
Sterile

Surface

5

Table 93

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
Unspecified

Cultural layer

5
3
1

A

B

7
11
14

6
12
9
2
3
1
5

1
1

No. of sherds
C D Unprovenanced
1

1
17
11

2
13
8

3

7
1
1
2

6

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of sherd weights by site

Site
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

N
330
154

Minimum
1
1

Maximum
126
72

Sum
6866.5
1573

Mean
21
10

Std. Deviation
20
11

In the results and discussion, Layer 5 was not divided by provenance as it appears that
the sherds are quite mixed and dispersed across the area. This is demonstrated by the
fact that several reconstructable sherds were found at different depths and in different
squares (Table 94). This also reflects the impression reported in AFAP (2003a) that
these sites were single phase and casually disturbed.
Only those sherds found in the stratified context (i.e. provenanced to Layer 5, the
cultural layer underlying the volcanic tephras) were analysed. Many unstratified rim
sherds, found mostly on the surface in the surrounding area, were not analysed.
Table 94
Vessel

Sunget Top Terrace: Reconstructable sherds belonging to the same vessel, which
spanned different square and/or depths
Square

Square
X
X
X
X
X
A/D
E
A/D
D
D
E
E

Layer
15-20
30-35
25-30
20-25
30-35
20-30
Umu2
20-30
15-20
15-20
5-10
Umu 1

V6
V6
V6
V6
V7
V7
V7
V7
V7
V7
V7
V7

V5

A

20-30

V7

B

V5

B

V7

E

VI
VI
VI
V2
V2
V3
V3
V4
V4
V4
V4
V4

Vessel

A
A
A
A
A/D
A/D
A/D
A/D
A/D
A/D
A/D
A/D

Layer
15-20
15-20
15-20
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
20-30
lower rock
fill
Umu 1
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II.

FORM INFORMATION

In both the Sunget assemblages, Form 0 (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without
an intact rim) was the most abundant, composing 71% of sherds at Sunget Top Terrace
and 90% of sherds at Sunget Main Terrace. Moreover, there were more Form 1 than
Form 2 sherds at Sunget Top Terrace (Table 95), as well as a lower but not insignificant
number of Form 3 (base rims). At Sunget Main Terrace there were ten Form 2, four
Form 1, and a small number of Form 3 sherds, demonstrating that the same broad forms
are represented at both assemblages. Form 4 (stove pieces) was not identified in these
assemblages.
Table 95

Sunget assemblages: Form distribution by site
Site

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

0
236
138

1
60
4

Form
2
22
10

3

Total

4
2
12

330
154

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
A total of 374 sherds from the two Sunget assemblages could not be directly attributed
to a major vessel form (Table 96).
Table 96

Sunget assemblages. Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and site
Site

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

a
141
83

b
61
37

Sub-form
c
d
11
6
1
15

e

Total

f
6
2

11

236
138

There were 226 sherds in total of sub-form a (unassociated lips). Of these, 104 had a
reasonable length of body attached (most of which were concave in shape), but it is still
impossible to confidently associate them with either Form 1 or Form 2. Of the subform a sherds, 128 had clear evidence of a surface coating. Seventy-one of the 208
sherds had a groove running around the exterior surface, just below the rim. One sherd
had a groove in the top of the lip, and one sherd had an exteriorly thickened lip. Sherds
with surface coatings and grooves were found in both the Sunget assemblages. The
sherds in Form 0-a had either a rounded or a flattened lip, but the distribution of these
two types was not associated with any specific characteristics.
Six sherds in sub-form a from Sunget Main Terrace were decorated with circle-stamped
designs. Five of these were concave in shape, and one had a flattened interior surface
with a rounded exterior (most were very short sections of broken lip, but two had a
reasonably long section of body attached). Two (the latter sherd and one of the concave
sherds) also had a groove running around the exterior surface, just below the lip. Two
of the sherds had a flattened lip, and the rest were rounded.
Three sherds of sub-form a may have been associated with bases as they had a slight lip
on both the interior and exterior surfaces. All three came from Sunget Main Terrace.
Two had a surface coating, one did not.
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It is obvious that, although the two assemblages have a similar range of pot forms, the
composition is somewhat different. Sunget Main Terrace has many more vessels with
orifice diameters under 10cm, while Sunget Top Terrace has a much more even
distribution across the entire range (Figure 177). Where identifiable, the orifice
diameters for the Form 0-a sherds ranged from 6-20cm (mean= 9.7) at Sunget Main
Terrace, and from 6-22cm (mean= 13.7) at Sunget Top Terrace. The width at lip ranged
from 2.9-10mm (mean= 6.7) at Sunget Main Terrace, and from 3.8-9.8mm (mean= 6.2)
at Sunget Top Terrace. So although the orifice diameter was generally smaller at
Sunget Main Terrace, the width at lip was somewhat larger.
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Sunget assemblages, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum
width, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by site and surface coating

There were a total of 98 sherds of sub-form b (necks and angular sherds). Of these
sherds 87 were neck sherds that appear to be associated with everted necked jars. Of
these, 67 show clear evidence of a surface coating (plus two probable). The other
sherds of sub-form c were rare pieces that could not be confidently associated with the
identified forms.
There were a small number of sub-form c (handles and knobs). Five were cylindrical
style handles (or parts thereof) and one was a small 'button-like' knob. All were found
at Sunget Top Terrace (Figure 178), except one small piece of cylindrical broken sherd,
which has been tentatively included as a handle, found at Sunget Main Terrace. Two
body sherds included in sub-form e, both incised, show possible evidence for a break
that may have once been attached to a handle. There were no other sherds with clear
join marks, thus the association of these is unclear.
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Figure 178

Sunget Top Terrace: Handles and knobs

There were 26 sherds of sub-form d (diagnostic body sherds), equally divided
between the two Sunget assemblages. Sixteen had circle-stamped impressions, five
were incised, and the other five had impressions or other features but were not
diagnostic (these are illustrated in the section on surface modification below).
There were eight sherds in total of sub-form e (carinations). Two had a surface
coating, one of which also had circle-stamped decoration. No carinations were found
on rim sherds allocated to other forms. Thus it is difficult to know what vessel types
these were associated with.
There are six sherds associated with sub-form f (base associated pieces), all fi^om
Sunget Top Terrace. One had a possible surface coating. Three sherds are fi-om the top
of the bases, near the join with the pot. They were similar to the Form 4 sherds fi-om the
Sunget assemblages, but had broken rims. Two sherds were more questionably
associated with bases, but the general pattern of breakage appeared similar. One sherd
appeared to have a scored lower surface where it had been joined to a base.
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Overall, there were many fewer sherds of Form 1 at Sunget Main Terrace compared to
Sunget Top Terrace (Table 97). This cannot be entirely accounted for by sample size,
as Form 1 represents 15.2% of the Sunget Top Terrace assemblage and only 2.6% of the
Sunget Main Terrace assemblage.
Table 97

Sunget assemblages. Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and site
Site

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
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a

b
60
4

Sub-form
c

d

e

Total
60
4
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Sub-form a (concave, everted) is the only sub-form present at the Sunget assemblages.
However, despite a broad regularity of shape, the rim length varies quite widely.
Hence, there appears to be three rough groupings based on rim length (see Table 171).
Some of the sherds were quite upright, everted at approximately 100 degrees from the
neck, and slightly concave in shape. Others were more strongly everted at 120-130
degrees. Nineteen sherds (of 64 total) were grooved on the exterior surface, below the
lip. However, these represented only eight vessels, as many of the sherds came from
conjoinable vessels. Grooves were the only form of decoration noted. The lips were a
mix of rounded and flat shapes. Most sherds had a red surface coating. Only five had
no evidence for a surface coating.
a. Variant a consisted of sherds with a width of flare below 20mm: eight sherds (five
vessels), all from Sunget Top Terrace (Figure 179).

7
Figure 179

Sunget assemblages. Form 1-a-a

b. Variant b consisted of sherds with a width of flare between 20 and 50mm: 45 sherds
(28 vessels): four from Sunget Main Terrace (none conjoinable), the remainder from
Sunget Top Terrace (Figure 180).

Figure 180

Sunget assemblages, Form 1-a-b
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c. Variant c consisted of sherds with a width of flare between 50-70mm: eight sherds
(none conjoinable), all from Sunget Top Terrace (Figure 181).

Figure 181

Sunget assemblages. Form 1-a-c

Measurements
The maximum thickness of sub-form a sherds ranges from 6.3-15.3mm (mean= 10)
(Table 181), the minimum thickness from 3.8-8.1mm (mean= 5.7). Width at lip ranges
from 3.8-8.2mm (mean= 7), width of flare from 6.6-69.6mm (mean 36.4), orifice
diameter from 7-22mm (mean= 16.6). The orifice diameters and thicknesses appear to
be relatively standardised compared to the width of flare.
Sunget Main Terrace may have a more restricted range of measurements than Sunget
Top Terrace (e.g. width of flare, maximum width, orifice diameter), but it is impossible
to make any firm conclusions given that the number of sherds in this form from Sunget
Main Terrace is so low. Overall, the shape of the Form 1 sherds in both the Sunget
assemblages is standardised, although there may be some separation into three groups
on the basis of rim length.
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Sunget assemblages, Form 1: Relationship between width of flare and maximum
width, and of orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the distribution
of sherds by site and surface coating

Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
Unlike the Form 1 sherds, the representation of Form 2 in the Sunget assemblages as a
proportion of the overall assemblages is more or less equal (6.7% at Sunget Top Terrace
and 6.5% Sunget Main Terrace). In total, there were 32 rim sherds with an unrestricted
orifice in both the Sunget assemblages, all of which were assigned to sub-form a
(upcurved or direct) (Table 98).
Table 98

Sunget assemblages. Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and site
Site
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

Sub-form
b

a
22
10

c

Total
22
10
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There were no variants of sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds that formed distinct
groupings. Although there may have been some difference in the depths of bowls, the
majority were quite deep with relatively upright sides (Figure 183). Most have a clearly
curved outer surface. Of the 32 sherds, sixteen had a groove running around the
perimeter of the exterior surface, just below the lip. Three of these same sherds had a
circle-stamped design. Nearly all the sherds had a red surface coating (22 of 32, plus
three possible). The lips of these sherds were all rounded or flat, although the
distribution of these did not coincide with any other characteristics.
The shape of the lip and upper section of many of the Form 2 sherds is similar to some
Form 1 sherds. Consequently, it is difficult to confidently distinguish between sherds
that came fi-om the rim of everted necked jars and sherds that came from bowls. Sherds
were assigned to Form 2 fairly conservatively. Usually allocation was made when there
was a large amount of bowl remaining, or the lip and body were so vertical at the lip
(sometimes with an outward flexing body just below the lip) that the possibility of it
being an everted rim was excluded. As a consequence of this, the proportion of sherds
assigned to Form 2 is probably less than its true proportion in the assemblage.
Nonetheless, the two forms were clearly distinct.

Figure 183
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Measurements
Where determinable, the orifice diameter measurements for Form 2-a sherds at Sunget
Main Terrace ranged from 7-20cm (mean= 12.9), and at Sunget Top Terrace from 722cm (mean= 14.8) (Figure 184). The maximum thickness at Sunget Main Terrace
ranged from 8.25-11.8mm (mean= 9.5), and minimum thickness from 5.4-10.3mm
(mean=7.61). The maximum thickness at Sunget Top Terrace ranged from 6.5414.81mm (mean= 9.78) and minimum thickness from 4.52-10.18mm (mean= 6.95). At
both these sites the range and mean of the width at lip was almost identical to the
minimum thickness, showing this was usually the smallest thickness of the sherd. The
width below lip was about l-2mm greater, showing that these were slightly divergent
below the lip.
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Sunget assemblages. Form 2: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum
width, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by site and surface coating

Form 3: Base rims
There were twelve sub-form b (bowl pedestal) sherds at Sunget Top Terrace, and two
at Sunget Main Terrace (Table 99, Figure 185). The two sherds from Sunget Main
Terrace had very similar measurements and almost certainly came from the same pot.
The overall measurements were within the same range as those at Sunget Top Terrace.
In addition to these, there were the six sherds of Form 0-f (base associated pieces)
previously discussed.
Table 99

Sunget assemblages. Form 3: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and site
Site
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

a

Sub-form
b
12
2

c

Total
12
2
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Figure 185

Sunget assemblages- Form 3-b

Measurements
The maximum thickness of sherds ranged from ll-18mm (mean= 15.5) (Figure 186).
This measurement was usually taken at the 'neck' of the sherd, and was quite a bit
larger than the maximum width of the other forms. Minimum thickness ranged from 58.9mm (mean= 8). This is similar to the width at lip measurements indicating that, in
most instances, minimum width occurred at the lip. The orifice diameters ranged from
8-18mm (mean= l 5mm). This falls within the same range as the orifice diameters of the
other forms. Likewise, the maximum widths of the forms are within the same range,
although it is obvious that the maximum width of the Form 3 sherds is generally at the
higher end of the same range for the other forms.
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III.

Sunget assemblages, Form 3: Relationship between oriflce diameter and maximum
width, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by site and surface coating

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Low levels of wear were recorded in both sites (Table 100). In general, the sherds were
in very good condition so it seems unlikely that any prominent trends would have been
obscured.
Table 100

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by site

Site
Sunget Top Terrace,
Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace,
Layer 5

Slight
wear
1

worn

Very
worn

Wear
Outer very
worn

11

5

1

7

2

1

Inner
worn

1

Inner very
worn

Total sherds
with wear (% of
sherds in layer)

1

19 (5.8)

1

12 (7.8)

Surface Coating
The proportion of the Sunget assemblages with a surface coating was greater than the
proportion without a surface coating (Table 101) - 66.7% of sherds at Sunget Top
Terrace and 61.7% of sherds at Sunget Main Terrace showed evidence of a surface
coating. Although some of the sherds without a surface coating may originally have
had one, it seems unlikely that this would include all such sherds, as many appear to be
in very good condition (i.e. they have polished intact surfaces).
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Table 101

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by site
Site

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

Surface
Coating
214
90

Possible
surface coating
6
5

No surface
coating
110
59

Total
330
154

It appears there is no association between the forms and the presence of a surface
coating (Table 102). Sherds with and without a surface coating occur in all major
forms. That said, Form 3 generally does not appear to have a surface coating. For Form
3, there are two sherds at Sunget Top Terrace with evidence for a surface coating, but
this is a fairly low proportion of the total, fourteen sherds.
Table 102

Sunget assemblages: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and form
Form
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
3

Surface
Possible surface
Coating
coating
Sunget Top Terrace
4
150
1
46
2
15
2
Sunget Main Terrace
4
81
2
1
7

No surface
coating
82
13
5
10
53
2
2
2

Colour: The colour of the surface coatings was fairly standardised, the centre of the
colour distribution being focused on 10 R 4/6 for both sites. The colour with the next
highest (although far less) number of sherds (seventeen) at Sunget Main Terrace was 10
R 4/8r. In fact, at Sunget Main Terrace, only three colours overall included more than
five sherds.
At Sunget Top Terrace, the colour with the second highest number of sherds (51) was
also 10 R 4/8. Similarly to Sunget Main Terrace, this shows a rather marked decrease
from the previous colour, although the numbers were somewhat higher, given the much
larger sample size. Furthermore, there was only four colours overall that had more than
five sherds. Obviously the greater sample size at Sunget Top Terrace introduced more
opportunity for variation (as evidenced by higher total number of colours and richness Table 103) but nonetheless the centre of the distribution is the same, and the central
spread is similar.
Table 103

Sunget assemblages: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by site

Provenance
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
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Sample
size

Total number of
colours recorded

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

Richness

196

Sherds divided by layer
22

10 R 4/6 (89)

1.6

8

10 R 4/6 (47)

0.8

95
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Application: The surface coating was relatively thick and even. Some were crazed, but
the surface was well bonded. There was no clear evidence for regular grooves. Thus
the vessels were probably dipped into the surface coating. Some minor striations on
some sherds may have been formed by subsequent wiping
One sherd from each of these sites showed evidence of 'edges' to the red pigment (i.e.
parts of the original pot had a surface coating and adjoining parts did not). Thus some
of the sherds without evidence for a surface coating may have come from areas of a
vessel that did indeed have red pigment, but only in localised areas.
Surface Alteration
Circle-stamped designs, and grooves around the outer pot circumference just below the
lip, were the most prominent surface alterations made to the vessels in the Sunget Top
Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace assemblages (Table 104). The instances of circlestamping were higher in Sunget Main Terrace - 10% of sherds, as compared to 4% of
sherds at Sunget Top Terrace. Likewise, grooves were more prominent at Sunget Main
Terrace where it was a feature on 32% of sherds, as compared to Sunget Top Terrace
were it was found on only 20% of sherds.
Table 104

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of sherds with different types of surface alteration
by site
Provenance

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5

Circlestamped

Incised
8
14

6
1

Groove
60
48

Top
groove

Circle-stamped
and groove

1

6
2

Circle-stamps tended to be quite small in diameter, generally around 2mm. These were
arranged in simple parallel lines or rectangular arrangements. (Examples of circlestamped sherds from both Sunget assemblages can be found in Figure 187 and Figure
188). The presence of circle-stamped decoration and an outer groove were not mutually
exclusive. Six sherds at Sunget Top Terrace and two at Sunget Main Terrace possessed
both these features. Bellwood and Dizon (2005) state that one of the sherds contains
traces of white clay or lime infill. However, the evidence here is equivocal compared to
that for white clay or lime infill in the Torongan Cave sherds (see below).
Other forms of surface modification include incised sherds found in both assemblages,
although comparatively rarely (2% at Sunget Top Terrace and 0.5% at Sunget Main
Terrace). There was one sherd with a groove in the top of the lip found at Sunget Top
Terrace.
None of the decorative characteristics appears isolated to either pottery with a surface
coating or without, with the possible exception of incised surface modification (Table
105).
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Sunget Top Terrace: Examples of the circle-stamped sherds found in the assemblage
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Figure 188

Sunget Main Terrace: Examples of the circle-stamped sherds found in the assemblage

Table 105

Sunget assemblages: Correlation of sherds according to the surface coating and
surface alteration by site
Surface Coating

No surface coating
Possible surface coating (red)
Surface coating (red)
No surface coating
Possible surface coating (red)
Surface coating (red)

Surface alteration
CircleTop
Incised
Groove
stamped
groove
Sunget Top Terrace
3
6
7
5
Sunget Main Terrace
12
1
2

53
10
2
36

Circle-stamped
and groove

5
1

1
2

The majority of sherds with one or more kinds of surface alteration were restricted to
Form 0. Consequently it is difficult to determine the original form of the vessel (Table
106). Nevertheless, there are some evident patterns. For instance, no Form 3 sherds
have any form of surface alteration. At Sunget Main Terrace, circle-stamped pottery
occurred in both Form 1 and Form 2 (in the latter it occurs only in association with a
groove). Grooves occur in association with both Form 1 and Form 2 in both Sunget
assemblages. Incised lines, and the single instance of a top groove, are only found on
Form 0-a (unassociated lips) sherds. Consequently, nothing is known about their
associated vessel shapes.
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Table 106

Sunget assemblages: Correlation of sherds according to the form and surface
alteration by site
Form

Circlestamped

0
1
2
3

14

0
1
2
3

13

Surface Alteration
Top
Incised
Groove
groove
Sunget Top Terrace
1
40
1
7
Sunget Main Terrace
6
47
7
6

Circle-stamped
and groove

1

1

2

Firing
Both the inner and outer surfaces of the sherds in the Sunget assemblages had less
variation in colour than the cores (Table 107). However, the variation between the sites
is small. Nor is there any difference between the amount of variation seen in sherds
with a red surface coating, as opposed to sherds without a surface coating. The centre
of the colour distribution is much less clear in this instance than for the examination of
the surface coating colour. Comparatively, the surface colours are wider and more even
in distribution than the colours of the surface coating. For instance, for the inner
surfaces of sherds at Sunget Main Terrace the most prominent colour was 5 YR 6/6 with
31 sherds, the second most prominent colour was 7.5 YR 6/6 with 20 sherds. Even
controlling for the sample size, the proportional difference between these is much less
than that for the surface coatings.
The majority of sherds had oxidised outer surfaces (201 sherds), although a large subgroup were even in colour, showing they were more or less flilly oxidised (115 sherds)
(Table 108). Of sherds with surfaces of a different colour to their cores, most had a
sharp transition between the colours (Table 109). This shows that firing conditions
probably changed abruptly; perhaps the removal of the pot from the fire caused rapid
oxidation of the surfaces. There were nine sherds from Sunget Main Terrace that had a
transitory margin colour between the surfaces and the core, resulting from several
changes in the firing conditions. There were also five sherds of this type from Sunget
Top Terrace. These do not comprise a large proportion of the assemblages, and thus are
more likely to be the result of general variation in the firing conditions, rather than
representative of different firing regimes.
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Table 107

Sunget assemblages: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating
type
'tS T5
O U

u
•o.
S
«
lyj

Sherd category

Core
Inner
Surface
Outer
Surface
Outer
surface
Core
Inner
surface
Table 108

B o
H oo

CO
0)

o
s

Sherds divided by layer
Top Terrace
312
79
5 YR4/3,7.5YR6/4(19)
Main Terrace
148
56
S Y R 5/6(11)
Top Terrace
312
63
7.5 YR 6/4 (67)
Main Terrace
148
39
S Y R 6/6 (31)
Top Terrace
312
65
7.5 YR 6/4 (68)
Main Terrace
148
38
S YR 6/6 (28)
Sherds divided by surface coating type
No surface coating
162
45
SYR 6/6 (16)
Surface coating (red)
62
298
7.5 YR 6/4 (SO)
Possible surface coating (red)
12
7
7.5 YR 6/4 (4)
No surface coating
157
61
7.5 YR 6/4 (10)
Surface coating (red)
292
79
7.5 YR 5/2(15)

3.5
3.6
2
4.9
4.6

Possible surface coating (red)

11

11

All colours 1 sherd only

No surface coating
Surface coating (red)

162
298

46
62

7.5 YR 6/4 (24)
7.5 YR 6/4 (48)

3.3

12

8

2.5 YR 5/6. 7.5 YR 6/4 (3)

Possible surface coating (red)

4.5
4.6
3.6
3.2
3.7
3.1

3.6
3.6
2.3

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of the variation in the uniformity of firing by site

Sunget Top
Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main
Terrace, Layer 5

Firing Pattern
Surfaces
Margins
only
differ to core
and surfaces
differ

Even

Both margins
differ to core
(margins and
surface are even)

115

79

95

6

10

9

4

29

38

72

9

1

1

4

Outer
surface
only
differs

Inner
surface
only
differs

MarginalNo core

Sunget assemblages: Distribution of variation in the firing margins by site

Provenance
Sunget Top
Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main
Terrace, Layer 5

IV.

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

Sunget
Sunget
Sunget
Sunget
Sunget
Sunget

Provenance

Table 109

"9
S o
s
1 H

-s

Diffuse

Sharp
surface,
difliise •
marginal

59
37

Colour marjrins
Sharp

Sharp outer
surface,
diffuse inner
surface

Diffuse outer
surface,
sharp inner
surface

Even
outer/core,
diffuse inner
surface

6

134

2

1

1

9

72

1

2

Difaise
surface,
sharp
marginal

3

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
Sunget Main Terrace and Sunget Top Terrace cannot be separated on the basis of the
analysis of mineral inclusions (Table 110). High levels of Titaniferous Magnetite and
moderate levels of Amphiboles, particularly Hornblende (Pargasite), and Feldspar,
particularly Labradorite, were common to both these sites. Other minerals were found
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in single sherds or small sub-sets of sherds, which do not form any discemable pattern
in this relatively small sample.
Table 110

Sunget assemblages: Minerals identified in sherds examined using SEM-EDXA
Sherd

M i n pr
Feldspar
Labradorite
Andesine
Sanidine
Anorthoclase
Pyroxene
Augite
Salite

IT)
H

r<-|
H
H
_ t/3

1

1

ro
H
H

H

H
H

1
1
1

1
1

in
VC
tN
H

m
H
H
Cfl

rH
S
[/3

0\

H
S
1/3

(N
H
S
c/o

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

Apatite
Unidentified Groups
1
2
3
7
8
9
Charcoal/Organic?

U-)
o
r-i
H

1
1

Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
1
Cummingtonite
Olivine Spinel
Hortonolite
Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (3)
Other
Quartz

o

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

Compositional dendrograms - matrix and minerals
Based on the dendrogram for the matrix composition of the sherds, there does appear to
be some small amount of difference between the sherds from Sunget Top Terrace and
Sunget Main Terrace, with the possibility that Sunget Main Terrace groups with a small
sub-set of the Sunget Top Terrace sherds (Figure 189). These between-site groupings
generally hold when compared with the within-site groupings. There are two groupings
of Sunget Top Terrace that are more or less the same between the dendrograms (Figure
190) Two sherds are Sunget Main Terrace consistently stick together, although one
consistently groups separately (Figure 191)Nonetheless, the fact that the groupings of
Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace appear to correspond so well to each
other, suggests that these differences may just be a result of natural variations in the clay
source, rather than entirely different sources.
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SMT 2

SMT 94

STT 144

STT 305

STT 316
STT 265
STT 315

STT 311
STT 36
SMT 7

STT 3

Figure 189

Sunget assemblages: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

STT 311
STT 36
STT 3

STT 265
STT 315
STT 144

STT 305

STT 316

Figure 190

SMT 2

SMT 94
SMT 7

Figure 191

Sunget Top Terrace: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

J
Sunget Main Terrace: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

The impression that these groupings might be spurious rather than indicative of different
sources is reinforced by the fact that the groupings do not hold in the minerals analysis
(Figure 192, Figure 193 and Figure 194). However, it remains the case that the matrix
composition of sherds from Sunget Main Terrace are set somewhat apart. This will
need to be viewed in light of the overall comparison of sites in the Batanes Islands later
in the chapter.
STT 3

STT 36

STT 265
SMT 2
SMT 7

STT 316
STT 315
SMT 94

STT 311
STT 144

STT 305

Figure 192

Sunget assemblages: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds
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STT 3

STT 36
STT 265

STT 316
STT 315

STT 311
STT 144

STT 305

Figure 193

Sunget Top Terrace: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

SMT 2

SMT 7

SMT 94

Figure 194

Sunget Main Terrace: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of
sherds

Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings were taken for comparison with the matrix readings on ten sherds from
the Sunget assemblages (Table 111). Seven of these were from Sunget Top Terrace,
three from Sunget Main Terrace.
For the Sunget Main Terrace sherds, one appeared to show a systematic difference in
the edge composition, compared to the matrix (Figure 196). Three of the readings for
this sherd clearly had Iron levels 30% higher than the matrix. However, although there
was some differentiation in two of the three readings for each of the other sherds, there
was no clear compositional pattern or order to the variation (Figure 197 & Figure 198).
Possibly this is due to post-depositional affects upon the matrix mineralogy at the edges.
Five of the seven Sunget Top Terrace sherds showed a clustering effect that
differentiated the edges from the matrix (Figure 199, Figure 201, Figure 202, Figure 203
and Figure 205). This clustering pattern was driven by high levels of Manganese. One
of these sherds also showed a partial Iron effect in two of the edge readings, but there
were no other grouping factors. Nevertheless, the Manganese does not appear to be
characteristic of the surface coating, rather it seems likely that what was thought to be a
surface coating in some of the SEM determinations, was in fact the black postdepositional deposits visible on many of the sherds from both assemblages. These
deposits occur on broken joins as well as on the original vessel surfaces (Figure 195).
For the other two sherds from Sunget Top Terrace, STT 315 (Figure 204) had
heightened levels of Iron in the edges, that partially clustered separate from the matrix.
Some mixing of edge and matrix readings occurred due to high Iron levels in two matrix
readings located close to the edge. The remaining sherd STT 144 (Figure 200) showed
no systematic difference between the edges and the matrix.
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Figure 195

Sunget assemblages: Images of two sherds having the black post-depositional deposit
(it appears on old breakage areas as well as on the original vessel surfaces), which is
relatively commonly found on sherds from these assemblages

Table 111

Sunget assemblages: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds
analysed using SEM-EDXA for both the matrix and surface coating

Sherd
No.
STT36

Provenance (all
within Layer 5)

Wear
Outer
Inner
surface
surface
Slight
Moderate

Outer surface

Iimer surface

7.5 R 4/6

7.5 R 4/6

2.5 YR 6/4

10 R 4/4

-

2.5 YR 3/3

Surface Coating Colour

Slight

-

STT 265

20-30cm
Sq A/D,
ll-15cm
Sq P, 20-25cm

-

-

none-evident

none-evident

STT 305

Sq P, 25-30cm

-

-

none-evident

none-evident

STT311

Sq P, 25-30cm

-

-

none-evident

none-evident

STT316

Sq X5, ll-15cm

Moderate

Moderate

10 R 4/6

10 R 4/6

STT 317

Sq X, 16-20cm

Heavy

Heavy

10 R 4/6

10 R 4/6

SMT 2
SMT 7

Sq C, 15-20cm
Sq A, 10-15cm

Moderate
Moderate

Moderate
Moderate

10 R 4/6
10 R 4/8

10 R 4/6
10 R 4/8

SMT 94

Sq C, 5-10cm

-

-

none-evident

none-evident

STT 144

ci
C7
C4

C8
C5

Clay colour

7.5 YR 6/4
10 YR 7/3 (I)
10 Y R 5 / 2 ( 0 )
5 YR3/6 (I)
5 YR 5/6 (0)
2.5 YR 4/4
7.5 YR 6/6 (I)
7.5 YR 6/4 (O)
2.5 YR 5/6
2.5 YR 5/6
5 YR4/2 (I)
5 YR 5/3 (O)

J
J

E3

C2
C6

C3

—I

E2
El

E5

E4
•This sherd had a visible red surface coating. Under the SEM there was a possible edge
difference although the structure of this appeared similar to the matrix.
•Readings El and E2 were taken on the outer surface, whereas, readings E3, E4 and E5
were taken on the lower surface.
•Readings El, E4 and E5 have Iron levels about 30% higher than the norm for the matrix
readings. Readings E2 and E3 have Iron levels of 7 and 9% respectively. All edge
readings have low Phosphorus.

Figure 196

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd SMT 2
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C6
CI

C8

C4
CI

E3

C2

C5

El

E2

C3
*A11 readings were taken on the outer edge. However, there was no visible difference
between the matrix and the surface coating under the SEM.
*Reading E2 had slightly higher Iron than the other readings but otherwise the edge
readings appeared much the same as the matrix readings.
*Reading C3 had relatively high Sulfur and Chromium levels compared to the other
readings (still less than 1%) but this was the only distinguishing characteristic.

Figure 197

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd SMT 7

C4

C6

C7
C8

C2
C5

CI

C3

E2
El

E3
*A11 readings were taken on the outer surface.
*Some difference in the Aluminum, Iron and Silicon levels when edge and matrix readings
are compared but there is no clear pattern or order to the variation.

Figure 198

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd SMT 94

ci
C7
C4

C3
05

02
08

06

E3
ES
E2
E4
E5
El

E7
•Readings E4 and E5 were taken on the outer surface, E6 and E7 were on the inner
surface.
•Readings E5 and E6 were in an area where there was a visual difference between the
sherd matrix and the surface layer. Readings El, E2 and E3 were taken on a broken
surface.
*None of the edge readings has Iron levels that are distinguishable from those of the
respective matrixes. The cluster of E4, E5, El and E7 was created through very high
levels of Manganese.

Figure 199
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT36
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C2
E3

C7
C5
C8

C4
E2

CI

C6

C3

El

*Readings El, E2 and E3 were all taken on what the 'outer surface' of the sherd.
*The Iron content is slightly heightened in the edges readings but there is no clear
evidence of analysis on a surface coating.

Figure 200 Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT 144

*The edge readings were an average of 11% higher in Iron than the matrix readings. They
also had around 5.5% higher levels of Al. El and E3 were set apart by higher levels of
Manganese (2.5% and 4% respectively).
*The separation between the matrix readings appears to be determined by Potassium
levels.

Figure 201 Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT 265

C6

CI
C2
C4

C3
C8
CI

El

E2

C5

E3

*A11 readings were taken on the outer surface.
*One measurement from the edge (E2) had higher levels of Iron than the others (16% as
opposed to 7-8%). However, this difference did not set it apart in the analysis.
•Reading C5 has high levels of Titanium.
•Reading E3 has very high levels of Manganese, which sets it apart from the rest.

Figure 202 Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT 305
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C5
C6

C7
C8
CI
C4

C2

E2
E3

C3

El

*A11 readings were taken on the outer surface.
* One reading -El- had reasonably high levels of Iron (21% as opposed to other readings
of around 7-10%)
•Readings E2 and E3 had similar levels of Iron to the clay readings. However, readings
E2, E3 and C3 have high Manganese levels.

Figure 203

C4

C7

—I

C8

C9

J

E3

-I

C3

El
C2

E5
E2

CI

C6

E4

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT311

^

^

—I

CIO —
•Readings El, E2, E4 and
cut surface.
*The edges have slightly
partially influenced the
•Readings CI and C2 both
respectively), which may

Figure 204
C3

—,

C2

-J

C5

-

E3

CI
C4

El

E5 were taken on the outer surface. Reading E3 was taken on a
higher levels of Iron, as compared to the matrix reading, which
groupings in the dendrogram.
have higher than expected Iron levels (24% and 15%
be due to the fact that they are located close to an edge.

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd STT316

-r
—

E2
*A11 readings were taken on the outer, upper surface (close to the lip).
•Overall this sherd was very worn.
•There was no systematic difference between the mineralogy Qf the edge reading and those
from the matrix, except that E2 is set apart by the fact that it has a Manganese level
of 5% (as opposed to less than 1% for all the other readings).

Figure 205
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
ofsherdSTT317
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XRD
Two sherds from Sunget Top Terrace were examined using XRD, in order to further
characterise the red surface coatings. The surface coating spectrum (Figure 206) for the
STT 144 sherd shared all the mineralogical components of the matrix spectrum (Figure
207), with the addition of Hematite, Montmorillonite and Spinel. When viewed
together (Figure 208), the surface coating spectrum clearly has heightened levels of
Hematite, compared to the matrix spectrum.
Comparing it to the above surface coating spectrum, the sherd STT 316 had all the same
minerals excepting Spinel and Edenite (Figure 209). Nonetheless, the combined
spectrums showed no major differences in composition (Figure 210)
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STT 144 matrix spectrum
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STT 315 (black) and STT 144 (red) surface coating spectrums combined
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NAIDI

EXCAVATIONS

Location
The Naidi site is located on Batan Island, the sherds being excavated from the
embankment formed by a cutting along the road running from the capital Basco to
Songsong Beach (AFAP 2003a).
Archaeology
In 2002 two test excavations were cut into the road embankment.
Stratigraphy
Like other sites in the centre of Batan Island, Naidi is overlain by a thick layer of
volcanic ash. In fact it was volcanologists who first found archaeological remains under
the ash in the Naidi area.
A deep natural stratigraphy at Naidi is made evident by the road-cut (Figure 211). On
the west side of the road is an exposure about 150 meters in length. The cultural
deposits are found in this, in a layer about twenty centimetres thick, at about 2.4 meters
in depth. Hence the cultural layers form only a very small part of the sequence. The
overlying volcanic deposits contain within them a thin topsoil formation at about 2.1
meters in depth.
Analysis
The pottery at Naidi has been ascribed to a category different to that of Sunget.
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) believe that the Naidi Phase assemblages are widely spread
across the island, its red-slipped pottery being distinguishable from that of the Sunget
Phase by being:
•
•
•
•
•

Un-stamped
Having sharp carinations
Shorter vessel rims
Rolled or externally thickened lips
External lip grooving

One other notable change has already been referred to: notched pebble sinkers disappear
from the sequence by about 2000 BP.
Because 'Naidi' sites appear to be so widespread on both inland and coastal areas of
Batan Island, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) believe that there was a large population
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present c. 2500 BP. They also believe that "if first settlement in Batanes occurred
before 3600 BP, as now seems highly likely, this would come as no surprise."

3M
Crumbly grey-brown silty soil with inclusions • basalt angular pebbles of
andeslte, 5-30mm, smaller upwards, small sherds

0.5

Light grey fine silty tephra with basalt pebbles (angular], 2mm to slightly
rounded

0.9

Yellow-grey to cream ash - very compact: no inclusions

1.17

Brown compact ash and clay with yellow nodules of ash, larger at the fop
1,50
Grading into lighter yellow-brown silty ash without inclusions or nodules
1.71

Band of cream to light yellow ash

1.80

Gravel - deeply weathered and angular, 2-15mm

1.94

Gravelly yellow-grey tephra with basalt gravel inclusions
2.14
Fine yellow silt and clay with a clayey silt band at top (3-10cm),
looks like a paleosol

9
2.37
2.40

Light grey silt
11

very liWe day - witt» pottery and ciiaiceal

2.60
12

Yellow compact ash with large nodules of vesicular, pumiceous materials

2.78
13

Yellow-brown silt or ash with 2-10mm gravel, well weathered

3 08
14

Light brown, grading into light grey, silt or ash with clay

3.48
15

Grey compact silt/ash grading into salmon pink ash with dark
uneven inclusions

4.00
Figure 211

Stratigraphy of Naidi site
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II.

SITE CONTEXT INFORMATION

Number and distribution of sherds
In total, 49 sherds were examined from Naidi. The site and the associations are
confusingly reported, particularly the association between the different designations of
artefacts within Square A, Layer 11 (Table 112). The 2002 excavation report states that
(apart from some surface finds) all excavated sherds were found in Layer 11 (the only
archaeological horizon). Consequently, in this analysis these sherds from Square A will
be treated together, assuming (based on the report) that they all came from Layer 11. In
addition there were a number of other 'cuts' made into the embankment in Layer 11,
including the 'South' and 'North' sample. Charcoal samples for dating were taken from
these, along with several sherds from the north road cutting. Because there was
sampling along the embankment and at the surface there is no way of determining
where the unspecified sherds came from, so these will also be treated separately.
Despite its relative importance in descriptions of the Batanes Islands archaeological
sequence (as a type site for the 'Naidi Phase'), there was not a lot of archaeological
material retrieved from Naidi. In total, there was 1.3 kilograms of pottery possessing
diagnostic characteristics, of which only 857 grams came from the Square A, Layer 11
section (remembering that this was a 'window' cut into the embankment rather than a
test-pit excavation) (Table 113). Several of these pieces were quite large, maximum
sherd weight being 229 grams.
Table 112

Naidi: Distribution of analysed sherds by provenance

Table 113

Provenance description
No. of sherds
Surface
13
Unspecified
6
Roadcut N Sample
2
A
6
AI
7
All
1
A 40-50 cm
11
A 100-110 cm
3
Naidi: Distribution of sherd weights by provenance

Provenance
Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

III.

N

13
28
2
6

Minimum Maximum
94
6
6
229
19
23
9
16

Sum
324
857
42
74

std:
Mean
Deviation
25
25
31
46
21
3
12
3

FORM INFORMATION

Overall there were very few sherds excavated at Naidi, so it is difficult to place too
much emphasis upon the trends in form distribution. However, Form 1 (rim sherds with
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restricted orifice) is much more common than Form 2 (rim sherds with an unrestricted
orifice) or Form 0 (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim) (Table
114). There were no sherds belonging to Forms 3 (base rims) or 4 (stove pieces).
Table 114

Naidi: Form distribution by provenance
Provenance

0

Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

Form
2

1
7
22
2
3

5
5
3

Total

4

3
1
1

13
28
2
6

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
Thirteen sherds from Naidi could not be attributed to a major vessel form (Table 115).
There were no sub-type b (necks and angular sherds), sub-type c (handles and knobs) or
sub-type f (base-associated pieces).
Table 115

Naidi, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance

Provenance
Surfece
Layer 11
unspecified

Sub-form
b

a
1
4
1

c

d

f

e
4
1
1

1

Total
5
5
3

There were six sherds of sub-form a (unassociated lips) in total. One sherd (Layer 11)
was a short, concave shaped lip. Two sherds (Layer 11 and unspecified) were
reasonably long, straight and thin. One of these was angled at about 115 degrees (Layer
11). The other was vertical (90 degrees) and slightly concave (unstratified).
Another sub-form a sherd was angled at about 120 to 130 degrees, with a slight lip on
the exterior surface, and a groove running on the exterior circumference, just below the
lip. The inner surface was flat, and the outer slightly rounded, tapering off towards the
neck.
One sherd was angled at about 120 to 130 degrees with a straight interior surface and a
reasonably parallel exterior with two wide, parallel grooves running around the
circumference. This had a rounded lip.
One sherd was again angled at about 120-130 degrees with a flat interior surface and a
slightly rounded exterior. This had a slight exterior 'lip' at the break. The lip was
rounded.
All sub-form a sherds, with the exception of one sherd with parallel grooves, had a red
surface coating.
The orifice diameters of Form 0-a sherds ranged from 8-16cm (mean= 11.2) (Figure
212). The width at lip ranged from 4.26-175mm (mean= 7.2). The sherd from the
unspecified provenance had an unusual shape (as described above) and this obviously
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affects the range of the measurements.
similar in form and measurements.

The sherds from Layer 11 were reasonably

Layer

^Lor® 11

^ Sirlsce

O urwpeofiMi

I

0

5

1<

Maximum Width
Figure 212

Naidi, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by layer

Two sherds of sub-form d (diagnostic body sherds) were noted. Both these sherds
appeared to show evidence for a painted 'edge' demonstrating that the vessels they
came from may have been patterned (images below in the section 'Surface Coating').
There were five sherds of sub-form e (carinations), not associated with a rim. All
came from the Surface or an unspecified context. However, in addition to these, one
large rim sherd of Form 1-c had an intact carination. This came from Layer 11 (BSR A
100-110).
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Naidi had a range of Form 1 sub-forms, with the exception of sub-form a (everted,
concave) (Table 116).
Table 116

Naidi, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance

Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

a

b

Sub-form
c
2
3
13
5
1
1
3

d

Total

e
1

1
1

7
21
2
S

There were twenty sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds (Figure 213). These were all
were of moderate length, generally with parallel or slightly divergent margins. They did
not fall into any clearly defined sub-forms, although there is some suggestion of two
groups based on the width of flare (i.e. below 31.5mm and above 35.5mm). However,
no other characteristics correlate with these groupings.
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Seventeen were straight, but three were slightly outcurved in appearance. Nonetheless
in all other characteristics these were similar enough to the other sherds to be included
here. Eleven sherds had a groove running around the rim just below the lip. Five of
these had a prominent, relatively even, crease at the neck, as did two sherds without a
groove.
One sherd had a carination without any form of surface alteration.
The maximum thickness of sub-form b sherds ranges from 6.1-12.2mm (mean= 9.9), the
minimum from 3-7mm (mean= 4.8). All lips are rounded. Width at lip equates with the
minimum width. All rims are of moderate length. Width of flare ranges from 21-47mm
(mean=33.1). The orifice diameter ranges from 6-18cm (mean= l2.4).

Figure 213

Naidi, Form 1-b

There were eight sub-form c (wide, everted) sherds in two sub-forms. Overall, the
maximum thickness of sub-form c sherds ranges from 9.9-15.5mm (mean= 12.6), the
minimum thickness from 4.5-8.2mm (mean= 6.3). Width at lip ranges from 4.5-15.5mm
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(mean=9.1, width of flare from 15.2-26.7mm (mean= 22.3). The orifice diameter ranges
from 8-18cm (mean= l2.8).
a. Three were designated as variant a. These were relatively vertical and had a
'triangular' shaped outer rim (Figure 214). Two had a corresponding slight
concavity on the inner surface. One had a crease at the neck.

Figure 214

Naidi, Form 1-c-a

b. Three sherds were designated variant b. These were characterised by their thickness
compared to their length, as well as their curved necks and rounded lips (Figure 215).
One of these had a rounded lip, but the margins were slightly divergent towards the
neck. The other two were rounded and almost as long as wide.

f

Figure 215

Naidi, Form 1-c-b

The maximum thickness of the sub-form d (internally restricted) sherd (found in
Layer 11) was 6mm, and the minimum thickness was 4mm (Figure 216). The orifice
diameter was 6cm. This had a rounded lip and convergent margins.

Figure 216
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There are two sherds of sub-form e (convex, everted), both short, heavily outcurved,
everted rims (Figure 217). The maximum thicknesses of sub-form e sherds were 10.2
and 8.2mm, the minimum thicknesses 4.8 and 5.5mm. Width at lip is similar to
minimum width. The width of flares were 23.8 and 18.8mm. The orifice diameters
were 12 and 14cm.

Figure 217

Naidi, Form 1-e

Measurements
Neither width of flare nor orifice diameter for the Form 1 sherds at Naidi demonstrates a
high degree of within assemblage grouping (Figure 218), although, as mentioned
previously, there may be two loose groupings of width of flare measurements,
particularly for sub-form b sherds (these being roughly 15-31mm and 35-45mm).
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Naidi, Form 1: Relationship bet>veen width of flare and maximum width, and of
orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the distribution of sherds by
layer and sub-form
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
There were three sherds of Form 2 at Naidi, all of sub-form a (upcurved or direct)
(Table 117).
Table 117

Naidi, Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance
Surface
Layer 11

Sub-form
b

a
1
2

c

Total
1
2

a. The sherd found on the surface was very large (Figure 219). It was near vertical at
the lip, gradually curving inwards for about 3 cm below this. It had a rounded lip and
was possibly red-slipped, but this was not clear.
Maximum thickness was 8.41mm, minimum thickness 4.96mm (same as width at
lip). The orifice diameter was 9 cm.

Figure 219

Naidi, Form 2-a-a

b. Two sherds, both found in Layer 11, have flat lips (Figure 220). Both are almost
vertical at the lip, although one had slightly divergent and one slightly convergent
margins. One had evidence of a surface coating.
Maximum thicknesses are 9.9 and 10.63mm, minimum thicknesses 6.8 and 6.38mm
(same as width at lip). The orifice diameters are both 18cm.

Figure 220
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IV.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Reasonably low levels of wear were found on Naidi sherds (Table 118). Overall, the
sherds were in very good condition, so it seems unlikely that prominent trends in the
presence of surface coatings or surface alteration would have been obscured.
Table 118

Naidi: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by provenance
Provenance
Surfece
Layer 11

Wear
Slight
wear
1
1

Worn
1

%of
sherds in
layer

Total

Very
Worn

1
3

1

7.7(13)
10 (28)

Surface Coating
A large proportion of the Naidi sherds had a red surface coating (Table 119). It is even
possible that all of the sherds collected from Layer 11 originally had a surface coating,
especially if we consider that there were three worn sherds, and only two with no
surface coating.
Table 119

Naidi: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by provenance
Provenance
Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
Unspecified

Surface
Coating
8
26
2
5

Possible Surface
Coating
1
1

No Surface
Coating
4
2

1

1

Total
13
29
2
7

Because the majority of sherds at Naidi did have a surface coating, the distribution of
sherds possessing a surface coating over the forms is fairly evenly spread (Table 120).
That said, the presence of a surface coating on sherds of Form 2 is less certain. There
were only two sherds in this form, and neither shows definitive evidence for a surface
coating.
Table 120

Naidi: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and form by provenance
Provenance
Surface

Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

Surface
Coating

Form
0
1
2
0
1
2
1
0
1

1
6

Possible
surface coating
1

No surface
coating
3
1

1
4
21

1
1
1

1
3
2

1
1
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Colour: The colour of the surface coating is fairly standardised (Table 121). The
distribution was centered on 10 R 4/6 (discounting the 'Unspecified' and 'North
Roadcut' which had inadequate sampling sizes for drawing conclusions). In Layer 11,
the next most frequent colour to 10 R 4/6 (eleven sherds), was 10 R 4/8 (seven sherds).
Although these colours are very close, this is a fairly significant difference. However,
all the remaining colours are represented by a few sherds at most, demonstrating that the
distribution is quite centralised.
Five sherds in Layer 11 had differential red colouring on the inner and outer surfaces.
The outer surface was more variable (maybe due to weathering), while the irmer surface
was usually compatible with the surface colours of the more uniformly coloured sherds
(five were 10 R 4/6; two were 10 R 4/8). One sherd in the Roadcut N Sample, one
sherd on the surface, and two of the unspecified sherds, also had differential surface
colouring.

Table 121

Naidi: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by provenance

Provenance
Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N
Sample
Unspecified

Sample
size
8
25
2
4

Total no. of
Colour with the greatest no. of sherds
colours recorded
(number)
Sherds divided by layer
5
10 R 4/6 (4)
8
10 R 4/6 (11)
10 R 5/8;
3
5 YR4/4 (outer), 10 R 4/8 (inner) (1)
5
10 R 4/6 (inner of two sherds) (2)

Richness
1.8
1.6

Application: Evidence suggests that the surface coating was most commonly applied by
wiping and/or painting. The most common sherds had clear, regular groove marks in
their surfaces, often counter to the direction the clay had been smoothed in. The edges
of the pigment were not usually even in areas such as below the neck of everted sherds
(c.f the sherds with designs below). The surface coating was relatively thin.
A small number of sherds had a thicker, more even, and often crazed surface. This
suggests a different method of application to the above, perhaps dipping.
A reasonable number of sherds showed evidence of 'edges', including one sherd fi-om
the surface, one from an unspecified provenance, and two from Layer 11. The sherd
from the Surface was not in situ, nonetheless it had a clear painted design (Figure 221).
Another sherd, also pictured, was found in a stratified context in Layer 11. It too shows
some evidence of differential painting, but wear obscures this patterning.
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The sherd above is from Layer 11 and the sherd below is from the surface
Figure 221 Naidi: Sherds with differentially painted areas

Surface Alteration
The most distinctive form of surface alteration at Naidi is the presence of a groove that
runs around the outside circumference of the pot, just below the lip (Table 122), a
feature present on 39% of sherds in Layer 11. Another surface feature was the presence
of a crease in the outer neck of the sherd. This fairly distinct feature was relatively rare,
being present on only 14% of sherds. It appears to be part of the manufacturing process
of the pottery - in some pots it is not completely even; in others it is very prominent and
well-formed. Perhaps this is an instance where a manufacturing feature has been
emphasised to form a distinct aesthetic element.
Table 122

Naidi: Distribution of types of surface alteration by provenance
Both
Crease at neck
Grooved
Provenance
1
1
1
Surface
1
Unspecified
1
Roadcut N Sample
1
Layer 11
3
8

The majority of sherds with surface alteration at Naidi also have a 'red' surface coating
(Table 123). However, this is not surprising given that the majority of sherds in the
assemblage do have a surface coating.
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Table 123

Naidi: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration by provenance
Provenance

Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

Crease at
neck

Surface
Surface coating
No surface coating
Possible surface coating
Surface coating
Surface coating
Surface coating

Grooved &
crease at
neck

Grooved

1

1
1

1
1

1

7

3
1

1

At Naidi, the surface alteration characteristics appear to be associated only with Form 1
(Table 124). However, this could the result of the rarity of Form 2 (only one identified
sherd), rather than a preferential association with Form 1.
Table 124

Naidi: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration by provenance
Provenance
Surface
unspecified
Roadcut N Sample
Layer 11

Form
1
1
1
0
1

Crease at
neck
1

Grooved
1
1

Grooved &
crease at
neck

1
1

2

3
5

3

Firing
The inner and outer surfaces of the sherds at Naidi had less variation in colour than the
cores (Table 125). This is clearly evident in the Surface and Layer 11. However, both
the 'Roadcut N Sample' and the 'unspecified' have too few sherds to accurately reflect
their assemblage characteristics. The centre of the colour distribution for both the inner
and outer surfaces of the sherds is 7.5 YR 6/4. This is interesting, in light of the fact
that the surface coating often showed differential colouring on the inner and outer
surfaces. Although, it was noted above that this might be due to weathering on one or
both surfaces, the fact that the inner and outer surfaces did not show any difference,
may be evidence that the original vessels were differentially coloured.
The cores were a little darker than the outer surfaces but there to be little difference in
the overall distribution (as would be expected if the core remained in a reduced state).
At an assemblage level, these sherds were more or less fully oxidised.
When sherds are grouped by surface coating, the relatively small diversity of colours on
the inner and outer surfaces compared to the cores becomes even more marked. The
majority of sherds at Naidi had a surface coating, so there is no evident patterning of
firing that can be determined based on the few sherds that are apparently without a
surface coating.
Consistent with the observation that the colour distribution across the sherd assemblage
varies only slightly between the surfaces and the cores, such a uniformity of firing
seems to indicate that the majority of sherds were more or less fiilly oxidised (Table
126). That is to say, most of the sherds are either even in colour, or show a difference
only in a very thin sharp outer margin (Table 127).
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Table 125

Naidi: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating type

Sherd category

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

Outer
surface
Core
Irmer
surface
Table 126

0 <u
'S

^ S

•a
u

sta

-r.

Colour with the greatest number
of sherds (number)

1 e
c 22
3 §
^ S

1o
s

Sherds divided by layer
7.5 YR 6/4 (3)
Surface
13
8
14
7.5 YR 6/4 (8)
Layer 11
28
2
2
10 YR 6/3, 5 YR 4/3 (1)
Roadcut N sample
All colours 1 sherd only
unspecified
6
6
12
5 YR 6/3 (2)
13
Siuface
Layer 11
21
7.5 YR 5/4 (3)
27
GLEYl 3/N, 5 YR 5/4 (1)
2
2
Roadcut N sample
All 1 sherd only
unspecified
5
5
7.5 YR 6/4 (4)
8
Siuface
13
12
7.5 YR 6/4 (9)
Layer 11
28
2
2
10 YR 6/3, 5 YR 4/3 (1)
Roadcut N sample
All colours 1 sherd only
unspecified
6
6
Sherds divided bjf surfece coating type
7.5 YR 6/3 (2)
No surface coating
6
5
7.5 YR 6/4 (12)
Siuface coating
37
15
All 1 sherd only
Possible surface coating
5
5
5 YR 6/3 (2)
No surface coating
6
5
7.5 YR 5/4, 7.5 YR 5/3(4)
Surface coating
37
26
All 1 sherd only
Possible surface coating
5
5
4
10 YR6/2, 5 YR4/2(2)
No surface coating
6
18
7.5 YR 6/4 (10)
Siuface coating
37
All 1 sherd only
Possible surface coating
5
5

2.2
2.6
1.4
2.4
3.3
4
1.4
2.2
2.2
2.3
1.4
2.4
2
2.5
2.2
2
4.3
2.2
1.6
3
2.2

Naidi: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing by provenance
Firing Pattern

Provenance
Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified
Table 127

Even

2
6
2

Surfaces
only differ

8
20
1
1

Both margins differ
to core (margins and
surface are even)

Outer
surface
only differs

Inner surface
only differs

Marginal

2
1

1

1
1
1

1

Naidi: Distribution of variation in firing margins by provenance
Provenance
Surface
Layer 11
Roadcut N Sample
unspecified

Colour margins
Difluse

Sharp

1

8
21
1
2

1

Sharp surface,
diffuse marginal

2
1
1
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V.

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
Augite and Titaniferous magnetite were the most commonly detected minerals in sherds
from Naidi (Table 128). Feldspars were also regularly detected, a wide range of types
noted for different sherds.

Table 128

Naidi: Mineral inclusions identified in sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
Sherd
Mineral

(N
Vi

PQ

0^
CQ
/
CQ

(N
Di
C/2
CQ

00
CN
Oi,
m

00

Pi
VI

OQ

Oi.
Vi
m

Feldspar
Labradorite
Oligoclase
Andesine
Albite
Bytownite

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

Pyroxene
Sub-calcic Augite
Augite
1
Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
1
Olivine Spinel
Hortonolite
1
Chrysolite
1
Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
1
Other
Quartz
Unidentified Groups
1
2
1
3
A

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1

Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
There is very little consistency between the matrix dendrogram (Figure 222) and the
mineral dendrogram (Figure 223) for Naidi. This might be an indication of different
sources, however, in all likelihood, these are spurious groupings. Even if the clays
and/or minerals were being sourced from one or more locations, the mix of different
types would suggest that these were being created in the local vicinity.
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BSR

42

BSR 2 4

—I

BSR 2 8
BSR 8
BSR 4
BSR 9

Figure 222
BSR 2 8
BSR 9
BSR 2 4

Naidi: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

J

BSR 8
BSR 4
BSR

42

Figure 223

Naidi: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings for three of the six sherds examined in the matrix/clay study were
acquired using SEM-EDXA (Table 129). These all showed some evidence of a surface
coating (although this was not necessarily evenly distributed across the surface).
Although the SEM images did not clearly show a structural or chemical delineation
between the matrix and the surface coating, surfaces known to have had a coating did
show heightened levels of Iron (Figure 224, Figure 225 and Figure 226). The edges
also showed a reasonable degree of separation from the matrix spectrums. This
suggests that the surface coating has a different chemistry to that of the matrix.
However, because of the ambiguity of the SEM images in regards to the presence of a
surface coating, an XRD analysis was necessary to rule out the possibility that the
heightened levels of Iron arose from differences in the chemistry due to the presence of
a slip and not due to differences in the matrix of different sherds.

Table 129
Sherd
No.
BSR 4

Naidi: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed using
SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges
Provenance
(all are in
'Layer 11')
Song-song Rd
Cut, N. Sample

Wear to surface coating
Outer
Inner surface
surface
Good

Slightly worn
Patchy
preservation
Partial
coverage

BSR 9

BSR A, 40cm

Very
worn

BSR 28

BSRAl

Good

Surface coating
Outer
Inner
surface
surface

Surface
colour

10 R 5/8

10 R 5/8

10 YR6/3

5 YR 5/4

10 R 4/6

7.5 YR 7/4

10 R 4/6

10 R4/6

7.5 YR 6/3
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C5

C6
C4

C3
C8

C2

J

E5

ES
E3
El

CI

C7

E2
E4

* Readings El, E2, E3 and E4 were taken on the outer surface. E5 and E6 were taken on
the inner surface.
* El was taken in an area on the outer edge that looked different in composition and
structure to the rest of the sherd. Because, it did not spread evenly across the
surface it was impossible to tell visually whether this was an area with a worn surface
coating or a post-depositional deposit on the surface. The readings E2 and E3 were
taken close by this 'deposit.'
*The results of the El reading showed that it was 7-10% higher in Aluminum than the
other readings. However, the Iron content was not different to the norm of the edge
readings (i.e. 7%).
*The large difference seen in E2 and E4 was due to higher Iron levels around 20% for
both sherds. The other edges had an average Iron level of 8% (lowest 7, highest 11%) as
compared to an average Iron content in the clays of around 4%.
* Readings CI and C7 are lower in Iron content than the other readings from the matrix
but do not show large differences in other areas.
* It is difficult to say if the heightened Iron levels in the edge readings from this
sherd are post-depositional, a feature of the matrix or due to differences in surface
coating composition.

Figure 224

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
ofsherdBSR4

C8

E2
E4

C6

C2

C4

CI

07

E3
E5
El

C3
C5

* Because of the position of the sherd in the final mount preparation only the outer
surface was clearly definable. Consequently, all edge readings were in this instance
taken on the outer surface in the neck region. While present, the red surface coating
in this area was very worn and under the SEM a clear delineation between the matrix and
a surface coating was not visible. That said, if the readings E2 and E4 are removed
from the analysis then the other edge readings do possesses Iron content about 10%
greater than the matrix readings.
* Readings C3 and C5 stand-out from the others because of high Sodium content (3-4%
rather than <1%).

Figure 225
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
ofsherdBSR9
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* Readings El and E2 were taken on the inner surface. Readings E3, E4, E5 and E5 were
taken on the outer surface.
* Several readings (E3, E5 and E6) had high levels of Iron in the edge readings (E3= 28%,
£5=26% and E6= 50%). These all occur on the outer surface, which had a surface coating.
Together these had Iron readings about 30% higher than the matrix and other edge
readings. However, those readings on the inner surface (El and E2) did not have very
high Iron levels, probably due to an absence of a surface coating. Reading E4 was
located on the outer surface and is anomalous from the others, this may have been in an
area of no or little surface coating. It is notable that, although the surface is not
inconsistent with a surface coating, there is no clearly visible structural/chemical
boundary under the backscatter detector (c.f. Dimolit sherds).
* Reading C8 is clearly very anomalous. It is likely to have been determined on an
undetected mineral in the area.

Figure 226

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
ofshierdBSR 28

XRD
The composition of the surface coating and the matrix for BSR 42 appear to differ in a
number of significant areas (Figure 227, Figure 228, Figure 229). Both share a
spectrum for Pargasitic Hornblende and Quartz. However, unique to the matrix are
spectrums for Edenite, Maghemite, Augite, Bytownite and Labradorite, whereas the
surface coating has unique spectrums for Andesine, Albite, Hematite and Hortonolite.
Nevertheless the SEM-EDXA results also detected Hortonolite mineral inclusions in the
matrix of this sherd, so it is unlikely that this particular mineral is unique to the surface
coating.
Like BSR 42, the surface coating of BSR 8 also contains Quartz and Hornblende
spectrums (although different Hornblende spectrums fitted each of these readings more
clearly, interpretation at this level is fraught with difficulties, so it is best to interpret the
spectrums at the level of mineral groups) (Figure 227 and Figure 228). The outer
surfaces of BSR 42 and BSR 8 also share spectrums for Hematite and Andesine, but
BSR 8 differs in that it does not have Albite or Hortonolite, but does have Magnetite.
When superimposed, the surface coating spectrums for BSR 42 and BSR 8 appear very
similar (Figure 231). The presence in both of Hematite and Andesine sets the surface
coatings apart trom the matrix spectrums.
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Figure 227

BSR 42 surface coating spectrum
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Figure 229

BSR 42 surface coating (red) and matrix (black) spectrums combined
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Figure 230

BSR 8 surface coating spectrum
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PAYAMAN

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
The Payaman site in central Batan was discovered by chance in an area being graded for
the dumping of waste at the Mahatao Municipal Tip for Recyclable Waste (AFAP
2003a).
Archaeology
In 2003, a 2x1 meter area was excavated in an undisturbed section of the site.
Stratigraphy
Like the other sites in central Batan, this site has been overlain by volcanic deposits,
although these are thinner at sites on the eastern side of the island (such as Payaman),
than at sites in the west (Figure 232; AFAP 2003a). The cultural materials were found
within Layer 3 (a volcanic palaeosol) at a depth of between 10 and 25cms (AFAP
2003a).
Analysis
A relatively large amount of pottery was found in the cultural layer. Bellwood and
Dizon (2005) place Payaman within the Naidi Phase context, on the basis of the dates
obtained, and the pottery types. They also suggested that the site was abandoned long
before the volcanic eruption (AFAP 2003a).
SOUTH WALL

Unexcavated

1 metre

Figure 232

WEST WALL

^

coring for a further
1.25m produced no
cultural materials
(sterile clay underlies)

Payaman Profile (from AFAP 2003a)
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11.

OVERVIEW

Number and distribution of sherds
One hundred and forty-three diagnostic sherds were excavated from Payaman (Table
130). All those analysed are thought to have come from Layer 4. However, four sherds
had unspecified provenances, so these were treated separately on the basis that they may
have been found as surface scatter. The total weight of sherds examined was 1626
kilograms, most from Layer 4 (Table 131).
Table 130

Payaman: Distribution of analysed sherds by excavation square, layer and depth
Layer
description
Sterile
Sterile

Natural layer
1: Top soil
2: Dark brown loam
3: Fine volcanic ash
(pale blocky horizon at
top of layer)

4: Dark brown loam
(archaeological
horizon at top of layer,
becomes sterile)

in.

No. of sherds by excavation square
G
N
S
Unspecified

Sterile
0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
Unspecified

Cultural layer

5: Clay
Table 131

Depth within
layer

Sterile

1
6

6

3

29

10

1

23

44
10

6

1

4

Payaman: Distribution of sherd weights by provenance

Provenance

N

Minimum

Maximum

Sum

Mean

Layer 4
unspecified

140
4

2
4

127
26

1582
44

11
11

Std.
Deviation
13
10

FORM INFORMATION

The Payaman assemblage was predominantly composed of sherds belonging to Form 1
(rim sherds with a restricted orifice) (Table 132). There were less Form 0 sherds
(unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim). There were also a very
small number of Form 2 sherds (rim sherds with an unrestricted orifice). Neither sherds
of Form 3 (base rims) nor Form 4 (stove pieces) were identified in the Payaman
assemblage.
Table 132

Payaman: Form distribution by provenance
Provenance

Layer 4
unspecified
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Form
2

1

0
64
2

74
2

3
2

4

Total
140
4
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Form 0: unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
In Form 0 at Payaman, sub-forms a, b, c, and e were represented (Table 133). There
were no sub-form d (diagnostic body sherds) or f (base-associated pieces).
Table 133

Payaman, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance

Provenance
Layer 4
unspecified

a

b
37
2

19

Sub-form
c
d
3

e

f
5

Total
64
2

Seventeen sherds of sub-form a (unassociated lips) were short and straight. It is likely
that all had a red surface coating (fifteen definite, two possible). Five of these had a
groove running around the circumference of the exterior surface, just below the lip.
Another of the sub-form a sherds had a flat iimer margin and a rounded outer margin.
Three others were short, slightly concave lips. All of these had a surface coating and
two were grooved. Three more were short outcurved lips, two having a quite
accentuated outer lip (two also had a red surface coating, one of which had an
accentuated lip, one did not).
Four sherds were relatively long, narrow rim sherds with parallel margins and a rounded
lip (two with a red surface coating, two without). Two other sherds, from the same
vessel, had an almost vertical upper body and a flat lip. Both had a red surface coating.
Three small lip sherds appeared to be incurved (i.e. most restricted at the neck). One of
these had a groove in the top of the rim, and a possible surface coating. The other two
had definite red surface coatings.
Four sherds had a slight 'lip' on the exterior surface near the break. Three had a flat
inner margin and a curved outer. The other had a concave inner and a curved outer
margin (with a groove below the lip). Both had a red surface coating.
One sherd had a flat outer margin and a 'wave'-shaped inner margin. This inner margin
was slightly thickened at the lip, then concave and then slightly rounded.
The orifice diameters and maximum widths of sherds from the Payaman assemblage
were fairly tightly clustered (Figure 233). Where determinable, the orifice diameters for
Form 0-a in the Payaman assemblage ranged from 6-14cm (mean= 8.9, S.D.= 2). The
maximum width of the sherds ranged from 6-11.2mm (mean= 8.3, S.D.= 1.3).
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E M a n n Wiltfc
Figure 233

Payaman, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as
this relates to the distribution of sherds by sub-form

There were nineteen sherds of sub-form b (necks and angular sherds). Eighteen of
these were likely neck sherds attributable to Form 1. One was everted at both ends (one
end externally and one end internally orientated), possibly indicating the presence of a
carination. All had a red surface coating, and three also had a crease at the neck.
Three sherds of sub-form c (handles and knobs) were all fairly uneven lumps of clay.
Each had a hole through it. The attached sherds were all flat, relatively narrow and had
parallel margins. These had no evident surface coating.

Figure 234

Knobs found in Payaman assemblage

There were five sherds of sub-form e (carinations). In addition, one everted rim sherd
(Form 1 -c), one restricted lip sherd (Form 1 -e), and one unrestricted vessel sherd (Form
2-a) had intact carinations.
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Form 1: Rim sherds with restricted orifice
The Payaman site had a significant number of sherds with unique forms (i.e. only one or
two sherds of a shape very different to the rest of the assemblage). Sub-forms b
(straight, everted) and e (convex, everted) had the greatest number of sherds (Table
134). Sub-form c (wide, everted) was not present at this site.
Table 134

Payaman, Form 1: Distribution of slierds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance

Layer 4
unspecified

a

Sub-form
c

b
2

37
2

d

Total

e
7

28

74
2

There were two sherds that had a marked concavity on the inner surface and were thus
sub-form a (concave, everted) (Figure 235).
One was a relatively large rim sherd with divergent margins (i.e. very wide at the neck,
body much thinner). The rim was concave in the upper section with a slight incurve on
the rounded lip. The maximum thickness of this sherd was 11mm, minimum thickness
7mm. The orifice diameter was 14cm.
The other sub-form a sherd was almost vertical. It had a thickening on the external
surface that corresponded to the concavity on the inner surface. The lip is rounded and
it is thickest at the neck.

Figure 235

Payaman, Form 1-a

There were 38 sherds of sub-form b (straight, everted) (Figure 236). There were no
clear variants, although one sherd fi-om an unspecified provenance was unusual
(described below).
Eighteen had grooves running around the exterior circumference, just below the lip, two
of these also having creases at the neck. Twenty-eight (of the 38) sherds had a surface
coating, including both grooved and ungrooved types. All had rounded lips. Two had a
slight concavity to the upper rim, and although one of these was almost vertical, the
overall shape was much the same.
There were five sherds in this sub-form that were slightly outcurved with parallel
margins. Yet while the highest point was at the lip, these sherds were more similar to
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sub-form b than to sub-form e. Thus it was thought that this feature was the result of a
sHght variation in evenness.
One large sherd (without a groove) had a carination and a possible painted design as
evidenced by what appeared to be sharp edges to the surface colouring (but the surface
was too worn to be definitive).
The sub-form b sherd from the unspecified provenance was unusual. It had a vertical
rim, with a wide flat lip. Below the lip it tapered slowly. There was a short section with
parallel margins extending just above and below the everted neck.

\

c
V

Figure 236
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Payaman, Form 1-b
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The maximum thickness of sub-form b sherds ranges from 6-13mm (mean= 8.7), the
minimum from 2-7mm (mean= 4.2). Width at lip ranges from 2-13mm (mean= 4.6),
width of flare from 15-40mm (mean= 28.9). The orifice diameter ranges from 7-20cm
(mean=11.7).

There were seven sherds of sub-form d (internally restricted) (Figure 237).
Six of these were thickest at the lip. Lips were flat, internally orientated, and tapered
off slowly. All six had a red surface coating. One sherd had an intact carination. The
distance from the lip to the carination was 43.2mm.
The other sub-form d sherd was a relatively thin, narrow sherd with parallel margins.
This had a gentle inward curve, without surface alteration or carination.
The orifice diameter distribution was reasonably tight 7-20cm (mean = 11.1, S.D.= 2.9).
The maximum thickness of sub-form d sherds ranges from 6-12mm (mean= 9.3). The
minimum thickness ranges from 4-9mm (mean= 7.1). Width at lip ranges from 4-12mm
(mean=8.9).

Figure 237

Payaman, Form 1-d

There were 28 sub-form e (convex, everted) sherds in this assemblage.
a. Variant a consisted of nine sherds that were relatively short, outcurved rims and
lacked an angular neck (Figure 238). All were relatively thin and even with a
rounded neck.
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1

'S

Figure 238 Payaman, Form 1-a

7

b. There were ten variant b rims that lacked an angular neck, the shape being very
similar to the variant above (Figure 239). The difference to Form 1-e-a is that they
are thicker and correspondingly longer. Sometimes the outer rim between the
outcurved lip and the neck has been slightly flattened.

Figure 239 Payaman, Form 1-b

c. Four, variant c, sherds had a relatively long rim with a tall neck (although the sherds
examined lacked an intact body) (Figure 240). These were heavily everted, mostly at
150 degrees, but one was 'flat' (i.e. everted at 180 degrees).

Figure 240 Payaman, Form 1-c
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There were three miscellaneous sherds that failed to fit into the variant groups described
above (Figure 241). The first sherd is relatively long and, although outcurved, is
otherwise similar in shape to some of the sherds in sub-form b. It has a crease at the
neck on the external surface. The second sherd is thicker near the lip than at the neck.
The neck is gently curved with no prominent angle. The lip is angled at about 130
degrees to the centre of the neck. The third sherd is similar to variant a in that it is short
and outcurved. However, the inner surface of the sherd is flattened horizontally.

f
Figure 241

7

Payaman, Form l-e-miscellaneous

The maximum thickness of sub-form e sherds ranges from 4-13mm (mean= 8.3), the
minimum thickness from 3-8mm (mean= 4.8). Width at lip is the same as minimum
width. Width of flare ranges from 10-31mm (mean= 18.7). The orifice diameter ranges
from 7-16cm (mean= 10.3).

Measurements
Neither width of flare nor orifice diameter for the Form 1 sherds at Payaman shows a
high degree of within assemblage grouping (Figure 242). The sub-form a sherd had a
comparatively large width of rim. The sub-form b sherds had a larger width of flare
than the sub-form e sherds.
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Figure 242

Payaman, Form 1: Relationship between width of flare and maximum width, and of
orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the distribution of sherds by
layer and surface coating

Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
There were just two sherds at Payaman that were designated as Form 2, both of which
were sub-form a (upcurved or direct) (Table 135).
Table 135

Payaman, Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance
Layer 4

Sub-form
b

a
2

c

Total
2

The two sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds differ somewhat in their shape.
d. One sherd was almost vertical with a slight interior thickening at the lip, extending
just below it (Figure 243). It had a rounded lip and tapered gradually.
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\
Figure 243

Payaman, Form 2-a-a

e. The other had an almost vertical side, with almost parallel rim margins and a rounded
lip (Figure 244). This had a carination and an inwardly directional body, which
tapered very quickly.

Figure 244

Payaman, Form 2-a-b

Maximum thicknesses for both were 8mm, minimum 5mm. The widths at lip were 8
and 5mm. The orifice diameters were 12 and 18cm. The length from the rim to the
carination on the second sherd was 36mm.
There were also several straight, parallel rimmed sherds assigned to Form 0-a
(unassociated lips) that may have belonged to unrestricted vessels, but it is impossible to
be confident of this, given the lack of distinguishing characteristics.

IV.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Fifteen percent of sherds had slight to moderate surface wear (Table 136).
Table 136

Payaman: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by provenance
Provenance
Layer 4

Slight
wear
10

Wear
Outer
Worn
worn
9
1

Inner
worn
1

Total
21

%of
sherds in
layer
15 (140)

While sherds from Payaman were generally quite hard, they were also very 'sandy', and
hence tended to have somewhat friable surfaces (Figure 245). Both the Sunget
assemblages and Naidi had less sandy surfaces, resulting in different patterns of surface
wear. Wear on the sherds has probably distorted the overall levels of surface coating
detected in the assemblage.
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Figure 245 Payaman: Sherd with sandy, shghtiy worn, surfaces, which still has some surface
coating remaining

Surface Coating
Seventy-seven percent of Payaman sherds had a surface coating, or probably had a
surface coating (Table 137). The surface coating is generally patchy due to the friable
'sandiness' of the surfaces.
Table 137

Payaman: Distribution of sherds with or without a surface coating by provenance
surface
No surface
Provenance Surface Coating Possible
Total
coating
coating
Layer 4
106
6
33
145

The presence of a surface coating is not isolated to any particular form (Table 138), the
only possible exception being the knobs (Form 0-c, handles and knobs) from Layer 4
without any evidence of a surface coating.
Table 138

Payaman: Correlation of sherds by form and surface coating type by provenance
surface No surface
Provenance Form Surface Coating Possible
coating
coating
0
49
3
12
Layer 4
1
52
3
19
2
1
I
2
0
unspecified
1
1
1

Colour: The surface coating colour was fairly homogenous (Table 139). The
distribution was centred around 10 R 4/6 for Layer 4. The next most abundant sherd
colour was 10 R 4/4 (thirty sherds). There were nineteen colours overall, of which only
the two colours just mentioned had sherd numbers greater than five. The surface
coating colours for the three analysed 'unspecified' sherds were similar to the colours
seen for Layer 4, two also having a colour of 10 R 4/4.
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Table 139

Payaman: Measures of sherd colour diversity by provenance
Sample
size

Provenance

Layer 4
unspecified

Total number of
colours recorded

Colour with the greatest number of
sherds (number)

Sherds divided by layer
19
2

103
3

10 R 4/6 (47)
10 R 4/4 (2)

cn
M

O

2

1.87
1.15

Application: Striations and grooves in the pigment that sometimes fail to correlate with
the striations in the sherd surface, suggest that the surface coating was most commonly
wiped or painted on. The surface coating was relatively thin.
Surface Alteration
The presence of a groove around the outer surfaces, just below the lips, is present on
17% of sherds in Layer 4 at Payaman (Table 140). Other forms of decoration were rare.
Like at Naidi, several sherds seem to have an exaggerated crease on the outer neck of
the sherd. In two instances this appeared in association with a groove. There was one
sherd with a top groove (i.e. in the upper lip). Another was incised.
Table 140

Payaman: Distribution of surface alteration types by provenance
Provenance

Incised

Layer 4

Grooved
1

23

Top
Groove

1

Crease at
neck
4

Crease &
Groove
2

The presence of a groove (either on the outer surface just below the rim, or on the top of
the lip) is most often associated with a surface coating (Table 141). Where such
features appear on sherds without evidence of surface coating, the sherds are usually
worn. However, the incised sherd had no evidence of a surface coating. Although in
isolation this hardly appears significant, it is interesting to note that none of the incised
sherds from the Sunget assemblages showed evidence of a surface coating either.
Table 141

Provenance

Layer 4
unspecified

Payaman: Correlations of sherds by surface coating and siu-face alteration types by
provenance
Surface Coating
No surface coating
Possible surface coating
Surface coating
No surface coating
Surface coating

Crease at
neck

4

Surface Alteration
Crease &
Incised
Grooved
Groove
4
1
1
1
1
17

Top
Groove
1

1

Sixty-one percent of the sherds with some type of surface alteration were Form 1 (Table
142). The remaining sherds were all Form 0, as neither of the Form 2-a sherds had
evidence for surface alteration. It seems likely that all the sherds found in Form 0 with
a crease at neck, or which were grooved, also belonged to Form 1. The only type of
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surface decoration where the association is unclear belongs to the one sherd of Form 0-a
(unassociated lip) that had a top groove.
Table 142

Payaman: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration types by provenance

Provenance

Form

Layer 4
unspecified

0
1
0

Crease at
neck
3
1

Grooved
7
15
1

Crease &
Groove
2

Top
Groove

Incised
1

1

Firing
The inner and outer surfaces of the sherds at Payaman had much less variation in colour
than the cores (Table 143). The centre of the colour distribution for both the irmer and
outer surfaces is 5 YR 5/6. The cores were a little darker than the outer surfaces,
although not markedly so (as would be expected if the intention was to fire the sherds in
a reduced environment). At an assemblage level these sherds were more or less fully
oxidised (Table 144). Most of the sherds are either even, or have a difference only in a
very thin, sharp outer margin (Table 145).
Six sherds had differential colouring of the inner and outer surfaces. It is probable that
these differences are due to natural variation in the surface coating colour, in association
with differential wear of the surfaces.

Table 143

Payaman: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by layer and surface
coating type
T3
O <L)

Sherd category

Outer surface
Core
Inner surface

Outer surface

Core

Inner surface

350

II
S
ra
in
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H o

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

Sherds divided by layer
34
S Y R 5/6(18)
Layer 4*
139
7.5 YR 5/4(12)
49
31
5 YR 5/6 (19)
Sherds divided by surface coating type
33
No surface coating
17
5 YR 5/6, 7.5 YR 6/6 (4)
104
Surface coating
28
5 YR 5/6 (16)
6
Possible surface coating
6
All different colours
32
24
No surface coating
7.5 YR 5/4, 10YR4/1 (3)
104
Surface coating
7.5 YR 5/4(10)
41
6
6
All
different colours
Possible surface coating
33
16
No surface coating
5 YR 5/6 (7)
104
Surface coating
26
5 YR 5/6 (14)
6
Possible surface coating
6
All different colours

JO
2

2.9
4.2
2.6
3
2.7
2.4
4.2
4
2.4
2.8
2.5
2.4
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Table 144

Payaman: Distribution of variation in uniformity of firing of sherds by provenance
Firing Pattern

Provenance
Layer 4
unspecified

Table 145

Even

Surfaces only
differ

77
4

Both margins differ to
core (margins and
surface are even)

Outer surface
only differs

Inner surface
only differs

1

1

21

39

Payaman: Distribution of variation in firing margins of sherds by provenance
Colour margins
Provenance
Layer 4

V.

Difaise

Sharp

Diffuse outer
surface, sharp
inner surface

20

40

2

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
The mineral composition of sherds from Payaman is slightly different to other sites in
the Batanes Islands due to the consistent detection of Hornblende (Pargasite) (Table
146). As with other sites on Batan Island there is a high detection of Titaniferous
Magnetite, although the spread of Feldspar types is not as great as that seen for Naidi.
Table 146

Payaman: Minerals identified in sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
Sherd
Mineral

lo

00

CO

CL,

CLh

Feldspar
Labradorite
1
Andesine
Pyroxene
Augite
1
Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
1
Cummingtonite
1
Anthophyllite
1
Olivine Spinel
Forsterite
Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
1
Other
Kaolinite
Unidentified Groups
2

r-

(N

1

1

1

1

1

VO

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
I

1
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Compositional dendrograms - matrix and minerals
The dendrograms for the matrix composition of sherds from Payaman fall into two
distinct groupings (Figure 246). These same groupings are reflected in the dendrogram
of mineral constituents (Figure 247). This clear distinction between the matrix and
mineral composition of the two groups suggests that there may have been two
production centres for the sherds found at Payaman.
PYM 85
PYM 3

—'

PYM 116
PYM 97

PYM 124

Figure 246

PYM 3

PYM 85

Payaman: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

^

PYM 116 ^
PYM 124
PYM 97

Figure 247

Payaman: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison of Edge and Matrix Composition
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings on four sherds from Payaman were taken for comparison with the matrix
readings, (Table 147). One sherd, PYM 85, had a visible red surface coating, and a
structurally and compositionally distinct outer layer could also be seen under SEM
(Figure 248). When examined using EDXA, the edge readings clearly separated from
the matrix readings, being characterised by Iron levels an average of 33.5% higher than
the matrix.
The sherd PYM 97 also had a visible red surface coating, although this was not
confidently discerned as a surface coating by the SEM. The edges had a heightened
level of Iron compared to the matrix, although the main difference was in the
Phosphorus levels (Figure 250). The two remaining sherds, neither of which had a
visible red surface coating, likewise had a separation between the edge and matrix
readings driven by Phosphorus levels (Figure 249 and Figure 251). Perhaps the low
levels of Phosphorus in the outer surface are due to post-depositional leaching.
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Table 147

Payaman: Surface coating, wear and fabric cliaracteristics for sherds analysed using
SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges

Sherd No.
PYM 85
PYM 97
PYM 116
PYM 124

Provenance
(all within
Layer 4)
SqN,
20-25cm
SqN,
25-30cm
Sq N,
10-20cm
SqN,
0-5 cm

Wear
Outer
surface

Inner
svu-fece

Surface coating
Outer
Inner
surface
surface

Clay colour

Slight

Slight

10 R 4 / 6

10 R 4/6

5 YR 5/6

Slight

Slight

10 R 3/4

10 R 3/4

2.5 YR 5/6

None
evident
None
evident

None
evident
None
evident

7.5 YR 6/6 (I)
10 YR 5 / 4 ( 0 )
5 YR 5/6

ci

C8

C3

C5

C7
C2
C6
C4

El

E3
E2

*This sherd had a clear surface coating on both surfaces, which is visible under the SEM
on the inner. The outer surface was not intact in the SEM section. Readings El, E2 and
E3 were all taken on the inner surface.
*A11 the edges differentiate from the matrix readings clearly and have Iron levels that
are an average of 33.5% higher.

Figure 248

C6
C8
El

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd PYM 85

-J

CI
C4

C3
C5

C7
C2

E2
E3

I

•Reading El, was taken on a broken surface. Readings E2 and E3 were located on an area
that looked to be somewhat different structurally to the rest of the sherd. This may
have been remnants of a surface coating.
*The Iron level for E2 was 9% and for E3, 16%. This is compared to Iron levels of
between 4 and 7% for the other readings. While this is a slightly higher level than the
other readings the differentiation of these actually seems to be driven by much lower
Phosphorus levels.

Figure 249

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd PYM 97
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C4

C5

C8

E5

C3

C7

E4

C2

C6
CI

C7

E2
E3
El

*There was no clearly visible surface coating layer under the SEM.
* Readings El, E2 and E3 were located on an area that looked to be somewhat different
structurally to the rest of the sherd. This may have been remnants of a surface coating
but because the surface is not fully intact in the section it is difficult to tell.
Readings E4 and E5 were taken on a broken surface.
*The edges are an average of 5.5% higher in Iron than the matrix readings, with the
exception of E4 (the inclusion of this brings the average down to 4% higher). Reading
E4 was located slightly further towards the interior of the sherd than the other surface
readings, which may explain why this is more similar to the matrix readings.
*Readings El, E2 and E3 were all located relatively close together.

Figure 250

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd PYM 116

C5

C7
C4

C2

C6
CI
C8

C3

E2

E3
El

*A11 readings were taken on the inner surface.
*There was no clearly visible surface coating layer when this sherd was viewed under the
SEM.
*The differentiation of El, E2, E3 and C3 from the other clays appears to be driven by
the levels of Phosphorus detected. There was around 1% Phosphorus in this
aforementioned group, as opposed to the matrixes.
•Reading C3 was located in close proximity to a fissure that opened on the edge of the
sherd, which may explain why this reading groups with the edges.

Figure 251
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd PYM 124
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MAHATAO TOWN

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
Artefacts at this site were discovered in 2002 during the construction of a septic tank
system within the town of Mahatao (Figure 252; AFAP 2003a). Originally called
Mahatao Septic Tank, the publication of Bellwood and Dizon (2005) elicited a change
in the name to Mahatao Town.
Archaeology
In the 2002 field season ten sherds were excavated from the Mahatao Town site, along
with some charcoal, which was used for dating.
Stratigraphy
The cultural remains were all taken from what appeared to be a distinct cultural layer at
approximately 2.5 meters in depth (Figure 253). The remains were removed directly
from the cutting made for the septic tank, hence no excavations per se were made.
Analysis
As for the Payaman site, Bellwood and Dizon (2005) group the Mahatao Town site
within the Naidi Phase context.
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6: Batanes

Islands

Sites

Map of Mahatao with location of Mahatao Town site (M3) (Bellwood et al 2003)
concrete

1.00

1.60

2.00

Brown clay
Yellow grey silt/tine sand - no stones
several faintly defined 20-40cm beds

2.50

3.00
Figure 253
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Mahatao Town site profile (Bellwoodpers. comm.)

5cm layer of coarse sand orTephra

Brown compact clay with potsherds and charcoal
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OVERVIEW

II.

Number and distribution of sherds
In total, only ten diagnostic sherds were found a Mahatao Town, all of which were
taken directly from the cultural layer which lay between 2.5 and 3 metres in depth. The
total weight of these sherds was 268 grams (Table 148).
Table 148

III.

Mahatao Town: Weight statistics for sherds analysed
Provenance

N

Cultural layer

10

Minimum

Maximum

10

43

Sum

Mean

268

27

Std.
Deviation
12

FORM INFORMATION

There were so few sherds taken from the Mahatao Town site that it is difficult to draw
many conclusions about the overall nature of vessels at this site, the aim of the analysis
being rather to look at the similarity with other sites in the Batanes Islands. Despite the
small assemblage size. Form 0 (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact
rim). Form 1 (rims with a restricted orifice). Form 2 (rims with an unrestricted orifice)
and Form 3 (base rims) were all present in this assemblage (Table 149). Interestingly,
Form 2 is more ubiquitous than Form 1. Although the small sample size is undoubtedly
distorting the analysis, the small number of Form 2 sherds from the Mahatao Town is
still greater than the total number detected at Naidi or Payaman (one and two sherds
respectively). Also of interest is the fact that Form 3 sherds have only otherwise been
identified on Batan Island in the Sunget assemblages. However, Form 4 (stove pieces)
sherds were not identified.
Table 149

Mahatao Town: Form distribution

Provenance
Cultural layer

Form
2

1

0

2

1

6

Total

4

3

10

1

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
There were six Form 0 sherds, of three different sub-forms (Table 150). However, subforms c (handles and knobs), d (diagnostic bodysherds) and e (carinations) were not
identified in this assemblage.
Table 150

Mahatao Town, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form

Provenance
Cultural layer

Sub-form
b

a
1

c
1

d

e

Total

f
4

6

The single sherd allocated to sub-form a (unassociated lips) had irregular margins
with quite abrupt changes, and no evidence of a surface coating.
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The sub-form b (necks and angular sherds) sherd was probably the neck of an
everted, rimmed sherd. There was no evidence of a surface coating.
There were four sherds of sub-form f (base-associated pieces). These were all flat
sherds with evidence of a base attachment, part of the vessel rather than the base itself
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
There was only one Form 1 sherd of sub-form b (straight, everted). This was
relatively eyen in thickness (Figure 254). There was a possible surface coating,
although the colour was uneven, indicating differential firing. The sherd was worn,
especially the lip. The maximum width was 7.74mm (at neck), the minimum 5.96mm
(at lip). The width of flare was 36.59mm.
As noted above, there was also one neck sherd (Form 0-b), most likely belonging to a
vessel with a restricted orifice.

Figure 254

Mahatao Town, Form 1-b

Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
There were two sherds of sub-form a (upcurved or direct). These were differently
shape:
f . One sherd was fairly large (two reconstructed pieces) with an open bowl shape
(Figure 255). This had a fiat rim, relatively parallel margins, and a red surface
coating. Maximum thickness was 14mm, minimum 3mm. The orifice diameter was
12cm.

Figure 255

Mahatao Town, Form 2-a-a

g. The other sherd was also an open bowl shape (Figure 256). However, this sherd had
a shallow, wide (13.37mm) groove on the exterior circumference just below the lip,
the lower edge of which was prominent ridged. The lip was flat and inwardly
inclined. Maximum thickness was 10mm, minimum 7mm. The orifice diameter was
18cm.
358
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Mahatao Town, Form 2-a-b

Form 3: Base rims
There was one Form 3 sherd of sub-form b (bowl pedestal) similar to those foiond in
the Sunget assemblages (Table 151, Figure 257). Maximum width of the sherd was
16mm, minimum 7mm (at lip). The width of flare (roughly equivalent to the height) was
39mm. The orifice diameter was 14cm.
As mentioned above, there were also four flat sherds with evidence of base attachments.
These were ring attachments, more likely to be associated with the base rims of subform a (pedestals), than the sub-form b type identified in this section.
Table 151

Mahatao Town, Form 3: Distribution of sherds by sub-form
Provenance
Cultural layer

Figure 257

IV.

a

Sub-form
b
1

c

Total
1

Mahatao Town, Form 3-b

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
No surface alteration was identified for sherds from the Mahatao Town assemblage.
Wear
Three sherds showed evidence for slight or moderate wear (Table 152).
Table 152

Mahatao Town: Number of sherds with varying levels of wear
Provenance
Cultural layer

Wear
Slight
Worn
Wear
1
2

% of sherds
in layer

Total
3

30(10)
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Surface Coating
The majority of sherds (seven of ten) had evidence or possible evidence of a surface
coating (Table 153). The three sherds without evidence of a surface coating all had
worn surfaces.
Table 153

Mahatao Town: Number of sherds with or without a surface coating
Provenance
Cultural layer

Surface
Coating

4

Possible surface
coating
3

No surface
coating
3

Total
10

All forms showed some evidence of a surface coating except Form 3 (Table 154).
However this sherd had a coarse surface and hence may once also have had a surface
coating. Nevertheless a very low incidence of surface coatings was also recorded for
Form 3 sherds from the Sunget assemblages. Consequently, it may be that this form
was made with coarser materials - and was thus more prone to wear - or it may be that
the original vessels never had a surface coating.
Table 154

Mahatao Town: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and form
Form

Surface Coating
2

0
1
2
3

Possible surface
coating
2
1

No surfece
coating

2

2
1

Colour: The colour of the surface coating of sherds from the Mahatao Town assemblage
was remarkably uniform, even considering the small sample size (Table 155). In all
instances the surface coating colour was 10 R 4/6.
Table 155

Mahatao Town: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour

Provenance

Sample
size

Cultural Layer

6

Colour with the greatest no. of sherds
Total no. of
(number)
colours recorded
Sherds divided by layer
10 R 4/6 (6)
1

Richness
0.4

Application: The surface coating was relatively thick and even. Some were crazed, but
the surface was still well bonded. There was no clear evidence for regular grooves.
Thus the vessels were probably dipped.
Firing
Identifying trends in firing for the Mahatao Town assemblage is not possible, given the
very small sample size. Nevertheless, what is possible to say is that, consistent with the
other assemblages on Batan Island, the surfaces are slightly lighter than the cores (Table
156). Also, three sherds have marginal colour differences indicating variation in the
conditions during firing. Four of the ten had margins that differed to the cores, so it
seems that (for this very small sample) a greater proportion of sherds were not evenly
fired (Table 157), and had diffuse margins (Table 158).
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Table 156

Mahatao Town: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating type
0 (u

(U
N

^ V.
S

'w

Sherd category

® 1

00

F2 O

r-| o

Sherds divided by layer

Outer surface
Core
Inner surface

10
9
9
Sherds divided by surface coating type
No surface coating
3
3
4
4
Surface coating
Possible surface coating
3
3
3
3
No surface coating
4
4
Surface coating
Possible surface coating
3
3
3
3
No surface coating
4
4
Surface coating
Possible surface coating
3
3
Cultural Layer

Outer surface

Core

Inner surface

Table 157

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds
(number)

1 2

"H.
S
to

10

All 1 sherd only
SYR 4/2 (2)
2.5 YR 5/6 (2)

All 1 colour

Mahatao Town: Numbers of sherds with variation in the uniformity of firing
Firing Pattern
Provenance
Cultural layer

Table 158

Even

Surfaces
only differ

Both margins differ to
core (margins and
surface are even)

1

5

4

Mahatao Town: Numbers of sherds with variation in firing margins
Provenance
Cultural layer

Colour margins
Diffuse

Sharp

4

5

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
There are too few MST sherds to confidently characterise the minerals present (Table
159). Possibly hornblende, pargasite and andesine are characteristic. MST 1 has
different identified minerals to the other two sherds. However, not enough is known
about the natural variation within the site, nor is there an exact match to mineral
compositions at other sites, to say if it is a local variant or originates elsewhere.
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Table 159

Mahatao Town: Minerals identified in sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
Sherd
Mineral

„

H

(N
H
C/3

0\
H
on

1

1

1

1

Feldspar
Andesine
Pyroxene
Augite
Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
Olivine Spinel

s

1

Chrysolite
Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
1
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
Other
Quartz
Unidentified Groups
1
2
1
7

1

1
1
1
1

Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
The compositional dendrograms for the matrix (Figure 258) and the mineral
constituents (Figure 259) of three sherds from the Mahatao Town assemblage, both fall
into groupings of two and one sherd. However, the groupings are different for the two
dendrograms, suggesting that these are spurious associations.
MST

9

MST 1
MST

—I

2

Figure 258
MST

2

MST

9

MST

1

Mahatao Town: Conipositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

—I

Figure 259

Mahatao Town: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings for three sherds from Mahatao Town were taken for comparison with the
matrix readings (Table 160). None of the sherds had a clearly evident surface layer
visible under the SEM. Two of the sherds (Figure 260 and Figure 261) showed some
separation of edge and matrix readings. MST 1 had only slightly higher Iron levels in
the outer surface, otherwise the composition did not appear to be systematically
different. For MST 2, the edge reading had Iron levels that were an average of 16%
higher than the matrix readings. These results are counterintuitive, given that MST 1
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had a visible surface coating (although not clearly distinguished on the SEM) and the
other did not. Perhaps the increased Iron levels in the edges were the result of the
application of a surface coating that has since worn off
The final sherd, MST 9, had a possible but very worn surface coating, not discemable
under the SEM (Figure 262). The edge readings showed no systematic differentiation
from the matrix readings.
Table 160
Sherd
No.

C2
C7
C5

Mahatao Town: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed
using SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges
Provenance

Outer
surface

MSTl

Cultural layer

Moderate

MST 2

Cultural layer

MST 9

Cultural layer

Wear

Inner
surface

Moderate

Heavy

Surface coating
Outer
Inner
surface
surface
10R4/6

10 R 4/6

None
evident
None
evident

None
evident
10 R 4/6
(upper)

Clay colour
2.5 YR 5/6 (I)
10 Y R 6 / 3 (O)
2.5 YR 5/6
10 Y R 5 / 8 (D
5 YR 5/4 ( 0 )

-I

El

CI
C4
C3

E4

E5
E6

-J

E3
E2

C6
p
C8
1
•Readings El, E2 and E3 were taken on the outer surface, whereas readings E4, E5 and E6
were taken on the inner surface. This sherd had a surface coating but there was no
distinct separation between the surface and the matrix visible under the SEM.
•Readings E2, E3, E4, E5 and E6 had Iron levels only slightly higher than the matrix
readings (average of 3% higher). Otherwise there was no-clear difference.
•Readings C6 and C8 were set apart by their higher level of K.

Figure 260

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd MST 1

El
E3

CI
C7

E2

—I

J

C5
C6
C4
C8 -I
C2
C3
*A11 readings were taken on the inner surface.
•Readings El, E2 and E3 had an average Iron level 16% higher than the matrix readings.
These ranged from 17 to 29% as opposed to 1.5 to 10% for the matrix.
•When the relative proportions of the different constituents are examined there is no
clear reason why CI and C7 should group with the edge readings and not with the other
matrix readings. Perhaps this grouping is due to a statistical quirk.

Figure 261

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd MST 2
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C5
CI

C4

C6
C8

E2
E3

CI

C2

El

C3
* All edge readings were taken on the upper surface (this is thought to be the bottom of
a vessel were it attaches to a foot-stand), which had a possible but very worn surface
coating. The original surface coating is not visible under the SEM.
•Reading C3 was distinguished by its high level of Titanium.
•Reading El was distinguished by its high level of Manganese.
•Reading C2 was distinguished by its high level of Sodium.

Figure 262
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd MST 9
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TAYI D

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
Tayid is located by the side of a road that cuts through the central neck of Batan Island,
on its eastern edge.
Archaeology
Originally identified by the Kumomoto University survey as Site 49 (1983), two small
excavations ("windows") were cut into an exposure at the side of the road in 2003
(AFAP 2003a).
Stratigraphy
The stratigraphy at Tayid is somewhat more complicated than at most of the other sites
on Batan Island. This is reported in AFAP (2003a) as follows:
•
•
•

Layer 1: Topsoil and redeposited volcanic ash, 50 cm thick;
Layer 2: Primary volcanic ash, 60 cm thick;
Layer 3: Palaeosol, 10 cm thick, with a small number of featureless plain body
sherds;
Layer 4: Primary volcanic ash, 7 cm thick;
Layer 5: Palaeosol, 20 cm thick, with a posthole visible in section and
containing the bulk of archaeological materials;
Layer 6: Culturally sterile red brown clay.

•
•
•

Although the report suggests the possibility of domestic architecture in the area, this has
not been further investigated.
Analysis
The site at Tayid has yielded a few sherds whose characteristics have been used to
group it with other sites in the Naidi Phase (AFAP 2003).

II.

OVERVIEW

Number and distribution of sherds
Like Naidi and Mahatao Town, Tayid was a small cut made into an embankment.
There were only 26 sherds collected at Tayid, only twelve in the stratified layer (Table
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161). The remaining sherds were found as surface scatter. In the analysis the cultural
layer is described as one unit. There are too few sherds and too many difficulties in
differentiating variation between layers to treat these separately. The total weight of
analysed sherds was 263 gram, only 130 grams of which was found in Layer 5 (Table
162).
Table 161
Natural
layer
1
2
3
4

5

Tayid: Distribution of analysed sherds by excavation square, layer and depth
Layer
description
Surface finds
Sterile
Sterile
Sterile

Number of sherds by excavation square
Unspecified
A
B
13

Depth within layer
Surface

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
Unspecified

Cultural layer

1

West section, under ash
Layer 5, under rocks

III.

1

2
Sherds otherwise

Table 162

1

1

6
1

attributed:

Tayid: Distribution of sherds weights by layer

Provenance

N

Minimum

Maximum

Sum

Mean

Surface
Layer 5

14
12

5
3

27
20

135
130

10
11

Std.
Deviation
7
5

FORM INFORMATION

Only Form 0 (unassociated sherds or sherds without an intact rim) and Form 1 (rims
with restricted orifice) were identified at Tayid (Table 163). Both forms were identified
on the surface and in Layer 5, although Form 1 sherds were far more abundant in Layer
5,.
Table 163

Tayid: Form distribution by layer
Layer
Surface
Layer 5

Form
2

1

0
5
2

3

4

9
10

Total
14
12

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds or sherds without an intact rim
For Form 0, there were six sub-form a (unassociated lips) sherds found at Tayid,
predominantly on the Surface (Table 164). There was also one sub-form d sherd
recorded from Layer 5.
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Table 164

Tayid, Form 0: Distribution of siierds by sub-form and layer
Sub-form

Layer

a

b
5
1

Surface
Layer 5

c

d

e
1

f

Total
5
2

The sub-form a (unassociated lips) sherds were all gently outcurved and/or had an
exterior thickening on the lip. Two of the sherds were very thick and only the lip
remained. The remaining three sherds were longer and thinner, especially at the lip. All
of the sherds had a rounded lip. The sherd found in Layer 5 was convex in shape and
had exterior thickening on its rounded lip.
The maximum thickness of the Form 0-a sherds was 8-13mm (mean= 10.2, S.D.= 1.8),
the minimum 3-6mm (mean= 5, S.D.= 1.2). Orifice diameter ranged from 16-32cm
(mean=21.4, S.D. 6.3). Like Form 1 sherds (below) the orifice diameters had a very
wide range (Figure 263).

0

5

10

Maximum Widfli
Figure 263

Tayid, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by layer and surface coating

The sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherd) had a distinctive, paint-like coating. This was
very thin and even across the surface, although it did have a crack. Otherwise though it
was in very good condition, and bright red in colour (2.5 YR 4/8).
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Form 1 and its sub-forms at Tayid encompassed quite a large amount of variation for
the number of sherds (Table 165). All sub-forms were included except sub-form c
(wide, everted).
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Table 165

Tayid, Form 1: Distribution of slierds by sub-form and layer
Layer

a

Surface
Layer 5

Sub-form
c

b
2
2

2
5

d

Total

e
1

5
2

9
10

There were four sub-form a (concave, everted) sherds at Tayid, two from the Surface
and two from Layer 5 (Figure 264). These were all short to moderate in length, with a
slight concavity and a rounded lip.

Figure 264

Tayid, Form 1-a

There were seven sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds, five from Layer 5, and two
from the Surface.
a. There was one variant a sherd that came from Layer 5 was vertical, or almost
vertical, with a long, shallow groove of even depth around the outer circumference,
just below the lip (Figure 265).

Figure 265

Tayid, Form 1-b-a

b. There were five variant b sherds. These were straight, everted sherds with an
exterior thickening on the lip (Figure 266). Two (both from Layer 5) had roughly
parallel margins with a more prominent groove below the lip. The remaining three
sherds had divergent margins (thicker near the neck). One of these was found in
Layer 5 and two on the surface.
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Figure 266

Tayid, Form 1-b-b

c. One sherd was much shorter in comparison to the other sub-form b sherds, this was
designated variant c (Figure 267). It Hkewise had a groove at the hp, but it also
narrowed before the neck, creating a long, raised section on the exterior surface.

1
Figure 267

Tayid, Form 1-b-c

The maximum thickness of the sub-form b sherds ranged from 6-11mm (mean= 8.7,
S.D.=1.4), minimum thickness from 3-7mm (mean= 4.8, S.D.= 1.2). Width of flare
ranges from ll-34mm (mean= 26.1), orifice diameter from 10-34cm (mean 19.8,
S.D.=7.3).
The sub-form d (internally restricted) sherd was thickest at the lip which was flat and
internally orientated (Figure 268). Below this it gradually tapered. The maximum
thickness was 11 mm, minimum 8mm. Width at lip was equal to the maximum width.
The orifice diameter was 16cm.

/

Figure 268

Tayid, Form 1-d

The sub-form e (convex, everted) sherds were all quite markedly outcurved. Two
came from Layer 5. The maximum thickness ranges from 8-12mm (mean= 9.3,
S.D.=1.7), the minimum from 3-8mm (mean= 5.1, S.D.= 1.7). Width at lip ranges from
3-lOmm (mean= 6.17, S.D.= 2.2), width of flare from 14-25mm (mean= 20.5), orifice
diameters from 15-35cm (mean= 23.2).
a. Three, variant a, sherds were relatively thick sherds (compared to their length), with
an external thickening on the lip (Figure 269). The neck was rounded, without a
prominent angle. Two sherds (one from Layer 5, one from the Surface) had their
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highest point close to the lip, and were relatively even in thickness through to the
upper body (one had a bulge at the neck). The highest point on the other sherd was
mid-way along the rim. Its external surface was flattened between the lip and the
neck. The neck was much thinner than the mid-point of the rim.

T

Figure 269

Tayid, Form 1-e-a

b. There were two variant b sherd. These had a relatively short, everted rim, and a
rounded lip (Figure 270), both from the Surface.

1

Figure 270

Tayid, Form 1-e-b

c. The single variant c sherd was from Layer 5. It was comparatively long (compared
to its thickness) (Figure 271). It was gently outcurved, with a rounded lip. It also
had a more prominent neck angle than the other sub-form variants.

\

7

Figure 271

Tayid, Form 1-e-c

Measurements
Neither width of flare nor orifice diameter for the Form 1 sherds at Tayid show a high
degree of within assemblage grouping, although sub-form b appears to have a generally
higher width of flare when compared to sub-form e (one very short everted rim
excepted) (Figure 272). That said, the orifice diameters seem quite widely distributed,
ranging from 10-35cm (mean= 20.8, S.D.= 7.1). The width of flares has a less
pronounced, but still quite wide distribution (37.12-24.15mm (mean= 24.2, S.D.= 6.2).
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sherds by layer, sub-form and surface coating
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IV.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Tayid sherds had low levels of wear, which rarely obscured the detection of surface
coatings or surface alteration (even the sherds with worn surfaces still had small patches
of surface coating) (Table 166).
Table 166

Tayid: Distribution of varying levels of wear by layer
Layer

Wear
Outer slight
wear

Worn

Surface
Layer 5

1

Inner slight
wear
I

Total {% of
sherds in layer)
2(16)
8(12)

1

Surface Coating
Eight-one percent of sherds at Tayid showed evidence, or possible evidence, of a
surface coating (Table 167). Moreover, some of the sherds without a surface coating
had seemingly intact, smoothed surfaces, suggesting that the original vessels may never
have had a surface coating.
Table 167

Tayid: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by layer
Layer

Surface
coating

Surface
Layer 5

7
11

Possible
surface coating
3
1

No surface
coating

Total
3
2

13
14

Surface coating, or the lack of it, does not appear restricted to any form/s (Table 168).
Table 168

Tayid: Correlation of sherds by form and surface coating types by layer
Layer
Surface
Layer 5

Form

Possible surface
coating

Surface coating
0

4

1

5

0
1

8

No surface coating
2
3

1
I

1
1

Colour. The colour of the surface coatings for Tayid is fairly standardised around 10 R
4/6 (Table 169). Other colours were only present on three or fewer sherds. One sherd
in Layer 5 had differential colouring of its inner and outer surfaces, but since these
colours were reasonably close together, it was probably due to natural variation or a
minor level of differential wear.
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Table 169

Tayid: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by layer
Layer

Surface
Layer 5

Sample
size
6
6

Total number of
Colour with the greatest
colours recorded number of sherds (number)
Sherds divided by layer
4
10 R 4/6 (3)
4
10 R 4/6 (3)

Richness
1.6
1.6

Application: Striations and grooves in the pigment that sometimes fail to correlate with
the striations in the sherd surface, suggest that the surface coating was most commonly
wiped or painted on. The surface coating was relatively thin.
Surface Alteration
The Tayid assemblage had a greater proportion of sherds with external thickening of the
lip than any other site in the Batanes (Surface= 38% and Layer 1= 43%) (Table 170).
One sherd had an external groove, just below the lip - a feature far more common in
other Batan Island sites. However, in this instance it occurred in conjunction with
external thickening of the lip.
Table 170

Tayid: Distribution of sherds according to types of surface alteration by layer
External
External
thickening
and
Layer
thickening
Groove
5
Surface
1
5
Layer 5

The presence of external thickening to the outer lip (including the one sherd with a
groove) was most often associated with the presence of a surface coating (Table 171).
The two instances without a surface coating were probably due to wear.
Table 171

Tayid: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration types by layer
Surface Alteration
Surface Coating
Layer
thickening
External thickening External
and Groove
1
Surface Possible surface coating
4
Surface coating
1
No
surface coating
Layer 5
1
4
Surface coating

The presence of external thickening was most often associated with Form 1 (Table 172).
Those sherds allocated to Form 0 were all sub-form a (unassociated lips) likely to have
come fi-om one of the sub-types of Form 1, given the complete lack of evidence for
Form 2,. Those Form 1 sherds (from both the surface and Layer 5) with external
thickening were distributed between the sub-forms b and e.
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Tayld: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration types by layer
Layer

Exterior
thickening

Form
0
1
0
1

Surface
Layer 5

2
3
1
4

External
thickening
and Groove

1

Firing
Firing patterns for Tayid appear somewhat different than for other sites in the Batanes
Islands (Table 173). When the sherds are grouped by layer, there seems relatively little
difference between the cores and the irmer surfaces, but the outer surfaces seem
somewhat lighter. However, when grouped by surface type this shows a greater
consistency between the colour of the inner and outer surface. This latter observation
probably reflects the relatively high number of sherds that are evenly fired (Table 174).
Of those sherds that do have differences in colour between their surfaces and their core,
most are diffuse (Table 175).
Table 173

Tayid: Measures of sherd colour diversity for sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
O (U
Sherd category

Surface

Layer 5

Outer
surface
Core
Inner
surface
Table 174

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

^S oi

Sherds divided by layer
14
10
10 R 4/6, 7.5 YR 7/3 (3)
13
8
7.5 YR 6/3 (5)
14
10
7.5 YR 7/3 (3)
12
10
5 YR6/3, 10 YR4/6 (2)
11
7
10 YR 6/2 (3)
12
11
10 YR4/6 (2)
Sherds divided by surface coating type
No surface coating
5
4
7.5 YR 7/5 (2)
14
Surface coating
19
10 R 4/6 (3)
2
2
Possible surface coating
7.5 YR 6/3, 2.5 YR 4/3 (1)
No surface coating
4
3
7.5 YR 7/3 (2)
18
12
Surface coating
7.5 YR 6/3 (4)
2
2
7.5 YR 6/3, 2.5 YR 4/3 (1)
Possible surface coating
No surface coating
4
7.5 YR 7/3 (2)
J
19
14
Surface coating
5 YR 6/6 (3)
2
2
Possible surface coating
7.5 YR 6/3, 2.5 YR 4/3 (1)
Tayid: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing for sherds

Surface
Layer 5

Even

10
6

Both margins differ
to core (margins and
surface are even)

2
2

C
C33//
o
2

H o

Outer Surface
Core
Inner surface
Outer Surface
Core
Inner surface

Layer
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Cfl
<U
"S.
S
CO
00

Firing Pattern
Outer surface
only differs

Inner surface
only differs

1
2

1

Surfaces
only differ

1

2.7
2.2
2.7
2.9
2.1
3.2
1.8
3.2
1.4
1.5
2.8
1.4
1.8
3.2
1.4
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Table 175

Tayid: Distribution of variation in firing margins by layer
Colour mar gins
Layer
Unknown
Sharp
DifRise
Surfece
Layer 5

V.

3
2

1
3

/even

10
8

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
Sherds irom TYD regularly contained Titaniferous Magnetite (1 and 2) and Augite
(Table 176). Feldspars were also a prominent component of these sherds.
Table 176

Tayid: Minerals identified in sherds analysed using
Sherd
Q Q
H
Mineral
Feldspar
Labradorite
1
Oligoclase
1
Andesine
1
Anorthite
Pyroxene
Augite
1
1
Salite
Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
1
Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
1
Other
Quartz
Unidentified Groups
2
7

SEM-EDXA
o
<N
Q P
1
1
1
I
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
The compositional dendrograms for the matrix (Figure 273) and the mineral
constituents (Figure 274) of the four sherds fi-om the Tayid assemblage analysed using
EDXA, both fall into groupings of three and one sherd. However, the groupings are
different for the two dendrograms, suggesting that these are spurious associations.
TYD 10
TYD 7

TYD 21
TYD 1

Figure 273 Tayid: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds
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TYD

1

TYD

21

TYD

7

TYD

10

—I

Figure 274

Tayid: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings on four sherds from the Tayid assemblage were taken for comparison
with the matrix readings (Table 177).
No clearly distinct structurally and
compositionally separate surface coating was observed under the SEM for any of these
sherds. However, the EDXA data revealed a fairly marked degree of variation between
the edge and the matrix readings in three of the four sherds.
TYD 1 had Iron concentrations of 7-19% in its edges, this being consistently higher
than the Iron levels in the matrix readings (Figure 275). There was a small degree of
cross-over in the readings, although the reason for this was unclear.
One sherd, TYD 7 (Figure 276), had a compositional difference in the outer layer
(observed as a darkening of the outer margin under the backscatter detector), but there
was no structural difference (large mineral inclusions regularly stretched between the
two areas). Although this sherd was very worn, it still had visible remnants of a red
surface coating. So perhaps the mineralogical difference was associated with the worn
margin, where the surface coating would have bonded to the matrix of the sherd.
The edges of TYD 10 had an average Iron concentration 9.5% higher than the average
of its matrix readings (Figure 277).
Sherd TYD 21 had no discernable surface coating and there was no systematic
difference between the EDXA results for the edges and the matrix (Figure 278).

Table 177
Sherd No.

Tayid: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed using
SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges
Provenance

Wear

Surface coating

Outer surface

Inner surface

Outer surface

Inner surface

TYD 1

Layer 5, west
section

Good

Good

10 R 4 / 6

10 R 4 / 6

TYD 7

Surface

Moderate

Heavy

10 R 4 / 6

10 R 4/6

TYD 10

Surface
Layer 5, Sq B,
0-10cm

Good

Good

S Y R 4/4
None
evident

S Y R 4/4
None
evident

TYD 21
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CIO -1
C8
C4

CI
C9

C6

E2

C3

E5
E6

C2
El
E4
E3

CI

C5
•Readings El, E2 and E3 were located on the inner surface. Reading E4 was located on
the inner lip and E5 was located on the outer lip (the lip was triangular in shaped).
Reading E6 was located on the outer surface.
*This sherd had a red surface coating however this did not form a clearly distinct
layer.
*The Iron concentration in the edges ranged from 7-19%. This is in general a bit higher
than the matrix readings but there seems to be another factor driving the groupings that
is not clearly discernable. This is because the E2 reading (which groups with the
majority of the matrix readings had an Iron level of 7%, like many of the others.
Moreover, the 02 reading, which groups with the majority of the edges has an Iron
concentration of 6%, which is marginally less than the other edges in this group and E2.
•Readings CI and C5 are distinguished by their high levels of Sodium and Ca.

Figure 275

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TYD 1

C7
C9

CIO
C6

C3
C4

C5

CI

C2
C8

E2
E3
E6

-I

El
E4
E5

*A11 readings were taken around the outer edge of the lip and upper surfaces. Most
areas were worn and there was no clear "surface' per se.
*Fe levels for E2 were 3%, E3 was 8%, E6 was 8% and El was 21%.
*While El had obviously very high levels of Fe, it is not obvious that the Iron level
alone is driving the grouping of the edge readings. There is no clear mineralogical
pattern discernable to explain this.
*This sherd had a red surface coating but also had very hackly surfaces.
•Reading E4 was marginally different to the other measurements in lots of measures, but
none of these was very great. The Iron level was 8%
•Reading E5 had very high levels of Manganese. Its Iron level was 15%.

Figure 276

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TYD 7
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ci

C2

C3
C7
C8

C6
C4

C5

El

J

E3
E5
E2
E4

*A11 readings were taken on the inner surface. This surface was intact but there was no
clearly distinct surface coating layer.
•Remnant surface coating on sherd but no clearly differentiated surface coating visible
under SEM
*Si 3% higher in edges, Aluminum 3% lower.
*The edge reading had an average Iron concentration 9.5% higher than the average matrix
readings.

Figure 277

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TYD 10

C2
C5

CI

C3

E2
E4

E6

CIO

E3
El

C4

C8

C7
C6

C9

E5

•Readings El, E2, E3 and E4 were located on the inner surface of the sherd. Readings E5
and E6 were located on the broken (no intact surface) inner edge of the mount.
*In general, there was no clear difference between the Iron levels in the edges and the
matrix readings for this sherd. As an exception E3 had an Iron level of 10% as opposed
to the norm of 2-7%.

Figure 278
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TYD 21
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TORONGANCAVE

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
Torongan Cave, located on Itbayat Island, is a cave about 30 m high and 120 m long
(Figure 279). Most of the artefacts at the site were washed in from above, and
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) think it probable that the Torongan River may have once
flowed through it. It is also possible that the site contains the earliest material culture so
far found in the Batane Islands. However this assumption is based on controversial
dates, and is not flilly supported. Bellwood and Dizon (2005) speculate that because of
high sea-cliffs surrounding Itbayat, and the consequent scarcity of suitable landing sites
for boats, Torongan Cave - which opens at sea-level - may have provided a safe landing
place. They also speculate that during the late Holocene, sea-levels may have been
higher, and that in the summer months (times of quiet seas) sailors may have been able
to beach their canoes in the lower cave, now above sea-level. It would then have been
possible to climb the back of the cave to reach the rest of the island.
Archaeology
Excavations were undertaken at Torongan Cave by the AFAP team in 2004, and again
in 2005 by a team led by Peter Bellwood.
Stratigraphy
This cave site possesses a complex stratigraphy both due to the amount of wash from
above, and the turbulence it has experienced, exiting as it does on the sea.
An in-washed layer of top soil is located at a depth of 40-65 cm. Bellwood and Dizon
(2005) suggest that this may have been caused by activities such as the clearing of forest
above the cave, where (they suggest) traces of a former site can still be seen, although
these are largely eroded away. Hence the cultural remains contained within this layer
are secondary deposits, and the original associations between objects are unknown. Yet
Bellwood still believes that there may have been occupation of the cave itself at some
stage, as evidenced by his "potential area of ancient habitation" (indicated in Figure
279). Nonetheless, as it stands, there is no substantive evidence of habitation provided
by the cultural remains themselves.
The stratigraphic context of Torongan Cave is of some concern to Anderson (2005),
especially with regards the overall dating of the Batanes' sites.^^ Besides the
redeposition of the cultural materials from their original location, some of the shell may
also be sub-fossilised (particularly Wk 14641: K. Szabo pers. comm. in Anderson
^^ Only Wk 14641 and Wk 14642 were available to Anderson (2005) when arguing these points.
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2005). This would make it unsuitable for dating. Also, much of the shell assemblage
was eroded and water rolled, and large gastropod shells had also been damaged by
hermit crabs.
Analysis
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) have suggested that the pottery forms - described as plain
and red-slipped, everted rims - closely parallel pottery found at Chaolaiqiao (Shanyuan
Bay, near Taitung) on the east coast of Taiwan. They also suggest that the site at
Torongan was visited over a long time period, as evidenced by the younger dates and a
Chinese coin. Furthermore, circle-stamped sherds appear fairly late in the sequence,
and parallel those at Sunget and Anaro.

Magnetic
North

Inldnd mouth
(34mhlghl

Figure 279

II.

Torongan Cave site plan

OVERVIEW

The two excavated squares were adjacent to each other, and were recorded together for
the lower layers (below 50cm) when assigning provenance during the excavation.
Consequently, for the sake of consistency, those sherds from each square in the higher
layers will be treated together as well. The section above the 'In-washed soil layer' is a
paler brown soil, that extends close to the surface.
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LI

Number and distribution of sherds

In total, there were 57 diagnostic sherds retained during the excavations at Torongan
Cave (Table 178). Of these, 43 sherds were found in the stratified layers.
The diagnostic sherds composed a very small portion of the overall assemblages. The
percentage of 'red-slipped' sherds, based on the body sherd descriptions, is generally
consistent with depth (around 12%, per 20cm), although it lessens in Layer 3 (7.6%).
The sherds found on the surface were generally much larger, as shown by the mean
weights (Table 179). The total weight of diagnostic sherds in the stratified layers was
599 grams.
Table 178

Torongan Cave: Distribution of analysed sherds and body sherds by depth and layer
The information on the total number of body sherds and the number

Depth from
No. of diagnostic sherds
Body sherds 'Red-slipped'
surface
body sherds
A
B
Unattributed
Surface
12
Surface
Surface below
2
AB
1
0-5
62
5
5-10
124
2
15
1
10-15
11
90
Layer 1:
94
10
15-20
Above in-washed 20-25
2
119
13
soil layer
2
17
25-30
119
4
20
5
30-35
159
1
35-40
128
15
48
5
3
40-45
279
Layer 2:
1 10
50
45-50
347
In-washed soil
4
30
50-55
220
layer
9
76
55-60
2
5
75
60-65
Layer 3:
4
65-70
43
Below in-washed 70-75
24
3
soil layer
3
75-80
Table 179 Torongan Cave: Distribution of sherd weights by layer
Std.
Mean
Sum
Layer
N Minimum Maximum
Deviation
44
48
570
Surface
4
185
13
9
5
155
Layer 1
2
17
19
13
18
419
Layer 2
23
2
47
12
9
25
Layer 3
2
19
6
Layer

III.

FORM INFORMATION

Sherds of Form 0 (unassociated rim sherds or sherds without an intact rim). Form 1
(rims with restricted orifice) and Form 2 (rims with unrestricted orifice) were found at
Torongan Cave, however Form 2 was only identified in the surface deposits (Table
180). Forms 3 (base rims) and 4 (stove pieces) were not identified in this assemblage.
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Table 180

Torongan Cave: Form distribution by layer
Form
Layer
0
1
2
Surface
2
10
2
Layer 1
8
10
Layer 2
10
13
Layer 3
1
1

3

4

Total
14
18
23
2

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds or sherds without an intact rim
Form 0, sub-forms a (unassociated hps), b (necks and angular sherds), d (diagnostic
body sherds) and f (base-associated pieces) were present at Torongan Cave (Table 181).
There were no identified occurrences of sub-form c (handles and knobs) or sub-form e
(carinations).
Table 181

Torongan Cave, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Sub-form
Layer
a
b
c
d
e
f
Surfece
1
1
Layer 1
2
1
4
1
Layer 2
7
2
1
Layer 3
1

Total
2
8
10
1

Of the sub-form a (unassociated lips), most sherds were straight and had an outward
direction with rounded lips (five of these had a comparatively long section of body
attached). Two probably had a surface coating. Overall the distribution of the orifice
diameters and maximum widths is not particularly large at Torongan Cave (Figure 280).
The maximum thickness ofthe Form 0-a sherds was 7-11mm (mean=7.8, S.D.= 1.3). the
minimum 5-6mm (mean= 5.4, S.D.= 0.5). Orifice diameters ranged from 8-14cm
(mean=10.7, S.D.= 2.4).
Layer
OLawl
A Layef 2
01.»»M3

I

CO
A A

u
O a0

5

A
0

o

10

Maxiniiim Width
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Figure 280

Torongan Cave, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum
width, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer and surface coating

The sub-form b (necks and angular pieces) sherd was a neck, probably associated
with an everted rimmed vessel.
There were seven sherds in total of sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds). Three of
these might be classed as circle-impressed. However, instead of being fully circular the
impressions on the two clearest pieces were 'horse-shoe' shaped, and differed in size.
They also had a white coloured infill (possibly "lime-infill"). One of these sherds was
found in Layer 1 of Square A (20-25cm), and one in Layer 2 of Square B (40-45cm).
The one in Layer 2 may have had a red surface coating. The presence of these two
similar sherds in the in-washed fill layer, and the supposedly in situ layer above it,
possibly indicates a degree of mixing between them.
A third sherd also had a possible partial circle-impression, however the breakage of the
sherd runs through the impression, so it impossible to be defmitive. There is also an
incised line across the face of the sherd that may have been deliberate or postdepositional. This was found in isolation on the Surface,
There were two thin bodysherds with an incised line running across them. One was
found in Layer 1 and one in Layer 2. One had a red surface coating.
There were two sherds with impressions, one a fingerprint, one possibly a seed
(unidentified). Both came from Layer 1. One had a red surface coating.
There were two sub-form e (carination) sherds, one in Layer 1 and one in Layer 2.
These were both relatively thin and had a gradual angle, without a marked point of
inflection.
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Most of the Form 1 sherds were of sub-form b (straight, everted) (Table 182). There
were a small number of sub-form e (convex, everted) sherds in the upper layers but no
other sub-forms occurred in this assemblage.
Table 182

Torongan Cave, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

a

Sub-form
c

b
7
9
13
1

d

Total

e
3
1

10
10
13
1

Thirty sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds evinced some variation, particularly in
width of flare. The maximum thickness of the sub-form b sherds ranged from 5-14mm
(mean=8.4, S.D.= 2.2), the minimum from 3-8mm (mean= 5.3, S.D.= 1.3). Width of flare
ranged from 20-38mm (mean= 30.9, S.D.= 4.6), orifice diameters from 8-20cm
(mean=12.9, S.D.= 3).
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a. There were 21 variant a sherds. These had straight, everted rims, with a rounded hp
(Figure 281).
These all had slightly uneven surfaces resulting in irregular
thicknesses. The rim length differed, but otherwise these were all quite similar.

\
Figure 281

Torongan Cave, Form 1-b-a

b. There were six variant b sherds. These were straight, everted sherds like those in
variant a. However these were thicker, with comparatively even thickness (at least in
the rim, neck and upper body) and parallel margins (Figure 282). These all had
rounded lips. One had a groove in the upper lip. Five were found on the Surface,
and one in Layer 2.

Figure 282

Torongan Cave, Form 1-b-b

c. There was one, variant c, sherd in Layer 2 was convergent towards the neck, with an
internally orientated lip (Figure 283).
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Figure 283
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Torongan Cave, Form 1-b-c

d. There were three variant d sherds in Layer 2. These were internally and externally
thickened at the lip (Figure 284). These may have come from the same pot but, if so,
it was rather irregularly shaped. Most sherds in sub-form c had no evidence of a
surface coating, although the three sherds with the thickening at the lip may have had
irregularly fired surface coating, but this was uncertain due to wear.

Figure 284

s

Torongan Cave, Form 1-b-d

e. One, variant e, sherd was straight. Although there was only a lip to indicate the
placement of the neck, it seems that this had a tall, direct rim (orientated at 90
degrees to the horizontal at the neck) (Figure 285). It had a flat lip.

Figure 285

Torongan Cave, Form 1-b-e

There were four sub-form e (convex, everted) sherds, three from the Surface, and one
from Layer 1.
a. Two, variant a, sherds had a gradually outcurved rim, a curved neck, and a strongly
outcurved body (although one was broken at the neck so this latter feature is not so
prominent) (Figure 286).

Figure 286

Torongan Cave, Form 1-e-a

b. Two, variant b, sherds had a gradually outcurved, more strongly everted rim, a
prominent point of inflection at the inner neck, and a more obtuse angle between the
neck and the body (Figure 287).
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Figure 287

Torongan Cave, Form 1-e-b

The maximum thickness of sub-form e sherds ranges from 8-16mm (mean= 10.2,
S.D.=3.2), the minimum from 6-8mm (mean= 6.5, S.D.= 0.8). Width at lip is almost the
same as the minimum width. Width of flare ranges from 24-39mm (mean= 29.7,
S.D = 6mm), orifice diameters from 12-18cm (mean= 14.4cm, S.D = 2.2).

Measurements
Neither width of flare nor orifice diameter for the Form 1 sherds at Torongan Cave
show a high degree of within assemblage grouping, although sub-form e is somewhat
thicker than the other sub-forms (Figure 288). Overall, the orifice diameters range from
8-20cm (mean= 13.1, S.D.= 2.9, the width of flare from 20.3-38.7mm (mean= 30.7,
S.D.=4.8).
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Figure 288

Torongan Cave, Form 1: Relationship between width of flare and maximum width, and of orifice diameter and maximum width, as they relate to the
distribution of sherds by layer, sub-form and surface coating
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
There were two Form 2, sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds in the Torongan Cave
assemblage (Table 183). Both were found on the surface.
Table 183

Torongan Cave, Form 2: Distribution of slierds by sub-form and layer
Layer

a

Surface

Sub-form
b
2

c

Total
2

The two sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds varied slightly in shape.
c. One sherd was bowl-shaped with a groove aroimd the circumference of the outer
surface, just below the lip (Figure 289). This had a red surface coating. Maximum
thickness was 9mm, minimum thickness was 4mm. Width at lip was the same as the
minimum thickness. The orifice diameter was 12cm.

Figure 289

Torongan Cave, Form 2-a-a

d. The other sherd was a very large, bowl-shaped sherd (Figure 290). It was rounded in
shape and appeared to have a rounded lip (difficult to discern due to crumbling). It
had a very short footrim, about 1cm in height. Maximum thickness was 13mm,
minimum thickness 5mm, and the width at lip was the same as the minimum
thickness. The orifice diameter was not discernible.

Figure 290
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Form 3: Base rims
There was one base rim, associated with a Form 2-a sherd (see figure above). This was
a sub-form c (foot rim) type. It had a rounded Hp, divergent margins, and was about
1cm in height. This sherd was found on the Surface.

IV.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
When compared with the other analysed sites on Batan Island, the sherds from the
Torongan assemblage showed a marked level of wear (Table 184). Some of the sherds
were very worn, that is to say the original vessel surface was completely missing. There
seems to be a relatively high level of water corrosion, probably due to the fact that this
is a secondary archaeological deposit.

Table 184

Torongan Cave: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by layer
Wear

Layer

Slight
wear

Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

3

Very
worn

Worn
4
3

1
1
1

Inner
very
worn

Outer
very
worn

Outer
worn

Total

% of sherds
in layer

9
7
5
2

64(14)
39(18)
22 (23)
100 (2)

1
1
3

2
1
1

1

Surface Coating
The majority of sherds at Torongan Cave possessed no evidence of a surface coating
(Table 185). Even those sherds designated as a 'possible surface coating' were very
doubtful. The presence of such a low level of sherds with surface coating was perhaps
inevitable given the high degree of wear on sherds from this site. However, some
sherds with no evidence for a surface coating did have areas of seemingly intact vessel
surface (i.e. smoothed and even). This suggests that some of the original vessels may
not have had a surface coating.
Table 185

Torongan Cave: Distribution of sherds with or without a surface coating by layer
Layer
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

Surface Coating
1
2
1

Possible surface
coating
2
3
6

No surface
coating

Total
11
13
16
2

14
18
23
2
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Sherds with no evidence for surface coating occurred across all forms present at this site
(Table 186).
Those sherds identified in Layers 1 and 2 as having a surface coating, belonged to subforms a (unassociated lips), b (necks and angular sherds) and d (decorated body sherds).
There were three Form 1 sherds in Layer 2 that had a possible surface coating. Only
one sherd of Form 2 had an evident surface coating, and this was found on the surface.
Table 186

Torongan Cave: Correlation of sherds by form and surface coating by layer
Layer

Form

Surface coating

0
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
1

Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

Possible surface
coating

No surface
coating

2
1
2
1

3
3
3

2
8
1
3
10
6
10
1
1

Colour: At Torongan Cave there were two distinct surface colour groups in Layer 1,
one 'red' and one 'black' (Table 187). Other sites in the Batanes Islands had sherds that
appeared to be 'blackish' in colour, and/or were heavily fire-blackened, but in this site
there appears to be a reduced surface coating present. Interestingly, the colour of the
surface coatings was quite different to that on Batan Island, centring around 2.5 YR 5/8.
Table 187

Torongan Cave: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by layer

«
"a

Layer

a
«
Ol

Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

'red'
'black'

1
3
2
5
0

0
^

-a
u
v.
S

C/3

1 a
^ §

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

1
2
1
3

10 R 5/6, 10 R 4/4
2.5 YR 5/8 (2)
GLEY 1 2.5/N (2)
2.5 YR 5/8 (3)

5 o
H oo
H

o
2
1
1.1
1.4
1.3

Application: Many of the sherds at this site, particularly those from red-type pottery
were too worn, and deposits on the outer surface were too heavy, to clearly determine
characteristics unique to different methods of application. To complicate this, the
sherds themselves were quite uneven, with many striations around the rims. This made
it harder to distinguish any unique characteristics of the sherd surface.
One sherd had a clear black coating (this also had 'circle-stamps', see below). This was
thick, even and slightly crazed, and was likely to have been applied by dipping.
One sherd (found at 50-55 cm) had a possible edge to the surface coating, indicating
differential colouring of the surface.
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Surface Alteration
The very few decorated sherds at Torongan Cave show a reasonable range of variation
(Table 188). There were two circle-stamped sherds with white clay or lime-infill, found
in Layers 1 and 2 (Figure 291). These may well be sherds from the same pot, which
would be indicative of mixing of the layers. A single incised sherd was found in Layer
1. Another in Layer 2. There was one sherd with a groove around the exterior surface,
just below the lip; one with a groove in the top of the lip; and one with exterior
thickening in its surface layer.
Table 188

Torongan Cave: Distribution of types of surface alteration by layer
Provenance

Incised

Sur&ce
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

Figure 291

Grooved

1

1

Circlestamped
with limeinfill

Exterior
thickening

Top
groove

1
1
1

1
1

Torongan Cave: Images of circle-stamped sherds

One of the circle-stamped sherds had evidence of a surface coating (Layer 1) (Table
189). This was clearly black, not red. One incised sherd in Layer 1 had a possible
surface coating (red), and the grooved sherd on the surface also had a surface coating.
Table 189

Torongan Cave: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration by
layer
Surface Alteration

Provenance
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2

Sherd surface
No surface coating
Surface coating
No surface coating
Surface coating
No surface coating
Surface coating

Exterior
thickening
1

Circlestamped with
lime-infill

Incised

Grooved

Top
groove
1

1

1
1
1
1

Only those sherds with surface alteration found on the surface had evidence of form.
Those found in the stratified layers were all diagnostically isolated body sherds (Table
190).
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Table 190

Torongan Cave: Correlation of sherds by form and surface alteration
Form

Incised

0

Top
groove

Grooved

Exterior
thickening

2

2

1
2

Circlestamped
with limeinfill

1

1

1

1

1

Total

2

1

Total
4
2
1

2

Firing

In general, the sherds at Torongan Cave demonstrated considerable variation in colour
as shown by the fairly high richness levels (Table 191). The richness levels for the
surfaces and the core did not greatly differ, indicating that the surfaces were not more
standardised in colour than the core. When they differed, the majority of sherds only
had variation of the outer surface colour (Table 192). In the instances where the surface
colour differed the margins were mostly diffuse (Table 193).

Table 191

Torongan Cave: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating
Provenance

Core

Inner
surface

Outer
surface

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface
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Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
No surface coating
Surface coating (red)
Possibly surface coating
Surface coating (black)
No surface coating
Surface coating (red)
Possibly surface coating
Surface coating (black)
No surface coating
Surface coating (red)
Possibly surface coating
Surface coating (black)

Sample
size

Total no. of
colours
recorded

Sherds divided by layer
14
13
14
18
23
15
2
2
14
10

Colour with the greatest number of sherds
(number)

5 YR 5/6 (2)
10 YR4/2,5 YR4/6(3)
5 YR4/2(4)
2.5 YR 4/1, 5 YR 3/2 (1)
5 YR 5/6 (4)
5 YR 5/4, 7.5 YR 5/4,
18
15
7.5 YR 6/4 (2)
22
12
7.5 YR 6/4 (4)
2
2
2.5 YR 4/6, 5 YR 5/4 (1)
14
10
5 YR 5/4, 5 YR 5/6 (3)
18
13
7.5 YR 5/4 (3)
23
13
5 YR 5/6 (4)
2
2
2.5 YR 4/6, 5 YR 5/4 (1)
Sherds divided by surface coating type
42
20
5 YR 5/6 (7)
3
3
5 YR 5/4, 5 YR 4/6, 5 YR 4/4 (1)
(red)
9
8
5 YR 5/6 (2)
2
2
5 YR 5/4,5 YR 4/3(1)
42
31
5 YR4/2(3)
3
3
5 YR 4/4, 5 YR 4/6, GLEY 1 4/N
9
10 YR 5/2 (2)
(red)
8
2
2
5 YR 5/4, SYR 5/6(1)
42
20
5 YR 5/6 (6)
3
3
5 YR 4/6, 7.5 YR 6/4, GLEY 1 4/N (1)
8
6
(red)
2.5 YR 5/6, 5 YR 5/6 (2)
2
2
5 YR 5/4,5 YR 4/3(1)

Richness

3.5
3.3
3.1
1.4
2.7
3.5
2.6
1.4
2.7
3.1
2.7
1.4
3.1
1.7
2.7
2.1
4.8
1.7
2.7
1.4
3.1
1.7
2.1
1.4
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Table 192

Torongan Cave: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing by layer
Firing Pattern
Provenance

Even

Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3
Table 193

3
3

Outer surface
only differs

4
3
4

6
10
19
2

1
2

Torongan Cave: Distribution of variation in firing margins by layer
Provenance
Surface
Layer 1
Layer 2
Layer 3

V.

Both margins differ to
core (margins and
surface are even)

Surfaces only
differ

Colour margins
Sharp
Diffuse
2
9
12
3
3
20
2

CHARACTERISATION

Identification of mineral inclusions
The Torongan Cave sherds are characterised by greater abundance of Andesine
compared to other Batanes Islands sites (Table 194). These sherds also contain
hornblende (pargasite) and titaniferous magnetite.
Table 194

Torongan Cave: Minerals identified in sherds analysed using SEM-EDXA
Sherd

Mineral
Feldspar
Labradorite
Andesine
Sanidine
Albite
Pyroxene
Sub-calcic Augite
Augite
Amphibole
Hornblende (Pargasite)
Mica
Glauconite, Biotite or Zinnwaldiate
Garnet
Spessartine
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1
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Table 195

Torongan Cave: Minerals identified in sherds using SEM-EDXA (continued from last
page)
Sherd

Mineral
Zircosulphate
Other
Quartz
Kaolinite
Lime
Unidentified Groups
2
3
4
7
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B
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Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
The dendrogram patterns displayed by the matrix (Figure 292) and mineral constituents
(Figure 293) of sherds from Torongan Cave are dissimilar, and reveal no systematic
differences.
TOR 42

TOR 9

TOR 18

TOR 4 9
TOR 56
TOR 14

TOR 4 6
TOR 4 7
TOR 18

TOR 57

Figure 292

Torongan Cave: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds

TOR 9

TOR 46
TOR 4 9
TOR 18
TOR 14

TOR 57

TOR 18

TOR 47
TOR 42
TOR 56

Figure 293
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Torongan Cave: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds
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Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
SEM-EDXA
Edge readings on seven sherds from Torongan Cave were taken for comparison with the
matrix readings (Table 196). Only two sherds had an evident surface coating (on one,
this was confined to the inner surface). None of the sherds examined had a structurally
and compositionally distinct outer layer visible under the SEM. However, in many
instances the edge characterisation was distinct from the matrix, mostly caused by a
greater proportion of Calcium in the edges (Figure 294, Figure 295, Figure 297, Figure
298 and Figure 300). However this has probably resulted from the deposition of
calcium carbonate onto the surfaces, after the sherds had entered the archaeological
record. Some of these sherds also had increased proportions of Magnesium, Phosphorus
and Sodium.
The sherd TOR 42, which was the only sherd with a clear red surface coating on both
surfaces, did show increased Iron levels in two of the three edge readings (Figure 296) 21% and 24%, as opposed to 7% and 11% for the matrix readings. Sherd TOR 57 had
no evident surface coating, and no systematic difference was detected between the edge
and the matrix readings (Figure 299).

Table 196

Torongan Cave: Surface coating, wear and fabric characteristics for sherds analysed
using SEM-EDXA for both matrix and edges

Sherd
No.

Provenance

TOR 14

Sq A, Layer 2, 40-45cm

TOR 18
TOR 42

Sq AB, Layer 3, 6065cm
Sq AB, Layer 2, 5055cm

Wear
Inner
Outer
surface
surface
None
None
evident
evident
Worn

Worn

Very
worn

Very
worn
Very
worn
None
evident

TOR 46

Sq B, Layer 1, 35-40cm

Worn

TOR 47

Sq A, Layer 1, 30-35cm

Worn

TOR 56

Sq B, Layer 1, 30-35cm

Worn

Worn

TOR 57

Sq B, Layer 1, 5-10cm

None
evident

None
evident

Surface coating
Inner
Outer
surface
surface
None
None
evident
evident
None
None
evident
evident
10 R 4/6
None
evident
None
evident
None
evident
None
evident

Clay colour
5 YR 5/3 (I)
SYR 4/1 (O)
5 YR 5/4

10 R 4/6

2.5 YR 4/4 (I)
2.5 YR 4/6 (0)

2.5 YR 5/8

5 YR4/6

None
evident
None
evident
None
evident

7.5 YR 6/4 (I)
7.5 YR 5/3 (0)
GLEY 1 2.5/N (I)
5 YR 5/6 (0)
2.5 YR 4/6
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C6

CI
CI

C2
C4

C5
C3

El

E3
E2

J

C8
*A11 readings were located on the relatively intact inner surface.
*Readings El and E2 were located on the inner surface of the sherd, whereas E3 was
located on the upper lip.
*Despite the fact that the edge readings cluster clearly together, this sherd had no
clear evidence for a surface coating. Furthermore, there was no difference in the
levels of Fe. These are distinguished from the clay by the fact that Calcium is an
average of 5.5% higher and Magnesium is an average of 2% higher.
*Reading C8 is an outlier. This may have been influenced by the analysis of a mineral
inclusion. It is distinguished by Potassium levels that are about 8% higher than the
other readings.

Figure 294

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 14

E2

E3

C4

El

C2

C3
C7
C5

C6

CI

C8

*A11 readings were located on the relatively intact outer surface.
*There was no surface coating evident on this sherd but the surface itself was 'red' in
colour. The outer layer did appear to be compacted, possibly due to burnishing of the
surface.
*The edge readings did have Iron levels higher than the matrix readings (El= ll%, E2= ll%,
E3=12%). Reading C4, which was grouped with the edges, only had an Iron level of 6% but
was probably placed into this group because it had similar levels of Mg.
•Reading C8 was an outlier. It had very low Iron and high Sodium and Calcium in
comparison to the other matrix readings.

Figure 295
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Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 18
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C4

C7
C2

C5

C6
CI

E2

C3

C8

El

E3
*A11 readings were located on the relatively intact outer surface.
*This sherd had evidence for remnant surface coating but no distinct edge between the
matrix and the surface coating was visible under the SEM.
•Reading El and E3 had moderate levels of Iron (21% and 24% respectively). The clays
had Iron levels of between 7-11%.
•Reading E2 had lower Magnesium and higher Silicon than other edges. The Iron levels
are lower than the other edges (15%) but still higher than the matrix readings.

Figure 296

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 42

C2

C5

C8
C3

CI
C4

C6

C7

El

E3
E2

*A11 readings were located on the slightly
*The grouping of the edges together is due
than the matrix and Phosphorus levels that
There is no surface coating visible either

Figure 297

worn inner surface.
to Calcium levels that are about 9% higher
are an average of 4% higher than the matrix.
by eye or under the SEM.

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 47

C2

C5

C6
C8

C7
CI
C4

C3

E2
El

E3
*A11 readings were located on the slightly worn outer surface.
*although this sherd had no clear surface coating layer there was some dark (black)
discolouration to the surface.
*The general Iron concentration for the matrix readings was 6-8%. Reading E2 had a
relatively high Iron level of about 13%.
•Readings El and E3 are set apart from the others by a number of different factors,
namely: higher Phosphorus concentration, lower silicon concentration and higher
Magnesium concentration. In addition to these, E3 also had higher Calcium
concentration. The Iron levels were (7.6% and 9.6% respectively).

Figure 298

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 56
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C3

E3

E2

C7

C8

CI
C4

El

C6

C2

C5

*A11 readings were located on the slightly worn outer surface.
*There was no clear difference between the edge readings and the matrix readings. This
is consistent with the fact that there was no visible surface coating and that the sherd
surface appeared to be worn.
*Readings C2 and C5 had higher than average levels of Ti. These were 4% and 7.5%
respectively, as opposed to <1% for all other readings.

Figure 299

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 57

*This sherd had evidence for remnant surface coating on the outer surface but no
distinct edge between the matrix and the surface coating was visible under the SEM.
•Readings El and E2 are set apart from the others by higher than average levels of
Calcium (6 & 4%, as opposed to 1-2%). Iron levels did not differ greatly.

Figure 300

Dendrogram showing comparison between matrix composition and edge composition
of sherd TOR 46

XRD
Although evidence of a red surface coating was rare at Torongan Cave, probably
attributable to the high degree of wear, two sherds with an analysable red surface
coating were chosen for analysis using XRD .
The surface coating spectrum (Figure 301) and matrix spectrum (Figure 302) for the
sherd TOR 9 shared the presence of Quartz and Hematite. However, they differed quite
significantly for a variety of other minerals. The outer surface possessed spectrums
compatible with Montmorillonite, Orthoclase sodian, Labradorite and Tschermakitic
hornblende. The matrix contained Andesine and Edenite. When viewed in combination
(Figure 303), these spectrums were quite distinct, due to a prominent Hematite spectrum
for the surface coating, and a prominent Andesine spectrum for the matrix.
The sherd TOR 19 contained exactly the same components for the surface coating
spectrum as TOR 9 (Figure 304). When viewed in combination these two surface
coating spectrums were closely comparable (Figure 305).
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TOR 9 surface coating spectrum
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TOR 9 matrix spectrum
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TOR 9 surface coating (red) and matrix (black) spectrums combined
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Figure 305

TOR 19 (black) and TOR 9 (red) surface coating spectrums combined
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Section 3: Comparison of Batanes Islands assemblages
In this section it will be demonstrated that the pottery found at sites in the Batanes
Islands falls into three groups. Two of these groups contain assemblages with high
proportions of pottery with a red surface coating. Although these two groups possess
forms and surface alteration types that clearly separate them, there are also several
shared traits. Therefore, it seems unlikely that they constitute completely distinct
pottery horizons. Nevertheless, the radiocarbon dates for the associated sites appear to
suggest that these two groups are temporally separated. Thus the differences could be
interpreted as changes over time. However, given the fact that many of the earliest
radiocarbon dates are questionable, as well as the fact that the dates for the associated
sites overlap considerably, it cannot be ruled out that the groupings represent a spatial
differentiation, perhaps associated with the purpose/function of the original
assemblages, rather than a temporal distinction.
The third group consists only of the Torongan Cave assemblage. This assemblage does
not contain pottery clearly linked to the other two groups. Nor are there other traits that
more broadly link these sites together. Hence unfortunately, this means that, at least for
now, the Torongan Cave assemblage remains an anomaly. Whether this is due to the
site being earlier than the other sites is not yet clear, due to the complications of its
stratigraphy.

FORMS

MINIMUM NUMBER OF VESSELS AND MULTISCALAR COMPARISON

The minimum number of vessels (MNV) represented by the assemblages for each site
was determined (Table 197). These took into consideration the records of sherds which
were known to conjoin, as well as instances in which provenance, shape and
measurements deemed it likely that sherds came from the same pot. Overall though, for
most sites the MNV was little different to the sherd count. However, there were a fairly
high number of conjoinable sherds at Sunget Top Terrace.
The MNV table also shows the proportions of each sub-form for each site/layer. These
proportions reveal some of the more interesting trends (noting that some figures should
be treated with caution, as the numbers of sherds in some sites/layers was so low that it
is impossible to argue for statistical significance). Nevertheless, there does appear to be
a difference between those sites that have relatively high proportions of concave,
everted sherds (Form 1-a) and bowl sherds (Form 2-a), and those sites that have higher
levels of straight, everted rim sherds (Form 1-b). This is also indicated in Figure 306, a
graphical representation of an Alscal analysis showing a two-dimensional representation
of the relationships between the different sites, based on the proportions of each of the
sub-forms of Forms 1 and 2. Form 3 was not included in this, because these are bases
that would have been associated with pots of Form 1 or 2, thus they do not represent a
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distinct form in their own right. Even if Form 3 is added to the analysis, this does not
markedly change the relationships between the sites.
Table 197

Batanes Islands assemblages: Estimated minimum number
major forms
Form 1
Form 2
Site/Layer
a
b
c
d
e
a
(a). Count
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
28
18
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
4
10
Naidi, Layer 11
15
1
3
3
1
Payaman, Layer 4
1
34
5 26
2
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
1
2
Tayid, Layer 5
1
7
2
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
9
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
13
Torongan Cave, Layer 3
1
(b). Percentage of forms in layer (excluding; Form 0)
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
52.8
34
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
25
62.5
Naidi, Layer 11
65.2 13 4.3 13
4.3
Payaman, Layer 4
7.4 38.2
1.5
50
2.9
Mahato Town, Cultural layer
25
50
Tayid, Layer 5
70
10 20
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
100
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
100
Torongan Cave, Layer 3
100

of vessels (MNV) for
Form 3
a
C

Total

7
2
1

53
16
23
68
4
10
9
13
1

25

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

13.2
12.5

0.75MST
0.50SMT
04

0.25-

C
o

U)
c
0)
E
Q

0.00-0.25-

-0.50-

T0R3
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TOR2
TORI
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M

-0,75-

Dimension 1

Figure 306 Batanes Islands assemblages: Multiscalar analysis (ALSCAL) on the proportion of the
estimated number of vessels represented by the sub-forms of Forms 1 and 2

When the proportions of Form 1 to Form 2 sherds are examined without consideration
of the sub-forms, the patterning is even clearer. Sunget Top Terrace, Sunget Main
Terrace and Mahatao Town stand out clearly from the rest. Yet despite the presence of
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the patterning (noting that there are other similarities yet to be shown between the
Mahatao Town site and the Sunget assemblages), the Mahatao Town and Sunget Main
Terrace sites had too few sherds to really assess the significance of the differences in
proportions between these sites and Sunget Top Terrace. There are many similarities
between Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace, and hence it is impossible to tell
if the differences in the proportions are a real reflection of temporal differences between
the sites (a different settlement period), or spatial differences in the manifestation of
pottery across the area. Nonetheless, despite these issues, it is certainly possible to say
that Naidi and Payaman have much higher proportions of Form 1, and very low
representations of Form 2 compared to the other three sites. This is also the case in
Tayid and Torongan Cave, although once again these have small sample sizes.
Table 198

Batane$ Islands assemblages: Relative proportions of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds
based on Minimum Number of Vessels
Site/Layer
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3

Form 1

Form 2

60.9
28.6

39.1
71.4
4.3
2.9
66.7

95.7
97.1
33.3
100
100
100
100

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

(46)
(14)
(23)
(68)
(3)
(10)
(9)
(13)
(1)

This pattern holds even if other Forms/sub-forms are added, such as Form 3 (base rims).
Form 0-c (handles and knobs). Form 0-e (carinations). Form 0-f (base-associated
sherds) or even Form 0-d (bodysherds). However, the addition of Forms 0-a and 0-b
changes the pattern slightly - the Sunget assemblages are pushed almost on top of one
another, and the group of sites pulls apart slightly. Moreover, Layers 2 and 3 at
Torongan Cave spread apart a little more than the others.
As already noted, the position of Torongan Cave within this assessment is particularly
difficult to assess. Although it is similar to the Payaman, Naidi and Tayid sites in terms
of rim shapes, there are several features that set it apart. For instance, a number of rims
in Layer 2 have unique shapes. Furthermore (although this is not clear in the formal
analysis), the Torongan Cave sherds tend to be rather uneven in formation. That is to
say, the pots are smoothed, but the walls are undulating, even slightly misshapen. This
is especially evident when compared to the other assemblages, which are generally
much more even. Hence while the Torongan assemblage shares some basic similarities
with the other assemblages, 1 would set this apart from the others, which despite their
differences, are still more clearly related.

FORM REPRESENTATION

In order to clarify some of the similarities and differences touched on above, a broad
cross-site description of the forms will be considered.
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Form 0-a (unassociated lips) and Form 0-b (necks and angular sherds;^
Both the Sunget assemblages have a very high proportion of unassociated lips and necks
of everted neck sherds. Although the latter might suggest that most of these came from
Form 1 (everted neck sherds), not all the lips can be associated with this form, partly
because the proportion of necks is not high enough to fiilly account for the numbers of
unassociated lips. Furthermore, the shape of many of the unassociated lips is
compatible with Form 2. Hence, they could just as likely have been associated with
these as with Form 1. Yet whatever their association, this high proportion of Form 0-a
sherds is another factor that suggests that the two Sunget sites are more similar to each
other than to the other sites in the Batanes Islands. The other sites generally had much
lower relative proportions of unassociated lips, and fewer necks.
Furthermore, the sherds from the Sunget assemblages show a different pattern of
selective breakage to the sherds in the other Batanes Island assemblages. This is
probably due to the different shape of the upper vessels, particularly at the neck.
Form 0-c (handles and knobs)
Handles and knobs were only present in the Sunget and Payaman assemblages.
Cylindrical handles were only present in the Sunget assemblages (however, there were
no instances in which the position and orientation of these could be determined). At
Payaman, knobs consisting of attached lumps of clay with a perforation were found.
Overall, it would appear that the Sunget sites again distinguish from the other sites, this
time on the basis of the presence of cylindrical handles. The Payaman site is also
differentiated from the other sites by the presence of distinctive knobs. Yet, thus far,
this site has not distinguished itself on the basis of other characteristics. Hence it
remains to be demonstrated whether at an assemblage level these knobs are a
distinguishing characteristic.
Form 0-d (diagnostic bodvsherds)
Both Sunget assemblages contained decorated body sherds, primarily with circlestamped designs.
Overall, it would again appear that the Sunget sites distinguish from the other sites, this
time on the basis of the presence of bodysherds with distinctive surface alteration.
Form 0-e (carinations)
Carinations are present at Sunget Top Terrace, Sunget Main Terrace, Naidi and
Payaman. The proportion of carinations at Naidi and Payaman is about twice that found
in the Sunget assemblages, noting that this is still a fairly low proportion.
Overall, the number of carinations was relatively low, although there is some separation
between the Sunget sites and the sites of Naidi and Payaman based on the relative
proportions, with the latter sites having higher numbers.
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Form 1 (rims with a restricted orifice')
Both Sunget assemblages had pronounced concave, everted (Form 1-a) vessel forms.
In contrast, all other sites had predominantly straight, everted (Form 1-b) vessel forms.
In general, the concave rims at Sunget were more pronounced than the slight concave
shapes occasionally associated with the straight, everted sherds. However there was one
sherd with a pronounced concavity at Payaman, although it was different to those from
Sunget, the only one of its type recorded.
There are also several sub-forms and variants of Form 1 that appear to group the sites of
Naidi, Payaman and Tayid together. These include the presence of straight, everted
(Form 1-b at Naidi and Payaman, and Form 1-b-b at Tayid) vessel forms, of a moderate
length, with relatively parallel margins. These sherds also had a groove, sometimes
associated with an exteriorly thickened lip. All three sites also had internally
restricted (Form 1-d) vessels and short, outcurved, everted (Form 1-e) vessels.
Torongan Cave shared some of the simpler elements of these characteristics (moderate
length; straight, everted sherds, some with a groove; outcurved, everted sherds), but
these did not appear to be associated with any particular layer (the straight, everted
sherds occurred on the surface and in Layer 2, and the outcurved, everted sherds
occurred on the surface and in Layer 1).
The Mahatao Town site had only one straight, everted sherd. However this assemblage
only contained ten sherds, and hence distinguishing the site on the basis of this form is
not possible.
Overall, the sub-forms and variants of the Batanes Islands assemblages appear to fall
into two groups, with Torongan Cave an outlier, not clearly fitting with either. The first
group consists of the two Sunget sites, the second group of Naidi, Payaman and Tayid.
Measurements- Form 1
The Form I sherds from the Sunget assemblages were reasonably standardised in
thickness, but had a very wide range of width of flares, especially when compared to the
other sites (Figure 307), where the distributions were more comparable. Interestingly,
the orifice diameters at most sites seemed generally comparable, with the exception of
the wider range of diameters seen at Tayid (the reason for this is not clear). Compared
to the other Batan Island sites, Torongan Cave had a much tighter range of width of
flare, although this was still within the range of the other sites (particularly Naidi,
Payaman and Tayid).
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Form 2 (rims with an unrestricted orifice')
Outcurved or direct, unrestricted (Form 2-a) vessels constituted the largest
proportion of the assemblage at the Sunget sites. All were deep (i.e. relatively straight
sided). Most had a curved outer surface, a flat lip and a groove. Some had circleimpressions. Sherds of Form 2-a were also present at Mahatao Town (again noting the
very small sample), these differing to the sherds from the Sunget sites in that the lip was
internally orientated. The only other site with a groove present on a Form 2-a vessel
was Torongan Cave, but this was a large sherd found on the surface. Clearly Form 2-a
is rare in terms of the number of assemblages it occurs in. Moreover, ignoring the
Torongan Cave surface fmd that is obviously out of context, it appears to be
characteristic of the earlier assemblages on Batan Island.
Interestingly, the proportion of Form 2-a vessels differs between Sunget Main Terrace
and Sunget Top Terrace, with the former clearly having a greater proportion of vessels
of this form. Nonetheless, the number at Sunget Top Terrace is not insignificant, and is
itself much higher than any of the remaining sites. Yet whether the pattern between the
Sunget sites is indicative of a spatial or a temporal relationship is not clear, especially
given that no clear structures have been found.
Overall, the Sunget sites again appear to distinguish from the other sites in their relative
abundance of Form 2 sherds. Nonetheless, these are also present in stratified contexts at
Naidi, Payaman and Mahatao Town. Although there are only two sherds from Mahatao
Town, this is a relatively large proportion considering there were only ten sherds total.
Form 3 (base rims)
The only base rim form clearly identified for the Batanes Islands assemblages is bowl
pedestals (Form 3-b). There were seven vessels (twelve sherds) found in Sunget Top
Terrace, two vessels (two sherds) in Sunget Main Terrace, and one sherd found in the
Mahatao Town assemblage. (Noting, as mentioned in the Cagayan Valley chapter, that
sherds with a similar shape have been identified as lids by Hung (2008). However, for
the sake of the present analysis these have been identified as bases, yet there remains a
possibility that the fiinction/association of these sherds was different to this.)
Six base-associated pieces (Form 0-f) were identified in the assemblage from Sunget
Top Terrace. Four were also identified for the Mahatao Town assemblage. Based on
the similarity between these sherds and sherds of this shape found at Dimolit, as well as
the fact that no other identified vessels are known to be associated with this shape, these
are thought to be the join sherds for pedestal stands.
The Torongan cave assemblage has a large sherd of Form 2-a-b, which has a foot rim
(Form 3-c). This sherd was found on the surface and thus its context is unknown.
Overall, it appears that bases are characteristic of Sunget Top Terrace, Sunget Main
Terrace and Mahatao Town. In fact. Form 3-a and Form 0-f sherds are not found in any
other sites.
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SURFACE MODIFICATION

WEAR

Generally, there was a low to moderate level of wear in the Batanes Islands sites,
although the Torongan Cave assemblage showed greater levels of wear, almost certainly
due to the fact that many, if not all, of the sherds have been secondarily deposited from
outside the cave. The high level of deposits on these sherds also attest to significant
water action. Mahatao Town had 30% wear, but this is based on a sample of only ten
sherds (Table 199).
Table 199

Batanes Islands assemblages: Summary table of wear percentages
Site/Layer

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer

Wear
Slightly
Worn
0.3
3.6
7.1
10

Worn
3.3
4.5
3.6
6.4
20

Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2

16.7

Torongan Cave, Layer 3

50

Very worn
1.5
1.3
3.6

Variable
wear
0.6
1.9
1.4

5.6
4.5

8.3
16.7
17.6
50

Percentage of
sherds with
wear
5.8
7.8
10.7
15
30
8.3
39
22.7
100

SURFACE COATING

All the Batan Island assemblages had very high proportions of pottery with a surface
coating, an average of 75% across the sites (Table 200). However, Sunget Main
Terrace, Sunget Top Terrace and Mahatao Town have slightly lower proportions of
sherds with a surface coating than the other sites. This might be due to sampling issues,
differential preservation, or an 'actual' difference in the assemblage compositions.
However, in all likelihood, the very small sample sizes at Naidi, Mahatao Town, and
Tayid are somewhat distorting the proportional representation of sherds with a surface
coating within these sites. Nevertheless, the sample size at Payaman is much greater
than these, yet the proportion of sherds with a red surface coating is still higher than in
the Sunget assemblages, although not as great as the addition of the smaller assemblages
would otherwise suggest.
The evidence suggests that the colour of the surface coating is quite standardised across
all sites, with the exception of Torongan Cave. The richness (a measure of the number
of colours that controls for the relative sample sizes) of the surface coating colours is
quite low, indicating that there are relatively few colours. This suggests that the
selection of pigments for surface coatings is quite standardised, the colour distributions
centring around 10 R 4/6 for all Batan Island sites. This evidence is corroborated by the
fact that the difference between percentage of highest colour and percentage of second
highest colour is quite high (as shown in Figure 308). The steeper the line, the greater
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the relative difference between the two proportions, and hence when the line is steepest
the colour of the sherds within the assemblage is more standardised. In the section on
firing regime to follow, this difference is much less marked.
The assemblage at Torongan Cave on Itbayat Island, has a much lower proportion of
pottery with a surface coating compared to the Batan Island sites. This may be due to
the very high level of wear recorded, in turn related to the secondary nature of the
deposition. Nonetheless, the colour distribution at Torongan Cave is also different to
the other sites, centred on 2.5 YR 5/8 for both Layers 1 and 2. Thus Torongan Cave
does not appear to have the same surface coating characteristics as the other sites.

Table 200

Batanes Islands assemblages: Proportional representation of the different surface
treatments present in each site/layer
Site, Layer

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3

Table 201

'Red'
surface
coating
65
59.5
90
73
40
79
3
12.5

Possible
red
surface
coating
2
3.5
3
4
30
7
7
8

Possible
surface
coating

7

No
surfece
coating

3
12.5

33
37
7
23
30
14
80
67
100

Total
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

(328)
(175)
(29)
(145)
(10)
(14)
(30)
(24)
(2)

Batanes Islands assemblages: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour in
each of the sites
Site, Layer
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3
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Black
surface
coating

Richness
0.65
1.57
1.6
1.87
0.45
1.63
1.15
1.34

Colour
10 R 4/6 (47)
10 R 4/6 (89)
10R4/6(11)
10 R 4/6 (47)
10 R 4/6 (5)
10 R 4/6 (3)
2.5 YR 5/8 (2)
2.5 YR 5/8 (3)
-
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Figure 308

Batanes Islands assemblages: Difference between percentage of highest colour and
percentage of second highest colour for sherds with a 'red' surface coating

There are evident differences between the sites in the apphcation methods of the surface
coating. The Naidi, Payaman and Tayid sites have relatively thin surface coatings with
clearly visible striations . These will have been applied by painting or wiping. In
contrast the Sunget sites, Mahatao Town, and possibly some of the sherds at Naidi do
not show such clear evidence of brushing or wiping. The surface coating at these sites
was comparatively thick, more even, and - although well-bonded - sometimes slightly
crazed. This suggests that the surface coating may have been applied by dipping. One
sherd at Torongan Cave was probably dipped, but the surface coating on others could
not be determined due to wear.
The compositional analysis showed that sherds with an evident surface coating shared
heightened levels of Iron in their outer surface. All were probably derived from
Hematite rich natural clays, which were painted/wiped onto the surface.
There were also other differences between the compound concentrations in the edges
and matrix that may have been caused by either the leaching or the depositing of
minerals on the outer surfaces in the post-depositional environment. In some cases,
these post-depositional processes appear to be driving the hierarchical cluster analyses.
Some particularly prominent influences include:
•

•

Low levels of Phosphorus, often associated with lower Calcium, was observed
in sherds from Sunget Top Terrace, Sunget Main Terrace, Payaman and
Tayid. It was particularly evident in sherds SMT 2, PYM 97, PYM 124. This
effect may be due to the leaching of minerals from the surface.
High Manganese effects were consistently present in sherds from both Sunget
sites and Mahatao Town, an effect also present, but less prominent, in sherds
from Tayid. This effect moves in concert with heightened proportions of
Aluminium. Sherds demonstrating this effect include: STT 305, STT 311,
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•

STT 316, STT 36, SMT 7, MST 9, TYD 7 (although in the last sherd the
effect was seen in one measurement only). Other sherds that may demonstrate
this effect include TYD Ml 1 (heightened Manganese in mixed clay and edge
measurements), STT 317, SMT 94, SMT 2, TOR 42 (but also high Iron levels
- greater than 22 % difference). This effect was probably the result of a postdepositional coating. Black deposits consistent with this were seen on many
of the sherds from these sites, including both broken and intact surfaces.
A high Calcium affect is seen in some sherds, particularly those from
Torongan Cave (TOR 47, TOR 46, TOR 56, TOR 18, TYD 1). This is
probably due to the deposition of CaC03 in this seaside environment. TOR
56 and TOR 14 also have elevated Magnesium; TOR 47 and TOR 56 higher
Phosphorus; TOR 18 and TYD 1 higher Sodium.

Overall, all sites in the Batanes Island appear to have a reasonably high proportion of
sherds with a red surface coating, with the exception of Torongan Cave. The colour of
the surface coatings is similar for most sites. Nonetheless, there do appear to be some
differences between the sites in the way that the coating was applied, distinguishing the
Sunget sites from the other sites (although there may be a combination of both types at
Naidi).

SURFACE ALTERATION

There were several types of surface alteration shared between two or more of the
Batanes Islands' assemblages, including grooves, circle-stamping and incision.
Grooves
Although other characteristics of the pottery clearly separate the assemblages into
groups, there are some traits that are found in all sites. One of these is the presence of a
groove running around the exterior circumference of the sherd, just below the lip on
both restricted and unrestricted rimmed vessels (Table 202). However the groove
correlates with different types in different sites. For instance Form 1-a and Form 2 were
much more common at the Sunget sites and at Mahatao Town, and Form 1 -b was much
more common at Naidi, Payaman and Tayid. Nonetheless, the appearance of the groove
om the forms does not greatly differ. One sherd of Form 2-a with an evident groove
occurred at Torongan Cave, but this was found on the Surface.
A groove was often associated with circle-stamping where this was found in the Sunget
assemblages. There were two circle-stamped sherds with grooves (both Form 0-a) at
Sunget Main Terrace, and six at Sunget Top Terrace (three of Form 0-a; three of Form
2-a). At Naidi and Payaman, a groove sometimes occurred in association with a
pronounced and relatively even crease at the neck, although there were also creases
unassociated with grooves. There was only one sherd with a clear groove at Tayid, this
occurring in association with external thickening of the lip. Such external thickening
was more common at Tayid than at the other sites. The external thickening sometimes
creates a sherd profile like that of sherds with an evident groove.
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Overall, the presence of a groove appears to be a trait that is common across the Batanes
Islands red-type pottery assemblages, especially on Batan Island.
Table 202

Batanes Islands assemblages: Number of sherds with grooves by sub-form
Form/sub-form

Form 0-a

Form 1-a
Form 1-b

Form 2

Site/Layer
SIT, Layer 5
SMI, Layer 5
PYM, Layer 3
BSR, Layer 11
STT, Layer 5
SMT, Layer 5
BSR, Layer 11
PYM, Layer 3
TYD, Layer 5
STT, Layer 5
SMT, Layer 5
MST, Cultural layer

No. of sherds
with grooves
50
42
8
2
7
1
8
18
1
9
7
1

Percentage of
sherds in sub-form
35(141)
49 (85)
27 (30)
50(4)
15 (46)
33(3)
61 (13)
47 (38)
14(7)
75 (12)
70 (10)
50 (2)

Circle-Stamping
Circle-stamping was relatively common in the two Sunget assemblages. There were
fourteen circle-stamped sherds at Sunget Top Terrace, and sixteen circle-stamped sherds
at Sunget Main Terrace. Circle-stamping fails to correlate with either the presence or
absence of a red surface coating. Only six of fourteen sherds at Sunget Top Terrace had
evidence of a red surface coating, and only two of sixteen sherds at Sunget Main
Terrace. Although wear may explain the absence of a surface coating from some
sherds, given the high proportion of intact surfaces, it appears that some may never have
had a surface coating. White clay or lime-infill may have been present - as suggested
by Bellwood and Dizon (2005) - but the evidence is equivocal. Circle-stamping did not
occur in any of the other assemblages on Batan Island.
Nevertheless, circle-stamping did occur on two sherds from Torongan Cave, one from
Layer 1, one from Layer 2. However, the sherds from Torongan Cave were somewhat
different in appearance to those in the Sunget assemblages. The 'circle' impressions
were incomplete, being 'horse-shoe'-shaped in appearance. Both sherds had evidence
for a deliberate white infill. One sherd had a black surface coating, the other had no
evident surface coating.
Another site on Itbayat that has not been analysed for this thesis, but which also
contains pottery with circle-stamped patterns, is Anaro. The Anaro site has a number of
dates that overlap with the sequence for the Sunget sites, particularly towards its more
recent end. The earliest date for Anaro was associated with the lowest layer. This
contained one circle-stamped sherd. It is notable that the sequence becomes rapidly
younger - the spit directly above this is over 1500 years younger, based on the mean
calibrated radiocarbon dates. Yet the circle-stamping persists, being, in fact, even more
common in the period between 1200 and 2000 mean cal BP. Moreover, the rim forms
are said to be more like those of the Naidi phase (Bellwood & Dizon 2005; personal
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data^^). Furthermore, a very small number of rim sherds were found at the Savidug
excavation that also had circle-stamped patterns similar to those from the Sunget sites
and Anaro (Bellwoodpers. comm.). However, like Anaro, there were no everted rims
with a marked concavity (a trait that we will see later in the thesis is linked to the early
pottery producing sites in the northern Philippines). The earliest dates from this site
also appear to overlap with the dates for the Sunget sites, the lowest layer being dated to
around 3000 mean cal BP. Hence although circle-stamped pottery is fairly commonly
found in the early pottery assemblages of the Batanes Islands, the assemblage at Anaro
clearly demonstrates that circle-stamped patterns are not necessarily characteristic of
early pottery types per se.
Moreover, circle-stamping has had particular significance in the interpretation of the
archaeology of the region. It has been used as evidence for interaction between the
Philippines and Taiwan in regards to both the NMTCN and the OT models (e.g.
Solheim 2006; Bellwood 1997, 2005; Bellwood & Dizon 2005). Yet while this trait
does appear to be widespread, neither is it necessarily an early trait that can be linked
directly to the initial expansion of pottery producing and/or Austronesian languagespeaking populations.
Incision
Incison was another form of surface alteration that was rare, but present in many sites.
However, there was no clear patterning to suggest differentiation between the sites on
the basis of its presence or the patterns that it made.

FIRING REGIME

Examination of the firing regime in several of the Batanes Islands assemblages is
affected by the small sample sizes. Nonetheless, it appears that the surface colours of
the sherds across the sites were generally centred around 7.5 YR 6/4 and 5 YR 5/6 (or
6/6) (Table 203). These are light brown, reddish brown, and light reddish brown
respectively. Hence the surfaces of the sherds do not appear to have been highly
standardised in colour (Figure 309, Table 204). Nonetheless, the dominance of these
particular colours is fairly common to all sites, and thus no differences can be discerned
in the firing regimes between sites.

Originally it was planned to include the Anaro assemblage in this analysis. As such, the rim profiles
for all sherds in Squares 2A, 2B, 3A and 3C were drawn, and most were measured. This confirms what
Bellwood and Dizon (2005) say about this assemblage. None of the everted sherds with a pronounced
concavity that are so characteristic of the Sunget assemblages were drawn for these squares. However,
the sherd forms would fit comfortably within the assemblage forms seen at Naidi, Payaman and Tayid.
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Table 203

Batanes Islands assemblages: Richness of colour representation and colour with the
highest representation for sherd fabric
Site, Layer

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3
Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3

| Richness
Colour
Outer Surface
3.7
7.5 YR 6/4 (68)
3.1
5 YR 6/6 (28)
2.6
7.5 YR 6/4 (8)
2.9
5 YR 5/6 (18)
3.2
All 1 colour only (10)
2.7
5 YR6/3, 1 0 Y R 4 / 6 (2)
3.1
7.5 YR 5/4 (3)
2.7
5 YR 5/6 (4)
1.4
2.5 YR4/6, 5 YR 5/4(1)
Core
4.5
5 YR 4/3, 7.5 YR 6/4 (19)
4.6
5 YR 5/6 (11)
4
7.5 YR 5/4 (3)
4.16
7.5 YR 5/4 (12)
2.8
S Y R 4/2 (2)
1.9
1 0 Y R 6 / 2 (3)
3.3
1 0 Y R 4 / 2 , 5 Y R 4 / 6 (3)
3.1
5 YR4/2(4)
1.4
2.5 YR 4/1, S Y R 3/2(1)
Inner Surface
1.1
7.5 YR 6/4 (67)
3.2
S Y R 6/6 (16)
2.3
7.5 YR 6/4 (9)
2.6
S Y R 5/6(19)
2.8
2.5 YR 5/6 (2)
3
10 Y R 4 / 6 (2)
3.5
5 YR 5/4, 7.5 YR 5/4, 7.5 YR 6/4 (2)
2.6
7.5 YR 6/4 (2)
1.4
2.5 YR 4/6, S Y R 5/4(1)

Most sherds across the assemblages tend to have surfaces that differ from the colour of
their cores. They also have sharp margins (Figure 310). However, there are notable
differences: sherds from Payaman have more even colouring, suggesting relatively
complete oxidisation. Nonetheless, where the surfaces do differ, these usually have
sharp margins. The majority of sherds at Tayid have surfaces different in colour to the
cores, although the margins between these colours are usually diffuse. These probably
demonstrate slight differences in the firing conditions at different sites, and therefore
suggest that pottery was made at a number of different locations.
Where the surfaces differed, these were usually somewhat darker ('greyer'), showing
that in many instances the cores were not completely oxidised. The fact that these were
not darker still, i.e. 'black', probably indicates that the organic content of the clays used
in making the pottery was not very high.
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Figure 309

Batanes Islands assemblages: Difference between percentage of highest colour and
percentage of second highest colour for the sherd fabric (a) core, (b) inner surface, (c)
outer surface

Table 204

Batanes Islands assemblages: Tabulation of the difference between percentage of
highest colour and percentage of second highest colour for the sherd fabric and
surface coating
Site, Layer

Sunget Top Terrace, Layer 5
Sunget Main Terrace, Layer 5
Naidi, Layer 11
Payaman, Layer 4
Mahatao Town, Cultural layer
Tayid, Layer 5
Torongan Cave, Layer 1
Torongan Cave, Layer 2
Torongan Cave, Layer 3

tvcn

<
Figure 310
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Core
0
2
3.6
2.9
10
9.1
0
4.3
(too few)

Inner
suriace
13.9
7.1
17.9
4.3
10
18.2
0
4.5

Outer
surface
13.3
5.2
14.3
4.3
0
0
5.6
4.3

Surface
coating
19
32
8
16
100
22
33
40

-

-

-

' " •

W
Siirtacc Dirters

Batanes Islands assemblages: Dispersion of assemblages based on the evenness of
firing in the sherd (x-axis) and the nature of the margins (in instances where the
surface differs) (y-axis)
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Overall, the Batanes Islands assemblages had similar firing regimes. Although there
might have been slight differences in the firing conditions between sites, these do not
clearly correlate with the trends shown by the forms and surface modification
characteristics. Thus they are probably not indicative of major differences in firing
technique.

CHARACTERISATION

MATRIX & MINERALS

Many of the sites, particularly on Batan Island, are in close geographic proximity, and
share a similar geological environment. Nevertheless, the majority of the sherds at any
one site, tend to group best with other sherds from the same site (Figure 311). This
pattern is particularly true for the sherds from Torongan Cave, Payaman, and possibly
Mahatao Town. To a lesser extent, the sherds for each of the Sunget assemblages and
Naidi also group with their own kind. In these instances, the majority of vessels were
probably produced from sources unique to each site. Nonetheless, there remains the
possibility that there is some exchange of vessels between sites, perhaps evidenced by
the sherds that group differently. However, based on this analysis alone, it is impossible
to separate the instances where this is likely, from statistical aberrations.
Based on the hierarchical cluster analysis of the minerals, the grouping of the sites is
less clear than for the matrix analysis. Nonetheless there are still different groups each
of which is composed predominantly of sherds from Payaman, Torongan Cave and the
Sunget assemblages, confirming some differentiation between these sites (Figure 312).
Moreover, if we refer back to the tables of identified minerals in each of the site
sections, there is usually at least one difference in the dominant mineral arrangement
between sites. For instance, Titaniferous Magnetite, Labradorite and Hornblende
(Pargasite) are common to the majority of sherds in the Sunget assemblages. Yet
Augite only occurs in four of the eleven sherds examined from the Sunget assemblages,
but is in all but one of the six sherds from Naidi. Moreover, both Labradorite and
Hornblende (Pargasite) are relatively rare in the Naidi sherds. For the Payaman sherds,
Titaniferous Magnetite, Labradorite and Hornblende (Pargasite) are relatively common,
as at Sunget. However, Anthophyllite was also found in four of the five Payaman
sherds, this being entirely absent in sherds from either Sunget or Naidi.
Both
Titaniferous Magnetite and Augite were common to sherds analysed from Tayid,
making it similar in this respect to Naidi. However, the sample of sherds from Mahatao
Town site was too small to identify trends (only three sherds), although Andesine and
Hornblende (Pargasite) were found in two of the three sherds. Andesine was not very
common in other sites, but present in a small number of sherds from the Sunget
assemblages and Payaman. The third sherd at Mahatao Town had completely different
minerals. This may have been due to a different source or to an aberration in the
analysis. The sample is too small to say.
Overall the characterisation study of sherds from the Batanes Islands assemblages
shows that there may have been some exchange of vessels between areas, but in general
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vessels were all produced locally, even within the relatively confined area of Batan
Island.

TOR 9

TOR 42

STT 315

TOR 18

TOR 5 6

TOR 4 9
TOR 14
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Summary of Batanes Islands Pottery Sequence
Three groups were identified for the Batanes Islands assemblages (Table 205). The first
group consists of three sites: Sunget Main Terrace, Sunget Top Terrace and Mahatao
Town. The second group consists of Naidi, Payaman and Tayid. Both these groups
contain red-type pottery, much of it red-slipped. The third group consists only of the
disturbed Torongan Cave assemblage on Itbayat Island, from which no clear
connections were able to be drawn to any of the sites on Batan Island.
Combined with the radiocarbon sequence discussed earlier in this chapter, it would
appear that pottery distinctive to Group 1 appeared somewhat earlier than that for Group
2", but that these continued two pottery groups continued concurrently for an as yet
undefmed length of time.
Mean calibrated dates for both Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace place the
origin of the red-type pottery assemblages of Group 1 at 3000 mean cal BP. The
grouping of the Mahatao Town site with the Sunget assemblages runs counter to earlier
publications. In early publications, the Mahatao Town site was grouped into the Naidi
Phase (Bellwood and Dizon 2005; Bellwood et al 2003), the association being most
likely based on the correspondence of dates between the sites, which all centre around
2000BP. However, there are several key traits elaborated in this thesis, which link this
site more closely to the Sunget assemblages.
The Group 2 sites of Payaman, Naidi and Tayid were grouped together in previous
publications (e.g. Bellwood et al 2003; Bellwood & Dizon 2005, 2008). However, in
those instances these were said to be chronological distinct from Group 1 sites. Given
that the radiocarbon dating sequences so clearly overlap, there does not appear to be a
clear temporal distinction between Groups 1 and 2. Nonetheless these do contain
distinct pottery types, with some shared traits suggesting some form of shared origin or
interaction between the groups.
Given that there is no clear temporal distinction between these sites based on the
currently available radiocarbon dates, then it appears that the evident differences in the
forms of pottery between Groups 1 and 2, (including the sites of Savidug and Anaro),
requires a more complex socio-cultural explanation. Yet such an explanation is beyond
the scope of the current analysis, and must be relegated as an important issue to ftiture
research. Nevertheless, as will be discussed later, parallels between the Group 1 pottery
and pottery in assemblages from other regions, may indicate that these (Group 1)
assemblages do, in fact, represent the initial incursion of this pottery tradition from
elsewhere into the Batanes, although this seems to have rapidly evolved into a regional
interpretation (which may have persisted concurrently with the original for some time).

^^ Although the Anaro and Savidug assemblages are not detailed herein, it appears from illustrations
provided by Bellwood {pers. comm.), as well as from my own investigation of the Anaro assemblages,
that neither of these assemblages contains significant quantities of the deeply concave, everted rims that
compose all of the Form 1 sherds in the Sunget sites. Moreover, sherds from Anaro and Savidug appear
more akin to the sherds from sites in Group 2 than Group 1. Of course, Bellwood does not claim that
circle-stamping is only found in Phase 2. However, it is argued here, that like the sites in Group 2, these
overlap with and contain a continuation of some pottery characteristics first observed in Group 1.
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The Torongan Cave assemblage, which is the sole constituent of Group 3, occupies an
uncertain chronological position in relation to Groups 1 and 2. It quite possibly
appeared about 500 years earlier. However, there is no demonstrated continuity, based
on pottery characteristics, between this Group 3 and the others. Consequently, even if
the early dates for the Torongan Cave assemblage not only prove accurate, but can also
be proved to correspond to similar assemblages from the Middle Neolithic in Taiwan
(as proposed by both Bellwood & Dizon 2005, and Hung 2008), there is no
demonstrated continuity between this assemblage and the later assemblages. It is even
possible that there was an earlier incursion of peoples into the Batanes Islands, not
connected to a later incursion linked to more clearly red-type pottery.
Table 205

Summary of trends seen in the Batanes Islands assemblages

Group 1 (STT, SMT, MST)
Higher proportion of concave
rimmed, everted necked sherds
(*MST)
Higher proportion of bowls
High proportion of unassociated
lips and necks (*MST)
Cylindrical handles (*MST)
Carinations present in low
numbers (*MST)
Bases of bowl pedestal and
pedestal forms present

Exceptions are noted with a '*'.
Group 3 (TOR-all layers)
Group 2 (PYM, BSR, TYD)
Form
High proportion of straight rimmed, everted necked sherds.
Very low proportion of bowls
Low proportion of unassociated lips and necks
No handles (with the exception of small 'knobs' found at Payaman)
Carinations present in low
No carinations (only 1 surface find)
numbers (twice that of Group 1,
but still low as compared to the
overall assemblage) (*TYD)
No bases

Surface Coating and Surface Alteration
High proportion of sherds with a red surface coating (centred on 10
Low proportion of sherds with a red
R 4/6) in all assemblages
surface coating. Colour distribution
centred on 2.5 YR 5/8 (Layers 1
and 2)
No black pottery
Presence of black pottery
Surface coating most likely
Application technique uncertain
Surface coating most likely
applied by dipping the vessel
applied by painting or wiping the
vessel
Circle-stamped surface
Circle-stamping present but distinct
No circle-stamping
alteration (*MST)
from that seen in Group 1
Fine groove in external surface below lip common
No grooves present in pottery from
stratified layers
Firing Regime
For the majority of sherds across the assemblages the surface differs with sharp differentiation between the
surface and the inner core colour (PYM has more evenly fired sherds, Tayid has more diffuse sherds but the
sample is small)
Characterisation
There may be some overlap between sites but generally the clay and tempers sources appear to be distinct to
each site.
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CHAPTER 7:
EAST COAST OF TAIWAN SITES

Section 1: Background to archaeological research
and the radiocarbon chronology of excavations
on the East Coast of Taiwan
LOCATION

Taiwan is located directly to the north of the Philippines. It is separated from the
Philippines by the Luzon Strait. The main island, historically known as Formosa, is
almost 400 kilometres in length. It is located about 120 kilometres south-east of the
coast of China, and about 350 kilometres from Luzon, in the Philippines. There is a
high mountain range running along the length of the island, with a narrow coastal plain
to the east, and a much wider low-land area in the west. This thesis concentrates on two
prominent assemblages on the east coast, which are thought to demonstrate links
between Taiwan and the northern Philippines.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH TO THE PRESENT

The Neolithic in Taiwan is generally divided into three periods (Early, Middle and Late)
(Chang 1964; Tsang 2000), a variety of differently named cultural assemblages being
thought to indicate Neolithic development in different areas. Yet because not all phases
are evident at the same sites, there has been an inevitable blurring of categories in the
delineation of the spatial and temporal boundaries suggested to date. Such ambiguity is
partly a result of English translations, which do not always accurately reflect the
nuances of the Chinese-language originals. Nonetheless, in this discussion, it is the
accessible English literature (complemented by some specific information as regards the
Huakanshan site) that will be utilised to delineate these periods, despite the unavoidable
limitations of doing so.
K-C Chang (1964, 1986) was the first to pubhsh a synthesis of Taiwanese prehistory.
Chang hypothesised several episodes in which prehistoric migrations to Taiwan may
have occurred, these being (consecutively): the Tapengkeng Sphere of Influence, the
Lungshanoid Expansion, and the Migration of Geometric Farmers. More recently,
many new sites have been excavated, and the dating of sites has been revised and
updated (Table 206).
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Table 206
Liu 2007)

Archaeological Phases in Taiwan (this is broadly consistent with Hung 2005, 2008 and

Phase
Early Neolithic

Date
5500-4500 BP

Middle Neolithic

4500-3500 BP

Late Neolithic

3500-2000 BP

Pottery/Culture
Coarse Cord-marked Pottery
Tapengkeng (TPK) Culture
Fine Cord-marked Pottery
Xuntangpu Culture
Niumatou Culture
Niuchouzi Culture
East Red Cord-marked (Fushan) Culture
Plain pottery (occasionally with decoration)
Yuan-shan Culture
Zhishanyan Culture
Wansan Culture
Yingpu Culture
Tamaling Culture
Dahu Culture
Fengpitou Culture
Peinan Culture
Chi-lin Culture
Huakanshan Culture

Since the introduction of radiocarbon dating to the Taiwanese chronology, there have
been quite a number of dates obtained in association with pottery assemblages (Table
207®^). Some of the sequences are quite well dated. However, many of the
chronological changes in the Taiwanese archaeological sequence are still not well
understood, especially in regards to regional variations within broader cultural
traditions. This situation is exacerbated by a general reliance on relative associations
and seriation of the pottery in order to make conclusions regarding the sites. This being
fiirther exacerbated by the fact that many of the dates obtained have utilised shell or
bone sources. Moreover, there are often only a small number of dates from any
particular site, and these are not backed-up by a rigorous sequence. Consequently, the
different phases of the Neolithic will now be discussed, with particular reference to their
dating. It should be noted nonetheless that, due to the difficulties in accessing detailed
information on the Taiwanese excavations, it is impossible to evaluate the contexts of
many of these dates. Moreover, although the change from cord-marked to plain pottery
has been broadly demonstrated, the nature of the transition has not been nearly so well
established. Therefore, any conclusions in regards to the broader relationships are only
indicative.

^^ In order to inform the discussion, as many dates as possible have been compiled for pottery contexts in
Taiwan. Where available, English language sources have been utilised for the dates. However, in many
instances there were no translated sources. However, a number of these dates (designated in the table by
an asterisk) were compiled by Hsiao-chun Hung for an upcoming paper with Atholl Anderson and Peter
Bellwood. An advance copy of these was provided by Atholl Anderson. The author name and date as
given in the compilation have been included here but, because these come from a secondary compilation
and were not directly accessed, these have not been included in the bibliography.
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Table 207
Provenance

Radiocarbon dates for sites containing pottery in Taiwan
Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date

S.D.

Mean

Median

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Peng-hu Islands
Guo-ye-A
Cord-marked
pottery GX 10594
association (marine shell)
GX10595

Tsang 1992

1-13956

4075

160

4071

4067

4553BP (95.4%) 3577BP

4801 BP (99.7%) 3404BP

4160

160

4182

4180

4687BP (95.4%) 3689BP

4865BP (99.7%) 3462BP

4060

100

4045

4043

4402BP (95.4%) 3689BP

4576BP (99.7%) 3509BP

4415

155

4519

4523

4976BP(95.4%)4013BP

5261BP (99.7%) 383IBP

Bei-liao
Cord-marked
pottery GX-11273
association (marine shell)
Suo-kang

Tsang 1992

Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-9775
association (marine shell)
GX-10221

Tsang 1992

3930

135

3878

3872

4308BP (95.4%) 3454BP

4520BP (99.7%) 3299BP

4035

160

4019

4015

4507BP (95.4%) 3543BP

4776BP (99.7%) 3367BP

Chi-pei E
Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10224
association (marine shell)
GX-10224

Tsang 1992

3875

160

3813

3804

4295BP (95.4%) 3355BP

4545BP(99.7%)3138BP

Tsang & Ye 2000»

3840

95

3753

3749

4088BP (95.4%) 3420BP

4289BP (99.7%) 3294BP

Liang-wen-kang
Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10579
association (marine shell)
GX-10579

Tsang 1992

3885

155

3824

3816

4292BP (95.4%) 3372BP

4531BP(99.7%)3166BP

Tsang & Ye 2000*

4020

80

3990

3988

4334BP (95.4%) 3673BP

4475BP (99.7%) 3522BP

Tsang 1992

3720

165

3618

3611

4I14BP(9S.4%)3150BP

4375BP(99.7%)2917BP

Tsang 1992

4295

185

4361

4361

4884BP(95.4%)3810BP

5222BP (99.7%) 3580BP

Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10222
association (marine shell)
Nan-kang

Tsang & Ye 2000»

3560

130

3408

3409

3813BP(95.4%) 3004BP

3995 BP (99.7%) 2800BP

Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10222
association (marine shell)
GX-11275

Tsang 1992

Li-yu-shan A
Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10223
association (marine shell)
Ne!-anB
Fine
cord-marked
pottery GX-10226
association (marine shell)
Chl-kan B

4330

160

4407

4408

4855BP (95.4%) 3900BP

5138BP (99.7%) 3684BP

4100

105

4098

4097

4448BP (95.4%) 3710BP

4676BP (99.7%) 3555BP

NTU-3767 Tsang & Pan 2006*

3960

30

3904

3903

4150BP(95.4%) 3638BP

4302BP (99.7%) 3530BP

NTU-3761

3860

40

3771

3769

4050BP (95.4%) 3525BP

415IBP (99.7%) 3396BP

NTU 3774

3930

30

3863

3862

4122BP(95.4%)3616BP

4240BP (99.7%) 3479BP

NTU 3765

410

60

4096

4095

4396BP (95.4%) 382IBP

4515BP (99.7%) 3664BP

NTU 3777

4060

40

4041

4038

4336BP (95.4%) 3780BP

4418BP (99.7%) 364IBP

NTU 3773

3990

30

3945

3944

4208BP (95.4%) 3686BP

4346BP (99.7%) 3572BP

NTU 3950

3880

60

3799

3796

4085BP(95.4%)3515BP

4229BP (99.7%) 3393BP

NTU 3956

3810

40

3708

3708

3956BP (95.4%) 3456BP

4083BP (99.7%) 3356BP

GX-381819

3880

50

3797

3795

4078BP (95.4%) 3537BP

4215BP(99.7%)3413BP

Northern Taiwan
Yuan-shan
Plain pottery association (first Y-1547
three dates on 'shell', last two
V-1548
dates on charcoal)
Y-1549

Chang 1969

3860

80

3540

80

3190

80

NTU-2871

Huang

a/ I999n*

4130

150

4647

4648

5210BP(0.1%) 5205BP
5046BP (94.7%) 4229BP
4199BP(0.5%)4179BP
4169BP(0.2%)4160BP

5309BP (99.6%) 4080BP
4035BP(0.1%)4000BP

NTU-2933

Huang e / a / 1999b*

3650

100

3986

3981

4284BP ( 0.4%) 4273BP
4256BP (95.0%) 3694BP

4418BP(99.7%)3615BP

Wan-li-jia-tou
Fine
cord-marked
association

pottery NTU-2450

Liu 1997*

3720

70

4076

4070

4290BP (95.4%) 3870BP

4416BP(99.7%) 3829BP

3950

70

43 95

4396

4780BP ( 0.5%) 4770BP
4580BP (91.0%)4219BP
4209BP(3.9%)4155BP

4813BP( 1.4%) 4755BP
4709BP (98.3%) 4089BP

2850

200

3016

3015

3476BP (95.2%) 2485BP
2480BP ( 0.2%) 2471 BP

3725BP (99.7%) 2326BP

Yuan-shan Culture association Y-1498
(from Q-VI-1-70-90 cm)

2030

80

2007

1998

2322BP (99.7%) 1722BP

Corded ware horizon (from Q- unknown
X-l-138cm)

2300BP ( 3.6%) 2245BP
2178BP(0.3%)2170BP
2160BP(91.5%) 1818BP

3080

350

3315

3296

4223BP(0.2%)4205BP
4I57BP(94.4%)2428BP
2420BP(0.8%) 2363BP

4820BP(0.1%) 4751BP
4729BP (99.6%) 2114BP

NTU-2457

Tapengkeng
Yuan-shan Culture association Y-1551
(from Q-Vl-1-142 cm)

Chang 1969
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Laboratory
No.

Provenance

Reference

Date

S.D.

Mean

Median

Calibration
95.4% probability

1

99.7% probability

Chishivayan
Cord-marked pottery
association Ch'i Lin.
•Megalithic Culture'

Hsu e / a / 1 9 7 0

3060

280

3269

3258

4062BP(0.1%)4050BP
3986BP(93.8%)2696BP
2637BP(0.3%)2614BP
2594BP ( 0.8%) 2537BP
2530BP ( 0.3%) 2503BP

4420BP (99.7%) 2323BP

Unelalim*

3490

40

3764

3765

3922BP (99.7%) 3613BP

NTU 3490

3510

50

3784

3781

NTU 3502

3550

40

3833

3842

3868BP(91.6%) 3683BP
3665BP(3.8%) 3642BP
3913BP(92.1%) 3680BP
3669BP(3.3%) 3641BP
3965BP(3.3%) 3946BP
3929BP (92.1%) 3705BP

NTU 3497

3510

50

3784

3781

NTU 3506

3500

40

3772

3772

NTU 3511

3560

50

3849

3855

3979BP (95.4%) 3703BP

4084BP (99.3%) 368IBP
3667BP ( 0.4%) 3642 BP

NTU 3533

3820

40

4226

4217

4408BP ( 6.2%) 4366BP
4359BP (80.9%) 4140BP
4130BP ( 8.3%) 4090BP

4418BP(99.0%)4079BP
4035 BP ( 0.7%) 3999BP

NTU 3519

3580

50

3880

3883

4070BP (2.5%) 4044BP
3990BP (92.9%) 3719BP

NTU 3507

4090BP
3687BP

3690

40

4029

4030

4148BP(8.7%)4111BP
4101 BP (86.7%) 3909BP

NTU 3535

3590

40

3896

3895

4066BP ( 1.7%) 4047BP
3988BP(88.5%) 3823BP
3793BP(3.2%) 3765BP
3748BP (2.0%) 3728BP

4229BP(0.6%)4198BP
4179BP(0.1%)4I68BP
4162BP(98.9%) 3856BP
4084BP ( 3.0%) 4027BP
4013BP(96.7%) 3705BP

NTU 3569

3780

70

4167

4163

4408BP (95.4%) 3980BP

4437BP (99.7%) 3868BP

Da-zhu-wei
Fine cord-marked
association

pottery NTU 3494

3913BP(92.I%) 3680BP
3669BP(3.3%) 3641BP
3880BP (93.5%) 3686BP
3659BP( 1.9%) 3645BP

3981BP(99.6%)3611BP
3601BP(0.I%) 3589BP
4064BP(0.I%) 4048BP
3987BP (99.4%) 3686BP
3660BP(0.I%) 3646BP
3981BP(99.6%)3611BP
3601BP(0.1%) 3589BP
3962BP ( 0.2%) 3948BP
3927BP (99.5%) 3633BP

(99.7%)

Central Taiwan
Pa-chia-tsun
Cord-marked
pottery SI-1229
association (marine shell)
Ts'ao-hsleh-tun (Cao-xie-dun)

Chang 1995;
Meacham 1991

5480

55

5811

5809

6049BP(95.4%) 5582BP

6177BP(99.7%) 5486BP

Fine cord-marked
association
Fine cord-marked
association

pottery NTU 244

Chang 1974

4000

200

4475

4475

5315BP(99.7%) 3692BP

pottery unknown

Tsang 1984*

3480

108

3759

3757

5034BP(0.4%)5013BP
4978BP (95.0%) 3896BP
4075 BP ( 1.9%)4039BP
3993BP(93.5%) 3475BP

Chang 1996 in Hung 3795
& Ho 2006

60

4189

4186

4408BP (87.5%) 4070BP
4044BP ( 7.9%) 3990BP

4425BP(99.7%)39I4BP

Hung& Ho 2006

3780

40

4157

4156

4292BP (87.5%) 4070BP
4044BP ( 7.9%) 3990BP

4409BP( 1.0%)4365BP
4360BP (98.7%) 3980BP

Liu
&
He 2610
unpublished data in
Hung & Ho 2006

90

2677

2710

2920BP ( 0.6%) 2910BP
2883BP(91.9%)2433BP
2414BP(2.9%)2365BP

3005BP(99.7%) 2346BP

Ho & Liu 2006a',
Liu 2007

3670

70

4007

4005

4234BP(2.6%)4I96BP
4183BP(92.8%) 3831BP

4353BP(0.1%)4328BP
4298BP (99.6%) 3699BP

Liu e / a / 2 0 0 4 *

3740

90

4111

4106

4408BP (95.4%) 3885BP

4514BP(0.2%)4482BP
4444BP (98.8%) 3810BP
3802BP(0.7%) 3721BP

H o & Liu2006b»

3400

40

3650

3649

3824BP(4.4%) 3791BP
3767BP( l.7%) 3747BP
3729BP (88.3%) 3557BP
3520BP(0.7%)3510BP
3496BP ( 0.4%) 3490BP

3830BP (96.6%) 3549BP
3543BP(3.I%) 3480BP

»019

4146BP(5.3%)4II8BP
4096BP(90.1%) 3898BP

»224BP(0.3%)4205BP
4158BP(99.4%) 3843BP

4226BP (0.1%) 4202BP
4159BP(99.6%) 3381BP

Yingiana Site, Alishan area
Fine cord-marked pottery GX 21386
association.
T0P0L13
(AMS) (Early culttire)
Taipicana 1 Site, Alislian area
Fine cord-marked pottery Beta
association.
P1L13-14 167752
(Early culture)
Tamayayana (Veiyo) Site, Alislian area
Red cord-marked
(Later culture)

pottery BA 98033

Da-ma-iin, central mountain
Cord-marked pottery

unknown

Ping-zai-ding, central mountain
Fine cord-marked
association

pottery unknown

Salisingan, central-mountain
Fine cord-marked
association

pottery unknown

West Taiwan
Hui-lai-li, west-central Taiwan
Fine cord-marked
association
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40
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Laborator
yNo.

Provenance

Reference

Date

S.D.

Mean

Median

Calibration
95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Tai-Zhong Park, west-central
Fine cord-marked
association
Nan-guan-li-dong

pottery imknown

3830

40

4243

4235

4409BP (91.4%)4145BP
4119BP(4.0%)4096BP

4420BP (99.5%) 4082BP
4030BP(0.2%)4010BP

Associated with cord-marked NTU-3974 Tsang2007
pottery, dark or reddish brown
in colour
Nan-guan-li

4110

50

•651

4641

4824BP(92.8%)4517BP
4466BP ( 2.6%) 4449BP

4835BP (99.7%) 4430BP

Cord-marked pottery

NTU-3489 Tsang2007

4080

50

4611

4592

48I5BP(16.9%)4753BP
4724BP(0.4%)4719BP
4711BP(78.0%)4434BP

4826BP (99.7%) 4420BP

GX-27788

4040

40

3528

4513

NTU-3452

3950

40

4400

4411

4815BP(6.4%) 4753BP
4726BP (93.3%) 4408BP
4569BP (99.5%) 4230BP
4199BP(0.2%)4180BP

GX-27329

3890

110

4315

433

4789BP(5.1%)4762BP
4626BP(90.3%)4418BP
452IBP (22.4%) 4462BP
4453BP(70.7%)4285BP
4273BP (2.3%) 4256BP
4785BP ( 0.8%) 4765BP
4620BP (94.6%) 3980BP

GX-27787

3730

90

4097

4091

GX-27789

4074

310

45 88

4582

GX-27328

4190

50

4214

4217

4406BP (2.6%) 4367BP
4357BP (2.5%) 4324BP
4317BP(90.3%) 3863BP
5465BP ( 1.6%) 5372BP
5333BP(92.9%) 3822BP
3794BP ( 0.5%) 3763BP
3750BP ( 0.4%) 3727BP
4492BP (95.4%) 3936BP

NTU-3496

4230

40

4266

42 70

4518BP(95.4%) 3983BP

4685BP (99.7%) 3858BP

3650

50

3979

3973

4142BP( 1.8%)4127BP
4093BP (93.6%) 3842BP

3240

90

3479

3474

3470

60

3744

3746

3691BP(93.1%)3319BP
3299BP (2.3%) 3265BP
3888BP (95.4%) 3584BP

422 8BP ( 0.2%) 4200BP
4160BP(98.8%) 3820BP
3795 BP ( 0.4%) 3761 BP
3752BP ( 0.2%) 3726BP
3832BP(99.7%)3160BP

3200

80

3432

3429

3631 BP (95.4%) 3253BP

3700BP(99.7%)3140BP

3310

110

3561

3553

3839BP (95.4%) 3336BP

3980BP (99.6%) 3201BP
3191BP(0.1%)3162BP

3840

380

4301

4282

5320BP (95.4%) 336IBP

5747BP (99.7%) 2919BP

Chang 1974; Stamps 3282
1982

98

3527

3522

3892BP (99.7%) 3206BP

NTU 203

3207

96

3440

3438

3824BP ( 1.6%) 3792BP
3766BP ( 0.7%) 3748BP
3728BP (92.6%) 3330BP
3284BP ( 0.5%) 3272BP
3686BP( 1.3%) 3660BP
3644BP(94.1%)3212BP

Grey-black pottery, D-2 (Later NTU 202
Ying-p'u)

2994

90

3168

3174

3385BP(95.4%) 2926BP

3470BP (99.7%) 2844BP

2970

80

3145

3143

3360BP (95.4%) 2928BP

3443BP(0.1%) 3421BP
34I4BP(99.6%)2844BP

2810

100

2943

2958

3210BP(95.4%)2750BP

365BP (99.7%) 2702BP

3925BP (99.7%) 3326BP

Context as above (marine
shell)

Ho&Qu2005*

4825BP(99.7%) 3891BP
4440BP (99.7%) 3706BP

5750BP (99.7%) 3443BP

4642BP (99.7%) 380IBP

Mei-lin
Fine cord-marked
association

pottery imknown

Liue(a/. 2000*

Tung Chiao, Choshul Valley
Plain red and Grey-black
pottery (Early Ying-p'u)
Site 30, P'uli Basin

NTU-57

Grey-black pottery, C-2 (Later NTU 201
Ying-p'u)

Grey-black pottery, G (Later
Ying-p'u)

Treistman 1972;
Chang 1974

3975BP (99.2%) 3553BP
3535BP(0.5%) 3484BP

3828BP ( 0.3%) 3787BP
3779BP (99.4%) 3070BP

Ying-p'u
Grey-black pottery,
Lungshanoid Culture (from
T3PZE. Rl, Layer 10)

Y-1630

As above (from T3PZE, Rl,
Layer 7)

Y-1631

Chang 1969

Southern Taiwan
O-luan-Pi (Unknown culture, late Neolithic)
Ap5L13, depth 165 cm (Phase Beta 66266 Li 2000
111), painted red pottery
Ap7L7, deplh~80cm
Beta-66267

3340

90

3588

3581

2990

60

2701

2714

3828BP(4.1%) 3788BP
3778BP(91.3%) 3387BP
2965BP(95.4%)2390BP

Ap7L16, depth~167 cm

Beta-66268

3180

70

2952

2944

3235BP(95.4%)2710BP

3361 BP (99.7%) 2527BP

Ap5L5, depth - 4 0 cm

Beta100988
Beta100989
Beta100990

3720

70

3097

3099

3356BP (95.4%) 283IBP

3460BP (99.7%) 273IBP

3510

70

2858

2851

3165BP(95.4%) 2569BP

3291 BP (99.7%) 2390BP

3560

70

2919

2909

32I5BP(95.4%) 2682BP

3336BP (99.7%) 2480BP

AP5L9, depth-82 cm
AP5Lll,depUi~ 100 cm

3118BP(99.7%)2313BP

All
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Provenance

Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date

S.D.

Calibration

Mean

95.4% probability

99.7% probability

Kending
Fine cord-marked pottery
(marine shell)

GX-6997

Li 1983»

3985

145

3310

80

2910

80

3951

3947

4405BP (95.4%) 351 IBP

4643BP (99.7%) 3327BP

Fengpitou
Lungshanoid culture (all
Y-1580
Lower shellmound except last
Y-1581
date that is from the Upper
shellmound)
Y-1649
All dates on 'shell'

Chang 1969

2900

120

Y-1578

2780

80

Y-1584

2670

80

Y-1648

2670

60

Y-1577

2440

100

3748

69

4117

4113

4401BP ( 0.2%) 4396BP
4385BP ( 0.9%) 4369BP
4354BP( 1.8%)4327BP
4299BP (92.5%) 3902BP

4417BP(99.7%) 3851BP

WK-12523

3702

46

4043

4041

4240BP (99.7%) 3855BP

WK-12524

3599

53

3909

3908

4220BP( 1.1%)4208BP
4155BP(94.3%) 3901BP
4083BP ( 8.3%) 4029BP
4010BP(79.3%)3819BP
3795BP(4.5%) 3759BP
3754BP ( 3.4%) 3725BP

WK-12521

3566

64

3860

3863

BETA159327

3510

40

3781

3779

4 0 8 0 B P ( 4 . I % ) 4035BP
3999BP (91.3%) 3690BP
3892BP (95.4%) 3689BP

WK-12527

3489

46

3763

3764

3875 BP (95.4%) 3640BP

WK-12520

3469

47

3744

3746

3868BP(95.1%) 3630BP
3622BP(0.3%) 3619BP

3921 BP (99.7%) 3564BP

You-xian-fang
Red-slipped pottery

WK-12526

T s a n g « a / . 2006*

4146BP ( 0.4%) 4117BP
4097BP (99.3%) 3693BP

4148BP ( 0.4%) 4112BP
4101BP(99.3%) 3631BP
3965 BP ( 0.4%) 3945 BP
3930BP (99.3%) 3636BP
3962BP ( 0.2%) 3948BP
3928BP(99.5%) 3583BP

Eastern Taiwan
Xiao-ma Cave
Fine cord-marked pottery
(marine shell)

NTU-1304

Huang & Chen 1990»

NTU-1259

4510

40

4643

4648

4860BP (95.4%) 4396BP

5010BP(99.7%)4247BP

4370

40

4468

4466

4778BP (95.4%) 4209BP

4830BP (99.7%) 4067BP

5650

110

6459

6450

6716BP (0.5%) 6704BP
6678BP (94.0%) 6274BP
6236BP(0.9%)6218BP

6855BP(0.2%)6812BP
6805BP(99.2%)6I74BP
5155BP(0.2%)6111BP
6054BP(0.1%) 6020BP
3394BP(99.5%)2841BP
2827BP ( 0.2%) 2795BP
5590BP (99.6%) 4959BP
4930BP( 0.1%) 4908BP
33 32 BP ( 0.8%) 32 82 BP
3273BP (98.9%) 2750BP

Yen Liao (cord-marked and plain pottery)
(YL01)P6Bl(bone)

NZA6106

(YL02) P5L181V(bone)

NZA6102

2953

78

H22

3123

3342 BP (94.4%) 2924BP
2904BP( 1.0%) 2891BP

(YL03)P16CL12 11(bone)

NZA6104

4604

76

5296

5314

(YL04)P16CL181I(bone)

NZA6101

2846

82

2988

2978

5579BP(4.4%) 5531BP
5481BP(91.0%)5043BP
3210BP(95.4%) 2780BP

5189

80

5963

5958

6183BP(80.9%) 5841BP
5833BP(I4.5%)5747BP

6274BP ( 0.7%) 6236BP
6218BP(99.0%) 5660BP

Bellwood
&
Dizon 3736
2005; Hung 2005
Hung 2008
3704

43

4087

4089

4236BP (95.4%) 3974BP

4295BP (99.7%) 3895BP

32

4040

4044

4149BP (93.4%) 3968BP
3943BP (2.0%) 3930BP

•224BP ( 0.4%) 4204BP
4158BP(99.3%) 3898BP

Lien 1991

2770

110

2918

2905

3240BP ( 0.3%) 3228BP
3220BP(95.0%)27I4BP
2627BP ( 0.1%) 2624BP

3355BP(99.7%)2470BP

Charcoal in coffm, red-slipped BETA
pottery
10983
Base of cultural layer, red- BETA 4363 Lien 1989
slipped pottery

2740

70

2859

2848

3057BP(0.1%) 3054BP
3005BP (95.3%) 2742BP

M62BP(99.7%)2710BP

2820

110

2975

2960

325IBP (95.4%) 2748BP

)384BP (99.4%) 2696BP
!638BP(0.1%)2614BP
2594BP ( 0.2%) 2537BP

Yeh 2002

Huakanshan
Cord-marked and plain (red- NZA4180
slipped) pottery. Huakanshan
B1 (bone)

Yeh 2002

Chaolaiqiao
Red-slipped polteiy (AMS)

Wk 17011

Red-slipped pottery (AMS)

Wk 17754

Peinan
Middle of cultural layer, red- BETA
slipped pottery
10984
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EARLY NEOLITHIC

Tapengkeng Culture (TPK)
The Tapenkeng Culture, originally described by Chang (1964), correlates with the first
appearance of pottery in the Taiwanese record. The assemblages predominantly contain
coarse, cord-marked earthenware pottery in association with other artefacts including
lithics (chipped stone axes, stone knifes, pebble choppers, ground stone adzes/axes,
arrowheads, net sinkers), bone and antler tools, and shell artefacts. The Tapengkeng
sites are located on terraces, hillsides, and sand dunes in coastal areas.
The Tapenkeng is thought to be intrusive into Taiwan, without links to the earlier,
aceramic Changbinian period (Chang 1995; Tsang 2000; Hung 2008). Chang (1995)
linked the Tapengkeng (TPK) pottery with that fi-om sites in the adjacent mainland
provinces of China - Fujian and eastern Guangdong - suggesting possible protoAustronesian links. Hsiao-chun Hung (2008) furthermore suggests affinities between
this and the Jomon period in Japan, with south China, and with the Kalanay pottery in
Southeast Asia, although the basis for these suggested links is not fully described.
The dating of the Tapenkeng Culture - recalling that this is the earliest pottery in
Taiwan - is still debatable. Hung (2008) states that most Taiwanese archaeologists
place the Tapenkeng phase between 6000 and 4500 years ago, arguing that the majority
of dates are, in fact, younger than 5000 BP.
The earliest radiocarbon date for the Tapenkeng Culture comes fi-om the site of Pa-chiatsun (also referred to as Ba-jin-cun), dated to 5811 cal BP^'. However Meacham (1991)
doubts the accuracy of this, pointing out that, according to the original site report, this
sample was not collected during excavation, but fi-om the river bank on the water's
edge. Furthermore, it appeared to come from a shell-midden, despite the fact that most
other shell-middens in the area are thought to come from later Neolithic contexts.
Moreover, the identification of the shell is not known (it could be marine, freshwater or
estuarine). And in addition to all these other doubts, other dates (some more recently
published) from other Tapengkeng contexts in Taiwan, suggest that the introduction of
pottery was, in fact, considerably later.
Guo-ye-A and Bei-liao sites in the Peng-hu Islands are characterised by early coarse,
cord-marked pottery (Tsang 1992; 1995). All dates were obtained from marine shell
samples, but provide a fairly coherent chronology. The oldest date from Bei-Liao is
4519 cal BP. The youngest date from Guo-ye-A is 4071 cal BP. On the basis of these
dates, Tsang Cheng-hwa (1995) suggests that the Tapenkeng Culture may be as early as
4700 BP.
Recently there have been extensive excavations undertaken at the Tainan Industrial
Park, near Tainan city, on the west coast of Taiwan. One site, Nan-guan-li, has a large
amount of cord-marked pottery with multiple dates spanning 4651 cal BP to 3528 cal

Another date of 19,670+450 B.P. was obtained for the corded-ware occupation at Tapenkeng (Chang
1969), but this is clearly far too early, given that no other dates o f such antiquity have ever been found.
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BP. This appears to support Tsang's date for the start of the Tapenkeng Culture around
4700 BP.
Yet although corded-ware pottery is the main component earlier in the archaeological
sequences of most sites in Taiwan, and 'plain' pottery is predominant later, there is
often substantial overlap between these types. For instance, Chang (1969) shows that
Yuanshan Culture pottery (thought to be a much younger pottery type) was found as
low as Layer 17 in the Tapenkeng site, although the amounts remain very low until
around Layer 15. This is a pattern repeated in many other sites (such as at Huakanshan,
examined herein), yet the exact nature of this transition has not been well articulated.
What it does appear to indicate is that the mere presence of cord-marked pottery does
not necessarily denote an earlier site, nor does the presence of plain pottery necessarily
denote a later site.

MIDDLE NEOLITHIC

Hung (2008) suggests that the Middle Neolithic cultures developed from the Tapenkeng
Culture, but were also influenced by continuous interaction with south China. Yet
whatever its causes, the coarse cord-marked pottery of the Tapenkeng Culture gradually
transitioned into the fme cord-marked pottery characteristic of Middle Neolithic sites.
The Middle Neolithic, Fine Cord-Marked Culture, is also called the Red Cord-Marked
Culture and consists of several regional cultures including: the Xuntangpu Culture, the
Niuchoutzi Culture, the Niumatou Culture and the Fushan Culture. The associated sites
are scattered all over Taiwan, and mark an inland movement away from the coastal
positions of the TPK sites. The Middle Neolithic sites are characterised by fine-clay
pottery, some of which was possibly wheel-thrown (Tsang 2000, Hung 2008). The
greater proportion of the pottery is cord-marked. However there are also incised,
impressed and painted types, including red-slipped pottery. Other characteristics of the
assemblages are: Stone artefacts (including chipped and ground artefact t5^es such as
hoes, knifes, rectangular adzes, arrowheads, net sinkers and jade objects); shell
artefacts; and the residues of domesticated animals and rice cultivation.
The dates for Middle Neolithic sites will now be discussed, this appearing to have lasted
from about 4200 until 3000 years ago.
Fine Cord-Marked Culture
On the basis of the available information, it would appear that fme cord-marked pottery
had been established by 4200 BP. This is supported by the majority of dates from
central-west Taiwan, southern Taiwan, and the Peng-hu Islands.
The fme cord-marked pottery sites in the Peng-hu Islands span 4407 cal BP at Nan-kang
(although the majority of the early dates cluster around 4000 BP) to 3408 cal BP at the
Chi-kan B site. There are 24 dates from nine sites supporting this sequence. However,
the standard deviations are moderately large. Tsang (1995) calls this the Suo-kang
Phase, and believes that it arose out of the last phase (the Guo-ye Phase) of the TPK.
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The Suo-kang phase is characterised by fine red cord-marked pottery, painted basketimpressed pottery, stone tools (hoes, anvils, net sinkers, knives, adzes), bone fishhooks,
and shell spoons, along with human burials.
Wan-li-jia-tou, Da-zhu-wei and Chishivayan in northern Taiwan have predominantly
fine cord-marked pottery. These have dates ranging between 4395 cal BP at Wan-li-jiatou and 3269 cal BP at Chishivayan. The Wan-li-jia-tou is the only date with a mean
before 4226 cal BP, with all other dates coming after this, sometimes substantially so.
There are also a large number of fine red cord-marked sites in central Taiwan. These
span from 4475 cal BP at Ts'ao-hsieh-tun to 2677 cal BP at the Tamayayana site. The
earliest date has about 200 years difference to the rest of the sequence, in which three
dates cluster around 4200 mean cal BP. The fine red cord-marked pottery ('early
culture') in the Ali Shan area of the central Taiwanese highlands, is thought to be
contemporary with the emergence of similar assemblages in the lowland areas, at 43504040 BP (Hung & Ho 2006).'°
In central-west Taiwan dates from the site of Mei-lin span 3979 cal BP to 3432 cal BP.
In southern Taiwan, fme cord-marked pottery was discovered at Kending, with an
associated date of 3951 cal BP.
The dates for the Xiao-ma Caves from eastern Taiwan are substantially earlier. In fact,
the date of 4648 cal BP is commensurate with the earliest dates for coarse cord-marked
pottery. This could be because the two types of cord-marked pottery - coarse and fine are temporally co-extensive, or it could be because the dates for the Xiao-ma Caves are
not closely associated with the fme cord-marked pottery found therein. It is impossible
to say given the lack of contextual data for this site (in English). Nonetheless, all in all
the weight of evidence points to a date of around 4200 BP for the introduction of fine
cord-marked pottery into the archaeological sequence.
The Role of Plain Pottery in the Middle Neolithic
Although the fme cord-marked culture (Middle Neolithic) is characterised by the
eponymous pottery type, it is argued that this may be a minor component in some east
coast assemblages compared to their red-slipped or plain pottery components.
However, the role of plain pottery types in the Middle Neolithic - this including a wide
variety of types that lack cord-marking - is difficult to characterise with any reliability.
As mentioned in the previous section on the Early Neolithic, there is substantial overlap
between all the major Neolithic pottery types.
Early dates have recently been reported for red-slipped pottery assemblages on the East
Coast of Taiwan. Consequently, Hung (2005) argues that red-slipped pottery first
became popular in what she describes as the later phase of the Middle Neolithic, around
The 'later culture' pottery is composed of about 90% reddish, coarse-textured, plain pottery. There are
also reports that some sherds were red-slipped, but the percentage and context is not described (in the
English language paper by Hung & Ho 2006, who reference a Chinese-language report by Tsang &
Chang 1996). The second most common pottery type in this area for the time in question, is grey, thinwalled, high-fired and sometimes decorated.
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4000 BP. Moreover, that eastern Taiwanese sites at this time often had less than 10%
fine cord-marked sherds. Instead, there is a rather discrete red-slipped pottery horizon.
This claim is supported by two dates obtained from Chaolaiquio. These are associated
with a layer containing red-slipped pottery, and date the phase to around 4100 mean cal
BP. Hung (2008) states that Chaolaiquio has 95% red-slipped/painted pottery. The site
has no punctate design (this is found at the nearby site of Yuchanghan - this has not
been dated). Suggested parallels between this site and sites in the northern Philippines
are thought by Hung (2008) to indicate interaction during this period.
You-xian-fang also has dates ranging from 4117 cal BP to 3744 cal BP. Similarly to
Chaolaiquio, it appears that this site was characterised by red-slipped pottery. However
there are no English-language publications on either the site or its context.
Dates obtained for the archaeological fieldwork in the Choshui-Tatu area from Site 30,
P'uli Basin, Tung Chiao and Ying-p'u were all associated with grey-black pottery.
However, the date from Tung Chiao is completely unreliable due to its very large
standard deviation. The others have moderate standard deviations, and can be grouped
between 3527 and 2943 cal BP based on mean dates. Although Chang (1974) states that
this overlaps with the occurrence of plain red pottery - which may well be true - the
association between the grey-black and the red pottery types remains anything but clear.
Consequently, these dates cannot be used at this stage in dating the red-slipped pottery
sites.

LATE NEOLITHIC

The Late Neolithic is marked by an expanding variety of sites, mostly characterised by
the presence of large amounts of plain pottery. It is this plain pottery that has most
often been linked to the Red-Slipped Pottery Tradition. Dates for many sites that have
been linked to this Tradition often centre around 3000 BP. Sites include Yuan-shan,
Peinan, 0-Luan-Pi, also some of the dates for Yen Liao.
Plain pottery cultures
Yuan-shan Culture
Assemblages identified with the Yuan-shan culture are found on the north east coast of
Taiwan and in the Taipei Basin. The pottery assemblage at Yuan-shan itself, located in
northern Taiwan, contains globular vessels with ring feet and strap handles
(occasionally vessels are found that have three spouts); red-slipped and/or painted
vessels; vessels with incised or punctuate decoration; and clay spindle whorls."

" Other components of the assemblage include: Ground or chipped shouldered axes; stepped
quadrangular sectioned adzes; large flat axes; and crown headed axes; slate projectile points; chipped
stone hoes; stone bark-cloth beaters; netsinkers; triangular, perforated arrowheads; jade objects; dog
bones; other bone and antler artefacts.
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The Yuan-shan site has two dates of 4647 cal BP and 3950 cal BP. However, YiCh'ang Liu (2007) argues that this site cannot be securely dated to any earlier than 3200
BP. (The Tapenkeng site also contains upper layers with pottery similar to that in the
Yuan-shan site. This has been dated to 3016 cal BP.) The site is characterised by plain
pottery types, some of which are red-slipped. This has been paralleled to pottery in the
Philippines (e.g. Theil 1994-1985 2005).
As has been noted elsewhere in the discussion of the northern Philippines sites, many
parallels have been made between these and the Yuanshan assemblages. Links to
specific sites include, Magapit (Theil 1986-1987), and the Sunget assemblages
(Bellwood & Dizon 2005, 2008). Bellwood has also linked this on many occasions
more broadly to the red-slipped pottery assemblages of Island Southeast Asia and the
Pacific (e.g. 1975, 2005).
Huakanshan and Related Cultures
Dates from Huakanshan and related sites are unrehable. Only one date - 5189+80 BP has been obtained from the Huakanshan site, using human bone from a jar burial.
Several dates have also been obtained from Yen Liao on bone samples. This is a nearby
site, thought to be contemporary with Huakanshan, as well as culturally related (the
'Huakanshan' culture consists of remains found at the sites of Huakanshan, Yen Liao,
Lintin and Dakung). One of the Yen Liao dates corresponds reasonably closely with the
Huakanshan date. This date was also obtained from human bone, although in this case
it was not associated with a jar or coffm. The other two dates from Yen Liao,
established using animal bone, are younger. However, bone samples are notoriously
difficult to date, so the accuracy of all these dates is open to some conjecture.
Interestingly, the two younger dates are both around 3000 BP.
Yeh Mei-Chen (2002) believes that the Huakanshan and Yen-Liao dates are surprisingly
early, such dates being more commonly associated with the Cord-Marked Cultural
Phase. Hence she believes that at least some of the dates are erroneous, and therefore
suggests a duration between 3000 and 1500 BP. The older dates (on bone) did indeed
appear too early. However it is awkward to accept some dates and reject others
obtained in the very same way, merely - it would seem - because they fall within an
excavator's range of expectation. Hence any interpretation using these dates should be
treated with the utmost caution.
As noted, Yeh grouped the finds from the Huakanshan site with those from the nearby
sites of Lintin, Dakung'^ and Yen Liao. Similarities in the cultural layers at these sites
have been assigned to several 'cultures,' these being named after the sites themselves.
The Huakanshan culture is thus closely related to the Dakung and the Chi-lin cultures.
Indeed the pottery found in Huakanshan is thought to be an adaptation from the Dakung
culture, but also contemporary (and cross-associated) with the Chi-lin culture (which
itself was contemporaneous with the Peinan Culture in the south). Consequently, the
pottery characteristics have been grouped into three types.
The Dakung site has some affinities with the Tapenkeng culture, having a much higher percentage of
cord-marked pottery than the other Huakanshan sites. Nonetheless, taken as a whole, the Dakung
assemblage is most similar to the other Huakanshan Culture sites.
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Huakanshan Culture types are characterised by:
•
•
•
•

•

Fine sand temper/inclusions;
A black and/or grey-coloured core if not fully fired;
Shapes include: jars, earthen bowls and vases. Of these, jars and bowls are the
most common types;
Of the jars, large specimens are rare and rarely possess handles. Small jars are
more frequent, usually possessing vertical handles. Some of the jars contain
human burials;
Stylised animal handles are a feature of some of the pottery.

Dakung Culture types are characterised by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cord-marked pottery;
The body/walls of the ceramic vessels are generally quite thin;
Everted rims are common;
Shapes include: jars (most have no handles) and bowls (many have stems);
The pottery from the Dakung culture may once have been covered with redslip and/or paint. However, this is not confirmed as the surfaces are very
worn;
In general, the pottery style of the Dakung Culture is very similar to the
pottery style of the Huakanshan Culture, except that the former possess cordmarking.

Chi-lin Culture types are characterised by:
•
•

Rough sand temper/inclusions;
Shapes include: jars (with large stands) and bowls (with stands). There is also
a type with a sharp exterior carination in the middle of the pot, a widely flared
base and rim, and (very often) vertical handles. The body is 60cm high on
average, this sitting on a base about 10cm high.

The latter jar type is also found in the Huakanshan site, but with a different ceramic
colour to that found in the Chi-lin site. In the Chi-lin site, the percentage of handles and
stands is also higher, the handles being comparatively thick and round. This jar type
also has similarities to some found in the sites of Changkuang and Peinan. A complete
vessel has yet to be excavated in either the Huakanshan or the Peinan sites, but there are
many similarities between the sherds of those that have been found, and the complete
vessels found in Chi-lin.
Peinan
Lien Chao-mei (1995) obtained a total of seventeen radiocarbon dates for the Peinan
Cultural layer. Ten of these were clustered between 2300 and 5300 BP, and seven
between 2800 and 3500 BP. The three dates, published in accessible papers, that are
associated with the red-slipped pottery cultural layers, fairly tightly cluster around 2900
BP. The oldest is 2975 cal BP, the youngest 2859 cal BP.
Peinan is a large, open site with habitation structures evident. This site has been
prominent in arguments concerning links between Taiwan and the northern Philippines
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(e.g. Bellwood & Dizon 2005). One characteristic of the red-sUpped pottery layers that
has been particularly singled out is the presence of tall vertical handles.
0-luan-pi
There are six dates related to 0-Luan-Pi (Li 2000). Five of these are based on marine
shell samples, and one on charcoal." The calibrated ages range from 3588 cal BP to
2701 cal BP.
Li Kuang-ti (2000) defined four cultural phases for this site. He dates Cultural Phase
III, characterised by painted pottery, to 3500 BP. Cultural Phase IV, characterised by
plain vi^are pottery, is dated to 2500 BP. These dates are broadly consistent with the
calibrations herein. However, there is only one date at 3500 BP, all five others cluster
between 2701 and 2919 mean Cal BP.

TAIWAN RADIOCARBON DATES

Taiwan undoubtedly has the oldest acceptable pottery dates for any sites in Island
Southeast Asia or the Pacific. These can conservatively be placed at 4700 BP.
However, this does not necessarily mean that the pottery elsewhere was derived from
this earlier Taiwanese pottery. The earliest coarse cord-marked pottery is clearly
different to that claimed to be a part of the Red-slipped Pottery Tradition. The transition
between the coarse cord-marked pottery, the fine cord-marked pottery, and plain/redslipped wear types is also not yet flilly articulated. Moreover the 'later' types do not
necessarily entirely replace the 'earlier' types in the sequences. In fact, in some sites
these appear simultaneously. Furthermore, the date for the first appearance of plain,
red-slipped pottery is open to debate. It was possibly around 4000 BP, although it
seems that red-slipping only became popular commensurate with the Late Neolithic, at
around 3000 BP, or just before.
Parallels between assemblages in Taiwan and Island Southeast Asia have most often
utilised the Late Neolithic sites of Yuan-shan, Huakanshan and Peinan. This was
understandable - in the past, many of these sites, particularly Yuan-shan, were thought
to be of much greater antiquity, leading scholars to place them in an ancestral
relationship to the Island Southeast Asia and Pacific assemblages. Nonetheless, recent
reappraisal of these sites indicates a much more recent origin.
In this thesis, the Huakanshan assemblage will be examined, along with a small amount
of red-slipped pottery from the Peinan assemblage. This will hopefiilly elucidate the
extent to which these two assemblages relate to those from the northern Philippines.
Yet while these do not encompass all the suggested links between these two areas, they
are certainly prominent sites in the current debate, and should - at the very least elucidate assemblage parallels at a preliminary level.

It is unclear what materials were used in order to obtain these dates, although Spriggs (2003) has
tentatively assigned charcoal or marine shell provenance.
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Yuan-Jhan. NTU-2871

0-kian-pi. B«1a 88287

Yuan-»han. NTU-2833
Wkii-<Hia-tou. NTU-2450

Wan-li.»a-lou. NTU-2457
Da-zhu-lnai. NTU-3494
Da-zhu-wel. NTU-34gO
Oa-zhu-wei, NTU.3502
Da-zhu-«rei. NTU-3<97
Da-zhu-wei. NTU-3508
Da-zhu-wei. NTU-3511
Da-zhu-wol, NTU-3533
Da-ztxi-wel. NTU-3519
Da-zhu-wol, NTU-3507
Da-zhu-wal. NTU-3535
Da-zhu-wei, NTU-3589

O-kianiii. Beta 68286
CMuan^. Bela 100988
0-kian-pi. Bela 100969
O-kjan-pi, Beta 100990
O-kian-Pi. Bela 88288
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You-slan-lang. Wk-12S26
You-«lan-(ang. VA-12523
You-xian-fang. VM(-12S24
You-sian-fang. Vl«<-12S21
You-xian-fang. BETA-159327
You-xian-fang. V«l(-12527
You-xian-fang. Wk-12520
Xiao^na Cave. NTU-1304

Tapenkeng. unknown2
Tapenkeng. unknownl

Xiao-ma Cave. NTU-1259

Chiahivayan. unknown

YenLiao. NZA-8106

Ba-iin-cun. SI-1229
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Yen Liao, NZA-6104

Cao-xJa^lun. unknown

Yen Uao. NZA-8101

Ykigiana.GX 21386

Huakanshan, NZA-4180

Taipicana 1. Bela 187752

Chaolaiqiao. Wk-17011

Tamayayana (VMyo). BA 98033
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Hui-laMi. B«ta-1697e9

Peinan, BETA-10983

Tai-Zhong Pafk. unknown

Peman, BETA-4363
roDC

Grey shading=charcoal sample; green shading= bone sample; purple shading=marine shell.
Figure 313
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Section 2: Individual Site Results
HUAKANSHAN

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Location
The site of Huakanshan is located on the east coast of Taiwan close to the city of
Hualien (Figure 314). The site is within the boundaries of the Huakanshan Junior High
School, close to the basketball courts.
Archaeology
The site was originally excavated and analysed by Yeh Mei-Chen. She subsequently
published some of the information in a book about the Huakanshan culture (Yeh 2002).
Stratigraphy
The general area of the Huakanshan site is located on a sand hill about eighteen meters
above sea-level, near the mouth of a stream. The hill was originally around thirty
meters in height, but in 1909 the Japanese levelled the summit in order to build a
military installation. During the building process they uncovered a considerable number
of artefacts, along with graves belonging to the indigenous Ame peoples. Consequently
no connection was made to prehistoric cultures, as it was thought that the finds were all
related to the contemporary Ame culture. It would also seem that the higher one went
up the slope, the greater the number of artefacts found.
The surface layers were particularly disturbed, the stratigraphic integrity thereby
increasing with depth. According to Yeh {pers. comm.), who excavated the site, the
first three layers were defmitely disturbed, and the fourth was probably disturbed.
Analysis
For the purposes of comparison with the northern Philippines assemblages, the finds
from one test-pit at the Huakanshan site have been analysed for this thesis. This test-pit,
which is thought to be reasonably representative of the Huakanshan site as a whole (Yeh
pers. comm.), contained eleven layers/spits, each ten centimetres deep.
As already mentioned, in designating the Huakanshan Culture, Yeh grouped the finds
from the Huakanshan site with those from the nearby sites of Lintin, Dakung, and Yen
Liao.
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As mentioned, the different phases of artefacts within the sites have been assigned to
cultures (which are themselves named after the sites). Consequently, the cultural
sequence of pottery from within the Huakanshan site itself is as follows:
•
•
•

Dakeng Culture (cord-marked pottery)
Huakanshan Culture (Iron Age), including: The Huakanshan phase and Yen
Liao phase (pottery from the latter phase is most abundant).
Chi-lin Culture, including: The Tapengkeng phase (or maybe Fushan phase,
immediately after TPK) and Chang Kuang phase'"*

The broader relationships between the Huakanshan Culture and other Taiwanese
cultures remain unclear. According to Yeh (2002), the techniques used for the
production of red-type pottery found at Huakanshan were probably derived from the
Yuan-shan Culture in the north, and that this, in turn, was derived from traditions on the
Southeast China coast. Once the techniques were adopted, the red-slip pottery rapidly
became part of the mainstream culture resulting in the abundance of this type of pottery
remains.
Yet despite such hypothesised linkages between Yuan-shan and Huakanshan, Yeh
points out that there are a number of differences between the typical types found in
each. For one thing, the location of the handles on the jar types is quite different. Of
course more comparative work is needed to pin down the exact nature of the
differences, as well as what consequences these might have for any hypothesised
relationship. There are also parallels made between certain features and other
Taiwanese cultures. However, these cultures are widely spread, and consequently any
relationship is currently based on speculation.
More substantive is the possibility of linkages between the Huakanshan Culture and
cultures to the south. These have been historically less explored than the linkages to
Yuan-shan in the north. Nevertheless, Yeh speculates that there are probably more
similarities between the Fengpitou and the Huakanshan pottery types, than between the
Yuan-shan and the Huakanshan types - at least on any superficial examination of the
pottery. This is because both the Fengpitou and Huakanshan cultures have in common
two distinctive types of pottery: plain red-slipped pottery, and burnished, thin redslipped pottery. Furthermore, the Huakanshan culture sites and those from the
Fengpitou Culture are both located in maritime situations. Consequently, the peoples
are likely to have had similar means of livelihood. Thus both the pottery types, and the
geographic locations of the sites, points to a possible connection between the Fengpitou
and Huakanshan cultures.

The Chang Kuang phase is part of the Chi-hn culture, but the pottery types that are characteristic of the
Chang Kuang did not occur in the Chi-hn site.
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Figure 314

The location and site plan of Huakanshan.
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II.

OVERVIEW

I.I

Number and distribution of sherds

In total, 726 sherds were examined (Table 208). Of these, 330 sherds were recorded in
detail (the numbers for each layer are denoted in brackets). The others were recorded
according to type/form, along with some basic descriptive data on the weight and type
(cord-marked/plain etc).
The total weight of analysed sherds was 6.9 kilograms (Table 209). The greatest
concentrations spanned Layers 2 and 3, and Layers 5 and 6. The sherds in Layers 6 to 9
generally weighed less than those in Layers 2 to 5.
Table 208

Huakanshan: Distribution of analysed sherds by layer and associated depth
Layer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Table 209

Spit depth
0-10
10-20
20-30
30-40
40-50
50-60
60-70
70-80
80-90

No. of sherds
62 (52)
199 (60)
88 (26)
141 (55)
151(68)
34
18
33

Percentage
8.5
27.4
12.1
19.4
20.8
4.7
2.5
4.5

Huakanshan: Distribution of sherd weights by layer
Note: This only includes sherds that were fully analysed, not the '1000' series.
Maximum
Layer
N
Minimum
Sum
Mean
2
52
5
58
1125
22
174
3
60
6
1409
23
4
25
7
71
660
26
4
22
5
55
58
1205
68
52
1228
6
3
18
34
1
418
12
7
33
273
8
18
3
35
15
72
575
9
33
5
17

III.

FORM INFORMATION

Form 0 (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim) sherds usually
constitute more than half the assemblage in each layer. Layer 9 is the only exception.
Form 0 constituting 44% of sherds in this particular layer (Table 210). Apart from the
Form 0 sherds - i.e. those unable to be assigned to particular vessel types - Form 1
(restricted rim) sherds constituent the most prominent vessels in the Huakanshan
assemblage. Form 2 (unrestricted rim sherds) are present in low numbers in all layers,
except Layer 7. The greatest proportion was in Layer 6. Sherds of Form 3 (base rim
sherds) are found in Layers 2, 3 and 6 (although Form 0-f (base-associated pieces) also
occurred in Layer 2).
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Table 210

Huakanshan: Form distribution by layer
Form

Layer

1

0

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

38
124
41
79
94
25
8
15

2
23
71
43
53
54
8
9
17

Total

3
1
1
4
9
3
1
1
1

3

62
199
88
141
151
34
18
33

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
Of the 726 sherds examined from Huakanshan, 427 could not be attributed to a major
vessel form (Table 211). Sub-forms a (unassociated lips), b (necks and angular sherds)
and c (handles) were all found in every layer. Sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds) only
occurred in Layers 2 and 3. Sub-form e (carinations) and f (base-associated pieces)
were not found.
Table 211
Layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Huakanshan, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
a

b
4
86
29
47
48
10
3
4

10
27
10
23
39
14
4
7

Sub-form
c
d
16
2
2
10
8
1
1
4

e
1

Total

f
8
8

1

38
124
41
80
96
25
8
15

There were many sub-form a (unassociated lips) sherds that did not have enough
features to associate them with a major form. The layers with the least proportion of
these were Layers 2 and 9. In Layer 8, the unassociated lips constituted 17% of the
assemblage. In Layer 7 this increased to 29%, and thereafter there was a low but steady
increase to 33% in Layer 4. Layer 3 was 43% unassociated lips.
Nearly all sherds were straight or convex-shaped, with outwardly directional lips. Some
had a slight 'lip' on either one or both surfaces at the lower end of the sherd, but the
direction was not evident. Types included both cord-marked and plain (some with a red
surface coating). Two sherds in Layer 5 were 'tear-drop'-shaped, with most of the
thickening occurring on the external surface.
The unassociated lips show a relatively narrow range of orifice diameters (Figure 315).
These are slightly smaller for the cord-marked pottery types than for the plain/red types.
This results in a correlation between orifice diameter and layer - cord-marked pottery is
predominant in the lower layers, and plain/red pottery predominant closer to the surface.
The plain/red sherds also had a wider range of maximum thicknesses than the cordmarked sherds.
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Figure 315

Huakanshan, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum widtli,
as this relates to the distribution of sherds by layer and surface coating

The highest proportion of Sub-form b (necks and angular sherds) was found in Layer
7 (41.17%). In Layers 4 to 6 the proportion was about 32% (±1%), in Layers 8 and 9
22.2% and 21.2% respectively. This sub-form was rarest in Layers 2 and 3 (16% and
13.5% respectively). In Layers 8 and 9, most of the necks and angular sherds were
cord-marked and, although these are never entirely absent from the sequence, the
proportion of «o«-cord-marked sherds becomes predominant in Layers 7 to 3. In Layer
2, the cord-marked sherds again become slightly predominant, perhaps due to
disturbance.
Table 212

Huakanshan, Form 0-b: Distribution of sherds by surface coating and layer
Layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Cordmarked
6
12
8
9
5
4
4

Surface coating
Surface
Possible
coating
surface
(red)
coating (red)

Probably
cordmarked

1

2
3

3
4

No evidence
for surface
coating
4
15
10
15
23
1
1

Sub-form c (handles and knobs) are found in all layers. All were robust handles. The
join areas were predominantly oval in shape, with the handle being round or oval in the
central section (Figure 316).
Sixteen handle sherds were found in Layer 2. Twelve of these were small cylindrical
sherds. Four were vessel body sherds with a small section of intact handle/join area.
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Three of these had a partially intact rim. One had an intact neck, indicating a restricted,
neck, everted form.
Four handle sherds were found in Layer 3, three in Layer 4. All were vessel body
sherds with a small section of the intact handle/join area. Most, except one in Layer 3,
had a partially intact rim. In addition, three in Layer 3 and one in Layer 4 had an intact
neck attached to the sherd, indicating an everted rimmed vessel - these were assigned to
Form 1-b (straight, everted). Those in Layer 3 had a slight concavity to the upper
section where the handle had attached. However, these were more like the other subform b sherds than those assigned to sub-form a. The concavity probably resulted from
the application of pressure when the handle was attached.
Ten sherds were found in Layer 5, four associated with a rim, four with a join surface or
part of the vessel body attached, and two were small handle pieces.
Eight handle sherds were found in Layer 6, five associated with a partially intact rim,
two with a join surface or part of the vessel body attached, and one was a small handle
piece.

Figure 316

Huakanshan: Examples of handles
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There were four other small handle pieces, one each in Layers 7 and 8, and two in Layer
9. Of these, one had a single row of punctate dots along the length of the handle on the
top surface (see section on surface alteration). Two other sherds were also found in
Layer 9, one with a join surface, one with part of the vessel body attached.
Where a rim was associated with a handle, these were all straight or very slightly
concave, with outwardly directional, but steeply orientated rims. The lips were
rounded. The sherds had either parallel or slightly divergent surfaces. The handles
were orientated at right-angles to the rim, indicating a vertical orientation. The attached
body sherds were all convex in shape, indicating a rounded vessel. The handles were all
similarly shaped (although generally the smaller handles had a more rounded join),
however the sizes were different.
The width of the handle at the attachment, appeared to be the best measure of size
variation, as this could be consistently measured across the greatest number of sherds.
However in Layers 2 and 3, this could not be measured because the vessel body sherds
had broken through the handle attachment area. In Layer 4, one sherd had a join width
of 19.2mm, and was roughly circular in shape. Another two sherds were both large,
oval handles, much more massive than the aforementioned handle, but the width could
not be measured due to breakage (the same as for Layers 2 and 3). In Layer 5, width of
the handle at the attachment varied from 64.6-20.7mm (mean= 40), in Layer 6 from
41.4-21.9mm (mean= 33.3). Layers 7 and 8 had only small cylindrical sherds with no
attached vessel body or join area. In Layer 9 the two sherds with an evident join
measured 46.1 and 23.9mm. None of the handles had any evidence of cord-marking.
One sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds) sherd had parallel grooves on part of it (see
section on surface alteration for image). Some of the surface had laminated. This sherd
was found in Layer 3.
Sherds of sub-form f (base associated pieces) were relatively abundant in Layers 2 and
3 (eight sherds each). One base-associated sherd was found in Layer 6. Furthermore,
three sherds from Layers 3 and 6 were allocated to Form 3.
Most pot bases had a flat internal surface and a join scar. However, two of these sherds,
both located in Layer 3, had a shallow, slightly curved bowl shape and a slight 'neck'.
These also showed evidence of a handle join. The oval handle attached to the sherds
immediately adjacent to the join surface, where the stand would have attached. These
two sherds may have come from opposite sides of the same vessel - this is how the
original excavators had bagged them. Nonetheless, the two sherds did not themselves
conjoin. None of the base-associated pieces had any evidence of cord-marking.
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Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
At Huakanshan, sub-forms a (concave, everted) and b (straight everted) are relatively
common (Table 213). Sub-form b was much more abundant than sub-form a in Layers
3 to 5. There was also a very small number of sub-form d (internally restricted) and e
(convex, everted) sherds, but no sub-form c (wide, everted) sherds.
Detailed analysis was completed on 159 sherds of Form 1 from across all layers and
types. It was predominantly the sherds from the upper layers that were not analysed in
full, due to their high numbers. However these all appeared to be similar to the sherds
that were frilly analysed.
Table 213

Huakanshan, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

a

Sub-form
c

b
15
17
1
13
25
3
5
13

8
54
42
40
29
3
3
2

d

Total

e

1
2
1
2

23
71
43
54
54
8
9
17

Sub-form a (concave, everted) sherds were found in every layer. As a proportion of
the total Form 1 sherds in a layer, they were greatest in Layer 9 (76%) and least in
Layer 4 (2%). The general trend shows a lessening in this sub-form as depth decreases,,
until Layers 3 and 2 in which the proportion again increases.
a. Overall, 43% of sub-form a sherds were cord-marked, all of variant a. These sherds
generally have divergent margins and a rounded lip (Figure 317). The neck on the
interior is often acutely angled.
b. All sherds without cord-marking were of variant b. These generally have more
parallel margins and a smaller maximum thickness, as compared to variant a (this is
because the neck is not so broad and tends to be a similar thickness to the rim and
body below) (Figure 318). Although slightly concave, these are probably more like
the Form 1-b sherds overall than the other, cord-marked Form 1-a sherds (the sherd
in Layer 9 is an exception, being more like the cord-marked sherds in shape and
fabric). One of these sherds also shows evidence of a handle join and, as noted
above, several of the handle sherds had evidence for an everted neck. In general, the
concavity of the sherds is also less pronounced.
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Figure 317

Huakanshan, Form 1-a-a

Figure 318

Huakanshan, Form 1-a-b
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The distribution of the two variants of sub-form a, which closely reflect the presence or
absence of cord-marking, clearly differ between layers (Table 214). Cord-marked
sherds constitute the highest proportion of Form 1-a sherds (most are variant a) in Layer
9 (although overall there was a greater number in Layer 6), and the smallest proportion
in Layer 4, where there were no cord-marked sherds. However, the numbers of subform a sherds in this layer are very low overall, and on the basis of the count, the
highest number of non-cord-marked sherds was actually found in Layer 2.
Table 214

Huakanshan, Form 1-a: Distribution of sherds by surface coating and layer
Surface coating

Layer

Probably
cordtnarked

Cordmarked

2

2

3

3

1

Surface
coating
(red)

Possible
surface
coating (red)

No evidence
for surface
coating

Cord-marked as
percentage of total
number of sub-form a
sherds (Total no. sherds)

1

2

9

20

(15)

6

1

9

16

(19)

4

2

0

(2)

5

6

3

4

46

(13)

2

7

64

(25)

1

67

(3)

1

40

(5)

1

92

(13)

6

16

7

2

8

2

9

12

1

1

The sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds were predominant in Layers 3 to 6. In other
layers they were equal, or marginally less in number, to the sub-form a sherds, except in
Layer 9 where sub-form a was much more dominant.
Forty-eight sherds were analysed in full, sampled from all layers (the unanalysed sherds
were generally consistent with these in size and shape). All have a rounded lip, and
either parallel or slightly divergent surfaces (Figure 320, Figure 320). They are
relatively long and thin.

Figure 319

Huakanshan, Form 1-b (continued next page)
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Figure 320

s

Huakanshan, Form 1-b (continued)

Two of the sub-form b sherds have possible cord-marking, but the overwhelming
majority are not cord-marked. One in Layer 2 had a surface coating, one in Layer 3 a
possible surface coating. Four in Layer 4 had a surface coating and four more, a
possible surface coating. Four in Layer 5 had a surface coating, another five a possible
surface coating. All sherds in Layer 6 had a surface coating or a possible surface
coating. One in Layer 7 had a possible surface coating. One in Layer 9 had evidence of
a red surface coating and a handle join.
Two sub-form d (internally restricted) sherds was found in Layers 8 and 5. These
both had a rounded lip, and slightly convergent margins (Figure 321). The widths at lip
were 5.64mm and 5.74mm, widths below lip 6mm and 6.35mm, and the orifice
diameters 16cm and 22cm.

/
Figure 321
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Huakanshan, Form 1-d
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Sub-form e (convex, everted) sherds were found in Layers 7 and 9.
a. Two, variant a, sherds were found in Layer 7. These were slightly convex in shape
and everted at about 130 degrees (Figure 322). These were quite short compared to
the sherds in Layer 9 (see below), and had no evidence of a surface coating. The
other rim sherd was almost flat on top, and orientated at about 175 degrees. The
width of flare was 36.9mm.

Figure 322

Huakanshan, Form 1-e-a

b. One, variant b, sherd in Layer 9 was orientated vertically from the neck but had a
slightly outward curvature in the top third of the rim (Figure 323). This had a
relatively large width of flare.

?
Figure 323

Huakanshan, Form 1-e-b

c. The other sherd in Layer 9 had slightly divergent surfaces and a rounded lip (Figure
324) about 115 degree to the horizontal placed at the neck. This was designated
variant c. It had two markings on the rim that were a little unusual - they looked like
isolated cord-marks. This sherd had a relatively large width of flare.

Figure 324

Huakansiian, Form 1-e-c
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Measurements
Sherds with a surface coating or no evidence of a surface coating generally had a
narrower distribution of maximum thickness, towards the lower end of the range
exhibited by the cord-marked sherds (Figure 325). Maximum thickness of cord-marked
and possibly cord-marked sherds ranges from 7.8-18.9mm (mean= 12.9, S.D.= 2.4).
That for the non-cord-marked sherds ranges from 5.5-10.4mm (mean= 9.2, S.D.= 3.9)
(This excludes the maximum thickness for sherds with a handle attachment, as the
widest thickness was on the handle, thus skewing the results for sherd thickness).
Sherds with no surface coating, a red surface coating, or possible red surface coating
generally had a wider range of width of flare. Width of flare for cord-marked and
possibly cord-marked sherds ranges from 27.7-46.9mm (mean= 33.6, S.D.= 3.5). That
for the non-cord-marked sherds ranges from 27.8-57.5mm (mean= 41.8, S.D.= 6.5). The
orifice diameters for the cord-marked, as opposed to the non-cord-marked, were
generally the same. Orifice diameter for cord-marked and possibly cord-marked sherds
ranges from 8-22cm (mean=14, S.D.= 3.1). That for the non-cord-marked sherds ranges
from 8-24mm (mean=15, S.D.= 3.4).
The sub-form a sherds had the widest diversity of maximum width and orifice
diameters. Sub-forms b, d and e generally had a narrower range of width of flare and
orifice diameter, to the lower end of the range exhibited by the sub-form a sherds. This
is commensurate with the fact that, as observed above, many sub-form a sherds are
cord-marked, but none of the other forms have clear cord-marking.
The distribution of measurements by layers is again tied to the presence or absence of
cord-marking and the associated measurement distributions. Layers 3 and 4, in
particular, have very high proportions of sherds with no evidence of surface coating or
the presence of a red surface coating. Layers 7, 8 and 9 have more sub-form a, cordmarked sherds. The other layers are intermediate between these in regards to the
proportions, and this is reflected in there distributions.
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
Sub-forms a (upcurved or direct) and c (outcurved) were found at Huakanshan, but there
were no sherds of sub-form b (rimmed with neck) (Table 215). Sherds of sub-form a
were found in all layers at Huakanshan, a comparatively large number in Layer 5, with
moderate numbers in Layers 4 and 6. One sherd of sub-form c was found in Layer 6.
Detailed analysis was completed on fourteen sherds of Form 2 from all layers and types.
The six sherds that were not selected for full analysis were all sub-form a sherds from
Layer 5, all similar to the analysed sample.
None of the Form 2 sherds were cord-marked. Six had a surface coating, a fiirther six a
possible surface coating. Two sherds from Layer 4 had no evidence of a surface
coating, although both had evidence for wear. The variants did not clearly separate by
layers.
Table 215

Form 2, distribution of sherds by sub-form for the Huakanshan assemblage
Layer

Sub-form
b

a

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

1
1
4
8
2
1
1

Total

c

1
1

1
1
4
8
3
1
1
1

All the sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds had parallel or slightly divergent
margins. The orientation of the lip, in relation to the direction of the body, differs
slightly. However, differences in orientation did not show any organisation by layer or
other shape characteristics. The lips were mostly rounded or flat. One sherd had an
internally orientated, flat lip.
a. Six sherds, designated variant a, had a wide, unrestricted orifice (Figure 326). These
were found in Layers 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 9.

Figure 326
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b. Three sherds, designated variant b, were fairly direct (Figure 327). Two were found
in Layer 4 and the other in Layer 6.

Figure 327

Huakanshan, Form 2-a-b

c. Three sherds, designated variant c, had a shghtly incurved Hp (Figure 328). These
sherds were similar in many ways to Form 1-d, but were more upright and not so
clearly restricted at the orifice. These were found in Layers 4, 5 and 8.

/
Figure 328

Huakanshan, Form 2-a-c

There were 2 sub-form c (outcurved) sherds, both described as different variants.
Given their shape there is a possibility that these sherds are, in fact, pedestal stands.
However, there is no evidence to clearly suggest this shape of pedestal stand for this
particular site. Consequently, they are described as outcurved vessels.
a. One sherd, found in Layer 6, had parallel margins and a rounded lip (Figure 329). It
was quite deep. This sherd did not have a large enough lip to obtain an orifice
diameter measurement.

Figure 329

Huakanshan, Form 2-c-a

b. The other sherd, found in Layer 7, was comparatively much shallower, particularly
for the first 37mm, after which the bowl shape becomes deeper (Figure 330). This
sherd likewise had parallel margins and a rounded lip.
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Figure 330

Huakanshan, Form 2-c-b

Measurements
Sub-form a sherds showed a very small range of maximum thicknesses but a moderately
large range of orifice diameters (Figure 331). Maximum thickness for the sub-form a
sherds varied between 5.8 and 8mm (mean= 6.7, S.D.= 0.6). Orifice diameters for the
sub-form a sherds varied between 14 and 28cm (mean= 20.2, S.D.= 3.6). Sherds in
Layers 6 and 8 tended to be at the extremes of the orifice diameter range, while the
sherds in Layer 5, and particularly Layer 4, were more concentrated towards the centre.
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Figure 331

Huakanshan, Form 2: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as
tliis relates to the distribution of sherds by site and surface coating

Form 3: base rims
There were three sherds of Form 3, all of sub-form a (pedestals), located in Layer 3
(Table 216). Two of these were fully analysed.
Table 216

Huakanshan, Form 3: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and layer
Layer
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
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Sub-form
b

a
3

c

Total
3
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The sub-form a (pedestals)'' base rims were both similar in shape, but differed
substantially in size (Figure 332). Both had a downwardly orientated, direct lip (there
was no external thickening or outward curvature), and a flat, inwardly orientated join
surface, that probably supported a bowl-shaped vessel. The lip was rounded and the
margins divergent (from the lip to the join surface). The width of the first sherd was
2.9mm at the lip, and 9.3mm at the join surface. The length from lip to join surface was
26.6mm, and the approximate height of this was 20.5mm. The width of the second
sherd was 6mm at the lip, and 17mm at the join surface. The length from lip to join
surface was 91mm, and the approximate height of this was 83.5 mm.
As noted above, sherds of Form 0-f (base-associated pieces) were relatively abundant in
Layers 2 and 3 (eight sherds each). A single sherd was also found in Layer 6. In
contrast to the 'intact' base rims, all were base rims with a flat internal surface with the
join scar on the under-side.
None of the Form 3 sherds or the base-associated pieces had any evidence of a surface
coating or surface alteration.

Figure 332

IV.

L

Huakanshan, Form 3-a

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
Of sherds that were fiilly analysed (n= 346), 37.5% exhibited some evidence of wear
(Table 217). In general this was fairly evenly distributed across the layers, with Layer 4
exhibiting the highest level of wear, 42.3%, and Layer 2 the least, 28.3%.
95

As noted previously, sherds of Form 2-c may also be pedestal stands but there was no evidence of this
association at this site.
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Table 217

Huakanshan: Distribution of slierds with varying levels of wear by layer
Wear

Provenance
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Slight
Wear

Worn

1
1

4

13
4
5

Very
Worn

6
10
4
9
11
4
1
11

Outer
Worn

8
10
3

Outer
Very
Worn

Inner
Worn

1
2
2

2

1
1
1
1

Inner
Very
Worn

Outer Very
Worn,
Inner Worn

2
2
2

Total sherds
with wear
(% of sherds in
layer)

Outer
Worn.
Inner
Very
Worn

1
2
1

3
1

20
23
11
16
28
14
7
11

(38.5)
(28.3)
(42.3)
(29.1)
(41.2)
(41.2)
(38.9)
(33.3)

Surface Coating & Cord-marked Surface Alteration
Both cord-marked and non-cord-marked sherds were present in all layers (Figure 333).
Cord-marked sherds predominate in Layer 9, although the total count is higher in Layer
6. The non-cord-marked sherd proportion is greatest in Layer 4, where there are no
cord-marked sherds. The absolute numbers are highest in Layer 3, followed by Layer 5.
Sherds with a surface coating or a probable surface coating have similar shapes and
sizes to sherds with no evidence of a surface coating. It is unclear what proportion of
the sherds without a surface coating would once have had one. Certainly wear was
recorded on a reasonably large proportion of sherds.

Figure 333
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Huakanshan: Surface types in the assemblage: (L-R) Cord-marked, plain without
evidence for surface coating, plain with evidence for red surface coating
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Table 218

Huakanshan: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by layer
Body sherds
(weight, gms)

Layer

No cordmarking

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Surface coating; and cord-marked alteration
sherd count)

Cord-marked

1570.5
5783.3
4349.2
4611.1
2141.1
1970
633
915.6

Probably
cordmarked

None

42
166
75
104
97
7
8
9

223.3
556.2
556.2
313.7
115
385.4

Cordmarked

2

9
17

1

15
30
8
7
18

3

Probable
surface
coating

(red)

Surface
coating
(red)

4
5
6
11
14
10
2
2

5
11
7
10
10
6
1
4

14.1

Several of the surface types are correlated with particular forms (Table 219). All cordmarked sherds were of Form 1. Non-cord-marked sherds were spread across all forms.
Table 219

Huakanshan: Correlation of sherds according to surface coating and form by layer
Layer
2

JT.

4

5

6

7/

8

9

Surface coating and cord-marked alteration

Form
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
3
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2

Cordmarked

7
2

Probably
cord-marked

1
1

14
3

8
7

6
12

2
2

2
2
1

1

14
16

6
2
5
2

Possible surface
coating (red)

2
1

Surface
coating (red)

2
2
1
7
4

1
4
1
2
8
1
6
6
2

2
4
1
4
4
2
7
2
1

8
2

6

1
1
2

1
2
1
1
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Generally, those sherds with a surface coating showed a fairly low colour diversity
(richness), very centralised in its distribution (Table 220). In the majority of layers the
surface coating was either 2.5 YR 4/4 or 2.5 YR 4/6, which are directly adjacent to each
other on the Munsell Colour Chart. Only Layer 7 and Layer 2 differed with
distributions centered on 10 R 4/6 and 10 R 4/4 respectively. A small number of sherds
had a GLEY hue, being 'black' or very dark in appearance. These were found in Layers
6 and 7, but due to their very low numbers this may have been part of the natural
variation in the firing process.
Table 220

Huakanshan: Diversity measures for the surface coating colour by layer

u
Layer

JJ

"b.

«B

CD
/
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0 (u
is o
1 K
§
S o
H o

Colour with the greatest
number of sherds (number)

4
8
10 R 4/4 (5)
14
5
2.5 YR 4/4 (8)
12
4
2.5 YR 4/4 (8)
19
8
2.5 YR 4/4 (7)
24
9
2.5 YR 4/6 (8)*
13
7
10 R 4/6 (5)**
3
2
2.5 YR 4/6 (2)
6
4
2.5 YR 4/6 (3)
* including 2 "GLEY" sherds, **including 1 "GLEY" sherd

(U
o
2
1.4
1.3
1.1
1.8
1.8
1.9
1.1
1.6

Formation of sherds/application of surface coating/alteration: Cord-marked sherds
show a greater amount of lamination of the outer surface, due to the compression of the
surfaces during the application of the cord-marks. The inner and outer rims were
strongly striated - this probably occurred when the rims were smoothed. Often the cordmarked sherds had a 'mouldy' appearance, consisting of a blackish deposit spread
across the surfaces. This may have been the remnants of a surface coating applied over
the top of the cord-marks. However this could not be tested, because no concentrated
areas could be found.
It was difficult to assess the way in which the red-surface coating was applied, none of
these sherds being in good or very good condition. However, where evident, the surface
coating was evenly applied and seems more similar to sherds from elsewhere thought to
have been dipped, than to those thought to have been painted/wiped. There were often
striations on the sherds (with or without a surface coating) parallel to the rim, which
complicates the identification of any striations in the surface coating. Interestingly,
these striations are very even, and possibly indicate slow wheel turning of the pottery.
Surface Alteration
There were only two sherds with surface alterations other than cord-marking (Figure
334).'^
96

In the volume "Research on the Hua-Kan-Shan Culture" (Yeh 2002), there are images of some pedestal
bases that have pierced holes, similar to those in the Dimolit site and Irigayen. These were not patterned,
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One was a cylindrical-shaped handle-piece with pierced (punctate) dots in a single line
along the centre (outward facing). This handle piece also had evidence of a surface
coating and was found in Layer 9.
The other sherd was a bodysherd, more like the cord-marked types. It had a similar
fabric and a laminating surface. The surface alteration consisted of a series of parallel
lines.

Figure 334

Huakanshan: Sherds with different surface alteration types

Firing
The richness level for the sherd colours was generally highest in the core, with the
exception of Layer 3 where the inner surface richness was higher, and Layer 8 where
the core and the iimer surface had equal levels of richness (Table 221). In general, the
core colour distribution was centered on GLEY 1 4/N (or 5/N in Layer 7) in all layers,
with the sole exception of Layer 9 where the centre was 10 YR 6/4, possibly reflecting
greater evenness in the firing of sherds in this layer. The centre of the distribution for
the iimer and outer surfaces of the sherds in any given layer rarely differed, usually 10
YR 6/4 or 10 YR 6/3. Exceptions occurred in Layer 5, where the distribution was
centered on 7.5 YR 6/6, Layer 6, where the outer surface had equal numbers of sherds
with 7.5 YR 6/6 and 7.5 YR 6/6 and Layer 8, where the distribution was centered on 5
YR 5/6 for both surfaces.
When the colour distribution is examined in light of the type of surface coating/presence
of cord-marking, further observations can be made. These types have a core colour
centered on GLEY 1 4/N (the sample size of the possibly cord-marked sherds is too
small to affect this argument). The cord-marked sherds, and those sherds with no
evidence for a surface coating, both have distributions for the surfaces centered on 10
YR 6/4. Those with a surface coating, or possible surface coating, both have
distributions centered on 7.5 YR 6/6, although the outer surface of those sherds with a
possible surface coating had equal numbers of 10 YR 6/4. It is possible, but not certain,
that the high numbers of sherds with 7.5 YR 6/6 in Layers 5 and 6 reflects a reasonably

occurring as one or two isolated holes in the bases. Yet all known sherds from the test-pit at Huakanshan
discussed here were included in this analysis, so the sherds in Yeh's monograph probably originated in
another site belonging to the Huakanshan Culture.
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high proportion of sherds that are similar to those with a surface coating (indicating that
a surface coating had possibly worn off).

Table 221

Huakanshan: Measures of sherd colour diversity by layer and surface coating type

Sherd category

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

460

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
None
Surface coating
Possible surface
coating
Cord-marked
Possibly cord-marked
None
Surface coating
Possible surface
coating
Cord-marked
Possibly cord-marked
None
Surface coating
Possible surfece
coating
Cord-marked
Possibly cord-marked

Total number
Colour with the greatest
of colours
number of sherds (number)
recorded
Sherds divided b y layer
46
5
10 YR 6/4 (20)
60
10
10 YR6/3 (22)
25
6
10 YR 6/4 (13)
14
55
7.5 YR 6/6 (19)
68
15
10 YR 6/4, 7.5 YR 6/6 (23)
34
9
10 YR 6/4 (14)
18
8
5 YR 5/6 (8)
33
12
10 YR 6/4 (15)
46
8
GLEY 1 4/N (14)
60
13
GLEY 1 4/N (27)
23
11
GLEY 1 4/N (11)
53
22
GLEY 1 4/N (22)
68
20
GLEY 1 4/N (20)
34
9
GLEY 1 5/N (9)
17
10
GLEY 1 4/N (10)
33
13
10 YR 6/4 (13)
4
46
10 YR 6/4 (20)
60
23
10 YR6/3 (23)
25
7
10 YR 6/4 (12)
55
14
7.5 YR 6/6 (19)
68
15
10 YR 6/4 (23)
34
10 YR 6/4 (11)
9
17
10
5 YR 5/6 (8)
12
33
10 YR 6/4 (15)
Sherds divided
surface coating
111
18
10 YR 6/4 (34)
54
14
7.5 YR 6/6 (23)
Sample
size

by

type

Rich
ness
0.7
1.3
1.2
1.9
1.8
1.5
1.9
2.1
1.2
1.7
2.3
3
2.4
1.5
2.4
2.3
0.6
3
1.4
1.9
1.8
1.5
2.4
2.1
1.7
1.9

54

11

10 YR 6/4, 7.5 YR 6/6 (18)

1.5

104
9
106
54

14
4
18
12

10 YR 6/4 (59)
GLEY 1 5/N (3)
GLEY 1 4/N (36)
GLEY 1 4/N (21)

1.4
1.3
1.7
1.6

54

14

GLEY 1 4/N (23)

1.9

94
6
111
54

20
4
18
12

GLEY 1 4/N (33)
GLEY 1 5/N (3)
10 YR 6/4 (35)
7.5 YR 6/6 (19)

2.1
1.6
1.7
1.6

54

15

7.5 YR 6/6 (22)

2

104
6

14
2

10 YR 6/4 (55)
10 YR 6/4 (5)

1.4
0.8
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The centre of the colour distributions indicates that Layer 9 has a relatively high number
of evenly fired sherds (Table 222). However, evenly fired sherds are rare in the other
layers, where, more commonly, the colour of one or both surfaces differs to the core.
Sherd colour margins were not recorded for all sherds from Huakanshan (Table 223).
However, where noted, the majority of colour margins were sharp. Only in Layers 9
and 3 was the proportion of diffuse to sharp margins noticeably higher (five diffuse
compared to six sharp in Layer 9, and eleven diffuse compared to 24 sharp in Layer 3).
Table 222

Huakanshan: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing by layer
Uniformity of Firing

Layer

One or both surfaces differ
from core

Even

2

1

3

2

35
58

4

25

5

2

53

6

4

54

7

Table 223

34

8

2

15

9

21

12

Huakanshan: Distribution of variation in the nature of firing margins by layer
Layer

Diffuse
3

32

3

11

47

4

3

22

5

2

51

6

7

47

7

2

32

8
9

V.

Sharp

2

15
5

7

CHARACTERISATION

Fifteen sherds, as representative as possible, were brought back to Australia for
characterisation studies.
Understandably, for the sake of assemblage integrity,
permission was only granted to examine bodysherds using destructive analysis. Efforts
were made to match the fabric types seen in the diagnostic sherds with the selected
bodysherds.
Identification of mineral inclusions
Quartz was detected in all sherds analysed fi-om Huakanshan (Table 224). There were
also moderate amounts of Feldspars (particularly Albite), Amphiboles (particularly
Anthophyllite), and Pyroxenes (no one particular type). Magnetite (possibly Hematite)
and Titaniferous Magnetite were also relatively common. There was a large spread of
unidentified groupings.
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Table 224

Huakanshan: Minerals identified for slierds analysed usiiig SEM-EDXA
Sherd

o

£

in
oo
Mineral
Feldspar
Labradorite
Oligoclase
Andesine
Albite
Bytownite
Pyroxene
Sub-calcic Augite
Augite
Endiopside
Amphibole
Cummingtonite
Anthophyllite
Gedrite

oo
U-) c?
0\

xn C/5

00~
IT)
00

U-)
<N m

o (N
CN

(N

ir>

^

CAl

^

oo

1/3 CQ
/

X

i
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Mica
Glauconite, Biotite or Zinnwaldiate

1

1

1

I

1

Garnet
Almandine

1

Spinel- Magnetite Series (poss. Hematite)
Hematite/Magnetite
1. Prob. Magnetite or Hematite with
silicate inclusions
Titaniferous magnetite (1)
1
Titaniferous magnetite (2)
Titaniferous magnetite (3)
Other
Quartz
Ilmenite
Apatite
Titanite
Unidentified Groups
1
2
3
4
5
7
8
9
A
C
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1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
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Compositional dendrograms -matrix and minerals
The compositional analysis of clays and minerals from Huakanshan fails to demonstrate
any straightforward groupings (Figure 335 and Figure 336). That said, a small sub-set
of sherds does show more consistency than the rest, including numbers 12, 10, 7, 15 and
2. This may indicate a different source location for these sherds.
HKS-C-IO
HKS-C-e
HKS-C-15
HKS-C-12
HKS-C-2
HKS-C-7

HKS-C-13
HKS-C-8
HKS-C-16
HKS-C-1
HKS-C-3

—I

HKS-C-9
HKS-C-5
HKS-C-11
HKS-C-14
HKS-C-4

Figure 335 Huakanshan: Compositional dendrogram of the matrix of sherds
HKS-C-3
HKS-C-1
HKS-C-13
HKS-C-4
HKS-C-9
HKS-C-6
HKS-C-14
HKS-C-16
HKS-C-5
HKS-C-11
HKS-C-8
HKS-C-12
HKS-C-10
HKS-C-7
HKS-C-15
HKS-C-2

Figure 336 Huakanshan: Compositional dendrogram of the mineral constituents of sherds

Comparison between matrix and edge compositions
In preparing the sherds from Huakanshan for SEM analysis it was not possible to
maintain a clearly intact surface layer. These sherds were not as robust as the analysed
sherds from the northern Philippines. Moreover, approval was only granted to use
bodysherds for destructive analysis. Consequently there are no EDXA results for edges,
However, XRD was used to examine the surface coating on one sherd (the only sherd
giving a large enough sample for analysis).
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XRD
The surface coating (Figure 337) and matrix (Figure 338) spectrums for the sherd HKS
3 shared the presence of Quartz, Muscovite and Albite. The surface coating spectrum
also contained spectrums compatible with Montmorillonite, Nontronite and Hematite,.
The matrix spectrum contained additional evidence of Augite.
When the spectrums were viewed in combination (Figure 339), the Augite spectrum in
the matrix stood out as distinctive. There were also two prominent peaks on the matrix
spectrum that it was not possible to identify, but which did not appear on the surface
coating spectrum. The Montmorillonite and Nontronite clay minerals, evident in the
surface spectrum, also stood out as distinctive Unfortunately, the Hematite peaks
identified for the surface spectrum tended to blend into the background 'noise' of the
matrix spectrum. Perhaps this was due to the relatively small size of the analysed
sample (the surface coating on these sherds was very worn and thin).
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HKS 3 surface coating (black) and matrix (red) spectrums combined
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PEINAN

I.

EXCAVATIONS

Context
The site of Peinan is located on the southern terrace of the Peinan River, in the foothills
of the Peinan Hills, near Taitung City in southeastern Taiwan. It is a very large,
stratified settlement and burial site that has been the focus of extensive excavations
since 1980 (English language reports: Lien 1991, 1995).
Stratigraphy
Two major cultural layers have been distinguished at Peinan. The earlier is a cordedware pottery layer, the more recent has been designated the Peinan Culture. Lien (1995)
associates the early corded-ware pottery with contemporaneous assemblages of the
Tapenkeng Culture in northern and western Taiwan, while the Peinan Culture is
paralleled with the Niuchoutzu and Niumatou cultures (otherwise known as the Corded
Red Ware cultures) in southwestern Taiwan, as well as with the Yuan-shan culture in
the north.
Analysis
Lien (1995) describes the pottery from the Peinan cultural layer as a "fme orange sandy
ware, with few decorations, low temperature fired and hand formed (not with a wheel).
The main tj^jes of vessel include a j a r with a flaring rim and "ring foot" with vertical or
horizontal handles, a bowl with or without horizontal handles, plates, dishes, ladles and
so on." The large number of slate coffin graves found at Peinan are thought to be
associated with the late period of the Peinan Culture, possibly indicating "concentrated
village with sedentary daily life," (Lien 1995). All the same, the site was abandoned
and reoccupied several times, possibly indicating the practise of shifting cultivation.
Lien argues that the Peinan Culture may have continued in this practise for over 3000
years.
The presence of pottery with a red surface coating at Peinan, coupled with its relative
proximity to Lanyu Island (which has known cultural links to the Batanes), suggests
that the Peinan peoples might have been ancestral to the populations that introduced
pottery to the Philippines. Yet despite its prominence, very little detailed information
about this site has been published in English. Hence it is difficult to evaluate any
hypothesised associations. All the same, a small number of sherds with a red surface
coating from Layer 19 have been analysed for this thesis, in order to make preliminary
comparisons with both the Huakanshan and the northern Philippine assemblages.
However, only a limited selection of sherds from just a single context could be obtained.
Consequently, these results will only be suggestive.
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II.

OVERVIEW

Unfortunately, the temporal and spatial relationship between the analysed contexts is
not clear. It seems likely that they were quite far apart. It seems that Layer 19,
including the contexts 'TO 15 P2-SZ' and 'TO 1 P2-SZ', refers to an excavation a
couple of hundred of meters away from the contexts in the vicinity of the stone pillar
area, including the contexts 'near stone pillar' and 'stone pillar area' (further up the hill
and to the eastern side). The later contexts are recorded as 'mixed-layer' so it is
assumed that these come from a disturbed context. The stone pillars are situated on the
hillside, just above the main Taitung train station (Figure 340). It is my understanding
that the excavation here revealed a somewhat disturbed stratigraphic context, but that a
large proportion of the pottery was of a red-slipped type. Given the selective nature of
the analysed sherds, detailed comparisons of the abundance of types and other attributes
will be avoided.

Figure 340

I.l

Peinan: Photos of the stone pillars, which are in the immediate vicinity of the
excavation area; (a) picture taken in a generally westward direction, towards the
mountain range behind Taitung, (b) picture taken in a generally northern direction,
towards the Taitung Main Train Station

Number and distribution of sherds

In total, 131 sherds were examined from two areas of the extensive Peinan site (Table
225). This sample was only of red-slipped sherds, and as such is not a true
representation of the assemblage contents. Furthermore, this analysis only concerns the
forms and technique information, as permission was not obtained to bring these sherds
back to Canberra for characterisation analyses. The aim in analysing this sample was to
see if any similarities could be observed between these sherds and sherds in the other
assemblages examined, particularly Huakanshan.
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The total weight of sherds analysed from Peinan was 4.6 kilograms (Table 226). Those
sherds found in the vicinity of the stone pillar tended to be larger than those found in
Layer 19 of the stratified excavation.
Table 225

Peinan: Distribution of analysed sherds by provenance
Provenance

Layer

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 1 P2-SZ
TO 15P2-SZ
Table 226

28
31
8
64

19
19

Peinan: Distribution of sherd weights by provenance
Provenance

N

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

II.

No. of sherds

Minimum

28
31
63
7

Maximmn

15
6
1
3

Smn

Mean

1344
1306
1681
242

91
123
204
211

48
42
22
35

Std.
Deviation
22
25
22
78

FORM INFORMATION

Forms 0 (unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim), Form 1 (rims
with restricted orifice), and Form 2 (rims with unrestricted orifice) were relatively
abundant both in Layer 19 and the 'near stone pillar' context (Table 227). Two sherds
of Form 3 (base rims) were described, one each from the contexts "Near stone pillar"
and "TO 1 P2-SZ."
Table 227

Peinan: Form distribution by provenance
Provenance

0

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

Form
2

1
12
14
42
6

12
11
17

3
6
5

Total

4

3
1

28
31
64
7

1

Form 0: Unassociated rim sherds and/or sherds without an intact rim
There were 79 non-rim sherds in the Peinan assemblage, spread across all sub-forms of
Form 0 (Table 228).
Table 228

Peinan, Form 0: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and context
Provenance

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

a

b

Sub-form
c
d

1
1
5
1

1
4
6
2

3
4
15
2

8
1

e

f

4
1

3
4
8

Total
12
14
42
6

There were seven sub-form a (unassociated lips) sherds, most from contexts
associated with Layer 19.
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In the Layer 19 contexts: two sherds had a straight, direct orientation (hp and body were
both upright). The hps were flat. One had a slight indent on the internal surface about 5
mm below the lip - there is a fold within the indent and a crack has developed from this.
Another two sherds are outwardly directional, slightly concave rims. Both have a
change in direction associated with upwardly directional, rounded lips. This has created
a sharp angle in the exterior surfaces, just below the lips. A similar shape can be seen
on a small sub-set of sherds in both Form 1-a and Form 2-a. A further two sherds are
long, thin, outwardly directional sherds, with rounded lips and parallel margins. One is
slightly steeper in orientation than the other, but are otherwise the same.
In the contexts associated with the stone pillar: one sherd (Near stone pillar) was a
concave sherd with a handle attachment. Although quite large, it was unclear if the
vessel was necked, or had an unrestricted orifice. Although the handle was broken, its
vertical orientation may suggest that this was a Form 1 vessel (all intact handles have
two join areas). The handle attachment began 12mm below the lip. Another sherd
(Stone pillar area) is slightly concave in shape. It has a rounded lip and parallel
margins.
Given the small number of sherds, and the diversity of their shapes, the orifice diameter
and maximum width measurements vary quite widely (Figure 341).
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Figure 341

Peinan, Form 0-a: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by provenance and surface coating

The majority of sub-form b (necks and corners) sherds - twelve - were necks
belonging to either Form 1-a or Form 1-b. One had a red surface coating, and two had a
possible red surface coating. The rest had no evidence of a surface coating. One sherd
(Stone pillar area) was a body sherd with a broken-ridge attached. It was probably a
broken neck.
Although it seems likely that these were all neck sherds, there is a small possibility that
some were carinations. In general, carinations have an even thickness above and below
the angle, and usually the angle of the top section and the bottom section reflect one
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another. However, this is not usually the case for neck sherds, where the neck area is
often exaggerated, and the rim and body may not be of even thickness.
One sherd also showed evidence of surface alteration - fairly regularly placed short
gouges, in parallel lines (see surface alteration section). Although the association is not
particularly clear, the sherd appears to belong to an upper body with a partially intact
neck.
The sub-form c (handles and knobs) sherds were mostly rounded, cylindrical types,
although one was broad and flattened (Figure 342). Size varied. The handles appear to
have been attached to a range of vessel types. Although fourteen of the sherds had a
join and/or part of the body surface attached, these did not retain any attributes
diagnostic of body shape. A further three pieces were small, unassociated cylindrical
sherds. However, other sherds did show evidence of form.
Four handles were attached to sherds of globular, shaped vessels. Two of these, found
in Layer 19, were quite large. Given the shape of both handle and attachment - the
attachment is more elongated to one side - it seems likely that these handles were
attached in a horizontal position. Two were found in the stone pillar area (one from
each context). These are smaller in diameter, and broken closer to the pot surface, so it
is impossible to confidently determine their orientation. One large bodysherd with a
handle join also came from the context "Stone pillar area", likely from a globular
shaped vessel without any clear carination.
Two handle sherds had rims attached, and thus were not counted in Form 0. Instead
these were assigned to Form 2-a (unrestricted orifice, outcurved or direct). On one of
these sherds, the handle was orientated horizontally and the join began approximately
5mm below the rim. The lip was flat, and the margins of the body slightly convergent.
The other sherd had a very similar shape, although not enough of the handle remained to
confidently determine the orientation. Both came from the area "near the stone pillar."
Another sherd from the stone pillar area with evidence for a handle join, was assigned to
Form 1-a (restricted orifice, concave rim). The join, located directly at the level of the
lip, was roughly cylindrical in shape (with a slightly flattened upper surface).
Furthermore, the position and shape of the join indicated a vertical orientation of the
handle. The sherd had a circular lip and slightly divergent margins. Another sherd was
assigned to Form 0-a. Although no neck was evident, the shape of the sherd in general
was similar to that described above (rounded lip, slightly divergent margins), and the
vertical orientation of the handle suggested that this could be a Form 1-a vessel.
One bodysherd had a lip suggesting a neck/carination attachment on either end. The
handle attachment was located close to the end which seems to be a carination. The
attachment directly abuts the lip, and is roughly oval in shape, but has a slightly
flattened "upper" surface. This is the only sherd in the analysed collection that appears
to be commensurate with the 'classic' Peinan double-handed jars. These often display
both a carination and a footrim. It is probable though that the everted rims with vertical
handles belonged to similar vessels. The sherd was found in the Stone pillar area.
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Figure 342 Peinan: Examples of handles
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Nine sub-form d (diagnostic bodysherds) sherds were recorded, seven with incised
surface alteration. This consisted of parallel or zig-zag lines, in one instance a
combination of both (see section of surface alteration below). All came from the
context TO 15 P2-SZ. The other two sherds were thin bodysherds with unidentified
impressions or inclusions. These do not contribute to the assemblage description per se.
There were several sherds of sub-form e (carinations) ,four from "Near stone pillar"
and one from "Stone pillar area." No examples of carinations were found in association
with a rim or other diagnostic attribute of the vessel form, with the exception of the
possible carination on the handle sherd described previously.
Sub-form f (base-associated pieces) sherds all appeared to be associated with pedestal
stands (Form 3-a). Nine were the tops of stands with parts of the pot bases attached.
Four were the tops of stands with join surfaces, but no pot bases attached. Two were
thin, curved sherds showing evidence of pedestal stand joisn. The widths of the
pedestal joins varied quite substantially, the largest two sherds being found in the "stone
pillar area." Nonetheless, despite the variation in size, and the fact that none had an
intact basal rim, they all appeared to be quite tall relative to their thickness. Some had a
quite long area of attached surface. The bases of the pots were all curved or flat.
Form 1: Rims with a restricted orifice
Sub-forms a (concave, everted), b (straight, everted) and e (convex, everted) were
present in the Huakanshan assemblage, but c (wide, everted) and d (internally restricted)
were absent (Table 229).
Table 229

Peinan, Form 1: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and context
Provenance
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ

a

Sub-form
c

b
8
8
7

3
3
10

d

Total

e
1

12
11
17

There are 26 sub-form a (concave, everted) sherds, the majority found in the "near the
stone pillar area".
a. Eleven sherds, designated variant a, were quite strongly everted, with a marked
concavity (including a pronounced rounding of the outer surface) (Figure 343).
Combined with a pronounced neck, the rim becomes almost 'bowl-shaped'. All of
these occurred in the two contexts in the vicinity of the stone pillar. Most had
divergent margins, although three were more parallel. The majority had rounded
lips, with the exception of one sherd that had a flattened top to the lip.
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Two sherds from the near stone pillar area, designated variant b, were quite strongly
everted, very concave in shape, and had a distinctive, inwardly turned, rounded lip
(Figure 344).

Figure 344

Peinan, Form 1-a-b

c. One, variant c, sherd had a very short, concave rim, with a rounded lip (Figure 345).
The outer surface was almost vertical. It was found in the context TO 15 P2-SZ.

Figure 345

Peinan, Form 1-a-c

d. Seven sherds, designated variant d, were very elongated, relatively thin sherds with a
very slight concavity in the rim (Figure 346). These sherds were almost straight.
Most had a rounded lip, although one was slightly flattened. These were all from the
context TO 15 P2-SZ.

Figure 346

Peinan, Form 1-a-d

There were thirteen sub-form b (straight, everted) sherds. The majority were found in
the context TO 15 P2-SZ.
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a. Ten sherds, designated variant a, were everted at about 120 degrees, relatively thin,
with rounded lips and parallel rim margins (two exceptions had slightly divergent
margins) (Figure 347). All came from the context TO 15 P2-SZ. One of these had a
slight hollow on the inner surface, and in general these sherds have some similarities
to the sherds from this context assigned to sub-form a (although perhaps not quite as
elongated or thin). Most had rounded lips, although two had distinctive flat lips with
slightly convergent margins.

Figure 347

Peinan, Form 1-b-a

b. Five sherds, designated variant b, had straight rims, everted at approximately 120130 degrees, with a flat inner and a rounded outer surface (one appeared slightly
concave, but was otherwise more akin to these sherds than those of sub-form a)
(Figure 348). All had rounded lips. All were found in the two contexts in the
vicinity of the stone pillar.

Figure 348

Peinan, Form 1-b-b
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c. One, variant c, sherd was quite direct (everted at about 90 degrees to the horizontal,
at the neck) (Figure 349). It was relatively thick, had parallel margins (included the
rim, neck and body), and a flat lip.

Figure 349

Peinan, Form 1-b-c

There was one sub-form e (outcurved, everted) rim sherd (Figure 350). This was
divergent towards the neck and had a rounded lip, slightly accentuated on the exterior
edge.

Figure 350

Peinan, Form 1-e

Measurements
When the measurements are closely examined, it is clearly evident that many features
differentiate the sherds found in the two contexts i.e. the vicinity of the stone pillar and
Layer 19., This is particularly the case for maximum thickness (Figure 351). Maximum
thickness of sherds in the vicinity of the stone pillar range from 7.8-18.9mm
(mean=12.9, S.D.= 2.4), those in Layer 19 from 5.5-10.4mm (mean= 9.2, S.D.= 3.9). The
width of flares in the two different areas are generally similar, although those in the
vicinity of the stone pillar have a greater spread. Width of flare in the vicinity of the
stone pillar ranges from 7.8-18.9mm (mean= 12.9, S.D.= 2.4), and in Layer 19 from 5.510.4mm (mean= 9.2, S.D.= 3.9). The orifice diameters of the vessels in the area of Layer
19 are generally in the mid to lower end of the range exhibited by the sherds near the
stone pillar, and some are even smaller. Orifice diameter of sherds in the vicinity of the
stone pillar ranges from 7.8-18.9mm (mean= 12.9, S.D.= 2.4). Those in Layer 19 range
from 5.5-10.4mm (mean= 9.2, S.D.= 3.9).
Although these two areas have different sherd shapes, these are only variants of the
major forms. Consequently, the distribution of the broader forms does not fully reflect
this variation. Nonetheless, Form 1 -b sherds that predominantly come from the context
"TO 15 P2-SZ" do have a narrower range of width of flare.
Not enough sherds had a surface coating evident to elucidate any associated trends.
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Form 2: Rims with an unrestricted orifice
Sherds of sub-form a (upcurved or direct) and c (outcurved) were found, sherds of subform b (rimmed with neck) were found (Table 230).
Table 230

Peinan, Form 2: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15 P2-SZ

Sub-form
b

a
3
4
5

Total

c
2

3
6
5

There were twelve sub-form a (upcurved or direct) sherds across both areas.
a. There were four variant a sherds. These came from vessels with a deep-sided bowl.
These had a flat lip (Figure 352). Of the two sherds from the provenance TO 15 P2SZ, one had slightly convergent margins and one had parallel margins.

Figure 352

Peinan, Form 2-a-a

b. Two sherds of variant b were found Near the stone pillar and in the Stone pillar area
were very similar (Figure 353). Both had a slightly concave depression in the upper
lip, causing a very slight thickening on the inner and outer edge of the lip. The
margins were convergent.

Figure 353

Peinan, Form 2-a-b

c. One, variant c, sherd was outwardly directional and concave, with a change in
direction associated with the upwardly directional, rounded lip (Figure 354). This
created a sharp angle, just below the lip. A similar shape of lip was seen in both
Form 1-a and Form 0-a. Another sherd was similarly shaped, with a slightly
upturned lip, but the angle in the outer surface was not so pronounced. The first
sherd came from the provenance TO 15 P2-SZ, and the second from the Stone pillar
area.
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Figure 354

Peinan, Form 2-a-c

d. There were two variant d sherds. These had a deep bowl shape with a pronounced
exterior thickening at the lip (Figure 355). Although very similar, the lip shapes
varied slightly,. One had a flattish, slightly inwardly orientated lip with a small
depression. It had convergent margins around the thickened area at the lip, but these
were otherwise parallel. The other sherd had a more rounded lip and parallel
margins. Both came from the Stone pillar area.

—

Figure 355

Peinan, Form 2-a-d

e. There were two variant e sherds. These had a low, broad interior thickening at the
lip (Figure 356). Otherwise, these had a simple bowl shape with parallel margins
and a rounded lip. One came from the provenance TO 15 P2-SZ and one from the
Stone pillar area. The former had evidence for a red surface coating, the latter did
not.

Figure 356

Peinan, Form 2-a-e
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Two sherds were recorded of sub-form c (outcurved), both from the Stone pillar area
(Figure 357). Both had parallel margins and a rounded lip. One had a more
exaggerated outcurve. The other was thicker. These might be pedestal stands, yet
despite some similarity to Form 3-a-b, there is no clear evidence of this.

^AA/\^-

Figure 357

Peinan, Form 2-c

Measurements
The sherds of Form 2 in the Peinan assemblage demonstrate a relatively narrow range of
maximum thicknesses but a broad range of orifice diameters (Figure 358).
Squ»<
O Prom rtone ptaer area, mixed layer
OPNT015P2-SZ

Q

20-

Maximum Thickness

Figure 358
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Peinan, Form 2: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum width, as this
relates to the distribution of sherds by provenance and surface coating
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Form 3: Base rims
There were two base rims recorded, one in the vicinity of the stone pillar and one in
Layer 19 (Table 231). Both of these were sub-form a (pedestals), reflecting the fact that
all Form 0-f (base associated-pieces) sherds were also assigned to this sub-form.
However, the shape of the Form 3 sherds substantially differed.
Table 231

Peinan, Form 3: Distribution of sherds by sub-form and provenance
Provenance
Near stone pillar
TO 1 P2-SZ

The two sub-form a (pedestals)

Sub-form
b

a

c

1
1

Total
1
1

sherds had different shapes.

f . The sherd from the provenance TO 1 P2-SZ was triangular in shape towards the lip
(Figure 359). The inner surface was almost straight, with most of the thickening
orientated towards the outer surface. The lip was flat below the "triangle". The
margins were parallel. The allocation of this sherd as a base rim is based on the fact
that a very similar base rim sherd was found in the Irigayen assemblage, and the
shape of the sherd is not reflected in any other known form or sub-form.

Figure 359

I

Peinan, Form 3-a-a

g. The sherd from near the stone pillar was an outwardly directional sherd (Figure 360).
It had a rounded lip (with no thickening or outcurve). The margins were divergent
towards the join area. The distance from the lip to the join area was 58.19mm.

Figure 360

Peinan, Form 3-a-b
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As noted previously, sherds of Form 2-c may have been pedestal stands, but there was no clear
evidence of this association at this site.
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III.

TECHNIQUE INFORMATION

Surface Modification
Wear
All of the sherds from Peinan had a high level of wear. A mere three sherds were
considered worn (i.e. most of the surface was worn, but intact). All others were
considered very worn (i.e. the surface was not present) (Table 232). On a very small
minority of sherds, a small patch of surface was present, sometimes with a surface
coating. However, although these had been provided as examples of red-slipped pottery
from Peinan, it proved impossible to make any observations regarding surface coatings
or the possible associations of these.
Table 232

Peinan: Distribution of sherds with varying levels of wear by provenance

Provenance
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

Slight
Wear

Worn
2
1

Wear
Very
Worn
26
30
64
8

Outer
Worn

Total sherds with
wear (% of
sherds in layer)

Outer very
worn

28
31
64
8

(100)
(100)
(100)
(100)

Surface Coating
As discussed above, these sherds had a very high level of wear (Table 233). However
six sherds from both major provenances had clearly observable areas of surface coating.
A further nineteen sherds had possible, but very worn, patches of remnant surface
coating.

Table 233

Peinan: Distribution of sherds with or without surface coating by provenance
Provenance
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

Surface
Coating
4
2

Surface coating
Possible
surface
coating
7
3
9

No
surface
coating
27
31
53
7

Total
28
31
64
7

Although the ability to observe an intact surface coating was rare, this was observed on
both Form 1 and Form 2 sherds, and in both major provenances (Table 234).
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Table 234

Peinan: Distribution of sherds according to surface coating and form by provenance
Form

Provenance

Near stone pillar

Stone pillar area

TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

0
1
2
3
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
3

No
surface
coating
12
5
1
1
14
8
6
36
12
3
6
1

Surface coating
Possible
surface coating
(red)
1
6

Surface
coating
(red)
1
1

1
2
6
2
1

3
1

Colour: The surface coating colour was not clearly discemable in the few instances
where a remnany surface coating was noted (Table 235). The areas were too small to
clearly discern the colour type, and in some instances wear and/or additional surface
deposits had clearly altered the colour of the original surface. For the small number of
sherds that were recorded, the Hue differed between the two areas. Those provenances
near the stone pillar were 2.5 YR 5/6, and those in Layer 19 were a relatively similar 5
YR 5/6 and 5 YR 6/6.

Provenance
Near stone pillar
TO 15P2-SZ

Colour
2.5 YR 5/6
5 YR 5/6
5 YR 6/6

Frequency
3
2
1

Application: Because intact areas of surface coating were so rare, so small in size, and
so very worn, it was not possible to observe any features relevant to application.
Surface alteration
There were relatively few sherds with any form of surface alteration (Table 236). That
said, the provenance TO 15 P2-SZ had a much higher proportion than the other
provenances. This included eight sherds with incised lines (some of these may have
come from the same pot, but do not conjoin). The incisions were arranged in parallel
lines, zig-zag lines, a combination of both parallel and zig-zag lines, and dotted parallel
lines (Figure 361). The only other form of surface alteration was displayed by two
sherds with a top groove associated with a symmetrically thickened lip.
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Table 236

Peinan: Distribution of types of surface alteration by provenance
Layer

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15 P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

Figure 361

None
27
30
56
7

Surfece alteration
Top Groove
Incised
(sym. thickened)
1
1
8

Total
28
31
64
7

Peinan: Examples of sherds with incised lines

One of the incised sherds had an evident surface coating, and three had possible
remnant coatings between the incised lines (Table 237). Consequently, at least some of
the sherds had a red surface coating, quite possibly all. Neither sherd with a top groove
had evidence of a surface coating.

Table 237
Peinan: Correlation of sherds by surface coating and surface alteration types by
provenance
Square
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ

Surface coating
None
None
None
Possible surface
coating
Surface coating

Surface alteration
Groove in top lip
Incised
(symmetric thickening)

1
1

4
3
1

It was not possible to clearly assign the incised sherds to a known form, although both
sherds with a top groove came from Form 2 (unrestricted) (Table 238). Of the incised
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sherds, one had an angle suggesting it may have been part of a neck. Combined with
the curvature of the bodysherd, this seems to suggest that the sherd belonged to an
everted rimmed vessel. All other incised sherds were bodysherds with no clear features.

Table 238

Peinan: Correlation of sherds according to the form and surface alteration types
Form
0
1
2
3

Surface alteration
Top Groove
Incised
(sym. thickened)
8
2

Firing
Generally the richness levels for the sherds did not differ greatly between the surfaces,
or the surfaces and the cores. This shows a reasonable degree of standardisation given
the open firing environment. In fact within Layer 19 more than half the sherds were
evenly fired (Table 239). In all provenances the outer surfaces had the least amount of
variation, and the most ubiquitous colour was the same in all (5 YR 6/6). However, the
degree of colour variation in the core and on the inner surface varied between the two
areas. In the contexts associated with the stone pillar, the most variation was seen on
the iimer surface, although the dominant colour was still the same as the outer surface.
The core of these sherds was black, showing they were not fully oxidised. In the Layer
19 contexts the most variation was seen in the core, yet the dominant colour was the
same as that of the surfaces, and more often than not, these were evenly fired. Hence,
there were obvious differences between the two areas. This may be due to differences
in firing, although this seems unlikely given that both the surface colours and the fabrics
seem very similar. Probably the differences relate more to differences in vessel shape
and thickness.
The core colour of those sherds with an evident or possible surface coating was more
likely to be dark (GLEY 1 6/N) than light. This correlates with the provenances in the
vicinity of the stone pillar. However the significance of this should not be overemphasised, given the high degree of wear overall.
As already noted, the sherds from Layer 19 contexts were more evenly fired, perhaps
due to the fact that these sherds were generally thinner than those from the provenances
in the vicinity of the stone pillar (Table 240). Where the surfaces differed, the majority
of colour margins were sharp (Table 241). Nevertheless, the proportion of sherds with
diffuse margins was higher in the Layer 19 provenances. In addition to the diffiise and
sharp margins, there were also a small number of sherds in the vicinity of the stone
pillar and in TO 15 P2-SZ showing a diffuse margin and a sharp surface.
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Table 239

Peinan: Measures of sherd colour diversity by provenance and surface coating

Total no. of
Colour with the greatest
colours
number of sherds (number)
recorded
Sherds divided by provenance
Near stone pillar
27
7
S Y R 6/6 (17)
Stone pillar area
31
11
S Y R 6/6 (13)
TO 15P2-SZ
64
15
S Y R 6/6 (14)
TO 1 P2-SZ
7
3
S YR 6/6 (S)
Near stone pillar
26
8
GLEY 1 6/N (14)
Stone pillar area
27
11
GLEY 1 6/lOY (7)
TO 15P2-SZ
64
28
S Y R 6/6 (13)
TO I P2-SZ
4
7
S Y R 6/6 (4)
Near stone pillar
27
10
S Y R 6/6 (13)
Stone pillar area
31
16
S Y R 6/6 (8)
TO 15P2-SZ
64
17
S Y R 6/6 (14)
TO 1 P2-SZ
7
3
S YR 6/6 (S)
Sherds divided by presence of surface coating
No surface coating evident
104
18
S Y R 6/6 (41)
Surface coating
19
8
S YR 6/6 (5)
Possibly surface coating
6
3
S YR 6/6 (3)
No surface coating evident
99
29
S Y R 6/6 (18)
Surface coating
4
6
7.5 YR 6/6, GLEY 1 6/N (2)
Possibly surface coating
19
10
GLEY 1 6/N (7)
104
No surface coating evident
27
S Y R 6/6 (32)
Surface coating
19
9
5 YR 6/6 (5)
Possibly surface coating
6
4
5 YR 6/6 (3)
Sherd category

Outer
surface

Core

Inner
surface

Outer
surface
Core
Inner
surface

Table 240

Sample
size

Even

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 1 P2-SZ
TO 15P2-SZ

1.8
1.8
1.2
2.9
1.6
2.3
2.6
2.1
1.6

4
5
36

Uniformity of Firing
Inner only
Both
differs
25
1
24
2
26

Outer only
differs
2
3
2

Peinan: Distribution of variation in firing margins by provenance
Provenance

Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ
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1.3
2
1.9
1.1
1.6
2.1
3.5
1.5
1.9
2.9
2.1
1.1

Peinan: Distribution of variation in the uniformity of firing by provenance
Provenance

Table 241

Rich
ness

Diffuse
3
4
11
2

Layered
4

Colour margins
Layered/
Sharp
diffiise
15
1
17
16

Margins differ (sharp
outer, diffuse inner)
2
1
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Section 3: Comparison of East Coast of Taiwan assemblages
There were no clear cross-links found between the Huakanshan and Peinan
assemblages, that would allow these assemblages (or sub-sets thereof) to be
substantially related, the lack of clear correlation being exacerbated by the Peinan
sample not being representative of the entire assemblage. Nevertheless, in this section,
it will be demonstrated that the red-type pottery at Huakanshan does share some loose
affinities with that in the Layer 19 assemblage at Peinan, particularly the vessel forms.
However, the pottery from the vicinity of the stone pillar area at Peinan has different
form representation, and although this is only a sample, it is still suggestive of
considerable variation in the red-type pottery assemblages on the East Coast of Taiwan.
Such a result emphasises the need for further examination of the spatial and temporal
relationships between different red-type pottery assemblages in Taiwan, which would
clearly add to any arguments postulating links to the Philippines. Nonetheless, on the
basis of the analysis herein, it does appear that the assemblages on the East Coast of
Taiwan and those in the northern Philippines share traits that link them together, at least
in a broad sense, particularly when the red-type pottery is compared to other pottery
types in the same sequences.
This section will focus on establishing the traits that characterise the pottery
assemblages from the East Coast of Taiwan. The linkages between these will be
articulated in the summary at the end of the chapter. A comparison to the northern
Philippines' assemblages is contained in the next chapter.

FORM

MINIMUM NUMBER OF VESSELS

For the Huakanshan assemblage, there were quite a number of instances in which two,
or sometimes more, pieces had been reconstructed (i.e. glued). Excluding Form 0
sherds, there were 23 sherds with two or more (up to five) glued pieces in the
Huakanshan assemblage, these being treated as one sherd in the analysis. In addition to
the reconstructed sherds, there were two other instances where sherds appeared to
belong together (relationships of two and four sherds each). Thus the MNV is not very
different to the sherd count. Reconstructable sherds (i.e. including the glued sherds and
the two instances of loose reconstructable sherds) were found in every layer, thus not
reflecting any differentiation between layers in the number of reconstructable vessels or
other aspects of preservation. There were no clearly reconstructable sherds in the
Peinan sample.
Cord-marked pottery was not a component of the assemblage analysed from Peinan.
Although cord-marked pottery is known to have been found at this site, it is not known
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whether any was found in association with the sherds examined. Yet because it has
been commonly reported that layers with red-type pottery are regularly associated with
very low counts of cord-marked pottery types, it is assumed that even if cord-marked
pottery had been present in the provenances examined from Peinan, the numbers would
have been fairly low.
The Peinan assemblages share most similarities with Layers 4 and 5 of the Huakanshan
assemblage. The number of cord-marked sherds at Huakanshan was lowest in these
layers. Furthermore, the proportion of Form 2-a vessels was comparatively high for the
same layers, as it was at Peinan (Table 243). Form 2 sherds were found in Layers 2 to
6, and Layer 8 at Huakanshan, none in Layers 7 or 9. Moreover, despite constituting
'10%' in Layer 8, this equates to only one sherd. Thus Form 2 sherds are very scarce in
all the lower layers. The proportions of Form 1-a vessels differed between Layers 4 and
5 at Huakanshan and the Peinan provenances, but as will be discussed later in this
chapter, this is more due to the characterisation of specific variants, and the
differentiation between the different areas at Peinan, than to overall differences.
Table 242
East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Estimated minimum number of vessels (MNV) for
major forms
Provenance
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,

Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

PEI, Near stone pillar
PEI, Stone pillar area

PEI, TO 15 P2-SZ
PEL TO 1 P2-SZ*
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,
HKS,

Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer
Layer

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

PEI, Near stone pillar
PEI, Stone pillar area

PEI, TO 15P2-SZ
PEI, TO 1 P2-SZ

a
15
17
1
13
25
3
5
12
6
8
7

b
8
54
42
37
29
3
3
2
5
3
10

Form 1
c
d
(a). Count

Form 2
a
c

e

1
1
4
9
2

Form 3
a

3

1

2
1

1
2
1

3
4
5

2

1

1
(b). Percentage of forms in layer (excluding Form 0)
62.5
33.3
4.2
22.7
72
1.3
2.1
89.4
8.5
22
62.7
15.3
43.9
50.9
3.5
1.8
33.3
33.3
25
50
30
10
10
75
12.5
12.5
40
33.3
6.7
20
47.1
17.6
23.5 11.8
31.8
45.5
22.7

4

6.7

100

Total
24
75
47
59
57
8
10
16
15
17
22
1
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

* There were eight other sherds in this layer that were assigned to Form 0, but definitely
belonged to forms other than Form 3. Thus the numbers and percentages in this layer are
significantly distorted.
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Table 243
East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Relative proportions of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds
based on the Minimum Number of Vessels
Cord-marked pottery,

Red-type pottery proportions

Provenance

(the numbers for Huakanshan are only
calculated based on non-cord-marked
pottery)

Form 1
HKS, Layer 2
HKS, Layer 3
HKS, Layer 4
HKS, Layer 5
HKS, Layer 6
HKS, Layer 7
HKS, Layer 8
HKS, Layer 9
PEI, Near stone pillar
PEI, Stone pillar area
PEI, TO 15P2-SZ
PEI, TO 1 P2-SZ

as proportion of total number
of Form 1 and Form 2 sherds
in layer (number of cordmarked sherds)

95
98.6
91.5
82.7
92.7
100
87.5
100
80
64.7
77.3

Form 2

Form 1

5
1.4
8.5
17.3
7.3
12.5

4.2 (4)
4.3 (3)
0(0)
11.9 (7)
28 (16)
33.3 (3)
20 (2)
75 (12)

20
35.3
22.7
-

FORM REPRESENTATION

Form 0-a (unassociated lips) and Form 0-b (necks and angular sherdsl
At Huakanshan, unassociated lips were associated with both plain and cord-marked
pottery, but were much more common for red-type than for cord-marked pottery.
However this observation may be partly inaccurate- the detection of cord-marked
pottery lips is difficult, as the rim area itself is rarely cord-marked. Moreover, the
presence of cord-marked pottery necks in all layers, except Layer 4, also suggests that
quite a number of unassociated lips belonging to cord-marked pottery were recorded as
being without surface alteration. Nonetheless, unassociated lips of red-type sherds were
undoubtedly more common than those of cord-marked sherds.
At Peinan there was a relatively small number of lips in the analysed sample.
Nonetheless, of those analysed, most came from Layer 19. This is not an entirely
unexpected result - as already noted, the sherds associated with Layer 19 are more like
the red-type pottery found at Huakanshan. In contrast, the sherds associated with the
provenances in the vicinity of the stone pillar area, although they are not cord-marked,
and often have a red surface coating, are more similar in their general shape to cordmarked pottery sherds. That is to say, that they are generally thicker than the sherds
from Layer 19, sometimes with an exteriorally rounded rim (shape 5). Moreover,
instead of being relatively even, they often have a thickened area on the interior of the
neck.
Necks of cord-marked pottery at Huakanshan were more common than necks of redtype pottery (a small number of the latter were found in Layers 6 and 7). This was
undoubtedly due to differences in vessel shape resulting in different patterns of
breakage. Generally, cord-marked vessels had a more pronounced inner protrusion at
the neck. This was often quite thick, but tapered quickly into both the rim area and the
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body of the vessel. This means that breakage would most likely occur above and/or
below the neck area. In contrast, the red-type pottery generally had long, elongated
necks that were relatively thin and of even thickness. Hence the sherd could just as
easily break at the inflection point of the neck. In which case, the neck sherds of redtype pottery, would be much less common in the assemblage, and harder to detect.
At Peinan, roughly 40% of sherds came from the provenances in the vicinity of the
stone pillar, and 60% from Layer 19. However, because the sherds examined are not
representative of the entire assemblage it is impossible to interpret the significance of
these proportions.
Form 0-c (handles and knobs)
Robust, cylindrical handles - without cord-marking and of red-type pottery - were
found in all layers of the Huakanshan assemblage. Where evident, these were attached
to straight, or slightly concave, everted rims. These rims usually had rounded lips and,
where evidence of orientation could be observed, the handles also appeared to attach in
a vertical position. The highest numbers of handle pieces occurred in Layers 5 and 6.
As at Huakanshan, the handles found in the Peinan assemblage were long, cylindrical
types. However, there is evidence that the handles were attached to a greater range of
vessel shapes than that observed at Huakanshan:
•
•
•

Some large, robustly shaped handles appear to have been attached in a
horizontal position to the outer surface of a vessel with a globular body.
There is evidence for handles attached to Form 2-a vessels, in a horizontal
position, just under the (flat) lip.
There is some evidence to suggest handles were attached to Form 1 -a vessels,
although the evidence is only suggestive rather than conclusive (see discussion
in Peinan section).

All the evidence for the association of handles come from the provenances in the
vicinity of the stone pillar area, despite the fact that there were more handles overall
from the Layer 19 provenances.
Form 0-d (diagnostic bodysherds)
There was one sherd from Huakanshan that had parallel grooves, on a highly laminated
surface. There were nine sherds from Peinan, Layer 19 that had incised surface
alteration. These sherds will be discussed in the surface alteration section below.
Form 0-e (carinations)
There were no carinations identified from the Huakanshan assemblage. However, a
number were associated with the Peinan assemblage, all of which came from the
provenances in the vicinity of the stone pillar.
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Form 0-f (base associated pieces)
There were more or less equal numbers of base sherds in the two areas of the Peinan
excavation (seven in the vicinity of the stone pillar, and eight in Layer 19). Where
evident, they all appear quite tall relative to their thicknesses, and all come from
pedestal bases (Form 3-a).

Form 1 (rims with a restricted orifice)
Form 1-a was most abundant in the lower layers of Huakanshan, and in the stone pillar
area of Peinan (Table 242). However, the two areas differed in their within-form
variation. The Form 1-a sherds at Huakanshan were predominantly cord-marked,
particularly in the lower levels, while at Peinan no cord-marked sherds were examined
for this analysis. Furthermore, the few non-cord-marked sherds of Form 1-a at
Huakanshan were generally thin and elongate, while those at Peinan were generally
shorter and thicker, with a more rounded outer surface.
At Huakanshan the cord-marked pottery types had a marked concavity in their everted
rims, and on the whole were relatively short, equating with the lower end of the range
shown by the plain red-type pottery (Figure 362). These cord-marked sherds were quite
cup-like, and commonly had a marked protrusion on the inner edge of the neck. They
also had orifice diameters towards the upper end of the range shown by the non-cordmarked pottery. The sherds belonging to the non-cord-marked pottery (predominantly
red-type) were only slightly concave, sharing more similarities in shape to the straight,
everted sherds. They also showed a much wider range of rim length, compared to the
cord-marked pottery.
The Huakanshan results are interesting, seeing that the Peinan sherds also fall into two
groups: one with a more marked concavity and a relatively protruding inner neck, and
one with elongated, straight rims of relatively even thickness. However, as noted, there
were no cord-marked sherds in the selection analysed from Peinan. Yet while obviously
the Huakanshan and Peinan sites share similarities in their straight, everted rim sherds,
the relationship between these and the other groupings is unclear given the lack of
available contextual information. The range of width of flare and orifice diameter
measurements for the Peinan sherds was more or less the same as for the Huakanshan
sherds.
The only other sub-form of Form 1 that was shared between Huakanshan and Peinan
was convex-everted sherds (From 1-e). One sherd was found in the stone pillar vicinity
at Peinan, and four sherds at Huakanshan. Although these differed substantially in
shape, the most similarity with the Peinan sherd was shown by the two sherds in Layer
7. Yet given the very small numbers of sherds in both sites, and the uncertain relations
of the Peinan context, it is impossible to say what the significance of this might be.
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East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Relationship between width of flare and maximum
thickness, and of orifice diameter and maximum thickness for Form 1, as these relate
to the distribution of sherds by site and surface coating

Form 2 (rims with an unrestricted orifice)
At Huakanshan Form 2 is restricted to the non-cord-marked, red-type pottery. One or
more Form 2 sherds occurred in all layers. Nonetheless, the greatest proportion was in
Layer 5.
Although three variants of Form 2-a were identified for the Huakanshan assemblage,
these were only differentiated by the degree to which the orifice was open, and did not
separate by layer. They were found in all layers except Layer 7. Otherwise, these were
all simple, direct or open rims, with rounded or slightly flattened lips. Some were
slightly thicker at the lip and tapered lower in the body, but this may have been normal
variation.
At Peinan, there was more variation in the shape of the Form 2-a sherds than at
Huakanshan. Sherds in the Layer 19 provenances, TO 15 P2-SZ, were upcurved. Four
had a flat lip, one of which had evidence for a horizontally orientated handle. The other
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had a rounded lip and a broader, narrow thickening on the inside edge, just below the
lip. Layer 19 sherds were the most akin to those at Huakanshan, although they were
such simple shapes (setting aside the handle, for which there was no evidence at
Huakanshan) that this was only a suggestive link.
In the provenances in the vicinity of the stone pillar at Peinan, the shapes were more
distinctive. All were relatively deep. Two had a top groove, one had an inturned,
thickened lip, and two had an out-turned, thickened lip.
There were two Form 2-c sherds in Layer 6 and 7 at Huakanshan. One was quite
shallow in aspect. The other was deeper. There were also two Form 2-c sherds at
Peinan. These were fairly thick, and very tall and deep. Both occurred in the
provenances in the vicinity of the stone pillar. However, given the small number of
sherds, and the differences in the overall shape and size, it is impossible to draw any
clear parallels either within or between the sites on the basis of this form. There was the
possibility at both these sites that the Form 2-c sherds might actually belong to bases, as
the shape is broadly consistent with these (particularly Form 3-a-b at Peinan), but there
were no joins or other evidence to clearly indicate this.
The maximum thicknesses and orifice diameters of the Form 2 sherds show very similar
ranges at both Huakanshan and Peinan (Figure 363). The range of maximum thickness
is very narrow, while the orifice diameters vary widely. These sites cannot be
distinguished from each other on the basis of the measurements for this sub-form.

Maximum Thicknsss

Figure 363

East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Relationship between orifice diameter and maximum
thickness for Form 2, as this relates to the distribution of sherds by site and surface
coating
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Form 3 (base rims)
Clear instances of Form 3 were very rare in either site. Three sherds were identified at
Huakanshan, all in Layer 3 (a disturbed layer). These varied greatly in size, but were
similar in shape. They had downcurved, direct lips and flat, internally orientated join
surfaces. Base-associated sherds were found in Layers 2, 3 and 6 (a single sherd in the
latter). As mentioned above, there was also the possibility that the Form 2-c sherds
were also part of pedestal bases. These were found in Layers 6 and 7.
At Peinan, there were two base sherds. Like at Huakanshan these were both pedestal
types (Form 3-a). One came from the Layer 19 provenances, and one from the vicinity
of the stone pillar. The one from Layer 19 was different to those found at Huakanshan it had a flat, triangular lip and was straight on the outer surface. The one from the stone
pillar area was more akin to those at Huakanshan. It was relatively tall, with a slightly
downtumed, direct lip and what appeared to be a flat, internally orientated surface
(although this was quite rough and broken).
The three sherds at Huakanshan, and one of the sherds at Peinan, closely resembled
unrestricted vessels in shape, apart from the presence of a join surface. Consequently,
an unknown proportion of unidentified lips, and possibly a small number of sherds
allocated to Form 2, were probably associated with bases.
The number of base-associated sherds in both these assemblages indicates that the
identified base rims under-represent the actual number of bases. There were sixteen
base-associated sherds at Huakanshan, with even numbers in Layers 2 and 3. There
were fifteen base-associated sherds found at Peinan, with relatively even numbers in
both areas analysed.

SURFACE

MoDincATioN

WEAR

The level of wear did not vary greatly between layers at Huakanshan, being low to
moderate (about 30-40%) in all layers'® (Table 244). However, at Peinan all of the
sherds were worn, the vast majority very worn.

In all probability the level of wear was somewhat higher than this, but wear was recorded in instances
where it was thought to be distorting the analysis. Hence the comparison between sites relates to the
perceived level of distortion.
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Table 244

East Coast of Taiwan assemblages: Summary table of wear percentages
Provenance

2

Wear
Slight
Wear

Huakanshan
11.5

15.4

16.7

16.7

3.8

15.4

5
6
7
8

Very Worn

1.9

3
4

Worn

11.8

Percentage of sherds
with wear

Variable
wear

9.4

38.5

5

38.3

23.1

42.3

16.4

5.5

10.9

32.7

19.1

16.2

5.9

41.2

11.8

11.8

5.3

41.2

27.8

5.6

5.6

38.9

9

33.3

33.3

Near stone pillar

Peinan
7.1

92.9

100

Stone pillar area

3.2

96.8

100

TO 15P2-SZ

100

100

TO 1 P2-SZ

100

100

SURFACE COATING

In Taiwanese archaeology it is widely accepted that cord-marked is earlier than red-type
pottery (whether the latter is plain or with a surface coating). This may well be the case
- in the complete sequence containing both potteries analysed at Huakanshan, there was
a definite trend showing a greater proportion of cord-marked pottery in early
layers/sites, and a greater proportion of red-type pottery later,. However, cord-marked
and red-type potteries undoubtedly co-existed for an extended period of time. Thus, the
assumption that cord-marking indicates earlier sites, and red-type pottery later sites, is
not strictly correct, and its unqualified use has, at times, been allowed to influence the
interpretation of sites where the trend may not be clearly evident. At Huakanshan, both
cord-marked and red-type potteries are evident in Layers 2 to 9 (excepting the absence
of cord-marked pottery in Layer 4) (Table 245). Nevertheless, there is a clear increase
in plain pottery from Layer 6 up. There is also a marginal increase in sherds with a
surface coating, and it can be safely assumed that an unknown proportion of the plain
pottery did originally possessed a surface coating.
However, there remains a
complication - not including the absence of cord-marked pottery in Layer 4, the
numbers of cord-marked sherds do not vary greatly between the layers, the significance
of which is unclear. As discussed previously. Layers 2 and 3 are most likely disturbed,
and Layer 4 may also have been partially disturbed. Yeh {pers. comm.) believes that
cord-marked pottery in Layers 2 to 4 was introduced solely through disturbance, from
lower layers (presumably from another area of the site). This may indeed be the case,
however it is also evident that up until Layer 5 (which was undisturbed), cord-marked
pottery clearly persisted in conjunction with the increasing proportion of plain/red
pottery. However, without secure dating of all the layers, it is impossible to reflect on
the frill implications of this observation, except to say that cord-marked pottery clearly
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persisted in conjunction with red-type pottery, even after the proportion of the latter
markedly increased.
The sample from Peinan was chosen on the basis that it was representative of the redtype pottery. Thus nothing can be said regarding the association of this with cordmarked pottery.

Table 245
East Coast of Taiwan assemblages: Summary table of the distribution of surface
coating by layer
Layer

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
TO 15P2-SZ
TO 1 P2-SZ

Surface Coating
Surfece
Cord-marked
coating
Huakanshan
21.2
17.3
28.3
26.7
50
29.1
38.2
44.1
35.3
32.4
47.1
38.9
16.7
18.2
54.5
Peinan
32.1
9.7
24.1

No surface
coating
61.5
45
50
32.7
20.6
20.6
44.4
27.3
67.9
90.3
75.9
100

The surfaces colours at Huakanshan and Peinan were reasonably, but not greatly
standardised (i.e. the richness levels were low, but there were instances where the cores
was actually lower) (Table 246 and Figure 364). This was probably a result of the fairly
poor degree of preservation of the surface coatings overall. Even at Huakanshan, where
the overall wear was less than at Peinan, it was rare for a surface coating to be well
preserved. The colours were generally 2.5YR in hue, although the Layer 19 provenance
(TO 15 P2-SZ) showed a greater variation, possibly due to sample size.
At
Huakanshan, most layers were fairly similar, with the exception of Layer 7.
As noted in the Huakanshan section, the 'mouldy' appearance of the cord-marked
pottery may be a remnant surface coating. Interestingly, Yeh (2002) also suggests the
possibility that the cord-marked pottery had a surface coating.
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Table 246

East Coast of Taiwan assemblages: Summary table of sherd coating colour diversity
Layer
2

Richness

Colour

Huakanshan
1.4

10 R 4/4 (5)

3
4

1.3

2.5 YR 4/4 (8)

1.1

2.5 YR 4/4 (8)

5

1.8

2.5 YR 4/4 (7)

6

1.8

2.5 YR 4/6 (8)

7
8

1.9
1.1

10 R 4/6 (5)
2.5 Y R 4 / 6 (2)

9

1.6

2.5 YR 4/6 (3)

Near stone pillar

1.5

2.5 YR 5/6 (3)

TO 15P2-SZ

0.7

5 YR 5/6 (2)

Peinan

-HO

Figure 364

East Coast of Taiwan assemblages: Difference between percentage of colour with the
greatest number of sherds and percentage of colour with the second greatest number
of sherds

SURFACE ALTERATION

No surface alteration types were shared between Huakanshan and Peinan. Huakanshan
had cord-marked sherds, one handle with punctuate impressions in a single row along a
handle, and one sherd with parallel grooves (possibly related to the cord-marked types).
Peinan had a reasonable number of sherds with incised lines, but no similar sherds
occurred at Huakanshan.
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F I R M C REGIME

As discussed in the Dumbrique results section, the Huakanshan site shows a fairly high
level of consistency in firing between the layers (Table 247). The majority of sherds
had a lighter, oxidised surface coating, and a darker - almost black - core, not fully
reduced. The inner and outer surfaces both had less colour diversity (richness) than the
cores, as would be expected if the potters were producing pottery that was relatively
standardised in surface colour (the matrix core - which was not visible in the complete
product, was not important to appearances, and its colour was not controlled for.)
Overall, the firing pattern is similar for both red-type and cord-marked pottery (oxidised
surfaces, reduced core), but the colours themselves differ. The cord-marked pottery has
surfaces that are predominantly 10 YR 6/4, and the red-type pottery has surfaces that are
predominantly 7.5 YR 6/6 (see table of sherd colour diversity for Huakanshan earlier in
Table 247
East Coast of Taiwan assemblages: Richness of colour representation and colour with
the highest representation for sherd fabric
Site, Layer

Huakanshan

Peinan

Huakanshan

Peinan

Huakanshan

Peinan
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Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7
Layer 8
Layer 9
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
PEL TO 15P2-SZ
PEI, TO 1 P2-SZ
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7
Layer 8
Layer 9
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
PEI, TO 15P2-SZ
PEI, TO 1 P2-SZ
Layer 2
Layer 3
Layer 4
Layer 5
Layer 6
Layer 7
Layer 8
Layer 9
Near stone pillar
Stone pillar area
PEI, TO 15 P2-SZ
PEI, TO 1 P2-SZ

Richness |
Outer Surface
0.7
1.3
1.2
1.9
1.8
1.5
1.9
2.1
1.3
2
1.9
1.1
Core
1.2
1.7
2.3
3
2.4
1.5
2.4
2.3
1.6
2.1
3.5
1.5
Inner Surface
0.6
3
1.4
1.9
1.8
1.5
2.4
2.1
1.9
2.9
2.1
1.1

Colour
10 YR 6/4 (20)
10 YR 6/3 (22)
10 YR 6/4 (13)
7.5 YR 6/6 (19)
10 YR 6/4, 7.5 YR 6/6 (23)
10 YR 6/4 (14)
5 YR 5/6 (8)
10 YR 6/4 (15)
S Y R 6/6 (17)
5 YR 6/6 (13)
5 YR 6/6 (14)
5 YR 6/6 (5)
GLEY 1 4/N (14)
GLEY 1 4/N (27)
GLEY 1 4/N (11)
GLEY 1 4/N (22)
GLEY 1 4/N (20)
GLEY 1 5/N (9)
GLEY 1 4/N (10)
10 YR 6/4 (13)
GLEY 1 6/N (14)
GLEY 1 6/lOY (7)
5 YR 6/6 (13)
5 YR 6/6 (4)
10 YR 6/4 (20)
10 YR 6/3 (23)
10 YR 6/4 (12)
7.5 YR 6/6 (19)
10YR6/4(23)
10 YR 6/4 (11)
5 YR 5/6 (8)
10 YR 6/4 (15)
5 YR 6/6 (13)
5 YR 6/6 (8)
5 YR 6/6 (14)
5 YR 6/6 (5)
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this chapter). However, Layer 9, in which cord-marked pottery is predominant, shows a
marked difference to the others. In this layer, evenly fired pottery is more common than
pottery with cores that are not fully oxidised. Whether or not this denotes a difference
in firing for the earlier cord-marked pottery, or is merely a random result of sampling, is
not entirely clear. Nonetheless, this is a point that deserves to be kept in mind during
future analysis of the cord-marked pottery assemblage at Huakanshan (especially if
other test-pits are analysed), or when examining this type of pottery in other
assemblages, in order to see if this difference proves consistent.
The results for Peinan indicated a difference in the evenness of firing between the Layer
19 provenances, and those in the vicinity of the stone pillar. The Layer 19 provenances
were more likely to be evenly fired, the others more likely to only have oxidised
surfaces. Nevertheless, the overall colour of the surfaces was similar between all
provenances. In the within-site comparison, it was suggested that this difference may
relate to the thickness of the sherd. The Layer 19 sherds were thinner, and consequently
would be more evenly fired if a similar firing time was used for the sherds of all
provenances. However, this same argument cannot be used when comparing the sherds
to those at Huakanshan.
The Huakanshan red-type pottery sherds show a thickness similar to the thinner Peinan
sherds. Nevertheless, the general pattern at Huakanshan indicates that the cores
remained unoxidised (Table 249). That said, at both sites, where there is a difference
between the surface and the core colours, the margins are usually sharp.The surface
layers of the sherds show a greater difference than their cores between the colour with
the highest representation, and the colour with the second highest representation (Figure
365 and Table 248). This is consistent with the observation that the surfaces and cores
differ in the majority of instances in both the sites (even in the Layer 19 provenances at
Peinan, which had more evenly fired sherds, there was still a greater proportion of
sherds where the cores differed). This observation serves to reinforce the argument for
some level of potter-controlled standardisation of the outer layers. The only group of
sherds for which this is not entirely evident are the surfaces of the non-cord-marked
sherds from Huakanshan, where 7.5 YR 6/6 and 10 YR 6/4 are more or less equal in
their representation. Other colours are represented far less (10 YR 6/3 is the next
highest colour - about 14% of sherds, as opposed to about 60% for the two dominant
colours - and there is a fairly high drop-off again from this). Furthermore, while it is
assumed that the majority of sherds without cord-marking are red-type pottery, it is
interesting to note that when only those sherds that have evidence, or possible evidence,
of a surface coating are examined, there is a much clearer difference between the colour
with the highest surface representation, and the colour with the second highest surface
representation. In this instance, the cores still show a higher standardisation, with most
of the sherds having a dark core in a narrow range centred on GLEY 1 4/N and GLEY 1
3/N. Nevertheless, it is impossible on the basis of this data alone to say exactly why the
variation exists between the non-cord-marked sherds as a whole, and the selection with
an evident surface coating. Perhaps this is related to the possibility that those sherds
retaining evidence of a surface coating are comparatively less worn than the body of
sherds as a whole.
Despite some standardisation in the outer surfaces at Peinan, and in the cord-marked
pottery at Huakanshan, there is no evidence for highly controlled conditions or
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-HKS e/m
-MKS

Figure 365

-HKSc-rtt

East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Difference between percentage of highest colour and
percentage of second highest colour for the sherd fabric (a) core, (b) inner surface, (c)
outer surface

Table 248
East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Tabulation of the difference between percentage of
highest colour and percentage of second highest colour for the sherd fabric and surface coating

Huakanshan, cord-marked pottery
Huakanshan, non-cord-marked pottery

16.4

Inner
surface
37.3

10

0.9

0.5

Huakanshan, red surface coating
Peinan

18.5
3.2

15.7
18.6

13.9
22.5

Provenance

Core

(including sherds with or without a surface coating)

tl
i

100

Surface
coating

9.6
7.7

4

i

• 2

so -{

•3
A»
X5
•7
: S
•9
— ffcm near stone pilar
* Ft on sOHie pilar area
• PtlT015P2-5Z
1 1D1P2-SZ

4a I

20 j

Outer
surface
40.9

^

0
Even

20

40

eo

ao

100
Suifact difiers

Table 249
East Coast Taiwan assemblages: Dispersion of sherds based on the evenness of firing
in the sherds (x-axis) and the nature of the margins, in instances where the surface differs (y-axis)
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indications of the high temperatures associated with kiki-based firing. Hence it is likely
that pottery from both these sites was fired in open-fires, probably using broadly similar
techniques. Nonetheless, the differences in the evenness of firing indicate that
conditions, such as firing time, probably differed. Of course this is not entirely
unexpected in the case of open-firings, where conditions are less controlled than for
kiln-firings.

CHARACTERISATION

Permission was given for a selection of Huakanshan bodysherds to be used in the
characterisation analysis. The results of this are described earlier in this chapter, in the
Huakanshan section.

MATRIX AND MINERALS

There is a suggestion in the matrix and minerals analysis that more than one source was
being exploited at Huakanshan. However the groups do partly overlap and thus the
evidence was inconclusive. In Chapter 8, where the results are compared between sites,
the petrographic data from Bill Dickinson will be described.
This analysis
demonstrated conclusively that there were indeed two types of temper coming from
different source areas. However, both sources appear to have been used for cordmarked and for non-cord-marked potteries, and both are exploited throughout the
sequence. Future analysis that encompasses more of the local pottery from both this
and other sites, may frirther elucidate the spatial/temporal distribution (or combined
exploitation) of the use of these sources.
Given that there does seem to be exploitation of several sources, the characterisation
analysis of sherds from Peinan, and other sites on the East Coast of Taiwan, would
enable frirther investigation of the interactions within this region.

EDGES

A large enough surface coating sample for XRD analysis could only be obtained from
one of the sherds brought back to the ANU for characterisation analysis.
The surface coating spectrum for the one Huakanshan sherd able to be analysed, was
different to the matrix spectrum, indicating the application of a clay with a distinctive
chemistry. The surface coating had several unique clay minerals, and appeared to have
identifiable Hematite. However, this Hematite was only present in very low-levels,
indiscernible when scaled against the matrix spectrum. In all probability, the red colour
was indeed related to the presence of Hematite, but the sample was so small (both
because only one sherd was able to be analysed, and because the remaining surface
coating was so thin that the XRD sample was itself very small) that this can only be
verified by further analysis.
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Summary of East Coast Taiwan Pottery Sequence
Four groups were identified for the Huakanshan and Peinan sites (Table 250). None of
these groups contained pottery from both sites. However, there were broad inter-site
similarities.
The most significant of these similarities were between Group 3 at Peinan and Group 2
at Huakanshan. These similarities were based on several features, including: The high
numbers of straight, everted rim vessels that are thin and relatively long; the relatively
high percentage of bowls; the presence of cylindrical handles; and the presence of a red
surface coating on some of the sherds. Within Group 2, which spans all layers in the
Huakanshan site, the most similarities are seen within Layer 5, primarily as a result of
the relatively low number of cord-marked sherds and its higher numbers of bowls, along
with the presence of all other traits specific to Group 2. However this is a very tentative
suggestion, because the upper layers at Huakanshan may have expressed different
assemblage characteristics had they not been so disturbed. Furthermore assemblagelevel comparisons are undoubtedly distorted by the selectiveness of the Peinan sample.
The Huakanshan red-type pottery does not form any clearly distinct groupings. Yeh
(2002) suggested that plain pottery types at Huakanshan fall into two groupings: The
Huakanshan Culture types and the Chi-lin Culture types (described in the Late Neolithic
section, earlier in this chapter). However, although there may indeed be a distinction
between these types, there is no clear separation between the attributes that defme these
suggested groupings based on the analysis of the assemblages examined herein
(remembering that the cultures defined by Yeh included a much greater sample of
pottery from the Huakanshan area and other sites in the vicinity).
At Huakanshan, cord-marked (Group 1) and red-type (Group 2) potteries occur
concurrently for an unknown period of time. As noted, there is a trend from greater
proportions of cord-marked pottery in the lower layers to greater proportions of red-type
pottery in the higher layers. However, neither is entirely absent from any layer of the
assemblage with the exception of Layer 4 that lacks cord-marked pottery. The
interpretation of the Huakanshan stratigraphy is complicated by the presence of
disturbance in the upper layers, 2, 3 and perhaps 4, where the trend reverses somewhat
and the proportion of cord-marking again increases.
The analysed sherds from Peinan are not representative of the entire assemblage, and
may have been in close association with other types (e.g. with cord-marked sherds).
Nevertheless, it seems quite clear that there are two different groups of red-type pottery
at Peinan (Groups 3 and 4), although the temporal and spatial relations of these are
anything but clear. It is Group 3, however, that has most similarities to the Huakanshan
red-type pottery (Group 2). Despite this analysis being hampered by the lack of a
clearly representative sample of the assemblage for the Peinan contexts, the results are
still suggestive of the complexities in the red-type pottery assemblages, demonstrating
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Table 250

Summary of trends seen in the East Coast Taiwan assemblages

Group 1:
Huakanshan, cordmarked pottery
All concave, everted rim
vessels (Form 1-a)

No Form 2

No bases

No handles

No carinations identified
Sherds generally thicker

Group 3:
Peinan, red-type pottery
from Layer 19
provenances
Form
More straight, everted rim vessels (Form 1-b) than
concave, everted rim vessels: those Form 1-a
sherds that are present are more like the Form 1-b
sherds in red-type pottery than like those sherds in
Group 1 (although these two sites are similar in
this regard there are more sherds with a slight
concavity at Peinan, as compared to Huakanshan).
Form 2 present:
Form 2 present:
Predominant in Layer 5. distinctive - more
sophisticated - shapes,
as compared to other
groups
Pedestal bases present.
Pedestal bases clearly
This includes a unique
evident in disturbed
base type, with ahnost
layers (2 and 3). Also,
vertical sides and an
limited evidence in
exteriorally thickened,
Layer 6 and possibly
Layer 7. Size varies but triangular lip. Base
associated pieces
all are relatively tall for
appear to demonstrate
comparative thickness.
pedestals like for Group
All are downcurved.
2 and 3.
Cylindrical handles
Cylindrical handles
present. These were
present but the
likely attached to
association is uncertain.
everted rim vessels.
These are predominant
in Layers 5 and 6.
Group 2:
Huakanshan, red-type
pottery

Group 4:
Peinan, red-type pottery
from provenances in
vicinity of the stone pillar
Form 1-a and Form 1-b
present, with Form 1-a
being predominant (and
more markedly concave
than Groups 2 or 3).
Form 2 present

Pedestal base sherd
present: Like Group 2
sherds, the size varies
but all are relatively tall
for comparative
thickness. All are
downcurved.

Cylindrical handles
present. These were
attached to Form 2-a
vessels in a horizontal
position. There is some
evidence to suggest
they may also have
been attached to Form 1
vessels but this is
inconclusive.
Small number of
carinations identified
Sherds generally thicker

Sherds generally thinner
Surface Coating and Surface Alteration
Low to moderate levels of wear
Very worn
Cord-marked pottery,
Some pottery with evidence for a red surface coating. Although the number
possibly had surface
of sherds where a colour is able to be discerned is small these generally appear
coating on some or all
to be similar in hue (2.5 YR), with the exception of the Layer 19 provenances
at Peinan. Also, those in the stone pillar vicinity at Peinan are slightly lighter
than those are Huakanshan
Sherd with parallel
Handle with punctate
Incised lines,
grooves
impressions found in
sometimes patterned
Layer 9
Firing Regime
Surface colour more 'yellow' than sherds found at
Surface colour more 'red' than sherds found at
Peinan
Huakanshan
Sherds usually have oxidised surface layers, with a
More evenly fired
Sherds usually have
dark core. The margins are sharp (Layer 9 is an
oxidised surface layers,
sherds
exception)
with a dark core.
Characterisation
Two sources evident, but both are present in
No characterisation data
Groups 1 and 2.
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that these are not a static entity.
investigation.''

Hence this is clearly a factor that requires further

There are no reliable dates associated with the assemblages examined herein.
Moreover, the transition from the earlier cord-marked to the plain pottery types
(including red-slipped pottery) is not at all clear. Such factors make it is impossible to
make direct comparisons based on chronology between the two sites examined in
Taiwan, and those in the northern Philippines Nonetheless, there are a few broad points
that can be made.
Firstly, based on the differentiation of Groups 2 and 3 - which are probably reasonably
closely related - and Group 4, it appears that there are clear differences in the form and
size characteristics of the Taiwanese assemblages. Although these assemblages all
share the presence of red-slipped pottery, they also have clear differences. Yet the
temporal and spatial relationship between these differences is not at all evident. This
makes it impossible to address the claims that have been made on the basis of the
presence of red-type pottery assemblages in the Middle Neolithic (see discussion at the
beginning of the chapter).
Secondly, as we will see in the next chapter, it is Group 4 from Peinan that shares the
most similarities with the northern Philippines assemblages, these being mostly rim
form characteristics. Already noted is that Peinan is a mixed context, and that the
relation between this and the other red-type potteries is not clear. Nonetheless, the dates
said to be associated with the red-slipped pottery layers at Peinan all cluster at around
3000 BP. Hung (2008) has suggested that there was an overlap between the Peinan and
the Sunget phases, starting in the Middle Neolithic at around 3500 BP. Yet while it is
certainly possible that there was some form of social interaction between these sites,
based on the assessment herein, the start of this association would appear to be closer to
3000 BP. The implications this has for the chronology of the region will be ftirther
discussed in the next chapter.
Taking into account the attributes said by Hung (2008) to demonstrate parallels between
Taiwan and the northern Philippines, there does not appear to be any defmitive links
between any assemblage examined in the northem Philippines and those examined in
Taiwan. Rather a number of attributes from throughout the areas appear to demonstrate
loose affinities that would not necessarily have been the result of direct migration from
Taiwan. Moreover, based on statements in Chang (1969), Tsang (1992) and Solheim
(2006), amongst others, it is safe to assume that many of these same characteristics
were, in fact, shared with sites in south China as well. Consequently, although there are
clearly broad affinities between assemblages, at this point there is no clear evidence to
support the direct derivation of assemblages in the northem Philippines from Taiwan.

" Taiwanese archaeologists have published numerous articles on the cultural relations between the
different middle and late Neolithic assemblages, so it is assumed that some o f these factors may be better
discussed therein. However, this presumably large body of literature is not available in English
translation.
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CHAPTER 8: INTER-REGIONAL COMPARISON
The purpose of this chapter is to examine the inter-regional relationships of the groups
identified by the regional analyses. These groups contain assemblages, or specific subsections of assemblages, that seem to be related (Table Table 251). In Section 1, pottery
forms are examined in order to associate groups sharing common characteristics. In
Section 2, the relationships between these associations, and the groups within them, are
examined in of the context of the associated radiocarbon dates, as temporal relationships
may be the cause of some of the identified differences. Nevertheless, this discussion
will be necessarily inconclusive, as the radiocarbon dating of the sites in the focus area
needs to be significantly improved before these relations can be better clarified. The
results will also be discussed within the context of the broader dating of early pottery
sites in Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific region.
Table 251
Region

Pottery groups
Group
CV-2
CV-3
CV-4

Description
Silt layers (Irigayen, Layer 3-II, as well as red-type pottery in upper layers;
Dumbrique, Layers 4 and 5)
Lower shell-midden at Dumbrique (Layer 3)
Lower shell midden at Irigayen (Layer 2 and black-type pottery in Layer 3-1)
Shell-midden layers (Dumbrique, Layer 2 and Irigayen, Layer 1)

ECL-1

Housefloor assemblages from Dimolit, Layer 5.

CV-1
Cagayan
Valley
East Coast
Luzon
Batanes
Islands

Taiwan

BT-1
BT-2
BT-3
ECT-1
ECT-2
ECT-3
ECT-4

Sunget Top Terrace and Sunget Main Terrace assemblages, as well as
Mahatao Town
Payaman, Naidi and Tayid assemblages
Torongan Cave assemblage (all stratified layers)
Huakanshan, cord-marked pottery
Huakanshan, red-type pottery
Peinan, red-type pottery from Layer 19 provenances
Peinan, red-type pottery from provenances in vicinity of the stone pillar

Section 1: Inter-regional group comparisons
At the beginning of this section, associations between groups will be established on the
basis of a discussion of the major forms (Forms 1 and 2). As will be demonstrated later
in the section, the consideration of Form 0 and Form 3 does not change the association
of the groups, although it is helpfiil for discussing the relationships within the broader
associations. In all, four associations were identified, three of which are limited to
specific regions, and have thus been comprehensively described in the respective
regional results chapters. However, one association contains groups from across all
regions, and hence will be the main focus of investigation. The latter part of the section
(after the associations themselves are established), will therefore focus on establishing
the characteristics of this inter-regional association in greater detail. This will include
the consideration of any factors that may affect the interpretation of this association,
including Forms 0 and 3, and variants of Forms 1 and 2. In addition, the discussion will
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include a consideration of surface modification, production techniques, firing, and the
results of the characterisation studies.
In the sections of this thesis containing the analyses, the proportional form data, as well
as presence/absence data for the sub forms of Forms 1 and 2, were analysed using
hierarchical cluster and multiscalar (ALSCAL) analysis. Yet while these analyses were
invaluable in gaining an appreciation of what was significant within the data, the results
required heavy modification and adjustment in order to define associations - they could
not, for example, take account of variance in the sub-forms between sites. Therefore,
the associations will defined without reference to these tools.

ESTABLISHING GROUP ASSOCIATIONS ON THE BASIS OF FORM

MAJOR FORM ASSOCIATIONS (FORMS 1 AND 2)

In the examination of the proportional composition of sub-forms of Form 1 and Form 2
in the pottery groups, it is immediately obvious that ECT-1 and BT-3 are outliers, as
each of these only contains pottery of one form. Form 1-a and Form 1-b respectively. In
contrast, the group with the next highest proportion of these sub-forms, CV-3, contains
62.5% of Form 2-a, as well as three other sub-forms. Therefore, BT-3 and ECT-1 will
be considered separately as single group Associations 3 and 4, respectively.
Table 252
Association

1

Percentage of major forms for each group, based on MNV
Group

Form
1-a

1-b

BT-1
ECT-4

60.4
43.8

1.9
25.0

ECT-3
ECT-2
ECL-1

31.8
17.9

45.5
72.4

11.6
7.1
1.0

45.3
21.4
55.4

CV-1
BT-2
2

CV-2
CV-3
CV-4

10.0
25.0
58.4

3

BT-3

100.0

4

ECT-1

100.0

1-c

1-d

1-e
3.1

2-a

2-b

37.7
21.9

2-c
6.3

3

22.7
1.1
3.0
60.0
6.3

0.4

1.6

2.2

0.7

7.3
34.1

6.9

1.8
30.7

60.7
3.0
30.0
62.5
28.1

No. of
Forms
Present
3
5

0.4
3.4

1.5

5.4

3.6

6.3
13.5

6
8
6
6
3
4
3
1
1

There are ten remaining groups, all of which contain Forms 1-b and 2-a, as well as
sherds from at least one other sub-form. However, the proportions of Form 1-b and
Form 1-a are not correlated with other aspects of the form data. Therefore, although
these groups are coherent associations, these are not so immediately obvious. They are
characterized by two main aspects: the presence of Form 1-a, and the overall number of
sub-forms present in the group.
Association 2 contains those groups that do not contain Form 1-a: CV-2, CV-3, and
CV-4. In addition to the ubiquitous Forms 1-b and 2-a, CV-2 and CV-3 share the
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presence of Form 1-c, and CV-3 and CV-4 that of Form 2-c. Hence although the
proportions of forms differ, the types present are common to two or all of the groups.
Also the range of variants is not as high as in Association 1 (three sub-forms in CV-2
and CV-4; four in CV-3), thus these groups are comparatively standardized in their
forms.
Groups in Association 1 all contain sherds of Form 1-a. These groups are distinguished
from Association 2 either by a very high proportion of that sub-form (BT-1, ECT-4,
ECT-3, and ECT-2), and/or a very high overall number of sub-form types ( ECT-2,
ECL-1, CV-1, and BT-2). While this association shows a wide internal variance for
both these characteristics, neither could be used to differentiate it into further
associations. Forms 1-d, 1-e and 2-b only occur in groups in this association.
Moreover, the variants of Form 2-c are also unique to the groups in this association.
From the previous site discussions, it is already possible to see that the different
associations, defined on the basis of form, correlate with some additional trends. Most
prominently, they clearly differentiate on the basis of surface coating characteristics
(Table 253). Association 1 is composed of red-type potteries. Association 2 is
composed solely of the black-type pottery sites found in the Cagayan Valley.
Association 3 is composed solely of the Torongan Cave site, which could not be clearly
linked to any site within its region. Association 4 is the cord-marked pottery component
of the Huakanshan assemblage. In interpreting the relationship between Association 4
and the other associations, it is important to remember that cord-marked pottery
occurred concurrently with the red-type component. The higher layers at Huakanshan
contained the least cord-marked pottery, and thus it is these to which the other sites in
Association 1 are most akin, noting that cord-marked pottery is never entirely absent
from the Huakanshan sequence.
Table 253

Surface modification types grouped by association
Association

Group

1

ECL-1
CV-1
BT-1
BT-2
ECL-1
ECL-3

2

CV-2
CV-3
CV-4

3

BT-3

4

ECL-2

Red
surface
coating
55
50
65
80
18
17
(16)
(9)
23

Black surface
coating or
smudged
1

No surface
coating

Cordmarked

45
49
35
20
82
83

81
45
62

18
39
29

5

72

1

100

Association 1 is thus composed of sites from every region containing high proportions
of red-type pottery. These results clearly demonstrate that these surface coating
characteristics correlate to differences in vessel forms, as well as to the expression of
these at an assemblage level (i.e. proportional representation). Furthermore, these
Form 2-c occurs in groups CV-1 and CV-2 in low numbers, but reference to Chapter 4 will show that
these are very different variants.
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differences in form and expression are shared on an inter-regional basis between groups
sharing the presence of red-type pottery. In effect, this means that the different red-type
pottery sites (Association 1) are more akin to each other than to pottery sites containing
pottery with different surface coatings in closer proximity. This is indicative of a
discrete red-type pottery horizon.
Since the components of Associations 2, 3 and 4 are characterised in their respective
regional discussion chapters, their characteristics will not be further discussed within
this section. Instead, emphasis will be placed on a description of Association 1.

FURTHER FORM CHARACTERISTICS FOR ASSOCIATION 1

Groups within Association 1 all share the presence of Form 1-a, Form 1-b and Form 2a. Nonetheless, obvious proportional differences distinguish the groups. In order to
further clarify the relationships within Association 1, each of the form characteristics
will be described. Association 1 has several shared traits that appear to be unique, or at
least different to similar traits in the other associations. Some of these, related to the
broad aspects of form, have already been described. Others relate to aspects of form
that have not yet been incorporated into this comparative discussion. Furthermore,
some traits are shared by only some of the groups, indicating differentiation in the
degrees of relationship, even within this one association. Each aspect of form which
varies between the groups will now be discussed, in order to fully explore the internal
coherency of Association 1.
Necks (Form 0-b)
There were relatively high numbers of necks and angular sherds for the red-type pottery
in CV-1. When the proportion of necks was compared to that in other assemblages, this
also seemed quite high in ECL-1. It is interesting to note that BT-1 had a higher
proportion of necks than BT-2 - a characteristic that sets these two assemblages apart.
In ECT-2, the proportion of necks is less than the proportion of cord-marked necks.
The proportion of necks in ECT-3 and ECT-4 were more or less equal, although neither
were representative samples. Nevertheless, this proportion was less than in the
aforementioned groups.
These differences probably reflect differential breakage patterns. In instances where the
sherd is thicker at the neck, tapering into the body and the rim, breakage is likely to
occur above or below the neck, leaving the neck itself intact (likely for ECL-1, CV-1
and BT-1). In instances where the thicknesses of the rim, neck and body are relatively
even, breakage is likely to occur at the neck itself, leaving less of it intact (likely for
BT-2 and ECT-2).
Overall, it appears that Groups ECL-1, CV-1 and BT-1 have a particularly high
proportion of necks in their constituent assemblages, probably due to differential
breakage.
Cylindrical handles (Form 0-c)
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Cylindrical handles were found in the groups CV-1, BT-1, ECT-2, ECT-3 and ECT-4.
They are most common in the latter two groups, where several handle pieces were
associated with rim sherds. In ECT-2, two sherds of Form 1-b had vertically orientated
handles attached. In ECT-4, two rim sherds had attached handles, both Form 2-a. On
one, the sherd was attached with a horizontal orientation, about 5mm below the rim.
The other sherd lacked sufficient handle to determine its orientation, but seems similar
in other respects to the first sherd. One other sherd in ECT-4 had a possible vertical
orientation, as did the sherds of ECT-2. For the ECT-3, CV-1 and BT-1 assemblages,
no associations were made between the cylindrical handles and particular vessel forms.
Overall, cylindrical handles were found in quite a number of sites. They were most
characteristic of the Taiwanese red-type pottery assemblages, where they were clearly
associated with vessel forms.
In contrast, CV-I and BT-I had fewer sherds,
unassociated with particular forms.
The presence of tall, vertical handles has been used in the past to draw parallels between
Taiwan and the northern Philippines (Bellwood et al 2003; Bellwood & Dizon 2005),
particularly linking the Sunget assemblages and Peinan, circa. 3500-2500 BP. Although
there was no clear indication in the Sunget assemblages of either the handle orientation
or the associated vessel forms, this does appear to be a characteristic common to both
these sites. Moreover, there was a broad range of associated forms and orientations at
Peinan than previously mentioned.
Form 0-e (carinations)
In the Cagayan Valley sites, carinations were more common in the CV-1 group than in
the groups assigned to Association 2. There were also low numbers in the ECL-1
group. Nevertheless, carinations were still not particularly common. In the Batanes
Islands, carinations were about twice as common in the BT-2 group, compared to the
BT-1 group, but still comparatively rare. There were also low to moderate numbers of
carinations in both the ECT-3 and ECT-4 assemblages, but as these were not
representative, the proportions were not reliable. There were no carinations in the
Huakanshan assemblage.
Overall, carinations appear in many Association 1 sites, but are not particularly
significant components of the assemblages. Groups BT-2, CV-I, and possibly ECT-4,
have more carinations than other groups.
Concave, everted rim vessels (Form 1 -a)
The presence of Form 1-a sherds is one of the major defining characteristics of
Association 1. However, when the variants within Form 1-a are examined across the
different groups, there is evidence of three major variants in two or more of the sites,
each demonstrating even more discriminative within-association relationships. These
variants are here called shapes in order to distinguish them from the site-specific
variants, described in the site sections
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Shape A has a prominent neck, which generally tapers into the rim and body of the
sherd (Figure 366). The rim has a marked, 'cup-like' concavity, and a moderate width
of flare.

Figure 366

Form 1-a, comparative Shape A

Shape A occurs in CV-1 (Irigayen), ECL-1 (Dimolit), BT-1 (the Sunget site), BT-2
(Payaman and Tayid), ECT-4 (Peinan) and ECT-2 (Huakanshan). It varies widely in
abundance between these sites.
Shape A was most common in the Sunget assemblages, where all Form 1-a sherds
possessed this shape.
Shape A formed a relatively minor component of the Dimolit and Irigayen assemblages.
Form 1-a-a in the Dimolit assemblage (ten sherds) falls within the definition of this
shape. At Irigayen, five of the seven sherds probably have this shape. Two may be
more akin to Shape C.
There were only two sherds of Form 1-a at Payaman, both more akin to Shape A than
the other two designated shapes. Nevertheless, the variant shape of these sherds stands
out when compared to those in the other groups. The other site in BT-2 with Form 1-a
sherds is Tayid, although these too fail to clearly fit the shapes used for comparison
across sites.
Sherds of this shape were very rare in ECT-2 (Huakanshan""), where Shape C tended to
be more characteristic (see below).
In summary, this shape is most congruent in BT-1, CV-I, ECL-1 and ECT-4. The high
proportion of this shape at both the Sunget sites and Peinan may indicate more
similarity but this is only suggestive, seeing the sample from the latter is not
representative. In addition, the shared presence of a groove on sherds, of this type in
both the Sunget sites and Irigayen also provides evidence for links between these sites.
The parallels between sherds similar to Shape A has been noted in the past (Bellwood &
Dizon 2005, 2008; Hung 2008; Chu in Hung 2008).
Bellwood and Dizon (2005; 2008) argue that similar sherds occurred in the "later
Neolithic assemblages" of Taiwan, noting Yuan-shan and Peinan in particular.
Furthermore, that such sherds in the Sunget assemblages demonstrate a continuation

"" It should also be noted that Shape A is very characteristic of Group ECT-1, Association 4, but that
other characteristics, such as the presence of cord-marking and the broader associations, set these apart.
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from similar rim forms in the Torongan Cave assemblage'°^ as well as a link to similar
forms in the sites of Magapit, Irigayen and Nagsabaran in the Cagayan Valley.
Hung (2005, 2008) argues that this shape is first seen in Taiwan sites during the Eastern
Fine Cord-marked Pottery Phase (sites mentioned include Chaoliaquio, Yuchangnan,
Fushan, Yen-liao, Dakeng and Shanyuan), the beginning of which she places between
4000-3500 BP, ending at the end of the Peinan Phase around 2500 BP. Nonetheless, it
has been argued here that the Sunget assemblages are more likely to be circa 3000 BP in
age. Clearly this tradition is so long lasting, it can hardly be taken as evidence for early
interaction on its own.
Shape 5 is a very short, concave rim (Figure 367). This rim shape is found in groups
BT-1 and ECT-3. Moreover, although they appear to be straight, and are thus allocated
to Form 1-b, there are very similar short, everted rims found in groups CV-1 and ECL1. It was not present in ECT-2, ECT-4 or BT-2 in either concave or straight form.

/

Figure 367

Form 1-a, comparative Shape B

In summary, although this shape is not particularly abundant in any of the assemblages,
it is still characteristic of this association. This shape, or a closely related variant of
Form 1-b, appear in most (but not all) of the groups, including BT-1, CV-1, ECL-I and
ECT-3.
Shape C is noticeably long relative to the thickness of the sherd (Figure 368).
thickness is generally fairly even through the rim, neck and upper body.

Figure 368

The

Form 1-a, comparative Shape C

This shape occurred in CV-1 (IRI), ECL-1 (DIM), ECT-3 (PEI) and ECT-2 (HKS). It
often resembled similarly elongated sherds of Form 1-b. In fact in some instances there
was a definite overlap between these two forms, due to irregularities in the shape of the
earthenware vessels (i.e. in some instances two conjoinable sherds had different shapes
- one had a slight concavity, one was straight). Nonetheless, most sherds/vessels of
these two categories were distinct.
Because of the nature of this argument, it is important to note here that this shape did not occur at all in
the two test-pit assemblages analysed from Torongan Cave for this thesis. The two test-pits studies were
the ones from which the dates came and the complex stratigraphy of Torongan Cave means that no
categorical associations can be made to particular dates without knowing exactly where these sherds came
from.
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In summary, this shape is characteristic of a number of sites in Association I, including
Irigayen, Dimolit, Peinan and Huakanshan. The variants seen in ECT-3 and ECT-2
(which in a small number of cases also include evidence of vertical handles) link these
sites more closely.
Straight, everted rim vessels (Form 1 -b)
Straight, everted sherds were found in all assemblages with the exception of the Sunget
Terraces (part of BT-1). The shapes were quite varied.
When viewed in a comparative perspective, sherds which were elongated and relatively
thin were common to all groups. As a proportion of the overall assemblage, they were
most common in ECL-1, ECT-2 and ECT-3, rarest in CV-1 and BT-1 (in the latter there
was only one sherd of this form from the Mahatao Town site). These had a rounded lip,
parallel or slightly divergent margins, and were everted at about 130 degrees. Sherds in
BT-2 tended to be less elongate than sherds in the other groups.
Some of the elongated sherds had a rounding to the outer surface, with more divergent
margins. These were found in ECT-3 and ECL-1.
The measurement distribution of the Form 1-b sherds reveals one particularly
interesting feature. Although these sherds broadly cluster together, the groups within
Association 1 are generally much less standardised (either within the groups or between
the groups), than the groups in the other associations (Figure 369). Group ECL-1 has
the widest spread, encompassing the entire spectrum seen in the other sites. Group
ECT-1 has generally higher width of flares and were generally thirmer, compared to the
ranges for the other groups. ECT-3 shows a similar width of flare range to that shown
by ECT-1, but has a wider range of maximum thicknesses. Group CV-1 tends towards
the lower end of the range of width of flare. This range overlaps quite significantly with
that shown by BT-2 and ECL-1, less so with the two groups from the East Coast of
Taiwan. Group BT-2 shows a greater tendency than the other sites to correlate width of
flare and maximum thickness.
Hung (2008) argues that "everted rims with outer lip thickening" are indicative of a
relationship between Taiwan and the northern Philippines. These lips are vertical with
an outer ridge. She indicates that similar sherds, some red-slipped, were found in the
northern Philippines at the sites of Magapit, Nagsabaran and Torongan Cave (noting
these were not in the squares analysed for this thesis), as well as at Fushan, Jialalan and
Chaolaiquio in Taiwan.
Such sherds would be classified herein as Form 1-b. One sherd of this type occurred in
ECL-1 (Dimolit), another in ECT-2 (Huakanshan). The sherd at Huakanshan came
from Layer 9 (the lowest layer), and although red-type was associated with
predominantly cord-marked pottery. These two sherds may indicate a broad association
between these regions. However, sherds of this type are very few in number, and (at
least for the sites analysed herein) do not come from contexts which would otherwise be
considered closely related.
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Form 1-b: The relationship of width of flare and orifice diameter to maximum width

Wide, everted rim vessels (Form 1 -c)
As was seen in the regional comparison of the Cagayan Valley assemblages, Form 1-c
is distinctive of black-type pottery, black-type pottery groups being assigned to
Association 2. In Association 1, a small number of sherds of Form 1-c occured in ECL1 and BT-2. However, these were sufficiently different to both to each other and to the
sherds in Association 2, that no inter-regional relationships could be inferred.
Internally restricted vessels (Form 1 -d)
Very low proportions of Form 1-d were found in Groups ECL-1, ECT-2 and BT-2.
However the shapes of these somewhat differed. The proportion of Form 1-d sherds
found in BT-2 was greater than in any of the other groups, albeit this was still not very
high (7.2%, as opposed to 2% or less for the other sites).
Outcurved. everted rim vessels (Form 1-e")
Low proportions of Form 1-e were found in Groups CV-1, ECL-1, ECT-2, ECT-3,
ECT-4 and BT-2, with the last having the highest number of sherds. However, despite
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its widespread presence, this form does not show a high degree of inter-regional
similarity.
Groups ECL-1 and ECT-1 shared a variant which was relatively direct, with a slightly
out-turned, and exteriorally thickened lip. Nevertheless, this was isolated to just one
sherd at each site. Groups ECT-1 and ECT-3 both had variants which were elongated,
with a slight outcurving, and slightly divergent margins. In all likelihood these were
related to Form 1-b, which composed a much higher proportion of these assemblages.
Sherds of Form 1-e in CV-2 were generally shorter and more rounded than the sherds at
the other sites. Group BT-2 has a much higher proportion of Form 1-e sherds than any
of the other groups in Association 1. The shapes found in this group are described in
the relevant regional chapter, and are not clearly shared by any other groups within
Association 1. This sets this group apart.
In summary, outcurved everted rimmed vessels are characteristic of several of the
assemblages in Association I, including all groups in Taiwan and Luzon. However, the
considerable variation in form indicates that this is not a strong inter-regional form
characteristic.
Unrestricted vessels with vertical or direct rims (Form 2-a)
Form 2-a is common to all Association 1 groups. Those sherds found in Association 2
groups possessed different variants.
A comparison between groups shows that the most commonly shared shape was a
simple bowl, with an upturned lip and a relatively thin vessel wall. Occasionally there
was also a slight thickening on the internal lip as in groups CV-1, ECT-3 and ECT-4 .
However, this feature was rare, and did not clearly correlate between groups.
Groups CV-1 and ECL-1 shared a distinctive shape. This was a deep bowl with a
groove on the external surface, just below the lip. There was also a flattened section on
the internal surface. A very similar, possibly related, shape was found in BT-1. These
though had a less prominent flattened section - if any - and the groove was narrower.
In summary. Form 2-a was common to all sites. The proportion of the assemblage that
this represented was lowest in ECT-1 and BT-2. Groups CV-1, ECL-1 and BT-1 all had
a groove on some vessels.
Hung (2005, 2008) describes 'basins', which are similar to the vessels in this form.
These possessed "slightly inverted rims and are shallow, with a wide mouth and a large
diameter relative to height" (Hung 2005). Moreover, Hung suggests these represent a
link between the northern Philippines and Taiwan, indicating that similar sherds were
found at Nagsabaran in the northern Philippines, and in the Fine Cord-marked Phase of
Taiwan, including the sites of Fengpitou, Peinan and Qiguan. The sherds fromTaiwan
have either plain red-slipped or cord-marked surfaces. However, for this analysis,
vessels similar to Hung's basins were grouped within Form 2-a, and were found at
Irigayen, Dumbrique, possibly Dimolit, and Peinan.
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Rimmed, unrestricted vessels (Form 2-b)
Form 2-b were rimmed bowls. These particularly distinctive bowls were found only in
the Dimolit and Irigayen assemblages. They had both flat and concave rim shapes.
There was some evidence to suggest that these were associated with pedestal bases,
such as neck pieces showing evidence of a basal join surface. However, this evidence is
scarce, and thus inconclusive.

Figure 370

Example of Form 2-b, which is found in CV-1 and ECL-1

In summary, rimmed bowls were not common to all sites, but were a particularly
distinctive component of the Dimolit and Irigayen assemblages.
Hung (2005, 2008) has drawn parallels between the northern Philippines and Taiwan,
using the evidence of open bowls on ring-feet or pedestals. This form was the only
form that had characteristics suggestive of association with a base, and has an
unrestricted opening. Yet both her illustrations and her definition of the vessels (as well
as the texts referred to) contained no mention of the necks, which herein define this
particular form. Nevertheless, they undoubtably possess some similarities. Hung
argues that her bowls are common to Magapit, Dimolit, Nagsabaran and Irigayen in the
northern Philippines, and were "extensively used until the late Neolithic" in Taiwan, at
sites including Fengpitou, Fushan, Zhangguang and Peinan. The presence of pedestal
stands in many of the assemblages examined herein (including Peinan), may indicate
that some of the Form 2-a vessels analysed may also have had pedestal stands similar to
Hung's bowls, which would be undoubted evidence of broad inter-regional similarities.
In support of this point is the fact that no Form 2-b sherds were identified at Sunget, but
these assemblages did have base-associated sherds. However, both the rimmed
unrestricted vessels specifically described above, and the pedestals described below,
indicate that these forms also probably showed a high degree of diversity between sites.
Bowls on open ring-feet or pedestals were reported by Chang (1969) for the site of
Fengpitou in Taiwan. In his discussion he clearly linked this vessel type to 'tou' (or
'dou') vessels from the Langshanoid period on mainland China. The presence of ringfeet was also mentioned by Solheim (2006) as a feature common to many east Asian
assemblages, this being, in his view, a typical feature of the Sa Huynh-Kalanay. This
indicates a possible influence on these types, external to Taiwan. However without
comparison to these external assemblages, it is impossible to discuss the degree to
which the northern Philippines may have been influenced either directly from these, or
from Taiwan itself
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Unrestricted vessels, outcurved at the orifice (Form 2-c)
Form 2-c were outcurved bowls, identified in CV-1, ECL-1, ECT-2 and ECT-4. They
composed very low proportions of the assemblages. There was a possibility that some,
or even all, of these sherds in Association 1 belonged to pedestal stands. Yet although
none of the sherds allocated to this form showed clear evidence of being bases, the
pedestal bases that were identified for these assemblages, often had outcurved rims,
unlike the upper vessel forms.
Bases (Form 3)
Pedestals were identified in groups CV-1, ECL-1, ECT-2, ECT-3 and ECT-4. All of
these assemblages also contained base-associated sherds, as did BT-1.
The majority of sherds in the ECL-1 and CV-1 assemblages were outcurved, although
one sherd in CV-1 was more or less vertical (a trait shared by one sherd from ECT-3).
Most sherds had an outcurved lip, which was often exteriorally thickened, or had a very
pronounced curvature, particularly in ECL-1. Form 3-a sherds from both sites had
punctate or perforated surface alteration.
The small number of base sherds identified in the ECT-2 (two sherds) and ECT-3 (one
sherd, in addition to that mentioned above) assemblages were different. These tended to
be upcurved towards the lip, which was rounded and without accentuation. Moreover,
the join surface was angled, unlike that for the aforementioned assemblages, which was
flat.
In ECL-1, bases were clearly associated with relatively flat sherds displaying an evident
join. Similar sherds occurred in ECT-2 and ECT-3, although these showed more
curvature than those in ECL-1. These were classified as "base-associated pieces" (Form
0-f). Although the association between these sherds and the bases was unclear, this
form was also found in CV-1 and BT-1 (MST). However, sherds in these latter sites
were not so markedly curved.
In summary, pedestal stands are most likely a feature common to all the Association I
sites, with the exception of BT-2. However, Huakanshan and Peinan are more closely
akin to each other than to those recorded in the Cagayan Valley and Dimolit. Likewise
the Cagayan Valley sites and Dimolit show more similarities to each other than to the
Taiwanese assemblages.
Another base form, 'bowl-shaped bases', were common to CV-1 and BT-1. These
showed some variation in shape, but generally had a direct, rounded lip with divergent
margins, and a flat - sometime slightly concave - base. As mentioned in the site
sections, identification of these sherds as bases was only tentative, similar sherds having
been identified by others (including Hung 2008 and Bellwood and Dizon 2005) as lids.
Nonetheless, the similarity in shape between this and the other sherds speaks of a
similar purpose.
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SURFACE MODIFICATION

SURFACE COATINGS

All sites in Association 1 had a significant component of pottery with a red surface
coating. This was clearly a feature that binds the pottery together, in what are otherwise
quite diverse assemblages. As noted in Chapter 1, red-slipping has been the major
feature used to characterise the Island Southeast Asian Red-Slipped Tradition
(Bellwood 2005), as well as to link the northern Philippines assemblages to those in
Taiwan (e.g. Bellwood 2005; Bellwood & Dizon 2005, 2008; Hung 2005, 2008;
Solheim 2006). Hung (2008, which references the Tainan SBIP Project 2002) suggests
that the earliest red-slipping occurred in Taiwan circa 4600 BP. She fiarther suggests
that it became popular in the Middle Neolithic around 4000 BP, post which cordmarked pottery gradually drops from the sequence.
However, as also noted in Chapter 1, red-slipping is very broadly found. Not only is it a
significant component of assemblages directly linked to the Island Southeast Asian RedSlipped Tradition, but Solheim (2006) argues for its presence in Korea, the late and fmal
Jomon periods in Japan, as well as south China, and throughout areas of mainland
Southeast Asia, including southern Vietnam in particular. Solheim thus links redslipping to the NMTCN, stating that it is a typical feature of the Sa Huynh-Kalanay
Pottery Tradition. Thus this feature cannot, on its own, be indicative of a direct link
between Taiwan and the northern Philippines.
The presence of clay and other minerals in the XRD spectrums conclusively
demonstrated that the red surface coating was an actual slip, not a pigment. That is to
say, a fine clay suspension formed through mixing clays with water and allowing the
coarser particles to settle. The suspended fine particles constitute the slip, from which
excess moisture is then evaporated (this was described as a 'terra sigillata' by Janet
DeBoos (Head of Workshop, Ceramics, ANU School of Art). The fact that this is a slip
justifies the commonly used nomenclature. However, it is notable that for the vessels in
the assemblages in Group BT-2, the slip was obviously applied differently than in the
other groups. Moreover, given that the proportion of the pottery with an evident redslip varied between sites, the use of the term 'red-tj^^e' will be adhered to when
describing these assemblages at the broader level.
It is likely that the red colourant of the slip was Hematite. This may have been natural
to the clays used in the suspension, or it may have been added. There were three sherds
with definitive edges seen in the SEM images (DIM-M4b, PYM-3-M2a, DIM-M3b).
All had levels of Iron in the surface coating that were over 30% greater than the levels
in the clay body. BSR-3-Mlb could probably also be included in this group, although
there was one clear outlier skewing the averages. Nearly all the sherds examined using
SEM-EDXA had heightened levels of Iron in their outer surfaces (with the exception of
TOR-3-M6a, -1.3% avg; IRI-2-M4a, -0.55% avg; DIM-Mlb, -0.54% avg, DBQ-2M19c, -0.5% avg). Although the Iron levels in the surfaces were not 30% greater than
the levels in the body of the sherds, there was still a discernable difference. The lowest
average difference at the global level was 3% higher than the clay levels of Iron.
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Moreover, in some cases, individual measurements on the outer edges possessed Iron
levels as high as, or almost as high as, the levels seen in the surface coatings. In these
instances, it was possible that remnant areas of surface coating - not distinguishable
from the sherd's matrix in the SEM images - were being analysed. Alternatively, it may
be that the heightened levels of Iron in the outer surface had been imparted to the clay
from a lost surface coating. The correlations between the amount of weathering and
levels of Iron, and between sherds with a definite red surface coating and levels of
Iron, were suggestive of this pattern.
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Figure 371

Combined graph of outer surfaces from all sherds with a red surface coating. Sites are
(from bottom) Dimolit, Sunget Top Terrace, Naidi, Torongan Cave, Huakanshan,
Dumbrique and Irigayen. The Y-axis has been modified in order to spread out the
plots for comparative purposes. However, the scale of the peaks etc. remains the same
as in the original plots.

Figure 372

Close-up view of the top graph showing the two principle peaks corresponding to the
hematite spectrum.
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SURFACE ALTERATION

There was a range of surface alteration types expressed across the groups within
Association 1 (Table 254). In several instances, specific surface alteration types were
restricted to a single site, or were more prominent in one site than in any other.
Furthermore, some of the types occurred only in association with others. However,
several types were common to two or more sites, and thereby deserve further
consideration. These were:
•
•
•
•

Table 254

Punctate impressions/perforated holes;
Circle-stamping;
Incision;
The presence of a groove in the outer surface of the sherd, just below the lip.
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impressions

Punctate and perforated impressions are discussed together, because in ECL-1
(Association 1), where they were clearly most prominent, these characteristics were
sometimes associated.
In the ECL-1 group, perforated holes were quite common.
A smaller number of sherds were punctate (the inner surface of the sherd was not
pierced). This was sometimes associated with a bulge on the inner surface where the
clay had been displaced. In other instances the punctate impressions were shallower.
In other instances, perforated holes and punctate impressions occured together, often in
a pattern. For instance, a central perforated hole was surrounded by a circle of punctate
impressions. In some instances where the punctate impressions were found alone, these
also formed in patterns, such as parallel lines arranged in an arch. Both perforated holes
and punctate impressions were always associated with pedestal bases in the ECL-1
assemblage.
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Sherds with punctate impressions were also found in the CV-1 group, also in
Association 1. These were outwardly directional sherds, which in two instances had an
exterior thickening on the lip. Like the sherds in the ECL-1 assemblage, these were
thought to be pedestal bases, although the evidence for this was circumstantial (they
certainly did not belong to the other major forms). The designation of these to Form 3
was partly based on the evidence from ECL-1, where punctate impressions were only
found on pedestal bases. The ECL-1 sherds also shared the outleaning shape and
exterior thickening seen in CV-1. However, in CV-1 the punctate impressions were
shallow. They were arranged in either a single row of wider impressions, located just
below the lip, or as smaller impressions placed all over the surface of the sherd in a
seemingly random arrangement. These sherds were quite worn, thus it was difficult to
discern details. On one sherd, the impressions may have been clay or lime in-filled.
Another group in Association 1 in which punctate impressions were found was ECT-1.
In this instance, the punctate impressions were shallow and arranged in a single, widely
spaced line along a cylindrical handle. Cylindrical handles were not found in the ECL-1
group, and those in the CV-1 group did not have any evident surface alteration. Thus, it
was hard to discern the nature of the relationship, if any, between ECT-1 and the
punctate impressions seen in ECL-1 and CV-1.
In summary, the two groups ECL-1 and CV-I appear to share the presence of punctate
impressions associated with pedestal bases, in turn associated with early red-type
pottery. Punctate impressions found on a handle sherd in the ECT-1 group may show a
relationship, but the simplicity of their arrangement, and the fact that this is a sherd
type not found elsewhere, make any relationship impossible to discern on this basis
alone.
Circle-stamping
In Association
circle-stamping was most prominent in Group BT-1, in particular
the Sunget Teirace sites'"'*. At these sites the circle-stamps were quite small and
arranged in very closely parallel rows. Sometimes the rows were arranged in hooked
lines or blocks. At the Sunget sites, circle-stamps were only identified on sherds of
Forni 2-a, although the majority were on unidentified lips. Some also had a groove on
the outer surface, just below the lip. Others may have been infilled with clay or lime,
but none had incontestable evidence of this. These circle-stamps were found on sherds
both with and without a red surface coafing.
ECL-1, which also belongs to Association 1, also had circle-stamped sherds. There
were four body sherds each with an isolated circle-stamp (or part of a circle-stamp
In the CV-2 group, one sherd was found with quite large circle-stamps and incised lines. This was a
very thick sherd, thought to be of a form associated with earthenware stoves (Form 4). It was different in
appearance to the circle-stamped sherds. The impressions were quite large in diameter and reasonably
widely spaced.
Circle-stamping was also found on two sherds in group BT-3 (the anomalous group associated with
Torongan Cave). The circle-stamping on these sherds was different to that found in the BT-1 group. The
impressions are open 'horse-shoe' shapes, which appear to be arranged in widely-spaced lines (unlike
those in the BT-2 group). Those in BT-3 have an evident white infill, and one sherd has a surface coating
that was very dark, almost black in colour. Both of the sherds in BT-3 are bodysherds, where the original
vessel form is unknown.
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situated on a break). All were bodydsherds, not identified with particular vessel forms.
All had a red surface coating and were very similar, perhaps from the same vessel.
However, the isolation of the single impressions sets these sherds apart from those in
the other groups/associations.
In summary, the disparate nature of the circle-stamping found in the groups and
associations does not demonstrate any straightforward relationships.
The presence of
some circle-stamps in ECL-1 may indicate some form of loose relationship between this
and the BT-I assemblage. However, some forms of circle-stamped decoration were
also found in Association 2 (which contains more recent pottery).
Circle-stamping and punctate impressions have been sometimes grouped together in
discussions regarding the broader site associations in Island Southeast Asia. Bellwood
and Dizon (2005) state that the stamping traditions of the Cagayan Valley and Batanes
Islands (including both circle-stamped and punctate impressions, the latter of which are
ternied 'dentate' by the authors after the Lapita technique), possibly form the
background to the stamped pottery found in the Marianas and in the Lapita Tradition.
However, they also indicate that the chronology is not yet good enough to "resolve this
issue." The presence of stamping as a shared feature found throughout Island Southeast
Asia and the Marianas has also been noted by Solheim (2006). However, it should also
be kept in mind that circle-stamping is a continuing feature to be found in many later
assemblages, including in the Batanes Islands, the Cagayan Valley and in Taiwan.
Incision
Incision was found across a number of sites, noting that the single line on many
bodysherds may, or may not, have been indicative of larger designs.'"' In these cases,
the single incisions provided no infonnation regarding the group or association
relations. ECT-3 was the only group which included recurring instances of patterned
incision.
The sherds found in ECT-3 were incised in parallel, straight or zig-zag lines. These
were relatively common compared to the proportion of incised sherds in other
assemblages, although it must be remembered that the sample from Peinan, which
composes group ECT-3, was not a representative sample.
In summary, while incision is found in a number of groups and across associations,
there is few, if any, similarities in the nature of the incised surface alteration .
Consequently,
incision is not informative regarding the relationships
between
associations and their constituent groups.

In contrast, incision was a prominent characteristic of CV-2. It was most often found on the flat,
inwardly inclined rim of deep bowls, but occurred in other contexts as well. The incised patterns in CV-2
were often a distinctive 'rice-shape'. These were sometimes arranged on an angle in a single row, or in a
herringbone pattern, sometimes divided into sections by single incised lines. All pottery in CV-2 was of
black-type. The type of incision seen in CV-2 is distinctive to this group.
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Grooves
The presence of a groove in the outer circumference of the sherd, just below the hp, was
common to several of the Association 1 sites. It was most prominent in the BT-1 group,
where it was associated with both Form 1-a and Form 2-a sherds. Although not as
common in the BT-2 group, it was still fairly prominent. This provides a clear link
between these two groups, both found on the Batanes Islands. In the BT-1 group, a
groove was sometimes associated with circle-stamping; this did not occur in the BT-2
group. Conversely, in the BT-2 group a groove was sometimes associated with a
prominent crease at the neck, or with prominent exterior thickening of the rim, which
was not seen in the BT-1 group.
Grooves were also found in the ECL-1 and CV-1 assemblages, although these tended to
be broader and shallower than the grooves found in the BT-1 and BT-2 assemblages.
Hence the ECL-1 and CV-1 sherds appeared more akin to each other, than to the
Batanes Island assemblages. Nonetheless, the similar placement, and the appearance on
sherds sharing similarities of form, suggested that these grooves might be indicative of a
shared relationship between all these sites.
In summary, the presence of a narrow groove on sherds from the BT-1 and BT-2 groups
is suggestive of a relationship between these sites. Likewise, a broader
shallower
groove is suggestive of a relationship between ECL-1 and CV-1. Furthermore, the
similarity in placement, as well as in broad appearances, suggest that these four
assemblages might share a broader relationship.

SHERD COLOUR: FIRING

Comparisons between the colour of sherds at a broad inter-regional scale is fraught with
difficulties, as colour is greatly influenced by differences in clay composition, as well as
by relatively small differences in firing conditions. Nonetheless, with reference to the
regional chapters, it is possible to say that sites in Associations 1, 3 and 4 contained
sherds with oxidised outer surfaces, while sites in Association 2, contained sherds with
reduced outer surfaces.
The principal hue differed slightly between the groups in Association 1, However, the
value and chroma remained fairly similar (the principal colours included light reddish
brown, light brown and light yellowish brown).
The Groups ECL-1, ECT-2 and ECT-3 had predominantly black cores, possibly
indicating relatively high levels of organic matter in the clays. Organics inclusions
(possibly rice) have been noted in the Dimolit sherds (M. Graves pers. comm.-, personal
obersert'ation).
However, no significant levels of organics were noted in the temper
analysis. Hence these are unlikely to be deliberately added to the clays.
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TECHNIQUE AND PRODUCTION

Although an examination of technique was not basic to this analysis, several
observations can be made that have broad comparative applicability.
Some
observations regarding temper additives, clay selection and firing have been made
elsewhere.
The forms of all the red-type pottery appeared refined through the use of paddle and
anvil. Moreover, despite the conjectures of Peterson {\91Ab) to the contrary, there was
no clear evidence of coil made pottery in the assemblages examined. Possible slow
turning of pottery, as evidenced by very even striations (also observed in Tsang 2000,
Hung 2008), was particularly evident in the Taiwanese assemblages, although there was
also evidence of this in some of the pottery from the northern Philippines.
There was also a marked difference in the mode of application of the slip between BT-2
and the other assemblages in Group 1. hi Group BT-2 the slip had been evidently
wiped or painted on. For the other groups the vessels were probably dipped.
An additional point was that both the firing technology and the refinement of clays
seemed more advanced in the Philippines assemblages than in the Taiwanese
assemblages. The fabric was generally harder (even allowing for weathering processes,
this appeared to be markedly different). Also, there was less spalling and laminar
fracture.

CHARACTERISATION STUDIES

Examination of the sherd characterisation data from each of the focus regions indicated
that the pottery from each locale was produced within the region, often uniquely to each
site. However, some degree of within-region interaction between closely spaced sites
could be ruled out.
In order to examine any similarities in the sources of sherds from the different sites,
and/or regional areas, the SEM-EDXA results for the matrix (Figure 373) of the sherds
were examined collectively, likewise for the mineral (Figure 374) components.
However, as these dendrograms reflect only a two-dimensional relationship between the
different data points, some degree of cross-over between sherds from different areas
was expected. Consequently, in order to examine whether or not the sherds that
crossed-over were different to those that did not, the groups fonned by the matrix
components and the mineral components were compared. Where a sherd was an outlier
in both dendrograms this was noted, and an explanation sought. Without detailing how
each point was evaluated, it is now possible to say that: in no instance was there
sufficient evidence to conclude that a sherd could not have come from within its own
region.
In the hierarchical cluster, sherds from Dimolit and Huakanshan consistently grouped
within themselves. The matrix dendrogram shows two relatively late joining clusters at
both sites, indicating that there may have been multiple sources of clay at each.
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However there was no indication that the two regions shared sources, either with each
other or with others.
There was more cross-over between the sherds from the Cagayan Valley and the
Batanes Islands than there was for other regions. However, for the most part, even
where cross-over occurred, the sherds from the opposing region formed discrete
clusters. Thus, such cross-over relationships probably reflect similarities in the
geological environments from which the clays were obtained, rather than
trade/exchange of pottery or raw materials.
Interestingly, within the Batanes Islands region, there was a fair degree of grouping of
sherds from particular sites, and a corresponding separation of these from the other
sites. This is particularly notable for Torongan Cave, Payaman and Mahatao Town. By
way of contrast, in the regional comparison for the Cagayan Valley, Dumbrique and
Irigayen did not separate from each other. However, the division based on the blacktype and red-type sherds held even after the addition of sherds from the other sites,
indicating this relationship was fairly robust.
Because the mineral inclusions identified using the SEM-EDXA were only determined
on the basis of presence/absence data obtained from analysis of five to ten seemingly
distinct inclusions in each sherd, these data cannot, on their own, be used as conclusive
evidence for or against a sherd definitively being associated to the other sherds in the
cluster. These data in particular will be influenced by the broader geological trends,
which probably explains the cross-over between the Cagayan Valley and the Batanes
Islands. Yet in order to provide fiirther evidence for the conclusion that the pottery was
locally produced, as well as to examine the influences of the geological settings more
closely, some of the mounts used in obtaining the SEM-EDXA data were subsequently
sent to Professor William Dickinson of the University of Arizona for petrographic
analysis.
In the report on the petrographic analysis (Appendix 4), Professor Dickinson concluded
that the tempers and clays found in each of the sherds could have been found in the
vicinity of each of the sites, and although it cannot be argued that geologically matching
environments only occur in the vicinity of sites, the geology provides no reason to look
elsewhere. Although this was also the expectation based on the SEM-EDXA analysis.
Professor Dickinson added further observations more specific to the quantification of
the various mineral/rock proportions.
The region specific implications of the petrographic analysis and their significance in
the light of the rest of the characterisation analysis will now be discussed.
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Matrix dendrogram of all sherds characterised
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T H E CAGAYAN VALLEY ASSEMBLAGES

Professor Dickinson identified two types of tempers, feldspathic and lithic, in sherds
from the Cagayan Valley. Because there were no grain types in the feldspathic tempers
that did not also occur in the lithic tempers, he concluded that they were both obtained
within the Cagayan fluvial system. Moreover, given the similarities of the lithic
tempers in the two sites, it seems likely that the lithic tempers were external to both
Irigayen and Dumbrique. By way of contrast, the feldspathic tempers differed between
sites, and hence are thought to be of more local origin.
In the SEM-EDXA analysis two broad groupings of sherds were identified on the basis
of their mineral inclusions. The first group included both red-type and black-type
potteries in a relatively loose association. Sherds containing feldspathic temper best
correlated with this group.
Although no differentiation between Irigayen and
Dumbrique was observed using the SEM-EDXA analysis, this was not so surprising differentiation is detennined more by quantities than by the mineral constituents
themselves, which tend not to differ much.
The second group was more tightly associated, and contained only red-type pottery.
Sherds containing a lithic temper best correlate with this group. However, two sherds
(IRI 347 and Dumbrique 5) containing a lithic temper were included in the other gi'oup,
this indicating that the findings do not correlate absolutely (noting that the report states
that all minerals occumng in the lithic group also occur in the feldspathic group ).
However, the fact that thirteen of the fifteen sherds reflect this division is strongly
suggestive.
The majority of sherds that were sent for petrographic analysis were red-type (Irigayen:
seven red-type, two black-type sherds; Dumbrique: five red-type, one black-type sherd).
Although the sample size was admittedly very small, all three black-type sherds
contained feldspathic temper. However, the red-type sherds contained both feldspathic
and lithic tempers.
The regional discussion and conclusions for the Cagayan Valley considered the
deposition of the red-type sherds at some length, indicating that there is strong evidence
that the red-type pottery at both Irigayen and Dumbrique has been heavily disturbed by
water, and is likely to have been secondarily deposited. This complicates any
interpretation of the significance of the two temper groups. It seems reasonable to
assume that the feldspathic sherds did not travel far - perhaps they were just moved
along the river bank, or water-rolled in their immediate locale. However, whether the
sherds containing lithic temper were secondarily deposited from further upstream, or
whether they were also discarded relatively close to their points of origin, is impossible
to tell. Disturbances due to secondary deposition could also explain the observation
made in the petrographic report, that sherds with feldspathic and lithic tempers are
randomly distributed across the sites. Perhaps they were only mixed during water
transport. Perhaps their primary contexts were separated, either wholly or partly.
Perhaps trade/exchange is the explanation for the mixing of the pottery types. Yet
regardless, without further analysis of the pottery sherds within their primary
depositional contexts, the relationship between the different sherd tempers cannot be
further elucidated.
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EAST COAST OF LUZON

The Dimolit assemblage contained sherds with tempers which were probably obtained
from different locales. However, all could be linked to geological contexts found in the
near vicinity.

BATANES ISLANDS

All sherds in the Batanes Islands assemblages had tempers derived from the andesitic
volcaniclastic deposits of the North Luzon arc. Furthermore, the sites on the different
islands were likely to have sourced these from local Pliocene and Quaternary deposits.
Professor Dickinson found that these deposits are possibly so similar across the islands,
that discrimination of the sources is not possible except for empirical studies. However,
he did note that empirical analysis of plagioclase/homblende ratios in the sherds from
Torongan Cave could be distinguished from the other sites, as could sherds from the
Sunget assemblages.
Despite the difficulties that Professor Dickinson noted in distinguishing the tempers on
the basis of the mineralogical components alone, some differentiation was seen in the
SEM-EDXA analysis between Torongan Cave and the other sites - a further
confirmation of its differences. The Sunget assemblages on the other hand, did not
differentiate so strongly, this adding force to the previous supposition that the sources
were locally restricted. Furthermore, neither the matrix composition based on SEMEDXA, nor the petrographic analysis noted the separation of the Payaman assemblage,
and there was no reason to believe that this was not an accurate reflection of the source
data.
Professor Dickinson furthemiore noted that the "joint dominance of plagioclase and
hornblende mineral grain is reminiscent of Cagayan Valley tempers, and evidently
reflects the petrological similarity of eruptive products over time and space along the
Luzon arc." However, the variety of mineral and lithic fragments differed. This
reinforces the prior conclusion, based on the SEM-EXDA, that these do, in fact, come
from distinct sources which, nevertheless, share similarities in their geological setting.

EAST COAST OF TAIWAN

Sherds from the Huakanshan site contained two types of mineral tempers derived from
different geological settings. These were identified as predominantly volcanic tempers
derived from the Coastal Range, and sand grains resulting from tectonic activity,
probably deposited along the crustal suture zone of the Longitudinal Valley (Central
Range) (see report for ftirther details). Moreover, the sherds assemblages often
contained a mix of sherds, some of which contained tempers derived from both the
coastal range and some of which contained tempers derived from the suture zone.
There were three temper types identified for the sherds from Huakanshan.
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Type A had natural temper, predominantly from the Coastal Range, with less
than 25% from the Central Range (only one sherd lacked Central Range
temper altogether).
Type B had poorly sorted, manually added temper, predominantly from the
Central Range, less than 35% from the Coastal Range.
Type C had moderately sorted, manually added temper, exclusively composted
of temper from the Coastal Range (this was coarser than the other tempers).

Professor Dickinson concludes that all of these types could have occurred as sands near
Hualien (the area in which the Huakanshan site is located). Type A and B tempers were
likely local, due to the joint derivation of the tempers from the Coastal and Central
Ranges. The Longitudinal Valley intersects the east coast of Taiwan in this area. The
coastal derivation of the Type C tempers could have been local, or could have been
from any coastal area to the south of Hualien.
Given that the cord-marked and the red-type pottery t j ^ e s found at Huakanshan had
clearly distinct forms and were fired in different ways, it is surprising that the temper
groups did not correlate with these pottery types, nor with the layers. Yet because only
very small bodysherd fragments were brought to Australia for testing, mistaken
labelling and mixing of the samples was considered. However, no evidence could be
found to suggest that this had actually occurred, and besides, the cord-marked versus the
red-type pottery was such a distinctly visible characteristic, it would have been difficult
to mistake. Thus it seems probable that the analysis is coixect in suggesting that the
same sources were exploited over the duration of occupation for both pottery types
(there is no clear indication of how long this might have been). Moreover, the fact that
there was no distinguishing between the pottery types on the basis of temper, suggests
that the Type C temper was also acquired in the local vicinity. If these had come from
further afield, then it seems probable that the pottery would have distinguished itself in
some way (perhaps being localised in a discrete level, or having a different appearance).
All the same, future characterisation analysis of a larger selection of sherds from
Huakanshan (including the forni information which was lacking for the bodysherds)
may better reveal the characteristics that detennine the separation of the temper types.
A final note on the petrographic analysis: Professor Dickinson noted that all the sherds
examined had manually added sand tempers, except Type A from Huakanshan. This
applies to the red-type pottery across all the sites, as well as to the black-type pottery
from the Cagayan Valley, and the cord-marked pottery from Huakanshan. Thus the
preparation of the clays cannot be used to distinguish pottery types.

POTTERY SUMMARY

Based on the discussion of the variation within Association
observations can be made.

1, several

broad

Traits similar to one or more sites in the northern Philippines and one or more sites in
Taiwan:
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Straight, everted rimmed vessels were common to all groups, but there was a
wide diversity in widths of flare and maximum thicknesses;
Red-slipped pottery was found in all groups ;
Simple unrestricted vessels with a direct orifice were common to most groups;
Low levels of carinations in all groups, with the exception of ECT-2;
Cylindrical handles were found in Groups CV-1, BT-1, ECT-2, ECT-3 and
ECT-4;
Concave, everted rimmed vessels were found in Groups CV-1, ECL-1, BT-1
and ECT-4;
Short concave or straight, everted rimmed vessels were found in Groups BT-1,
ECT-3, CV-1 and ECL-1;
Vessels (perhaps similar to Hung's 'basins') were found in Groups CV-1,
ECL-1 and ECT-4;
There is broad evidence for pedestals found in Groups CV-1, ECL-1, ECT-2,
ECT-3 and ECT-4, BT-1 (not BT-2) (also refer to discussion about the
distinction in types between Taiwan and the northern Philippines).

Traits only found in Taiwanese assemblages:
•

•

Elongate, even, slightly concave rims were found in Groups ECT-3 and ECT2; there was also evidence for vertical handles in ECT-2 and ECT-4 (albeit in
Fonn 1 -b sherds of a closely related fonn);
Pedestal bases with downtumed lip, often with an angled join.

Traits only found in assemblages in the northern Philippines (including the Cagayan
Valley, the East Coast of Luzon and the Batanes Islands):
•
•
•

•
•
•

Proportion of necks highest in ECL-1, CV-1 and BT-1
Circle-stamping, punctate and perforated surface alteration (also one punctate
sherd in ECT-2)
CV-1, ECL-1 and BT-1 share a bowl with a flattened internal surface below
the lip (less prominent in the Batanes), and an external groove on the
circumference, just below the lip.
Rimmed, unrestricted vessels are found in CV-1 and ECL-1.
Bowl-shaped bases (lids) in CV-1 and BT-1
Pedestal bases with an outcurved lip common to CV-1 and ECL-1 (both have
punctate decoration); with flat (not angled) joins common to BT-1, CV-1 and
ECL-l.

Obviously many more points could be made regarding specific attributes of the
assemblages. However, the important points are:
1. There are sufficient similarities to argue that, at a broad level, a Red-type
Pottery Horizon (with a significant red-slipped component) does exist that
includes assemblages in both Taiwan and the northern Philippines;
2. The red-type pottery in the Cagayan Valley and Dimolit show more
similarity to each other than to other sites, and arguably the most interregional links;
3. The BT-1 group has more similarities to other inter-regional groups in
Association 1 than BT-2 does. The BT-2 sites (Naidi, Payaman and Tayid)
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possess traits that indicate they may be slightly associated, although they are
the least related of any of the sites in Association 1;
4. More concrete links can be made between the assemblages in northern
Luzon and the Batanes Islands, than to the Taiwanese assemblages.
However, this observation may change as more comprehensive analyses of
the Taiwanese assemblages become available;
5. The red-type pottery from Huakanshan (ECT-2) and Peinan (ECT-3), show
more similarities to each other than to other sites;
6. Given the presence of several traits at
Huakanshan, the former may be more
Philippines sites overall. However, given
sample this requires further investigation
made;

Peinan that do not appear at
closely related to the northern
Peinan was not a representative
before such as assertion can be

7. Although some of the traits found to be unique to specific regions by this
analysis, may yet be found in other unanalysed assemblages in other regions,
what this analysis probably indicates is that the similarities between regions
will remain quite broad, while at an assemblage level there will always be
significant differences.
In this section it was demonstrated that a broadly defined Red-type Pottery Horizon
does exist. This association is based on real, but loose affinities between sites. One of
the defining characteristics of this pottery horizon appears to be the diversity of the
related assemblages (the cord-marked pottery from Huakanshan and the black-type
pottery from the Cagayan Valley are both much more standardised than the Red-type
Pottery Horizon). Moreover, on the basis of this pottery analysis, there are no clear
assemblage characteristics that indicate the temporal relations between the regions (for
instance, no assemblage in the Northern Philippines more closely reflects the
characteristics of the Taiwanese assemblages more than any other). Consequently, on
the basis of the pottery characteristics alone, the assemblages from the northern
Philippines could just as easily be ancestral to those in Taiwan as the other way around
- or it may be that the relationship is not of an ancestral nature at all.
Parallels have been made throughout this section between the analysis in this thesis and
the theorised links between assemblages in the northern Philippines and Taiwan, in
order to demonstrate what parallels do in fact exist, including ones to assemblages not
included in this thesis. Yet, both this thesis and the postulated links demonstrate only
very broad affinities between the regions. The mere presence of similar traits, which in
many cases are very minor components of larger, more diverse, assemblages, does not
demonstrate an ancestral relationship between these regions.
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Section 2: Contextualising the Red-type Pottery Horizon:
The radiocarbon dates for early pottery associations
In this section the resuhs of the pottery analysis will be placed within the context of the
radiocarbon chronology. Although the pottery in Taiwan can undoubtedly be dated
earlier than the pottery in the northern Philippines, this analysis provides no clear
evidence of a direct migratory link from Taiwan. Neither are the links that do exist
between these regions, clearly ancestral to other red-type pottery developments
elsewhere. Instead any such affinities may reflect a shared influence, rather than an
ancestral one.

NORTHERN PHILIPPINES AND TAIWAN

In each of the regional chapters, available dates for the regions were discussed in some
detail. The main outcomes of these discussions, as least as far as the earliest pottery
assemblages in the northern Philippines, and the earliest red-type pottery assemblages in
Taiwan are concerned, will now be summarised:
•

•

•

•

The earliest reliable date from the Cagayan Valley is from Dalan Serkot at
3800 BP. Based on dates with larger errors, and/or detenninations based on
materials that have more known difficulties in their interpretation, this
sequence has been extrapolated back to 4000 BP. However, the earliest period
of occupation supported by multiple, reasonably reliable dates is 3400 BP;
The dates from Dimolit do not provide a clear chronology. The three dates, all
from the same layer, span 5892 to 3527 mean cal BP. There is good reason to
believe that some, or all, of these dates are too early;
The earliest dates from the Batanes Islands come from Torongan Cave, which
it has been argued here, best indicate a date of 3500 BP. However, these dates
come from a very disturbed sequence, so can only be accepted with caution.
The earliest period of occupation supported by multiple, reasonably reliable
dates is around 3000 BP;
The earliest date from Taiwan for plain pottery assemblages containing redslipping is 4000 BP from Chaolaiquio. However, the largest number of sites
containing this pottery, including those for which the clearest associations to
the northern Philippines have been made, are from around 3000 BP.

A number of points regarding the inter-regional chronology can also be made:
•

•
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The chronology from Taiwan is not well understood, which contributes
significantly to the difficulties encountered in trying to unravel the temporal
relations between the sites in Taiwan and the northern Philippines;
The earliest reasonably reliable red-slipped pottery dates come from the site of
Chaolaiquio in eastern Taiwan. Claims have been made for contemporary
pottery in both the Cagayan Valley and the Batanes, however such claims
have been seriously questioned by this analysis. Even should it be proven that
the earliest red-slipped pottery did come from Taiwan, this is no proof of
direct contact, especially if the sites claimed for southern China and Vietnam
are proven to be older;
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Based on the current chronology, the evidence suggests that the Cagayan
Valley was settled before the Batanes Islands (although not necessarily from
Taiwan);
The suggestion of an early interaction between Taiwan and the Batanes rests
on the earliest (and most contentious) dates from Torongan Cave. If dates
from Torongan Cave and Chaolaiquio are both proved to be firmly associated
with 'red-slipped' pottery, this would push the period of movement to the
Batanes back as far as 3500 BP (based on the assessment of the dates herein).
Nonetheless, even if some interaction between Taiwan and the northern
Philippines could be shown to have existed at an earlier date, there is no
reason to think that such a relationship gave rise to the affinities that are
thought to be characteristic of the Red-type Pottery Horizon. The
characteristics most often quoted as evidence for similarities appear to be most
typical of sites circa 3500-3000 BP (such characteristics include: red-slipping,
pedestal stands, circle-stamps and punctate surface alteration).
The Sunget assemblages represent the earliest reliably dated settlement on the
Batanes Islands, with very quick expansion into other areas. This pottery
could have been introduced either from the Cagayan Valley or from Taiwan,
as part of a continuation of a horizon already evident at an earlier date in these
latter areas. Moreover, even if the Torongan Cave assemblage is dated to
3500 BP (commensurate with the Cagayan Valley) this assemblage cannot be
clearly linked to the relationships between these different areas.
The most likely period of interaction for sites in Association 1 is between 3500
and 3000 BP, although, Group BT-2 probably developed from BT-1 and
(although it probably existed concurrently for some time)persisted until more
recently. BT-2 most likely represents a later, regionally specific, development
of this earlier Red-type Pottery Horizon.

Unfortunately, the chronological relationship between these sites is sketchy at best,
which has led to an unresolved debate concerning the sequence in which these sites
were originally occupied. Yet the very assumption of any chronological coherence at
all is largely based on the presence of red-slip pottery in all the sites. Hence this raises
the question of the first-order assumption that red-slip is part of a chronologically
coherent regional tradition. When the available dates for early pottery are examined on
their own, there is no evident dine emanating from Taiwan.

ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE NEAR PACIFIC

Figure 375 contains a survey of dates for early pottery sites from throughout Island
Southeast Asia and the near Pacific (also see Appendix 2 for a more detailed discussion
of these dates and their associated contexts).
The selection of dates is based on original, untransfonned radiocarbon dates at 2600 BP
or before. The chosen age range accommodates the sequence of the Batanes Islands, as
this is vital to our interpretation of the northern Philippines' pottery chronology, as well
as to any broader synthesis involving contemporary assemblages elsewhere.
The aim of this survey is to gain a broad overview of the dates. Consequently, although
every effort has been make to include a broad spectrum of the earliest dates, this list is
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not comprehensive. Furthermore, only charcoal or radiocarbon dates on identified
wood have been included. Although this excludes many dates, this is thought to be
acceptable because of the difficulty in evaluating the accuracy of dates obtained from
other materials (as discussed in Chapter 3). The correct calibration of shell and bone
dates in particular is a controversial issue. Nonetheless, some excluded dates may prove
to be perfectly commensurate with calendar times.
This survey of early pottery dates demonstrates that, particularly in Island Southeast
Asia, the radiocarbon dating sequence is far from adequate for assessing clear
associations. Furthermore, on the basis of available dates there is no evident d i n e
commensurate with a dispersal from Taiwan (c.f Spriggs 1989, 1990, 1996b, 2003).
The approximate dates for each major region are:
•

Taiwan, 4000 BP [although the greatest interaction with the northern
Philippines probably occurred circa. 3000 BP]
Batanes Islands, 3000 BP [possible interaction as early as 3500 BP]
Cagayan, 3400 BP [possibly interaction as early as 3800 BP]
Borneo, 3200 BP [non-red-type pottery probably 4000 BP or before]
Indonesia, 3500 BP
New Guinea, 3400 BP
Melanesia, 3300 BP

Also, although it was not part of the survey above, settlement of the Mariana Islands
(along with the first appearance of pottery) has generally been positioned at about 3500
BP, with some arguing that this may even have been as early as 4800 BP (see Athens et
al 2004). Obviously 3500 BP is concurrent with the more broadly emerging pottery
distribution observed above.
Arguments can probably be made that individual parts of this sequence are a couple of
hundred years younger or older, but what appears most apparent from the broad survey
is the close correlation of the dates for the different regions. Hence, despite the fact that
the sequences are not robust, based on the currently available dates, there is no clear
evidence of a dispersal from Taiwan into Island Southeast Asia and thence into the
Pacific.
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Figure 375

Graph showing selected radiocarbon dates for pottery assemblages across Island
Southeast Asia and the Pacific
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SPEED OF DISPERSAL

In order to contextualise the discussion of the dates, some consideration needs to be
given to the speed and dating of dispersal.
Bellwood (2005) has argued for an average rate of movement of 8.5 kms/year for
dispersal between the Philippines and Samoa, over a 1000 year period between 3800
and 2800 years ago. This is a very rapid rate of dispersal in world terms (in contrast,
Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza (1984) proposed a demic diffusion rate of 1 km/year for
the diffusion of farming from the Near East into Europe), but it is readily recognised
that maritime dispersals are usually necessarily faster than those that take place on land.
Joaquim Fort (2003) used the 'wave of advance model' to mathematically examine the
rate of expansion in the Pacific.'"^ He concluded that populations were expanding into
previously unoccupied areas at a rate of ~8 kms/year, which is a little less than that
proposed by Bellwood. However, as argued above, there is no clear evidence for a dine
from Taiwan to the Pacific. Hence, even dispersals as rapid as these, do not appear to
be supported by the evidence.
This is not the first discussion to note apparent discrepancies in the wider dating for
early pottery in Island Southeast Asia and the Near Pacific. Of particular note, are the
earlier cord-marked or impressed pottery found in Borneo. In the past, a variety of
explanations have been proposed to account for such disparities, particularly as they
pertain to the hypothesized dispersal of Austronesian language speaking peoples. For
instance, Anderson (2005) has suggested that there may have been two instances of
Neolithic dispersal through Southeast Asia. The Neolithic 1 originated in South China
spreading first to Thailand and thence to Vietnam, Malaya, Sumatra-Java and BomeoSuluwesi-Maluku. The initial dispersal of the Neolithic II (commensurate with the Redslipped Pottery Tradition) from South China, at around 7000 BP, occurred earlier than
the dispersal associated with the Neolithic I. However, the Neolithic I reached the area
of Bomeo-Suluwesi-Maluku much earlier than the Neolithic II. That said, when the
Neolithic II reached areas already occupied by the Neolithic I, it replaced the latter.
In a different explanation for the early dates in Indonesia, Daud Tanudirjo (2004) has
hypothesized that a group of Austronesian-speakers moved southward through the
Philippines, reaching Sarawak circa 4500 BP. Tanudirjo's argument is based on the
finding of basket-impressed pottery within the Suo-kang phase in the Peng-hu Islands of
Taiwan. Similar basket impressions have also been found in Sarawak. Hence,
Tanudirjo argues, this technique could have been brought to Sarawak, and subsequently
used in the forming of new identities. Yet, interesting though this hypothesis is, it is
unsubstantiated in the archaeological record. There is no current evidence to indicate an
early Neolithic expansion from the Peng-hu Islands.
Both these proposals are aimed at accommodating the fact that there is earlier pottery
found in Indonesia than elsewhere in Island Southeast Asia. Although models
accommodated a subsequent dispersal from Taiwan. It is this later dispersal that is
questioned by the results of this thesis.

The 'wave of advance model' is first discussed by Ammerman & Cavalli-Sforza in 1979.
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Moreover, there have also been questions raised regarding the apparent gap and/or
changes in the archaeological assemblages that are clearly evident between northern and
southern Luzon. Assemblages in these two areas appear quite distinct. For instance, no
red-slipped pottery sites have yet been found in western or southern Luzon. Moreover,
distinctive artefacts from southern Luzon, such as the nephrite adzes studied by Beyer
(1948) and Duff (1970), are not to be found in the north. This discontinuity can also be
seen in the general lack of evidence for rice agriculture in- the Philippines, compared
with the more abundant evidence for its cultivation in Malaysia (Borneo) and Indonesia.
Moreover, doctoral research by Szabo {pers. comm.) has demonstrated an apparent
discontinuity in shell artefact technology between northern and southern Luzon, and
Judith Cameron (2002a, b) has likewise identified a lack of spindle whorls in the
southern Philippines, compared with elsewhere.'"
Solheim (2006) has suggested that this discontinuity can be explained by the fact that
there was independent interaction with this region from Vietnam and southern China, as
opposed to the north. Yet whatever the interpretation of these results (i.e. climatic,
social, cultural), the evidence for a discontinuity of some type between northern and
southern Luzon is continually mounting. Hence, especially with regards the OT model,
the implications of this apparent discontinuity may require reconsideration of some
aspects of the model.

Conclusion
A number of characteristics distinguish the 'early' red-type pottery sites from the later
ones. However all assemblages containing red-type pottery are more akin to each other
than to the cord-marked tradition evident in the Huakanshan site, or to the black pottery
evident in the Irigayen and Dumbrique sites. Nevertheless, there are also marked
dissimilarities between the different red-slipped pottery assemblages indicating that
their affinity can only have been a loose one - there is no one on one correlation
between either the appearance or construction of assemblages at any of the sites.
The results contained herein point to links between assemblages in Taiwan and those in
the northern Philippines. Nevertheless, there is no evidence of a directionality
originating in Taiwan. Even if the antiquity of some sites were to be pushed back, there
is no reason to believe, on the currently available evidence, that the presence of a
relationship between the northern Philippines and Taiwan directly led to the
development of a Red-Slipped Pottery Tradition throughout Island Southeast Asia and
the Pacific.

"" Bellwood has inteqDreted this as a change in technology from spun fabrics to bark cloth use, but
Cameron suggests that the absence of artefacts may be the result of a change in the material used to make
the spindle whorls. Some less durable material used in the south, is now absent from the archaeological
record.
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CHAPTER 9:
SOCIAL INTERACTION, IDENTITY AND THE
EVIDENCE OF POTTERY

The broad aim of this thesis was to examine the genesis of pottery in the northern
Phihppines. The more specific aim was to assess the possible mechanisms driving the
social relations that led to the introduction of red-slipped pottery into the region.
Based on the analyses and discussion contained in the previous five chapters, it is now
possible to say that a red-type pottery horizon exists linking some components of the
assemblages in the sites described within this thesis. There is a coherence between the
sites that goes beyond the superficial con^elation of red surface coatings.
This
coherence is related to pottery forms and their expression at an assemblage level, as
well as to aspects of production. Moreover, the similarities indicate that shared internal
social/cultural factors have left their mark upon the material cultural records across the
regions examined. However, further discussion is now necessary if these factors are to
be elucidated as far as is possible at this time.
Despite the suggestion of a single red pottery horizon, the stylistic and compositional
analyses show variations that also suggest internal differentiation. Furthermore, it is not
yet established whether the red pottery horizon forms part of a broader material culture
tradition, a term that - as described in Chapter 3 - usually refers to the broader material
culture sequence, which has not been examined herein.
In Chapter 2, several hypotheses concerning mechanisms of social interaction were
proposed. The goal was to investigate possible mechanisms of the social relationships
(if any) between the pottery-creating communities within the region. In Section 1 of
this chapter, these hypotheses will be evaluated in the light of the results of the pottery
analysis, leading into a discussion of how these conclusions relate to the current models
of Austronesian prehistory. Section 2 concludes this thesis by developing an alternative
explanation.

Section 1: Social Interaction in the Northern Philippines as
evidenced by the Red-SUpped Pottery Horizon

MECHANISMS OF SOCIAL INTERACTION:
ADDRESSING THE SOCIAL INTERACTION HYPOTHESES

The four mechanisms of social interaction proposed in Chapter 2 were ideal scenarios
designed to provide a framework to direct the methodology and interpretation. Two of
these can be eliminated based on the pottery analyses. The 'reality' does not fit any
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s i n g l e hypothesis, but is consistent w i t h aspects o f both Imitation, and

Population

M o v e m e n t (Table 255).
Table 255

The working hypotheses
Characteristic
Characterisation of
materials
different to those encountered in other,,,---^ Local production; sites
nearby potterjCjraditions (taking into accojmt-tKat
contain either a mix of
fiinction may impase-sjimlaritjO.....-^^
pottery types from
Surface modification is^JfefSoUo those encountered in
geological contexts similar
other, nearby potterytfaditions
to the regional contexts, or
Technwue-iiS^iQrtnX to those encountereJiiKither,
all sites contain pottery that
jieafBy pottery traditions
is different to other sites
^"Bttemal production site§/^
Shapes are similar across all the sites
contalR^mix of pojterfy
Surface modification is similar across all the sites, or a
coming ffbKU|Jifmted
sub-set thereof if only some sites are involved in the
number of«6uffces
trade/exchange
Technique is the same across all the pottery, or there
may be one or two sub-groupings intermixed
Local production; sites
Shapes are superficially similar. There is a possibility
contain either a mix of
of regional interpretations
pottery types from
Surface modification is superficially similar. There is a
geological contexts similar
possibility of regional interpretations
to the regional contexts, or
Technique is different to those encountered in other,
all sites contain pottery that
nearby pottery traditions
is different to other sites
Local production; sites
Shapes are similar across all the sites, or only a sub-set
contain either a mix of
thereof if only some sites are involved in the population
pottery types from
movement
geological contexts similar
Surface modification is similar across all the sites, or
to the regional contexts or
only a sub-set thereof if only some sites are involved in
all sites contain pottery that
the population movement
is different to other sites
Technique is the same across sites
Form

Hypothesis 1:
Independent
Innovation

Hypothesis 2:
Trade/
Exchange

Hypothesis 3:
Imitation

Hypothesis 4:
Population
Movement

1: INDEPENDENT I N N O V A T I O N
Independent i n n o v a t i o n did not occur in any o f these sites.

C o n t r a r y to the precepts o f

this hypothesis, there are m a n y similarities in shape and surface m o d i f i c a t i o n .

Even

w h e r e m a r k e d d i f f e r e n c e s are noted, it is still p o s s i b l e to a c k n o w l e d g e similarity in
b r o a d fornis.

M o r e o v e r , the potteries are r e a s o n a b l y r e f i n e d types, and there are no

precursor potteries in the northern P h i l i p p i n e s .

A l l in all then, there is not e n o u g h

d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n b e t w e e n the p o t t e r y in the d i f f e r e n t sites to support the Innovationist
Scenario,

for which

a marked

level

of

d i f f e r e n t production

strategies and

pottery

appearances w o u l d b e the expectation.

2: TRADE/EXCHANGE
B e c a u s e o f the absence o f any similarity in c o m p o s i t i o n , w e can almost

certainly

discount the i n f l u e n c e o f T r a d e / E x c h a n g e in a c c o u n t i n g f o r the introduction o f pottery
to the northern P h i l i p p i n e s .

T h e c o m p o s i t i o n a l and p e t r o g r a p h i c analyses demonstrated

no shared sources o f c l a y . T h i s p r o v i d e s strong e v i d e n c e f o r l o c a l i s e d production, e v e n
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if this was not necessarily in the immediate vicinity of a site. At most, there may have
been a very low level of localised exchange within regions (i.e. between the sites of the
Batane Islands or within the Cagayan Valley). However, there is no firm evidence even
of this. This does not rule out the possibility of materials other than pottery, being
transferred, although the petrographic analysis suggests that materials were being drawn
from the respective regional geological contexts. Hence while the negative finding in
regards to Hypothesis 1 demonstrated that these populations did have some form of
contact, this does not appear to have included movement of significant amounts of
pottery.

3: IMITATION

Since the production of the pottery was local, it is possible that some degree of imitation
was occurring. This would explain the presence of shared characteristics. However,
there are also marked differences between the assemblages, and the ways in which even
the shared characteristics manifest themselves. Hence, in the absence of any precursors
to the red-slipped pottery in the northern Philippines, and given that this pottery is fairly
highly developed in technological ternis (most of it is hard and well-foiTned), it appears
that knowledge of techniques associated with pottery production is coming from outside
the region. The introduction then, not of pots, but of aspects of the knowledge of
pottery production, indicates at least some level of acculturation in the regions
examined. Furthennore, because there is no clear directionality in these pottery
influences, this tends to add more weight to the arguments for the adoption of pottery
production by local populace (at least in part), rather than migration alone.

4: POPULATION MOVEMENT

Archaeological sites examined in the northern Philippines and Taiwan show some
similarities between their pottery assemblages, a finding that might possibly be more
widely applicable in the general region, for which little data is currently available. This
implies social and cultural influences common to the sites. Nonetheless, the sites in the
different regions do not display the directional changes expected by a migrationist
hypothesis. If peoples from Taiwan were indeed moving into the northern Philippines,
then at least some aspects of the assemblages in the Philippines could be expected to
very closely reflect those in Taiwan. Yet this is not evident. The broad similarities
between the potteries at the different sites, coupled with the marked differences between
the so-called red-slipped potteries and those that come later, certainly suggest that there
is some kind of shared background influencing the red-slipped pottery styles. All the
same, right from the very beginning of the record, there is a marked differentiation in
the interpretation and application of these styles within the different sites. It therefore
seems highly unlikely that it is the actual migration of peoples that is accounting for the
similarities. If this were so, a greater standardisation of types than is evident in the sites
analysed herein, would have been expected. Consequently, although physical contact
probably played a role in fostering the similarities that are observed between the sites, a
scenario based on extensive migration is not supported by the results herein.
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In summary, the evidence does not fit any of the ideal
However, neither Scenarios 3 nor 4 can be ruled out as
pottery characteristics. Thus it is probable that some mix
Imitation by locally established populations accounts for
distribution.

models that were proposed.
contributing to the observed
of Population Movement and
the observed archaeological

IMPLICATIONS OF THE RESULTS FOR CURRENT MODELS OF AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGE
SPREAD IN ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIAN PREHISTORY

As a consequence of the hypothesised correlation between red-slipped pottery
assemblages, Neolithic expansion and the spread of Austronesian languages, the pottery
has become a proxy marker for communities of Austronesian language speaking
peoples.
Linguistics first coined the term 'Austronesian' to refer to the root language that gave
rise to modem languages now spread from Taiwan to New Zealand, and from
Madagascar to Easter Island. This large geographic scope has given rise to the idea that
Austronesian languages arose among a particular group of peoples in a discrete area,
who then migrated into all of the locations in which these languages are spoken today.
As a consequence, many have come to call these hypothesised migratory people
'Austronesians', even referring to the area to which they spread (particularly the Island
South East Asian region) as 'Austronesia.' Yet these ternis are grounded in theoretical
assumptions that have been the subject of severe criticism, and hence unconditional or
inattentive usage of these terms can be misleading.
As discussed in Chapter 1, current scenarios fall into two major divisions. The focus of
this thesis was upon the most widely accepted models of these two divisions: the Outof-Taiwan (OT) model and the Nusantao Maritime Trade and Communication Network
(NMTCN) model. The first argues that pottery or pottery production was introduced
into the northern Philippines by migrating communities from Taiwan, speaking an
Austronesian language. This model emphasises the phylogenetic relations between
these two areas, and is the most widely accepted hypothesis at the present time. In
contrast, the Nusantao Maritime Trade and Communication Network (NMTCN)
emphasises reticulate relationships and suggests a common influence on the pottery of
the northern Philippines and Taiwan, stemming from another source.
The study of 'prehistory' often gives rise to the 'grand synthesis'. Both the OT and the
NMTCN hypotheses draw irom multiple lines of archaeological evidence, as well as
from various strands of multi-disciplinary research, particularly from linguistics and
genetics. Unfortunately, such a multi-faceted approach has a downside in that it has
somewhat undermined the perceived value of independent disciplinary research,
particularly in the field of archaeology. Hence it can be argued that models of regional
prehistory would benefit by paying closer attention to methodologically and
theoretically rigorous archaeological research. Furthermore, examining each of the
disciplinary lines of evidence independenfly can elucidate the basis on which the
regional hypotheses have been constructed. This should make it possible to better
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identify where independent archaeological research can contribute to an improved
understanding of the prehistory of the region.
Until now, the archaeological evidence for these models has been focused either on
broad scale visual similarities between a small number of objects, or on analyses of
pottery from individual sites (or, at best, from within very limited areas). As a result,
the relationship between different red-slipped pottery phases and components, and with
other spatially associated pottery forms, is little understood. Moreover, despite the
ubiquitous use of the red-slipped pottery in arguments concerning regional
relationships, these relationships have never been properly elucidated. Does this pottery
really represent an horizon? The only way to answer this question is to clarify the
prehistoric social relationships between the separate sites through an understanding of
the material culture relationships. Hence the aim of this thesis was to initiate this
process through an analysis of pottery assemblages at a number of sites within the
region.
The chronological relationship between sites containing early pottery in Island
Southeast Asia and the near Pacific is quite close, even for assemblages as widely
dispersed as Taiwan and the Bismarck Archipelago. Taiwanese and Indonesian sites
generally appear to be somewhat early. Just how early is open to question though, as
many of the earliest dates have very large standard deviations. If red-slipped pottery
assemblages are taken into account (remembering that within the OT hypothesis, the
Red-Slipped Pottery Tradition is tightly correlated with the dispersal of Austronesian
language speakers), then the time scale is seemingly instantaneous. The fact is, on the
basis of the radiocarbon chronology, nearly all dates overlap markedly in a very short
time period, between about 3500 and 3000 years ago. Indeed, the dates overlap so
much that the internal chronology of this tradition is impossible to distinguish.
The pottery assemblages examined in this thesis show no directionality extending
southwards from Taiwan. Thus the pottery evidence does not lend itself in support of
the OT model. It is still possible, however, that there was an early dispersal out of
Taiwan. Yet this cannot be clearly linked to the red-type pottery. For instance,
although it has been suggested that an early dispersal is, perhaps, evidenced by the
Torongan Cave assemblage, none of the Torongan assemblage is similar enough to be
included in the red-type pottery horizon. Moreover, the timing of the OT dispersal, as
envisioned within the framework of a migratory hypothesis, does not fit with the almost
instantaneous appearance of pottery across the very wider area.
Thus the pottery does not clearly support the OT hypothesis because of issues of
directionality and timing. This is significant given that red-slipped pottery has often
been used as a proxy indicator for the presence, and implied dispersal, of Austronesian
language speaking communities. These issues are compounded by the scarcity of dates.
This has often led to the widespread use of single dates not necessarily indicative of the
whole pattern, or perhaps any pattern.
Consequently, although the broader
ramifications of the OT hypothesis remain viable, on the evidence made available
through this thesis, red-slipped pottery cannot be clearly linked to the spread of
Austronesian language speakers, and thus this assumed link should be decoupled.
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Moreover, the fact that there is no evidence of directionality puts emphasis on an
apparent contradiction in the use of multi-disciphnary research to address the dispersal
of Austronesian language speaking peoples. Linguists rely on the archaeology to give
their reconstructions time depth and material evidence. Yet it is obvious from the
results of this thesis, that archaeology has mainly relied on the linguistics to provide it
with directionality.
The Austronesian language family may indeed have originated in Taiwan, but the
interdependence of this argument with the archaeology has become an untenable, selfreinforcing scenario. Separating the archaeological evidence, in this case pottery, from
that of the linguistics has shown that such an analysis does not provide any
straightforward evidence for phylogenetic dispersal of populations originating in
Taiwan and moving to the Philippines with their material culture. This means that if the
languages are indeed coming out of Taiwan - a scenario that linguists generally uphold,
and I am in no position to criticise - this must have occurred either before red-slipped
pottery became prevalent, or commensurate with the red-slipped pottery, but
unassociated with a straightforward phylogenetic dispersal of pottery-producing
communities southwards.
Whether there were influences on both regions derived from a third source, such as
Vietnam or the South coast of China (as suggested by Solheim), or from the early
pottery in Malaysia or Indonesia, is open to conjecture, and can only be examined
through further study. However there is no cun-ent evidence to show that a trading
network existed. Moreover, as it is fonnulated at present, the NMTCN existed over a
long time period. Clearly the argument that the Nusantao spread into this area
sometime between 7000 and 6000 BP is not compatible with the current dating. If such
an expansion happened at that time, it had no association with pottery.
Thus if a trading network, such as the NMTCN, did in fact exist, pottery or even
knowledge of pottery making, was not one of the commodities moving within the
network. Moreover, the almost instantaneous appearance of the red pottery over such a
wide area suggests the influence of some new - most likely external - influence upon the
social relationships within the region that was not an existing feature of a long
established trading network.
Many of the assumptions that underlie the NMTCN model are thus as open to reevaluation and questioning as the assumptions underlying the OT model. Furthennore,
the time depth of the interactions in the NMTCN model is impossible to evaluate from
the arguments presented herein. Nonetheless, some similar model of lobe expansion,
associated with the genesis of pottery production and other elements across the region,
but limited to a one to two thousand year time period, remains a viable hypothesis.
Based on this re-assessment of the archaeological evidence, there is no reason to assume
that more complex models of interaction would not be commensurate with the linguistic
and genetic evidence. The reality of social relations and identity may lie somewhere
between that suggested by the OT and NTCMN models - or it might lie somewhere else
entirely.
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Yet be that as it may, the evidence herein shows a greater complexity to the
relationships in the northern Philippines than has thus far been incorporated into the OT
hypothesis in particular. Of course this does not negate the overarching notions
contained therein, but then these do need to be re-evaluated in the light of the evidence
presented in this thesis.
In contrast, the NMTCN hypothesis does not directly address the relations in the
northern Philippines, Solheim (2006) suggesting (with a broader brush) that the practice
of red-slipped pottery production came independently to the northern Philippines and
Taiwan from the coast of northern Vietnam. Yet although to evaluate these links has
been beyond the scope of this thesis, based on the analysis of the red-slipped pottery
contained herein, such a hypothesis cannot be discounted. At the very least, it poses a
viable alternative explanation.

Section 2: Beyond OT and NMTCN--Towards an Alternative
Explanation

DRIVING FACTORS OF POTTERY PRODUCTION

Perhaps as a result of the Polynesian experience (where islands were previously
uninhabited, and thus the initial colonisation history is somewhat less complicated),
Austronesian language dispersal has often been seen in the light of first colonisers. Yet
although it is universally recognised that this was not the case in Island Southeast Asia,
the types of dispersal commonly proposed have often, nonetheless, adhered to this same
framework.
The Early Farming Dispersal H>pothesis holds that the driving mechanism behind
dispersal is broad-scale agriculture combined with some level of demic diffusion. Yet
there is little evidence for agriculture of this kind beyond Taiwan. Moreover, the rapid
spread of pottery would tend to cast doubt on the proposition that people are moving
into an area, establishing agriculture, expanding their population, and then moving on.
The same is true for demic diffusion in general (Ammemian & Cavalli-Sforza 1973,
1979; Cavalli-Sforza 2002), and other demographic subsistence models that stress
significant movement in population.'"^ These all suggest that a much longer time period
then is evident is necessary to explain such a spread.
Anderson (2005) also argues that the agricultural arguments are complicated by
equifinality. This is because both the intensification of agriculture and improvements in
maritime technology would together be necessary to drive dispersal.
Moreover,
maritime technology is unlikely to be tied to farmers. On the other hand, there are
For example, as discussed in Chapter 1, Bellwood (2005) has also proposed that population
replacement due to disease or war, or slavery and forced translocation, might explain language spread.
Currently however, there is no evidence to suggest either of these mechanisms was present in the region.
Continuity of tradition between the pre-ceramic and ceramic phases, as has been argued in relation to the
Cagayan Valley cave sites by Mijares (2006a, b), would suggest that systems collapse was not a cause of
change, and that existing populations were not wholly replaced.
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several instances of the effective dispersal of hunter-gatherers using boats.
Furthermore, in the late Holocene, around 4000 BP, significant climate change
occurred, and this may have contributed to the migration of such populations.
Moreover, it seems more likely that pottery production was rapidly carried along a web
of movement in all directions. Whatever the situation though, there does not appear to
be enough time involved in the dispersal of pottery technology for integration to have
played a really fiandamental role.""
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Spriggs (2003, 2007) has recently suggested that Renfrew's
model of elite dominance might explain some of the observed patterning. This model
postulates an intrusion by a small, well-organised group who, by force of arms, replace
an existing elite (Renfrew 1989<3, b, 1992). However, this does not appear to be the
case with the red-slipped pottery, as the resultant archaeological pattern would still be
one of directional dispersal of red-slipped pottery production.

T H E RESULTS IN THIS THESIS IN THE LIGHT OF BEST'S ARGUMENTS ON LAPITA

Although there are factors in the case of Lapita pottery that make it difficult to directly
compare its context with that of the red pottery in the region studied (particularly the
fact that beyond the Solomon Islands, Lapita was being introduced into previously
unoccupied areas), there remain some aspects of the two situations that may not be so
dissimilar. Simon Best (2002) argues that the clear stylistic patterning of the Lapita
pottery arose in a stratified hierarchical society within a strong religious context. In
contrast, the red pottery of the northern Philippines and Taiwan seems bound only by a
loose affinity in forni between the different sites. Nonetheless, a further examination of
Best's arguments is very informative for the possible interpretations of the results of the
pottery analysis in this thesis. His arguments deal with the significance of shared
pottery characteristics in a situation where a clear ancestral relationship between the
established populace and new aspects of material culture cannot be demonstrated.
Best (2002) argues that the emergence of similar specialised vessel shapes and
decoration, as a consequence of similar but independent processes influencing different
sites, is not as unlikely as it first appears. For example, he writes that pottery with
similarities to Lapita re-emerged in Fiji 2000 years after Lapita's demise:
The most likely candidate for this may be that a basic way of organising artistic
expression is present in the societies involved, with its roots in the original
expansion of Austronesian speakers, and with a design system that occurs
throughout Island Southeast Asia on materials other than ceramics, but which, given
the situations described above, is transferred to pots (Best 2002).

For this to be achieved. Best (2002) argues that a common belief system, mode of
expression, and language are necessary. Moreover, such a close relationship in
This fact also applies to the Triple HI. This model, proposed by Roger Green (1982, 1991, 1995), is
favoured by Chiu and Sand (2007) to explain the dispersal of Austronesian speaking populations towards
the Pacific. While this model is intuitively rather appealing, it is essentially descriptive rather than
explanatory,. and the periods of integration are not articulated. Given the seemingly 'instantaneous'
dispersal, there does not appear to be any significant periods during which integration occurred in the
northern Philippines or elsewhere in Island Southeast Asia.
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characteristics can only be achieved through migration. The question therefore is: what
factor could possibly lead to the relatively simultaneous appearance of pottery
characteristics over a wide area, followed by the just as rapid decline of this
commonality?
Best (2002) argues that Lapita is an extension of the later Neolithic Southeast Asian
ceramic series (after Kirch 1997),
With well-established pottery skills and a basic set of (mainly plain) vessels, a
strong artistic tradition, and a level of hierarchical ordering to society (Best 2002).

Lapita represents clear developments in pottery fonn and design. However, in the
earliest layers, there is also a component of predominantly plain pottery."" Best (2002)
argues that this simple pottery may represent the early intrusion into the Bismarck
Archipelago, which was rapidly followed (within a hundred to a hundred and fifty
years) by the development of the more sophisticated Lapita designs. He further argues
that it was a combination of socio-economic power relationships and a shared religious
ethic that drove the development of Lapita pottery within existing populations. The
dispersal of Lapita thus happened very quickly, through populations and belief systems
already existent in the area. But then the impetus for socio-cultural unity (as
represented by the pottery) fell away almost as immediately as it had stalled.
What then are the implications of this argument within the Southeast Asian region?
Best (2002) speculates that perhaps it was the visibility of Lapita decoration, driven by
new technological developments in the Bismarck archipelago, that makes the process
more evident in this area, but that the underlying social constructs were already present
in Southeast Asia. However, his explanation for how these traits became established
within the region is broadly compatible with the OT hypothesis. This thesis has
questioned the assumption that the initial dispersal of peoples carrying the basic pottery
skills came as a directional dispersal from Taiwan - although is the results are not
inconsistent with a possible prior, pre-pottery migration from Taiwan (or elsewhere)
that established commonalities in social hierarchy and religious views across the region.
It seems evident then that Best's argument regarding the possible mechanism by which
early Lapita pottery developed within an already established populace, could equally
well apply to the dissemination of pottery technology throughout Island Southeast Asia
as a whole. This then leads to the question of what might explain the rapid
dissemination of pottery production - even given an existing social and religious
framework - and the equally rapid regional differentiation that followed. This in turn
leads back to the discussion of identity and the archaeological record in Chapter 2 of
this thesis.

T H E R E D - T Y P E POTTERY HORIZON AND REGIONAL IDENTITY:
A N ALTERNATIVE EXPLANATION

New technologies tend not to be adopted in stable social frameworks. Hence pottery
might have been introduced during a period of marked social upheaval, probably
" " This may be evidenced through the plain everted rims and pots, some with red-slip, found at
Talepakemalai (Kirch 1987), which Kirch says are almost identical to those at Uattamdi (Kirch 1997).
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accompanied by a reduction in the isolation of the peoples of the northern Philippines.
At least two possible causes of social instability after about 4000 BP have been
suggested (Anderson 2000; Anderson et al 2006; Anderson et al 2007). Firstly, the
onset of modem frequencies of El Nino, created climatic instability impacting on
subsistence economies, possibly agriculture in particular. Secondly, there are thought to
be significant changes in maritime technology at about this time, resulting in much
faster and far-reaching interactions than ever before. In this regard, it is also important
to recall that, as was argued in Chapter 8, at about 3500 BP the entire Island Southeast
Asian area was on the verge of becoming a 'Mediterranean'. It may even have
happened prior to this.
Yet while the similarities shared by sites that adopted the technology of pottery
production indicate that there was at least some contact between these different areas, at
the same time, the very distinctive differences between the sites argues against broadscale migration as the initial influence common to all sites, indicating rather a diffusion
of ideas Nevertheless, shared elements of foma, surface alteration and production of the
red pottery, bind the sites together more strongly than any of the sites are tied to the
predominant pottery types either before or after it. In fact, it seems likely that people
were choosing to use red-slip as a cultural marker to specify some sort of common
relationship.
It is, of course, premature to mark this as an 'ethnic' affinity.
Nevertheless, the choice of this outwardly visible indicator of shared affinity is
undeniable.
It appears then that around 3500-3000 BP, there was a social factor that united all these
sites together. Perhaps an explanation for this is that this was a period of emerging
wide-scale contact between the already exisUng populafions in Island South-East Asia.
These contacts may be indicative of changes in the social hierarchy. Perhaps an elite
class emerged that was able to facilitate, and perhaps control, their communities'
involvement in contact. Such an elite group may have used pottery to signal their
outside contacts and status, both towards the local population and to regional travellers.
In consequence, the pottery is interpreted locally, but within a mentality of the
conscious assertion of belonging to a wider contact network.
It is notable that, whatever the bonds holding these sites together, they did not persist
for a very long time (the incompleteness of the dating data make it hard to tell, but the
time in question probably lasted only five hundred to a thousand years). Like in Lapita,
the 'devolution' of the pottery horizon seems to have happened very rapidly. That is not
to say that contact ceased between sites - quite to the contrary - but it was no longer
reflected in a shared pottery horizon. Furthennore, the local pottery phases that
followed appear to have persisted for longer. To fit this within the suggested scenario
above, it seems plausible that, after a small number of generations, the emergence of a
contact network led to the creation of more solidified socio-economic structures. In
such a situation, the role of pottery would have changed. Where once it had been an
assertion of an elite's belonging to a wider contact network, it later served to identify
local traditions, and assert identity against other regional populations.
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FUTURE RESEARCH

Many avenues for future research have been articulated throughout this thesis, these
mostly converging on two areas. Firstly, fiirther investigation is needed of the spatial
and temporal relations between the sites analyzed herein and other areas targeted by
models of Austronesian prehistory. The initial target areas would undoubtedly be:
Micronesia, the South China/Vietnam coastline, and the southern Philippines.
Secondly, the social and cultural relations within and between the areas under
examination should be studied in greater detail. This thesis has established that there is
a greater complexity to the social and cultural factors that were influencing the material
culture than has hitherto been acknowledged. Consequently, there is a need to extend
the range of theoretical and methodological approaches that have thus far been applied
to the region, in order to elucidate these influences. Areas of research might include the
spatial variation of within-site use, as well as a more detailed analysis of the
chronological changes that may be disguising numerous independent influences over
time. It may prove illuminating, for example, to investigate the change in the Batanes
Islands from the early to the late red-slipped pottery horizons. Also, to address very
specific questions such as why circle-stamped pottery persisted at Anaro unlike
elsewhere in the later Batan Island assemblages.
The approach utilised herein was appropriate to the questions being asked. However,
the archaeology of the region, and ultimately our social and cultural understanding of
these prehistoric communities, can only benefit from the expansion of the present
research. Nevertheless, it is probable, even inevitable, that other categories of
archaeological artefacts, as well as myriad other evidence related to the prehistory of
Southeast Asia, will show patterns that do not completely complement the patterns seen
in this analysis. However, only by elucidating such intricacies will archaeologists ever
be able to identify the commonalities that certainly underlie the archaeology of this
region.
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APPENDIX 1:
ARCHAEOLOGICAL (NON-POTTERY), LINGUISTIC AND
GENETIC EVIDENCE USED IN MODELS OF PREHISTORY
FOR ISLAND SOUTHEAST ASIA
The models of Austronesian language spread - in particular the Out-of-Taiwan model have heavily relied on a multi-disciplinary perspective. The three fields of study that
have been most heavily utilised in the fomiation of the models are archaeology,
linguistics and genetics. Central to the arguments in this thesis is that the archaeological
evidence has never been adequately analysed independent of the models, and that the
different strands of evidence have been used to reinforce arguments in situations where
adequate evidence from an individual discipline may not be available, or the evidence
may be contry to hypotheses. Pottery was chosen for examination in this thesis because
it is the presence of red-slipped sherds that has often been used as proxy-evidence to
infer the presence of Austronesian language speaking populations. Nonetheless, other
categories of archaeological evidence, as well as linguistics and genetics, are also
important aspects of the arguments in the models of prehistory, and will be reviewed in
the following sections.
The Out-of-Taiwan and the Nusantao Maritime and Communications Network
(NMTCN) models do not usually consider the same evidence in support of their
arguments. In fact they tend to rely on different categories of evidence altogether, and
even in cases where they do use similar evidence, they tend to emphasise it to differing
degrees. Hence the two models are not really directly comparable, and the evidence that
has been advanced in support of each will be discussed on its own merits.

Archaeology
It is the archaeological remains of pottery and stone, and the archaeobotanical evidence
of agriculture, that are most often used as 'direct evidence' for the movement of
peoples, as well as for the chronological changes posited by the models. This section
will present the lithic and archaeobotanical evidence that have been used, in addition to
the pottery, to undeipin the models relating to Austronesian language origins and
dispersal.

AGRICULTURE

A different emphasis is placed on agriculture in the OT and the NMTCN models. For
the OT model the presence of agriculture, particularly broad scale cultivation, is a
central concern driving the dispersal of populations and governing the material culture.
In contrast, while the presence of rice domestication is mentioned within the framework
of the NMTCN model, this is peripheral to the central argument.
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Evidence

OUT-OF-TAIWAN AGRICULTURE ARGUMENTS:
The cultivation of crops (particularly the domestication of rice) is considered to be a
major impetus behind the initial stages of the Neolithic population dispersal advocated
by the OT model (Figure 376) (Bellwood 2005). It is hypothesised that rice cultivation
resulted in the settlement of permanent communities, which possibly led to
overpopulation problems (particularly in smaller island environments) principally
caused by the finite nature of local resources. Hence the spread of populations to new
areas.

f—I
I—«

Zones of intensivB r»ca
cuJtivatiwt [presem-dayi

The original caption reads'. "The major rice-growing areas (mostly in irrigated fields) of South, East and
Southeast Asia today. Note that intensive rice cultivation tends to correlate with wetter climates on the
mainland of Asia, but this is not the case in Island Southeast Asia, where equatorial perhumid conditions
are not conducive. Major dated Neolithic sites with rice remains are shown, together with current
chronology for domesticated rice dispersal. Modem rice distribution data from Huke 1982b."
Figure 376

Areas of present day rice cultivation and possible dates for dispersal in support of the
Early Farming Dispersal Hypothesis (from Bellwood 2005)

In the Philippines there have been many changes, over time, in the types of crops
cultivated. A paucity of extant evidence for early rice cultivation, suggests that other
crops, perhaps better suited to the environment, were cultivated in its stead. Certainly
proto-linguistic reconstructions of agricultural terms strongly suggest that new crop
types were added to the Neolithic package subsequent to the postulated initial expansion
out of Taiwan, particularly as regards tropical and equatorial foods (Blust 1995). This
linguistic evidence has been incorporated into the OT model. Yet this model's
emphasis upon the rise of agriculture (particularly broad-scale grain cultivation) as a
driving force behind population expansion, would seem to be discordant with the
paucity of evidence for these crops in the northern Philippines. Nevertheless, despite
the changes in the types of agricultural crops over time, the OT model still maintains
that agriculture was the driving mechanism behind the migration of the Austronesian
language speaking populations:
Pleistocene hunter-gatherers reached the islands of Near Oceania over 30, 000 years
ago, but only Austronesian agriculturalists were able to reach the islands of Remote
Oceania, and only within the past 3, 500 years (Bellwood 2005, emphasis mine).
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NMTCN

AGRICULTURE ARGUMENTS:

Solheim (2006) suggests that the NMTCN probably played a role in distributing rice.
For instance, the Nusantao peoples may have distributed rice from south China to Korea
and Japan, as evidenced by the spread of stone tool technology between 2500 and 2300
BP. Thus, the Northern Lobe is proposed primarily on the basis of the distribution of
artefacts which Solheim associates with early rice agriculture. However, the NMTCN
model does not propose that rice drove the expansion of Austronesian speakers, as is
argued in the OT model. Furthermore, Solheim believes that scattered evidence for the
presence of rice in Taiwan around 4000 BP does not constitute sufficient proof that it
was the driving force behind migrations.

EVIDENCE FOR AGRICULTURAL CULTIVARS:

The paucity of evidence for early agriculture in Island Southeast Asia has come under
considerable recent scrutiny (e.g. Paz 2002. Also see also Figure 377 for sites with
potential rice finds). For instance, there are no secure contexts from which the antiquity
of millet cultivation can be established in the region. Furthermore, rice finds are
infrequent. In the northern Philippines, rice at Andarayan (2600 BP) has been
confirmed through analysis of impressions of husks found in pot sherds (Snow et al
1986). However, the reports of rice from Dimolit have yet to be verified through a
similar analysis. This lack of any substantial evidence for the early cultivation of rice
would appear to contradict the argument that rice cultivation was a driving factor behind
population expansion in the region (although this, of course, is not to argue against the
possibility of new evidence coming to light in the future). The explanation may be
simple: rice may not have been cultivated in the Philippines at this early stage, at least
not on a wide scale, because of the difficulties encountered in growing rice in some
areas. For instance, Bellwood uses evidence from Dewar (2003) suggesting that
unreliable rainfall in southern Taiwan and the northern Philippines could have 'filtered
out' annual cereal crops in favour of those that do not depend so rigidly on seasonal
rainfalls (e.g. taro and other tubers).
Today, and presumably in the agricultural past, the greatest population densities
occur in the m o n s o o n regions where rainfall distribution is reliable and where rice
can flourish, especially in alluvial landscapes in southern China, northern Mainland
Southeast Asia, parts of the Philippines, Java, Bali, and the lesser Sundas (Bellwood
2005).
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Locations of major archaeological sites containing millet and rice (from Bellvvood
2005)

Additionally, the absence of any evidence for rice in the archaeological record of the
Batanes, may have resulted not only from the unreliable rainfall on the islands, but also
from their rugged topography (Dewar 2003, Bellwood 2003). However it should also
be pointed out that in order for rice agriculture to have been introduced to areas, such as
Indonesia, as a result of the dispersal of Austronesian language speaking populations,
these cereal crops must have been reintroduced into the cultural assemblage of the
Austronesian language speakers at some stage during their proposed southward
dispersal into the other islands of Southeast Asia - a fact that the OT model makes no
attempt to address.
Despite the fact that the OT model advocates dispersal of agriculture from southern
China through Taiwan, many of the earliest dates for rice in Island Southeast Asia
(excluding Taiwan) come from Indonesia. For instance, there is evidence for rice in
Sarawak at circa. 4300 BP (Datan & Bellwood 1991). This date comes from the site of
Gua Sireh. Finds here include rice macroremains and phytoliths in the sun^ounding
soils, as well as rice impressions in pottery. Doherty et al (2000) also identified rice in
the matrix of pottery sherds at a further 35 sites in Sarawak and suggest that some of
these may possess even earlier dates than those from Gua Sireh. Finds of rice at the site
of Ulu Leang in Indonesia are also thought to be early, but neither here nor at Gua Sireh
are the remains associated with red-slipped pottery - which could be expected if both
these sites were associated with the expansion of Austronesian language speakers. Rice
remains have also been discovered in Bukit Tengkorak in Sabah (Borneo, Malaysia).
Remains from Niah in Sarawak (Borneo, Malaysia) include impressions dated to 4990
BP, however this remains unconfirmed (Doherty et al 2000).
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Some archaeologists have used this sort of evidence to suggest that rice was cultivated
at an earlier date in Indonesia than it was in Malaysia or the Philippines (e.g. Chang
1984-85, also see alternate models outlined in Chapter 8). The discordant dates remembering that dates are only discordant when viewed in the prism of a model - may
be the result of a deficit of reliable dating in some areas (such as the Philippines). They
may also be interpreted as a lack of evidence to support the models. Whichever proves
to be the case though, such apparent 'anomalies' underscore a need for caution in our
treatment of the models and their underlying arguments.

STONE

Early proposals regarding Austronesian origins relied heavily on the evidence provided
by stone artefacts. Subsequent models have continued to refer to stone artefacts, often
incorporating results from earlier works. Yet in spite of this, the arguments concerning
the relationships between stone technologies and Austronesian culture have not been as
well articulated in recent years as have the arguments regarding pottery assemblages or
agriculture.

EARLY STONE STUDIES

The first models of Austronesian dispersal proposed by Robert von Heine-Geldem
(1932) leant heavily upon the weight of evidence provided by stone adze technology.
He suggested that the Vierkantbeil adze (also referred to as the quadrangular adze) is
characteristic of Austronesian culture and that in consequence the area over which this
is found correlates to the settlement area of the Austronesian speaking peoples. HeineGeldem also proposed that the Walzenbeil adze was another significant component of
Austronesian culture, although Duff (1970) subsequently argued that this was not the
case. Duff for his part proposed - contrary to Heine-Geldern - that the circular cross
section seen in chisels and gouges in the region was characteristic of the culture of
Austronesian speaking peoples.
Duff (1970) provided a fairly comprehensive overview of stone adzes in Southeast Asia
based on the morphological differences between adzes found in different areas. He used
this to support a model in which maritime activity was the driving impetus for dispersal.
Links were made between Taiwan and the Philippines, and the Philippines and
Polynesia. However, unlike the OT model, these relationships were not necessarily of
an ancestral, phylogenetic nature. In this regard D u f f s ideas were more akin to the
NMTCN.
With regards the Taiwanese assemblages. Duff (1970) observed some links to
Austronesian forms. However, he also noted the rarity of such forms when compared to
the number of assemblages:
These distinctively Austronesian forms, together with edge-ground and perforated
stone knifes, spear-heads, bracelets, and stone bark-cloth beaters all appear in the
upper levels of the Yuan-shan shell mounds which adjoin Taipei in north-western
Formosa. One has to visit Formosa to appreciate how rare they are elsewhere on the
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island. This distribution accords well with a sea-borne intrusion from the adjacent
South China coast (Duff 1970).

Other artefacts occur in Taiwan that are thought to be Austronesian derived. There was
a developed sawing and boring technology, and the scarfed grip is also evident.
Furthermore these give the impression - at least initially - that they were "continued and
elaborated" in Luzon (Duff 1970). Yet despite what appears to be an observable flow of
technologies from Taiwan to the northern Philippines, Duff considered that many of the
relationships demonstrated a more complicated technological movement, both spatially
and temporally. For instance:
Most Formosan examples represent a degree of sophistication which Beyer and
others attribute to a late phase of the Austronesian Neolithic (Duff 1970).

This implies that the technologies in Taiwan were not necessarily ancestral to
developments elsewhere. Hence the role that Taiwan plays in the cultural spread of the
Austronesian-speaking peoples remains unclear to Duff, although he does believe that
the south China coast was the area of initial cultural development. It would appear then
that Duff leans towards the idea of reticulate relationships throughout the regions of
south China, Taiwan and the Philippines. In fact Duff considered that the Philippines
was the end point for developments such as the stepped butt, whose beginnings were in
south China and Taiwan.
In contrast to the general lack of support for links between the Philippines and Taiwan,
Duff (1970) does observe links of a possibly ancestral nature between the assemblages
in the Philippines and those in Polynesia. Yet he stnaggles to explain how the observed
similarities arose, given the lack of evidence for "transit fonns" in regions that would
have provided a link between the two, such as in Micronesia and Melanesia. Any
understanding here is also complicated by the lack of stratigraphic sequences or
absolute dates for the Philippine assemblages, meaning that the chronology, especially
at the time D u f f s monograph was written, was based on no better "than informed
guesses" (Duff 1970).
Duff couches his arguments about the stone adzes of the Philippines in the context of
Beyer's earlier proposal regarding the development of the Neolithic. Beyer's was a
three stage proposal which took into account the artefacts in the region and also
hypothesised the sort of relationships that may have led to their genesis.'" Beyer's
Luzon-based Protoneolithic (8000-6000 BP) was thought by Duff (1970) to be most
like the Hoabinhian, believing as a consequence that it could not be linked to the
Austronesian Neolithic. Beyer considered that stone artefacts associated with his first
stage, the Early Neolithic (6000-4250 BP), demonstrated early stages of development
within the region, believing that these artefacts were precursors to the Vierkantbeil (he
based his arguments for this on Heine-Geldem's Walzenbeil). However, Duff finds the
supporting evidence based on the stone adzes to be unconvincing, as he fails to observe
any developmental stages. He favours the idea that the Vierkantbeil was spread in an
already developed form by a inaritime culture from south China, through the coastal
areas of Southeast Asia, probably during Beyer's Middle Neolithic. The Middle
Neolithic (4250-2750 BP) and Late Neolithic (3750-2200 BP) as proposed by Beyer
" ' As was seen in the model overview, these arguments probably influenced Solheim's early thoughts
regarding Austronesian development.
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conform to Heine-Geldem's quadrangular adze tradition, and are therefore associated
by Duff with the Austronesian speaking peoples. However, internal developments such
as the ridged adze are seen to be peculiar to Luzon, and as such, the result of adaptation
to local conditions.
The late Neolithic as proposed by Beyer also contained
tanged stone bark-cloth beaters, tanged and ground spear heads, circular bracelets,
cylindrical and tubular beads, pebble hammers, and edge ground saws, and a
remarkable range of personal ornaments and miscellaneous small tools in nephrite
(in Duff 1970).

Although outside the scope of his adze study, some of the features seen in these other
stone implements have also been linked by Duff to Polynesia and elsewhere:
At every point, examination of the durable stone artefacts surviving from the
Philippines Middle and late Neolithic turns one's eyes backwards to the undoubted
origin of the culture on the southeast China coast and outwards across the ocean
void to Polynesia (Duff 1970).

The Philippines is taken to be the probable point of departure of the Austronesians for
east Polynesia, occurring sometime before the Late Neolithic (this lasting in southern
Luzon until the 3000-2000 BP). Duff considered that the Middle Neolithic, which he
called Austronesian 1, lasted longer than Beyer allowed for, and that the Polynesian
adze tradition separated in the later stages of this period (3000-2000 BP). Duff further
posited that the Late Neolithic had a much shorter time frame than Beyer proposed.
Recent arguments concerning stone technologies within the northern Philippines:
Recent research with regards to the stone artefact technologies of the northern
Philippines, especially in the Cagayan Valley, has tended to focus on the pre-Neolithic
flake-tool tradition, from about 30 000 years ago."- However, some observations have
also been made regarding the later stone artefact traditions, which occur in the same
assemblages as pottery.
Parallels have been hypothesised between stone artefacts found in Neolithic sites in the
Cagayan Valley and similar artefacts uncovered during excavations on Batan Island at
the site of Sunget. Furthemiore the presence of quadrangular cross-sectioned adzes, as
well as slate projectile points, stone net weights, and hoes, in stone artefact assemblages
belonging to the Yuanshan and Peinan Cultures in Taiwan, have also been paralleled
with assemblages from the Batanes (Bellwood 1997). For instance, Bellwood (1997)
believes that perforated slate points and stepped and shouldered adzes'" from Sunget
are "all items closely paralleled in the Yuanshan repertoire." Stone net sinkers and
pitted stone anvils also show possible affinities between artefacts found at Sunget and
items found in Taiwan. Bellwood and Dizon (2005) suggest that Sunget netsinkers are
most similar to those found in Peinan. However, this idea is contested by Yang (2006),
who suggests that the netsinkers are similar to a type found broadly across Taiwan and
southern China and thus may have derived from either of these expansive areas. On the
See Mijares 2002 for one such analysis as well as a review of prior research.
Stepped, quadrangular and trapezoidal adzes were found in 1982 by the Kumomoto team (Kumomoto
1983) but none were uncovered during Bellwood's program of research.
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neighbouring island of Itbayat, a waisted stone hoe of igneous or metamorphic rock,
found amongst the early plain and red-slipped pottery within the site of Torongan Cave,
is also thought by Bellwood & Dizon (2005) to attest to the Taiwanese affinities of the
wider area.
In northern Luzon, Bellwood (1997) highlights parallels with Taiwan including
penannular earrings of stone (including two of jade), a stone bark-cloth beater and stone
adzes from Arku Cave. He also mentions surface finds of slate projectile points that
may have been associated with Austronesian expansion but have yet to be found in
secure contexts. Stepped stone adzes recorded for the Cagayan Valley assemblages
(e.g. Thiel 1984-1985, 1986-1987b; Aoyagi et al 1993) are also thought to show an
association between this area, the Batanes Islands and Taiwan (Bellwood & Dizon
2005). It is interesting to note though that stone reaping knifes did not appear in Taiwan
until after 4500 BP and are entirely absent from any Filipino sites. Grain reaping, if
present in the Philippines, may have utilised other mechanisms. Alternatively, this may
be evidence for these types of tools fading from the cultural repertoire as other crops
were adopted.
The continued presence of flaked tools in some northern Luzon sites, such as Dimolit,
may indicate continuity in some areas between Austronesian assemblages and the preNeolithic cultures that came before them (Bellwood 1997). By contrast, there are no
flaked artefacts found in sites on the Batanes, as a consequence of which it is thought
that Neolithic populations were the first to inhabit these islands. Bellwood and Dizon
(2005) sunnise that the flaked tool traditions in Luzon sites are a "carry-over of
indigenous preceramic lithic technology into the Neolithic." Whether this was due to
local adoption of the Neolithic, or the adoption of stone technologies by the
Austronesian speaking migrants, is not discussed.
Outside of the northern Philippines, Bellwood (1997) refers to the evidence from
Duyong Cave, on the island of Palawan, of a burial containing a quadrangular-sectioned
stone adze. This site contains no pottery, which is seemingly discordant with the view
that this type of adze was produced solely by agricultural populations. That it came to
be deposited in a context un-associated with pottery indicates to Bellwood that the adze
may have been first produced by agricultural populations and subsequently traded with
nearby hunter-gatherers. Furthennore, adzes found at some Indonesian sites are similar
to types found in both the Philippines and Japan (see Simanjuntak & Forestier 2004;
Heekeren 1972).
In much the same way that Bellwood has for the OT model, Solheim (2006, see Table
256) has also drawn on the distribution of a number of stone artefacts as markers of
NMTCN cultural activities. The widespread distribution of these stone artefact types
appears to demonstrate the discontinuous material culture spread that Solheim argues is
a feature of his maritime culture. However few of these, except perhaps the polished
and stemmed stone adzes of Luzon, directly link to the assemblages found in the
northern Philippines.
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Stone (these tables summarise data given in Solheim 2006).

Artefact type
Table and capstone
dolmens
Stone cists

Location found
Rare in most areas except Assam. Other reports
from southeastern Taiwan, Indonesia
Southeastern Taiwan, Yunnan

Semilunar stone knife
Stepped adze

Taiwan, Hong Kong, peninsular Malaysia
Southeastern China, coastal South China,
northern Vietnam, Luzon and Taiwan

Flaked and edge
ground pedifonn adze

Assam, Myanmar (Burma), Vietnam

Fully polished
pedifonn adzes
(Bronze pediform
adzes)
Perforated stone
disk/spindle whorl
Stone dagger

Vietnam and Taiwan
Northern Vietnam
Taiwan

Associated Dating
-

Those in southeastern
Taiwan have been dated to
2'"' millennium BC
1®' millennium BC
millennium BC in
southeastern China, 2"''
millennium BC all other
areas
Suggests that these
developed from a
Hoabinhian context.
and 2"" millennium BC
1500BC (Dong Dao phase,
Dongson)
2"" and V millennium BC

Vietnam (1 observation only)

(Bronze dagger)

Northern Vietnam, South China and Taiwan

Concave-based,
polished, triangular,
fluted, non-fluted stone
projectile points
Polished and stemmed
stone points

Taiwan, Hong Kong

1®' millennium BC and early
AD
2"" millennium BC

Luzon, Taiwan and Hong Kong

2"" millennium BC

Nephrite
The discussion has thus far concentrated on stone artefact types made of materials other
than nephrite (jade). Yet nephrite artefacts have played a central role in Neolithic
arguments ever since Beyer first examined the 'nephrite industry' in southern Luzon. In
this region nephrite adzes, which are white in appearance, constitute 70-80% of all the
adzes found (Beyer in Duff 1970). Jade pendants (often called ling-ling-o) and other
possibly decorative items have also been discovered in Filipino sites.
After Solheim had commenced the pottery synthesis which underlies the Sa HuynhKalanay Tradition, it came to his attention that this was widely correlated with evidence
from a variety of published assemblages concerning the distribution of "two associated
types of jade earrings or pendants" (discussed in Solheim 2006). These arguments
ultimately led Fox (1970) to associate ling-ling-o found at Tabon on the island of
Palawan with the Sa Huynh type.
More recently, arguments regarding the transition between Taiwan and the Philippines
have been strengthened by sourcing analyses which demonstrate that the green nephrite
used for making ling-ling-o and other decorative items found at many sites in the
Philippines can be sourced to the Fengtian area of eastern Taiwan (lizuka & Hung 2005;
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lizuka et al 2005), and even from sites in Borneo, Vietnam, Cambodia and Thailand
(Hung et al 2007).
The white nephrite used to make artefacts found in sites in southern Luzon (i.e. most of
the Beyer collection) remains unsourced (lizuka & Hung 2005). There are also a
number of other sites in the northern Philippines with as yet unsourced nephrite finds
including, Arku (Thiel 1986), Lattu-Lattu Caves (Barbosa 1979), Solana (Ronquillo:
unpublished data referenced in Hung 2005) and Dimolit (Peterson 19746). However,
Hung (2005) believes that most of these Neolithic jade artefacts are similar in style,
manufacturing technology, and size, to those found in Taiwan, suggesting that they
might all be related.
The quantity and size of nephrite found in the northern Philippines sites is generally
very small. However, a comparatively large concentration of nephrite pieces has been
found at the site of Anaro on Itbayat Island in the Batanes. As mentioned already, this
has been sourced to the Fengtian area in Taiwan. Bellwood & Dizon (2005) also
mention Taiwanese nephrite and slate at Sunget. However it would seem that this
observation (while possibly based on evidence from Itbayat) is yet to be confirmed.
Nephrite from the Anaro site can probably be dated to between 2500 and 1300BP.
Consequently the peak intensity of nephrite working at Anaro occurred during the Iron
Age (lizuka et al 2005, Bellwood & Dizon 2005). Despite the fact that the raw nephrite
has been sourced to Taiwan, most of the finds in Anaro are in an unfinished form.
Furthennore, most of the jade sourced to Taiwan from other areas of the Philippines is
in a fonn different to that from contemporaneous nephrite finds in Taiwan itself
Because of this, Bellwood & Dizon (2005) suggest that Anaro may have been a nephrite
workshop site producing objects from raw Taiwanese nephrite for the Filipino and Sa
Huynh 'markets'. However, most of the finds tend to come from slightly later, or
uncertain, contexts.
All in all, although observafions regarding nephrite trade/exchange between Taiwan and
the Philippines are of great importance in demonstrating regional interaction, it is as yet
uncertain whether the trade is of an early enough date to correspond with the genesis of
the Neolithic in the region.

Linguistics
Comparative linguistics primarily relies on two concepts in order to examine the
historical development of languages, these being lexical reconstructions and the
examination of shared innovations (cladistic classification) (Pawley 2002).
The
establishment of a 'homeland' also provides a 'centre' to the subsequent linguistic
diversity.
However, reconstructed lineages are not phylogenetic 'truths' but
"convenient approximations" (Pawley 2002) of the actual language diversification and
spread. It should also be noted that, as pointed out by Mithun, the spread of a language
does not lend itself to simple exegesis: "Cultural traits are of course more easily
diffused than linguistic ones, which require intensive contact and in many cases
bilingualism." (Mithun 1999 in Bellwood 2005).
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Comparative and historical linguistics are suggestive of ways in which language
families, such as Austronesian, may be related. Thus, it was through the reconstruction
of a shared lexicon that linguists posited that many of the languages spoken in the
Pacific and Southeast Asia today had a common ancestor, possibly in China. In this
section, the linguistic arguments used in the OT and the NMTCN models will be briefly
outlined, followed by a discussion of some of the more pertinent aspects of the
discipline as they relate to these models.

OUT-OF-TAIWAN LINGUISTIC ARGUMENTS:

Bellwood (2005) argues that it is only on the level of the language family (unrelated to
"named individual ethnic groups") that patterns of expansion comparable to the
agricultural hypothesis can be perceived. In instances such as those relating to the
Austronesian language family, Bellwood (2005) argues that the relationships between
lexicon, grammar, and phonology is so strong that only common ancestry from a
restricted homeland, not convergence, can explain the relationship.
The spread of the Austronesian proto-language groups as hypothesised in support of the
OT model is as follows: The Proto-Austronesian spoken in Taiwan diversified into
Proto-Malayo-Polynesian in the Philippines. This developed into Western MalayoPolynesian also in the Philippines, in Indonesia, and in those areas where Austronesians
impacted on mainland Southeast Asia, reaching its ultimate temiinus in Madagascar
(Figure 1.9). Another branch differentiated into two language groups in the east of
Indonesia: the South Halmahera West-New Guinea Group, and the Central MalayoPolynesian Group (in Timor, Seram and the suiTounding islands). Moving further
eastward into the Pacific, the Oceanic subgroup fornied (noting that the Austronesian
languages had only limited impact upon Papua New Guinea, where Papuan languages
dominated, and remain dominant).
Given the high number of cognate words between Proto-Malayo Polynesian and ProtoOceanic, it is thought that Proto-Malayo Polynesian may have been spoken from the
Philippines to the Bismarck archipelago, with only dialect variations between these
widely disparate regions (Bellwood 2000a). Thus it is conceivable that a high level of
'social interaction' may have been maintained between these spatially distant areas
between 4000 and 3200 BP.
The phylogenetic relationships of languages as used by Bellwood (2005) in support of
the Early Fanning Dispersal Hypothesis are shown in Figure 378.
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The original caption reads: "This phylogenetic tree of 77 Austronesian languages is derived from a
parsimony analysis of Russell Gray and Fiona Jordon (2000). The tree shows considerable agreement
with the linguistic subgroups of Robert Blust (inset) and reflects historical relationships, not just
geographical ones (e.g., Malagasy and Ngaju Dayak are subgrouped, in accord with the comparative
linguistic evidence for their very close relationship, even though they are located 8,000 kilometers apart).
W M P = Western Malayo-Polynesian, SH-WNG = South Halmahera-West New Guinea.
Figure 378

Phylogenetic relationships of languages, as used by Bellwood (2005) in support of the
Early Farming Dispersal Hypothesis

N M T C N LINGUISTIC ARGUMENTS:

Solheim proposes that Proto-Austronesian was a trade language used in coastal south
China, northern Vietnam, Taiwan and the north-eastern Philippines. This developed out
of a Pre-Austronesian trade language existing 12 000 year ago throughout the Central
Lobe (the development sequence, as proposed by Solheim, can be seen in Figure 379).
Prior to 7000BC, most of the tenns used are language families, after this they are
usually 'actual' languages. These are approximations based on the limited available
data). Proto-Austronesian subsequently came into contact with Proto-Austro-Tai in
northern Vietnam and Southern China, inducing fiirther changes. The language (still a
Proto-Austronesian language) was then shifted from its region of development into
Taiwan and other parts of the NMTCN. Subsequently, Malayo-Polynesian developed
from Proto-Austronesian throughout the Central Lobe. Taiwanese languages were not
involved in the development of Malayo-Polynesian, although they may have been
involved in the development of Austronesian itself However, Malayo-Polynesian
language groups could have come into contact with extant Taiwanese languages at a
later date, possibly as a result of contact between the indigenous Ami peoples and
northern Philippine groups. Solheim proposes that this contact may have occurred
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during population movements northward into the Ryukyus in southern Japan and
eastward into Micronesia.

UAINLAMO

Figure 379

AtttA

Relationships of languages showing the "origins and development of Austronesian and
Malayo Polynesian out of Austric" (from Solheim 2006)

While Solheim proposes the development of Austronesian as a lingua franca or trade
language he acknowledges (2006) that, "[m]y explanation of the origins of
Austronesian, according to the rules of linguistics, is an impossibility." This is because
linguists generally argue that the use of a lingua franca alone cannot lead to the
pennanent diffusion of a language. Furthennore,
This doesn't appear to fit with the rules of linguistics, as its homeland was carried
around on boats over the huge area indicated above rather than being in a single
location somewhere within the network. This probably was a unique situation for
the development and spread of a language family. It also made this development
extremely complicated, as permanent movements of the people who were the
Nusantao sailors and their families seldom took place.
The trading and
communication network that developed had communication going in all directions,
thus carrying and developing linguistic, cultural and genetic changes with it
(Solheim 2006).

Although Solheim agrees with linguists "that a trade language must start with soine
regularly defined language that has evolved with admixtures of other languages," he
argues that the root for this can be found in Pre-Austronesian around 11,000 BP.
Furthennore, as proto-language reconstructions rarely if ever go back this far, there is
no way to discover this Pre-Austronesian language family.
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RECONSTRUCTION OF PROTO-LANGUAGE TERMS

One way for linguists to examine the relationships between languages is for them to find
common cognates for particular terms. When these cognates exist for an object, it is
then considered that that object was a cultural component of the proto-language group
(a heritage shared by each of the different languages). In this way extensive lists have
been created for the Austronesian languages, cognates being used to supply evidence
for, among other things, the domestication of plants. In fact it is because of the
evidence supplied by cognate reconstructions that many prehistorians believe the
Austronesian homeland to be in Taiwan or southeast China. The distribution of protolanguage groups within the Austronesian family can be seen in Figure 380. Blust has
been particularly influential in this regard, having fornied long lists of common
cognates (e.g. Blust 1993, 1999). These cognates have been used to fonn models of
language dispersal, the same used to support the OT model.

SHWNG
•••WMP
CMP
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Figure 380

South Halliiahcra West New Guinea
Wesieni Malayo-Polynesian
Central Malayo-Polyncsian
Oceanic
Papuan

The proto-language reconstructions of Austronesian sub-groups (Pawley & Ross
1995)

Although most prehistory models of the Neolithic call for crop cultivation (in this case
rice) to be part of the dispersal mechanism, a recent study of terms for rice (unhusked,
husked and cooked), as well as millets and a variety of associated agricultural entities
(fields, swidden, wet rice), suggests that there are no shared words unique to the
Austronesian and Austroasiatic language groups describing these factors (Sagart 2003).
If rice cultivation had indeed arisen in the linguistic homeland, playing a major role in
the subsequent linguistic dispersal, then it is all but certain that cognates would
nowadays be apparent.
As mentioned previously, rice may have been ill-adapted to at least some of the new
environments encountered in Island Southeast Asia, a fact that may well have spelt the
demise for the cognates of rice in such areas. Nevertheless, cognates have been
identified in Proto-Malayo Polynesian (which emerged in the Philippines around 4500
BP) for cultivars such as breadfiaiit, coconut, banana and sago. Other cognates include
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the words for timber houses, sailed and outrigger canoes, looms for weaving, betalchewing. The lack of cognates related to the cultivation of rice then, is a very
conspicuous absence.

PROTO-LANGUAGE RECONSTRUCTIONS (PRE PROTO-AUSTRONESIAN RELATIONSHIPS)

Firstly it is important to note that languages change continually, which means that
proto-language reconstructions can only take us back so far. Bellwood (2005) indicates
that linguists calculate this to be 7-10 000 years before the proportion of shared
cognates becomes too low to be useful in language reconstruction. That said, in order to
understand the context of the Austronesian languages, especially how the current East
Asian language groups relate to one another, models of the main proto-language groups
of the region as well as the hypothesised relationships between them will be briefly
reviewed""*. Five linguistic building blocks are used to reconstruct the higher
phylogeny of East Asian languages, these being: Austroasiatic, Sino-Tibetan, HmongMien (also known as Miao-Yao), Tai-Kadai and Austronesian. Austronesian itself is
thought to have been spoken in Taiwan around 5500-4500BP and is ancestral to a host
of modem languages including Atayal, Paiwan, Puyuma, Bunan, Amis, Rukai, Tagalog,
Malay, Malagasy and Maori.
There are many hypotheses about how the reconstructed language families are
ultimately related, it being possible that they are connected through even larger groups.
As a consequence Austronesian has been incoiporated into even larger families such as
Austric, (which groups Austronesian with Austroasiatic) and Austro-Tai (which groups
Austronesian with Tai-Kadai).
It is the Austric linguistic model that underlies the arguments presented in this thesis.
This was first outlined by Schmidt (1906) but more recently developed and advocated
by linguists such as Reid (1994) and Blust {\996b). Blust (1996^), as already noted, is
a particularly strong advocate of the OT model of Neolithic expansion, believing that
the 'Austric homeland' lies in north-west Yunnan (in south-western China), c. 6000
BP. Unfortunately, population and cultural change in the area mean that the languages
spoken by the extant populations cannot be used to con'oborate this idea.
The Austro-Tai model on the other hand also has its advocates, having been argued by
Benedict (1942) and more recently by Pejros and Shnirelman (1998). These linguists
believe that the speakers of Austro-Tai originally lived in southeastern China and that
the disintegration of Austro-Tai began by the 6"' millenium BP, at which time one group
moved eastward into the Pacific (fonning the Austronesian language family) and one
group moved southward into mainland Southeast Asia (fonning the Tai-Kadai language
family).
Some proto-language reconstructions take the language family groupings even further.
These include Greater Austric (which groups Austric with Austro-Tai), Sino-TibetanAustronesian (Austronesian and Sino-Tibetan), and Yangzian (Hmong-Mien and
Austroasiatic). Furthennore other linguistic attempts at reconstruction propose other
'

This summary is based upon Sagart (2003).
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models than those so far outlined. These however do not immediately concern the
Neolithic development - the focus of this thesis - and hence will not be examined
It is particularly at the level of the larger language groupings that the differences
between the OT and the NMTCN models become appreciable (at least as far as the
linguistic evidence is concerned). The OT model has a relatively firm foundation in the
current linguistic debate.
Solheim on the other hand, argues that Austronesian
developed out of a Pre-Austronesian language group spoken by Nusantao peoples
through much of Island Southeast Asia, but at a time that places it out of reach of any
linguistic substantiation.

THE FORMATION OF LANGUAGES (AUSTRONESIAN AND SUBSEQUENT DEVELOPMENTS)

There are two primary arguments used by linguists to explain the relationship between
the Philippines and Taiwan."^ The Malayo-Polynesian hypothesis (Blust 1997, 1995)
argues that there are no convincing innovations that link the Philippines with Taiwan,
indicating that the observed similarities between Filipino and Taiwanese languages are
based on the retention of tenninology. In this hypothesis, Proto-Austronesian broke
apart in Taiwan leading to the fonnation of ten sub-branches. Nine of these branches
remained unique to Taiwan, however Malayo-Polynesian subsequently spread to the
Philippines, and hence is the basis for the further development of the later Austronesian
languages (an inset in Figure 1.9 demonstrates these relationships). The alternative
hypothesis is now known as the Fonnosan-Philippines hypothesis (Dyen 1990, 1995;
Wolff 1995). This argues that there are a number of shared cognate sets that represent
lexical innovations common to both the Philippines and Taiwan. Consequently the
relationship is not seen to be of an ancestral nature. In Dyen (2006) he argues for the
'Central hypothesis' that posits an Austronesian homeland in the vicinity of New
Guinea.
In fact most linguists favour the Malayo-Polynesian hypothesis. Blust (1990) argues
that the downfall of the Fonnosan-Philippines hypothesis is that it fails to distinguish
between retention and innovation of linguistic terms.
In order to assess the potential dynamics governing language and its relationship with
cultural change, it has become important to understand something of how language
groups differentiate themselves. There are several models for this, including:
•
•
•

Tree-like models, in which the fonnation of new languages is considered to be
the result of language fission.
Rake-like models, in which the fonnation of new languages is seen to arise
from lectal differences between dialects.
Language convergence can also occur by interaction between speakers of
distinct but closely related languages (see Ross 1997, Pawley & Ross 1995).

The early Chinese/Taiwanese stages of the development of the Austronesian group of
languages are still thought to be best described by a tree-like construct. Linguists argue

This summary is based in part on that in Pawley 2002.
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that subsequent developments of Austronesian in the Philippines led to its break up as a
single language, resulting in the emergence of Proto-Malayo Polynesian. Although this
development was also originally thought to be characterised by a tree-like model,
linguists have recently re-evaluated the evidence, now suggesting that a rake-like model
is more appropriate. This is especially thought to be the case with regards to the
subsequent break-up of the Proto-Malayo-Polynesian linguistic grouping itself (Pawley
& Ross 1993), in view of the fact that rake-like reconstructions are thought to best
demonstrate such rapid language spread and differentiation (Bellwood 2005).
There is no currently extant language either in Taiwan or the Philippines which is
thought to have an ancestral relationship to Malayo-Polynesian languages. Hence
Solheim interprets Bellwood's hypothesis to mean that Malayo-Polynesian developed
out of Taiwanese Austronesian languages as soon as the proposed migrant populations
entered the Philippines (2006). Such an argument he believes to be impossible.

MEASURING THE RATE OF LINGUISTIC CHANGE

Glottochronological reconstructions use numerous linguistic rules in order to estimate
the average rate of linguistic replacement (changes in words), these reconstructions
having been used to support the OT model. Blust (1993, 1999) employed a large set of
reconstructed terms to estimate that the linguistic change in evidence is more or less
consistent with the dates proposed by the archaeological data. While many linguists
question the accuracy of such glottochronological reconstructions - primarily because
the rate of lexical replacement can significantly fluctuate - Pawley (2002) argues that in
any case, the reconstruction is at least indicative of the overall pattern.

LINGUISTIC DIVERSITY

The positioning of the homeland of Proto-Austronesian in Taiwan results from the
concept that the homeland of a language group will contain the greatest amount of
linguistic diversity of any area in which the language family is found. The logic is that
in the homeland area languages have had the longest time to develop and differentiate.
Fomiosan languages for instance forni several first-order subgroups - not belonging to
Malayo-Polynesian - that suggest that Taiwan was the homeland of the Austronesian
language family (Bellwood 2005). Moreover many believe that the development of
Proto-Austronesian can ultimately be traced to southeast China. Unfortunately this
hypothesis is very difficult to either confinn or refute, as there are no Austronesian
languages still extant in the area. The arguments that support such an ultimate south
China derivation base themselves instead on the proximity of this area to other large
language families to which Austronesian may ultimately be affiliated, as well as on
evidence from outside the field of linguistics itself (such as archaeology).
The arguments for the dispersal of Austronesian languages as delineated in the OT
model (after Kern 1889; Benedict 1942, 1975; Blust 1980; Pawley & Ross 1995) are
supported by linguistic arguments based solidly on lexicon and morphological
differences. Unfortunately however, not all linguists agree that Austronesian speakers
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dispersed solely out of Taiwan. Some have suggested that Austronesian speakers
moved south from China into Vietnam (around 4000 BP) before spreading west to the
Malay Peninsula and onwards to Borneo (3100 BP) (Thomas & Healey 1962).

LINGUISTIC LEVELLING

There is a seeming 'flaw' in applying the concept of linguistic diversity in the case of
the Philippines. If Taiwan is the 'homeland' and Austronesian language speakers
subsequently dispersed southward through the Philippines, it is to be expected (based on
the concepts outlined above) that the linguistic diversity of the Philippines would show
an order of magnitude second only to that shown by Taiwan. However, this is clearly
not the case. Luzon fails to show anywhere near the level of diversity which could be
expected under such a scenario, several explanations having been given for this from
both sides of the debate. Firstly, advocates of the OT model argue that the original
linguistic diversity that would have existed throughout Luzon subsequent to the
introduction and spread of Proto-Austronesian, has since undergone linguistic
levelling.'"^ Yet it is a very similar argument - the lack of linguistic diversity in Luzon
and its comparatively greater levels in Melanesia - that has been used to suggest that the
islands between the Bismarck Archipelago and Vanuatu are the homeland of the
Austronesian languages (Dyen 1962, 1965). In this latter case Dyen has argued that the
people of the Vanuatu region moved westward, introducing the language to both
mainland and Island Southeast Asia around 5500 BP. For his part Bellwood (2005)
argues that it was an increase in diversification after the amval of Melanesians in the
Pacific that led to the "eiToneous opinion" of linguists such as Dyen (1962, 1965, 1990,
1995, 2006) and Murdock (1968) locating the Austronesian homeland in Melanesia.
At a conference {The Philippines Between Asia and the Pacific, Asian Research Centre,
University of the Philippines) in February 2005, linguists - when pushed by Solheim
and others - discussed whether or not, at least theoretically, the linguistic pattern in the
northern Philippines could have resulted from a later introduction of Austronesian
languages to Luzon, not from the islands to the north, but from the south. Although
they agreed that this was indeed a possibility, it is very hard to resolve such issues using
linguistics alone as the discipline fails to provide evidence of a concrete historical
nature. Consequently, the adequate evaluation of the archaeological record, in an
independent fashion, can potentially shed new light on several of these issues.

Genetics
Compared to the disciplines of linguistics and archaeology, genetics is a relative
newcomer to the field of prehistory, its techniques having only come of age in the last
two decades or so. Yet despite this, its results are proving invaluable, adding a new
dimension to the evidence available regarding the relationships between peoples during
the Neolithic period.
That said the evidence so far has proved anything but
Levelling is the reduction of linguistic diversity due to processes that might include migration of new
peoples into an area, or assimilation into a wider network as through conquest.
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straightforward. As in other disciplinary areas results are complicated, data seems to
conflict, and interpretation is fraught with difficulties. This is particularly so when the
different types of genetic evidence are taken into consideration, hence these will be
treated separately.
This section will follow a similar format to that used in the linguistics section: any
genetic arguments that underpin the OT and the NMTCN models will be briefly
outlined. This will then be followed by a discussion of the aspects of the discipline
pertinent to these models.
Genetic reconstructions most commonly focus on uniparental evidence, i.e. the evidence
inherited only though the maternal lineage (mtDNA), or only through the paternal
lineage (Y-chromosome). There are several reasons for this: uniparental evidence is
believed to be directly inherited, non-recombining and generally prone to the sort of
high frequency mutations useful in tracing relatively recent changes in population
genetics. It needs noting though that the genetic studies used to support the models in
question tend to focus primarily on Polynesian peoples and their genetic affinities, as
these peoples (inhabiting reasonably recently settled areas), are thought to have the
closest genetic and cultural links to the original Austronesian speaking peoples.

O U T - O F - T A I W A N GENETIC ARGUMENTS:

The genetic data pierces right to the heart of arguments regarding whether or not the
Austronesian language spread was one of cultural (i.e. objects and ideas) or demic (i.e.
population) dispersal. Bellwood (2005) argues that "...both kinds of movements are, of
course, logically possible, and can be eloquently argued for, even though the biological
data do not clinch the matter with the finality that some protagonists might hope for."
Yet a/though the genetic data has proved to be less straightforward in its ability to
elucidate aspects of the prehistoric models than some theorists hoped it would, this is
probably due to a misconception regarding the discipline rather than its failure. Genetic
data by itself is rarely capable of clinching an argument, anymore than archaeological or
linguistic data is. All the same it does provide valuable infonnation, information which
has, in this case, already led to the modification and refinement of the models.
While accepting that genetic input into populations may have occurred at points during
the dispersal, Bellwood's arguments generally adhere to the framework of a demic
dispersal model (see Bellwood & Dizon 2008). However he has taken the genetic data
into consideration over the years coming to favour a more negotiated, interdisciplinary
model. For instance, he argues that the movement of fanners away from the homeland
and their subsequent interaction with native 'hunter-gatherer' populations, resulted in a
demic dine (Bellwood 2005). This meant that the further away from the homeland an
Austronesian speaking populafion was, the more diverse its genetic signature became
(as a result of genetic intenningling with other populations). Bellwood's moderated
views are further illustrated by recent arguments in which he quotes Richards et al
(2003):
Farming dispersal models may yet have a role to play in explaining language
expansions. But grand syntheses based on demic diffusion and the wave of advance,
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in which farming, languages and genes all expand together, should become a thing
of the past.

Bellwood's response is: "I could not agree more, and sense from this statement a desire
for middle ground." Both of these texts argue for some degree of demic diffusion,
while maintaining that this need not involve a complete population replacement. In
another instance. Cox (in Bellwood 2005) proposed on the basis of Y and mtDNA
evidence that twenty percent of modem Austronesian ancestry overlaps, and that the
'Polynesian motif is closer in age to the Austronesian migration associated with a
'Modified Out-of-Taiwan Model'. This, Bellwood states, "...is basically the model I
favor."
Bellwood (2005) argues then that pre-Austronesian populations almost certainly
influenced the genetic make-up of the succeeding populations. This is in contrast to the
material culture and languages, which are thought to show a strong discontinuity at the
point where agriculture was introduced. Nonetheless, these complexities have not
prevented parallels being made between the genetic data and the OT model (see Figure
381).
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Figure 381
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N M T C N GENETIC ARGUMENTS:

The NMTCN model puts much less emphasis on the role of demic diffusion than the
OT model. Instead it bases its argument on trade, this by nature favouring cultural over
demic diffusion. In this context the term 'people' used in reference to the Nusantao,
relates to the ".. .carriers of the Southeast Asian maritime culture, whatever their genetic
relationships" (Solheim 2006). Hence Solheim.'s usage of the word 'people' does not
necessarily refer to a genetically-related population. That said, Solheim suggests that
the Nusantao were probably of core Southern Mongoloid stock, in association with
Melanesoid stock (Solheim 2006). It should be noted though that this argument for
cultural diffusion does not exclude the possibility of at least some level of demic
mixing. It merely denies that this was a driving force behind the expansion of the
NMTCN, and hence the Austronesian language family.
Although the NMTCN model does not include any in-depth consideration of the genetic
evidence, its viewpoint has recently been used to argue that the available genetic
evidence supports a homeland for Polynesians east of the Wallace Line in Wallacea
(Oppenheimer & Richards 2001; Oppenheimer 2004). The genetic lineage that is
nowadays apparent is thought to have developed through interactions within this area
and possibly into Melanesia. This, the "Slow Boat" model (as opposed to the "Fast
Train" - Out-of-Taiwan - model), is compatible, at least with respect to the genetic
arguments, with the NMTCN model. It also supports Irwin's (1992) concept of a
voyaging corridor.

III.I. H U M A N POPULATION GENETICS

Mitochondrial DNA
Evidence based on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) has often been used to support
migration models such as the OT model. A number of factors make mtDNA useful in
examining relatively recent population dispersals including: it is easy to analyse, it is
inherited uniparentally, and it has a relatively rapid rate of mutation (Hagelberg 1997).
On the downside, it is complicated by
unknown mutation rates, effects of natural selection, parallel mutations in different
human lineages and artefacts in the phylogenetic analyses, which advise caution
when drawing conclusions about prehistoric events from modem genetic data
(Hagelberg 1997).

Possibly the primary evidence based on mtDNA used to study the dispersal of
Austronesian speaking populations is a unique genetic signature found amongst
Polynesians, and a nutnber of other populations thereby theorised to be ancestrally
related to the Polynesians. This signature, often called the 'Polynesian m o t i f , consists
of four unique substitutions in Haplotype B."^ mtDNA arguments will now be more
closely examined in order to understand how they can be used to delineate dispersal
routes, particularly those proposed by the OT model.
Haplotype B, found throughout Southeast Asia, is characterised by an intergenic 9-base-pair deletion.
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A number of studies have demonstrated the links that can be made between Taiwanese
and mainland populations including Melton et al (1998), and Trejaut et al (2005)."^
However, both these studies also argue that the Taiwanese populations were
subsequently isolated for an extended (but unknown) period of time. Furthermore,
analysis of the mtDNA haplogroups apparent in present day Austronesian speaking
aboriginal populations in Taiwan, demonstrate recent affinities with Southeast Asian,
not with Chinese, haplogroups (Trejaut et al 2005). This implies that Taiwanese
populations are most closely related with other populations in Island Southeast Asia,
while also possessing weaker, probably older, links to the mainland.
Evidence concerning the mtDNA types represented by the Polynesian motif, suggests
that more diversity is present in Taiwan and found throughout the Philippines and east
Indonesia than other areas where it is found, such as Polynesia (Melton et al 1995).
This is taken to support a population expansion consistent with the OT model. The
Haplogroup B 4 a l a is shared by Taiwanese, Melanesian and Polynesian populations, this
suggesting that it evolved in populations in or near Taiwan in the late Pleistocene period
(Trejaut et al 2005). Consistent with the last point, the genetic phylogeny of the B4ala
haplogroup, like the linguistics, shows its greatest diversity in Taiwan, with one
'branch' reaching over all of Oceania.'"
Studies of mainland Southeast Asia mtDNA have been used to support the OT model
when associated with a maturation phase in Island Southeast Asia. Ballinger et al
(1992) found that all populations in Vietnam, Malaysia, south China, and Taiwan were
of a common, possibly Southern Mongoloid, origin. In fact the highest modern day
diversity was found in the Vietnamese populations, although a high frequency of one
particular haplotype suggested that south China was the original centre of mtDNA
dispersal in the region. Another component of this study demonstrated genetic ties
linking the Malay Peninsula, Borneo and northern New Guinea, the authors assuming
this to be consistent with a common Southeast Asian origin. They also considered these
linkages to be consistent with the OT model, although there was no attempt to link these
areas with the Philippines or Taiwan.
Trejaut et al (2005) identified a number of haplogroups in Melanesian and Polynesian
populations believed to indicate a "maturation phase of the Austronesian migration in
East Indonesia or Melanesia, during which the final Polynesian motif of mutations was
established." Although Sykes et al (1995) argue, like so many others, that the genetic
dispersal probably originated in Taiwan, they also believe that the population
subsequently underwent several "severe population bottlenecks" within Island Southeast
Asia.
However while it is true that most geneticists have inteipreted mtDNA in the light of the
OT model, this interpretation has not gone unquesfioned. Some believe that since the
Polynesian mofif is not unique to Polynesians (also occurring in Melanesia, coastal New
Guinea, eastern Indonesia and Madagascar), it may have been manifold in Taiwan long
before the proposed Austronesian expansion (Richards et al 1998). Furthermore, its
Taiwanese populations have been linked mostly with China, despite the fact that many peoples living
there today are of different genetic lineage.
However, lineages of this haplogroup from Indonesia and the Philippines have not been integrated into
Trejaut et ah' (2005) research.
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highest level of modem day diversity occurs not in Taiwan, but in eastern Indonesia.
Richards et al (1998) believe that this is consistent with the development of
Austronesian languages within Island Southeast Asia during the Pleistocene, and the
spread of the languages and halotype throughout Oceania within the last 6000 years.
Although the wide confidence intervals on the data cannot rule out a Taiwanese or
Melanesian origin for the Polynesians, Richards et al believe that the data lends "little
support" to the migration patterns advocated by the OT model. Cox's (2005) response
to this debate was to use different methods of calculating the length of time since the
divergence of the Polynesian motif The results he obtained greatly increased the
confidence limits of the age calculation to include not just the Pleistocene but much of
the Holocene as well. As a consequence, he concludes that there is no method of
distinguishing "with any statistical confidence between a Pleistocene and a Holocene
era date of origin for the Polynesian motif carriers in eastern Indonesia," (Cox 2005).
Lum et al (1994) show that there are at least three distinct mtDNA lineages in
Polynesian populations, and that these probably resulted from a mixing of 'Asian' and
Melanesian genotypes. Furthennore because of the large number of lineages associated
with Polynesian groups, as well as the short period of time since colonisation, it has
been suggested that there was significant heterozygosity in the original populations
(Lum et al 1994; Lum & Cann 2000). Moreover these distinct lineage groups can be
traced to different geographical regions (Lum & Cann 2000). Most commonly these are
lineages shared with the Philippines (54%), while Java, Borneo and China share other
substantial proportions. As a consequence these authors believe that this evidence
supports an origin for Micronesian/Polynesian populations in Island Southeast Asia,
advocating Oppenheimer and Irwins' voyaging corridor model, rather than the OT
model.
As has been clearly demonstrated in this section, it is often a specific mtDNA sequence
such as the Polynesian motif, that is used to argue for a specific lineage. However, a
more comprehensive analysis of mtDNA haplotypes from a very restricted region
(Santa Cruz Islands) has shown that this can often oversimplify the relationships
(Friedlaender et al 2002). While the 9-b-p deleted haplotypes did point to a reasonably
recent origin in the area, other haplogroups in different populations seemed to be
indicative of more ancient origins. While these authors do not argue either for or
against the prevalent models of population movement, they do equate these latter
haplotypes with a longer Melanesian history than that proposed by most of the models.
Y-chromosome DNA
In contrast to the mtDNA evidence, Y-chromosome evidence has more often been used
in support of a more reticulate, possibly Southeast Asian, origin for Austronesian
populations. For instance Su et al (2000) argues that there have been two independent
migrations rooted in Southeast Asia, one towards Taiwan, and the other through Island
Southeast Asia and into Oceania. Polynesian, Micronesian and Taiwanese haplotypes
are all present in Southeast Asian populations, and none of the haplotype correlations
attest to a unique Taiwan to Oceania dispersal. In fact Su et al suggest that there is no
strong Y-chromosome evidence supporting any of the models of population dispersal.
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On the other hand, they do feel that their data holds more in common with the Slow
Boat model than with the OT model.
Regionally specific research in Bali indicates that there may have been several instances
of Austronesian expansion onto the island (Karafet et al 2005). Although the lineages
are complicated, Karafet et al suggest (based on the combined data) that Austronesian
populations migrated to Bali from Southeast Asia through the Philippines.
Alternatively the expansion could have been from Southeast Asia through Indonesia to
the Philippines and Oceania. (It is not clear from this if Taiwanese populations had any
role to play in the proposed dispersal routes).
Other arguments based on Y-chromosomal evidence from Polynesian populations
strongly point to the 'origin' of the male lineage in Indonesia. Hurles et al (2002) argue
that the Y-chromosome evidence provided by their study, supports the origins of
Micronesians and Polynesians within Melanesia and eastern Indonesia, albeit with
different source populations. Yet while this result is similar to Lum and Cann's mtDNA
evidence which is used to strongly support the idea of Wallacea as the Polynesian
homeland (as reviewed in the previous section), Hurles et al argue that neither is the
evidence incompatible with the OT model. Similarly, Kayser et al (2000) support the
OT model, while further proposing that on the basis of the Y-haplotypes they studied,
there must have been a long period of genetic mixing between the original
Asian/Taiwanese and Melanesian populations, before the resultant mix of peoples then
pressed on into Polynesia.
Other genetic evidence
Biparentally inherited gene sequences have also been used to argue cases concerning
models of Polynesian origins. In fact some of the first studies utilising genetics to
model population dispersal were based on the examination of alpha-globin gene
deletions (Oppenheimer et al 1984; Oppenheimer 1998; Flint et al 1986). These studies
traced gene deletions unique to a mutation which occurred in populations present in the
voyaging corridor. The variant was subsequently transferred into the Oceanic region.
The study of human leucocyte antigens (HLA) brings to light some of the complexities
of genetic relationships with regards population modelling, especially perhaps in the
Pacific. For instance, inland Papua New Guinea peoples maintain a distinct genetic
profile when compared with people from coastal and island regions, the latter showing a
more heterogenous genetic signature.
This is probably predominantly due to
Austronesian migration, although both earlier and subsequent migrations almost
certainly contributed (Main et al 2001). Other studies of HLA alleles, including
aboriginal Taiwanese and Ivatan (Batanes) populations, have indicated that these two
groups cluster together, just as would be expected by the OT model. Yet unexpectedly
this group also clusters with Papua New Guinea Highlanders and Australian aborigines
(Chu et al 2001). The detail then can be vitally important, hence caution must be used
when interpreting any pattern, particularly when inferring relationships outside a
research zone.
Correlations between genetic and geographic relationships among populations in
Oceania are statistically both significant and robust, this being based on the study of
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average locus diversities in 14 neutral, biparental loci (Lum et al 2002). In fact, based
upon these genetic traits which are inherited from both parents, the relationship between
genetics and geography tends to be much stronger than that between genetics and the
linguistic pattern. Inter-island travel and gene transfer after colonisation was mostly
mediated by the male population. Near Oceanic populations support a fusion of Near
Oceanic and Island Southeast Asian gene pools. These results are consistent with
Austronesian expansion out of Island Southeast Asia followed by substantial gene flow
from Near Oceania. This later gene flow has occurred mostly between Austronesian
speaking populations, Papuan genetic groups again remaining peripheral to these
particular changes.

COMMENSAL ANIMAL GENETICS

Both rats and pigs are animals closely associated with human populations. They are
also both unable to swim, and it is therefore thought unlikely that they would have selfdispersed into the islands of Southeast Asia and the Pacific. Consequently, the dispersal
of these animals in the region is thought to mirror aspects of the human dispersal.
Because of this, the genetic lineages of these animals have been studied in order to
elucidate the models of human dispersion.
Research on the mtDNA of the Pacific rat (Rattiis exulans) has shown that the initial
distribution of this species was associated with Lapita settlement, suggesting that rats
were possibly carried as a food source in voyaging canoes (Matisoo-Smith 1994).
However phylogenetic reconstruction of the Pacific rat lineage does not include those
rat specimens found in archaeological sites in Taiwan (Matisoo-Smith & Robins 2004).
Therefore it appears that the dispersal of rats cannot be traced to this region, which
according to these authors would surely be the case if rats were part of the initial
dispersal of Austronesian speaking peoples out of Taiwan. The available evidence in
fact suggests that the major interaction sphere/s extends from the Philippines and
southern Indonesia into the Pacific. Most likely, Halmahera is the point of origin for rat
populations found in Remote Oceania (as opposed to Near Oceanic lineages). This
suggests that there were two separate populations introduced into the Pacific, the
second, more extensive dispersal was possibly related to Lapita dispersal into the
region.
Likewise, it appears that domestic pig {Sus scrofa) distribution did not originate in
Taiwan, as no relationship has been detected between the pigs found in either Near or
Remote Oceania and the Taiwanese wild boar (Larson et al 2005). Rather, the
Indonesian island of Halmahera again appears to play a central role in this dispersal.
More recent mtDNA studies into the lineage of domestic pigs in this broad region
suggest two routes of distribution (Larson et al 2007). The suggested Southern Route
made its way from peninsular Southeast Asia through the Sunda Islands to Melanesia
and beyond. The Northern Route dispersed from East Asia, possibly through the
Philippines and Taiwan, to western Micronesia. The Northern Route is thought to postdate Neolithic dispersal (pig finds are rarely found in prehistoric contexts except in
Palau and Pais), while the Southern Route appears to be concomitant with the Neolithic.
However, as already noted, pig lineages analysed from Taiwan do not contain the
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Pacific genetic signature, and neither do those from the Phihppines. Consequently, the
authors suggest that if any human dispersal consistent with the OT model did occur, it
was not associated with pig domestication. This is in contrast to Bellwood's (1997)
claim that domesticated pigs were part of the cultural assemblages associated with the
Austronesian dispersal.

RECONCILING THE DATA

Attempts have recently been made to reconcile the apparent conflicts provided by the
mtDNA and Y-chromosome evidence with regards to population movement. The case
for Taiwan as the ultimate Austronesian homeland, has commonly engaged the mtDNA
over the Y-chromosome evidence. Yet Hage & Marck (2003) propose that both the
mtDNA and the Y-chromosome pattern is consistent with an OT model if both are set
on a basis of matrilocal residence and matrilineal descent in Proto-Oceanic society.
More recently other authors have argued that their evidence is also consistent with
matrilocal residence (Trejaut et al 2005). On the other hand other DNA evidence is
generally considered to be more complex, or "reticulate":
T h e Y - c h r o m o s o m e results support a pattern of complex interrelationships between
Southeast Asia, Melanesia, and Polynesia, in contrast to m t D N A and linguistic data,
which uphold a rapid and h o m o g e n o u s Austronesian expansion (Bellwood 2005).

Therefore it is often argued that the male mediated gene flow between the islands of
Southeast Asia (including in this instance the island of New Guinea) is considerable. In
fact these arguments have been favoured as a way of reconciling data with the OT
model:
In a sense, the m t D N A story was beginning to look m o r e like an "express train"
f r o m Southeast Asia to the Pacific, to use the metaphor of Jared Diamond (1988),
whereas the nuclear D N A and (later on) the Y - c h r o m o s o m e stories would be seen to
relate m o r e to D a r w i n ' s "entangled b a n k " metaphor as used by Terrell
( 1 9 8 8 ) . W o m e n travelled early and far with the initial migrants, but their female
descendents stayed essentially in the s a m e place, whereas males have always had the
propensity to roam (Hage and M a r c k 2 0 0 3 discuss these observations f r o m an
anthropological perspective) (Bellwood 2005).

This seems to be somewhat contradictory with the observation that:
If allowed, as for instance in situations where early f a r m e r s were surrounded by
hunter-gatherers rather than other equally territorial farmers, the wave of advance
will spread out gradually, yet continually, in theory involving interbreeding with
surrounding hunter-gather populations, perhaps mainly via forager female/farmer
male parenthood if the ethnographic record is any guide, (Bellwood 2005; emphasis
mine).

Although this is a qualified statement, the latter would imply considerable contribution
of hunter-gatherer derived mtDNA (which is inherited through the female lineage) to
the fanner population.
Consequentially this scenario and the aforementioned
interpretation of mtDNA inheritance for the Austronesian language speaking
populations, would appear to be at odds. Nonetheless such scenarios regarding both
maternal and paternal parentage can be used to test the model in ftiture studies.
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SUMMARY OF GENETICS
We know that the history of a gene is easier to determine than an accurate history of
a population, because a particular pattern of variation can have multiple evolutionary
causes (Cann2001).

While genetics cannot provide a 'solution' to the challenges faced by the models
predicated on the linguistic dispersal of the Austronesian-speaking peoples, the
discipline certainly contributes fruitfully to this debate. Hagelberg (2000 in Bellwood
2005) points out that genetics cannot provide simple reconstructions of past historical
relationships. From this, Bellwood (2005) argues that there are so many factors
influencing the expression of genetic relationships and the persistence of historical
patterns, that it is "quite remarkable" that any tracing can occur at all. Genetic studies
in the region invariably reveal a complexity of relationships in Island Southeast Asia,
more in fact than can be attributed to a single direct Austronesian migration.
Furthermore, although studies of Filipino (and Indonesian) populations are not as
abundant as those in other areas, they are likely to prove as intricate, if not more so, than
the population complexities and admixture currently evident in the Melanesia/Polynesia
cases. After all. Pleistocene populations were already dancing in the Philippines prior
to the Neolithic, and the genesis of the Austronesian languages.
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APPENDIX 2:
THE WIDER CONTEXT - RADIOCARBON DATES
ASSOCIATED WITH EARLY POTTERY IN ISLAND
SOUTHEAST ASIA AND THE NEAR PACIFIC
In this appendix, an overview of radiocarbon dates of sites associated with the presence
of early pottery in Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific, outside the immediate study
region, will be presented (Table 257). As discussed in Chapter 8, the aim of compiling
these dates was to provide context for the discussion of the relationship between pottery
sites in the northern Philippines and other regions.'-" The basis for the selection of dates
was also described in that chapter. In summary only dates before 2600 BP (showing the
extent of dispersal of pottery commensurate with the dates for the Batanes Islands),
determined on charcoal (or some on identified wood in Melanesia) and directly
associated with pottery (i.e. no aceramic dates) were included.
The discussion here is not aimed at providing a comprehensive chronological overview
of dates in Island Southeast Asia and the Pacific, a feat that has been ably taken on by
Spriggs (1989, 1990, 1996a, \996b, 2000, 2003, 2007). Instead, the aim is to provide a
background details that, particularly in the case of the Island Southeast Asian dates that
are overall more controversial, allow the reader to contextualise the conclusion in
Chapter 8 that there is no clear evidence at present for a dine from Taiwan, through
Southeast Asia, although such a dine is visible in the case of Lapita and expansion into
the Pacific.
Southern Philippines: Radiocarbon dating of pottery sites in Island Southeast Asia is
overall very poor. There is only one date for the Southern Philippines that fulfils the
criteria for inclusion herein, and it has an extremely large standard deviation. The date
might be commensurate with the Cagayan Valley dates, but clearly no definitive
argument can be made on the basis of this single, wide-spanning detennination.
Borneo: The earliest pottery from Borneo is not plain red-type pottery or red-slipped,
but has cord-marking or ribbed paddle impressions. The pottery from Gua Sireh (the
earliest dated site, albeit with very large standard deviations) is predominantly paddle
impressed. The 1989 excavations yielded only two sherds with red-slip, one of which
had incised and circle-stamped decoration (Bellwood 1989). (Earlier reports from 1959
excavations by Solheim (1983) include a variety of pottery with red-slipping, incised
triangles, meanders, impressed circles and lime-infill, but these remain undated.)
The most reliable dates for Bukit Tengkorak span 3637 cal BP to 2748 cal BP (The
early 6111 cal BP date for pottery association at Bukit Tengorak is rejected as being out
of sequence). Several of the dates from this site are stratigraphically inverted or have
large deviations. A date circa 3100 BP seems most likely for this site. A large
component of the assemblage at Bukit Tengorak was clearly red-slipped.
Other than those papers directly referenced below, overview articles useful in the preparation of this
section include Spriggs 1989, 2003; Bedford & Sand 2007; and Specht 2007.
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In East Kalimantan, Chazine (2005) reports that he obtained dates of pre-3000 BP for
paddle impressed pottery, decorated with cord, herringbone and matted impressions in
the Miiller Range. However, the radiocarbon determinations are not reported. The date
reported herein for Liang Kawang (3209 cal BP) was reported in Chazine (1999, also
referenced in Spriggs 2003).
Overall, the site of Gua Sireh clearly predates all the sites in the northern Philippines.
However, these lowest layers were characterised by paddle-impressed pottery and the
relationship of this to the later plain assemblages with red-slip is not clear. As has been
discussed elsewhere in this thesis, both cord-marked pottery and rice cultivation appear
to occur in Borneo and Indonesia (to follow) earlier than would be expected if the first
pottery was introduced by Austronesian language speakers. (This has led several
archaeologists to posit alternative arguments, see Chapter 8). These dates have very
wide standard deviations making precise timing for the early pottery difficult,
nonetheless they dates appear to span a period before those associated with red-slipped
pottery at Bukit Tengkorak (at least the most reliable ones). The dates for the
introduction of 'red-slipped' pottery dates are more likely to be commensurate with
Bukit Tengkorak, in the range of 3200-3100 cal BP. This occurs slightly later than the
earliest pottery sites found in the northern Philippines.
Indonesia (excepting Borneo): Radiocarbon dates from early pottery in Indonesia are
relatively few and, like those from Borneo, have quite large standard deviations and
sometimes questionable contexts.
Recently there has also been much work done at Mananga Sipakko. Radiocarbon dates
associated with red-slipped pottery have been obtained for this site and are said to date
the layer to 3600-3000 BP (Simanjuntak 2006; Anggraeni pers. comm.).
Despite having very wide standard deviations, the Ulu Leang 1 (a site in South
Sulawesi) dates both appear to be amongst the earliest for this region, and were both
associated with plain pottery (Glover 1976). They are 5035 cal BP and 3857 cal BP.
Spriggs (2003) labels the older date as aceramic, however the original report (Glover
1976) clearly states that there was "a scatter of plain pottery in the top 20-30cms." That
said, Spriggs does make a reasonable case for why the older date may come from
disturbed contexts. The cave is highly unstable, there are slumping of sediments and
there is also evidence for dissolution of the limestone bedrock. Furthermore, pottery
occuiTed only in the top 30cm and was rare in the lower layers. Spriggs argues for
movement of sherds within the cave deposits. The younger date is accepted to be within
the range of expectation for pottery in this region, but still has a wide standard
deviation.
The dates from the Uattamdi site on Kayoa Island are stratigraphically inverted and
obviously come from a disturbed context. Bellwood (1997) places the (plain, red-type)
pottery sequence for this site between 3200 and 2000BP.
The Leang Burung dates are associated with plain pottery (Ellen & Glover 1974).
While marred by a very large standard deviation, the mean of this date lies much later
than that for the other sites in Indonesia. There are other dates for this site which are
earlier, and although less certainly associated with pottery, appear to indicate that the
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post-3000 BP date did not mark the earliest pottery in this site. Ellen and Glover (1974)
argue for a pre-3000 BP date.
Simanjuntak (2002) argues that the sequence at Braholo Cave, in the western part of
Gunung Sewa, is an example of continuity between the pre-Neolithic and Neolithic
archaeological assemblages. There are extensive pre-ceramic layers. However, only
one date has been obtained for early layers containing pottery (they also have stone
adzes) at 3165 cal BP. A similar pattern can be observed in Keplak cave (Song
Keplek), where the excavators have likewise argued that a continuous sequence exists,
and where the oldest radiocarbon examination for occupation dates to 24,420+1000 BP
(Forestier 1999). The one date for the early pottery layers is 3433 cal BP (mean).
One date relevant to our criteria has been obtained from Liang Bua on the island of
Flores, at 4146 cal BP and said to be associated with early pottery (Simanjuntak 2002).
However, no information is known about its context or the nature of the pottery that this
date was associated with.
In the 1970s, Ian Glover (1986) completed a series of excavations in East Timor. The
dates for the ceramic layers at Uai Bobo 1 and 2 are calibrated to 3675 cal BP and 4035
cal BP. The site of Lie Siri has dates spanning 3774 to 2666 cal BP for early pottery
layers. Spriggs (2003) argues however that these dates are "only loosely associated
with what may be intrusive pottery in disturbed contexts." He believes that dates from
the pre-ceramic and ceramic layers at Lie Siri bracket the introduction of pottery at
4100-3500 BP, with emphasis placed on the fact that this is likely to be closer to 3500
BP (2003, 2007).
Clearly there are no incontrovertible dates for early pottery from Indonesia. The
sequences are marred by complex or disturbed stratigraphy. Nonetheless, on the basis
of the discussions from archaeologists working in the region, backed up by at least some
of the dates, it seems that early pottery was present at around 3500BP. This clearly
overlaps with the earliest pottery sites in the northern Philippines.
New Guinea: The sequence from the site of Wanelek has been included here, following
Spriggs' (1996a, b, 2003, 2007) lead. Little has been published on this site, so it is
difficult to assess the claimed early dates for the pottery. However, in an area where
few dates have been produced this represents the most likely pottery associations.
Claims for earlier dates for pottery in the New Guinea region are disproved or seriously
questioned. A tentative date of around 3400 BP for pottery associations seems most
likely for this site. If this is proved coirect, it would overlap with the earliest dates in
the northern Philippines with fmnly established pottery associations
Near and Remote Oceania: Since the 1980s, when the 'Lapita Homeland Project'
began, knowledge of the archaeology of this region has been transformed. There are
now a large number of dates for early Lapita pottery in this region, which are generally
well established and consistent (often with numerous determinations for a single
sequence). For this reason, only a short discussion of the overall chronology will be
presented.
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In Melanesia, evidence of occupation dating to 29 000 years BP has been found as far
east as the Solomon Islands (Wickler & Spriggs 1988). However, about 3500 years ago
the 'Lapita Cultural Complex' arose coinciding with the spread of peoples into Remote
Oceania. Thus, chronologies in the western Pacific are generally divided into three
phases: Pre-Lapita: >3500 years ago, Lapita: 3500-2000 years ago, Post-Lapita: 2000
years ago to present (after Fullager 1992; Summerhayes et al 1998).
It is commensurate with the Lapita period that pottery is introduced to this region. This
period following 3500 BP is marked by the rapid colonisation of previously unoccupied
islands throughout the Pacific. The Lapita "Cultural Complex" contains distinctive
dentate stamping. The appearance of this is thought to be indicative of a fully formed
Neolithic culture entering the Bismarck Archipelago, namely the Austronesian language
speaking peoples (see Kirch 1988; Spriggs 1989).
There are some arguments over the specifics of the regional chronology. Some, such as
Kirch (2001), argue that the first pottery dates to 3550-3450 BP, others such as Specht
and Gosden (1997) argue that the real date is closer to 3300 BP. Although Kirch (1997)
has compared the earliest samples from the St Mattias Group to pottery from Uattamdi,
there are possibly some inbuilt age problems. Based on the criteria for the selection of
dates included herein, the most acceptable older date is from Garua Island, West New
Britain. By 2600 BP, commensurate with our selection of dates to accommodate the
early Batanes Island pottery sites, expansion had already begun beyond those sites that
had pre-Lapita settlements (Solomon Islands). Pottery was already to be found as far
dispersed as Fiji and Tonga.
Overall, there appears to be a reasonable consensus that the introduction of pottery to
Melanesia, and thence onwards into the Pacific, commenced at about 3300 BP or just
before. Movement occun-ed rapidly, with dates commensurate with the earliest sites in
the Batanes sequence occumng as far out as Tonga. In regards to this Lapita expansion
a clear migratory d i n e is evident.
In conclusion, the radiocarbon chronology for Island Southeast Asia requires significant
improvement before categorical statements can be made as regards the eariiest
appearance of pottery. Nonetheless, based on the current evidence, it seems quite clear
that there is no clear d i n e within Island Southeast Asia. In the Cagayan Valley section
it was argued that a date of 3400 cal BP represented the most reliable date for early
pottery (early pottery probably appeared slightly eariier, but how much so is open to
conjecture). Such a date is commensurate with the ranges of dates in Borneo, other
areas of Indonesia and possibly even Papua New Guinea. The Lapita assemblages of
Melanesia are confidently dated to only 100 years later, and may even have expanded to
3400 BP. The latter date would clearly overlap with the northern Philippines, but even
if the fomier date is accepted as being most likely, a mere 100 years is a very short
period of time for a migratory expansion covering all of Island Southeast Asia.
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Table 257
Dates for early pottery producing sites in Southeast Asia and the Pacific, outside of
the primary focus region
Provenance

Laboratory
No.

Reference

Date

S.D. M e a n

Median

Calibration

95.4% probability

I

99.7% probability

Southern P h i l i p p i n e s
Beta 1117

Hutterer &
Macdonald 1982

3470 235

Layer 3. 0-5 cms from
top of layer

A N U 5769

Bellwood 1989

2700

20-30 cm

A N U 10958

35-40 cm

A N U 10963

40-45 c m

O Z D 767

Trench G17, Layer 4.
spit 15, 70-75 cm
(AMS)

Beta 83783

Trench G I 7 . Layer 5.
spit 20. 95-100 cm

Beta 83784

Trench G17. Layer 8.
spit 26, 125-130 cm

Beta 83785

Edjek, Negros

3790 3775

4 4 2 4 B P (95.4%) 3 2 0 9 B P 4 8 I 8 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 4 7 5 2 B P
4727BP (99.5%) 2 9 2 5 B P

Borneo

Bukit
Tengkorat

Liang Kawang.
Wesi
Kalimantan

Gua Sireh

Bellwood pers
com in Spriggs
2003

Chia 1997

no

3 I 4 3 B P ( l . 8 % ) 3 0 9 1 B P 3 2 5 I B P (99.7%) 2 3 5 5 B P
2824 2826 3 0 8 3 B P ( 8 3 . 8 % ) 2 6 5 0 B P
2645BP(9.8%)2487BP

3360 190

3637 3627 4 I 5 0 B P { 9 5 . 4 % ) 3 I 6 0 B P 4 4 I 6 B P (99.7%) 2 9 2 8 B P

2970

3137 3140

3 4 4 4 B P (94.9%) 2 8 4 4 B P 3586BP (99.7%) 2 7 4 5 B P
28I7BP(0.5%)2806BP

2940 4 0

3104 3105

3240BP{ l.l%)3229BP 3325BP(0.7%)3286BP
3 2 I 9 B P ( 9 4 . 3 % ) 2 9 6 3 B P 3270BP (98.9%) 2 9 2 4 B P
2904BP(0.I%)2892BP

2940 50

3105 3105

2650 90

2748 2768

5330 80

6111 6111

3030

180

3209 3209

3220 190

3451 3451

3850 260

4284 4275

1.30

3 3 I 6 B P ( 0 . I % ) 3 3 1 3 B P 3336BP (99.0%) 2 9 I S B P
3263BP(95.3%) 295IBP 2 9 n B P ( 0 . 7 % ) 2 8 8 0 B P
2 9 7 2 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 4 6 5 B P 3078BP (99.7%) 2 3 5 3 B P
6281 BP (89.5%) 5982BP 6396BP ( 0.2%) 6367BP
5 9 7 5 B P ( 5 . 9 % ) 5940BP 6 3 5 0 B P { 9 9 . 5 % ) 5 8 9 3 B P
3617BP (95.4%)2783BP 3905BP(99.7%)2697BP

A N U 8570

Chazine 1999

3923BP (95.4%)2954BP 4I57BP (99.7%)2765BP

layer 3

A N U 7047

layer 3 (rice grain)
(AMS)

C A M S 725

layer 4 '6

A N U 7049

Datan &
Bellwood 1991

3990 230

4464 4462

5263 BP ( 0..3%) 5243 BP 5 4 6 1 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 5374BP
5 2 3 7 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 5223BP 5332BP ( 9 9 . 5 % ) 3 5 7 5 B P
52I5BP(0.5%)5IS7BP
5 0 5 7 B P ( 9 4 . 5 % ) 3832BI'

Leang Burung, squares
A3 (16) and A4 (IS)

A N U 391

Ellen & Glover
1974

2820 210

2980 2980

3450BP (94.2%) 2 4 5 0 B P 3724BP (99.5%) 2 3 0 0 B P
2 4 4 5 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 2435BP 2 2 4 7 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 2 I 7 7 B P
2412BP(0.3%)2398BP
2391BP(0.6%)2366BP

3550 130

3857 3850

4 2 2 9 B P ( L I % ) 4 1 9 9 B P 4 4 I 2 B P (99.5%) 34.39BP
4 I 7 9 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 4 I 6 9 B P 3430BP ( 0.2%) 3405 BP
4161 BP (92.0%) 3 5 5 3 B P
3 5 3 7 B P ( l . 9 % ) 3483BP

4390

110

5035 5020

5 4 3 2 B P ( 0 . I % ) 5427BP 5469BP (99.6%) 4 5 6 6 B P
53I9BP (92.8%)4809BP 4 5 6 0 B P ( O . I % ) 4530BP
4758BP(2.0%)4705BP
4669BP(0.5%)4653BP

Datan &
Bellwood 1991

4 9 6 4 B P (95.4%) 3 5 8 0 B P 5326BP (99.7%) 3 3 5 6 B P

Indonesia

Leang Burung

Square C (2). SpU 2. 10PRL230
20 cm below the surface
Ulu Leang 1.
South Sulawesi

u l o v e r 1i y0 7/ 58
Square C (2), Spit 3, 20PRL23I
30 cm below the surface

Uattaindi,
Kayoa Island.
Northern
Moluccas

layer D, 5-10 cm

A N U 10959

Bellwood el al
1998

.3410 140

3685 3676

4 0 7 6 B P ( 1 . 4 % ) 4 0 3 8 B P 4256BP (99.7%) 3 2 0 6 B P
3994BP (94.0%) 3365BP

layer D. 15-20 cm

A N U 10957

Bellwood el at
1998

2850

120

3012 3001

3 3 2 3 B P ( 2.2%) 3290BP 3448BP (99.4%) 2 6 9 8 B P
3268BP (93.2%)2755BP 2 6 3 7 B P ( 0 . I % ) 26I5BP
2592BP ( 0.2%) 2 5 4 0 B P

3260

no

3433 3433

3050

100

3165 3171

G r N 14.304

3820

120

45I5BP( L5%)4473BP 4801BP(0.2%)4762BP
4146 4143 4 4 4 6 B P (93.9%) 3 8 3 0 B P 4 6 4 5 B P ( 9 9 . 4 % ) 3 6 7 8 B P
3670BP(0.1%)3640BP

A N U 414

3470 90

3675 3671

3 8 9 7 B P (95.4%) .3448BP 4 0 7 5 B P ( 0 . 2 % ) 4 0 4 0 B P
3993BP (99.5%) 3 3 6 9 B P

3740 9 0

4035 4027

4 . 3 4 9 B P ( 0 . 6 % ) 4 3 3 2 B P 4420BP (99.7%) 3 6 8 6 B P
4296BP ( 9 I . 9 % ) 3 8 I 9 B P
3795BP( 1.7%)3760BP
3 7 5 3 B P ( 1.2%) 3725BP

3545

3774 3769

Song Kepiek
Cave. Eastern
B5. 18-30 cm
Gunung Sewu.
Java
Braliolo Cave.
Western
Gunang Sewu.
Java

Simanjuntak 2002

L8. 64-80 cm

Liairg Bua.
Flores
Uai Bobo 1.
Timor

Square K (9). Horizon
Ilia

Uai Bobo 2,
Timor

Square A I 3 . Horizon IX
(wood charcoal for
A N U 239
hearth)

Lie Siri. Timor

Square N I W I 0 ( 2 ) .
Horizon VIb

A N U 172

Square N 4 W I 1(4).
Horizon Via

A N U 235

Square N I W 9 ( 2 ) .
Horizon VIb

A N U 173

Glover 1986

Glover 1986

120

3700BP ( 9 5 . I % ) 3 1 4 3 B P 3840BP (99.7%) 2 9 7 5 B P
3 0 9 I B P ( 0 . . 3 % ) 3082BP

3 3 9 9 B P ( 9 3 . 7 % ) 2919BP 3 5 5 5 B P ( O . I % ) 3525BP
2 9 1 I B P ( 1.7%) 2881 BP 3485 BP (99.6%) 2 7 8 0 B P

4 0 8 8 B P (95.4%) 3466BP 4290BP (99.7%) 3361 BP

3530 90

3980BP (92.1%) 3552 BP 4 1 4 5 B P ( 0 . 1 % ) 4 I 2 0 B P
3748 3748 3538BP ( 3.3%) 3482BP 4094BP (99.4%) .3439BP
3 4 3 0 B P ( 0 . I % ) 3405BP

2660 n o

2666 2680

2925BP ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 3 5 7 B P 3 I 5 8 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 3089BP
3084BP (99.4%) 2 3 2 7 B P
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Provenance

Laboratorj'
No.

Reference

Date S.D. |Meait

Med•an

Calibration
95.4% probabiUty
I
99.7% probability

New Guinea
11B, layer 9. horizon D GX 3333B

3840 175

17-18B(1), Fireplace in
layer 7, horizon D

3430 175

GX 3.326

17-1SB(I). layers,
GX 3327B
horizon D
Wanelek,
Madang. Papua
16B, fireplace in layer 6,
New Guinea
GX 33.30
horizon D
17-18B(II). p i t t o p o f
layer 6, horizon D
T R l . pit. deepest fill,
horizon D
TRl, Fireplace in layer
4, horizon D

3230 230
Bulmer 1991
3225 180

GX 33.32

3170 210

1 6859

2865 90

1 6861

2840 90

4800BP( l.l%)4762BF 4855BP (99.5%)3553BP
4181 4176 4692BP (0.4%) 4677BP 3537BP (0.2%) 3483BP
4644BP (94.0%) 3694BP
4 1 4 3 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 4 I 2 6 B P 4408BP (99.7%) 2996BP
4093BP (95.0%) 3215BP
13971 BP (0.7%) 3941 BP 441 IBP (99.7%) 2700BP
3396 3393 3932BP (94.2%) 2843BP
2821BP(0.5%)2799BP
3651 3641

3835BP (95.3%) 2925BP
2900BP(0.1%)2895BP
3830BP (94.5%)2842BP
3315 3312
2826BP(0.9%)2795BP
3205BP( 1.5%)3I85BP
2951 2937
3164BP (93.9%)2754BP
3161 BP (95.4%) 2746BP
2923 2909
3380 3384

4083BP(0.2%)4029BP
4010BP (99.5%) 2759BP
4155BP (99.6%)2693BP
2596BP(0.1%) 2500BP
3342BP (99.7%)2717BP
3337BP (99.6%) 2700BP
2636BP(0.1%)2616BP

Near Oceania (Bismarck Archipeiago including New Guinea islands amJ Solo nion Islands )

3030 69

3157BP(0.4%)3151BP 3244BP (99.7%) 2752BP
2954 2944 3 I 4 4 B P ( 5 . 5 % ) 3 0 9 0 B P
3083BP (89.5%) 2779BP
3359BP (95.4%) 3002BP 3403BP(99.6%)2923BP
3190 3195
2905 BP (0.1%) 2890BP
3355BP (95.4%) 2955BP 3397BP{99.7%)2858BP
3149 3151

Site FSZ. Context 13/92,
NZA 6099
Layer 1 '2 (nutshell)

2781 68

2846 2836

3000BP (95.4%) 2736BP 3160BP(99.3%)2698BP
2637BP(0.2%) 2615BP
2592BP(0.2%)2541BP

test pit E2. spit 9

2800 110

2886 2875

3213BP(92.7%) 2698BP 3334BP ( 0.4%) 3280BP
2637BP(0.9%) 2615BP 3275BP(99.0%) 2434BP
2591 BP ( 1.5%) 2541 BP 2414BP(0.3%)2365BP
2526BP(0.2%) 2517BP

2850 80

2926 2913

FYS 11. layer 5. spit 1
(nutshell)
Garua Island,
New Britain

FYS 11. layer 5. spit 3
(nutshell)
FYS 11. layer 5. spit 4
(nutshell)

Makekur
(FOH). Adwe.
Arawe Islands,
test pit TP21 B. spit 13
New Britain

Beta 72144
NZA 3734

2883 64

Torrence &
Stevenson 2000

ANU 1II86

Beta 54165

Suminerhayes
2001

3060 60

3144BP(4.2%) 3091 BP 3319BP(0.1%) 3295 BP
3083BP(91.2%) 2752BP 3265BP (99.6%)2720BP
3065BP (95.4%) 2471 BP 3205BP(0.2%)3185BP
2783 2795
3I64BP(99.5%)2354BP
3679BP ( 0.5%) 3669BP 3826BP(0.2%) 3791 BP
3435 3433 364IBP (94.9%) 3213BP 3771BP(0.1%) 3745BP
373 IBP (99.4%) 3069BP

Test pit D3. Spit 9

ANU 11187

2730 100

Unit 9. level 6

ANU 5080

3260 90

Area B. zone C3
(waterlojij^ed wood)

Beta 20452

Egloffexc.

GX 5498

3030 180

3360BP (95.4%) 2970BP 3442BP(O.I%) 3426BP
3409BP (99.6%) 2871 BP
3148 3146 3561 BP (95.4%) 2755BP 3835BP(99.7%) 2486BP

Area B. zone CI

ANU 5079

2840 115

2937 2922 3262BP (95.4%)2715BP 3378BP (99.7%) 2460BP

ANU 5790

2950 80

ANU 5791

2930 SO

3321BP( 1.6%) 3293BP 3358BP(99.7%) 2768BP
3048 3043 3266BP (93.3%) 2844BP
28I5BP(0.5%)2805BP
3247BP (95.4%)2792BP 3342BP(99.7%) 2759BP
3023 3016

Beta 30681

2860 60

2921 2914

Post Bl. area B
(waterlogged wood)
Eloaua Island
(ECA). St
Post B2, area B
Mattias Islands. (waterlogged wood)
New Ireland
W250 transect, level 9
(waterlogged wood)
W250 transect, level 5
(waterlogged wood)
W250 transect, level 3
(waterlogged wood)

Beta 30682

Kirch 2001

Kirch 2001

3050 70

2970 50

3173 3178

3078BP (95.4%) 2763BP 3208BP(0.5%)3180BP
316SBP (99.2%) 2750BP
3242BP (93.2%) 2921 BP 3334BP( 1.0%) 3281BP
3068 3064
2909BP(2.2%)2885BP 3274BP (98.7%) 285 IBP
3476BP(95.2%)2925BP 363 IBP (99.5%) 284 IBP
3220 3230
2900BP ( 0.2%) 2895BP 2827BP(0.2%)2795BP

Beta 30684

3100 110

post C3, area C
(waterlogged wood)

Beta 30686

2850 70

3138BP(0.6%)3129BP 3219BP(99.7%)2738BP
2917 2908 3105 BP (0.7%) 3094BP
3079BP(94.0%)2755BP

ECA B, W198, NI45,
C3 post B30

Beta 20452

3050 70

3173 3178

Etakosarai
(ECB). Eloaua
Island, St
Unit 9. Level 5
Mattias Islands.
New Ireland
Makada

NZA 3733

Beta 20453

Site SEP. TP 2. Layer 1 SUA 3062

3200 70

3359 3366

White & Han is
1997

2730 80

2995 BP (87.2%) 2686BP 3079BP (99.3%) 2427BP
2791 2797 2639BP(2.4%)2612BP 242IBP (0.4%) 2362BP
2598BP ( 5.8%) 2497BP

Anson e! al 2005 2860 60

2921 2914

Willauinez
Peninsula
isthmus
(FADC)

Specht &
Torrence 2007

3058 3053

616

Wk 12845

3558BP(94.1%)3206BP 3634BP (99.7%) 3069BP
3184BP( 1.3%)3165BP

Kirch 2001

Kainapirina
Sq.GI3. ZoneC2. Spit 2
(SAC). Watom
WK-7370
(charcoal, coconut shell)
Island
Trench LVI. U y e r 9,
Spit 3 (prob. Canariuin
nut)

3360BP (95.4%) 2970BP 3442BP(0.I%) 3426BP
3409BP (99.6%) 2871 BP

2963 47

3078BP(95.4%)2763BP 3208BP(0.5%)3180BP
3168BP(99.2%)2750BP
3215BP(92.5%)2919BP 3325BP(0.5%) 3287BP
2 9 I 0 B P ( 2 . 9 % ) 2882BP 3270BP (99.2%) 2850BP

Appendix 2: Radiocarbon dates associated with early pottery in a wider context
Provenance

Willaumez
Peninsula
isthmus
(FAAH)

Trench XVII, Layer 9.
Spit I (prob. Canariutn
nut)

Wk 10463

Trench XVII, Layer 9.
Spit 3 (prob. Canariutn
nut)

W k 19190

Balof Shelter 2.
New Ireland
Ankitkita.
Tanga Island.
New Island
Kamgot
(ERA). Anir
Island

Laboratory
No.

Reference

D a t e S.D. Mean

ian

Calibration

95.4% probabUity

99.7% probability

2880 59

3141 BP ( 1 . 5 % ) 3 1 2 3 B P 3 2 1 4 B P (99.7%) 2 7 5 4 B P
2946 2938 3 1 1 3 B P ( 1.8%) 3 0 9 2 B P
3081 BP ( 9 2 . 1 % ) 2 7 8 0 B P

2847 34

2892 2892

3120 190

3250 3249

2900 90

3 2 3 8 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 3 2 3 2 B P 3 3 4 7 B P (99.7%) 2 7 4 4 B P
2991 2980 3 2 1 8 B P (95.0%) 2 7 6 4 B P

Specht &
Torrence 2007

1991

Med-

2991 BP ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 7 8 5 B P 3065 BP (99.7%) 2765 BP

3 6 9 0 B P (95.4%) 2 7 8 7 B P 3 9 8 8 B P (99.7%) 2 6 9 7 B P

A N U 4972

White

Sq 2. Unit IV. Spit lOA

ANU-12144

Garling 2007

tp l . s p 6 ( A M S )

Wk 7561

3035 45

3160 3162

3 3 3 1 B P ( 7 . 5 % ) 3 2 8 3 B P 3 3 6 5 B P (99.7%) 2 9 4 6 B P
3273 BP (87.9%) 2 9 9 9 B P

3075 45

3 2 1 8 3225

3359BP ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 3 0 7 3 B P 3 3 8 3 B P ( 9 9 . 7 % ) 2 9 7 5 B P

3090 170

3211 3212

3 6 1 2 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 3601BP 3 8 8 7 B P ( 9 9 . 7 % ) 2 7 1 0 B P
3 5 8 9 B P (95.0%) 2 7 9 0 B P

tp l . s p 9 ( A M S )

Wk 7563

Feni Mission
(ERG), Anir
Island

tp 1. sp 6

A N U 11191

Malekolon
(EAQ). Anir
Island

t p 4 . sp 10

ANU 11193

3220 170

3373 3377

DGD'2. Yomining4.
120-130 c m

A N U 8302

3310 170

3495 3495

D G D ' 2 . Yomining 4.
110-120 c m

A N U 6809

2990 60

332 I B P ( 2 . 2 % ) 3293 BP 3360BP (99.7%) 2 8 5 2 B P
3097 3097 3 2 6 6 B P { 9 2 . 1 % ) 2 9 2 3 B P
2905BP{ 1.2%)2890BP

DGD, 2. Yomining 4,
100-110 c m

A N U 8301

2820 70

2884 2873

3 0 6 4 B P (95.4%) 2 7 5 0 B P 3 2 0 9 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 3 1 7 6 B P
3170BP(99.4%)2719BP

Layer 111, BB-8-1

SUA 113

2860 250

2958 2960

3 5 5 7 B P ( 0 . 8 % ) 3 5 1 9 B P 3890BP (99.7%) 2 0 4 6 B P
3510BP(94.6%) 2346BP

Area B. Zone 2 ( A M S )

Wk 19704

2891 32

2946 2942

3 0 7 0 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 8 5 2 B P 3 1 4 4 B P ( 1.2%) 3090BP
3083BP (98.5%) 2 7 8 8 B P

Area B, Zone 3 ( A M S )

Wk 19705

2962 32

3053 3047

3 2 0 8 B P ( 3 . 7 % ) 3 1 8 1 B P 3243BP(99.7%) 2872BP
3167BP(91.7%)2928BP

Area B. F16. Layer 2-9
(AMS)

Wk 19706

Galipaud & Swete 2800 34
Kelly 2007

2839 2034

2 9 4 4 B P ( 0.9%) 2 9 3 8 B P 2974BP (99.7%) 2 7 4 8 B P
2 9 2 9 B P (94.5%) 2 7 6 0 B P

2886 32

2939 2935

3 0 6 8 B P (95.4%) 2 8 5 0 B P 3 1 4 2 B P ( 0 . 8 % ) 3091 BP
3082BP (98.9%) 2785 BP

2957 51

3050 3045

2982 50

3255BP (94.8%) 2 9 2 4 B P 3335BP ( 9 9 . 7 % ) 2 8 6 4 B P
3085 3083 2 9 0 2 B P ( 0 . 6 % ) 2 8 9 4 B P

2935 41

3015 6011

2848 35

2893 2893

2961 36

3 2 0 8 B P ( 4 . 3 % ) 3 1 7 9 B P 3252BP (99.7%) 2 8 6 7 B P
3053 3047 3 1 6 9 B P ( 9 0 . 6 % ) 2 9 2 5 B P
2 9 0 0 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 2895BP

TP 3. layer 3b. 2 2 0 - 2 4 0
ANU-10294
cms

2690 60

2741 2757

S q D 2 . 130-140 cms.
Bottom Layer 4

ANU-10520

2700 80

2741 2763

sq 0 4 . 5 0 - 7 0 cms bd

ANU-10535

2690 70

2731 2755

2 9 2 4 B P ( 1 . 3 % ) 2 9 0 3 B P 2970BP (99.7%) 2 3 6 0 B P
2892BP(74.1%) 2667BP
2662BP(0.3%)2655BP
2644BP(19.7%) 2489BP

T P 9. 9 0 - 1 0 0

ANU-10802

2960 140

3072 3067

3376BP (95.4%) 2761 BP 3582 BP (99.3%) 2 6 8 9 B P
2639BP(0.1%)2612BP
2597BP ( 0 . 3 % ) 2 4 9 8 B P

T P 9. 195-205 cms

ANU-10799

2790 110

2873 2863

3209BP( L 1 % ) 3 I 7 8 B P 3 3 2 5 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 3287BP
3 1 6 9 B P ( 9 0 . 0 % ) 2695 BP 3270BP (99.0%) 2 4 2 7 B P
2638BP( 1.2%)2614BP 2 4 2 2 B P ( 0 . 4 % ) 2 3 6 2 B P
2595BP(3.1%)2502BP

TP 10. 1 9 0 - 2 0 0 c m

OZD579

2620 110

2617 2617

2 8 5 4 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 3 5 I B P 3071 BP ( 9 9 . 5 % ) 2 3 0 5 B P
2235BP(0.2%)2183BP

Nissan Island

Santa Ana
Island

Summerhayes
2001

3 8 2 9 B P (95.4%) 2 9 4 7 B P 3 9 8 8 B P ( 9 9 . 7 % ) 2 7 6 5 B P

Spriggs 1991

Black & Green
1977

3958BP(0.2%) 395IBP 4155BP(99.7%)2848BP
3 9 2 5 B P ( 9 4 . 9 % ) 3061 BP
3 0 5 0 B P ( 0.4%) 3 0 3 5 B P

Vanuatu

Area B. F16. Layer 2-13
Wk 19707
(AMS)
Makue. Aore
Area
B.
Zone
3
(below
Island. Vanuatu
in situ cultural layer)
Wk 13721
(AMS)
Area B. Zone 2.
(tlreplace on in situ
cultural layer) ( A M S )

Wk 13722

Area B. B l , Layer 10-2
(bottom of cultural
layer) ( A M S )

Wk 11447

Trench 2a. just above
the lowest levels of
Teouina. Etate. Lapita deposit ( A M S )
Vanuatu
Erueli deposits. Trench
3a
Ponamla.
Eiroinango

Galipaud & Swete
Kelly 2007

Wk 15728

Bedford et al
2007

Wk 16830

Mangaasi.
Elate

3 1 6 1 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2S72BP 3 2 4 4 B P ( 9 9 . 6 % ) 2 8 4 3 B P
2 8 1 8 B P ( 0 . 1 % ) 2800BP
2 9 9 3 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 7 8 5 B P 3069BP (99.7%) 2 7 6 4 B P

Ifo. Erromanga
Bedford 2006

3 2 1 4 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 8 7 6 B P 3328BP ( 0.5%) 3 2 8 5 B P
3271BP(99.1%)2844BP

2 9 1 8 B P ( 0 . 3 % ) 2912BP 2 9 5 8 B P ( 9 9 . 5 % ) 2 4 5 5 B P
2 8 8 0 B P ( 8 0 . 5 % ) 2 6 8 3 B P 2391 BP ( 0 . 2 % ) 2355 BP
2640BP(4.7%)2611BP
2 5 9 9 B P ( 9 . 9 % ) 2495BP
2 9 5 5 B P ( 9 5 . 4 % ) 2 4 8 7 B P 3037BP (99.7%) 2 3 5 7 B P
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Appendix 2: Radiocarbon dates associated with early pottery in a wider context
Laboratory
No.

Atanoasao.
Malo Island

Reference

Date S.D. Mean

Median

Calibration
95.4% probablBtv
99.7% probability

Earth-oven in layer C of
Sq J2I. 100cm below
Beta-110143
surface.

2830 100

3209BP( 1,6%)3178BP 3345BP(98,5%)2675BP
2919 2904 3I69BP(93,8%) 2733BP 2643BP( 1,2%)249IBP

Gt^y. hard, sandy
sediment (layer CI), 80
cm below surface.

Beta-110144

2900 50

2969 2961

Large pieces of burned
wood- yellow beach
deposit. 100 cm below
surface. Pit 5.

Beta-110I46

2830 60

2886 2879

Satnple 33. Depth 54 ctn Wk 14598

2612 41

2632 2628

2760BP (95,4%) 2487BP 2780BP (98,6%) 2428BP
24I9BP( 1,1%)2362BP

Sample 34. Depth 85 cm Wk 14599

2894 42

2956 2950

3 I 3 8 B P ( 0 , 7 % ) 3 I 2 9 B P 3205BP{0,3%)3I85BP
3 I 0 5 B P ( 0 , 8 % ) 3094BF 3I64BP (99,4%) 2780BP
3079BP(92,4%)2843BP
2821 BP ( I,5%)2799BP

Sample 26. Depth 57 cm Wk 14597

2717 40

2785 2777

Sample 15. Depth 109
cm

2867 40

Galipaud 2000

3 I 5 7 B P ( 0 , 3 % ) 3 I 5 2 B P 32I3BP(99,7%) 2772BP
3I44BP(5,5%)3090BP
3083BP (87,4%) 2842BP
2826BP (2,2%) 2797BP
3061 BP (0,9%) 3050BP 3161 BP (99,7%) 2741 BP
3036BP (94,5%) 2756BP

Fiji Islands

Sample 13. Depth 123
Bourewa. Vitu cm
Levu

Wk 14326

Wk 14235

Nunn 2007

2896 40

2859BP (95,4%) 2729BP 2947BP (99,3%) 2701 BP
2635BP(0,4%)26I6BP
3061 BP ( 1,4%) 3050BP 3 I 4 2 B F ( 0 , 7 % ) 3092BP
2918 2915
3037BP (94,0%) 2791 BP 3082BP (99,0%) 2763BP
3I39BP(0,8%)3I27BP 3203BP(0,2%)3I87BP
3107BP(0,9%) 3094BP 3I63BP (99,5%)2783BP
2958 2952
3080BP (93,1%)2844BP
2 8 I 5 B P ( 0 , 6 % ) 2805BP

Sample 20. Depth 54 cm Wk 14595

2915 42

3 1 5 6 B P ( 0 , 3 % ) 3 I 5 3 B P 32I0BP(99,7%)2792BP
2986 2981 3 I 4 4 B P ( 6 , 5 % ) 3090BP
3083BP(88,6%)2855BP

Sample 105. Depth 105
cm

Wk 17541

2506 32

2529 2516

Sample 121. Depth 121
cm

Wk 17973

2870 30

Sample 135. Depth 135
cm

Wk 17542

2920 31

Ph 3. sample P3-11.
depth 115 cm

Wk-11478

Naitabale
Ph R2. sample R2-10.
Excavations.
Moturiki Island depth 115 cm

Wk-11481

Ph T l . sample T 1 - I 4 .
depth 145 cm

Wk-11476

Nunn et al 2007

2644 41

2705BP (23,2%) 2633BP 272IBP (99,7%) 2350BP
2618BP (72,2%)235SBP
3059BP (0,6%) 3052BP 3078BP(99,7%) 2778BP
3034BP( 1,6%) 30I4BP
2918 2916
3006BP (89,8%) 2841 BP
2829BP ( 3,5%) 2795BP
3 I 4 0 B P ( 1,6%)3126BP
2989 2985 3 I I 0 B P ( 1,9%) 3093BP
3080BP (92,0%) 2867BP
2785BP (63,0%) 2680BP
2680 2722 2641 BP (11,2%) 2610BP
2600BP (2L2%)2493BP

3208BP(0,4%)3180BP
3I67BP(99,3%) 2846BP
2853BP(99,6%) 2457BP
2389BP(0,I%)2366BP

3061 BP ( 1,1%) 3050BP 3 I 4 3 B P ( 0 , 8 % ) 3 0 9 1 B P
3037BP (94,3%) 2778BP 3083BP (98,9%) 2754BP

2854 47

2905 2903

2650 39

2786BP (69,4%) 2686BP 2850BP (99,7%) 2469BP
2694 2729 2639BP(9,7%) 261 IBP
2598BP(I6,2%)2497BP

Unit 3. Level 9. 100 cm
Otli Site, Ot'u
CAMSbelow surface. Stratuin
Island. Vava'u
119699
IV, Beach sand

2625 35

2763BP(53,6%)268IBP 2787BP (99,6%) 2456BP
2659 2704 2640BP(I4,0%)26IOBP 2 3 9 0 B P ( 0 , I % ) 2 3 6 5 B P
2600BP (27,8%) 2493BP

Unit 12. Level 10. 83 cm
Ofu Site. Ofu
CAMSbelow surface. Stratum
Island. Vava'u
119700
IV, Beach sand

2765 35

2813 2811

Unit 17. Level 17, ISO
Otea Site, Kapa
cin below surface.
Island. Vava'u
Stratum 111, IV,

2705 35

2813 2811

Nunn el al 2007

Tonga

Vuna Site.
Pangaimotu
Island. Vava'u
Vuna Site.
Pangaimotu
Island. Vava'u
Falevai Site.
Kapa Island.
Vava'u
Falevai Site.
Kapa Island.
Vava'u
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Unit 14, Level 11, 109
cm below surface.
Stratum Mb III, ,
Unit 25, Level 12, 125
cm below surface.
Stratum 111,
Unit 9, Level 15, 145 cm
below surface. Stratum
III.
Unit 10. Level 18. 180
cm below surface.
Stratum IV,

CAMS
119701
CAMS
111659

Burle> &
Connaughton
2007

2650 35

CAMS
111662

2715 35

CAMS
119695

2645 35

CAMS
119696

2685 35

2878BP (95,4%) 2750BP 2949BP (99,7%) 2742BP

900BC (95,4%) 778BC

935BC(99,I%) 752BC
686BC ( 0,5%) 667BC
613BC(0,1%) 595BC
2783BP(73,8%) 2695BP 2847BP (99,7%) 2487BP
2701 2732 2638BP(9,0%) 2613BP
2595BP(12,6%) 2502BP
2852BP(95,4%) 2736BP 2921 BP (0,1%) 2908BP
28B5BP(99,4%)2708BP
2632BP(0,2%)2620BP
2779BP (69,9%) 2694BP 2845BP (99,7%) 2470BP
2693 2728 2638BP(10,2%) 2613BP
2595BP(I5,4%)250IBP
2782 2773

2 8 4 6 B P ( 9 4 , I % ) 2 7 I I B P 2867BP (96,0%) 2693BP
2754 2755 2630BP( 1,3%) 262IBP 2 6 3 9 B P ( 2 , 0 % ) 2 6 I 3 B P
2595BP( L 7 % ) 2 5 0 I B P

APPENDIX 3:
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE IMAGES
AND SHERD DETAILS

Site

Page

Irigayen

620

Dumbrique

639

Dimolit

656

Sunget Top Terrace

683

Sunget Main Terrace

694

Naidi

698

Payaman

705

Mahatao Town

711

Tayid

714

Torongan Cave

721

Huakanshan

731

619

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 15
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 337cms/ E-W 95cms; DP 85cms.
Description of SEMMount:Vorm 2-b. Possible red surface coating.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2

-

I I III M l

620

rtiii

..

*

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 28
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 231cms/ E-W 47cms; DP 90cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 3-a. Very small patches of fractured red surface coating on exterior surface. Very worn, shallow punctate design. Approximately 1.8 mm in diameter. Possible "lime" infill (or
white residue) in impressions. Possible organic impressions.

Overall view

Area 1

621

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 88 (pictures continued overleaf)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; S-E Quadrant; DP 0-20cms.

Desa-^Hon_ofSEMMountlYorm

1-b. No evident surface modificadon.

3 cm

Overall view showing the positions
of Areas 1 and 2.

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI134
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; from shell layer.
Description of SEMMount:
surface only.

Form 2-a. Red surface coating, although this is very worn and visible on outer

623

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 88 (continued)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; S-E Quadrant; DP 0-20cms.
Detailed, edge view.

Database ID: IRI 134 (continued)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; from shell layer.
Area 2

624

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI142
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; N-S 284cins, E-W 312cms; DP 95cms
Description of SEM Mount: Form 2-a. Remnant patches of red surface coating.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 145 (continued page 652)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; from shell layer.

r^scriptimyf

SEM MoutU: Form 2a._Blackened (smudged) rim.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI173
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; DP 66-76cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 4. Irregular thickness Smoothed on top of rim

5 cm

Overall view

JEOL

15KU

Area 1

Area 2

627

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: IRI175
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; Layer 3; DP 60-70cms.
Description of SEMMount:
surface.

Form 0-a. Red surface coating on outer surface and lip. Fire blackened inner

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI194 (continued overleaf)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; N-S 250cms/ E-W 232cms; DP 68cms.
Description of SEMMountiVorm

1-b. Black-type sherd with smudged surfaces.

R K

Overall view (left)

Overall view (right)

^•r

»-, 4 .•

r^a JEOL
SLA'L
V

•

15KU

'

^

«

•

>•

1mm
X 1 0 39mi
Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI145 (continued)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; from shell layer.
Image 3

Database ID: IRI 194 (-continued from page 649)
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; N-S 250cms/ E-W 232cms; DP 68cms.
Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 214
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W7; N-S 250cms/ E-W 232cms; DP 68cms.
Description of SEMMount. Yorm 1-b. No surface coating evident.

Overall view

Areal

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: IRI 270
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 222cms/ E-W 265cms; DP 90cms.
Description of SEMMount:

Form 0-e. Remnant red surface coating on outer surface. Uneven irmer surface.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2

OL ' 1 5KU
632

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 279
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 275cms/ E-W 98cms; DP 90cms.
Description of SEMMount:Yorm
pression in outer surface.

1-b. Remnant red surface coating on outer surface. Possible organic im-
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen
D a t a b a s e ID: IRI 2 8 8
Site: Irigayen; S q u a r e N 6 W 8 ; D P 6 0 - 7 0 c m s .
Description of SEM Mount: Form 1-b. Black surface coating evident.

4 cm
Overall v i e w

JECiL

15KU

1mmX 1 0 39mm
Area 1

Area 2

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 307
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; Earthfill- at feet of Burial 1.
DesajEfipn

_NQ.s^face coating.evident;

5 cm

Overall view

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 347
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; South Quadrant; DP 69-83cms.
P£^ri^tiono£SEMMourn:

j-b. Remnant red surface coating^on both surfaces.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Ihgayen

Database ID: IRI 350
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 310cms/ E-W 48cms; DP 88cms.
Description of SEMMounVVorm 2-a. Remnant red surface coating on inner surface. Worn surfaces.

4 cm

Overall view

JEOL

15KU

1mm
X 1 0 3 9 m rn
Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Irigayen

Database ID: IRI 376
Site: Irigayen; Square N6W8; N-S 302cms/ E-W 190cms; DP 90cms.

Description of SEMMount: Yorm 1-b. Remnant red surface coating on outer surface.

Area 1

1 m m39mm

X30

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrigue

Database ID: DBQ 1
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Surface; DP 10-25cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 1-c. Black-type sherd (smudged). Differential firing has resulted in the
fact that the outer surface is blacker then the irmer surface.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

^•'MHBB.

• 'I

''

fi-'^ \ I

m m •' ' A
• / ,
.
V
v.-

v
;
- - > , . *L

Area 2

Sr^.V.v
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 5 (continued overleaf)
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Surface; DP 10-25cms.
Description

of SEM Mount: Form 0-a. Remnant red surface coating.

3 cm

Overall view showing upper section
of sherd.

Overall view showing lower section
of sherd.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 11 (continued overleaf)
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Surface; DP 10-25cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 1-b. Black-type sherd (smudged).

Overall view (lower)

Overall view (upper)

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 5 (continued from overleaf)
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Surface; DP 10-25cms.
Area 2

Database ID: DBQ 11 (continued from overleaf)
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Surface; DP 10-25 cms.
Area 2

642

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 57
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layerl, Spit 1, DP 25-38cms.

Description of SEMMount: Form 1-c. Decorated rim. Black surface coating.

4 cm

Overall view

Areal

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 96
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 2, Spit 1; DP 55-85cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 4. Sherd is irregular in thickness. The surface is cord-marked, avg.
width of impressions 2.46mm. White "hme in-filled" decoration.

V • •
5 cm

Overall view

Overall view 2.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dumbrique

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 169
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 2, Spit 2; DP 85-95cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 4. The rim has a repeated groove impression, with irregular thickness.
There is also a white coating on the exterior surface and a smoothed iimer surface

Overall view shov^^ing upper section
of sherd.

Area 1

Area 1

V cs^,
- "v
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 177
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 2, Spit 12 DP 85-94cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 2-a, Black surfaces (smudged). Laminated exterior surface.

8 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 191
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 3, Spit 1; DP 110-129cms.
Description

of SEMMount:

Form 1-c. Black-type sherd (smudged).

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 235
Site: Dumbrique; Layer 3, Spit 2; DP 129-149cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 0-e. Slightly worn. Irregular impressions, possibly organic, on outer
surface. Irregular iimer surface. No surface coating evident.

5 cm

Overall view

Area 1

. Ml

-

- '

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 260
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 4, Spit 2; DP 160-178cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 0-a. Possible red surface coating on both surfaces. Worn and slightly
blackened surfaces.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 261
Site: Dumbrique; Layer 4, Spit 2; DP 160-178cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 0-b. Red surface coating on outer surface.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 264
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 4, Spit 2; DP 160-178cms.
Description

of SEM Mount: Form 0-a. Remnant red surface coating.

4 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 265
Site: Dumbrique; Square N2 E8; Layer 4, Spit 2; DP 160-178 cms.
Description of SEM Mount: Form 1-b. Worn red surface copating on outer surface
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 304
Site: Dumbrique; Layer 5; DP 210-220cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 0-e. Red surface coating on outer surface. NB: this sherd is from the
lower layers of an earlier excavation completed by Dr Tanaka.

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dumbrique

Database ID: DBQ 305
Site: Dumbrique; Layer 5; DP 210-220cms.
Description of SEMMount: Form 2-a. Possible red surface coating Very coarse, fractured and uneven
surfaces. NB: this sherd is from the lower layers of an earlier excavation completed by Dr Tanaka.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit
Database ID: DIM 166
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 1, Layer 5
Description of SEM Mount: Form 0-b. Red surface coating on outer surface.

4 cm

i

1

I

I

I

I

J _ l

Overall view showing section A and
position of Areas 1.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Overall showing section B and position of Area 2.

Area 2

Edge view: Close-up of red surface
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 216
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description of SEMmountarm

3-a. Worn red surface coating on outer surface.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 223
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description

of SEMMount:

Form 2-b. Red surface coating on both surfaces. Inner surface very worn.

5 cm

Overall view showing lower body
section of mount. Areas 1 and 2 are
designated.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit
Area 2

Close-up v i e w o f red surface
coating.
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Appendix

3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

DimoUt

Database ID: DIM 233
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description

of SEM mount: Form 2-a. Worn red surface coating on both surfaces.

5 cm

Overall view .
This sherd was one of the first that I
analysed. Consequently the selection
of areas and the magnifications were
not yet formalised. Thus this sherd
was examined several times in order
to check the consistency of results
and refine the analytical process.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Seaming Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

% Area 3

Area 4
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolil

Database ID: DIM 236
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description of SEM mount: Form 2-a. A large inclusion in outer wall resulted in this area crumbling when
cut. Therefore, about a third of this area is missing in the SEM mount. No red surface coating evident.

d—i

L

Overall view showing position of
Area 1 and Area 2.

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix

3: Scanning Electron

Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 237 (continued overleaf)
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description

of SEM mount: Form 0-b. Remnant surface coating on upper, inner surface.

I

S cm

•

'

\

1

Overall view showing lower body
section of mount.

Overall view showing upper body
section of mount.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 237 (continued from overleaf)
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
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Appendix 3: Seaming Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 238
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5

Description of SEMMount: Form 0-a. Red surface coating on inner surface only (the outer surface appears
to never have had a surface coating).

Overall view showing position of
Areas 1 and 2.

Area 1
This surface has a visible surface
coating.

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 242
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description of SEMmount:

Form 1-b. N o surface coating evident.

I

I

I

I

I

I

5 cm

I

I

I

I

Overall view showing selected areas
for closer analysis.
This sherd was one of the first that I
analysed. Consequently the selection
of areas and the magnifications were
not yet formalised. Thus this sherd
was examined several times in order
to check the consistency of results
and refine the analytical process.

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimoiil

Database ID: DIM 281
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description of SEM Mount: Form 2-a. No surface coating evident

5 cm

J

^

1I

J

Overall view showing lower body
section of mount. Area 2 is designated.

Overall view showing Upper body
section of mount. Area 1 is
designated.

Area 1

>
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Area 2

671

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 294a and DIM 2946
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 2, Layer 5
Description of SEM Mount: Form 0-f. No red surface coating evident. Resinous coating on top of sherd. It
is not known if tiiis is a result of intentional application, a by-product of use or post-depositional in nature.
The coating is deteriorated and not detectable on SEM. Analysis of the fabric suggests that there may be
two different tempers, or levels of sorting within the same temper.

3 cm

Overall view of Part 1, showing position of Areas 1 and 2.

.'i Area 1 of Part 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolil

Area 2 of Part 1

Overall view of Part 2, showing position of Areas 1 and 2.
Second part of sherd, DIM 294
SEM ID: M8b
Date Analysed: 30th August 2005

1 Area 1 of Part 2

Area 2 of Part 2
M7 and the like entities seem to be
clay, or clay like, inclusions.
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Appendix

3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 1093
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 1, Layer 5
Description

of SEMmount:

Form 1-b. No evident surface coating..

J

L

5 cm

L—J

L—J

L

Overall view showing upper body
section of mount.

Overall view showing lower body
section of mount.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Area 2

675

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 1126
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 1, Layer 5
Description

of SEMmount:

Form 0-b. Red surface coating on outer surface. Very worn inner surface.

5 cm

Overall view showing right side of
mount. Area 1 is designated.

Overall view showing left side of
mount.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit
Area 1

Area 2

Edge v i e w
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Appendix i; Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: DIM 1290
Provenance: Dimolit, House Floor 1, Layer 5
Description of SEMmount:

Form 0-e. Red and 'black' surface coatings. Inner surface slightly worn.

2 cm

Overall view showing selected areas
for closer analysis.

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Dimolit

Database ID: none
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 1, Layer 5
Description of SEM Mount: Body sherd only. Red surface coating on one surface only. The other surface is
very worn. Note: Possibly same vessel as next sherd, also analysed with SEM.

5 cm

5 cm

Overall view showing right hand side
of sherd.
Area 2 is not shown on the overall
view, it is located on the left hand
side of the sherd (on the lower edge).

Area 1
M3 is possibly constitutes shell.

Area 2

- •'•'H' r
'
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Dimolit

Database ID: none
Provenance: Dimolit, House floor 1, Layer 5
Description of SEMMount: Body sherd only. Red surface coating on one surface only. The other surface is
very worn. Note: Possibly same vessel as last sherd, also analysed with SEM.

2 cm

3 cm

Overall view showing position of
Areas 1 and 2.
Includes position of edge readings
that were sampled outside the above
areas.

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace
"
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: STT 3
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, Sq B 5, 5-10 cm (in layer) (II-02-N-51)
Description of SEM mount: Form 3-b. Sherd surface worn, no surface coating is evident.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix i; Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Simget Top Terrace

Database ID: STT 36
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, 20-30cin (in layer)
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-d — Circle-impressed body-sherd. Surface coating present.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace
Closer v i e w o f edge

Closer v i e w o f upper e d g e
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: STT 144
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, II, Sq A/D, l l - 1 5 c m (in layer)
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-a. Outer surface coating evident, inside of sherd is slightly worn.

No photo available

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Simget Top Terrace
Database ID: S T T 265
P r o v e n a n c e : S u n g e t T o p T e r r a c e , P 5, 2 0 - 2 5 c m (in l a y e r ) ( I I - 0 2 - N - 2 3 )
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-a. No surface coating evident.

3 cm

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: STT 305
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, Sq P 5, 25-30cm (in layer) (II-02-N-362)
Description of SEMmount: Form O-d— Circle-impressed body sherd, Smoothed but no surface coating
evident. Post-depositional black coating.

5 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Siinget Top Terrace

Database ID: STT311
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, Sq P, 25-30 cm (in layer)
Description

of SEMmount:

Form 0-e. No surface coating evident.

4 cm

689

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sungel Top Terrace

Database ID: STT 316
Provenance: SungetTop Terrace, Sq X5, ll-15cm (in layer), II-02-N-217
Description of SEMmount:

Form 0-a. Surface coating present. Some post-depositional black coating.

5 cm

Overall view (1)

Overall view (2)

Area 1: Secondary electron detector
image.
(M2 was deleted as it analysed a void)
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sungel Top Terrace

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Simget Top Terrace
Database ID: STT 317
Provenance: Sunget Top Terrace, Sq X5, 16-20cm (in layer) (II-02-N-234)

Description of SEM mount:

Form 1-a. Worn sherd, no surface coating evident.

Overall view (upper)
I

V

\ •

J

- -v'^ >

Area 1: 35 times magnification

fE2S •

Area 2

n

•A.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sungel Top Terrace
rx

v

Area 3: 5 0 times magnification
(M5 was deleted as it analysed a void)
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Sunget Main Terrace

Database ID: SMT 2
Provenance: SGT MT, Sq C, 15-20cm (in layer)
Description of SEMmount: Form 0-a. Remnant red surface coating. Exterior thickening and groove in
outer lip. Some post-depositional black coating.

4 cm

Overall view

4

*

> •* .

*

.

4

J E • l_

1

5 K U

1mm
. X 1 0

39mm

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Sunget Main

Terrace

Database ID: SMT 94
Provenance: SGT MT, Sq C, 5-lOcm
Description of SEMmount:
post-depositional coating.

Form 0-d — Circle impressed body sherd. No surface coating evident. Black,

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Sunget Main Terrace

Database ID: SMT 7
Provenance: SGT MT, Sq A, lO-lScm
Description of SEM mount: Form 2-a. Red surface coating. Exterior thickening and groove in outer lip,
Some post-depositional black surface coating.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sungel Main Terrace
Closer v i e w o f edge
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Naidi

Database ID: B S R 4
Provenance: BSR, (Song-song road cut North Sample)
Description of SEM mount: Form 1-b. Groove in outer lip. Red surface coating on both surfaces.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Naidi

Closer view of edge
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Naidi

Database ID: BSR8
Provenance: BSR A, 40-50cm (II-2002-T-29)
Description of SEM mount: Form 1-b. Red surface coating on outer surface and between the lip and neck
on the inner surface.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Naidi

Database ID: BSR 9
Provenance: BSR A, 40cm
Description of SEMmount:
evident.

Form \-h. Groove below lip on outer surface. Remnant red surface coating

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Database ID: BSR24
Provenance: BSR A, 40-50cm
Description of SEM mount: Form 1-c. Remnant patches of red surface coating.

r

4 cm

Overall view

lit,
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Naidi

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Naidi

Database ID: B S R 2 8
Provenance: B S R A l
Description

of SEM mount:

Form 1-d. Red surface coating.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix i; Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Naidi

Database ID: BSR 42
Provenance: BSR A, 40-50cm
Description of SEMmount:

Form 1-c. Externally thickened. Red surface coating.

4 cm
Overall view

JEOL

15KU

1 mm
1 vd

^ mm

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Payaman

Database ID: PYM 3
Provenance: Payaman N (3) 20-25cm
Description of SEMmount:

Forni 1-b. Groove below lip on outer surface. No surface coating evident.

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Payaman

Database ID: PYM 85
Provenance: Payaman N (3) 20-25cm (II-03-X-71)
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-a. Red surface coatinj.

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Payaman
Area 3: V i e w o f slip at lOOx
magnification.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Payaman
D a t a b a s e ID: P Y M 97
P r o v e n a n c e : P a y a m a n N (3) 2 5 - 3 0 c m
Description of SEM mount: Forai 0-a. Remnant red surface coating.

2 cm
Overall v i e w

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Payaman

Database ID: PYM 116
Provenance: Payaman N (3) 10-20cm (II-03-X-22)
Description of SEMmount:

Form 1-b. Groove below li£ on outer surface. No surface coating evident.

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Payaman

Database ID: PYM 124
Provenance: Payaman N (3) 0-5cm
Description of SEM mount: Forni 2-a. No surface coating evident.
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Mahatao Town

Database ID: MST 1
Provenance: Mahatao Town
Description of SEM mount: Form 2-a. Red surface coating.

CM

CM

5 cm
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,
Database ID: M S T 2

Mahatao

Town

r

Provenance: Mahatao Town

Description of SEM mount: Form 3-b. No surface coating evident.

5 cm

CM
Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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CM

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Mahatao Town

Database ID: MST 9
Provenance: Mahatao Town
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-f. Possible remnant surface coating.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Tayid
Database ID: T Y D 1
Provenance: Tayid (II-03-Z-47)
Description of SEM mount: Fonn 1-d. Red surface coating.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2

^
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Tayid

Area 3: edge
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Database ID: TYD 7
Provenance: Tayid (II-03-Z-34), surface
Descni^ion

of_SEMjn(mnVVo^

No photo available.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2

716

Tayid

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Tayid

Area 3: Close-up view of edge
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Tayid

Database ID: TYD 10
Provenance: Tayid (II-03-Z-37), Surface
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-a. Possible red surface coating.

No photo available.

4 cm
Overall view

Area 1
I

.

-

...

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Tayid

Area 3
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,
D a t a b a s e I D : T Y D 21
P r o v e n a n c e : Tayid, S q B5, O-lOcm (II-03-Z-17)
Description of SEM mount: Form 0-a. Possible red surface coating.
N o photo available.

3 cm

Overall

Area 2
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Tayid

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 9
Provenance: Torongan A, 45-50cm (11-2001-84-21)

Description of SEMmount: Form 0-e. Remnant red surface coatinj on outer surface.

5 cm

Overall view

X1 m1 1m r^^mm
Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix i; Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 14
Provenance: Torongan A, 40-45cm (11-2001-14-28)

Description of SEM mount: Fonn 10b. No surface coating evident.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Torongan

Cave

Database ID: TOR 18
Provenance: Torongan A/B, 60-65cm (II-2001-G4-42)
Description of SEM mount:

Form 1-b. No surface coating evident.

4 cm

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2

ir.

i •
•

JEOL

. 1 5KO

' 1 m rii
X 3s0 .39mm
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Appendix J; Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 18
Provenance: Torongan A/B, 60-65cm (II-2001-74-42)
Description

Form_Ub._N(^surface co^^

_

No photo available

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 42
Provenance: Torongan A/B, 50-55cm (II-2001-G4-122)
Description of SEMmount: Form 0-a. RemnaiU £ed_s^face coatjng^ _

4 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 46
Provenance: Torongan B, 35-40cm (II-2001-G4-62)
Description

of SEM mount: Form 0-e. Remnant red surface coating.

4 cm

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 47
Provenance: Torongan A, 30-35cm (II-2001-G4-17)

Descnption olSEMjjjqunV Fom^

i^S^i'DS.

4 cm

f

Overall view

JEOL

15KU

X1mm
1 0 39mm
Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix

3: Scanning Electron

Micrographs,

Database ID: TOR 49
Provenance: Torongan AB, 50-55cm (11-2001-127)
_Descjiplion_oJSEMmouiU:_¥ji;m

No surface_coatin£ evidejit

Area 1

Area 2
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Torongan

Cave

Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 56
Provenance: Torongan B, 30-35cni (11-2001-64-58)
Description of SEM mount: Form 1-b. No surface coatings evident.

4 cm

Overall view

.
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JEO'L

m
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1 5KU

1mm
X10

39mm

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Torongan Cave

Database ID: TOR 57
Provenance: Torongan B, 5-lOcm (II-2001-G4-90)
Description of SEM mount: Form l-e. No surface coating evident.

3 cm
Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-1
P r o v e n a n c e : H u a k a n s h a n , S q 5, L a y e r 3
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd.

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-2
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 3
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd. Possible organic inclusions noted.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-3
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 3
Description ofSEMmount:

Plain body sherd.

Overall view

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-4
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 3
Description of SEM mount: Cord-marked body sherd.

Overall view:

Area 1:

sm"
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Sunget Top Terrace

Database ID: HKS-C-5
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 9
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd.

Overall view:

Area 1:
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sunget Top Terrace

ID: HKS-C-6
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 9

Description of SEM mount: Cord-marked body sherd.

Overall view:

Area 1:

Area 2:
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Sungel Top Terrace

Database ID: HKS-C-7
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 8
Description of SEM mount: Worn, cord-marked body sherd.

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-8
P r o v e n a n c e : H u a k a n s h a n , S q 5, L a y e r 7
Plain body sherd.

Description of SEMmount:

Overall v i e w
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: H K S - C - 9
P r o v e n a n c e : H u a k a n s h a n , S q 5, L a y e r 7
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

ID: HKS-C-10
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 7
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd.

Overall view:

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-11
P r o v e n a n c e : H u a k a n s h a n , S q 5, L a y e r 6
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-12
P r o v e n a n c e : H u a k a n s h a n , S q 5, L a y e r 6
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd.

Overall v i e w

Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-13
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 6
Description of SEM mount: Possible cord-marked body sherd.

Overall view
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs, Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-14
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 5
Description of SEM mount: Cord-marked body sherd
Overall v i e w

Area 1
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Appendix 3: Scanning Electron Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-15
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 5
Description of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd

Overall view
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Area 1

Area 2
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Appendix

3: Scanning Electron

Micrographs,

Huakanshan

Database ID: HKS-C-16
Provenance: Huakanshan, Sq 5, Layer 4
Description

of SEMmount:

Plain body sherd

Overall view:

Area 1:

Area 2:
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APPENDIX 4:
PETROGRAPHIC REPORT WRD-254 (15 JULY 2006)
FIRST PETROGRAPHIC APPRAISAL OF SAND TEMPERS IN
PREHISTORIC POTSHERDS FROM LUZON, BATANITBAYAT, AND TAIWAN
BY PROFESSOR WILLIAM DICKINSON
Sixteen plastic mounts of fifty prehistoric potsherds from selected localities on Luzon
and Taiwan, and the intervening islets of Batan and Itbayat in the Luzon Strait, were
sent for preparation of thin sections and then petrographic appraisal by Mary Clare
Swete Kelly of the Australian National University in Canberra. Table 254-1 indicates
the provenience of the sherds included in the collection received. To the best of my
knowledge, this report is the first petrographic appraisal of temper sand in PhilippineTaiwan sherds. Because the geologic settings of Luzon, Batan-Itbayat, and Taiwan are
quite different, geotectonic backgrounds are provided separately for each sherd set
discussed.
Because multiple (2-6) small sherd slices are present on each sherd mount, the number
of temper grains counted per sherd is variable, and commonly less than my standard
practice (n= 400). The standard deviation of counting error is given by the expression
[p(100-p)/n]!/2, where Phosphorus is frequency percentage and n is the number of grains
counted (Van der Plas and Tobi, 1965), and should be kept in mind when comparing
reported counts.
For each sherd set, a strong geological argument can be made that temper sands were
collected near the sites of sherd recovery, hence that wares were fabricated locally, with
ceramic transfer from not far away possible or probable for some tempers. On the larger
islands (Luzon and Taiwan), it cannot be argued that similar sands occur only near the
archaeological sites, but there are no geological reasons to look farther afield for the
sources of most tempers than the vicinity of the sites. In all cases except five sherds
from Huakanshan on Taiwan, distinct contrasts in grain size between the finest temper
grains and the coarsest silt particles embedded in clay pastes imply that temper sands
were manually added to clay bodies, rather than being natural temper embedded in
alluvial clays.
Cagayan Valley, Luzon
The Irigayen and Dumbrique sites (Table 254-1) are located along the Cagayan River
near the northern end of the intermontane Cagayan Valley of northern Luzon within 25
km of the north coast. The Cagayan Valley is a post-mid-Miocene sedimentary basin
(Caagusan, 1980) that formed as an interarc basin by mid-Oligocene to mid-Miocene
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intra-arc rifting between mid-Eocene to mid-Miocene volcanogenic assemblages of the
Sierra Madre frontal arc to the east and the Cordillera Central remnant arc to the west
(Florendo, 1994). Subduction beneath Luzon was downward to the west along the
ancestral East Luzon Trough offshore to the east of the island before post-mid-Miocene
subduction downward to the east was initiated along the Manila Trench to the west of
Luzon. Post-mid-Miocene sediments of the Cagayan Valley are volcaniclastic strata
(Mathisen and Vondra, 1983) derived from the flanking ranges exposing deformed
Oligocene-Miocene strata overlying Paleogene volcanogenic assemblages intruded
locally by Miocene granitic stocks (Philippine Geological Survey, 1963). Modern sands
available for temper in the Cagayan Valley are expected to be volcanic sands derived
either from sediment fill exposed in the valley lowlands or from bedrock in the flanking
Cordillera Central and Sierra Madre.
The temper sands in Irigayen and Dumbrique sherds are poorly to moderately sorted
fluvial sands composed of subangular to subrounded grains of dominantly volcanic
detritus. Two variants, relatively feldspathic (Table 254-2) and lithic (Table 254-3)
respectively, occur in both sherd suites. The percentages of studied Irigayen and
Dumbrique sherds containing feldspathic and lithic tempers are closely similar
(Irigayen, five feldspathic and four lithic; Dumbrique, four feldspathic and three lithic),
suggesting a random rather than systematic distribution of the two temper types in
sherds from the two sites. Collection of temper sand from banks, bars, terraces, or local
tributaries of the Cagayan River seems the most likely means that potters obtained
tempering materials. The same grain types are present in Irigayen-Dumbrique
feldspathic and lithic tempers, but in different proportions inferred to reflect derivation
from components of the Cagayan fluvial system that differ somewhat in detail.
The dominant grain type in the feldspathic tempers is plagioclase feldspar. From the
paucity of quartz or other detritus from intrusive rocks, the plagioclase is inferred to
derive mainly from phenocrysts in volcanic rocks. Minor grains of polycrystalline
quartz were probably derived from amygdules or veinlets in ahered volcanic rocks.
Hornblende that displays various shades of green-brown pleochroism is the dominant
ferromagnesian mineral, indicating that an igneous assemblage of hornblende andesites,
presumably in the geologically related Cordillera Central and Sierra Madre, was the
ultimate source of the feldspathic temper sands.
The Dumbrique feldpathic tempers contain slightly more abundant quartz and slightly
less abundant plagioclase than the Irigayen feldspathic tempers, as well as minor
epidote and microphanerite grains not present in Irigayen feldspathic tempers (Table
254-2). These differences in grain population for the two sets of sherds are inferred to
reflect a greater component of detritus from intrusive rocks in the Dumbrique tempers
than in the Irigayen tempers, suggesting that Dumbrique and Irigayen potters had access
to slightly different Cagayan fluvial sands to use as temper in their respective locales
along the Cagayan River.
The lithic Irigayen-Dumbrique tempers (Table 254-3) are less placered aggregates than
the feldspathic tempers, with consistently lower contents of ferromagnesian and feldspar
mineral grains, but the lithic and feldspathic tempers differ more fundamentally than in
degree of placering. Consistently higher quartz/feldspar and pyroxene/hornblende ratios
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in the lithic temper sands could not have been produced by placering of sand aggregates
similar to the feldspathic tempers. The contrast in mineral ratios apparently reflects
some difference in the provenance of the feldspathic and lithic sands, but both are
inferred to occur within the Cagayan fluvial system because there are no grain types in
the lithic tempers that do not occur also in the feldspathic tempers.
There seems a clear possibility that either the feldspathic or the lithic tempers are nonlocal to Irigayen and Dumbrique, and reflect ceramic transfer to Irigayen and
Dumbrique from elsewhere in the Cagayan Valley. The differences in the composition
of Irigayen and Dumbrique feldspathic tempers (Table 254-2) make them the better
candidates for local tempers. On the other hand, the similarity of lithic tempers in both
Irigayen and Dumbrique sherds (Table 254-3) is compatible with ceramic transfer of
sherds with non-local lithic tempers from some nearby unstudied site or sites within the
Cagayan Valley.
East Coast, Luzon
Along the east coast of northern Luzon, the Cenozoic volcanogenic assemblage of the
Sierra Madre extends to the coast between Calanson Point and Divilican Bay on the
north, and south from Tarigit Point to Baler Bay on the south, but exposures of preCenozoic basement formed by an ophiolitic subduction complex including mafic to
uhramafic plutonic rocks occupy coastal tracts to the north of Calanson Point, between
Divilican Bay and Tarigit Point, and south of Baler Bay as far as the headland around
Dibut Bay (Philippine Geological Survey, 1963).
The Dimolit site (Table 254-1) is located - 1 0 0 m from the east coast of Luzon within
Palanan Bay where the pre-Cenozoic basement complex comes down to the shore on
the west side of the bay, but is overlain unconformably by Oligocene-Miocene
sedimentary strata exposed on the south side of the bay out to Palanan Point.
Characteristic temper sands in Dimolit sherds differ systematically from Cagayan
Valley tempers, and were apparently derived mainly from ophiolitic basement rocks
exposed on the coastal fringe of Luzon at Palanan Bay.
Tempers in six of the seven Dimolit sherds are related heterogeneous sands of the
tectonic highland temper class (Dickmson, 2006) composed dominantly of varying
proportions of multiple grain types (Table 254-4) in the following order of net
abundance (means with standard deviations and ranges of frequency percentages given
in brackets):
•
•
•
•
•

distinctive red-brown vitric lithic fragments of mafic volcanic glass [31±10;
20-49]
opaque grains of iron oxides (magnetite and/or ilmenite) [18±11; 8-41]
clinopyroxene and olivine mineral grains (ferromagnesian silicates) [13±10- 734]
chert and argillite lithic fragments whh recrystallized ghosts of ovoid
radiolarian tests visible in selected instances [13±7; 5-26],
microlitic lithic fragments derived from the groundmass of volcanic rocks (in
many of which plagioclase microlites are set in semi-opaque black tachylitic
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volcanic
glass charged with submicroscopic opaque minerals)
[10±4; 5-18]
feldspar mineral grains (predominantly plagioclase) [10±4; 4-17]
microphaneritic lithic fragments of hypabyssal or plutonic igneous rocks of
generally mafic character [4±2; 1-6]
equant and unstrained volcanic quartz grains [1±1; 0-3]
brown spinel mineral grains (derived from peridotite) [1±1; 0-3]

The presence of radiolarian chert grains signals derivation of at least some of the
detritus from the ophiolitic basement complex of eastern Luzon. Radiolarian chert and
associated argillite represent deep-sea sediments deposited on oceanic crust and mantle
composed of the types of volcanic and plutonic rocks that form the bulk of the basement
complex (ophiolite sequences form as seafloor before deformation and uplift during
subduction). The other grain types could also have been derived from the ophiolitic
basement of eastern Luzon. The paucity of quartz and feldspar, the abundance of
opaque grains and the presence of spinel grains, igneous hthic fragments composed both
of mafic volcanic glass (in part semi-opaque) and of intrusive microphanerite, and the
combined dominance of clinopyroxene and olivine over other ferromagnesian silicate
mineral grains are all compatible with derivation of Dimolit temper sands from an
ophiolitic complex. The variable proportions of grain types in the temper sands could
reflect either different degrees of placering at closely spaced collecting sites or
derivation from multiple local drainages tapping slightly different lithologic mixes
within the basement complex.
The moderately sorted and subrounded to subangular character of the temper grains in
most Dimolit tempers suggest stream sand rather than beach sand. One well sorted
placer temper (DIM 242) is probably beach sand in which ferromagnesian grains of
higher specific gravity were concentrated from grain aggregates similar to the other
Dimolit temper sands.
A markedly quartzo-feldspathic temper in one of the Dimolit sherds (DIM 233) is a
sand unlike the characteristic Dimolit tempers in several respects apart from
anomalously high contents of quartz and plagioclase feldspar (Table 254-4).
Hornblende exceeds pyroxene in abundance, and there is minor epidote rare if present at
all in other Dimolit tempers, but none of the chert and argillite grains diagnostic of
oceanic sediment are present. Volcanic lithic fragments are rare, but microphanerite
grains derived from intrusive igneous rock are especially abundant. The dominant
source rock for this anomalous temper sand is most likely an intrusive component of the
ophiolitic basement complex exposed in some local drainage near Dimolit where the
local lithic assemblage includes oceanic plagiogranite as a source for the abundant
quartz grains, and the epidote grains (probably of deuteric origin in granitic rock).
Batan-Itbayat

Islets

The Mahatao, Naidi, Payaman, Sunget, and Tayid sites are located on the islet of Batan
in the Luzon Strait between Luzon and Taiwan, and the Torongan site on the nearby
islet of Itbayat (Table 254-1). Both islands are part of the volcanically active North
Luzon arc, paired with subduction at the Manila Trench, which extends from Luzon
northward to Taiwan (Huang et al, 1197, 2000, 2006). The accretionary prism of the
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subduction system west of the volcanic arc forms the bathymetric Hengchun ridge
extending southward from the Hengchun peninsula at the southern tip of Taiwan.
The North Luzon arc bifurcates midway along its length (Yang et al., 1996), with a
double island arc present southward from near Batan and Itbayat. Doubling of the arc
structure reflects the effect of subducting the buoyant Scarborough seamount chain of
the South China Sea at the Manila Trench. Ridge subduction shallowed the angle of
plate descent into the mantle, and shifted the locus of active volcanism eastward during
Pliocene time (4-2 Ma) from an older western volcanic chain to a younger eastern
volcanic chain. The western chain is continuous southward to the active volcanic arc of
western Luzon, whereas the eastern chain has its southern terminus at Cagua volcano on
the northeast tip of Luzon east of the Cagayan Valley.
Itbayat of the western chain exposes Pliocene (4-3 Ma) volcanic rock capped by well
developed marine terraces, overlying reef limestone, and thick lateritic soil. Mount Iraya
at the northeast end of dumbbell-shaped Batan is a dormant Quaternary volcano (<2
Ma) at the northernmost end of the eastern chain, but the rest of Batan exposes preQuaternary (9.4-2.3 Ma) volcanic rocks with local limestone cover. Local Batan-Itbayat
tempers are expected to be exclusively volcanic sands derived from the Neogene
volcanic assemblage of the North Luzon arc.
All the Batan-Itbayat sherds contain as temper poorly sorted and subangular volcanic
sand (Table 254-5) in which the dominant mineral grains are plagioclase feldspar and
green-brown hornblende, although subordinate pyroxene is also present in threequarters of the sherds. The pyroxene is predominantly clinopyroxene, with no more than
one orthopyroxene grain present per thin section. Fragments of volcanic rock with
glassy or felsitic internal textures are the only lithic fragments. Microphenocrysts of
plagioclase or hornblende, or both, are present in many of the larger lithic fragments.
Derivation of the tempers from andesitic volcaniclastic deposits of the North Luzon arc
seems assured.
Although h would be attractive to suppose that all the tempers derive from fresh
eruptive products of Mount Iraya, the consistently higher plagioclase/hornblende ratio
(plg/hbl) in tempers of Torongan sherds from Itbayat (Table 254-5) than in the tempers
of any sherds from sites on Batan implies that potters on the two islands used local
sands for temper. The Pliocene and Quaternary volcaniclastic deposits of Batan and
Itbayat may all be so similar that discrimination among temper sources is not feasible
except with empirical evidence such as that provided by the Torongan tempers. An
additional indication that local tempers from multiple sources were probably used by
Batan-Itbayat potters is the consistently lower plagioclase/hornblende ratio in Sunget
tempers as compared to nearly all other Batan tempers (Table 254-5). Inconsistent
proportions of hornblende and pyroxene in the tempers of sherds from individual sites
on Batan suggest that separate eruptions from the same vents along the North Luzon arc
produce ash and lava with variable hornblende/pyroxene ratios leading to interbedded
deposits that display the unsystematic ratios observed in Batan temper sands.
Despite the poor sorting of the temper sands, they are so unweathered that natural
temper is unlikely, as opposed to manual addition of volcaniclastic sand to clay bodies
lacking sandy constituents when collected. The joint dominance of plagioclase and
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hornblende mineral grains is reminiscent of Cagayan Valley tempers, and evidently
reflects the petrological similarity of eruptive products over time and space along the
Luzon arc. The variety of mineral grains and lithic fragments characteristic of Cagayan
Valley tempers is not seen, however, in the Batan-Itbayat sherd assemblage for which
the tempers derive entirely from local volcanic assemblages of late Neogene age
exposed along the insular segment of the North Luzon arc.
Taiwan Longitudinal Valley
The Huakanshan site is located on the east coast of Taiwan near Hualien at the northern
end of the Longitudinal Valley along which the northern end of the North Luzon arc has
been accreted to the continental block of China (Huang et al, 1997, 2000, 2006). The
suture beh of the Longitudinal Valley lies between the Central Range of the deformed
Asian continental margin to the west and the Coastal Range of accreted island arc to the
east. Continental basement forms the deep subsurface of western Taiwan beneath thrust
sheets emplaced from the east during arc-continent collision. Arc-continent collision has
progressed from north to south since late in Miocene time (Teng, 1990; Sibuet and Hsu,
1997, 2004), and is still in progress off southern Taiwan. Tectonic slices of the volcanic
axis, intra-arc basins, the forearc basin, and the subduction complex of the accreted
island arc are incorporated into the Coastal Range, and deformed melanges are exposed
along the suture zone of the Longitudinal Valley (Chang et al, 2000, 2001). The
accreted arc assemblage is composed of submarine to subaerial volcanic rocks typical of
intra-oceanic island arcs (Song and Lo, 2002). Tertiary sedimentary rocks derived from
bedrock in eastern Taiwan contain a mixture of detritus from the accreted island arc of
the Coastal Range and from folded sedimentary to metasedimentary bedrock of the
deformed and overthrust continental margin exposed to the west in the Central Range
(Dorsey, 1988; Huang et al, 2006).
Detritus of two generically different kinds occurs in Huakanshan tempers. Sand grains
of volcanic parentage derived from the accreted arc assemblage of the Coastal Range
east of the Longitudinal Valley include plagioclase and clinopyroxene mineral grains,
opaque iron oxide grains, volcanic lithic fragments with microlitic to felsitic internal
textures, and lithic fragments of mafic volcanic glass. The presence of clinopyroxene
rather than hornblende as the exclusive ferromagnesian silicate mineral in the volcanic
fraction of Huakanshan temper sands sets them apart sharply from hornblende-rich
Batan-Itbayat and Cagayan Valley temper sands. Sand grains of non-volcanic parentage
derived from the deformed continental margin exposed in the Central Range west of the
Longitudinal Valley include quartz mineral grains, polycrystalline quartzite lithic
fragments, and lithic fragments of foliated quartz-mica tectonite (slate and phyllite). The
tectonhe grains are identical in microscopic appearance to metasedimentary lithic
fragments in Neogene sediments that were deposited along the crustal suture zone of the
Longitudinal Valley during and after arc-continent collision (photomicrographs in
figure 4 of Dorsey, 1988).
The proportions of arc-derived and continental detritus in Huakanshan temper sands are
variable (Table 254-6), and Huakanshan tempers are texturally varied as well. All are
poorly to moderately sorted sands of fluvial origin, but include both manually added
tempers and very poorly sorted tempers composed of grain sizes that grade
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imperceptibly to the coarsest silt particles in clay pastes. The latter are probably natural
temper sand embedded in alluvial clay bodies as originally collected. The manually
added tempers include both poorly sorted and generally finer aggregates of subangular
to subrounded grains, and moderately sorted coarser aggregates of subrounded grains.
As distinction of natural temper from manually added temper is notoriously difficult
from evaluation of textural relations alone, my recognition of natural temper in selected
Huakanshan sherds is provisional only (Table 254-6).
The studied Huakanshan sherds contain tempers falling into three groups for which
texture and composition are correlated (Table 254-6). Type A temper (n= 5 sherds) is
natural temper in which >75% of the grain types are arc-derived volcanic sand from the
Coastal Range, but only one of the five natural tempers lacks any grains of continental
derivation from the Central Range. Type B temper (n= 3 sherds) is poorly sorted but
manually added temper in which <35% of the grain types are volcanic sand from the
Coastal Range, with the remainder being continental sand derived from the Central
Range. Type C temper (n= 3 sherds) is moderately sorted and manually added temper
composed exclusively of volcanic sand, coarser than the other two temper types, derived
entirely from the arc assemblage of the Coastal Range with no contributions from the
Central Range, but the lack of hornblende sets the grain aggregate apart from Cagayan
Valley and Batan-Itbayat tempers. The three temper types appear randomly distributed
with respect to stratigraphic layers in the same excavation square at the Huakanshan site
(Table 254-6).
The origins of the three temper types in terms of Taiwan geography are impossible to
judge from petrography alone, but all could occur as sands near Hualien. Type A and
Type B tempers can be related with confidence to the suture zone of the Longhudinal
Valley, which intersects the east coast of Taiwan near Hualien, from the joint
occurrence of detritus from both the Coastal Range and the Central Range. Type C
temper could well derive from near the coast not far from Hualien, but the petrography
is permissive of non-local temper reflecting ceramic transfer from any locale along the
east coast of Taiwan to the south of Hualien.
Summary

Relations

The sherd suites from the Cagayan Valley, the east coast of Luzon, Batan-Itbayat islets,
and the east coast of Taiwan each contain varied temper sands in detail, but display
quite different temper spectra unrelated to one another. As has proved the case on so
many islands of Pacific Oceania to the east, each of the four clusters of prehistoric
habitations apparently supported a local ceramic industry with pottery fabricated locally
or not far away from the sites of sherd recovery. The different temper suites are flilly
compatible geologically with derivation of the temper sands from source rocks exposed
nearby.
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Table 254-1. Designation and provenience of studied sherds from the Philippines and Taiwan
[letters under sherd number indicate designated positions on sherd mounts as labelled on guides pro\ ided
by Mar\- Clare Swete Kelly: sherd mount 3M-8 not receiv ed although mount guide provided]
thin section no

sherd mount no

sherd number

archaeological site

island locale

1

M l (52-1)

a - DIM 236
b - DIM 1285
c - DIM 1286

Dimolit
Dimolit
Dimolit

Luzon east coast
Luzon east coast
Luzon east coast

2

M2 (52-2)

a - D I M 238
b - DIM 294

Dimolit
Dimolit

Luzon east coast
Luzon east coast

6

M6 (52-16)

a - DIM 242
b - DIM 233

Dimolit
Dimolit

Luzon east coast
Luzon east coast

2-2

2-M2 (52-3)

a - IRI350
b - IRI 28
c - IRI 145

Irigayen
Irigayen
Irigayen

Cagayan Valley
Cagayan Valle>'
Cagavan Valley

2-4

2-M4 (52-4)

a - IRI347
b - I R I 134
c - IRI 142

Irigayen
Irigayen
Irigayen

Cagayan Valley
Cagayan Valley
Cagayan Valley

2-10

2-MlO (52-5)

a - I R I 173
b - IRI 194

Irigayen
Irigayen

Cagayan Valley
Caga> an Valley

2-13

2-M13 (52-6)

a - IRI 376
b - D B Q 117
c - DBQ 260

Irigayen
Dumbrique
Dumbrique

Cagayan Valle>'
Caga_\ an Valley
Cagayan Valley

2-19

2-M19 (52-7)

a -DBQ 5
b - DBQ 265
c - DBQ 264

Dumbrique
Dumbrique
Dumbrique

Cagayan Vallev'
Cagav an Valley
Cagavan Valle>

2-21

2M-21 (52-?)

a -DBQ 1
b - DBQ 304

Dumbrique
Dumbrique

Cagayan Valley
Cagayan Valley

3-1

3-Ml (52-9)

a - P Y M 124
b - BSR28
c - PYM 97
d - not prov ided

Payaman
Naidi
Pavaman
?fayid''

Batan
Batan
Batan
Batan

3-3

3-M3 (52-10)

a -BSR 9
b - BSR 42
c - MST 2

Naidi
Naidi
Maliatao

Batan
Batan
Batan

3-5

3-M5 (52-11)

a - TOR 28
b - TOR 56
c - TOR 14
d - SIT' 144

Torongan
Torongan
Torongan
Sunget

Itbayat
Itbayat
Itbayat
Batan

3-9

3-M9 (52-12)

a - STT 283
b - SMT 7

Sunget
Sunget

Batan
Batan

3-11

3 - M l l (52-1?)

a - STT 500
b - BSR 8
c - TOR 42

Sunget
Naidi
Torongan

Batan
Batan
Itbayat

4-12

4-M12 (52-14)

a - H K S 1187(11)
b - HKS (7)

Huakanshan
Huakanshan

Tai\van
Taiwan
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4-13

4-M13 (52-15)

c - H K S 1124(5)
d - HKS 1145 (17)
e - H K S 1129(3)
f - HKS 1210 (6)

Huakanshan
Huakanshan
Huakanshan
Huakanshan

Taiwan
Taiwan
Taiwan
Tai\\ an

a - H K S 1124(5)
b - HKS 1129 (1)
c - H K S (14)
d - HKS 1153
(15)
e - H K S (12)

Huakanshan
Huakanshan
Huakanshan
Huakanshan

Taiwan
Tai\\ an
Taiwan
Taiwan

Huakanshan

Taiwan
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Table 254-2. Frequency percentages of grain types in Irigayen and Dumbrique (Cagayan Valley,
Luzon) feldspathic temper sands tabulated in order of increasing feldspar content based on counts
of n grains in thin section (± for means indicate standard deviations for multiple counts)
IRIGAYEN SHERDS
sherd no (prefix IR1-)

194

128

1145

1350

1173

(;?)

400

111

400

400

400

monoquartz
polyquartz
plagioclase

2
68

-

-

1
72

-

1
72

1
1
76

1
1
78

<1
~1
73±3

hornblende
clinopyroxene
opaque FeOx

13
2
4

11
^

19

16

15

7

2

2

1

15±3
1±1
3±2

microlitic VRF
felsitic VRF
vitric VRF
(total VRF)

4

2
3
1
(6)

2
3
1
(6)

1
2
1
(4)

1
2
1
(4)

2±1
3±1
2±1
(6±3)

J

J^

4
(11)

-

-

-

mean

DUMBRIQUE SHERDS
260

1

304

n

111

400

400

400

monoquartz
polyquartz
plagioclase

3
1
62

400
J1
1
64

2
1
64

3
1
66

~3
~1
64±2

hornblende
clinopyroxene
epidote
opaque FeOx

14
1
1
8

19
1
tr
5

23

15
1
tr
4

18±4
~1
<1
6±2

microlitic VRF
felsitic VRF
vitric VRF
(total VRF)
microphanerite

4
2
J

2
2
1
(5)
2

2
tr
2
(4)
1

J
2
4

3±1
2±1
2±1
(7±2)
~1

rd no (prefix DBQ-)

(9)

1

-

5

(9)

1

mean
-

Notes: monoquam = monocrvstalline quartz grains and polyquartz = polycn, stalline quartz-chalcedony
grains; opaque FeOX = opaque iron oxides (niagnetite>ilmenite); VRF = \ olcanic litliic fragments \\ itli
different groundmass texture and mineralog>' (microlitic: plagioclase microlites set in \ olcanic glass,
felsitic: quartz-feldspar mosaics formed b\' devitrification of felsic \ olcanic glass, \ itric: red to brown
mafic \ olcanic glass); microphanerite = granular lidiic fragments of intrusive igneous rocks (both mafic
and felsic)
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Table 254-3. Frequency percentages of grain types in Irigayen (IRI-) and Dumbrique (DBQ-) lithic
temper sands (Cagayan Valley, Luzon) tabulated in order of decreasing feldspar content based on
tra% erse counts of n grains in thin section (± for mean indicates standard deviation)
sherd no

IRI376

DBQ 264

IRI 142

DBQ 5

IRI 134

IRI 1347

mean

n

375

400

400

400

400

275

-

monoqtz
polyqtz
plagioclase

J
1
45

2
1
43

2
3
42

1
1
40

2
1
34

4
2
32

2±1
-1.5
39±5

hornblende
clinopyroxene
epidote
opaque FeOx

5
3

15
2
tr
9

7
6
J->

8

4
3
tr
6

11

5
3
1
13

7
7
1
6

7±4
4±2
~1
9±3

microlitic VRF
felsitic VRF
vitric VRF
(total VRF)
microphanerite

18
6
9
(33)
2

20
8
11
(39)
1

6
3
15
(24)
3

17
6
4
(27)
4

17
4
18
(39)
2

21
9
8
(38)
2

16±5
6±2
11±6
(33±6)
2±1

-

Notes: DBQ 264 also contains - 1 % biotite flakes: monoqtz = monocn stalline quartz grains and polyqtz =
polycn stalline quartz-chalcedony grains: opaque FeOX = opaque iron oxides (magnetite>ilmenite); VRF
= volcanic lithic fragments with different groundniass texture and mineralog\- (microlitic: plagioclase
microlites set in \ olcanic glass, felsitic: quartz-feldspar mosaics formed by dev itrification of felsic
\ olcanic glass, \ itric: red to brow n mafic \ olcanic glass); microphanerite = granular lithic fragments of
intrusiv e igneous rocks (both mafic and felsic); sherd DBQ265 contains similar lithic sand as temper, but
the sand grains in the temper are too small to allow reliable identification of tv pes of lithic fragments.
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Table 254-4. Frequency percentages of grain types in characteristic Dimolit temper sands (east
coast of Luzon) based on traverse counts of n grains in thin section (tabulated in first six columns in
order of increasing content of lithic fragments) and comparable data for one anomalous Dimolit
temper (right column)
sherd no (prefix DIM-) —>

242

236

294

238

1285

1286

233'

(«)

(350)

(133)

(228)

(362)

(96)

(192)

(266)

monocr> stalline quartz grains
monocr\stalline plagioclase grains
monocrystalline K-feldspar grains

1
6
tr

1
4

1
10
tr

3
9

17
tr

tr
11
1

22
31

monocr> stalline clinopyroxene grains
oliv ine grains (iddingsitic alteration)
inonocn stalline hornblende grains
monocrystalline bro\v n spinel grains
opaque iron oxide grains

30
3
1
1
19

6
3

2
tr
1
tr
22

7

6
1

tr
41

15
1
tr
3
9

6
tr
8

vitric volcanic litliic fragments
niicrolitic volcanic litliic fragments
microphaneritic igneous litliic
fragments
argillite sedimentan litliic fragments
chert sedimentar>- lithic fragments

21
9
4

20
11
5

29
18
3

2
3

4
5

total quartz-feldspar mineral grains
total ferromagnesian mineral grains
total volcanic litliic fragments
total non-\ olcanic litliic fragments

7
54
30
9

total lithic fragments

39

' also includes 2% epidote grains and r/obiotite flakes
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

8

10

13

38
6
1

29
10

49
5
6

2
5
10

4
7

7
11

12
14

3
8

5
50
31
14

11
28
47
14

12
25
45
18

17
15
39
29

12
17
54
17

53
30
7
10

45

61

63

68

71

17

o
J

-
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Table 254-5. Frequency percentages of grain types in Batan-Itbayat temper sands based on areal
(whole sherd) counts of n coarse temper grains in thin section (finer temper grains ignored);
prefixes for sherd numbers denote specific archaeological sites (all on Batan except as indicated):
BSR, Naidi; MST, Mahatao PYM, Payaman; STT (& SMT). Sunget; TOR, Torongan (Itbayat).
sherd no

plagioclase

n

hornblende

pyroxene

opaque

VRF

plg/libl

Payaman (-Tayid?) Sherds (Batan)
PYM 97
PYM 124
977

60
67
79

25
25
24

27
28
21

J
11
16

5
12
7

40
24
32

0.93
0.89
1.14

(mean)

-

(25)

(25)

(10)

(8)

(32)

(0.99)

14
22
26
24
18

0.97
0.50
0.93
1.10
0.94

Xaidi-Mahatao Sherds (Batan)
BSR 8
BSR 9
BSR 28
BSR 42
MST 2

94
87
76
54
59

37
21
27
33
34

38
42
29
30
36

1
9
9
-

10
6
9
13
12

(mean)

-

(30)

(35)

(4)

(10)

(21)

(0.89)

26
26
21
25

0.73
0.60
0.46
0.68

-

Sunget Sherds (Batan)
SMT 7
STT 144
STT 283
STT 500

76
58
85
60

24
24
18
27

33
40
39
40

14
5
11
-

3
5
11
8

(mean)

-

(23)

(38)

(8)

(7)

(24)

(0.62)

52
42
43
40

18
24
20
16

2
2
2

13
7
5
6

17
25
30
36

2.89
1.75
2.15
2.50

(44)

(20)

(2)

(8)

(27)

(2.32)

Torongan Sherds (Itbayat)
54
TOR 14
TOR 18
83
TOR 42
56
64
TOR 56
(mean)

-

-
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Table 254-6. Frequency percentages of grain types in Huakanshan (Taiwan) temper sands (sherds
from Square 5) based on areal (whole sherd) counts of n grains in thin section; grain types in
capitiii letters from Central Range; grain types in lower case from Coastal Range
TYPE A TEMPERS
(poorly sorted, subangular. natural)
sherd no
(prefix HKS)

1210(6)
mount 4-12
la> er 9

(7)
imount 4-12
la> er 9

1124 (5)
mount 4-13
la>'er 3

1129(3)
mount 4-12
layer 3

mean of four
mixed sands
(± is std de\ )

(12)
mount 4-;
layer 6

n

68

121

66

133

QUARTZ
QUARl'Zirt,
TECTONITE

6
10
6

7
7
5

6
6
5

2
4
2

5±2
7±2
4±2

0
0
0

(SUBTOTAL)'

(22)

(19)

(17)

(8)

(16±5)

(0)

plagioclase
clinop>roxene
opaques
mic-fel VRFvitric VRF^

12
35
5
10
16

J^
54
tr
10
14

30
26
2
18
7

5
54
2
14
17

12±11
42±12
2±2
14±3
14±4

21
60
3
10
6

(subtotal)^

(78)

(81)

(83)

(92)

(84±5)

(100)

96

TYPE B TEMPERS
(poorly sorted, subangular. manual)
sherd no
(prefix HKS)

1187(11). mount
4-12. layer 7

1124 (5). mount
4-12. layer 3

1145(17). mount
4-12. layer 4

mean of tliree
(±isstddev)

n

121

145

166

-

QUARTZ
QUARTZITE
TECTONITE

21
9
36

21
13
35

25
22
27

22±2
15±5
33±4

(SUBTOTAL)'

(66)

(69)

(74)

(70±3)

plagioclase
clinop>roxene
opaques
mic-fel VRF\ itric VRF^
volclas^

11
7
2
3
9
2

10
6
1
5
5
4

3
11
tr
3
8
1

8±4
8±2
1±1
4±1
7±2
2±1

(subtotal)'

(34)

(31)

(26)

(30±3)
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TYPE C TEMPERS
(moderately sorted, subangular. manual)
sherd no
(prefix HKS)

(14). mount
4-13. layer 6

1129 (1), mount
4-13. layer 3

1153 (15), mount
4-13. layer 5

n

157

167

182

plagioclase
clinopyroxene
mic-fel VRFvitric VRF^
volcaniclastic'^

22
18
52
5
3

26
21
47
4
2

28
26
39
5
2

mean of tliree
(± is std de\)
-

25±3
22±3
46±5
~5
~2

total grains inferred to derive from Central Range
- \ olcanic litliic fragments with microlitic to felsitic internal textures
^ \ itric (glassy) \ olcanic litliic fragments in part cr>ptocn, stalline
intemalh' granular litliic fragments of \ olcaniclastic rocks
' total grains inferred to deri\ e from Coastal Range
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APPENDIX 4: DATA DISK
The attached disk contains a summary of raw data for each of the sites. This data was
the basis of the analysis contained in this thesis. However, the original data record
sheets served as the primary data source in cases where inconsistencies occurred. In
addition to this data, there are drawings of every sherd (to scale) on the original record
sheets and photos of the inner and outer surface of every sherd. These latter sources
were also utilised extensively.
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